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P R E f A c E

The Lutheran Reformation had its start in German-speaking lands and pro-
gressed from there over the course of an entire century. it firmly established itself 
under the terms of the Peace of Augsburg in 1555, when the Lutheran church was 
granted legal status and equal rights to exist as an ecclesiastical body alongside the 
Roman church. Even after the Augsburg Peace Treaty, Lutheranism continued to 
expand and Lutheran doctrine and liturgical worship still continued to develop 
a unique expression, while the church undertook to establish its doctrinal norm 
under the terms of the Formula of Concord and the Book of Concord.

Less than ten years after the signing of the Augsburg Peace Treaty, a “new Ref-
ormation” movement was initiated in German-speaking territories. This move-
ment was the calvinist Reformation, or the “Second Reformation,” as it has been 
called by heinz Schilling and other twentieth century historians. it represented 
a calvinist call for the so-called “completion” of the Lutheran Reformation, and 
it managed to entice away from Lutheranism a number of territorial churches, 
some larger and some smaller, first in Electoral Palatinate, then in the Wetterau 
Lands, hesse-Kassel, Lippe, and elsewhere.

As a consequence of these “missionary” efforts, the second half of the sixteenth 
century was a trying period for the Lutheran church and in many places the 
church had to fight for its very survival. its battles had to be fought on two fronts, 
both against the counter-Reformation, which was inaugurated after the council 
of Trent and the cologne War, and a defensive struggle against calvinism, which 
threatened the very existence of the Lutheran church by insisting that the Luther-
an Reformation was still far too “Roman” in both theology and practice, and that 
calvinism had now assumed the task of bringing the Reformation to completion.

calvinist efforts were directed primarily against the Lutheran doctrine of the 
person and work of christ and Lutheran sacramental theology. it insisted that 
Lutheranism was far too bound to outward things and was insufficiently “spirit-
ual.” The calvinist Reformation insisted that what the Lutherans regarded as 
adiaphora was in fact the remnant of destructive “papal idolatry” and “super-
stition.” The Reformed called for the complete abolition of the mass and all its 
ceremonies and all visual arts in the church and other adiaphora which had been 
crucial to the church’s identity in past ages.

Unlike the Lutheran Reformation which gained the support of the estates and 
the general populace, this Second Reformation was imposed and enforced from 
above by princes and other rulers who had defected from Lutheranism. This Ref-
ormation was built upon the fact that after the power of Rome had been broken in 
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German-speaking lands, territorial rulers in many places were now able to estab-
lish total control over the church in their territories. With only a few exceptions, 
this “new” or “Second Reformation” could also be called the “Princely Reforma-
tion,” since it brought calvinism into Lutheran territories through the power of 
temporal rulers who had personally been converted to calvinism and saw it as 
their task to exterminate every “vestige of Romanism” still present among the 
Lutherans. This “new Reformation” deepened the already significant division be-
tween the Lutheran and Reformed churches, and as a result of the iconoclastic 
activities of the territorial rulers and their policy of stamping out Lutheran theol-
ogy and traditions, it caused great conflicts and growing animosity between the 
two confessions. its most obvious outward manifestation could be seen in the se-
vere and often inflammatory confessional polemics which prevailed, and in some 
cases in riots and outward rebellions. 

in 1617 the centenary of the nailing of the Ninety-Five Theses to the castle 
church door in Wittenberg was commemorated in German lands by a variety of 
celebrations. in Saxony and elsewhere it was marked by dramatic reenactments, 
comedies, and other public celebrations. There was no great celebration in terri-
tories where Lutheranism had been replaced by calvinism. The Lutherans were 
on guard since, even at that late date, calvinism was still carrying its forward 
march in German lands and was threatening territories in the north and east, 
including the margraviate of Brandenburg, the Duchy of mecklenburg-Strelitz, 
and the Silesian duchies.

The forward progress of calvinism seemed unstoppable. however, it ground 
to a halt very suddenly after the disastrous defeat of the calvinist armies of Elec-
toral Palatinate and its allies at the Battle of White mountain near Prague in 1620. 
The final result of the two Reformations in Germany, both that of the Lutherans 
and that of the calvinists, would be determined not as much by theological argu-
ments or the will of the princes, as by the results of the military clashes on the 
battlefield.

The author wishes to thank Dr. charles Evanson formerly of concordia Theo-
logical Seminary, fort Wayne, U.S.A., and former faculty member in the Depart-
ment of Theology in the University of Klaipėda, for his valuable advice and assist-
ance in preparing this work, and for his insights into the theology and historical 
events of the period. Thanks also go to the Rev. Daniel S. Johnson who made 
valuable suggestions concerning linguistic corrections and improvements.

The author wishes this book to be considered his contribution to the 500th anni-
versary of the Lutheran Reformation and its legacy by its attempt to remind read-
ers of the difficult and sometimes tortuous events through which the Lutheran 
church passed during the Second Reformation in German-speaking lands.
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i N T R o D U c T i o N

This study traces the record of the origins and spread of calvinism in Ger-
man-speaking territories. it takes into account the major theological controversies 
between Lutheran and Reformed theologians and examines the context and the 
processes by which calvinism replaced or attempted to replace the dominant Lu-
theran confession.

The “Second Reformation” by which the Reformed church established itself 
in German-speaking lands was a unique phenomenon limited exclusively to 
these territories. Elsewhere, in Switzerland, the Netherlands, and Scotland, the 
Reformed church came to be established through a direct Reformation which 
cut it off from the Roman church. There was no comparable transition from one 
Protestant denomination to the another. Despite some Sacramentarian tendencies 
in some German-speaking lands, Lutheranism was already firmly established, 
when calvinism entered the holy Roman Empire. Where it entered, this Second 
Reformation came into being and sought to overcome the first Reformation, that 
of the Lutherans. 

Although the call for this “Second Reformation” originated within the circle 
of followers of John calvin and a number of “Philippists” whose positions were 
rejected by the Formula of Concord, sixteenth century contemporaries preferred to 
speak of it rather as “another reformation,” or as the “emendation,” “continua-
tion,” or “completion” of the reforming work of martin Luther. it has only been 
in modern times, through the efforts of Jürgen moltmann, heinz Schilling, Bodo 
Nischan, and others, that the term “Second Reformation” has come to be used to 
describe the efforts of calvinism to establish itself in the Lutheran regions. This 
term has come to be understood as a part of a wider process of “confessional-
ization” – a term pioneered by Ernst Walter Zeeden who in the 1950’s sought to 
describe ecclesiastical movements in the latter part of the sixteenth century and 
beyond in terms of what he called “confessional formation.” he spoke of the pro-
cess of confessionalization in terms of a “Reformed confessionalization,” based 
on factors, which between the 1555 Peace of Augsburg and the end of the Thirty 
Years’ War, promoted the formation and development of calvinism in Germany. 
The term “confessionalization” then came to be used more broadly to describe 
the process by which the holy Roman Empire fragmented into three very dis-
tinct confessional bodies – Tridentine catholicism, orthodox Lutheranism, and 
calvinism. These three confessional bodies are understood to cover all aspects of 
public and private life during this period. heinz Schilling and Wolfgang Reinhard 
widened the term still further to describe the development of the modern German 
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state. They attempted to take into account all aspects of the political consequences 
and both the political and social dynamics of the confessional movements, which 
strove to develop among their subjects a unified and disciplined society, which 
transformed over a long period of time the old European status-ordered world 
into the modern industrialized society, which emerged in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. This topic is still a matter of lively discussion.1

The present study directs its attention to the building of the two confessions, 
or the so-called “inter-confessionalization” between the Lutheran and calvin-
ist Reformations, and gives only passing attention to developments in the post-
Tridentine Roman catholic church and the reforms and consolidation of power 
which followed. Accordingly, this study prefers to use the term “Second Refor-
mation” rather than “confessionalization,” or the use of the term in its narrower 
sense, to refer to the “Lutheran – Reformed confessionalization.” 

The confessional polarization which developed between Lutheranism and 
calvinism during this period was marked by conflicts. The calvinists insisted 
on a “progressive Reformation” which they put forward to complete the “un-
finished Reformation” initiated by Luther and his colleagues. The Lutherans, for 
their part, demonstrated strong resistance to such calvinist notions. They insisted 
upon continuity with medieval catholicism, by allowing the continued use of 
many liturgical and popular customs which they labeled as “adiaphora” – things 
which the Formula of Concord defined as “… neither commanded nor forbidden 
in the God’s Word” – matters which could be done or left undone without fault.2 
calvinism viewed adiaphora quite differently. The Reformed insisted that only 
those things were permissible in the church which were specifically commanded 
in the Scriptures. Accordingly, they insisted that the Lutherans were not suffi-
ciently reformed because they retained too much of the “old pomp.” They insisted 
that more than changes in doctrine were necessary, especially with reference to 
the teaching of christology and the sacraments, but also outward things must 
be reformed as well, such as liturgical rites, traditional customs and ceremonies, 
and interior church decoration. They felt compelled to “complete” the Lutheran 
Reformation and to cast out of the church “Roman” sacramental theology and 
eradicate from the church all visible remnants of “papal abuses.” for this reason, 
wherever calvinism gained the upper hand, it “reformed” Lutheran worship 
practices and purged the churches of altars, baptismal fonts, crucifixes, statues, 
pictures, and other decorations. Still, despite its zeal in “cleansing” the church, it 
usually took at least one generation or more to completely root out the so-called 
“papal superstitions” in the population. in these matters what the Lutherans re-

1 Schilling 1988, 265; Nischan 1994, 2; Reinhard 1999,169-192; Lotz-Heumann 2001, 93-114; 
Schilling 2004, 22.

2 Triglot Concordia 1921, 829 (fc, Ep, Art. X, 1).
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garded as adiaphora could no longer be treated as indifferent. The Lutherans 
insisted that, as the Formula of Concord taught, the church must not “yield to the 
enemies of the Gospel in such adiaphora and ceremonies,”3 and in the face of the 
Second Reformation, they came to consider that some adiaphora were essential to 
Lutheran identity and were practices which needed to be preserved and elevated 
as in statu confesionis.

The Second Reformation came to German-speaking lands not as expression of 
the will of territorial assemblies, but by decisions from above, that is, through the 
defection of princely rulers from Lutheranism to calvinism. The single exception 
to this general pattern was East frisia, where calvinism was established in its 
city of Emden by Dutch refugees, who formed Reformed congregations which 
then constituted themselves as a synodical union on the model of the french and 
Netherlands Reformed churches. in other cases, calvinism was the religion of 
the ruler, and its survival and extension depended entirely upon his active sup-
port and the support of his court ministers.

The introduction of calvinism raised a question concerning the identity of this 
new church. it originated in Switzerland and had in earlier years been known as 
the “helvetic” or “Swiss” church. however, when the church was planted on 
“German soil,” this name was no longer deemed appropriate. 

The designation “Reformed” had frequently been used to refer to the Luther-
ans who spoke of themselves as having “Reformed” the Roman church by ex-
punging its misuses in doctrine and tradition. The Thorough Declaration of the 
Formula of Concord had referred to the Unaltered Augsburg Confession “as a com-
mon confession of the reformed churches, whereby our reformed churches (Lat. 
reformatae nostrae ecclesiae) are distinguished from the Papists and other repudi-
ated and condemned sects and heresies …”4 in other words, the Lutherans called 
themselves “reformed” over against the Roman church and the Swiss church, 
as well. As late as 1598, the Anhalt Lutheran nobility referred to their Lutheran 
church as “our reformed church” to indicate its Lutheran character.5

for their part, the Lutherans frequently referred to the Reformed, that is the 
churches of the helvetic confession, as Sacramentarians because, according to 
Luther, they placed primary emphasis on the bread and wine in the Lord’s Sup-
per, and said so little of christ who, they claimed, was not corporeally present 
under the forms of bread and wine. on occasion they might also refer to the 
Swiss church as the “calvinist church” – a term which Joachim Westphal and 

3 Triglot Concordia 1921, 829 (fc, Ep, Art. X, 11).
4 Triglot Concordia 1921, 829 (fc, SD, “of the comprehensive Summary, foundation, Rule, 

and Standard,” 5).
5 Cyprian 1726, 154 (Beylage No. XiV); Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 299 fn. 1.
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Tilemann heshusius coined as an term of reproach, a reminder of what theology 
it held, and the fact that calvin was a frenchman and not a German.

With the introduction of calvinism into the Electoral Palatinate, the calvinists 
began to refer to themselves by the general term “Reformed church” (“Ecclesias 
reformare”). This term was in use as early as 1566 to contrast it to the “insuffi-
ciently reformed” Lutheran church.6 in Nassau-Dillenburg they used the term 
“Reformed” (Germ. “reformirte Religion”) in the sense of a separate church (Germ. 
Evangelischen Reformierten Kirchen) over against the Lutherans.7 in the 1578 Nas-
sau confession, christoph Pezel, former professor at the University of Witten-
berg and pastor of the castle church, deliberately chose not to speak of huldrych 
Zwingli or calvin but rather to assert the need for the continuation of the “Wit-
tenberg Reformation” by means of a further “reformation,” “emendation,” or 
“improvement.”8 in the Electoral Palatinate, Anhalt, Bremen, and elsewhere, the 
term “Reformed” came to be used in the same sense as it had acquired in Nas-
sau, that is, it was used by the calvinists to define their position over against 
Lutheranism and their intention to carry on a far more thorough reformation of 
doctrine, practices, and ceremonies than had ever been envisioned by Luther in 
his “first Reformation” (Germ. “erste Reformation”).9 over against the Lutheran 
church they referred to their own ecclesiastical body as the “true really Reformed 
Religion” (Germ. “wahren recht Reformirten Religion”),10 and in short order the cal-
vinists in Germany came to greatly prefer the designation “Reformed” or “chris-
tians,” instead of “calvinists,” because in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
the term “calvinist” was frequently used by the Lutherans as an epithet in a de-
rogatory sense.11 Lutheran and Roman catholic polemicists saw nothing wrong 
with calling them “calvinists” because the Reformed were calling the followers 
of the Augsburg Confession “Lutherans” and those who were under obedience 
to the Roman Pontiff they called “Roman catholics” or “Papists,” as Sebastian 
Balduin noted.12

6 “Palatinus Elector in superiori est Palatinatu et Ecclesias reformare perstudet, sed parum 
apud istos proficiet, qui carnalem inclusionem vel praesentiam mordicus defendunt.” Gillet 
1861, 51 fn. 21. 

7 Müller 1903, 737.
8 Nischan 1994, 2; Handbuch 1998, 295; The term “Reformed church” also appeared in the 

title of the Nassau confession, published in 1592: Auffrichtige Rechenschafft Von Lehr vñ 
Ceremonien, So inn den Euangelischen Reformirten Kirchen, nach der Richtschnur Göttliches Worts 
angestellet (Sincere Account of the Doctrine and Ceremonies, as Used in the Evangelical Reformed 
Churches According to the Norm of the Divine Word). Auffrichtige Rechenschafft 1592, 1 ff.

9 Müller 1903, 737.
10 Gillet 1861, 422.
11 Hering 1778, 92-96.
12 Balduin 1625, 915; Nischan 1999, Vii-15.
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The present study seeks to inform the reader of the efforts of both the Lutheran 
and Reformed churches to resolve their theological differences from the early 
days of the German and Swiss Reformations, with special attention to the first 
Eucharistic controversy between the Wittenbergers and the Swiss theologians, 
and the efforts toward reconciliation undertaken at marburg in 1529. Special con-
sideration is given to the so-called German “Evangelical Reformation” and its 
Sacramentarian views which developed in the southern German cities under the 
influence of Bucer, Wolfgang fabricius capito, and other reformers, and their 
mediating position between the Lutheran and Swiss Reformations. These cities 
were willing to make doctrinal accommodations with Wittenberg in order to up-
hold the unity of the non-Roman churches and to make possible the formation 
of a political alliance over against the forces of the emperor and the Roman Pon-
tiff. This reconciliation, which was based on martin Bucer’s “peace-making” ef-
forts, was in some measure, at least temporarily, achieved by the 1536 Wittenberg 
Concord. Special attention is given to the road which brought the south German 
Evangelicals and the Wittenbergers to this agreement, which was supposed to 
bring about the union of the churches and to create amicable relations between 
Wittenberg and the south German Evangelicals, and later also with the Swiss. 
Attention is given to the points in contention in the negotiations between these 
groups. The reader is also made aware of Philipp melanchthon’s continued ef-
forts to accommodate to Swiss theological positions, by making modifications to 
the Augsburg Confession, and the final repudiation of the Wittenberg Concord by 
calvin and other Swiss theologians in the 1548 Consensus Tigurinus.

calvin’s teaching concerning the person of christ, his two natures, and the re-
lations between their properties opened the Second Eucharistic controversy. The 
road up to this controversy was prepared by Luther himself, when in his final days 
he published his Brief Confession Concerning the Holy Sacrament, 1544, in which he 
again repudiated the Swiss theological positions. The ensuing controversy made 
it abundantly clear that the calvinist and Lutheran positions were irreconcilable, 
despite calvin’s strong efforts to reach reconciliation with the theologians of the 
Augsburg Confession. After Luther’s death, melanchthon was generally thought to 
be the leading theologian who would defend Lutheran doctrine against calvin-
ism. his theological stance in this period is of particular interest.

The Second Reformation in German-speaking lands started with the defection 
of friedrich iii of the Electoral Palatinate, and so, the study carefully examines the 
period of his rule and his theological arguments, as well as his efforts to avoid the 
exclusion of his territory from the provisions of the 1555 Augsburg Peace. Such 
an attempt was made in the 1566 Diet at Augsburg, after friedrich iii revealed his 
calvinist positions with the publication of the Heidelberg Catechism in 1563 and the 
expulsion of Lutheran pastors from his domains. heidelberg eventually became 
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the center of the militant calvinist party, which was determined to spread the 
Second Reformation into the holy Roman Empire. The Electoral Palatinate would 
put forth strong efforts to persuade Lutherans that the Roman catholics, not the 
calvinists, were their “sworn enemies,” and that the post-Tridentine counter-
Reformation loomed as just as great a threat to them, as it did to the calvinists. 

The conversion of German-speaking territories gained even further impetuous 
after the publication of the Formula of Concord. The Formula was repugnant to the 
followers of melanchthon and led many princes under the influence of “Philipp-
ism” to convert to calvinism. No less than three dozen Lutheran territories either 
converted or attempted to do so. This study examines the factors and arguments 
which led to the advance of calvinism and the implementation of the Second 
Reformation in German territories. 

The year 1613 marked the conversion of Johann Sigismund of Brandenburg, 
another powerful elector, to the Reformed fold. Despite his earnest efforts, he 
was unable to convert his large territories to calvinism. This study takes note of 
the methods he and other German calvinist princes used to introduce calvinism 
and the means by which the Lutherans reacted – a reaction which showed itself 
in a plethora of polemics and local active and passive resistance. The conversion 
of the electoral family would have long-term effects on the Lutheran church in 
Brandenburg-Prussia. The territorially expanded electorate, which would even-
tually become the Kingdom of Prussia, would play a decisive role leading up to 
the closer affiliation of the Lutheran and the Reformed churches, and eventually 
to the formation of the Prussian Union. 

The advance of calvinism in the holy Roman Empire was halted by the out-
break of the Thirty Years’ War and by the defeat of the Palatinate Elector fried-
rich V and his allies in the Battle of the White mountain in 1620. The factors lead-
ing to the military conflicts between the adherents of the three confessions, and 
the political issues involved, are touched upon in the General observations.

The present volume presents the results of a methodical investigation and 
examination of extensive source materials, including the sixteenth century con-
fessions, polemical tracts of individual authors, church orders, agendas, man-
dates, instructions, and visitation regulations of both the Lutheran and Reformed 
churches. These were evaluated in the context of the history of the period. The 
study applies content analysis which seeks to determine what is pertinent to the 
aims and objectives of this study, as well as a comparative analysis which enables 
the examiner to determine the significance of the materials by marking their simi-
larities to related source materials and by taking note of the differences between 
them. The volume takes the form of an historical narrative, incorporating the re-
sults of the examination and evaluation of the content to the life of the church and 
the history of the period.
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chronologically this study is tied to the period from the early years of the 
sixteenth century, when the Lutheran and Swiss Reformations began, to the out-
break of the Thirty Years’ War at the end of the second decade of the seventeenth 
century. 

This book might be of particular interest to readers concerned with the his-
tory and theology of the Protestant continental Reformations, and Lutheran and 
Reformed church history in general. Earlier English language studies limited 
themselves primarily to an examination of the Second Reformation in the one or 
several German Lutheran territories. This study attempts to present the picture 
and scope of this Second Reformation as a whole, including its theological con-
troversies and territorial expansions. Since the volume directs much attention to 
liturgical practices, rites, ceremonies, and customs, all of which were points of 
contention between the Lutherans and the Reformed, this book might also be of 
interest to students of liturgy and practical theology in general.
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1 .  i R R E S o L V A B L E  T h E o L o G i c A L 
D i f f E R E N c E S  B E T W E E N  L U T h E R A N S  
A N D  T h E  R E f o R m E D

1.1 The influence of  Zwinglian Theology  
and its  Practices in the cit ies  of  Southern Germany 

By the middle of the 1520’s, it was becoming increasingly evident that there 
was a real possibility of a military attack by imperial and Papal forces against ter-
ritories which no longer pledged allegiance to the Roman Pontiff. consequently, 
Lutheran territorial leaders in several German-speaking lands began prepara-
tions for the formation of a defensive league, the Schmalkaldic League, to serve 
as a military defense against any Roman attempts to retake territories which they 
had lost. The Lutherans regarded this League as a covenant between churches 
which shared a common faith and confession in theological matters. Philipp i of 
hesse, however, thought that the Swiss Zwinglian territories as well ought to be 
included in the League.

for his part, Luther had always been very reluctant to have any dealings with 
the Swiss and insisted, as did many of his close associates, on doctrinal agreement 
between all parties in the League. he was also of the opinion that the Zwinglian 
Reformation was ill-conceived and did not properly leave the reforming of the 
church in the hands of God. 

Zwinglian views spread rapidly both in Switzerland and in a number of south-
ern German cities, including Strasburg, constance, Lindau, memmingen, Ulm, 
Augsburg, frankfurt (main), and Kempten, where Luther’s reformatory program 
had already found entrance. 

Zwingli was aware of Luther’s writings as early as 1518, and those writings 
were well received among the Swiss. however, when the Papal party in Switzer-
land reproached Zwingli, labeling him a “Lutheran,” he replied that he and his 
ideas were free of Luther’s influence, although he could find much of merit in Lu-
ther’s writings. he believed himself to be far closer to christ and the spirit of his 
Gospel than Luther was. in the concluding statements on the Sixty-Seven Articles, 
written on January 19, 1523, he stated:

“in my opinion Luther is an admirable warrior of God, who searches the Scrip-
tures with so much earnestness as there has been none upon earth for one thou-
sand years. With the manly unmoved heart, with which he has attacked the pope 
at Rome, there has never been one like to him so long as the Papacy has endured, 
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all others unrebuked. But whose is this act? God’s or Luther’s? Ask Luther him-
self and he will certainly say to thee, God’s. … i will bear no name but that of my 
captain, Jesus christ, whose trooper i am. Luther i esteem as high as any man 
living. But i testify before God and all men that i have never written a letter to 
him, nor he to me.”13

Luther, for his part, recognized that there were irreconcilable differences be-
tween his theology and that of Zwingli, including not only ceremonies and lit-
urgy, but also such important articles of faith as christology and the Sacraments. 
furthermore, it was Luther’s opinion that “Zwingel,” as he liked to call him, had 
much too high an opinion of himself, and in mocking terms he referred to him as 
the “Giant of Zurich:”

“We, Zwingel, by the grace of God a giant and a Roland, a hero and conqueror in 
italy and Germany, in france and Spain, apostle of all apostles, prophet of all proph-
ets, teacher of all teachers, master of all masters, scholar of all scholars, lord of all lords, 
genius of all genii, etc., say thus and so. This settles it, it cannot be otherwise!”14

Zwingli’s theological opinions and iconoclastic program, however, quick-
ly swept through Schwabia and other southern German towns. Among these 
Zwinglian ideas was his insistence that every tradition and custom not explicitly 
mentioned in the Bible must be abolished. This included the mass itself and all its 
ceremonies, along with all visual arts and music.

By 1524 iconoclasm had arrived in Strasburg, less than a year after Wolfgang 
fabricius capito and martin Bucer began their ministry there. By the middle of 
1525, the mass had been completely suppressed as “a detestable, blasphemous, 
satanic invention,” and the catholic practices of common folk were leading to arrest 
and punishment. in 1526 the city council decreed that to light a candle before the 
Sacrament of the Altar or any other “idolatrous image was” to be punished by a 
fine of thirty florins.15 The city council was unable to stop celebrations of the mass 
in the cathedral, and when an iconoclastic preacher declared from his pulpit that, in 
imitation of the Lord himself, those who engaged in such practices should be driv-
en out like the money-changers in the temple, the mob willingly complied, burst 
into the cathedral choir, and drove out the priests. The priests complained in vain 
that they did not compel anyone to come to their services and, for that reason, they 
should be permitted to worship according to their consciences. Their pleas fell on 
deaf ears. in 1529 the city council ordered the removal and destruction of all altars, 
images, and crosses. it was now illegal to celebrate or attend mass anywhere, even 
outside the city limits, and any priest who administered the Sacrament according to 
the old customs did so with the knowledge that he was subject to fines or imprison-

13 Huldreich Zwingli’s Werke 1828, 255; Dorner 1871, 304.
14 WA 26, 371-372; LW 37, 248.
15 Bussierre 1856, 364.
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ment. Not only churches and religious foundations but also some tombstones and 
sepulchral monuments were destroyed as idolatrous. in its own defense, the city 
council declared that it was simply doing its duty to see that the “true and honest” 
worship of God should be carried out and that “false teachings and blasphemous 
ceremonies” should be eliminated. Altars and religious pictures must be destroyed, 
they declared, because “ignorant folk” prayed to them in an “idolatrous manner” 
and God himself had forbidden the erection of images and altars.16 

The situation elsewhere was much the same. on march 10, 1528 the city coun-
cil of constance ruled that traditional catholicism was no longer to be practiced in 
the city, and to those who complained about the desecration and destruction of the 
churches and the prohibition of the mass, the council simply stated: “There are no 
rights whatever beyond those laid down in the Gospel.” in other words, if the Gospel 
does not require it, then it is to be considered contrary to God’s will. When the Abbot 
of Petershausen referred the matter to Emperor charles V and to King ferdinand, 
the local burgomaster, Zeller, rebuked him, saying: “in this matter rights are of no 
avail, because it is God’s will that all idolatry should be abolished.” At the Last Supper 
christ and his disciples did not kneel at an altar but sat at a table. Altars were smashed 
and pipe organs were removed as “works of idolatry.” of course, even the work of 
destruction needed to be carried out in the biblical manner, as quietly as possible, 
“without loud crashing and noise.” church treasures, such as chalices, ciboriums, and 
monstrances were sent to be melted down at the mint.17

in Augsburg, Zwinglian preacher, michael Keller (cellarius), desecrated al-
tars and churches in 1528, laying to one side the more peaceful reformatory ac-
tivity which had begun earlier under Luther’s influence. Keller’s word was re-
garded positively by many, and his work and that of other Sacramentarians was 
so pervasive that by 1527 Zwinglian influence predominated in there. in 1531 the 
city council went so far as to forbid Lutheran communion services, but by 1535 
Zwinglian influence had waned and all official preachers in the city confessed 
their adherence to Lutheran doctrine.18

in memmingen the mass was attacked by preacher Zimprecht Schenk, the 
town preacher, in 1528. he stated that it must be eschewed as though it were 
the “plague” itself. he also declared that images and organs were “works of the 
devil.” The city council responded by ordering that the pipe organ in St. mar-
tin’s church be destroyed, although at least one public official declared that they 
should have left it alone and simply locked it. memmingen was the first Schwa-
bian town to abolish the celebration of the mass. it was stated that the Sacrament 
of the Altar was unnecessary, or optional at most – news which distressed Luther 

16 Bussierre 1856, 241-364, 443-450; Gaupp 1886, 727-731; Janssen V 1903, 143-146.
17 Pressel 1861, 166-171; Gaupp 1886, 731-732; Janssen V 1903, 147.
18 Cuneo 1998, 22-23.
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when he received it in 1529. “it is grievous and terrible to me to hear this,” he 
declared on may 21 in a letter to the memmingen city council.19

“This is, alas! what the devil was all along aiming at, when he first attacked this 
Sacrament – namely, to get rid of it altogether and drive christ out. The devil, having 
been allowed to get in so far, will not rest till he has made things even worse.”20 

According to contemporary reports, the preacher Schenk “tore down the pic-
tures over the altar, trampled them underfoot, carried them home in cartloads, 
and set fire to them.”21

in february 1531 the south German cities which had been unable to join the 
Schmalkaldic League retaliated. in that same month Zwinglian preachers at-
tacked Lutheran churches in memmingen as celebrating “papist ceremonies” in 
the their masses.22 

19 WA Br. 5, 74; Pressel 1861, 171-173; Gaupp 1886, 736-738.
20 WA Br. 5, 74; Janssen V 1903, 148.
21 Gaupp 1886, 736-737; Janssen XI 1907, 32.
22 The Cambridge Modern History 1904, 216.

The earliest depiction of the destruction of 
an image in German lands. The statue of the 
Theotokos is burnt by a fool who appropriately 
wears a cap with donkey-bellies and fool’s 
claws and smiles while he does his destructive 

work (Woodcut, Murner 1522).

A satirical picture of early iconoclastic activ-
ity somewhere in German territories. The 
lower half reliquaries being removed, while 
above the cross is knocked off the church 

steeple (Woodcut, Murner 1522).
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A magistrate or nobleman looks on while “idols” are destroyed, 1525  
(Woodcut, Altgläubige Flugschrift, 1525-1527, Nürnberg).

in the city of Ulm, Konrad Sam, a zealous disciple of Zwingli, was able to win the 
people by his forceful preaching. here, as also in Reutlingen, Biberach, and other cities 
under the influence of martin Bucer, Johannes oecolampadius, and Ambrosius Blarer 
the churches were desecrated in 1531 and preachers who were in line with the Swiss 
Reformation were put in place.23 more than fifty altars, together with all the images of 
saints which were on pillars and walls in the churches were torn down and smashed, 
and the pipe organs were destroyed. What could not be carted away was chopped to 
pieces and trampled, “so that even an adherent of the new faith was forced to exclaim 
that the beautiful, exquisite cathedral building was sullied with a blot of shame, so 
infamous that all eternity could never wipe it out.” Even the magnificent pipe organs 
came to be regarded as the “devil’s work” and were destroyed.24

A hundred years later Lutheran Superintendent conrad Dietrich could still recount 
with loathing the horrible destruction which had been visited on the church. “They 
toppled over in a heap the two beautiful organs, and when they found that they could 
not conveniently lift up the body with the pipes in the great organ, they bound cords 
and chains round it, fastened horses to it, and let them drag it down and hurl it over.”25

23 Pressel 1861, 190; Gaupp 1886, 738 ff.; Janssen V 1903, 147.
24 Gaupp 1886, 734-736; Janssen XI 1907, 32.
25 Janssen XI 1907, 32-33.
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Similar iconoclastic activity occurred in other southern German cities which had 
adopted Zwinglianism, with the result that one contemporary observer could state:26

“All that our forefathers had done in piety and love of art, and for the encour-
agement of noble masters of art, all that for the glory of God and of his Blessed 
mother they had erected and established to promote the piety of the people was 
hurled to the ground, dishonored, cursed, by a degenerate race, to the no small 
indignation of christian people.”27

it seemed as though what was happening in Strasburg, constance, Lindau, 
Reutlingen, Ulm, memmingen, Biberach, Geislingen, Esslingen, isny, Augsburg, 
and other south German cities, might soon spread to other German-speaking 
lands as well, and the Lutheran Reformation would find itself under challenge 
by advocates of the radical, iconoclastic Reformation, such as was advocated by 
huldrych Zwingli and his Swiss associates.

26 Ocker 2010, 3.
27 Janssen XI 1907, 32.

“complaint of the poor, persecuted idols and temple images over so unfair a judgment and penalty” 
– a magistrate or nobleman with a log in his eye superintends the desecration of the church, as 
pictures, statues, and other “idols” are destroyed in an “orderly” manner. The text which accompanies 
the depiction presents the allegorical complaint of the images and statues, which argue that they 
are not responsible for false worship, since they never claimed to posses any of the special powers 
ascribed to them. The “idols” go on to say: “Now some guy wants to devour us, who has himself so 
forgotten that he in his entire life never gave God the slightest thing, and he wants to play the knight 
against us.”26 The iconoclasts vainly think that the removal of images and statues from churches 
serves God, but they forget the log in their own eye – they confuse faith with theft. The broadsheet 
then goes on to warn of punishment from God, which will be visited upon the iconoclasts if they 
continue in their present path. This text may have been composed by patrician Thomas Blarer on 
the occasion of iconoclasm in the city of constance, but the actual authorship of it and the woodcut 
is unknown (Klagrede der armen verfolgten Götzen und Tempelbilder über so ungleich urtayl und straffe, 

c. 1530. Schlossmuseum Gotha).
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1.2 The first  Eucharist ic  controversy –  
fruit less Efforts  Toward Theological  Resolution

Between 1519 and 1524 Luther’s polemical writings were primarily directed 
against the doctrinal abuses in the medieval church and their practical conse-
quences. he concerned himself mainly with the doctrine of the Sacrifice of the 
mass and the philosophical underpinnings of the doctrine of Transubstantiation 
which spoke of the presence of christ in the Sacrament, as accomplished by a 
change of substance based upon a philosophical theory.

By 1523 Luther had come more and more to the realization that there were 
those who classified themselves as within the “Evangelical fold,” who held 
strange and pernicious doctrines, such as the notion that the bread and wine of 
the Supper were simply symbols of the absent body and blood of christ. Among 
those who held such doctrines were the Waldensians in Bohemia, who stated that 
“in the Sacrament christ is not present substantially and naturally, and that he is 
not there to be adored,” and the Dutch humanist cornelis honius and his associ-
ates, who asserted that “in the Sacrament there is merely bread and wine, such 
as people otherwise eat and drink.”28 Such spiritualizing interpretations were re-
jected by Luther because they did not agree with christ’s clear words: “This is 
my body.”

By 1524 Luther realized that he was in fact surrounded by theologians who 
taught falsely. on one side were the papal theologians, whose doctrine of the 
Sacrifice of the mass he completely rejected and whose philosophical explanation 
for the presence of christ in the Sacrament he could not accept, and on the other 
side there were those who, while disagreeing among themselves concerning the 
nature of christ’s presence in the Eucharist, were all agreed that christ could not 
have meant what he said when he spoke his Eucharistic Words over the bread 
and wine in the Upper Room. Luther’s battle against the Zwinglians and other 
spiritualizing interpreters, which began in 1524 came to a head in 1529 at the col-
loquy in marburg, where Luther refused fellowship with Zwingli, oecolampa-
dius, and other Sacramentarians because of their spiritualizing interpretation of 
the Supper. This controversy was not a minor one. indeed, more than three dozen 
writings appeared between 1524 and 1529, either directly or indirectly attacking 
or defending Luther’s doctrine of the Lord’s Supper.

28 LW 36, 275, 279 fn. 10; WA 11, 431, 434 fn. 1.
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1.2.1 Karlstadt’s  Sacramental  Views  
and Their  Rebuttal  by Luther

in his early days Luther was of the 
opinion that Zwingli and oecolampa-
dius simply had taken over the erroneous 
views of Andreas Bodenstein von Karl-
stadt by rejecting the notion that christ’s 
body and blood were substantially present 
in the Sacrament. it was Luther’s opinion 
that the entire Sacramentarian problem 
was intimately connected with the former 
Wittenberg faculty member who had now 
articulated the view that the consecrated 
bread and wine were nothing but bread 
and wine. he believed that such a spirit-
ualizing interpretation had then spread 
among the Swiss – Zwingli and Leo Jud 
of Zurich, and others who all asserted that 
christ was not truly present in the bread 
and wine in the Lord’s Supper.

in August 1524 Luther had received in-
formation from franz Kolb, the preacher 
in Wertheim, which articulated the views 
taken by Zwingli and Jud, according to 

which when one said that he was eating the body of christ, he simply meant that 
he believed the Word which proclaimed “that his body was given over to death 
for us.” Although Kolb described their position in much more detail, Luther im-
mediately caught the significance of their words. To him it was clear that Zwingli 
and Jud were now on the same opinion as Karlstadt, and on November 17, 1524 
he wrote to Nikolaus hausmann that “Zwingli of Zurich, together with Leo Jud 
in Switzerland, holds the same views as Karlstadt.”29 

one month earlier, on october 11, 1524, he had written to Wolfgang Stein: 
“You will not believe, how that man Karlstadt is succeeding in Switzerland, Prus-
sia, Bohemia, and everywhere and is seeking a nest.”30 Within a few months, on 
January 13, 1525, Luther would write to Georg Spalatin, stating that it was now 
clear that oecolampadius, conrad Pellican, and the french knight Anemond de 
coct, were also of the same erroneous opinion.
29 Edwards 1975, 83; Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 274; WA Br. 3, 373.
30 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 125; WA Br. 3, 456.

Andreas von Karlstadt (1486-1541)  
(Illustrierte Geschichte 1975).
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“friends write me from Basel that Karlstadt’s printers have been put in prison 
and it wanted little but his books would have been burned; also that he has been 
there himself but secretly. oecolampadius and Pellican write that they agree with 
his opinions, and Anemond de coct is so obstinate that he threatens to write 
against me unless i give up my opinion. Behold Satan’s portents! But so far as i 
can gather they are none of them convinced by Karlstadt’s proofs, but rather by 
their own way of thinking. They previously held this opinion about the matter in 
question, but now they venture to speak it out more freely since they have found 
the author and a leader of this doctrine.”31

Luther’s earliest anti-Sacramentarian writings were directed chiefly against 
Karlstadt, about whose radical reformatory activities he was well informed and 
he was concerned about these activities during his stay in the Wartburg. it was 
clear to him that it was Karlstadt who had incited the people of Wittenberg to riot 
and remove everything connected with the Roman mass and all such additional 
customs and forms as religious images, statues, and Eucharistic vestments – in-
deed everything which recalled the medieval church. 

Karlstadt’s radical activity was based on his notion of what kind of Reforma-
tion the church required. he wrote a series of Twenty-Five Theses for academic 
discussion in a debate with Jacobus Probst on may 13, 1521. in the fifth of these 
theses he proposed that “preachers always ought to lead the people of God to-
wards the interior things (where the Spirit works) and repeatedly call them away 
from external things.”32

By christmas Day, 1521, under the pressure from radicals, Karlstadt became 
convinced that a change of liturgy was of paramount necessity. Disregarding 
the orders of the elector and ignoring the fact that he had no jurisdiction there, 
Karlstadt entered the castle church on christmas Day and celebrated the first 
“German mass” with the Verba Testamenti in German and communion under 
both kinds. he wore no Eucharistic vestments, and he allowed the laity to pick 
up the Eucharistic bread in their hands and to take the chalice into their hands 
as a demonstration that there was no need of a priestly class and that the people 
themselves were the celebrants.33 

in support of his “spiritualizing” reformatory notions, Karlstadt wrote his trac-
tate, Von Abtuhung der Bylder und das keyn Bedtler unther den Christen seyn soll (On 
the Abolition of Images, and That There Should Be No Beggars Among Christians), 1522. 
in it he stated that the traditional religious practices in the church represented a 

31 Edwards 1975, 83; WA Br. 3, 422.
32 “contionatores populum dei semper ad interna trahere (ubi spiritus domini operatur) et 

crebrius ab externis avocare debent.” Hasse 1993, 206; English translation by Alejandro 
Zorzin.

33 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 120.
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perversion of the authentic christian faith 
and had led the people into a false ador-
ation and worship of external, material 
objects. he insisted that these objects 
must be done away with. True christian 
piety, he declared, must have nothing to 
do with “outward faith.” images must be 
removed from the churches, so that the 
people might be called back to what is 
most essential to faith.

“i cannot advise anyone who is sick 
unto death to cling to a carved or painted 
crucifix, for the simple reason that these 
are good for nothing, as i said, and incap-
able of getting the sick any further than 
the physical suffering of christ which is 
of no avail. As christ himself says, ‘The 
flesh avails nothing,’ John 6:27. it does not 
please Paul when you know christ in the 
flesh only. he therefore says, ‘We do not 
know christ after the flesh’ [2 corinth-
ians 5:16]. But those who worship images 

intend to make the fleshly christ known to lay persons. This is not good. They 
prefer to teach how christ was hanging rather than why he was hanged. They 
teach of his body, beard, and wounds; but regarding the power of christ, they 
do not teach anything. Without the power of christ, no one will be saved; but 
without the physical form of christ, many thousands shall be saved in days to 
come.”34

for his part, Luther counseled patience, stating that one must wait for the Lord 
to work through his Word to reform his church, while, for his part, Karlstadt 
insisted that allowing such idolatrous images as crucifixes and other ceremonies 
to continue in use was like letting a child play with a sharp knife when he was 
not wise enough to use it properly. “We should take such dangerous things espe-
cially from the weak and snatch them out of their hands and pay no attention if 
they weep, scream, or curse.”35

Karlstadt was forced to leave Saxony, and on September 18, 1524 he traveled 
to Basel where he met Gerhard Westerburg, his brother-in-law, whom he had dis-
patched to Basel to arrange for the printing of his five tractates on the Sacrament, 
34 Furcha 1995, 108.
35 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 122.

Andreas von Karlstadt, On the Abolition 
of Images, and That There Ought to Be no 

Beggars Among Christians, 1522.
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as well as other tractates – one on the consideration to be given to weak con-
sciences, another on the nature of faith and unbelief, and one also on the invalid-
ity of infant Baptism.36 The five tractates on the Lord’s Supper were: (1) Wider die 
alte vñ neüwe Papistische Messen (Against the Old and New Papist Masses), (2) Ob man 
mit heyliger schrifft erweysen müge, das Christus mit leyb, blůt vnd sele im Sacrament 
sey (Whether One Can Prove from Holy Scripture That Christ Is in Body, Blood, and Soul 
present in the Sacrament), (3) Auslegung dieser worte Christi: Das ist mein Leyb, welcher 
für euch gegeben wird; Das ist mein bluth, welches für euch vergossen wird; … Wider 
die einfeltige vnnd zweyfeltige papisten … (Exegesis of This Word of Christ: “This Is My 
Body, Which Is Given for You. This Is My Blood, Which Is Shed for You,” … Against the 
Single and Twofold Papists …), (4) Dialogus oder ein gesprechbüchlin Von dem grewli-
chen vnnd abgo(e)ttischen mißbrauch, des hochwirdigsten sacraments Jesu Christi (Dia-
logue or a Discussion Booklet on the Horrible and Idolatrous Misuse of the Most Worthy 
Sacrament of Jesus Christ), 1524, (5) Uon dem widerchristlichen mißprauch, des herrẽ 
Brot vñ Kelch (On the anti-Christian Abuse of the Lord’s Bread and Cup). 

All of these tractates directly attacked Luther, and in four of them he focused 
attention on issues of faith and none essentials, the difference between internal 
and external things, the distinction between the Divine Law and christian lib-
erty, and finally, the relationship between the spiritual and secular kingdoms. All 
these tractates articulated points of view which Luther would categorize as “en-
thusiastic and fanatical.”37 Karlstadt wrote these tractates to slander Luther, stat-
ing that he was a “new papist,” indeed a “double papist,” a “malicious assassin 
of holy Scripture,” a “sophist,” and even a “late-coming friend of the Antichrist,” 
and a “teacher of gross errors concerning the Lord’s Supper.”38

Karlstadt calculated that his treatise, On the Anti-Christian Abuse, would be 
the opening shot in his battle against Luther. indeed, he thought of it as noth-
ing less than a bomb which would completely destroy Luther and his theology. 
Acknowledging that in the past he himself had written inconsistently concerning 
the sacraments, Karlstadt now stated that he was prepared to repent of this and 
confess the truth, even if it cost him his life. his interpretation of the Lord’s Sup-
per took the form of a commentary on St. Paul’s account on the institution of the 
Lord’s Supper (1 corinthians 11:23-29) and his statement concerning unworthy 
eating and drinking.39

Without going further into the matter of his philosophical arguments concern-
ing the presence of christ in the Supper, he decided instead to repeat in summary 
fashion what he had written already in his earlier works. he stated once again 

36 Burnett II 2011, 12.
37 Burnett I 2011, 69.
38 Edwards 2005, 145.
39 Burnett I 2011, 67.
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that since the word “ΤΟΥ͂͂ΤΟ” / “this” is neuter, it could not possible refer to 
bread which would require the masculine case in Greek, since “ἄρτος” is mascu-
line. Thus “ΤΟΥ͂ΤΟ” must refer to the neuter Greek word “τό σῶμα,” the physical 
body of christ, as though referring to his physical flesh, while saying it, he must 
throw open his tunic and exclaimed: “This is my body” and “This is my blood!” 
Thus the words must be understood as a platitude. 

Karlstadt put forward his own views on the matter in clear terms in his 1524 
Dialogue:

“i have always reckoned that christ pointed to his own body and hence said: 
This is that body of mine, which is given for you. for christ did not point to the 
bread, and he did not say: This bread is my body, which is sacrificed for you. But 
they who say that the bread is the body speak on their own authority. … Listen: 
Jesus took the bread and gave thanks to God and broke it and gave it to his dis-
ciples and said that they should eat it in remembrance of him and placed directly 
in his word the cause and mode of the remembrance of him. That is, for the sake 
of a remembrance and hence that his disciples should recall that he surrendered 
his body for them.”40 

he declared that Luther and the Papists had dealt falsely with this passage, 
as though christ were speaking of a piece of bread and referring to it as his body 
which, Karlstadt declared, is certainly a clear absurdity! he then separated Paul 
from these “false interpreters” by stating that Paul had clearly said: “As often 
as you eat of the Lord’s bread and drink from his cup, you should proclaim the 
death of the Lord.” however, these “false teachers” were saying the direct op-
posite, as though one were to believe that christ is in the Sacrament, and that the 
Sacrament forgives sins, and that it is, in fact, a sure pledge of forgiveness and 
one’s sanctification. All this, Karlstadt continued, they teach in “abominable con-
tradiction to the righteousness, love, innocence, and wisdom of christ, which he 
proved through his death.” in summary, Karlstadt declared that what Paul meant 
to say, was that one should speak of the Lord’s death, while Luther and the Pap-
ists were saying instead that one should speak of the Sacrament.41 

Accordingly, Karlstadt was teaching that, when christ spoke his words in the 
Last Supper, he was prophesizing to them that the words of the old Testament 
would be fulfilled and that christ’s body and his blood would indeed be given 
for them.

“for this reason christ spoke clearly, ‘Eat the bread, for this body is the body 
which is given for you, and this is my blood which is shed for you’ (Luke 22). As 
if he wanted to say (although the disciples first learned this on Pentecost), ‘moses 
and the prophets wrote for you and all men about a body that would be given, 
40 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 124.
41 Burnett II 2011, 212.
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which would be the seed of a woman and would crush the serpent’s head, which 
would also stretch out his hand to the tree of life (Gen. 2[3:15]). ‘my body’ or 
‘This my body’ is the same as that about which they prophesied, which would be 
given for the world. Therefore you should eat my bread in remembrance of me.’ 
christ said the same, or wanted to say the same, about his blood. ‘moses and the 
prophets wrote about blood that would make a New Testament and would be 
shed for sins. Realize that my blood is the same blood that will be shed for you 
for the forgiveness of sins.’”42

Accordingly, Karlstadt was convinced that there could be only two modes of 
christ’s presence, namely, the historical bloody form of christ hanging on the 
cross and the glorified form of the body of christ in the splendor of heaven. At the 
present time, according to Karlstadt, christ’s body is in heaven and will stay there 
“until he comes” in the end of days. he was not willing to accept the thought of a 
mysterious descent of christ into the bread. Karlstadt stated emphatically: “There 
are no more than two advents – one in the form of the cross and Passion here on 
earth, the other in glory. You must not invent a third, and you cannot add either 
of the two others to the host.”43

Karlstadt’s teaching is that there is in the eating and drinking of the Lord’s 
Supper no forgiveness of sins nor any assurance of the same. instead, the Lord’s 
Supper is an action in which christ’s sufferings and death are recalled as a suffer-
ings and death which took place in fulfillment of the prophesies of moses and the 
prophets. To be sure, this remembrance is more than a simple matter of calling 
christ’s death to mind. more than that, it provides an internal and experiential 
realization of the meaning of christ’s death. This realization brings about in the 
believer the formation of a christ-like mind which makes it possible for one to 
live a christian life and endure what God wills. Any contrary doctrine falls short 
of the prophesies of moses and the prophets concerning the body and blood of 
christ. 

“in this way you should know christ’s surrendered body and his shed blood, 
if anyone wants to have an upright remembrance and a blameless proclamation 
of christ’s death. if remembrance isn’t directed in this way, then it falls short of 
moses and all the prophets to whom christ steadfastly referred, saying, ‘christ 
must suffer, shed his blood, die and rise, and enter into his glory, as it is written 
in the prophets.’”44

one may ask then of what importance it might be to participate in the Lord’s 
Supper, since there could be no material blessing connected with it? Karlstadt 
would respond with two reasons, the first of which is that this participation pro-

42 Burnett II 2011, 208-209.
43 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 124.
44 Burnett II 2011, 209.
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vides knowledge concerning christ’s surrendered body and the blood which he 
shed. 

“in brief, the knowledge or recognition of christ’s surrendered body and shed 
blood is the first reason that should move one to receive the Lord’s Supper. But 
you must see to it that you don’t make empty flesh from the Lord’s body and 
blood, which is of no use (John 6). You must have before your eyes and under-
stand the great, invisible love, the all-surpassing obedience, the excellent inno-
cence of christ and the like, and understand in the depth of your hearts, and then 
you will be justified, redeemed from sin. You must hold these words of christ, 
‘This is my body, of which it was prophesied that it would be given for you,’ as 
the right and joyful gospel that all apostles proclaim, that was once a promise 
and now is no longer a promise but rather ended in christ and made into a clear 
gospel, as Paul says (Acts 13).”45

The second reason is that to remember christ in this manner is to give thanks 
and to conform oneself to christ.

“from the knowledge of christ grows the remembrance of christ, which isn’t 
a rough, cold, or lazy remembrance, but rather a fresh, ardent, and powerful re-
membrance that makes or gives joyfulness, that holds the surrendered body and 
the shed blood of christ dear, that values it, gives thanks, that conforms one to 
christ, and that makes one ashamed before all that is opposed to christ.”46

Karlstadt then goes on to clarify what is meant by such “fresh, ardent, and 
powerful remembrance.” 

“See, if you had to die on the gallows or the wheel or in the fire, and the 
judgment was already spoken against you and you must be put to death, and 
someone came who would die for you and make you free through his death, 
wouldn’t you be eternally ashamed if you did something that you shouldn’t do 
out of love for such a good friend? And again, wouldn’t you be happy when his 
name was well spoken of? Wouldn’t you always speak highly of him, and if he 
left you something that you should use in his remembrance, wouldn’t you use it 
with fresh, ardent remembrance and be horrified at yourself that you had done 
something for which you should justly be killed if an innocent person hadn’t 
taken your guilt upon himself and paid with his death? So we should have the 
remembrance of the Lord, understand and consider from our hearts that christ 
gave his body into death and shed his blood in a shameful death for our sake, in-
nocently, out of great love and incomparable obedience.”47

if participation in the Supper is to be understood in this sense, how might the 
body and blood of christ be received unworthily, since one is not receiving the 

45 Burnett II 2011, 209-210.
46 Burnett II 2011, 209-210.
47 Burnett II 2011, 210.
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body and blood of christ at all? here Karlstadt says that the word “discern” is 
of the utmost importance. one must “discern” the body and blood of the Lord in 
the sense that one must know the true intention for which he gave his body and 
blood. one does not discern the body if he fixes his attention on the bread and 
wine themselves as though they were of some particular importance. 

“Show me a little word from Paul where he says, ‘Anyone who doesn’t dis-
cern the sacrament eats the Lord’s bread unworthily.’ We must discern the Lord’s 
body, i know this, and it is also true that i sit at the Lord’s table with appropriate 
manners and take his bread and drink in the intention in which he laid it before 
me, but i haven’t been commanded that i should consider his bread and wine as 
himself. The Lord can give me life, salvation, redemption, righteousness, and the 
like goods and treasures, which no bread and cup can give me. Thus i must look 
not to his bread or drink but to him.”48

Accordingly, one is unworthy and incurs guilt from a lack of discerning the 
blessing which christ desires to give. it has nothing to do with the material ele-
ments themselves.

“All worthiness lies in knowledge of him and not in his Supper. Unworthi-
ness and the guilt of death, etc., consist in not understanding the body and blood 
of christ or in the heedlessness that doesn’t distinguish what should be distin-
guished. … We must understand this same body and blood if we think we can 
escape destruction in any other way and be saved. We must eat his flesh and 
drink his blood (John 6) and must know that without his knowledge, judgment, 
and justice or discerning, we can’t be saved.”49

christ did not die in the Sacrament but on the cross, Karlstadt reminded his 
readers. Since it was on the cross that the body hanged, to discern that body 
means not to look upon the bread and the wine but rather to look upon the body 
which was hanged on the cross for the sins of men, a great offering to the father 
and the sign of love. 

“Now i ask, where should we discern the body of the Lord, or consider and 
judge it well? You answer, ‘in the sacrament.’ So i ask, did christ the in the sacra-
ment? Did christ give his soul for us in the sacrament? Where is the great and 
wide bread in which christ stood with his cross among the great crowd of mock-
ers? Did the Jews and heathens mock the Lord inside the sacrament? They must 
have been in it with him. We must then judge or measure and well discern the 
Lord’s body not as he is in the sacrament, but rather as he offered his body as a 
sin offering, a food offering, a heave and wave offering to his father from his free 
will, and proved the greatest innocence, highest obedience, and sweetest love.”50

48 Burnett II 2011, 212.
49 Burnett II 2011, 212-213.
50 Burnett II 2011, 2011, 213.
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After his Sacramentarian pamphlets had been published and distributed, Karl-
stadt made his way back to central German lands. in the course of this journey, in 
october 1524, he stopped in Strasburg where he was well received by those who 
called themselves “Evangelicals.” many of the Strasburg clergy, however, includ-
ing Bucer, capito, matthäus Zell, Kaspar hedio, Symphorian Altbiesser, Theo-
bald Schwarz, and Anton firn, were not yet altogether satisfied with his teach-
ings, and on November 23, 1524 they wrote to Luther, requesting that he provide 
them with a definitive statement concerning his doctrine of the nature of christ’s 
presence in the bread and wine of the Sacrament, the value of the Baptism of 
infant children, and the proper use of religious images. included with their let-
ter were copies of Karlstadt’s Sacramentarian pamphlets: (1) Dialogue (2) Against 
the Old and New Papistic Masses, (3) Exegesis of This Word of Christ, (4) Whether One 
Should Proceed Slowly and Avoid Offending the Weak in Matters Pertaining to God’s 
Will,51 and (5) The Reasons Why Andreas Karlstadt Was Expelled from Saxony.52

Luther responded with a treatise Eyn brieff an die Christen zů Straßburg wider 
den schwermer geyst (A Letter to the Christians at Strasburg in Opposition to the Fan-
atical Spirit), December 1524, and a printed edition of it was publicly available in 
Strasburg in february 1525. Before he wrote his response, Luther tried unsuccess-
fully to reason with Karlstadt in a conference at Jena. 

Luther was now planning another detailed and systematic refutation of Karl-
stadt’s views and it is for this reason that he may have held back a bit, know-
ing that he would provide a much more detailed response concerning Karlstadt. 
in the Strasburg letter he concentrated his attention on justification by faith and 
christian liberty, and he encouraged the Strasburg Evangelicals to be steadfast in 
faith and reject Karlstadt’s fanatical opinions. 

“Truly, i never imagined, and at the same time was shocked, to see how deep-
ly he [Karlstadt] still clings to his errors. As i see his course, he pounces on out-
ward things with such violence, as though the whole strength of the christian 
enterprise consisted in the destruction of images, the overthrow of the Sacrament 
[of the Lord’s Supper] and the hindering of Baptism. he would like with such 
smoke and mist to obscure altogether the sun and light of the gospel and the 
main articles of christianity, so that the world might forget everything that we 
have hitherto taught. Yet he does not come forward to show what in fact is the 
nature of a true christian. for it is a mean art, of which any rascal is capable, to 

51 Ob man gemach faren, und des ergernüssen der Schwachen verschonen soll, in sachen so gottis 
willen angehn, 1524.

52 WA Br. 3, 381-390; Ursachen der halben Andres Carolstatt auß den landen Zu Sachsen vertryben, 
1524. Burnett I 2011, 68.
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destroy images, deny the Sacrament, and 
decry Baptism. This never makes any one 
a christian. i must say that he is a coarse 
devil who hurts me but little.”53

in short, Luther exhorted the Stras-
burgers to hold firmly to the Words of 
christ and reminded them that dissen-
tion and hardship should always drive 
christians back into the Word of God. 

The Strasburgers, however, had sent 
the Karlstadt material not only to Luther 
but also to Zwingli, because they wanted 
his opinion as well. Zwingli’s reply came 
earlier than that of Luther. he stated that 
he could not agree with Karlstadt’s exe-
gesis, but he saw him to be an ally against 
the pope and recommended his symbol-
ical view of the Sacrament – a view which 
Bucer and other Strasburgers found 
agreeable.54

Zwingli’s view was essentially that of 
cornelis honius, according to which the 
Lord’s Supper is a visual aid, which en-
courages christians to trust christ’s promise. he likened the Supper to the ring 
which the bridegroom gives to his bride as a pledge and token of wedded love. 
According to his interpretation, John 6 speaks of the Supper as the spiritual eating 
and drinking of christ’s body and blood, and stated that even if the material body 
and blood were present, they would be of no value. consequently, the Words of 
christ must be taken as figurative, according to Zwingli, as though christ were 
saying: “This signifies or represents my body.” furthermore, as the Apostles’ 
creed teaches, christ bodily ascended into heaven and therefore his body is not 
and cannot be on the earth any longer. he cannot be present in the Lord’s Supper 
in a miraculous manner, because the miracles of christ were always visible to the 
human senses. for Zwingli the Supper is a memorial meal, celebrated in thankful 
remembrance of christ and as a public testimony to the faith of the community.55

capito responded negatively to the letter which Luther sent to the Strasburgers. 
he forwarded Luther’s letter to Zwingli on february 6, 1525, complaining against 

53 LW 40, 67.
54 LW 37, Xi-Xii.
55 CR 91, 512 ff.; LW 37, Xii.

A Lutheran pastor vested in an alb and 
chasuble distributes the Sacrament 
(Luther’s tract, Ein Sermon 1524).
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Luther’s lack of moderation but at the 
same time scolding Karlstadt himself for 
being so vainglorious. he warned Zwing-
li that he must be very careful, lest the im-
perial diet act against them both. he went 
on to say that the Strasburgers had long 
been convinced that the bread of the Sup-
per was simply bread, and that the body 
of christ was not present in it. indeed, it 
could not be present in the bread because 
it was in heaven.56

Zwingli articulated his own views in 
a letter to matthäus Alber at Reutlingen, 
dated November 16, 1524. in this letter he 
carefully recapitulated Karlstadt’s argu-
ments, rejecting many of them and in par-
ticular rejecting the notion that “τοῦτο” 
referred to the physical flesh of christ. 
furthermore, Zwingli spoke of the Sup-
per as a spiritual eating and a remem-
brance of the death which christ died for 

sinners.57 To him the whole notion of a bodily eating was utterly repugnant. The 
Words of christ must necessarily mean “signifies,” he insisted. he went so far as 
to say that, in so far as he could tell, there never had been any person who truly 
believed that he ate christ bodily and essentially in the Sacrament: 

“i do not suppose there ever was anybody who believed that he ate christ in 
bodily and essential form in the sacrament, although they all strenuously taught 
or pretended it. Such is that bold evil, hypocrisy. … You, like me, either have not 
believed, or have turned your mind away from the subject, that it might not cry 
out in protest, or have been terribly troubled as to how the truth was to come 
out freely at last. i say i admire the faith of those who shrank from this senseless 
tradition …”58 

To those theologians who insisted on speaking of a corporeal eating of the 
body of christ, he could only say that it was clear that they had fallen into a griev-
ous error and had forgotten entirely the important words on christ in John 6:

56 Smith 1922, 144.
57 Huldrych Zwingli Writings 1984, 143.
58 Letter to matthew Alber concerning the Lord’s Supper, November 1524. Huldrych Zwingli 

Writings 1984, 142.

huldrych Zwingli.  
Woodcut by hans Asper, 1531.
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“i said a little while ago that this opinion of the theologians in general was sense-
less. i beg you not to be offended by this. i should have preferred to call it not only 
stupid, but even impious. for have not these distinguished theologians outdone the 
Jews in impiety? When they supposed that the whole discourse was about bodily eat-
ing, they shrank away, but christ came to their rescue with kindly teaching. he freed 
them from their foolish understanding with the words, ‘it is the Spirit that makes alive; 
the flesh profits nothing. The words i speak to you are spirit and life.’”59

As far as his own doctrine of the Supper was concerned, Zwingli stated that 
in the Words of institution “is” means “signifies,” as thought christ were saying: 

“‘Take, eat, for this which i bid you do will signify to you or remind you of my 
body which presently is to be given for you.’ for he adds immediately, ‘This do 
in remembrance of me.’ Behold the end for which he bids them eat, namely, the 
commemoration of him. … it is clear that it is the sign itself by which those who 
rely upon the death and blood of christ mutually prove to their brethren that 
they have this faith. The meaning of christ’s words becomes perfectly plain to 
this effect: ‘This feast signifies or is the symbol by which you will recall that my 
body, mine, the Son of God, your Lord and master, was given for you.’”60

in line with this he spoke emphatically against what he called the “worshiping 
of the consecrated bread,” which he compared to the worship directed toward 
the “golden calf.” he also denied any notion that eating the bread and wine in 
the Supper could bring forgiveness of sins, stating emphatically that “the eating 
of the Eucharist does not take away sins but it is the symbol of those who firmly 
believe that sin was exhausted and destroyed by the death of christ and give 
thanks therefore.”61 

in march 1525 Zwingli’s letter, Matth. Alberum – de coena dominica Huldrychi 
Zwinglii epistola (Letter of Huldrych Zwingli to Matthäus Alber Concerning the Lord’s 
Supper), was published and was, from the start, regarded as a public repudiation 
of Luther’s position. Although he claimed that it was his opponents who were the 
instigators, it was Zwingli himself who brought the whole matter of differences 
in the doctrine of the Sacrament to public attention and opened the first public 
controversy concerning the Lord’s Supper.

Entering the ranks of those who responded negatively to Karlstadt’s theology 
was Urban Rhegius of Augsburg, who wrote his: Wider den newẽ irrsal Doctor 
Andres von Carlstadt, des Sacraments halb, warnung (Warning Against the New Error 
of Dr. Andreas Karlstadt About the Sacrament ) which was published in Augsburg 
in 1524.62 

59 Huldrych Zwingli Writings 1984, 142.
60 Huldrych Zwingli Writings 1984, 139.
61 Huldrych Zwingli Writings 1984, 143.
62 Luthers Sämtliche Schriften XX 1890, 110-132.
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Late in 1524 capito of Strasburg en-
tered the fray by writing Wasz man hal-
ten, vnnd antwurten soll, von der spaltung 
zwischen Martin Luther vnd Andres Carol-
stadtt (What One Should Think and Answer 
Concerning the Dissension Between Martin 
Luther and Andreas Karlstadt). in it he com-
mended Luther as an excellent interpret-
er, but he warned his readers that it is God 
who should be praised for such gifts and 
not the men to whom such gifts had been 
given. capito declared that “some people 
put too much [trust] in him and are more 
astonished with Luther than with God 
himself, from whom such gifts come and 
were given for the good of the christian 
community.” he sought to convince his 
readers that the dispute concerning the 
Supper was really a very minor matter. 
Since the Evangelicals were in agreement 

as to the central message of salvation, that is, salvation by grace alone and not 
works, and they were agreed in their criticisms of the Roman church and its 
excesses, and especially the Roman mass, misunderstandings over the meaning 
of the word, “this,” in the Words of christ needed to be put into the proper per-
spective. 

“But, dear friends, notice the central point concerning faith and love and con-
sider that christ is inward and invisible and that he is bound to no external thing, 
be it a sign or something else, and consider the use of the Lord’s Supper, name-
ly the contemplation and remembrance of christ for the renewal of our hope, 
through which we are unified in God together with all believers in christ.”63 

To say more about the Supper than this, would be to go too far, according to 
capito, and it could only lead to trouble. 

capito was of the opinion that the whole Supper controversy had been magni-
fied far out of proper proportion and that the significance of this dispute ought to 
be minimized. he noted that the controversy was causing great rejoicing among 
the followers of the pope, who said that it was clear proof that their opponents 
“lacked the holy Spirit.” in his treatise he declared that there was great glee and 
shouting for joy among the godless. “They anticipate victory against the truth 

63 Luthers Sämtliche Schriften XX 1890, 340-351; Edwards 2005, 145-148.

Wolfgang fabricius capito (1478-1541) 
(Wien, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek).
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because martin Luther and Andreas Karlstadt are divided on the matter. They 
say among themselves, ‘Every kingdom divided against itself becomes a desert, 
and house falls on house.’ The catholic ‘liars’ were even falsely claiming that 
we handle the Evangelical matter wrongly and Luther himself already is writing 
against us.”64

The publication of the writings of Karlstadt made it clear to Luther that false 
opinions were now widespread and were in some measure being taken up by 
Zwingli, oecolampadius, and others. he saw Karlstadt’s opinions to be so com-
pletely contrary to his own that he felt compelled to articulate the difference be-
tween Karlstadt and himself in his treatise, Widder die hymelischen propheten, von 
den bildern vnd Sacrament (Against the Heavenly Prophets in the Matter of Images and 
Sacraments), which he published in January, 1525. Luther divided his treatise into 
two parts, the first of which he completed before the end of December 1524. The 
second was ready for the presses, one month later, at the end of January.

in his essay Luther spoke of the appearance of very subjective and unbiblical 
spiritualists, whom he called “the heavenly prophets.” he stated that even some 
who had previously been friends and allies were now showing themselves to be 
instruments of the devil. chief among these was his former colleague on the theo-
logical faculty at the University of Wittenberg, Dr. Andreas Karlstadt. 

“There has been a change in the weather. i had almost relaxed and thought the 
matter was finished; but then it suddenly arises anew … Doctor Andreas Karl-
stadt has deserted us, and on top of that has become our worst enemy.”65

he went on to state that at one time Karlstadt had been a defender of the 
Gospel but now he had become a spiritualizer, lost in his own subjectivity, both 
unbiblical in his opinions and a veritable disciple of the devil, who together with 
his associates strongly advocated the removal of all images. 

Luther devoted the first part of his treatise to the matter of images and their 
destruction, which he stated, had no biblical injunction. 

“So it is with these honor-seeking prophets who do nothing but break images, 
destroy churches, manhandle the Sacrament … And if they had now altogether 
succeeded so that there were no more images, no churches remained, no one in 
the whole world held that the flesh and blood of christ were in the Sacrament 
and all went about in gray peasant garb, what would be accomplished thereby?”66

Luther reminded his readers that what the Law of moses had prohibited was 
the use of images as objects of adoration. The images now being destroyed by the 
radicals were clearly not objects of adoration but rather the images of the Savior 
dying for men on the cross and images of the christian saints. As such, all these 

64 Edwards 2005, 147.
65 LW 40, 79.
66 LW 40, 81.
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were under the Gospel and the Gospel demanded no such destruction of images 
which extolled it. 

“And i say at the outset that according to the Law of moses no other images 
are forbidden than an image of God which one worships. A crucifix, on the other 
hand, or any other holy image is not forbidden. heigh now! you breakers of im-
ages, i defy you to prove the opposite!”67

Luther stated that to demand their destruction was contrary to the freedom 
which belongs to the faithful under the Gospel and that those who destroy im-
ages show themselves to be preachers of the Law and not of the Gospel.

he went on to state that Karlstadt went even beyond that by calling for the 
elimination of the mass and its replacement by a sacramentarian Lord’s Supper. 
he devoted an entire section to the mass in response to the propositions raised 
by Karlstadt in his treatise, Against the Old and New Papist Masses. in the first 
place, Luther could not agree with Karlstadt’s far-fetched etymology of the word 
“mass,” as though it came from the hebrew language, but went on to note that 
even if Karlstadt’s etymology were correct, it would still be an offense against 
christian liberty to insist that the word “mass” should not be used. By the same 
token it would be an offense against christian liberty to insist on the elimination 
of the Elevation of the host, which was simply an outward action and had noth-
ing whatever to do with the old Testament wave and heave offerings. if the Wit-
tenbergers should choose to retain the Elevation, that did not imply that the mass 
was a sacrifice. christians were free to call the service the “mass” and to retain 
the Elevation in christian freedom. Luther stated that he was hesitating about 
preparing a German mass because it was so difficult to join together the texts and 
the music in an appropriate manner. Surely, it was sufficient that communicants 
should understand and take christ’s Words to heart, and the best place to explain 
those words was in the sermon rather than the liturgy. in summary, there was 
nothing essentially wrong with the mass.68

The second part of the work was an attack against the sectarians, mystics, and 
the advocates of false legalism and those “raving false prophets” whom God had 
not called to speak in his name. here Luther once again complained about Karl-
stadt’s terminology and particularly his rejection of the use of the word “Sacra-
ment” as unbiblical. he also took up the question of the presence of christ’s body 
in the Sacrament, saying that Karlstadt was reading the Scriptures through his 
own warped interpretation. he was twisting the words of Scripture; in particular 
he was misinterpreting the Words of institution. Since there was no scriptural 
justification for making a separation between “take, eat” and “this is my body, 
given for you,” he declared that it was absurd for Karlstadt to use capital letters 
67 LW 40, 85-86.
68 LW 40, 143; Burnett I 2011, 69.
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and introduce punctuation and defend an artificial separation between them. he 
pointed out that punctuation question were left to the printers and one was not 
to base his faith on the decisions of printers concerning where commas, periods, 
and other punctuation marks were to be placed. Also, to insist that “this” referred 
to “body” instead of to “bread” was clear proof that Karlstadt knew little Greek 
and little German.69 

for his part, Luther did not depend upon his own interpretation of the Words 
of institution in his defense of his doctrine concerning christ’s presence. he de-
scribed 1 corinthians 10:16 as a “thunderbolt” on the head of Karlstadt and his 
party, for in this passage the apostle spoke of the external fellowship of those who 
had physically received christ’s body in the bread and not simply of a spiritual 
fellowship. Luther also had little use for Karlstadt’s notions concerning unworthy 
eating and drinking, stating that to treat this matter allegorically offended against 
the primary and literal meaning of the words themselves.70

Luther then went on to argue against the sacramental understanding of John 
6:63, stating that this verse was not concerned with the Sacrament. he stated that 
here christ was not speaking about his own flesh but about flesh as the carnal 
mind would understand it. he found repugnant Karlstadt’s stress on remem-
brance and knowledge, saying that he was turning both of these into human ac-
tions. he explained that christ won forgiveness through his death on the cross 
at a particular time and in a particular place and that this forgiveness is appre-
hended by faith. christ did it on the cross, Luther said, and he gives the fruit of it 
in the Supper, saying: “Take this, and eat, this is for you.”71

in an attached but separate chapter, entitled, “concerning Frau hulda, Dr. 
Karlstadt’s Shrewd Reason, in this Sacrament,” Luther defended the doctrine of 
the Real Presence against those who insisted that it was contrary to human rea-
son. in traditional German mythology, Frau hulda was regarded as the leader 
of elfin-like creatures who capriciously stood midway between good and evil. 
Sometimes she was friendly and did good, other times she was hostile and cre-
ated disruptions and disorder. According to Luther, she represented natural rea-
son and was not to be trusted. 

Luther went on to note that, according to Frau hulda, if christ’s body and 
blood were in the Sacrament, then it was bread rather than the body of christ 
which was crucified. Frau hulda also claimed that there is nothing but bread and 
wine in the Sacrament and that when christ commanded that the faithful should 
eat his body, he really meant that they should “take the bread and eat it.” Ac-
cording to Frau hulda, a third possibility was that it should be remembered that 

69 LW 40, 147 ff.; Burnett I 2011, 70.
70 LW 40, 177-180.
71 LW 40, 202-203; Burnett I 2011, 70-71.
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christ could not possibly be in the Sacrament because “the flesh is of no avail” 
(John 6:63). So, christ must be absent, as he indicated in his own words, “it is to 
your advantage that i go away.” A fourth argument of Reason would be that the 
words of St. Paul in 1 corinthians 11 must mean that just as the body of christ 
would be broken, so the bread was broken. Since, however, no bone of christ’s 
body was broken, the bread cannot possibly be the body of christ. Frau hulda’s 
fifth argument was against the notion that one should draw comfort and forgive-
ness from the Sacrament, for this would mean that the Kingdom of God comes in 
a piece of bread. in summary, Luther stated, reason is seductive and misleading. 
Frau hulda is the “devil’s harlot,” and she must be avoided, as Luther declared:

“[Karlstadt] teaches us what Frau hulda, natural reason, has to say in the mat-
ter, just as if we did not know that reason is the devil’s prostitute and can do 
nothing else but slander and dishonor what God does and says. But before we 
answer this arch-prostitute and devil’s bride, we first want to prove our faith, not 
by setting forth capitals or periods or touto tauta but by clear, sober passages from 
Scripture which the devil will not overthrow.”72

Luther made it clear that the use of reason in theology is very tricky and may 
well cause the theologian to fall into a trap.

Karlstadt wrote three final tractates on the Lord’s Supper, the first two of 
which were written in response to Luther’s writings. All three were published in 
Augsburg in 1525.

The first of these was entitled Erklerung des. x. Capitels Cor. i. Das brot das wir 
brechen: Jst es nitt ein gemeinschaft des Leybs Christi. Antwurt Andresen Carolstats: auf 
Luthers schrift Vnd wie Carolstat widerriefft (Explanation of 1 Corinthians 10: “The Bread 
That We Break, Is It Not a Fellowship of the Body of Christ?” Answer of Andreas Karlstadt 
to Luther’s Book, and How Karlstadt Recants). in it Karlstadt enumerated fifteen points 
concerning his conviction that Luther had erred. in response to Luther’s accusations 
that he did not have a proper biblical understanding of the relationship between 
things material and things spiritual, he argued that these two things were com-
pletely separate from each other. he claimed that Luther condemned him because 
he refused to use the word “sacrament” and instead used the word “supper.” he 
went to explain his understanding of the words, “This is my body which is given 
for you,” and the words following, “The bread that we break is a communion of the 
body of christ,” which, he stated, mitigated against the Lutheran understanding 
of the Sacrament. he went on to state that Luther erroneously applied the notion 
of manducatio indignorum and that Luther’s condemnation of “Frau hulda” was so-
phistical. he stated that to declare that the bread and the body of christ could be 
the same thing was outlandish and contrary to reason, and this he understood on 

72 LW 40, 174-175.
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the basis of John 6:63, “The flesh is of no avail.” he went on to state that he could 
not agree with the notion that the breaking of the bread was related to the breaking 
of the body of christ, and he would certainly deny that the Sacrament could do 
anything to bring assurance to the conscience of man. he also explained his own 
understanding of the cup Words (Luke 22:20; 1 corinthians. 11:25), and went on to 
dispute the way Luther, the “new pope,” understood these words. he went on to 
ridicule the notion that Words of christ spoken by the priest could have the power 
to draw the body of christ down from heaven into the Sacrament. he caricatured 
Luther’s position by stating that he seemed to think that christ’s mortal body was 
present in the bread which would, of course, be impossible, because christ’s body 
was now immortal and for that reason, according to Karlstadt, it could not be given 
in the Sacrament. he declared that by this absurd teaching Luther made himself 
out to be a “new pope,” but no one will bow down before him to do him honor.73

Karlstadt’s explanation of the Pauline Words in 1 corinthians 10 presented 
the central points of his disagreements with Luther. he centered his explana-
tion on verses 10:1-4 and 16-17. Verses 1-4 were traditionally understood to be 
a description of how God fed the children of israel with manna from heaven as 
a foreshadowing of the church receiving of the body of christ in the Eucharist. 
Karlstadt’s treatment of these passages was based on his insistence that no ma-
terial thing could ever provide any spiritual benefit. he insisted that christians 
were able to “eat” christ’s body and “drink” his blood only by faith, and so Judas 
iscariot and other unbelievers received no benefit at all, but only bread and wine. 

furthermore, Karlstadt declared that Luther insulted God because he refused 
to understand the clear meaning of his words, “my flesh is food indeed.” These 
words could only be understood in a spiritual sense.

 “Go now, dear Luther, and make a corporeal drink and a corporeal food from 
christ in your sacrament. Don’t you know what the spiritual drink is? hear christ, 
who says, ‘my blood is truly a drink.’ if you don’t know how it is called a spiritual 
food, listen to christ, ‘my flesh is truly a food.’ if you don’t know that we must 
eat the flesh and the blood of christ spiritually and not corporeally, read John 6 
where it says that it is God’s work that you believe on him whom the father has 
sent. Likewise, ‘Whoever comes to me will not hunger.’ Don’t you know (oh Lu-
ther) what to come means? Listen, whoever hears and learns from God the father 
(hear and learn, hear and learn) will come to me. Do you hear now the living and 
heavenly voice of God, whom you insult? Do you hear that whoever wants to 
come to christ and be filled must hear and learn from God? isn’t this learning to 
know and believe? isn’t it faith that comes and brings to christ, stills hunger, and 
satisfies the hungry according to God’s righteousness?”74

73 Burnett I 2011, 73; Burnett II 2011, 220 ff.
74 Burnett II 2011, 223.
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Karlstadt could find nothing in Luther’s words which would convince him to 
accept his theology and his doctrine that the body of christ is truly present in the 
bread. According to Karlstadt, the bread must be understood as a fellowship or 
communion of the body of christ, and so Luther must be in error when he states 
that “body” refers to christ’s physical flesh. clearly, Luther misunderstands the 
word “body,” he stated, for body does not refer to christ’s physical flesh, because 
just as christ himself says, “the flesh is of no avail.”

 “i search here and there, but i find nowhere that one thing is another, much 
less that one thing must be another thing or in that with which it has fellowship 
or is called its fellowship; and if i did find such an example, that example doesn’t 
prove that it must therefore be so in all things, particularly since one also finds 
the opposite and has already found it. So Luther has very little to compel me to 
his position, namely, that the body of christ is in the bread, because the bread 
is supposed to be a fellowship of the body of christ. This is no more compelling 
than that a fellowship is corporeally in the action in which it has its fellowship. 
i’m surprised that Dr. Luther has given his body to such dark medication, when 
he always cries, ‘the word, the word,’ and claims to have a clear, bright, strong, 
and powerful word that compels, pushes, conquers, and takes captive. Where 
then, Luther, is your sure word on which you insist? Your ground position is 
dark, obscure, and weak, and doesn’t compel. Yes, he pronounces his sentence 
with no word that he claims to have, but i must also teach him that he has himself 
invented and dreamed up such grounds (which are supposed to be so strong) 
against what Paul says. So listen, Luther, to what i say!”75

furthermore, according to Karlstadt, in 1 corinthians 10:1-4 Paul makes it 
clear that he is speaking only of spiritual food, not material food, for only spirit-
ual food can nourish faith. material things can never impart spiritual blessings, 
he asserted. So Luther, must be incorrect and unreasonable when he wants to put 
the material food of christ’s body in the mouths of christians.

“You know that at the beginning of [1 cor.] chapter 10 [:1-4], Paul speaks 
about the food of faith, that it is a spiritual food; likewise that the drink of faith is a 
spiritual drink. After that Paul writes briefly about the corporeal food that cannot 
bring, support, or nourish faith. Thus, dear Luther, you should have employed 
your great brilliance to write about these two foods, about each one as the truth 
has written it and nothing else, which would have been fitting. But Dr. Luther 
doesn’t do this, for Luther wants us to put christ in the mouth as a bodily food, as 
he presents the bread to us, but the bread is visible and the body of christ invis-
ible, although still corporeal. [This is] against Paul, who writes at the beginning 
about the spiritual food and drink, and who separates the spiritual food from the 

75 Burnett II 2011, 226-227.
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corporeal food. if Luther says, ‘the scripture,’ i answer that this is scripture, ‘They 
ate one kind of spiritual food and drank one kind of spiritual drink’ [1 cor. 10:3-
4]. how do you like that, Luther?”76

one month later, in April 1525, Karlstadt’s treatise, Von dem Newen vnd Alten 
Testament. Antwurt auff disen spruch Der Kelch das New Testament in meinem blut 
(et)c. … Andreas Carolstat. wie Carolstat widerrieft. M.D.XXV. (On the New and Old 
Testament. Answer to the Saying, “The Cup, the New Testament in My Blood,” etc., 
Luke 22; 1 Cor. 11. How Karlstadt Recants. 1525), appeared. Karlstadt meant for this 
treatise to complete his discourse of what he called Luther’s unscriptural and un-
christian teachings about the Lord’s Supper. Now he had seen that it was neces-
sary for him to summarize and concentrate his reply to Luther, for in the past he 
had said much more than was necessary and he needed to provide a closer focus. 

“Dear brothers, i have almost finished a complete answer to Dr. Luther’s unscrip-
tural and unchristian writing, along with other works that i must write to the brothers, 
truly not a few, who have sought them from me. But since this answer is too long, i 
have excerpted some articles from it that i am having published, each of them separ-
ately. Among them is this one, on the cup that Scripture calls a New Testament and 
that Dr. Luther calls a thunderbolt on Karlstadt’s head, thinking he has the best rea-
sons to prove that the Lord’s blood must be bodily in the cup of blessing.”77

Karlstadt once again took up the matter of the relationship between the old 
Testament sacrifices and christ’s sacrifice of himself on the cross. he stated that 
the old Testament sacrifices only provided outward cleansing but the sprinkling 
of christ’s blood cleanses one internally. in other words, he reiterated his under-
standing of the distinction between corporeal and spiritual things, by stating that 
christ’s body could only be received spiritually, not corporeally.78

Late in January 1525 Karlstadt was expelled from Rothenburg. from there he 
traveled through southern Germany and arrived in Nördlingen where he met 
with Pastor Theobald Billican. from there he returned to Rothenburg and there 
he remained in hiding. Billican responded to Karlstadt’s sacramental assertions 
in his treatise, Renovatio ecclesiae Nordlingiacensis, et ratio omnibus reddita, de quor-
undam institutione, per Diaconos ibidem (Renewal of the Church at Nördlingen, etc.), 
published in february 1525. he rejected Karlstadt’s Eucharistic teachings in his 
defense of the liturgical changes, which had been incorporated in the divine ser-
vices in Nördlingen. This work was in fact a rudimentary church order which in-
fluenced the liturgical cerebration of Baptism, the Eucharist, and the Burial of the 
Dead. its directives were centered in the Word of God and put supreme emphasis 

76 Burnett II 2011, 227.
77 Burnett II 2011, 238-239.
78 Burnett II 2011, 13.
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on preaching as more important than the celebration of the Sacrament, a notion 
which was rather characteristic of all except Luther and his close associates.79

The two pamphlets noted above were published shortly after the peasants re-
bellion, during which Karlstadt came out into the open and preached on Easter 
Day in Rothenburg. Subsequently, twice he requested that Luther pledge on his 
behalf with the elector, and in June 1525 he published a pamphlet in which he 
sought to put down the reports that he been active in the peasants revolts. Luther 
responded by permitting Karlstadt to come to him in Wittenberg while negotia-
tions of his pardon were being carried out. one of the requirements which would 
need to be settled before he could be pardoned, however, was that he must first 
recant his previously printed statements about the Lord’s Supper. it was in re-
sponse to this that Karlstadt published in Wittenberg his Erklerung wie Carlstat 
seyn lere von de(m) hochwirdigen Sacrament vnd andere geachtet haben wil (Declaration 
How Karlstadt Wants His Teachings Concerning the Venerable Sacrament and Other 
Matters to Be Understood). This appeared in the early days of autumn with a pref-
ace by Luther which stated that now Karlstadt was offering his earlier views as 
a hypothesis to be discussed, rather than as definitive pronouncements. Luther 
reminded his readers that it was their obligation to bear one another’s burdens 
and to be supportive of these who were wavering in their faith.80

it was clear that at this point Karlstadt was like a swimmer who was approach-
ing the shore and not yet sinking beneath the waves, as others had, when they 
became enamored of their own opinions. in his explanation Karlstadt would not 
go so far as to repudiate what he had previously written but he did encourage 
readers to examine the passages for themselves and draw their own conclusions, 
for, as he said, the common man has a right to judge doctrine. 

he did, however, clearly state that the opinions which he had previously as-
serted were not to be regarded as the final word or as a proper exposition of div-
ine truth, but must themselves be judged according to Scripture, and he implied 
that Luther’s words must be examined in the same manner. This was Karlstadt’s 
final word on the subject. it was one of the conditions of his pardon that he was 
no longer to discuss, write about, or publish theological treatises.81

79 Billican 1525, B ff.; Burnett II 2011, 15. 
80 Burnett II 2011, 14.
81 Karlstadt left Saxony in 1529, after having worked for several years in the Wittenberg area as 

a farmer and peddler. he then went to flensburg, in Northern Germany, where for a time he 
was associated with melchior hoffmann who was at that time entering into disputes about 
the Lord’s Supper. Then, however, he decided to distance himself from hoffmann, going first 
to Strasburg and then to Zurich, where he came into association with Zwingli and became a 
parish pastor. in 1534 he took up a position on the theological faculty in Basel and worked 
to reorganize it, while at the same time serving the Swiss Reformed church as the pastor of 
St. Peter’s church. he died in 1541 after contracted the plague while ministering to the sick of 
his parish. Looß 1997, 553-554; Burnett II 2011, 14; Burnett I 2011, 75-76. 
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1.2.2 Luther’s  controversy with the Swiss Reformers

Karlstadt’s withdrawal from the arena did not mean that disagreements over 
the understanding of the Lord’s Supper were now at an end, for others took up 
the question of the meaning of the words of Scripture, as he had understood 
them and the theological arguments which he had advanced. So it was that even 
though he had ceased to write, what he had previously written would continue to 
shape the early Eucharistic controversy and would also contribute to further the 
divisions between Wittenberg and the spiritualizing Evangelicals. 

Among the first to draw attention to this was Nikolaus Gerbel in Strasburg 
who wrote to Luther on march 23 and 25, 1525 to mark the close connection be-
tween Zwingli, oecolampadius, and Karlstadt, and he sent to Luther a copy of a 
letter of Zwingli recently printed and originally addressed to matthäus Alber in 
Reutlingen. in it Zwingli spoke in positive terms about Karlstadt’s understand-
ing of the Words of christ in the Supper and wrote: “i gladly admit that i praise 
the zealous effort of this man.”82 Although Zwingli found some of Karlstadt’s 
language to be inappropriate and unseemly, he was in agreement with his con-
clusions concerning the symbolic meaning of the Words of christ. 

in that same month, march 1525, Zwingli printed his most important work, 
his magnum opus, De vera et falsa religione, Huldrychi Zuinglij Commentarius, Indicem 
capitum totius operis inuenies in fine libri (Commentary on True and False Religion).83 

in this work Zwingli built not on the Words of institution spoken by christ, 
as Luther had, but from the words of christ in John chapter 6, asserting that 
throughout this chapter christ was speaking about faith as food. According to 
Zwingli, here christ makes his most bold and definitive statement: “it is the Spirit 
alone gives life; the flesh is of no avail” (John 6:63).

To Zwingli it was clear that christ’s references to his body in the Supper had 
nothing to do with his physical flesh which had been cradled in the womb of the 
Virgin mary. he spoke about the possibility that the Supper might have some 
nourishing value by stating that if there were any special value to the soul in 
the Supper, it could only come from the spiritual presence of christ, since his 
physical body, which consisted of material flesh, could be of no avail, whatever. 
According to him, it would be of absolutely no value to anyone were christ to 
be physically present in and under the bread and wine. This would simply be a 
82 WA Br. 3, 458-462; Edwards 1975, 83-84.
83 in April 1525 Zwingli offered a German volume, entitled: Von dem Nachtmahl Christi, 

Wiedergedächtniß oder Danksagung, suldrichen Zwinglius Meinung, jetzt im lateinischen 
Commentario beschrieben und durch drei getreue Brüder eilends in Deutsch gebracht. Ob GOtt 
will zum Guten auch deutscher Nation, Huldrych Zvingli April 1525. This, so-called “Zwingli’s 
Opinion” (“Zwinglius Meinung”), was compiled by Zwingli from his Latin tractate, 
Commentary on True and False Religion, and from the Latin text of his book, Antibulon. 
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return to the papal doctrine of Transubstantiation. furthermore, he noted once 
again that the physical body of christ was now at the right hand of the father in 
heaven and, therefore, could not be anywhere on earth.

“only christ’s spiritual presence in the hearts and minds of believers could be 
of value in the Supper, and for this reason the whole notion of a physical presence 
should not even be considered. The flesh of christ profiteth very greatly, aye, im-
measurably, in every way, but, as i have said, by being slain, not eaten. Slain it has 
saved us from slaughter, but devoured it profiteth absolutely nothing. The Truth 
has said so, and the fact cannot be otherwise.”84 

in order to make his point more emphatically, Zwingli sought to show that it 
was foolish and meaningless to speak of one eating the actual body of christ, and 
it was far more important that he be received by faith. he wrote:

“observe, therefore, what a monstrosity of speech this is: i believe that i eat 
the sensible and bodily flesh. for if it is bodily, there is no need of faith, for it is 
perceived by sense; and things perceived by sense have no need of faith, for by 
sense they are perceived to be perfectly sure. on the other hand, if your eating is 
a matter of belief, the thing you believe cannot be sensible or bodily. Therefore 
what you say is simply a monstrosity.”85

According to Zwingli, since one might receive the body and blood of christ only 
by faith, and the bread and wine were present only for the purpose of promoting faith, 
it must follow naturally that the elements could not be the vehicles of the physical and 
bodily presence of christ, because these can be received only by faith. instead, he as-
serted, the elements signify the historical reality of the forgiveness of sins through the 
crucifixion of christ. it is this which faith contemplates with an uplifted heart. 

So, it must be stated emphatically, that the receiving of communion does not 
forgives sins. “They are wrong, by the whole width of heaven, who think that 
sacraments have any cleansing power.”86

Later, on August 17, 1525, Zwingli’s Subsidium sive coronis de eucharistia (Sub-
sidiary Essay or Crown of the Work on the Eucharist) was published in Zurich. in 
it Luther and his Wittenberg companions could see clearly that this work was 
aimed directly against them, since Zwingli asserted: 

“first of all i have determined to meet the slanders of certain people. for there 
are people who say that i published this exposition of christ’s words unseason-
ably, and there are others who call me a disciple of Karlstadt. Let them hear, 
therefore, for christ’s sake, my reply to these strictures, which shall be as true as 
it is free from all bitterness.”87

84 The Latin Works of Huldreich Zwingli III 1929, 209.
85 The Latin Works of Huldreich Zwingli III 1929, 213-214.
86 The Latin Works of Huldreich Zwingli III 1929, 182.
87 Huldrych Zwingli Writings 1984, 195.
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here Zwingli sought to provide fur-
ther arguments to support his spiritual 
position in the context of his contentions 
with the Anabaptists. he links the Words 
of institution to the establishment of the 
covenant with Abraham in Genesis 17:1-
14. What was important in this covenant, 
according to Zwingli, was that it required 
absolute obedience, but human respon-
sibility was not the final condition need-
ed for the fulfillment of the covenant but 
it was the result of obedience. Zwingli 
builds strongly on what he understood 
to be parallels between circumcision and 
Baptism as signs of the covenant, and the 
Supper is seen to a commemoration of the 
sacrifice performed by christ to perfect 
the covenant.88

he then went on to articulate his dis-
tinction between the physical body of christ before his crucifixion, and the glori-
fied body of christ, as it now existed at the time of his ascension into heaven, and 
the mystical body of christ which is the church. here Zwingli builds his argu-
ment on the foundation of his humanistic philological understanding. he writes 
that the correct understanding of this distinction is that in this matter the Bible 
must be understood figuratively. This is especially true, he stated, when the Bible 
is speaking metaphorically about the Lord’s Supper, for it is only in this way that 
the Words of christ can be properly understood in a reasonable and proper man-
ner. christ’s Words make sense, he asserted, only if the bread and the wine are 
understood to be symbols which are apprehended by faith and with hope in God. 

The bread of the Eucharist and the cup represent the glorious reality of what 
christ has fully and completely accomplished on the cross. Therefore, the refer-
ences to his body and blood must be understood as though one were speaking of 
a picture or painting which points toward the reality that is beyond it, namely, the 
sacrifice of christ on the cross. When christ offers his disciples the cup of wine to 
drink, this is not to be understood as a literal New Testament in his blood. That 
would not make sense, since his blood, the blood of the New Testament, had not 
yet been offered on the cross.

88 Campi 2016, 479.

huldrych Zwingli (1484-1531). Engraving 
by Balthasar Jenichen, 1565.
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“it becomes clear, therefore, that this 
cup was not the blood of the testament, 
nor the testament itself, but a symbol of 
the testament. … the blood of christ be-
came the blood of the testament only 
when it was shed for us. … hence today 
we drink not the blood of the testament 
itself, but a symbol of the blood of the 
testament.”89

Again, the very notion that christ 
might be present with his physical body 
for believers to eat is “utterly repugnant” 
to him, so much so, that it should not 
even be considered.

“That the symbolic bread is the flesh 
of christ is so opposed to the sense of 
all the faithful that no one of us has ever 
really believed it. … This word about the 
tearing of the flesh is so repugnant to the 
mind that it does not venture to eat it but 
casts it out of the mouth.”90

Luther understood Zwingli to be moving from an emphasis on God’s prom-
ises of salvation in the Eucharist to focus instead on the active commemoration 
of christ’s work by the congregation. in other words, it is the believer rather than 
God who is the primary actor, and it is the believer who is the subject of the verbs. 
Luther rejected this position, and in his July 19, 1525 letter to Johann hess in Bres-
lau he wrote: “Beware of the prophets who now wander about everywhere and, 
through the instigation of Karlstadt and Zwingli, think and speak most ill of the 
Eucharist.”91 To Johannes Briesmann, then in Königsberg, he made reference to 
“Karlstadt’s and Zwingli’s poison on the Sacrament.”92 

Even in Strasburg many were becoming concerned that Zwingli was now in-
creasingly blunt and harsh in his expressions. capito wrote to Zwingli on febru-
ary 3, 1526 warning him that he must not loose his grip because of his polemical 
spirit. “What you are collecting in three articles to combat the bread-flesh and 

89 Huldrych Zwingli Writings 1984, 199.
90 Huldrych Zwingli Writings 1984, 218.
91 WA Br. 3, 544; Edwards 1975, 84. 
92 August 15, 1525 Luther’s letter to Johannes Briesmann. WA Br. 3, 555; LW 49, 122.

A Lutheran pastor celebrates mass at the 
altar wearing an alb and chasuble (Eyn 
gesang Buchleyn. Zwickau 1525; Schatz 2004).
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the impanate God is a useful labor, but i 
fear you are too vehement for conditions 
of peace.”93

Also in the summer of 1525 oecolam-
padius in Basel published a treatise ques-
tioning Luther’s Eucharistic theology. 
it was entitled: Joannis Oecolampadii de 
genuina Verborum Domini, Hoc est corpus 
meum, iuxta vetustissimos authores, expos-
itione liber (Genuine Exposition of the Words 
of the Lord, “This is my Body,” According 
to the Most Ancient Authors).94 he dedi-
cated his work to his “beloved brethren 
in Schwabia,” in hopes that his treatise 
would convince them of the truth of his 
position, since the pastors there had been 
his students in heidelberg.95

he lay the whole error concerning the 
real presence of christ at the feet of the 
medieval commentator Peter Lombard 
and others. As for his own understand-
ing, he states that christ’s Words, “This is 
my body,” must be understood as a trope which should be taken no more literal-
ly than St. Paul’s statement that christ is the rock which followed the israelites 
through the wilderness. The priest does not perform a miracle, he says, and the 
doctrine of the Real Presence creates a new superstition and idolatry, the worship 
of a piece of bread, as can be seen clearly in the Corpus Christi Day cerebrations. in 
truth, the Bible is far above the sacraments and it alone is necessary to Salvation.96 

his own understanding of the Words of institution differed from those of 
Zwingli in that to him the most important word was not “is” but rather “body.” 
he took christ’s words to mean, “This is the sign of my body.” he does not stress 
the difference between his interpretation and that of Zwingli, but makes use of 
testimonies from the church fathers, particularly Augustine of hippo, who par-
ticularly favored the receiving of christ in a spiritual manner by faith.

93 CR 95, 517; Smith 1922,152. 
94 The German edition of this tractate was published in Zurich in 1526 under the title: Vom 

Sacrament der Dancksagung. Von dem waren nateurlichen Verstand der Worten Christi: Das ist 
mein Leib, nach der gar alten Lerern Erklärung im Latein beschriben.

95 Lindberg 2010, 183.
96 Smith 1922, 146.

Johannes oecolampadius (1482-1531). 
copper engraving.
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oecolampadius further insisted that if the bread contains the body of christ, 
then those who received it must be capernaite flesh eaters. “They are caperna-
ites,” declared oecolampadius, “who promise themselves a fleshly table, as if the 
flesh of christ were contained in the bread.”97 he also derided the notion that 
the body of christ is “enclosed in the loaves and falling crumbs on many altars,” 
perhaps ridiculing thereby the traditional practice that the houseling cloth be laid 
97 LW 37, 93 fn. 153.

A satirical depiction of the holy Eucharist in which christ is to be understood present 
corporeally in the bread and wine, and his “dead body” is capernaitically consumed by the 
Pope, bishops, monks, and others, presented from the Zwinglian point of view, along with a 
poem by Pamphilus Gegenbach of Basel. The caption reads: “The sad lament over those who 
gobble the dead.” The Swiss accused Lutherans as well of such “capernaitic” eating of the  

body of christ (Gengenbach 1522).
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across the altar rail and that a plate be held beneath the paten or ciborium, as the 
bread was administered to communicants.98

oecolampadius provided a much more philosophically oriented argument 
from that of Zwingli, but he and Zwingli recognized that they were comrades-in-
arms, fighting valiantly against both the pope in Rome and Luther in Wittenberg. 

The work of oecolampadius did not go unnoticed by Erasmus of Rotterdam. 
At first glance, he was duly impressed by the arguments presented by oecolam-
padius, and yet he hesitated to support him fully. he wrote to michael Buda, 
Bishop of Langres, on october 2, 1525:

“A new dogma has arisen, that the Eucharist is nothing but bread and wine. 
it is difficult to refute. oecolampadius has supported it with such copious and 
powerful arguments and citations that it seems as if the elect might be seduced.”99

he expressed his misgivings also in a letter to his friend, Willibald Pirckheimer 
in Nuremberg, on June 6, 1526:

“oecolampadius’ opinion of the Eucharist would not displease me were it not 
opposed to the consensus of the church. for i do not see what is the function of 
the body which cannot be apprehended by the senses, nor what use it would be if 
it could be grasped by the senses, provided that a spiritual grace is present in the 
symbols. But the authority of the church binds me.”100

in another letter to Pirckheimer, on July 30, he added that although oecolam-
padius’ arguments were powerful, one must weight against them the authority of 
the church, for that authority is binding on all christians. 

“i should have some doubts, as one little learned, on the Eucharist, if the au-
thority of the church, by which i mean the consensus of christians throughout the 
world, did not reassure me.”101

for this reason Erasmus found it necessary to cast aside his own fondness for pri-
vate opinions and follow the teaching of the church. furthermore, he had no desire to 
be drawn into the Eucharistic controversy, even though many had urged him to do so.

Luther himself avoided the impulse to provide any direct response to either 
Zwingli or oecolampadius, but in September 1525 Johannes Bugenhagen, Doctor 
Pomeranus, entered the fray when he published a letter addressed to Johann hess, 
Contra novum errorem, de Sacramento corporis et sanguinis domini nostri Jesu Christi 
epistola102 (Against the New Error Concerning the Sacrament of the Body and Blood of 

98 LW 37, 65 fn. 108.
99 Smith 1922, 149.
100 Smith 1922, 149.
101 Smith 1922, 149.
102 Translated into German the tractate appeared as Antwort dem Hochgeleerten Doctor Johann 

Bugenhage auß Pomern, Hyrt zu Wittemberg auff die Missive, so er an den Hochgelerten Doctor Hesso, 
leerer zu Preßlaw geschickt, das Sacrament betreffend. Luthers Sämtliche Schriften XX 1890, 500-506.
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Our Lord Jesus Christ), in which he made reference to the positions taken by Karl-
stadt and Zwingli. 

Bugenhagen argued that if the verb “is” in the Words of institution is to be 
understood figuratively, then, for the sake of consistency, this verb must always 
be considered figuratively. Accordingly, if one were to say “Peter is a man,” he 
must mean by this, “Peter signifies a man.” furthermore, if the body and blood 
of christ are not present in the Supper, how can an unworthy communicant be 
guilty concerning them, since he has received only bread and wine? in positive 
terms Bugenhagen could say, “we eat bread” and in that bread “the true body of 
christ is present.” No appeal to figurative language or symbolism was required.103

on November 4 of that year, in a letter to Gerbel in Strasburg, Bugenhagen 
contradicted Zwingli’s assertions concerning the Lutherans. “Zwingli calls us 
carnivores and deniers of the redemption of the cross, because we confess the 
body and blood of christ in the Sacrament.”104 To this Bugenhagen added paren-
thetically that, of course, it must be remembered that Zwingli could not really be 
counted among the theologians.

Shortly before that, on october 23, 1525, Zwingli had responded to Bugen-
hagen’s letter to Johann hess in his tractate, entitled: Ad Ioannis Bvgenhagii Pomer-
ani Epistolam Responsio Huldrychi Zuinglij105 (Reply of Huldrych Zwingli to the Letter 
of Johannes Bugenhagen of Pomerania). in a rather high-handed manner he accused 
Bugenhagen of being puerile and pedantic, and sought to enlist Augustine of 
hippo, John chrysostom, and cyril of Alexandria to support his own figura-
tive position. in a rather superior manner he said that a little intelligence, a little 
logic, and close attention to the rules of grammar should make the meaning of the 
Words of institution clear.106

By this point it was becoming clear to Luther that the position of Zwingli was 
gaining prominence and was being used to promote a Reformation very different 
from that being promoted in Wittenberg. in Luther’s eyes Karlstadt, Zwingli, and 
oecolampadius were betraying the Gospel Reformation and were subjecting the 
inspired Word of God to the critique of human reason. 

“i am compelled to bear with these sons of my body, my Absaloms, who with-
stand me so furiously,” he wrote to Nikolaus hausmann on January 20, 1526. 
“They are scourges of the Sacrament, compared to whose madness the Papists are 
mild. i never understood before how evil a spirit is Satan, nor did i comprehend 
Paul’s words about spiritual wickedness.”107

103 Schaff VI 1904, 622.
104 Smith 1922, 146.
105 The German edition was entitled: Eyn Antwurt Huldrychs Zuinglins vff die Epistel Joannis 

Pugenhag vss Pomeren, das Nachtmal Christi betreffende.
106 Luthers Sämtliche Schriften XX 1890, 506-520.
107 WA Br. 4, 19; Smith 1922, 143. 
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Luther still abstained from any full 
blown controversial or polemical writings 
against Zwingli and oecolampadius con-
cerning their Eucharistic tracts. however, 
other Lutheran theologians were not so 
reticent to speak and act. on october 25, 
1525 fourteen Schwabian Lutheran pas-
tors met at Schwäbisch-hall to discuss a 
new confession, the Schwabian Syngram-
ma, prepared by Johannes Brenz and en-
titled: Syngramma clarissimorum qui Halae 
Suevorum convenerunt virorum super verbis 
coenae dominicae et pium et eruditum ad Jo. 
Oecolampadium. This joint confession of 
Schwabian pastors was printed in Augs-
burg and Basel in 1526. it set forth the 
view that the Words of christ put the very 
body and blood of christ into the bread 
and wine, just as surely as the word of 
moses gave healing power to the bronze 
serpent lifted up in the wilderness, and 
just as the words of christ, “Peace be unto you” and “Your sins are forgiven,” ac-
tually accomplish what they proclaim and impart peace and forgiveness. in other 
words, the Words of christ in the Supper do what they say: “This is my body, this 
is my blood.” Luther was very happily impressed with this work of Brenz.108

The congregations in Strasburg, which had always inclined toward the Swiss 
Reformation and particularly toward the theological position taken by Zwingli and 
oecolampadius, were particularly concerned that nothing should be done which 
would imperil the unity of the Protestants over against the pope and his church. 
They regarded the strict position being taken by Luther and his companions as 
uncharitable and dangerous, and they sent Gregory casel, a hebrew scholar, to 
Wittenberg, in the autumn of 1525 to meet with Luther and press the views of the 
Strasburgers. in their letter introducing casel to Luther, the clergy of Strasburg 
stated that they were concerned that the dispute on the sacraments was beginning 
to have deleterious effects not only in Germany but also beyond its borders. Their 
purpose in sending casel was to ensure that the unity of the church would be 
preserved and that discord and contention would be put to rest, so that both the 
Germans and the Swiss could move on together united against Rome. 

108 Luthers Sämtliche Schriften XX 1890, 520 ff.

Johannes Brenz (1499-1570).  
copper engraving.
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Luther, however, viewed the visit of casel to be an attempt to convince the Lu-
therans to accept the Zwinglian view of the Sacrament of the Altar and to opt for 
a figurative interpretation of the Words of christ. This Luther was most certainly 
not willing to do. his disagreements with Zwingli extended far beyond the lat-
ter’s view of the Lord’s Supper. he disagreed with him on the matter of original 
sin, and to Luther this meant that Zwingli did not truly know the christ of the 
Gospel. he presented his position in the following terms: 

“i shall hold all those who contend that the body is not present to be outside the 
faith. At the moment i do not intend to write against Zwingli or oecolampadius. … i 
know that they think that i do not wish to yield because of shame. They are certainly 
mistaken. for there is God’s Word from which i know the conquering argument. i 
have already preached God’s Word six years, with what fruit is manifest i think. And 
they say that i [too] am a man. i confess that i am a man and but a single man, but i 
shall not yield Scripture so easily. They boast at length of having sought christ’s glory. 
have i sought or do i seek mine? God is my witness that i have not.”109

it was particularly vexing to Luther that his opponents did not want to argue 
the sacramental question in a substantial way, but wished rather to speak only of 
the bad effects caused by disunion, as though the theological question itself was 
simply a matter of indifference. 

“Either they or we must be ministers of Satan. There is no room here for ne-
gotiation or mediation. … if they go on with their pretending it is our duty to 
confess that we differ from one another, that their spirit and ours are in conflict, 
for what agreement has christ with Belial?”110

Luther finally broke his public silence on the Zwinglian matter in a letter to 
christians at Reutlingen, entitled: Allenn lieben Christen zu Reütlingen meinen lieben 
hern., freünden, brüedern in Christo (Letter to All Beloved Christians at Reutlingen, My 
Beloved Lords, Friends, and Brothers in Christ), published in January 1526. in it he 
called upon the Reutlingeners to reject the views of Karlstadt and Zwingli and to 
continue steadfastly to uphold the Words of christ.111 

This marked the beginning of open warfare against those whom Luther called 
the “Swiss fanatics.” he stated that the devil had first attacked the Gospel through 
the pope, the emperor, and the peasant rebels. from now on he was going even 
further and, by means of the “fanatics,” he was attacking holy Baptism and the 
Sacrament of the Altar. These forces represented a three-headed monster. he 
did not give a name to the third head but named Karlstadt as the first head and 
Zwingli and oecolampadius as the second.112

109 Edwards 1975, 87-88.
110 Edwards 1975, 88-89.
111 WA 19, 114 ff.
112 Edwards 1975, 89.
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Luther went into print again in June 1526, in the preface to the German edition 
of the Schwabian Syngramma, entitled: Gegrundter und gewisser Beschlus (Fundamen-
tal and Sure Conclusion of Certain Preachers in Schwabia Concerning the Words of Jesus 
Christ in the Lord’s Supper, “This is my body,” by Johannes Oecolampadius, Newly Put 
into German by Johannes Agricola. Dr. Martin Luther’s True Report About the Errors 
Concerning the Sacrament). here he identified the three heads of the monster as 
Karlstadt, Zwingli, and oecolampadius. Again, his admonition was to hold fast 
to the Words of christ.113

A second edition of this publication appeared in September 1526 with an even 
more pointed and direct preface by Luther, because the Swiss were now claiming 
that Luther was at this point in actual agreement with their view. 

Luther declared that, as far as he was concerned, the points which he had 
made in his book against Karlstadt were clear and unassailable, but these “exalt-
ed spirits,” against whom he had written, were so upset by his words that they 
could not even look at or pay full attention to them, and they simply declared that 
it was all worthless. 

“i thought, and i still think, that in my book against Karlstadt i had established 
this point sufficiently well that no one could refute it; and i still do not see that the 
principle i stated there has been genuinely assailed or shaken. But what i wrote 
is so despised by these exalted spirits that they do not even look at it, and after a 
mere glance in its direction conclude that it is all worthless, and that i must offer 
something quite different.”114

for his part, Luther went on to bear testimony to his position in these matters:
“… i will bear witness to my faith with this foreword, and sincerely counsel 

those who will let themselves be warned to beware of these false prophets who 
call our God a ‘baked God,’ a ‘breaden God;’ they call us ‘God’s flesh-eaters,’ 
‘God’s blood-drinkers,’ and i know not how many other horribly blasphemous 
names, and yet they stay amongst patient, meek people who suffer great persecu-
tion and confess christ aright. But the devil rules the patient and meek who over-
throw the faith! i hope that such horrible blaspheming will come to a swift end, 
and he along with it. Even so, we have really deserved such pitiful beings and 
sects through our own ingratitude and persecution of the gospel, and through 
our wickedness we deserve still more the even greater distress to come.”115

Luther noted that now the Sacramentarians were holding a number of mu-
tually incompatible views of the Sacrament, so that one could now speak of it 
113 Gegrundter und gewisser Beschlus etlicher Prediger zu Schwaben uber die Wort des Abentmals 

Christi Jesu Das ist mein Leib an Johannem Ecolampadion geschriben, von newem durch Johannem 
Agricolam verdeutscht. Aigentlicher bericht D. Martin Luthers, den yrthumb des Sacraments 
betreffen, 1526. Luthers Sämtliche Schriften XX 1890, 576-581; WA 19, 457-461; 

114 Siggins 1972, 112.
115 Siggins 1972, 112.
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as sect with six heads.116 Karlstadt applied the word “this” in christ’s Words to 
the physical body of christ, Zwingli turned “is” into “signifies,” oecolampadius 
made the “body” a “figurative body,” a fourth opinion twisted the order of the 
words, and now the fifth opinion was that the place of the words had to be al-
tered. he went on to say that no one yet knew what the sixth opinion would be, 
but it would doubtless soon appear, and after it, a seventh opinion would come 
forth. All this, according to Luther, was a certain sign of the uncertainty of the in-
terpreters. clearly, their source was not the holy Spirit but the spirit of division. 
he again noted that he had already written about all of this in Against the Heavenly 
Prophets and that, given an opportunity to do so, he would write more about it.

he went on to state that God’s holy Spirit had certainly given more than suf-
ficient advanced warning about how diverse sects would arise to assail the truth 
and that this was really a portent, which was predictive of the “beasts” in the Book 
of the Apocalypse where a beast is described as having one body and many heads. 

“Where else does this portrait belong but with the beasts of the Apocalypse, 
where there are also beasts with one body and many heads? These sects hold 
precisely the same thing in the long run, like one body, but in motives and basis 
each individual gang has proclaimed its own head and its own style, even though 
they are all set up to blaspheme one and the same christian truth. Anyone who 
by now is not repelled or forewarned by such a horrible picture and God’s ad-
monition deserves to have to believe not only that there is mere bread and wine 
in the Sacrament, but that it is mere mushroom or morel!”117

it is a horrible picture, Luther stated, and he related it to Satan’s temptation 
which penetrated into these “false teachers.”

“i therefore state my judgment; however intensely it displeases them, i am 
nevertheless sure that it is true, for in this case i am thoroughly conversant both 
with the faith and with the devil. Their error rests on two grounds; first, it seems 
such an ungainly idea by rational standards, and secondly, it seems unnecessary, 
that christ’s body and blood should be in the bread and wine – that would be ab-
surdity, not necessity. They have clung to these two points, and through Satan’s 
temptation it has so penetrated into them – ‘as oil soaks into bone’ – that they 
cannot get rid of it.”118 

116 “first, this sect is so prolific that it has grown five or six heads within a single year. The first 
was Dr. Karlstadt with his ‘touto.’ The second was huldrych Zwingli with his ‘significat.’ 
The third is Johannes oecolampadius with his ‘figure of the body.’ The fourth is transposing 
the word-order of the text. A fifth is on the way, which rearranges the words. A sixth is now 
being born, who tosses the words like dice. Perhaps a seventh will show up as well and 
shuffle cards! Each individual wants to come out on top here.” Siggins 1972, 112.

117 Siggins 1972, 113.
118 Siggins 1972, 114.
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Luther stated that these “false teachers” seemed to be looking through glasses 
which distort the truth, so that when they look at the Scriptures, they see in them 
their own opinions and interpretations. 

“in this way the Word may not be understood to mean what it says; you have 
to mould it and produce here a ‘touto’, there a ‘significat’, here a ‘figura’, now 
transpose the words, now rearrange the text, now shuffle the text like a pack of 
cards. See, this is where the sects come from; but if they stuck to the words as they 
stood, or demonstrated from the text and sequence, or on other good grounds, 
that the words were to be understood differently from what they say, they would 
not give rise to any such factions.”119

if God were willing, he stated, he would write more specifically about this 
subject in the future, Luther declared, but until then he would remain thankful to 
God that “he does not let the devil produce more potent lies than these.”

Luther noted in his preface that Zwingli had written his Subsidiary Essay against 
the correct understanding of the Sacrament, and that after the appearance of the 
Schwabian Syngramma, oecolampadius had written his Antisyngramma against it. 
he warned his readers that they must be prepared for the arguments presented 
by these men and other “false teachers,” and steadfastly hold to the unchanging 
Words of christ which were not to be twisted, bent, or misread. “hereby i also 
wish to warn all pious christians to be prepared for these sects, and to abide by 
the pure, unalloyed Words of christ.”120

oecolampadius published his “Antisyngramma” in 1526. its title was: Billi-
che antwortt, Johan Ecolampadij (Reasonable Answer to Dr. Martin Luther’s Instruc-
tion Concerning the Sacrament, Together with a Brief Summary Against the Treatise 
of Certain Preachers in Swabia with Regard to the Words of the Lord’s Supper).121 in it 
oecolampadius took aim both at the Schwabians and at Luther, accusing them of 
making gross theological mistakes according to which christ body was broken 
when the bread was broken and his flesh was chewed by the communicants. he 
took particular aim at Luther:

“Luther, you should not speak so censoriously with us. Well, if all you ever 
do is to turn your immoderate zeal into a venomous, hateful wrath, and yourself 
from a spiritual man into a fleshly one, although we patiently keep silence, the 
spiritually discerning will see clearly who it is that casts the stars down from 
heaven. They will see clearly who is the scarlet, blood-colored beast, and which 
heads have two horns.”122

119 Siggins 1972, 114.
120 Siggins 1972, 114.
121 Billiche antwortt, Johan Ecolampadij auff D: Martin Luthers bericht des sacramẽtts halb, sampt 

einem kurtzen begryff auff etlicher Prediger in Schwaben gschrifft die wort des Herren nachtmals 
antreffendt,1526.

122 Luthers Sämtliche Schriften XX 1890, 593; LW 37, 138 fn. 239. 
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he went on to scald Luther for being so unfair and uncharitable as to call Swiss 
“false prophets and servants of the devil,” while at the same time he wanted to 
acknowledge something of Luther’s greatness: 

“… i do not willingly oppose you whom i recognize as a worthy and cherished 
servant of the Gospel through whom God has opened the eyes of many to rec-
ognize the true path of truth. And yet God has also shown us that you, too, as a 
man, can err and fall.”123

oecolampadius wanted to plant in the minds of his readers the notion that 
Luther was upset because his personal authority was being called into question. 

“We have then a miserable creature [who] smashes heaven and earth because 
one has told him that he, too, as a man might err and that those who rely upon 
him might also miss the mark. Ah! thus one overturns the whole faith! Not so, my 
brother, we must only not get it into our minds that the holy Spirit is bound to 
Jerusalem, Rome, Wittenberg, or Basel, to your person or to any other.”124

oecolampadius also criticized Luther’s polemical tone and his willingness to 
level charges against Evangelicals who did not share his doctrinal opinions. he 
accused him of a lack of christian charity. his words do not seem to indicate real 
anger so much as frustration. “my dear, if you wish to teach, leave your invective 
in Wittenberg. it does not improve your matter and we have no need of it either. 
i also do not know how you will answer for it before God.”125

Still, oecolampadius was willing to suggest that perhaps the Spirit of God 
had left Luther and that some other “spirit” now inhabited him, and also that the 
Wittenbergers and their followers were among those who could be described as 
“eaters of God’s flesh and drinkers of God’s blood.”126 Again, he reiterated the 
notion that any body can only be in one place in a time. “A body which can be 
at the same time in many places will not be regarded as a true body. A body has 
location, unless it can be shown otherwise from Scripture.” in addition, bread and 
wine are earthly things and it is the job of a true preacher to “teach and point to 
christ, the crucified, and turn men from the elements of this world to the heav-
enly things.” Like Zwingli he taught that the “bodily presence of christ” in the 
Sacrament is wholly unnecessary. “As our adversaries themselves admit, the soul 
receives this as often as the Word is preached in the gospel and received with 
faith. in the hearing of the Word through faith we can receive the body and blood 
of our Lord.”127

123 Edwards 1975, 90.
124 Edwards 1975, 90.
125 Edwards 1975, 90.
126 Luthers Sämtliche Schriften XX 1890, 599. LW 37, 22 fn. 24.
127 Luthers Sämtliche Schriften XX 1890, 603, 626, 633; LW 37, 55 fn. 92; 131 fn. 226; 138 fn. 236.
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Strasburg preacher martin Bucer also 
decided to respond to the Schwabian 
Syngramma in his Apologia Martini Bv-
ceri (Apology of Martin Bucer, Whereby He 
Simply Renders an Account of His Faith and 
of the Doctrine Concerning Christ’s Supper 
Which Both He and Other Strasburg Clergy-
men Profess, and Without Rancor Wards of 
the Slanders Directed Against Him by a Cer-
tain Letter of Johannes Brenz, Clergyman 
of Hall, Issued, It Is Believed, Without the 
Knowledge of the Author), which he pub-
lished in Strasburg in 1526. in it he replied 
to Luther by arguing that the real pres-
ence of christ in the Lord’s Supper would 
be of no particular benefit to christians 
and went on to praise oecolampadius 
and Zwingli, stating that “certainly any-
one who despises men who teach and do 
these things despises christ.”128

Throughout his Apology Bucer ap-
pealed for concord and the need for unity among the Evangelicals. he stated that 
in Strasburg the people were told not to give any particular attention to what 
is given in the bread of the Sacrament, because to do so would give rise to con-
troversies. Rather, in the interest of love, each should be permitted to have his 
own interpretation, for the question of the content of the Supper is, in his words, 
among those things which are only external and symbolic and are “not necessary 
for salvation and for propagating the glory of christ.”129 Luther would later com-
ment on these words of Bucer in an address directed to Zwingli and oecolam-
padius, stating that he was a “dear christian bother” who lauds them “as saints 
already in this life.” 130 

in 1526 Bucer also produced a translation into German of Johannes Bugen-
hagen’s Psalter, Psalter wol verteutscht auß der heyligen sprach (The Psalter, Well 
Translated out of the Holy Tongue into German. An Exposition of the Psalter, Very Clear 
and Useful, by Johannes Bugenhagen of Pomerania, Translated from Latin into German, 
Emended at Several Points by Himself).131 he had received from Bugenhagen per-

128 Bucer 1526, A 6 ff.; LW 37, 147 fn. 256. 
129 WA 23, 287-288; LW 37, 23 fn. 28; 
130 WA 23, 279; LW 37, 147; 
131 Psalter wol verteutscht auß der heyligen sprach [von M. Luther]. Verklerung des Psalters, fast klar 

martin Bucer (1491-1551). copper 
engraving by Jean-Jacques Boissard, 1599.
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mission to make minor changes in the manuscript, but he went much further than 
this to advocate a spiritual interpretation of the Words of christ in the Supper. 
Since both Luther and melanchthon had furnished forwards to Bugenhagen’s 
work, this gave the impression that they were now supporting the Swiss position. 
concerning these emendations Luther would later declare in his 1527 tractate, 
That These Words of Christ “This is My Body,” etc.: 

“This man translated our pastor Johannes Bugenhagen’s Psalter into Latin132 – 
for by God’s grace he has a great talent for language and translating. he has so 
corrupted this fine book with the poison of your doctrine of the holy Sacrament 
that it is difficult to know what can be done about it, since this book has come into 
the hands of so many people, and now, under master Johannes’ name and work, 
precisely the error is being sold which the latter so constantly combats with deed 
and word. Such a thing you holy people overlook, as if you were pleased with it, 
and you do not hold him responsible for retraction and restitution, though you 
know perfectly well how concerned master Johannes is and how deeply he has 
been offended by this piece of rascality.”133

furthermore, Bucer was never given permission to make substantive alterations 
to the Latin translation of Luther’s Kirchenpostille. Nevertheless, in the fourth volume 
of the Postil he included a preface, annotations, and a commentary on 1 corinthians 
10:4 in which he criticized Luther’s interpretation and advocated his own understand-
ing of the Supper. he stated in the preface that “the miracles of christ were of such 
a nature that when he said, ‘This is it,’ the senses could immediately perceive that it 
was so. Therefore the body of christ must be visible in the Sacrament or it is not in 
the sacrament.”134 According to Luther, Bucer had so revised this work “with fore-
words, inserted words, and qualifying words” that under his name “this blasphem-
ous, shameful teaching has been spread and disseminated more widely.”135

Bucer appears to have made the claim that melanchthon was completely in agree-
ment with his interpretation of christ’s presence in the Supper. Luther again re-
sponded by saying: “Whatever may be his opinion now, Philipp melanchthon, that 
great paragon of erudition, wrote on this passage in his Annotations on John, christ is 
chewed by the Word, and therefore by faith, not by fleshly eating, service, sign, etc.”136

Unsatisfied with this reply Bucer once again tried to convey the impression that 
melanchthon agreed with the Swiss, stating: “Philipp may now believe what he 

und nutzlich, Durch Johann Bugenhag … Von dem Latein inn Teutsch, an vil orten durch jn selbs 
gebessert [Übers.: Martin Butzer]; Mit ettlichen vorreden … Vergattung der Psalmen, 1526.

132 Luther’s pen slipped; in 1526 Bucer had translated into German Bugenhagen’s Psalter. WA 
19, 471-473.
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will, but that there was a time when he too taught clearly that nothing but bread 
was present in the Supper.”137 it was left for melanchthon to make clear his theo-
logical stance at that time in the marburg colloquy 1529, where Bucer was forced 
to admit that he had never seen the usually very placid Philipp more worked up.

Luther addressed a letter to Johann herwagen, the printer at hagenau, Enth. 
außerdem: Epistola ad Iohannem Hervagium, on September 13, 1526. herwagen had 
published a four volume Latin translation of Luther’s Postil.138 in his letter Luther 
protested against Bucer’s Preface and alterations:

“But alas! in the midst of these praiseworthy labors he fell, by God’s permis-
sion, into the horrible blasphemy of the sacramentarian spirit, and his gift of facil-
ity and insight is contaminated, nay, it is destroyed by that pestilential poison. … 
in the fourth volume that spirit, which pants with eagerness and incredible rage 
to spread its own opinions, could not restrain itself, and crucified my work with 
an awful and sacrilegious preface and virulent notes. These miserable men are 
not content to spread their virus in their own books, already infinite in number, 
but spoil other men’s books by smearing them with that poison.”139 

Luther demanded that any future editions of the translation should include 
his letter of protest. he then dismissed the arguments advanced against his doc-
trine and proceeded to draw attention to what he had previously stated concern-
ing the Supper. 

“To be sure he wishes it to appear that this is only a trifling disagreement and 
that it does no harm to faith. for this spirit thinks that faith is not lost if christ is 
called a liar in respect of his own very words, which is sufficient proof of what he 
thinks of christ and his whole kingdom. for since we both contend that christ 
says thus and so, and our contentions are opposite, it follows of necessity that 
either we or they accuse christ of falsehood and lying. But if to make christ a 
liar is not to deny christ and blaspheme his faith, what, pray, does blasphem-
ing christ mean? … That is what i have always said, that those sacramentarian 
heretics make sport of christ and have never seriously known him or taught 
him, however grandly they boast that they seek the gospel and the glory of God. 
A good man does not seek the glory of God by not knowing or making light of it 
when christ is blasphemed.”140

Bucer sought to justify the changes he had made in Luther’s Postil by saying 
that, although Luther was indeed a superior servant of christ, still he was not 
correct in everything that he said. 

137 LW 37, 149.
138 WA 19, 471-473.
139 September 13, 1526 Luther’s letter to herwagen. Smith 1918, 378.
140 September 13, 1526 Luther’s letter to herwagen. Smith 1918, 380.
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“in all things on which the christian religion truly rests, namely faith in christ 
and love towards one’s neighbor, i have always recognized and praised Luther 
as a superior servant of christ and indeed perhaps as more magnificent than suf-
ficed for God’s honor and the edification of the brethren. … That we have not, 
however, taken everything in [Luther’s] translation and exegesis of Scripture to 
be pure gold, as the saying goes, is because he obviously and in fact frequently 
stumbles, to be sure not in an intolerable fashion with an upsetting of the chris-
tian faith, nevertheless in such a fashion that one can see that Luther, too, is num-
bered among those who can stumble and fall.”141

in order to make a particular appeal to those who were impressed by Luther’s 
authority Bucer declared: 

“Truly, if i had not seen that many were so beguiled by the brilliance of Lu-
ther’s name that they regarded as true without scrutiny everything that he be-
lieved, i would not have responded to these so obviously human matters.”142 

Luther must, of course, be credited for having been “the first to restore the 
Gospel,” he wrote, but it was still necessary to critically examine his articles and 
strain out his serious errors particularly with regard to other Evangelicals who 
disagreed with him about the Sacrament. Bucer could not agree with the notion 
that the differences between Luther and those whom Luther called the Sacramen-
tarians were of any great significance. “Luther was the first to restore the Gospel 
to the world, [and] he had not erred in great matters: therefore he cannot be mis-
taken in anything.”143

once again in his 1527 Commentary on the first three Gospels144 Bucer sought to justify 
the changes he had made in Luther’s Postil. This time he softened his tone somewhat, 
stating that Luther had simply misunderstood the changes he had made. 

“in the preface to the fourth volume of Luther’s Postilla, which i translated 
into Latin for the use of our brethren in italy, i said that as all the works of the 
Lord were true, and as bodily things always appeared what they were, then, did 
the Lord really and truly turn the bread into his body, it ought thus to appear. 
Luther took this worse than i should have believed possible, and for this cause 
published against me an epistle than which you will see nothing more filled with 
calumny and cursing. … When i wrote that the corporeal miracles of the Lord 
always appeared corporeally to us, he, carried away with impotent rage, omitted 
[in quotation] the word ‘corporeal,’ in which was the whole force of my argu-

141 march 29, 1527 Bucer’s response to Luther. Luthers Sämtliche Schriften XVII 1901, 1585; 
Edwards 1975, 93.

142 Edwards 1975, 94.
143 Edwards 1975, 94.
144 Enarrationum in Evangelia Matthaei, Marci, et Lucae, libri 2. Loci communes syncerioris theologiae 

supracentum, ad simplicem scripturarum fidem, cura ulius insectationem aut criminationem, 
excussi, per M[artinum] Bucerum. Strasburg 1527.
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ment. Then he mocked me with great contempt and a bitter laugh. … if this is not 
to calumniate – or, shall i say? to rage – i know not what it is.”145

it was first in 1526 that Luther began to write extensively against the sacra-
mental views of the Swiss and other Reformed theologians. he wrote his preface 
to the Schwabian Syngramma and a letter to herwagen, and then early in autumn 
he published in Wittenberg three sermons which he had preached at Easter con-
cerning the proper use of the Sacrament of the Altar, under the title: Sermon von 
dem Sacrament des leibs und bluts Christi, widder die Schwarmgeister (Sermon on the 
Sacrament of the Body and Blood of Christ – Against the Fanatics).

The first of these sermons had been preached on march 28, the day before the 
celebration of the Sacrament, and the two others were preached on the day of the 
celebration, march 29. in the first two sermons Luther dealt with the Sacrament 
itself and gave a brief summary of the erroneous views of the Swiss theologians. 
The third sermon dealt with the confession of sins. The sermons were not origin-
ally intended for publication and it was only six months later that Luther edited 
them for publication, making many additions to them. Because these sermons 
were not originally intended for publication, they were somewhat uneven in con-
tent and might be best understood as the opening salvo in his campaign against 
the views of the Swiss and his defense of his own sacramental theology. 

first, Luther reminded his readers that the Sacramentarian sects were multi-
plying rapidly. “it has already happened that six or seven sects have arisen over 
the Sacrament,” he stated, “but all of them under the delusion that christ’s body 
and blood are not present.”146

he then went on to explain that this happened because these groups made no 
attempt to adhere to the Words of christ but rather followed their own thoughts. 
They believed that if christ were present in the bread and wine and were re-
ceived by every communicant, this would create an awkward situation, a situa-
tion which they would need to correct. it was as though they had lenses before 
their eyes which distorted what they saw and that the Words of christ meant 
whatever they happened to think they meant. it was characteristic of all these fac-
tions and sects, Luther declared, that they began with a personal opinion. 

As might be expected, he stated, christ’s Words must be taken as they stand, 
because christ did not speak in such a manner as to hide his meaning.

“if these words are not clear, i do not know how to speak German. Would i not 
understand, if someone were to place a roll before me and say: ‘Take, eat, this is 
white bread’? or again, ‘Take and drink, this is a glass of wine’? Therefore, when 
christ says: ‘Take, eat, this is my body,’ even a child will understand perfectly 
well that he is speaking of that which he is offering.”147

145 CR 96, 61 note 12; Smith 1922, 167-168. 
146 LW 36, 337.
147 LW 36, 337.
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Luther then went on to contradict the claims being made by the Sacramentarians 
by stating that they were concerned particularly about two points which they wished 
to make against him and those who agreed with him. Their first contention was that 
it was altogether unfitting and inappropriate that christ’s body and blood should be 
present in the bread and wine, and their second contention was that christ’s corporeal 
presence was, in fact, not necessary at all. on these two points they were all agreed 
and upon them each of these “false teachers” erected his own particular theology. 

Luther then went on to state that the body of christ could be in many places 
at one and at the same time, “not only according to his divine nature, but also ac-
cording to his human nature,” because “he is a Lord of all things, has all things in 
his hand, and is present everywhere.”148 however, his presence in the sacramen-
tal bread is of a particular sort, which Luther found it unnecessary to define, as it 
was simply enough that christ had declared it.

“But this i do know, that the word is there: ‘Take, eat, this is my body, given 
for you, this do in remembrance of me.’ When we say these words over the bread, 
then he is truly present, and yet it is a mere word and voice that one hears. Just as 
he enters the heart without breakbreading a hole in it, but is comprehended only 
through the Word and hearing, so also he enters into the bread without needing 
to make any hole in it.”149

The glorious body of christ could enter and permeate the bread just as the 
voice could enter the ears of several persons at the same time and the light of the 
sun could be seen throughout the universe. “indeed,” he wrote, “it is as great a 
miracle as here in the Sacrament.”

however, the Sacramentarians were beguiled by their own fallible reason, he 
charged, and they ignored the miracle and charged those who disagreed with 
them with “sacramental magic,” built upon magical words of “hocus-pocus:” 

“Now because the fanatics do not see this, they come up with their man-made 
opinion to the effect that God is thereby performing some kind of hocus-pocus. 
Well, let them just go on making fools of themselves; but you cling to the thought 
that christ, as i have said, does all these things through the Word, just as the won-
ders which he daily thereby performs are countless.”150

Luther went on to say that these theologians were so wrapped up in their 
supposed human wisdom that they were making the same error when they con-
sidered the words: “he is seated at the right hand of God.” “They also say that he 
sits at the right hand of God, but what it means that christ ascends to heaven and 
sits there, they do not know.”151 

148 LW 36, 342.
149 LW 36, 341.
150 LW 36, 343.
151 LW 36, 342.
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Luther’s opinion was that the right hand of God should not be understood to be 
a place on a map. No one could calculate its location in terms of longitude and lati-
tude and it should never be thought of him in such a manner that he was sitting on 
an earthly throne and in an earthly palace. God carries his heaven around with him. 

“it is not the same as when you climb up a ladder into the house. it means 
rather that he is above all creatures and in all and beyond all creatures. That he 
was taken up bodily, however, occurred as a sign of this. Therefore he now has 
all things before his eyes, more than i have you before my eyes, and he is closer to 
us than any creature is to another.”152

Accordingly, the opponents incorrectly reckon that if christ is in heaven he can-
not be in the bread, Luther declared. “Such thoughts come from no other source 
than from foolish reason and the flesh.” “hence, to sum it all up, what those people 
keep saying – that because it is not in accord with reason it is not true – we shall 
simply turn about and say the opposite: God’s Word is true, therefore your notions 
must be false. is it necessarily unreasonable, just because it seems unreasonable to 
you and you think that the Word must be wrong and your ideas valid?”153

The second argument was that christ’s presence in the Sacrament was totally 
unnecessary and of no value whatever. if he were to come in and under the bread 
and the wine of the Sacrament, they contended, it would be of no benefit, for flesh 
is only flesh and can do nothing to benefit the spirit. if christ, indeed, said that his 
flesh was in the bread, then he was offering to his people a gift that was of no value. 
Their implication was that christ would have known better than to do such a thing. 

“So christ has to let himself be taken to school and taught by them. The holy 
Spirit hasn’t hit it right. for this is what they say: if i believe in Jesus christ, who 
died for me, what need is there for me to believe in a baked God? Wait and see, 
he will bake them when the time comes, so that their hides will sizzle. Who says 
this? God or a human being? A man says it. Why? Because Satan has taken pos-
session of them; they have learned no more than to speak and preach the words: 
‘christ died for us, etc.,’ but in their hearts they do not feel it in the least. Do 
you wish to instruct God as to what is necessary and unnecessary, and have him 
decide according to your notions? it is better for us to reverse this and say: God 
wishes it thus, therefore your notions are false. Who are you, that you dare to 
speak against that which God regards as necessary? You are a liar, and therefore 
God is true [Rom. 3:4].”154

Therefore, believers should answer to the Sacramentarians, Luther urged, by 
stating that it is not for christ’s people to be anything but humble and grateful re-
cipients of his gifts. it is not for them to question whether or not this gift is neces-
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sary or superfluous. They must never put themselves in the place of God. if christ 
says it is necessary, then it must be necessary. When he says in the Sacrament 
“Take, eat, this is my body, etc.,” then these Words of christ must be believed just 
as firmly as every other word of christ. “Therefore one must close mouth, eyes, 
and all the senses and say: ‘Lord, you know better than i.’”155

What must be said about Karlstadt, Zwingli, and oecolampadius, Luther de-
clared, is that their only agreement among themselves is that christ did not mean 
what he said. Karlstadt looks at the word “this” and says that it refers to the 
flesh of christ which lies beneath his tunic. Zwingli concentrates on the word “is” 
and says that it means “signifies” or “represents.” oecolampadius claims that the 
body referred to is a “figure” (Lat. figura) of the body of christ. 

“They set up these dreams of theirs without any scriptural basis. These fan-
atics do not disturb me, and are not worthy that one should fight with them. 
Some of them are crude, grammatical fanatics; the others are subtle, philosophical 
fanatics. Let them go, therefore, and let us adhere to the words as they read: that 
the body of christ is present in the bread and that his blood is truly present in the 
wine. This does not mean that he is not present in other places also with his body 
and blood, for in believing hearts he is completely present with his body and 
blood. But it means that he wishes to make us certain as to where and how we are 
to lay hold of him. There is the Word, which says that when you eat the bread you 
eat his body, given for you. if the Word were not there, i would not pay any heed 
to the bread. Let this suffice for the first part.”156

in the end all their words are just words which are meant to explain away the 
Words of christ and, as Luther asserts, their protests must not be taken seriously.

Zwingli felt compelled to respond, and did so in his 1526 treatise, EJn klare 
vnderrichtung vom Nachtmal Christi (A Clear Instruction Concerning the Supper of 
Christ). he finished this treatise on february 23, and early the next month copies 
were sent to Joachim Vadian, oecolampadius, and Bucer who were very inter-
ested in hearing what further he had to say on this subject.157

in the treatise Zwingli provided an overview of all the controversies which 
had arisen concerning the nature of christ’s presence in the Supper. he stated 
that the center of the problem was that the words, “This is my body,” had been 
so completely misunderstood. for this reason, the correct interpretation must de-
pend on a careful examination of all misinterpretations which had arisen. After 
this had been completed, he stated, he would go on to examine the Scriptures 
and the articles of the creed to demonstrate that the false interpretations all arose 
from the twisting of the words of Scripture out of their proper context. When this 

155 LW 36, 345.
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had been completed, a third step would be undertaken to mine from the Scrip-
tures the true and natural meaning of christ’s words. finally, as a fourth task, he 
promised that he would answer some of the apparent objections which had been 
raised against his correct interpretation. 

he stated that his true purpose was that simple christians might learn the 
truth about these words, so that learned preachers would no longer be able to 
misrepresent them, for it was obvious that those who did misrepresent the words 
were moving too fast “into deep water” getting in above their heads, so that they 
drowned in “darkness.” That “darkness,” he stated, was the “delusion that the 
bread is flesh and the wine blood,” and that those who come “partake of the flesh 
and blood really or essentially.”158

he declared that those who believe that the body and blood of christ were 
literally present could easily be divided into three groups. The first are those who 
say that in this Sacrament “the substance of the bread is changed into the sub-
stance of the real body of christ, that body which lay in the crib and was hanged 
on the cross.” These believe that the bread and wine had been transubstantiated 
into the corporeal body and blood. The second group are those who claim that 
communicants eat the body of christ under the form of bread, simply because 
christ says it is. These do not turn to philosophy, but say that communicants 
“eat the body of christ in or under the bread, the bread itself remaining bread.” 
finally, there are those who say that communicants “eat of the body of christ as it 
was in the resurrection when he came to his disciples through closed doors” into 
the upper room.159

Against the first group Zwingli states that it is quite clear that flesh and blood 
are not literally or corporeally present, for then they could be seen, felt, and tasted 
as such. it would mean also that the body of christ must be visibly, corporeally 
and perceptibly present.

“it is evident, then, that the flesh is not there literally and corporally. for if it 
were, its mass and substance would be perceived, and it would be pressed with 
the teeth. in short: it would be there just as literally as the firmament and light 
which God also commanded: for these are not imperceptible, but perceptible. 
Therefore, if the ‘is’ is to be taken literally, the body of christ must be visibly, 
literally, corporally and perceptibly present.”160

This quite obviously is not true, and so the first argument can be easily dis-
missed. 

The second, that is, Lutheran, error falls because if the body is taken to be sub-
stantively present, the bread cannot remain bread and Transubstantiation cannot 
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be denied. if the bread is now christ’s body, it can no longer be bread. Thus the 
second error falls. 

“Notice how utterly unreasonable this position is. on no account will it allow 
that christ’s words: ‘This is my body,’ are figurative or symbolical. it insists that 
the word ‘is’ must be taken literally. But it then proceeds to set that word aside 
and to say: ‘The body of christ is eaten in the bread.’ Yet christ did not say: ‘Take, 
eat, my body is eaten in the bread.’ he said: ‘This is my body.’”161

The substance of bread very obviously is not turned into the substance of flesh, 
and the Words of christ cannot be taken to mean “is” anymore than one can say that 
christ is a vine, or sheep, or door, or that Peter is the foundation stone of the church. 

“conversely, the second error does at least perceive and recognize that the 
substance of bread is not turned into the substance of flesh. in so doing, it safe-
guards the truth that the word ‘is’ cannot be taken literally. if it were literal, the 
flesh would be no less perceptible than the bread. for as prior to the consecration 
(as they term it) the bread is perceptible as bread, so from the moment of conse-
cration it would have to be perceptible as flesh.”162

Lutheran use of the communion of attributes may be logical but it does not 
work in actuality, according to Zwingli, as can be seen from the fact, that, al-
though the christ who suffered is God, he did not suffer as God, so one cannot 
rightly say, God has died.

The third error, which state “that after the resurrection the body of christ is 
no longer subject to the ordinary limitations of time and space,” falls for the same 
reason as second. “for if he can be wherever he wills, then he is present every-
where, even though we do not know either the cause, manner or mode of his 
omnipresence.”163 Zwingli insisted that in truth it is “only the divine nature of 
christ which is ubiquitous. otherwise christ could not have ascended up bodily 
into heaven, as we have seen, for he would be there already.”164 his human na-
ture, that is his physical body, cannot be in many places at one time, and no Word 
of God indicates that the human nature is ubiquitous.

“first, they make all these statements without any warrant in God’s Word. 
for the thesis upon which their doctrine is grounded is merely a theological de-
duction, namely, to say that it is the property of christ’s resurrection body to be 
wherever he wills. And this is a mischievous assertion for which there is no basis 
in the Word of God, although they do try to make it more plausible by saying that 
the transformation applies only to the bodies of the elect and not of the reprobate. 
But if that is the case, then it follows at once that it is not the property of the resur-

161 Zwingli and Bullinger 2006, 191.
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rection body as such, for otherwise all the resurrected could be wherever they 
willed.”165

it is clear, according to Zwingli, that the words, “This is my body,” are figurative 
and symbolic, for a sacrament is simply the sign of a holy thing, and the sign and the 
thing itself cannot be one and the same. if the word “is” were taken literally, then it 
would be necessary that the real body and blood of christ be visible to the human eye. 

“A sacrament is the sign of a holy thing. When i say: The sacrament of the 
Lord’s body, i am simply referring to that bread which is the symbol of the body 
of christ who was put to death for our sakes. … But the very body of christ is the 
body which is seated at the right hand of God, and the sacrament of his body is 
the bread, and the sacrament of his blood is the wine, of which we partake with 
thanksgiving. Now the sign and the thing signified cannot be one and the same. 
Therefore the sacrament of the body of christ cannot be the body itself.”166

Zwingli rejected the teaching of the real presence and repeatedly stated that if 
the word “is” were taken literally then it would be possible to see the real body 
and blood of christ with the human eye. “if it were, we should be able to see and 
perceive it like all the creatures which God has made.”167 Again, on the basis of 
John 6:63, he stated that nothing in the material world could be the bearer of the 
saving Spirit of God. All things must point beyond themselves to another higher 
and salvatory reality. This is true also of the bread and wine in the Supper, he 
contended. The Words of institution must be understood metaphorically. 

most important also is Zwingli’s understanding of the sharp distinction between 
the divine nature of christ and his human nature. They are so completely separate that 
what Scripture says concerning one nature can never be applied to the other as well. 
he completely rejected the doctrine of communicatio idiomatum, that is the communica-
tion of the characteristics of the two natures. According to Zwingli, when Scripture de-
clares that christ ascended and will come again, these statements may only be applied 
to his human nature, since his divine nature is at the right hand of the father in heaven 
and must remain there forever. Since christ is in heaven, he can never be present on 
earth in the Lord’s Supper according to either nature.

Zwingli, however, was still willing to posit the spiritual presence of christ in 
the Sacrament according to his divine nature, so that his presence is not a mere or 
bare sign to the believer, but the presence of christ cannot be identified with the 
elements. There is simply no possibility that there is any literal identity between the 
sign and that which it signifies. To back up his interpretation he recalls that in many 
places in the Scripture such figurative language is used, as when the christ is de-
scribed as the Paschal Lamb and the cup is called the “new testament in my blood.”

165 Zwingli and Bullinger 2006, 218.
166 Zwingli and Bullinger 2006, 188.
167 Zwingli and Bullinger 2006, 192.
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in addition, he notes that in 1 corinthians 10:16 the communion of the body 
and blood of christ implies a literal feeding of the substance of the body and 
blood. here Zwingli claims that “bless” means “praise” or “honor” rather than 
“consecrate,” and “communion” refers to “community,” that is the “church.”168

however, this does not mean that the Lord’s Supper is without value. its value 
is that it invites and moves believers to look backward in time to remember with 
thanksgiving the sufferings and death which christ endured. This, however, must 
be more than a figurative or Platonic act. There is a real relationship between the 
one who remembers and the object which is remembered. Zwingli finds a parallel 
to this in the Passover Supper in the old Testament, where the center of attention is 
not on the lamb but it is centered on the remembrance of God’s gracious activity. So 
too, Baptism recalls the work of christ and it is this work which stands at the center. 

Less important in this treatise but still worthy of mention is that the Lord’s 
Supper is something that believers do together, a “community action,” an act 
which creates fellowship between believers. furthermore, it gives believers an 
opportunity to confess their christian faith publicly and to give public acknow-
ledgment to their having been saved by the shedding of christ’s blood. here the 
congregation affirms publicly and pledges that it intends to follow christ.169 

“And when in the thanksgiving, in company with the congregation, you partake 
of the two elements of bread and wine, all that you do is to confess publicly that 
you believe in the Lord Jesus christ. Therefore when we take the signs of bread and 
wine the principal thing to which we must look is to believe in christ. for he who 
believes on him feeds on him. To feed on him is simply to believe on him.”170

Although Zwingli meant this to be his crowning work, it never came to play 
any important role in the Lord’s Supper controversy. one of the replies, that of 
Joachim von Grüdt, advocated a real presence of the ascended body of christ, but 
Zwingli had no time to reply because he was now engulfed in other arguments 
with Luther.171

Also joining in the controversy was Willibald Pirckheimer of Nuremberg who 
in 1526 wrote, De Vera Christi carne & uero eius sanguine, ad Ioan. Oecolampadium 
responsio. Nurnberg (Response to Johannes Oecolampadius Concerning the True Flesh 
of Christ and His True Blood). Pirckheimer was a leading humanist and his work 
provoked a response from Erasmus of Rotterdam to the effect that Pirckheimer 
was perhaps a little bit too pro-Luther and should instead have sided with the 
Roman church.172

168 Zwingli and Bullinger 2006, 179-180.
169 Zwingli and Bullinger 2006, 198; Gäbler 1986, 133-135.
170 Zwingli and Bullinger 2006, 177.
171 Zwingli and Bullinger 2006, 177.
172 Smith 1922, 150.
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oecolampadius defended himself against Pirckheimer in that same year, 1526, 
in a lengthy disputation, entitled: Ioannis Oecolampadii Ad Billibaldum Pyrkhai-
merum de re Eucharistiae responsio (The Response of Johannes Oecolampadius to Willi-
bald Pirckheimer on the Subject of the Eucharist).

This response was directed not only against Pirckheimer’s arguments but also 
attacked him personally.173 oecolampadius asserted that if christ were in bread and 
that bread was carried from one place to another, then it must be that christ was 
being carried about from one place to another, and that if that bread was played 
with, then christ was being played with.174 Then too, if the bread was substantially 
united with the body of christ, then the mouth of the eater must be more noble than 
the womb of the Virgin.175 he also repeated his own argument that the presence of 
christ in the Sacrament was completely unnecessary. “What need have we for his 
body to be in that bread? i do not see what benefit accrues to us from this.”176 The 
bodily presence of christ gives no benefit, he flatly stated, and finally, he character-
ized Luther’s Eucharist as “cruel, and like a Thyestean banquet” – a mythological 
banquet like that was served by the Atreus of mycenae who slew the three sons of 
his bother Thyestes and served them to him for supper.177 

Later Luther would take note of the exchange between oecolampadius and 
Pirckheimer by stating that christ himself had spoken in the Gospel of John of his 
being present in heaven and on earth in the Sacrament. “if i were Pirckheimer, 
however, i would send oecolampadius some spectacles and ask him to count 
the letters; perhaps it would help to keep him from stepping so lightly over the 
texts of Scripture and substituting for them his own dreams in the books he has 
scribbled for us.”178

When his works were proscribed in Nuremberg, Zwingli protested in a letter 
which he addressed to the city council on July 2, 1526. in it he again insisted that 
it was not possible to eat the body of christ and he once again asserted that the 
bread and the wine of the supper were mere signs. he stated that St. John, the 
Evangelist, and indeed, the learned ancients up to the year 400 AD taught this, 
and that the contrary belief in the bodily presence of christ stood in bold oppos-

173 LW 37, 22 fn. 25.
174 “if christ is in the bread, then wherever the bread is placed or carried, it will be necessary 

for the body also to be carried to the same place, for it is bread; and one will be at liberty 
to play with it, so that it will be borne up and down, forward and backward in the bread, 
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ition to the words of the Apostles’ creed: “he ascended into heaven, and is seated 
at the right hand of God.”179

Pirckheimer responded to Zwingli’s letter with yet another rebuff which he 
directed also against Johannes oecolampadius. his 1527 tractate was published 
in Nuremberg under the title: De uera Christi carne & uero eius sanguine, aduersus 
co[n]uicia Ioan[n]is, qui sibi Oecola[m]padij nomen indidit, responsio secunda (Second 
Response Against Johannes, who Took Upon Himself the Name Oecolampadius, Con-
cerning the True Flesh of Christ and His True Blood).180 Pirckheimer made use of the 
arguments of Duns Scotus to counter the denial by Zwingli and oecolampadius 
of the ubiquity of christ’s body, a doctrine which had been taken up before Pirck-
heimer by Luther. he again defended the Lutheran doctrine of the bodily pres-
ence in and under the bread and wine of the Eucharist.181

oecolampadius once again responded in his 1527 work, Ad Bilibaldum Pyk-
raimerum, de eucharistia, Joannis Husschin [d.i. Johannes Oecolampadius], cui ab aequali-
bus a prima adolescentia Oecolampadio nomen obvenit responsio posterior (Second Re-
sponse Concerning the Eucharist, Directed to Willibald Pirckheimer by Johann Husschin 
[i. e. Johannes Oecolampadius], Whose Name Oecolampadio Came to Him from Early on).

Also entering the fray was Theobald Billican of Nördlingen whose work, De 
Verbis Coenae Dominicae & opinionum uarietate, Theobaldi Billicani ad Vrbanum Regium 
Epistola. Responsio Vrbani Regij ad eundem (The Words of the Lord’s Supper and the Var-
iety of Opinions. A Letter of Theobald Billican to Urban Rhegius. A Response of Urban Rhe-
gius to the Same), appeared in Wittenberg and Augsburg in 1526. Billican published 
his work together with a supportive response directed to his Augsburg colleague, 
Urban Rhegius, refuting the arguments of Karlstadt, Zwingli, and oecolampadius. 
for his part, Rhegius published in 1526 the exchange of letters between himself 
and Billican, Enth. außerdem: Vrbanus Regivs svo Theobaldo Billicano, Gratiam ac pacem 
Christo (Urban Rhegius Together with Theobald Billican, Grace and Peace in Christ).

At this point Luther commented on this exchange of letters in a letter written 
to Nikolaus hausmann in Zwickau on January 20, 1526. in it he stated that he was 
pleased to see that Theobald Billican had written against Zwingli, Karlstadt, and 
oecolampadius. Surely, God must have raised him up for the purpose of fighting 
these “new heretics.” Luther stated that it was his hope that christ would bless this 
undertaking and that he would join it gladly if he had the time to do so. As it stands, 
he stated, he would anxiously watch to see how Billican would deal with them.182

179 CR 95, 636 ff.; Smith 1922, 153-154. 
180 Willibald Pirckheimers Briefwechsel VI 2004, 247-52l Willibald Pirckheimers Briefwechsel VII 
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once again, oecolampadius fired off a response defending his own position in 
his Apologetica Ioann. Oecolampadii. De Dignitate Evcharistiae Sermones duo. Ad Theo-
baldvm Billicanvm quinam in uerbis Caenae alienum sensum inferant. Ad ecclesiastas 
svevos Antisyngramma (Apologetics of Johannes Oecolampadius. Two Sermons Con-
cerning the Dignity of the Eucharist. A Reply to Theobald Billican who Infers Another 
Meaning to the Words of the Supper. Directed to the Antisyngramma of the Schwabian 
Ecclesiastics), published in Zurich, 1526. in it he stated that “the outward word, 
though it represents, does not occupy the position of Teacher.”183 he insisted that 
the bread and the wine are not to be considered objects of the believer’s faith, 
as though christ’s body and blood were actually being bestowed on them, but 
what is important is the word and the signs attached to them which are to move 
believers to look beyond the signs to catch a glimpse of the reality. The words 
themselves, he said, are, of course, only words. Applying the words of Galatians 
4:9 to his adversaries, he asserted that “they turn back from christ to the [weak 
and beggarly] elements.”184

Zwingli replied shortly thereafter in his tract, Ad Theobaldi Billicani Et Vrbani 
Rhegii Epistolas Responsio Huldrychi Zuinglij (Reply to the Letters of Theobald Billican 
and Urban Rhegius), published in Zurich, 1526. in it he again mocked the Lutheran 
doctrine of an “edible, impanated, baked, roasted, ground-up God.”185 As before, 
he stated that the Lutheran doctrine was nothing but a surrender to the papacy, 
for “if you take ‘is’ substantively, the Papists have already won, and the bread 
must be the flesh.” furthermore, if christ’s flesh were to be present “in” and 
“under” the bread, then Luther and his associates have themselves misused the 
word “is,” for “when they say that ‘under’ or ‘in’ this bread the flesh of christ is 
eaten, they altogether take away this word ‘is’ which alone would establish that 
the bread is his body, or that the body is eaten here.”186 

According to Zwingli, the lordship of the Lord, who is sitting at God’s right 
hand and nowhere else but there, as stated in Psalm 110:1, and who himself spoke 
the powerful words, “the flesh is of no avail” (John 6:63), are of such importance 
that the literal understanding of the Words of christ in the Supper collapse be-
neath their weight. “indeed, we deny that even one real, pure, and unmixed drop 
can be squeezed out of them (Psalm 110, John 6), unless you press with the weight 
of these and similar passages.”187 christ is bound to the throne of God in heaven 
until he returns in judgment. Until that day when he comes in judgment he can 

183 WA 23, 316; LW 37, 135 fn. 233. 
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never be anywhere but at the right hand of the father. Still further, the miracles 
which christ had performed were all visible to the senses of man. 

“When, i ask, did christ ever perform a miracle which no man recognized with 
his senses, no man experienced? … We sense that the bread and wine are bread 
and wine, nor has any sense ever experienced it otherwise, yet do we impose a 
miracle upon everyone’s faith?”188 

in other words, if the bread and wine were to become christ’s body and blood, 
this would be evident to the human senses, and again, in any case, even if christ 
were bodily present, it would be of no benefit to anyone. “The flesh of christ is of 
no avail if it is eaten. Therefore, those Words of christ, ‘This is my body,’ cannot 
be understood as though because of them the flesh of christ is eaten.”189 To the 
Schwabians, who had asserted in the Syngramma that the body of christ is not 
ground by the teeth of the communicants but is rather received by them in some 
ineffable manner, Zwingli gave this scoffing reply: “o scanty, meager, obscure, 
secret letters, which lack any norm by which we may judge how christ’s body is 
eaten here! o christ our light, why have you not enlightened us here?”190

in that same year, 1526, Johannes Brenz, the imminent southern German Lu-
theran theologian, entered the verbal combat asserting the Lutheran position 
against Karlstadt, Zwingli and oecolampadius in his Epistola Ioannis Brentii de 
uerbis Domini, Hoc est Corpus meum, opinionem quorundam de Eucharistia refellens 
(Letter of Johannes Brenz Concerning the Words of the Lord, “This is My Body,” Refut-
ing the Opinion of Some Concerning the Eucharist).

Leo Jud also went into print in his tract, Des hochgelerten Erasmi von Roter-
dam unnd Doctor Martin Luthers maynung vom Nachtmal unnsers herren Jhesu Christ 
(Opinion of the Learned Erasmus of Rotterdam and of Dr. Luther Concerning the Supper 
of Our Lord Jesus Christ). Jud, who was a friend of Zwingli and oecolampadius, 
wanted to show that Luther was really in agreement with the sacramental views 
of the Swiss, and wrote under the pseudonym “Ludovicus Leopoldi,” that not 
only Luther but even Erasmus of Rotterdam agreed with the Swiss view. Jud 
cleverly arranged quotations from Erasmus which gave the impression that the 
bread and wine of the Supper were simply symbols, and from there he went on to 
state that surely Luther also ought to believe the same thing, since he insisted that 
there was no essential difference between a priest and a layman.191

Both Erasmus and Luther were infuriated by this work, and on may 15, 1526 
Erasmus wrote to the synod at Baden that the book was evidence of both the ignor-
ance and malice of its author. in earlier days the writer of such nonsense might well 

188 CR 91, 908; LW 37, 77 fn. 132.
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be deprived of his life. he went on to state 
that the positions taken by reformers and 
himself were vast and deep. for his part, 
he hoped that they would repent.192

At this point controversy concerning 
the Eucharist involved Lutherans, Zwing-
lians, adherents of the pope, humanists, 
Anabaptists, and such Sacramentarians 
as Kaspar Schwenckfeld and others. 

in an attack against Luther in 1527, 
Zwingli published a number of polemical 
works on the Lord’s Supper. he had writ-
ten a Latin treatise, entitled Amica Exe-
gesis, Id Est, Expositio Evcharistiæ negocij, 
ad Martinum Lutherum (Friendly Exposition 
of the Affair of the Eucharist to Martin Lu-
ther) which presented his notions con-
cerning faith and Scripture and his views 
concerning John 6. it also included a full 
discussion of his christology. in it Zwing-
li attacked Luther’s views as the latter had expressed them in his Letter to Herwa-
gen and his writings Against the Heavenly Prophets, 1525; Adoration of the Sacrament, 
1523; and The Sacrament – Against the Fanatics, 1526. in the second part of the work 
Zwingli analyzed the several scriptural accounts of christ’s institution of the Sac-
rament. his central point, that of most importance, is the faith that appropriates 
christ. To receive him bodily is, according to Zwingli, of no added value. indeed, 
it corrupts faith. his presence can only be mental or spiritual. Luther’s principle 
errors are that he believes that christ’s material body is given in the Sacrament, 
strengthens faith, and forgives sins, according to Zwingli. Luther further errs in 
his notion that christ is present in the Sacrament by virtue of the recitation of the 
Words of institution, and that in the Sacrament the believer receives the fruits of 
the Gospel as the body and blood of christ are bestowed on him.193 

in 1527 Zwingli also published Früntlich verglimpfung (Friendly Rejoinder and 
Rebuttal to the Sermon of the Eminent Martin Luther Against the Fanatics).194 in it he 
restated his principle arguments against Luther, again including the same four-
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point summary as in the previous document, Friendly Exposition. it exhorted be-
lievers simply to love God and not to be concerned about theological subtleties 
which are not articles of faith.195 

Zwingli apparently hoped that this treatise would be received by Luther in 
a friendly manner and that it would bring an end to the disagreements between 
them. however, his writing was, in fact, very condescending. he wrote as though 
he were the teacher of a petulant and unruly student, Luther. Even sharper was 
a letter that he sent to Luther with both his treatises on April 1, 1527. here he re-
proved Luther for what he called “self-contradiction” and his “arrogant manner,” 
and then he reversed directions and appealed to Luther to join him in the battle 
against the pope and give up his notions concerning a bodily presence of christ 
in the Sacrament, since obviously christ could be present only for believers and 
even then only by contemplation.196 it may have been Zwingli’s intention to speak 
in a conciliatory manner, but in actual fact, he only irritated Luther, to whom he 
said: “You have produced nothing on this subject worthy either of yourself or of 
the christian religion, and yet your ferocity daily increases.”197 

Quite clearly, his writings were not well received in Wittenberg. “Zwingli has 
sent me his foolish book,” wrote Luther to his friend michael Stifel at the Tollet 
Palace in Upper Austria on may 4, 1527, “together with a letter from his own 
hand worthy of his haughty spirit. So gentle was he, raging, foaming, and threat-
ening, that he seems to me incurable and condemned by manifest truth. But my 
comprehensive book has profited many.” 198

Luther was no longer willing to remain silent while Zwingli raged. in his feb-
ruary 1527 letter to henry Viii, the king of England, he declared:

“hitherto i have suffered in all ways. But not until now did my Absalom, my 
dear son, hunt and shame his father David. my Judas [Zwingli] had not yet shamed 
the disciples and betrayed his master; but now he has done his worst on me.”199

one year earlier, on october 25, 1526, Luther had written to michael Stifel 
that the fanatical views concerning the Sacrament of the Altar were raging “like a 
plague and grow stronger and stronger.”200 Now it appeared that even such stal-
warts as Theobald Billican and Urban Rhegius had been defeated by the Swiss, 
and he would now need to enter the battle. To make matters worse, Johannes 
oecolampadius had clearly insulted him by writing that the Spirit of God must 
have left Luther. if he had not left him, according to oecolampadius, Luther 
would surely have much to say. in addition, Landgrave Philipp of hesse had stat-
195 LW 37, 153-154.
196 LW 37, 153-154.
197 WA Br. 4, 184 ff.; Smith 1922, 155.
198 WA Br. 4, 199; Smith 1911, 242; Smith 1922, 155.
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ed that he would no longer read anything 
published by Luther unless the reformer 
took up the battle against the errors of 
Zwingli and oecolampadius. finally, 
even Luther’s Strasburg friend, Nikolaus 
Gerbel, and Philipp melanchthon urged 
him to write concerning the Eucharist.201

Luther responded with his 1527 trea-
tise, Das dise wort Christi das ist mein leib 
etc. noch fest stehen wyder die Schwermgeis-
ter (That These Words of Christ “This is My 
Body,” etc. Still Stand Firm Against the Fan-
atics). 

here Luther wrote that although his 
adversaries could not agree as to the true 
meaning of the Words of christ, they 
were all agreed that christ clearly did not 
mean what he so clearly said. he under-
took to answer their sarcastic questions 
about the presence of the flesh of christ 
under the earthly elements of bread and 
wine, and he stated his intention to in-
form his readers about the proper view of the Sacrament, so that they themselves 
would be able to respond to those who deny the Words of christ and the presence 
of his body in and under the consecrated host. 

“i intend to expose the fanatics here, that everyone may see what kind of spirit 
is in them, so that their adherents may realize whom they are believing and fol-
lowing.” “for i write these things in order that our people may have answers for 
the fanatics when they ask so sarcastically where it is written in Scripture that 
‘bread’ is christ’s body, and stupidly pretend that they have never read it.”202

Luther had come to the realization that he would not be able to convince them 
of the truth of christ’s Words, because they had become so enamored of their 
own opinions, but he would forever assert the truth of christ’s Words as a testi-
mony, both before the throne of God and before his congregation.

“Even if i too can convert no arch-fanatic, yet i shall leave nothing undone, God 
willing, to place the truth clearly and plainly before their eyes and win away some 
of their disciples, or at least to strengthen the simple and weak and protect them 
from the fanatics’ poison. Even if i do not succeed in this (from which may God pro-
201 LW 37, 5.
202 LW 37, 25, 33.
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tect me), at any rate i will have made my testimony before God and all the world, 
and declared that i have nothing to do with these blasphemers of the Sacrament 
and fanatics, nor have i ever had, nor will i ever have, God willing; and i shall wash 
my hands of all the blood of those souls whom they steal, murder, and seduce from 
christ with their poison. i am innocent of it, and have done my part.”203

The Sacramentarians also claimed that the question of the real presence of christ 
in the Sacrament was a really minor one. however, the fact of the matter was that 
they had raised it up to supreme importance, so that they were willing to die for it 
in the hope that thereby they would be “declared saints,” Luther suggested.

“Again, they say it is a minor matter, yet there is no topic that they so diligently 
promote and cultivate and espouse; all other topics lie dormant. here they become 
martyrs and saints. Anyone who does not share their fanaticism is no christian and 
can accomplish nothing in the Scriptures and in matters of the Spirit. Great and 
magnificent wisdom this is, when anyone can say, ‘Bread and wine!’ With this wis-
dom the holy Spirit alone now operates!  in reality what is going on here is simply 
that on top of everything the damnable devil is mocking us through them …”204

Luther stated that the Words of christ in the Supper are a great comfort to all 
believers and at the same time they greatly anger Satan, because he knows that 
the Sacrament is a source, comfort, and strength to them. for his part, he also 
believed that the “ramping and raving” of the fanatics was a source of strength 
and power for him.

“But their own writings are my strength. When i read these they fill me with 
strength and joy, because i see that though the devil rages so bitterly against 
God’s Word, yet God permits him no more than to spew out feeble, stale, rotten 
obscenities, so that i must say, ‘You would like to, but you can’t!’”205

Luther then went on to declare that he would again mock the devil to his face 
and at the same time he would answer the fanatics simply by repeating the Words 
of christ. he invited them to put aside their anger and rejoice in christ’s Words. 

“Now, in return, to spite the devil i shall on this occasion take up only the sin-
gle saying of christ, ‘This is my body,’ and show how the fanatics have mutilated 
it down to the present time. most especially, since they are so slippery and fickle, 
twisting and turning in a thousand secret corners, i would plead with them in 
God’s name to take their stand on this one passage and to give me a real answer. 
The other passages i shall save for another time. i would like to request them, in 
all kindness, not to become angry that i condemn their doctrine and ascribe it to 
the devil. i cannot do otherwise or call it otherwise than i believe in my heart.”206 
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it had now become very clear to Luther why it was that the reformers in Wit-
tenberg and others who claimed to be “Evangelical reformers” were at odds with 
each other. Their arguments were over the truth of the Words of christ. Both 
sides could not be in the right; either christ meant what he said or he did not.

“it is perfectly clear, of course, that we are at odds concerning the Words of 
christ in the Supper. And it is well known on both sides that these are christ’s 
or God’s words. That is one thing. So we say, on our part, that according to the 
words christ’s true body and blood are present when he says, ‘Take, eat; this is 
my body.’ if our belief and teaching go wrong here, tell us, what are we doing? 
We are lying to God, and proclaiming that he did not say this but said the oppos-
ite. Then we are assuredly blasphemers and liars against the holy Spirit, betray-
ers of christ, and murderers and seducers of the world.”207 

Luther then turned to suggest what would be the case if the Sacrament were 
not the Sacrament but only the “supper of bread and wine.” There could be no 
middle ground. Either it is the Sacrament of christ’s body and blood, or it is sim-
ply a “memorial supper of bread and wine,” held in honor of an “absent Jesus.” 

“our adversary says that mere bread and wine are present, not the body and 
blood of the Lord. if they believe and teach wrongly here, then they blaspheme 
God and are giving the lie to the holy Spirit, betray christ, and seduce the world. 
one side must be of the devil, and God’s enemy. There is no middle ground. … 
These fanatics demonstrate forthrightly that they regard the words and works of 
christ as nothing but human prattle, like the opinions of academic hairsplitters, 
which ought fairly to yield to love and unity. But a faithful christian knows clear-
ly that God’s Word concerns God’s glory, the Spirit, christ, grace, everlasting life, 
death, sin, and all things. These, however, are not minor matters!”208 

Luther asserted that the real battle was over the Words of christ, which he insisted 
must be understood literally. if they were to be understood figuratively, as Zwingli 
asserted, then Zwingli would have to prove his case, but he is unable to do so. 

“The sum and substance of all this is that we have on our side the clear, dis-
tinct Scripture which reads, ‘Take, eat; this is my body,’ and we are not under 
obligation nor will we be pressed to cite Scripture beyond this text – though we 
could do so abundantly. on the contrary, they should produce Scripture which 
reads, ‘This represents my body,’ or, ‘This is a sign of my body.’”209

however, christ’s Words are very clear and distinct, Luther insisted. The Lord 
does not mince his words or use expressions which can be taken in more than one 
sense. he merely states “This is my body.” Accordingly, Luther asserted, “we are 
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unwilling this time to pay the devil the compliment of citing more Scripture than 
this verse, ‘This is my body.’”

The “fanatics,” however, could not agree with the literal words spoken by 
christ, and they insisted that these words must mean something else. Thus, they 
twisted christ’s Words according to their own thinking. however, their inter-
pretations shrivel and melt “like butter in the sun.”

“They wish first of all to change the natural words and meanings of the Scrip-
tures into their own words and meanings; then they boast that we do not have 
Scripture, in order that the devil may make a laughingstock of us, or rather, may 
safely strangle us as defenseless enemies. Against all this, however, just one word 
serves exceedingly well: No! So they stand like butter in the sun.”210

Luther went on to state that the “fanatics” were looking at the Words of christ 
through glasses which were so tainted that his literal words were no more visible 
to them and they could only see something else in their place. Thus, they would 
see “is” and insist that it said, “represents,” they would see “body” and say that 
this meant, “this does not mean the bread,” and other fanciful notions. he chal-
lenged them to show where christ clearly said that the bread “represents” his 
body and that the wine “represents” his blood, or that the body of which he spoke 
was a figure of speech or a philosophical concept. 

“for even if we put on all the glasses in the world, we would find none of the 
evangelists writing, ‘Take, eat; this is a sign of my body,’ or, ‘This represents my 
body.’ But what we clearly find without the aid of any glasses, so that even young 
children can read it, is, ‘Take, eat; this is my body.’”211

he repeated that these were not minor matters at all, because what was at 
stake here was the Word of God. God’s Word always speaks the truth. he does 
not speak with a double tongue. he does not say one thing while meaning some-
thing completely different. he does not speak in order to mislead those who hear 
him. Surely it must be blasphemy to mangle his words or squeeze the new mean-
ings out of them. 

“my friend, God’s Word is God’s Word; this point does not require much hag-
gling! When one blasphemously gives the lie to God in a single word, or says it 
is a minor matter if God is blasphemed or called a liar, one blasphemes the entire 
God and makes light of all blasphemy. There is only one God who does not per-
mit himself to be divided, praised at one place and chided at another, glorified in 
one word and scorned in another.”212

Luther responded against the two fundamental arguments of Zwingli who 
(1) claimed that since christ’s ascension to the right hand of the father, he is no 
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longer present in this world physically, and (2) that the “flesh is of no avail” in 
any case (John 6:63). 

Luther’s argument against Zwingli’s assertion concerning the ascension is that 
the argument of the Zurichers is based on reason and that reason should not 
be used to prove or disprove any article of faith. he further stated that human 
reason cannot disprove christ’s presence and that God’s right hand should not 
be taken as a location somewhere out in space, but should be understood to be 
wherever God is present in a gracious and effective manner. 

Against the argument concerning the Spirit and material things, Luther asserted: 
“God inverts this order, however, and sets before us no word or command-

ment without including with it something material and outward, and proffering 
it to us.”213 “our fanatics, however, are full of fraud and humbug. They think 
nothing spiritual can be present where there is anything material and physical, 
and assert that flesh is of no avail. Actually the opposite is true. The Spirit cannot 
be with us except in material and physical things such as the Word, water, and 
christ’s body and in his saints on earth.”214 

God the father and christ are present everywhere, of course, but they do not make 
themselves available for believers everywhere. christ is to be sought where he has 
said he is to be found. furthermore, the phrase, “the flesh is of no avail” (John 6:63), 
does not refer to the flesh of christ, the incarnate Son of God; it refers rather to the frail 
flesh of fallen man. To say “the flesh is of no avail” is to say that man cannot be saved 
by his own power or strength, since he has been weakened by sin and even his holiest 
actions are stained by it. Not so with christ, for his human nature is perfect and with-
out sin and so too is his flesh which is born of the Virgin mary. 

“Now i ask: When the Virgin mary was bodily pregnant with the Son of God 
and carried Jesus christ our Lord nine months in her womb, and then as a mother 
brought him bodily into the world, as our creed and the Gospels say, did she also 
carry and bear christ’s flesh bodily in and through her flesh? As a fanatic i sim-
ply do not believe it. Why? Because christ’s flesh, bodily conceived, borne, and 
handled, is of no avail. if it is of no avail, then nothing took place, as our argument 
declares, ‘christ’s flesh is of no avail.’ Therefore nothing is there. for if his flesh 
is not present in the Sacrament for the reason that flesh is of no avail, neither is 
it in his mother’s womb, precisely for the same reason that it is of no avail. The 
reasoning is the same in both instances.”215

Two things are necessary in the Sacrament: the word and the physical element or 
act. This requires faith. Luther reminds his readers. The mouth receives on behalf of 
the heart and the heart understands what has been received with the mouth. 
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from there Luther proceeded with a discussion on the biblical meaning of the 
words “spirit” and “flesh.”

“‘Spiritual’ is nothing else than what is done in us and by us through the Spirit 
and faith, whether the object with which we are dealing is physical or spiritual. 
Thus, ‘Spirit consists in the use, not in the object,’ be it seeing, hearing, speaking, 
touching, begetting, bearing, eating, drinking, or anything else. for if a person 
serves his neighbor and does it physically, it is of no avail to him, for flesh is of 
no avail. But if he does it spiritually, i. e. if his heart does it out of faith in God’s 
Word, it is life and salvation.”216

“Spiritual” refers to what is done by and with the Spirit of God, so that what 
is done in faith, planted and sustained by the holy Spirit, is spiritual, while what 
is done outside of faith is simply flesh. Accordingly, Luther is able to confidently 
assert that when the Scripture contrasts “flesh” and “spirit,” it is always speaking 
of the sinful flesh, the carnal mind. 

“our position is that where the two words, ‘flesh’ and ‘spirit,’ are placed in 
opposition to one another in the Scriptures, flesh cannot mean christ’s body but 
always means the old flesh which is born of the flesh, John 3 [:6]: ‘That which 
is born of the flesh is flesh.’ … Now christ’s body and flesh certainly are quite 
compatible with the Spirit; indeed, he is the Spirit’s dwelling place bodily, and 
through him the Spirit comes into all others.”217

As to how christ could be corporeally present in the Sacrament, Luther re-
fused to give an opinion or explanation. it is enough that christ has said it. he has 
spoken clearly and his word is to be believed.

“Now, here stands the text, stating clearly and lucidly that christ gives his 
body to eat when he distributes the bread. on this we take our stand, and we also 
believe and teach that in the Supper we eat and take to ourselves christ’s body 
truly and physically. But how this takes place or how he is in the bread, we do not 
know and are not meant to know. God’s Word we should believe without setting 
bounds or measure to it. The bread we see with our eyes, but we hear with our 
ears that christ’s body is present.”218

Luther went on to state that eating of christ’s body is of great benefit not only 
to the soul but also to the body, since it sustains the body of the communicant 
until the day of resurrection. he noted that the ancient church fathers spoke of the 
body of christ in the Sacrament as of great benefit to the body of the communi-
cant, saying that it was even able to impart an immortal nature on human flesh 
which would remain unseen to the human eyes but known to faith until christ’s 
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coming again. Thus, it would stand to reason that this food from heaven could 
provide blessing to both the body and the soul of man. 

“So, when we eat christ’s flesh physically and spiritually, the food is so power-
ful that it transforms us into itself and out of fleshly, sinful, mortal men makes 
spiritual, holy, living men. This we are already, though in a hidden manner in 
faith and hope; the fact is not yet manifest, but we shall experience it on the Last 
Day.”219 “for we see that the ancient doctors spoke of the Sacrament in such a 
way that it even bestowed upon the body an immortal nature, though hidden in 
faith and hope until the Last Day.”220 “This is the secret power and benefit which 
flows from the body of christ in the Supper into our body, for it must be useful, 
and cannot be present in vain. Therefore it must bestow life and salvation upon 
our bodies, as is its nature.”221

he also dealt with the citation from the church fathers offered by oecolampa-
dius, by contending that God deals with men by giving his word through outward 
means. Then he turned his attention to the Zwinglians and exhorted them to keep 
to the central point which was their contention that the notion of a bodily presence 
of christ in the Supper was absurd. he then went on to denounce the changes 
which Bucer had made to Bugenhagen’s commentary on the Psalms and in his own 
Postil – changes which Bucer made to advocate the Swiss position. he stated that 
this kind of deception only proved that they did not seek peace and unity.

Luther went on to note that the Swiss were always calling for church unity be-
tween the Wittenbergers and the Swiss because, according to them, division was 
very harmful. indeed, Luther wrote that the Zwinglians believed that the unity 
of the Evangelicals against Rome is far more important than doctrinal unity, as 
though the teaching of such matters, as the meaning of the Words of christ, were 
mere trifles compared with the “Roman menace.” To Luther christian unity de-
pended upon agreement on the truth of God’s Word.

“in the first place, we begin at the point where they write, produce books, and 
admonish that these subjects ought not be the occasion for rending christian unity, 
love, and peace. it is a minor matter, say they, and an insignificant quarrel, for the 
sake of which christian love should not be obstructed. They chide us for being so 
stubborn and obstinate about it and for creating disunity. Now, see here, my dear 
man, what should i say? We are in the same situation as the sheep that came to the 
watering place to drink with the wolf. The wolf went upstream, the sheep down-
stream to the water. Then the wolf chided the sheep for making the water muddy. 
The sheep said, ‘how can i be making it muddy for you? You are upstream, and 
you are making it muddy for me.’ in short, the sheep was forced to admit that he 
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had made the water muddy for the wolf! So too with my fanatics: they have kindled 
this fire, as they themselves with all lordliness boast as a blessing, and now they 
would like to shove off the blame for disunity upon us. Who ordered Dr. Karlstadt 
to start it? Who ordered Zwingli and oecolampadius to write? haven’t they done 
it on their own accord? We would have been, and would still be, glad for peace, yet 
they were unwilling; now the blame is ours, of course!”222

As long as the Evangelicals disagreed concerning doctrine, the devil would 
continue mocking them and would be able to do great mischief causing more and 
more dissention. 

“in reality what is going on here is simply that on top of everything the dam-
nable devil is mocking us through them, as if to say, ‘i intend to cause all kinds of 
mischief and dissension in deeds, and then to wipe my mouth and say in words, 
‘i seek and desire love and unity!’ – as the Psalter also says, ‘They speak peace 
with their neighbors, while mischief is in their hearts’ [Ps. 28:3].”223

Such peace as they proposed, was no peace at all. it was only a sham and a 
delusion. Luther went on to state: 

“cursed be such love and unity in the abyss of hell, because such unity not 
only divides the christian church wretchedly, but in true devilish fashion even 
mocks it and pokes fun at it for its wretchedness.” “for God allows himself to be 
neither deceived nor mocked. he would rather take an ass and condemn great 
prophets through her mouth, as he did Balaam [Num. 22:28 ff.]. Therefore, to 
these fanatics and spirits who offer us such a peace, we may well say as christ 
said to his betrayer, Judas, in the garden, ‘o Judas, would you betray the Son of 
man with a kiss?’ [Luke 22:48]. Yes indeed, a Judas’ peace and a traitor’s kiss it is 
when they would be friendly to us and get us to the point of watching in silence 
while they ravage with fire and sword, by which they bring so many souls into 
the everlasting fire of hell, all the while wishing it to be regarded as a minor mat-
ter and of no consequence.”224

in summary, Luther stated that he had sometimes appeared to speak in rather 
crude terms about this controversy. At the same time he observed that those in 
Wittenberg had been called “unchristian” by those who had mocked them “as idol-
aters and having our God called the baked God, the edible and potable God, the 
bread-God, the wine-God, and ourselves called God-forsaken christians and such 
names.” he had not written for the purpose of offending others. his real attention 
was directed against the “sarcastic devil,” for it was he who was using the mouth of 
the “fanatics” to blaspheme against the venerable Sacrament of the Altar:
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“God knows, with these crude illustrations i do not wish to offend Zwingli, nor 
especially oecolampadius, to whom God has given many gifts, above many other 
men. indeed, i am heartily sorry for the man. By such words i look not upon them 
but only upon the insolent, sarcastic devil who has so deceived and misled them 
that in return i now find satisfaction to the glory of God, by mocking him again for 
these clumsy follies of his. for he shall and must be subject to God’s Word. This 
year, please God, i shall see to it that the fanatics’ devil, who now hinders me from 
getting other important work done, comes out into the open. God grant that he may 
lay a rod to his own backside and wake up a sleeping dog. Amen!”225

The Swiss received these words with frustration and exasperation, not least 
because Luther spoke in such forceful terms. in a letter to Joachim Vadian, dated 
may 4, 1527, Zwingli wrote: “its whole contents were nothing but lies, slander, 
sycophancy, and suspicion.”226

Both oecolampadius and Zwingli sprang into print almost immediately. in 
Basel oecolampadius published, Das der miszuerstand D. Martin Luthers, vff die 
ewigbstendige wort, Das ist mein leib, nit beston mag. Die ander billiche antwort Joan-
nis Ecolampadij (That Dr. Martin Luther’s Misunderstanding of the Everlasting Words, 
“This Is My Body,” Is Untenable. The Second Reasonable Answer of Johannes Oecolam-
padius), in which he sought to state his own theological position in a moderate 
and positive manner, even going so far as to speak of a sacramental presence of 
christ in the Supper, available only to believers, however. At the same time he 
stated that Luther was speaking with the “devil’s tongue” and the devil drew out 
of him his very words. he declared that “someone has counted seventy-seven 
devils” which had now crawled out of Luther’s words.227 

Zwingli as well responded to Luther by publishing his, Das diese wort Jesu 
Christi, Das ist min lychnam (That These Words of Jesus Christ, “This Is My Body 
Which Is Given For You” Will Forever Retain Their Ancient, Single Meaning, and Mar-
tin Luther with His Latest Book Has by no Means Proved or Established His Own and 
the Pope’s View. Huldrych Zwingli’s Christian Answer). This work was addressed to 
the Saxon Elector Johann the Steadfast on June 20, 1527.228

Zwingli was even more bitter and direct than oecolampadius. Throughout his 
treatise he took a very superior and pedantic attitude, as though he were trying 
to teach an ignorant child. he assumed this attitude from the very first words of 
his writing: 
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“To martin Luther, huldrych Zwingli wishes grace and peace from God 
through Jesus christ the living Son of God, who, for our salvation, suffered death, 
and then left this world in his body and ascended to heaven, where he sits until 
he shall return on the last day, according to his own word, so that you may know 
that he dwells in our hearts by faith (Eph. 3:17), and not by bodily eating through 
the mouth, as thou wouldest teach without God’s Word.”229

Zwingli once again pointed to christ’s ascension to the right hand of the father 
and to the words the “flesh is of no avail” in John 6:63 as proofs that any notion of 
a bodily presence of christ in the Sacrament is not only absurd but would, if true, 
be useless and meaningless. he also devoted much space to his understanding of 
Scripture and his particular notions concerning the two natures of christ. Zwingli 
now believed that Luther had erred in at least six important points. first, he erred 
by stating that the body of christ, like his divinity, is ubiquitous. Second, that 
christ desires to be found in the Sacrament. Third, that the physical manducation 
of christ’s body brings forgiveness of sins. fourth, that christ’s material flesh is 
wholly spiritual in nature. fifth, that the manducation of the physical body of 
christ sustains one’s own body until the day of resurrection, and finally, that the 
sacraments can be spoken of as bestowing or increasing faith.230

Zwingli added page upon page in his attempt to answer every assertion of Lu-
ther. he insisted that christ’s Eucharistic Words must be understood figuratively, 
and that such passages as Genesis 41:26, Exodus 12:11, Galatians 4:24, matthew 
11:14, 1 corinthians 10:4, and others provide parallels to the Eucharistic Words.

concerning Luther’s understanding of the hand of God, he asserted: 
“We have known long since that God’s power is everywhere, that he is the 

Being of beings, and that his omnipresence upholds all things. We know that 
where christ is, there is God, and where God is, there is christ. But we distin-
guish between the two natures, and between the person of christ and the body 
of christ.”231

Zwingli also postulated concerning the divine and human natures of christ 
and asserted that the attributes of the divine nature could not possibly be com-
municated to the finite human nature, excepting by means of an rhetorical ex-
change which he described alloeosis. in other words, he believed that the exchange 
of attributes is simply a manner of speech with no substantial reality behind it. 
Although christ is everywhere, his body cannot be everywhere, and to insist on 
the contrary would be absurd, Zwingli stated. he appealed to the Word of God 
to solve this controversy.232 
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Zwingli was personally very sensi-
tive to the charge that he was a “fanatic.” 
“You call us fanatics. i don’t really under-
stand what ‘fanatic’ means,” he declared. 
if by this expression Luther was calling 
him a fool, then surely all men are fools, 
Luther included. if he meant that he was 
a praestigiator (juggler, impostor) or fan-
aticus (irrational or mad person), then it 
should be seen who is really the fanatic in 
this matter. Zwingli concluded that Lu-
ther himself was a “fanatic, fool, bump-
kin, yes a devil, murderer, and corrupter 
of souls who blasphemes the holy and 
Venerable Sacrament of our Lord Jesus 
christ.”233

Zwingli was not above using deroga-
tory terms against Luther and the Wit-
tenbergers, calling them “capernaites,” 
“flesh-eaters,” “blood-drinkers,” and 
calling their communion bread a “baked God,” while at the same time character-
izing himself as a “peace-loving man:”

“Dear Luther, i humbly beseech you not to be so furious in this matter as 
heretofore. if you are christ’s, so are we. it behooves us to contend only with the 
Word of God, and to observe christian self-control. We must not fight against 
God, nor cloak our errors by his Word. God grant unto you the knowledge of 
truth, and of thyself, that you may remain Luther, and not become louvtrion. The 
truth will prevail. Amen.”234

in 1528 Luther yet again entered the controversy by publishing his extensive 
treatise on the Lord’s Supper, Vom abendmal Christi, Bekendnis (Confession Concern-
ing Christ’s Supper). The work became known as his “Great confession” on the 
Sacrament of the Altar and as his most thorough defense of his position against 
Zwingli, oecolampadius, and others.

in it Luther stated his intention that this should be his last word on the subject 
of the Lord’s Supper, and if rumors should spread abroad that he had changed 
his position, they should be disregarded. he intended to engage his opponents 
on this point no longer.
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“i shall write no more to them, lest Satan become still more frantic and spew 
out still more lies and follies, as he has been doing, besmearing paper uselessly 
and depriving the reader of time for reading something better. for if with my 
former book i have been unable to elicit a correct answer, though i specified so 
often, even with capital letters, what i wish answered, i have no hope of obtaining 
an answer even if i should write a thousand books. And yet we cannot hold this 
against Satan, for a liar dare not toy with the truth! may the merciful God con-
vert them and free their minds from the snares of the vicious devil. more than 
this, however, i cannot do. Alas, i fear i must have been a true prophet when i 
wrote that no arch-heretic will be converted. So now i will let them go their way, 
according to the teaching of St. Paul in Titus 3 [:10] ‘Shun a heretic, after he has 
been admonished once or twice.’ for they will not amend as time goes on. They 
have shown what they are capable of doing; i for my part shall devote myself to 
our people and instruct them further in this article as much as i am able through 
christ’s grace.”235

This essay was divided into three major parts and consisted in a refutation of 
the theological positions taken by Zwingli and oecolampadius and a thorough 
examination of the biblical passages concerning the Sacrament of the Altar, as 
well as a statement of Luther’s articles of faith over against both ancient and mod-
ern heresies.

in the first part of the essay he dealt chronologically with the position taken 
by the Swiss reformers, warning his readers against becoming entangled in their 
words. concerning Zwingli, he first indicated the inadequacy of Zwingli’s fig-
urative interpretation of the Lord’s Supper texts and his insistence that Luther’s 
position was contrary to both the Apostles’ creed and the Scriptural testimony 
concerning christ’s Ascension. he particularly noted that Zwingli appeared to 
be overly concerned about different kinds of figures of speech and the canons of 
classical grammar. however, Luther stated, it was Zwingli’s grammar which was 
unsound. he then dealt with Zwingli’s main arguments concerning the meaning 
of the creedal phrase, “the right hand of God,” and his notions concerning the 
rhetorical figure of alloeosis, as well as his own views concerning the relationship 
between christ’s divine and human natures. 

Luther made four main points concerning the person of christ. firstly, he stat-
ed that christ is truly and completely God and man in essence and in nature, and 
he is one person. Secondly, the right hand of God cannot be limited to a single lo-
cation, for his right hand is everywhere. Thirdly, that God’s Word is truth means 
that his Word cannot mislead or deceive. fourthly, the body and blood of christ 
can be present in other ways than merely locally. it is here that Luther develops 
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his doctrine of the ubiquity of the glori-
fied body of christ. he did not go so far 
as to say that the Words of christ, “This 
is my body,” are true because of his ubi-
quity, but he says, instead, that sure and 
certain faith depends wholly upon the 
Words of christ. “The believer approach-
es the sacrament in faith – not faith in the 
ubiquity of the body of christ but faith in 
the promising God.”236

concerning Zwingli’s citation of John 
6:63, Luther once again insisted that 
the flesh of christ is not included in the 
general biblical definition, according to 
which “flesh” stands opposed to “spirit.” 
concerning oecolampadius, it was clear 
that Luther had a higher opinion of him 
than of Zwingli but he still classed him 
together with Zwingli. he also dealt with 
the opinions of caspar Schwenckfeld and 
Valentin Krautwald, and other spiritual-
izing interpreters. he also wrote against the opinion expressed by John Wycliffe 
which was used to support the arguments of capito and Zwingli. According to 
this opinion, two separate substances can never become a single substance. Lu-
ther argued against this opinion on the basis of the doctrine of the holy Trinity, 
the incarnation of christ, and also because logic must first seek the aid of gram-
mar, since in grammar a synecdoche unites diverse things into a unity.

Luther was particularly concerned to defend the doctrine of the ubiquity of 
the body of christ which he understood to be the fruit of the communion of the 
attributes of both natures. he sought to explain this matter on the basis of the 
medieval distinction between three different modes of presence.

Taking as his example the teachings of the “sophists,” Luther stated that “there 
are three modes of being present in a given place:” locally, i.e., circumscriptively; 
definitively, i.e., in an uncircumscribed manner; repletively, i.e., supernaturally.” 

An object is locally or circumscriptively in a place “if the space and the ob-
ject occupying it exactly correspond and fit into the same measurements, such 
as wine or water in a cask, where the wine occupies no more space and the cask 
yields no more space than the volume of the wine.” 237 
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An object is in a place definitively, “if the object or body is not palpably in one 
place and is not measurable according to the dimen sions of the place where it is, 
but can occupy either more room or less.”238 Such presence is like a presence of 
the angel or the devil in a house or a body of a man. it is not able to be understood 
or explained rationally. An example would be when christ passes through the 
closed door of the Upper Room. 

An object occupies places repletively, “if it is simultaneously present in all 
places whole and entire, and fills all places, yet without being measured or cir-
cumscribed by any place, in terms of the space which it occupies. This mode 
of existence belongs to God alone, as he says in the prophet Jeremiah, ‘i am a 
God at hand and not afar off. i fill heaven and earth,’ This mode is altogether 
incomprehensible, beyond our reason, and can be maintained only with faith, in 
the Word.”239

Luther drew together his understanding of a definitive presence with his 
understanding of the ubiquity of the risen body of christ to indicate how it is pos-
sible that christ could be present in the bread and cup of the Sacrament. 

The risen humanity of christ is united with his divinity in relation to time and 
space, just as is the case with God the father, for one cannot describe the presence 
of God in time and space on the basis of geometry. in the same way, the risen 
body of christ cannot be treated according to earthly rules and standards. Ac-
cordingly, christ can be present definitively “in and with created things in such 
a way that they do not feel, touch, measure, or circumscribe him …” in this way 
“… he is also at the same time in the Sacrament and where the bread and wine are, 
though the bread and wine in themselves remain unaltered and unchanged.”240

The second part of the treatise consisted in a thorough examination of each 
of the four biblical texts of the institution of the Lord’s Supper. oecolampadius 
and Zwingli had each done the same in their writings but, unlike them, Luther 
insisted that the texts were to be taken literally. he dealt at length with 1 corinth-
ians 11:26 and 10:16 and the following verses which dealt with the word “com-
munion” and with “worthy” and “unworthy” eating. he stated that in the Lord’s 
Supper believers do not come to God but God comes to his believers, and that at 
this coming the recipients make a decision either for or against him.

in part three Luther stated that he desired now to confess all of the articles 
of his faith in opposition, not only to the Sacramentarians, but to others as well, 
so that no one might later on make the false statements that Luther had agreed 
with them. 
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“i have now defended the Sacrament of the Altar. i am not drunk or irrespon-
sible. i know what i am saying, and i well realize what this will mean for me 
before the Last Judgment at the coming of the Lord Jesus christ.”241

This part of the treatise came to be printed and distributed separately by many 
of Luther’s friends, even by the Romanist Jerome Dungersheim. it was highly 
influential in the formulation of the Schwabach Articles in 1529, which influenced 
the preparation of the Augsburg Confession before the Diet at Augsburg. it was 
modeled on the Apostles’ creed and included a description of what is funda-
mental for christian ethics. This was included in the christological section. Also 
included was a statement of fundamental distinctions in practice between the 
Evangelicals and the Romanists. in later days the editor of the Weimar Edition 
of Luther’s Works would refer to this “Great confession” as “the shibboleth of 
genuine Lutherans.” in the Formula of Concord this work is quoted often and ex-
tensively, more so than anything else Luther wrote about the Lord’s Supper or 
about the person of the Son of God.242 

Both Zwingli and oecolampadius responded at the request of Bucer and the 
Strasburg clergy in: Über D. Martin Luters Buch, Bekenntniß genant, zwo antwur-
ten Joannis Ecolampadii, und Huldrychen Zwinglis (Concerning Dr. Martin Luther’s 
Book, Entitled “Confession.” Two Answers, by Johannes Oecolampadius and Huldrych 
Zwingli), published in Zurich in 1528.243 

Zwingli dedicated this work to Elector Johann the Steadfast and Landgrave 
Philipp i of hesse. in a letter addressed to them and dated July 1, 1528, Zwingli 
noted that he could no longer address them with such honorific titles as “high-
born” and “serene,” because “You are only highborn in comparison to the world 
and the flesh, but before God you are mean; and serene is a word which is only 
applicable to glass windows.”244 Their essays really added nothing new to the 
discussion.

Luther did not respond and he wrote no further concerning this controversy. 
oecolampadius, however, wrote in 1529 his Warhafftig ursach (The True Cause that 
the Body of Christ Is not in the Creation of the Bread, but Through the Word of God in 
the Lord’s Supper and in the Hearts of the Believers; Concerning All of the Shaking and 
Squabbling. Extraordinary Three Hundred Arguments Shortly Written).245 in this work 
oecolampadius presented 322 arguments why the body of christ should not be 
understood to be present in the bread.
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Also participating in this contro-
versy were theologians representing 
the two sides of the issue, including Jo-
hann Landtsperger, Konrad Sam, Johann 
Schnewil, Eitelhans Langemantel, Valen-
tin Krautwald, Joachim Grüdt, cornelis 
hoen, Jakob Strauß, Urban Rhegius, Kas-
par Schwenckfeld, and others. 

it was clear that the Wittenbergers and 
the Swiss were themselves farther apart 
than ever before. Luther stated very em-
phatically that the corporeal presence of 
christ in the Sacrament was not a minor 
issue and that there could be “no middle 
ground” in this matter.246

Bucer and the Strasburgers, however, 
still sought to find a “middle way.” in 
fact, Bucer found Luther’s Great Confes-
sion very impressive. he wrote to Johan-
nes comander:

“As soon as Luther published his great 
confession on the holy Supper, i began to 
realize that he by no means taught a lo-
cal inclusion of christ in the bread, or any 

such conjoining of christ with the elements, which would be unworthy of christ 
either as true man or as reigning in heaven.”247

he still sought, however, to develop a position somewhere between Zwingli 
and oecolampadius on the one side, and Luther on the other. Later, in 1528, Bucer 
published his Vergleichung D. Luthers, vnnd seins gegentheyls, vom Abentmal Christi. 
Dialogus Das ist, eyn freündtlich gesprech (A Comparison of the Opinion of Luther and 
His Opponents on the Supper of Christ; A Dialogue, that Is, a Friendly Conversation), as 
a kind of tentative first step.248 

Luther, for his part, was not interested. he was already of the opinion that 
Bucer was of an altogether “different spirit,” as he would later tell him at mar-
burg. he wrote to Nikolaus Gerbel in Strasburg on July 28, 1528 that it was no 
surprise to him that Bucer could twist the meaning of St. Augustine’s words, but 
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he counseled Gerbel that he should firmly trust in christ, just as Daniel did when 
he entered the den of lions.249 

Bucer, for his part, was still of the opinion that a middle way could be found 
and agreement could be reached, and he encouraged Philipp of hesse to sponsor 
a colloquium between Luther and Zwingli.

1 .3  marburg colloquy –  
failed Attempt to Reach consensus

The second Diet of Speyer met in 1529 in an attempt to correct the deteriorat-
ing situation of the so-called “Protestant groups” over against the Roman church. 
Landgrave Philipp of hesse and others were of the opinion that the time had now 
come for the formation of a broad political alliance between the Lutherans and 
the Swiss to meet the possibility that religious war might soon break out. Even 
earlier that year Philipp had spoken with Luther, stating that it was most needful 
that Luther and Zwingli meet together and attempt to resolve their differences.

in April 1529 Philipp formed a secret alliance with Electoral Saxony, Nurem-
berg, Strasburg, and Ulm which he hoped would soon come to include other 
Protestant territories as well. he wrote to Zwingli in Zurich on April 29: 

“We are endeavoring to bring together at some suitable place Luther and me-
lanchthon and some of those who hold your view of the Sacrament, so that if a 
merciful and almighty God grants us his favor, they may come to some scriptural 
agreement about that doctrine and live in harmony as becomes christians.”250

Earlier, in 1527, Philipp had proposed that such a colloquy between Zwingli 
and Luther should be held, but at that time Luther rejected the idea, stating that 
both parties in this controversy had already stated their views and that personal 
meetings would not bring forth anything new. 

Zwingli and his party, however, were enthusiastic about the prospects of a 
meeting. he continued to articulate the view that he and Luther were united in 
their faith in christ and were of the same spirit, and that their differences on the 
Lord’s Supper were no obstacle to true fellowship. “Luther and i possess one faith 
in him [christ]. There is no discord among believers because of the faith, for they 
possess one spirit.”251

The Zwinglian preachers were carefully preparing for the colloquy. “Secret 
political schemes will be discussed at this meeting,” wrote capito to Zwingli on 
August 4, 1529. They determined that if they could convince Philipp i of hesse 
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that the Zwinglian doctrine was correct, then they would have won a major vic-
tory and other territorial rulers would rush to support the Zwinglian cause, isolat-
ing Luther and his followers, since Philipp’s influence was immense and both the 
elector of Saxony and the margrave of Brandenburg depended much on him.252 

Bucer moved ahead confidently, convinced that all believers possess a single 
spirit and for this reason there could be no real dissention among them. At a pub-
lic disputation in Bern in 1528 he publicly stated that the doctrinal differences on 
the Sacrament between the Swiss and the Strasburgers over against the Lutherans 
were a mere trifle and did not concern “the essence of the faith.”253 

Bucer thought himself to be on good terms with both Luther and Zwingli, and 
he was of the opinion that it would not be difficult to convince Landgrave Philipp 
that too much faith had been placed in Luther by many theologians and that a 
Zwinglian corrective was now needed.

for his part, Luther held strongly that the difference between the Wittenberg-
ian and Zwinglian positions was very important, since it raised the issue as to 
what christ meant what he spoke his words over the bread and cup: 

“When christ spoke the Words of consecration, he was not drunk. Therefore, 
one or the other party is of the devil. The holy Ghost is no pettifogger.” “Anyone 
who holds that the body is not present, i will look on as an infidel.”254

he was convinced that to seek an accommodation with the figurative view as-
serted by Zwingli did violence to the Words of christ. 

“our party affirms that, according to the Word, christ’s veritable body and 
blood are present. if in so doing we are believing and preaching erroneously, 
what is it that we are doing? We are giving God the lie, and saying and preaching 
what he has not said, in which case we are indeed blasphemers and mockers of 
the holy Ghost, betrayers of christ, and misleaders of the world. our antagon-
ists say that it is mere bread and wine. Well, if they are believing and teaching 
what is false, it is they, and not we, who are blaspheming God, making the holy 
Spirit a liar, betraying christ, and misleading the world. one of these two parties, 
therefore, must be the devil’s, and one of them God’s. There is no alternative.”255

in addition to this, Luther was quite certain that Zwingli was so convinced of 
the truth of his own interpretation that he would never recant his views. “for i 
have no hope that the teachers of a heresy or fanaticism will be converted,” he 
stated in That These Words of Christ “This is My Body,” etc. “indeed, if that were pos-
sible, so much has already been written that they would have been converted. it 
has never been reported that an author of false doctrine was converted. … christ 
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converted no high priest but their disciples were converted …”256 he repeated as 
much in his Confession Concerning Christ’s Supper. “for this reason i am through 
with them. … Alas, i fear i must have been a true prophet when i wrote that no 
arch-heretic will be converted.”257

Luther had a very different understanding of the nature of the unity of the 
church. To him the unity of the church could not depend only upon love and mu-
tual tolerance. There could be no true unity where there is no agreement concern-
ing the truth of christ’s Words and christian doctrine. To have one Spirit is to be 
united in one faith, one mind, and one heart, as Luther had already stated in That 
These Words of Christ, “This is My Body,” etc.:

“if we are to practice christian unity with them and extend christian love to 
them, we must also love and be satisfied with, or at least tolerate, their doctrine 
and behavior. Let anyone do that if he wishes. Not i. for christian unity consists 
in the Spirit, when we are of one faith, one mind, one heart, Ephesians 4 [: 3 ff.]. 
This, however, we will gladly do: in civil matters we are glad to be one with them, 
i.e., to maintain outward, temporal peace. But in spiritual matters, as long as we 
have breath, we intend to shun, condemn, and censure them, as idolaters, cor-
rupters of God’s Word, blasphemers, and liars; and meanwhile, to endure from 
them, as from enemies, their persecution and schism as far and as long as God 
endures them; and to pray for them, and admonish them to stop. But to acquiesce 
in, keep silence over, or approve their blaspheming, this we shall not and cannot 
do.”258

Luther made his final position clear in his Confession Concerning Christ’s Sup-
per. “if we are to side with them, they must surely remove this stumbling-block of 
disunity and first reach unity and certainty about the text and interpretation”259

Even irenic melanchthon thought that any efforts to reach an accommodation 
with the Swiss on the doctrine of the Eucharist would be fruitless. in may 1528 he 
wrote to Nikolaus Gerbel:

“instead of theologians they [the Zwinglians] seem to me gradually to have 
become sophists, for i see that they rationalize and philosophize about the doc-
trines of christ. it is on this account that i have not mixed in the controversy on 
the Eucharist. But so soon as i shall have leisure, i will express my view. They 
represent christ as sitting in one place, as homer does his Jove living with the 
Aethiopians. To deny the presence of christ in the Eucharist seems to me most 
contrary to the Scripture.”260
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for this reason Luther saw that it was impossible to affirm unity with the 
Swiss. on may 17, 1529 he wrote to hieronymus Baumgartner in Nuremberg, 
asking that he do everything in his power to oppose the alliance with Zwinglians. 
“it is not right to defend an impious doctrine, or to confirm the power of those 
who maintain an impious doctrine, lest the poison spread.”261

in a letter to Johann the Steadfast of Saxony, dated may 22, 1529, Luther made 
it clear that there was really no need at all for a Protestant league, particularly so 
since such a league would include Zwinglians who, in Luther’s words, “are fight-
ing against God and the Sacrament as the most inveterate enemies of the Divine 
Word, and by allying ourselves with them we are taking all their ungodliness on 
our own shoulders and making ourselves participators therein.”262 

in any case, Luther thought that the Zwinglian towns in Switzerland would be 
of little help as members of a Protestant league, particularly so, since many towns 
were ready to lay aside the Gospel “for the sake of love.” Quite possibly the same 
thing could happen also in such places as Ulm and Strasburg where many could 
be called “friends of the Gospel,” and “one or two men who at present are re-
maining silent and passive would then come forward in their true colors and turn 
the whole town upside down.” he went on to say of Basel and Strasburg that “by 
their own arbitrary measures [they] closed and captured church buildings which 
were not within their jurisdiction.” Luther did not want to put Wittenberg in the 
position of appearing to defend such illegal actions by acquiescence. “Such pro-
ceedings as these we should be obliged to countenance.”263

Elector Johann the Steadfast heeded the warning of Luther and melanchthon 
and soon turned his attention away from the formation of a Protestant union alli-
ance, although Landgrave Philipp continued to urge him to agree that the article on 
the Sacrament of the Altar should not be thought to be of great importance. in fact, 
Landgrave Philipp himself had not received the Sacrament for a number of years.264 

in a letter to Philipp, dated June 23, 1529, Luther again stated his conviction 
that a personal meeting with Zwingli and mutual discussion of their differences 
would have little value and that it might in fact make matters worse.

“Therefore, if your Grace is willing to do it, i should be glad if your Grace … 
would inquire of the other side whether they are inclined to yield their opinion, 
so that the trouble may not become worse than ever. for your Grace can readily 
understand that all conferences are wasted and all meetings are in vain if both 
parties come to them with no intention of yielding anything. it has been my past 
experience that they will insist on their own ideas after our arguments have been 
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fairly presented; that i cannot yield after their arguments have been presented, i 
know as certainly as i know they are in error.”265

for his part, Philipp of hesse continued to press the case for a colloquy in 
marburg and Johann the Steadfast, finally, insisted that Luther and melanchthon 
should travel there to participate in a colloquium with Zwingli. They agreed to 
do so, although they were still of the opinion that little good would come of it. 

october 2-3, 1529 was set as the date for the colloquy at marburg and the first 
formal first formal attempt to try to reconcile the Lutherans and the Reformed. 

At marburg Luther and Zwingli met face-to-face for the first-and-only time 
in their lives. Serious discussions took place but the aims of Zwingli and Bucer 
were not achieved. Zwingli would not agree that christ was bodily present in and 
under the bread and wine of the Supper, and Luther continued to insist that this 
was a crucial theological issue, since he understood his doctrine of the Sacrament 
to be built firmly upon the Words of christ.

in fact, neither Zwingli nor Luther added anything new to their views. Zwingli 
and his followers continued to insist that christ’s body could only be at one place 
at a time, and Luther continued to insist that christ’s glorified body could not be 
confined to a single place. Zwingli continued to insist that according to John 6:63 
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only “the Spirit quickens” and the “flesh” – including even the flesh of christ – 
was “of no avail.” Luther continued to insist that this passage had nothing to do 
with the Sacrament of the Altar. Still, through all this discussion the Zwinglians 
kept insisting that there was nothing in all this world that they desired more than 
to have fellowship with Luther and his fellows. 

in an attempt to insure that the colloquy would have some positive effect, 
on Sunday, october 3, Landgrave Philipp asked Luther and other theologians 
to draw up a series of articles on christian doctrine. Luther stated that he would 
do so but that he had little hope that Zwingli and his party would accept them. 
“i will do the best i can, but they will not receive them.”266 he then drew up fif-
teen articles to cover the chief articles of the Reformation. concerning fourteen 
of them the Lutherans and the Zwinglians could agree but on the fifteenth, the 
article on the Sacrament of the Altar, there was no common agreement. 

concerning the Sacrament Luther offered the following wording: 
“We confess that by virtue of the words, ‘This is my body, this is my blood,’ the 

body and blood are truly – hoc est: substantive et essentialiter, non autem quantitative 
vel qualitative vel localiter [this is: substantially and essentially, not, however, quanti-
tatively, qualitatively, or locally] – present and distributed in the Lord’s Supper.”267

This wording would maintain Luther’s teaching of the real presence but would at 
the same time sidestep the question of the eating by the unfaithful (manducatio impi-
orum) or the unworthy (manducatio indignorum), which were stumbling blocks to the 
Swiss and the Strasburgers. however, Zwingli refused to accept Luther’s wording. 

Landgrave Philipp then suggested that private discussions continue on october 
4, monday morning, so that a practical compromise between the Lutherans and the 
Zwinglians might be agreed, and he asked Luther to draft articles based on those 
matters in the fourteen articles upon which both parties could agree. The articles 
which Luther produced were based on the Schwabach Articles which he had earlier 
formulated, and the new document came to be called the Marburg Articles.268 

After discussions on monday, october 4, the Marburg Articles were adopted 
and signed by the delegates. The Zwinglians accepted fourteen of the fifteen arti-
cles with only minors changes. The only point of disagreement continued to be 
the Sacrament of the Altar and in this article the Lutherans and Zwinglians were 
now closer together than they had been in the past. Zwingli now indicated that 
he was willing to agree that there was some sort of spiritual partaking of the true 
body and blood of christ in the Sacrament, but he still could not agree that the 
true body and blood of christ were corporeally present in and under the bread 
and wine. The newly formulated fifteenth Article read as follows: 
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“fifteenth, we all believe and hold con-
cerning the Supper of our dear Lord Jesus 
christ that both kinds should be used ac-
cording to the institution by christ; [also 
that the mass is not a work with which 
one can secure grace for someone else, 
whether he is dead or alive;] also that the 
Sacrament of the Altar is a Sacrament of 
the true body and blood of Jesus christ 
and that the spiritual partaking of the 
same body and blood is especially neces-
sary for every christian. Similarly, that 
the use of the Sacrament, like the word, 
has been given and ordained by God Al-
mighty in order that weak consciences 
may thereby be excited to faith by the 
holy Spirit.”269

To this statement the delegates added:
“And although at this time, we have 

not reached an agreement as to whether 
the true body and blood of christ are 
bodily present in the bread and wine, 
nevertheless, each side should show 
christian love to the other side insofar 
as conscience will permits and both sides 
should diligently pray to Almighty God 
that through his Spirit he might confirm us in the right understanding. Amen.”270

None of the articles agreed in this colloquy had any authoritative standing in 
either the Lutheran or the Reformed churches, although they would prove to be 
historically significant as a precursor to the development of Lutheran confession-
alism as formulated in the Lutheran confessional writings. 

The popular consensus concerning the value of this marburg colloquy was 
that Zwingli was a peace-loving and accommodating gentlemen, while Luther 
was intractable and summarily dismissed all overtures for peace and reconcilia-
tion between Lutherans and Zwinglians. it was claimed that he rejected the earn-
est pleadings of Zwingli and oecolampadius to regard them as “dear christian 
brothers,” and that Zwingli with tears in his eyes had cried out: “There are no 
people on earth with whom i would rather be united than with the Wittenber-
269 LW 38, 88.
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gers,” but it was said that through all of this Luther maintained the stubborn at-
titude which he had expressed to Bucer when asked to show him his errors. his 
curt reply was: “Your spirit is different from ours.”271

As Luther had foretold, peace was not achieved, and the Lutherans and the 
Reformed were now further apart than they had been before the colloquy. Lu-
ther’s evaluation was stated in a letter to Gerbel in Strasburg on october 4, 1529:

“We defended ourselves strongly and they conceded much, but as they were 
firm in this one article on the Sacrament of the Altar we dismissed them in peace, 
fearing that further argument would draw blood. We ought to have charity and 
peace even with our foes, and so we plainly told them that unless they grow wiser 
on this point they may indeed have our charity, but cannot by us be considered as 
brothers and members of christ. You will judge how much fruit has come of this 
conference; it seems to me that no small scandal has been removed, since there 
will be no further occasion for disputation, which is more than we had hoped for. 
Would that the little difference still remaining might be taken away by christ.”272

on the same day, october 4, he wrote to his wife Katharina, stating that although 
Landgrave Philipp had done everything he could to bring the two parties together 
and had hoped that even if they did not agree, at least they could call each other 
brothers. This proved to be impossible. “he worked hard for it, but we would not 
call them brothers or members of christ, although we wish them well and desire 
to remain at peace.”273 he asked that she inform Doctor Pomeranus (Bugenhagen) 
that Zwingli’s most telling argument is that a body cannot exist without occupy-
ing space and that for this reason christ’s body could not be in the bread. The best 
argument of oecolampadius was that the Sacrament is only a sign of christ’s body. 
“i think God blinded them that they could not get beyond these points.”274

in 1544, many years later, Luther decided that Zwingli had not dealt with him 
in a forthright and honest manner at marburg and for this reason the colloquy 
had not been of any real value: 

“Because Zwingli and his followers yielded in so many important articles of 
faith, i was quite hopeful that in time the one remaining article would also be 
agreed upon. … it is certain that [at marburg] in every respect he dealt with us 
with an insincere heart and tongue at marburg.”275

Bucer, who was rebuked by Luther during the colloquy with the words, “our 
spirit is different from yours; it is clear that we do not possess the same spirit,”276 
made the critical comment concerning melanchthon that he had never seen this 
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irenic man so agitated. he claimed that 
at one point it seemed to him that Luther 
was willing to accept Zwingli and his 
Swiss Brethren “as brothers in the faith” 
but it was melanchthon who held him 
back from making such a declaration. 
he claimed that melanchthon’s concerns 
were political rather than theological and 
that his chief interest was to avoid of-
fending the imperial powers.277 

melanchthon himself made clear that 
he had very different motives, as he ex-
pressed to the elector of Saxony in his re-
port following the colloquy:

“At the end of the proceedings Zwing-
li and oecolampadius were very solici-
tous that we should recognize them as 
brothers. But this we would by no means 
consent to do, and indeed we told them plainly that we wondered how their con-
sciences could allow them to call us brethren when they held that our doctrine 
was erroneous. how, we said, could they tolerate that our opinions should be 
held, taught, and preached side by side with their own, which could only happen 
if we did not excommunicate each other?”278

Zwingli interpreted the results of the colloquy as favorable to him and disas-
trous to Luther.

“All the lords and court people who were present at the colloquy said with 
one accord that martinus had shown up very badly, and that there was very little 
in him except arrogant temper. Some of the preachers from Saxony complained 
secretly that Luther’s madness frightened them from confessing the truth.”279 

in a similar tone he wrote on october 20, 1529 to Joachim Vadian, a prominent 
Swiss humanist and reformer in St. Gallen:

“Luther has been demolished by us, so much so that the landgrave himself has 
come over to our side, although for fear of some of the princes he does not dare pro-
claim his views openly at the hessian court; nearly everybody has deserted Luther.”280

Zwingli also believed himself to be fully vindicated before the throne of God:
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“We are certain that our actions were right in the sight of God. Posterity will 
testify to that truth has prevailed so manifestly that, if ever a person has been de-
feated, it is the impudent (impudens) and stubborn (contumax) Luther.”281

To Landgrave Philipp himself Zwingli wrote after his return from marburg 
on November 2, 1529, stating: “i believe that God has chosen your grace for great 
purposes, which i see clearly in my mind, but dare not speak of. But there must 
be some one to bell the cat.”282 

indeed, Philipp allowed the dissemination of Zwingli’s views and permitted 
previously banished Zwinglian preachers to return to his territories, stating to 
Zwingli: “You need have no doubt that i intend to stand loyally by the truth, and 
to pay no regard to the pope or the emperor, to Luther or melanchthon.”283

melanchthon, for his part, remained firm in his anti-Zwinglian position. he 
came out of the colloquy more than ever convinced that the Zwinglian position 
was incorrect. he wrote in 1530: “i would rather die than affirm with them [the 
Zwinglians] that christ’s body can be in only one place.”284

1 .4  Wittenberg Concord  – Temporal  Reconcil iat ion

At the Diet of Augsburg on June 25, 1530 the Lutherans presented their con-
fession of faith, the Augsburg Confession, based on earlier Lutheran statements of 
faith, edited and put into final form by Philipp melanchthon. 

Zwingli as well sent his confession of faith to Emperor charles V on July 3, 
1530. it was entitled: Ad Carolum Romanorum imperatorem Germaniae comitia Au-
gustae celebrantem, fidei Huldrychi Zvinglii ratio (An Account of the Faith of Huldreich 
Zwingli, Submitted to the Roman Emperor of Germany Charles V). in it he character-
ized the Lutherans as men “who look back to the fleshpots of Egypt.” his com-
plaint was that they believed that “the natural body itself, is either present in 
the Supper or masticated with our mouth and teeth.” This, Zwingli stated, was 
beyond credibility. “[This] we not only deny, but constantly maintain to be an 
error, contrary to the Word of God.”285 he went still further to insult Luther by 
calling him an “ignorant man” who insisted that in communion one received 
the body of christ in preparation for the resurrection. “if the body is fed for the 
resurrection, as another [Luther] very ignorantly asserts, much more would the 
Sacrament heal our body and deliver it from sickness.”286

281 Sasse 1959, 274.
282 Huldrici Zuinglii Opera VIII 1842, 374; Janssen V 1903, 233.
283 Huldrici Zuinglii Opera VIII 1842, 405; Janssen V 1903, 233.
284 Richard 1898, 181.
285 The Latin Works of Huldreich Zwingli II 1922, 49.
286 The Latin Works of Huldreich Zwingli II 1922, 53.
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A third confession was presented to the emperor by the cities of Strasburg, 
constance, Lindau, and memmingen, all of which followed the path previously 
marked out by Zwingli and Bucer. None of these cities had been willing to sign 
the Augsburg Confession because they were not in complete agreement with its 
contents. To Bucer this fact alone was an indication that Lutherans were too rigid 
and hostile. “Nothing more intolerant can be imagined than the hatred which the 
Lutherans have against us,” he declared to Zwingli in a letter on June 23, 1530.287 

on July 9, 1530 the four cities submitted their own confession, the Confessio 
Tetrapolitana, which had been prepared primarily by martin Bucer and Wolfgang 
fabricius capito.288 it was their hope that this confession would serve as a bridge, 
which would join together the Reformed in Switzerland and the Lutherans, since 
it adhered to a mediating position between Luther and Zwingli. 

At the end of September 1530, Bucer met with Luther at coburg in a renewed 
attempt to unite German Protestants. he came away from this conference en-
couraged, and from there he traveled through the cities of Southern Germany to 
ascertain the theological situation in them, and concluded his travels by meeting 
with Zwingli in Zurich and oecolampadius in Basel. on october 17 he prepared 
a draft agreement which stated that Zwingli and Luther were now in agreement 
concerning the Lord’s Supper and that the whole controversy had after all been 
based on a misunderstanding concerning terminology. The clergy of Strasburg 
approved the draft on November 9 and sent it first to oecolampadius and then to 
Zwingli, who rejected it. 

Going back to his desk Bucer revised his draft agreement in the hope that even 
if Zwingli could not accept it, he would at least be willing to tolerate it. he sent 
a copy of this new version of the agreement to Luther and to Philipp of hesse at 
the beginning of 1531 with the request that Philipp should send it on to Elector 
Johann the Steadfast and that the elector should insist that Luther refrain from 
further polemics against the Zwinglians. The elector was hesitant to take such an 
action and instead asked Luther for his opinion of the statement.289 

Luther stated to the elector on January 16, 1531 that he was indeed grateful 
that he and Bucer now appeared to be in agreement. however, if this matter was 
to be settled once-and-for-all and unity were to be declared, it would first be ne-
cessary that some matters be clarified. it would be important to ascertain whether 
or not the Zwinglians really teach christ’s real presence in the Lord’s Supper, as 
Bucer claims they do, lest unity be built on a shaky and failing foundation:

“Yet, we are of course well aware – and books and actions plainly document 
it – that Zwingli and oecolampadius have intensely fought against this teach-

287 The Latin Works of Huldreich Zwingli II 1922, 34.
288 Luthers Sämtliche Schriften XX 1890, 1570 ff.
289 LW 50, 3-4.
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ing and have maintained as the central point that christ is able to be corporeally 
present [only] in heaven, at only one place, and not in the Sacrament. At this 
point, therefore, it is necessary first of all to be certain whether the others, too, 
teach as Bucer in good hope thinks they do, and whether they also publicly teach 
this among the people and act accordingly. otherwise the unification might be 
put on a poor foundation, and matters might afterwards become worse. As i, 
Doctor Luther, have diligently stressed to Bucer at the coburg, one must start 
such unification from a solid. clear foundation, or forget about it.”290

it would also be important to determine what position Bucer takes with regard 
to the question of the reception of the Sacrament by unbelievers (manducatio oralis 
impiorum), Luther stated. 

“… in addition to this corporeal presence of christ for souls, which Bucer affirms 
here, i have discussed with him also that type of corporeal presence by which both 
believers and unbelievers orally receive christ’s true body and blood under bread 
and wine. in this connection he made statements over which i heartily rejoiced. in 
this document, however, nothing is said about this issue. Yet we think that if they 
go so far as to say that christ’s body is corporeally distributed and present to the 
soul, it should not be difficult [for them] to affirm that christ’s body is also present 
to the mouth, or to the body, or in the bread and given to the mouth.”291

Recalling his conversations with Bucer at coburg, Luther was hopeful that 
these questions might now be answered to his satisfaction. on January 17 Elector 
Johann the Steadfast sent Landgrave Philipp a copy of this note which contained 
Luther’s response. 

on January 22, 1531 Luther wrote to Bucer himself expressing his delight that 
it now appeared that he and Bucer could agree concerning christ’s presence in the 
Sacrament of the Altar and that it might be possible that Zwingli and oecolampa-
dius would soon agree as well. 

“We have read the small confession which you, my Bucer, have sent, and we 
approve of it. We give thanks to God that we agree at least, as you write, inso-
far as we both confess that the body and blood of christ are truly present in the 
Lord’s Supper, and that together with the Words [of institution] they are distrib-
uted as food of the soul. i am amazed, however, that you think that Zwingli and 
oecolampadius also share this opinion or position.”292

it was still necessary, however, that before any unity could be proclaimed, the 
conditions which Luther had noted in his letter to Elector Johann on January 16 
be fulfilled, and that all confess together that the body and blood of christ are 
truly present in the Sacrament, and that after the Words of institution have been 

290 LW 50, 5.
291 LW 50, 5.
292 LW 50, 7.
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spoken over the species, the true body and blood of christ should be distributed 
to all alike who wish to receive them. 

“if this thought has not yet matured among you people, however, then i think 
this matter should be postponed and further divine grace should be awaited. i am 
unable to abandon this position, and if, as you write, you do not think that this 
position is demanded by christ’s words, my conscience nevertheless holds that 
it is required. Therefore i am unable to confess with you that total unity exists 
between us, if i do not wish to harm my conscience, [or] rather, if i do not wish to 
sow among us the seed of far worse turmoil for our congregations, and of more 
dreadful future dissension among us. [This would be the result,] if we had cre-
ated unity among us in this way.” 293 

Altar fellowship, Luther insisted, could only follow upon mutual agreement 
that all communicants receive the body and blood of christ, whether or not they 
are believers, for it is not the faith of the believers that makes the Sacrament.

“for you people can easily understand that, if unity were established between 
us, some of your people would commune in our congregations, and also some 
of ours in your congregations. Those who would commune with a different faith 
and with a different attitude of conscience would necessarily on both sides receive 
something different from that which they believe [they are receiving]. Thus it would 
be unavoidable that through the ministry [of the Sacrament] and our consciences 
either their faith would be made a mockery through hidden deceit and lies if the 
communicants were unaware of this difference, or, if they were aware of the differ-
ence, then their faith would be destroyed through a public sacrilege.”294 

Luther wanted it to be clear to Bucer that he was not a hard-hearted, stub-
born man, but that the present matter concerned conscience and faith. The only 
unity which could ever be pleasing in the sight of God would be unity in doctrine 
which promotes the Gospel, and Luther went on to assure Bucer that he would 
pray for christ’s guidance and for grace that by his grace unity might indeed be 
found. As always he insisted that fellowship is possible only where a common 
faith is shared, as he noted to Johann frosch, a minister in Augsburg, in a letter, 
dated march 28, 1531: 

“i have heard of the boasting of your Zwinglians that peace is made between 
us and that we have gone over entirely to your opinion. But, my dear frosch, 
you must know that we have yielded nothing. martin Bucer, indeed, seems to be 
thoroughly convinced that we believe and teach the same doctrine, and of him 
personally i therefore entertain some hopes. of the others i know nothing certain, 
but if they desire peace, i should wish to indulge them little by little, tolerating 

293 LW 50, 8.
294 LW 50, 8.
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their opinion for a time while holding fast to our own as heretofore. This much 
charity demands.”295

The four cities of the Tetrapolitana in southern Germany found themselves in a 
dangerous position, for if and when the pope and the emperor declared war, their 
cities would be the first to be besieged. As a matter of self-protection they decided 
in April 15, 1532 to subscribe to the Augsburg Confession, while at the same time 
maintaining their own Confessio Tetrapolitana. This made it possible for them to 
join the Schmalkaldic League, although the Lutherans did not acknowledge that 
a common faith leading to unity had yet been achieved.296 

on october 11, 1531 Zwingli died in the Second Battle at Kappel, and within a 
few weeks a grief-stricken oecolampadius also died. Luther hoped that the death 
of Zwingli would bring his followers to “their senses,” however, this did not 
come about, and in his letter to Albrecht of Prussia in march 1532 Luther stated 
that he was disappointed that God had taken their leader from them but had not 
moved Zwinglians to desert their former errors. The Swiss had instead begun to 
entertain the notion that Zwingli and oecolampadius were martyrs. 

“Although neither münzerites nor Zwinglians will admit that they are punished 
by God, but give out that they are martyrs, nevertheless we, who know that they 
have gravely erred in the Sacrament and other articles, recognize God’s punish-
ment and beware of it ourselves. Not that we rejoice in their misfortune, which is 
and always has been a sorrow to our hearts, but we cannot let the witness of God 
pass unnoticed. We hope from the bottom of our hearts that they are saved, as it is 
not impossible for God to convert a man in a moment at his death; but to call them 
martyrs implies that they died for a certain divine faith, which they did not.”297

With the passing of time, however, Zwingli’s reformatory ideas and his influ-
ence in southern German cities began to wane and the suggestion that his former 
followers in Switzerland and the Lutherans in Germany should come to agree-
ment appeared more and more advisable.

once again martin Bucer and several southern German Evangelical theologians, 
who represented the congregations in Strasburg, Reutlingen, Esslingen am Neckar, 
frankfurt (main), Ulm, Augsburg, memmingen, Konstanz, and fürfeld, called for 
a colloquium between them and the Lutherans to resolve their theological differ-
ences. As could be assumed, the stone of stumbling was the doctrine of the Lord’s 
Supper. These Evangelicals found the Article X of the Augsburg Confession to be 
offensive because of their insistence on the immutability of the theological maxim 
– finitum non capax infiniti, according to which God does not offer his grace through 
earthly means. if the Lutherans would agree to this principle and change Article 

295 WA Br. 6, 60; Smith 1911, 289.
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X, then, they stated, unity could be achieved, and Bucer made it clear that a united 
Protestantism would result, and it would be most advantageous “for the Swiss and 
the Germans to join together in brotherly concord against the Papists and their 
devilish doctrines.” To Bucer this whole matter needed to be treated as a question 
of terminology – the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper should be cast in ambiguous 
terms which each side could interpret it as it saw fit.

Philipp of hesse was convinced that a colloquy to accomplish this task would 
be successful if only Luther were not present. he decided to invite melanchthon 
to meet together with Bucer in Kassel in December 1534 to frame an agreement. 
By this time Luther had begun to entertain fears that for the sake of peace and 
unity melanchthon might surrender too much, and so he sent along with him 
to Kassel a strongly worded statement of faith to the effect that the body of the 
Lord was bitten by the teeth of the communicants.298 Bucer, for his part, reminded 
melanchthon that the history of the church must be taken into consideration, and 
that very different opinions concerning the Sacrament had in the past been toler-
ated within the one church. What was necessary that all parties should recognize 
the sincerity of their theological opponents.299 

The meeting between melanchthon and Bucer did produce positive results. 
melanchthon appears to have been much impressed with Bucer’s position, and 
upon returning to Wittenberg from Kassel he shared by letter on December 17 
Bucer’s explanation with the clergy of Augsburg and Strasburg, stating that the 
road was now paved for reconciliation.300 

Bucer as well came away with the opinion that it was now possible to speak of 
the Lord’s Supper in terms which would be acceptable to both Lutherans and the 
Reformed. he wrote to Philipp of hesse on January 30, 1535 that he was now able 
to work well with both sides and the only remaining problem was that neither 
side was really well informed about the position being taken by the other side. 
This situation was now being corrected little by little. he wrote optimistically: 

“i have now arrived at the point, thank God, where i can confidently hope that the 
ministers of Upper Germany heartily and earnestly believe what they say. But inas-
much as neither side has completely ascertained the opinion of the other, it seems to 
me that we have done enough for the present until God helps us to a real, thorough 
union. A long standing and deep difference cannot come to an end suddenly.”301

At this point Bucer thought that agreement was within reach. he wrote to Ger-
bel in Strasburg on November 27, 1535, declaring that this was his one remaining 
great task.

298 Smith 1911, 292.
299 Janssen V 1903, 536.
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“What more joyful could happen to me, now that i have discharged the dut-
ies of life, used up with labor and sorrow and overtaken with old age, than that 
before my death i should see an unexpected peace ? … i say this that you may not 
doubt that i am heartily desirous of an agreement whatever may seem to interfere 
with one. if you will mediate i am willing to do and suffer all. i wish to be found 
a faithful servant of christ in the church even if i am not a very wise one.”302

With a surfeit of zeal it could be expected that attempts would be made for a 
more viable and visible unity. The correspondence back and forth between Wit-
tenberg and the southern Germans impressed on both parties the need for face-
to-face meetings, and the southern Germans pressed Luther to set a time and 
place for a colloquy. in response Luther requested the elector in a letter, dated 
January 25, 1536:

“The ministers of Strasburg and Augsburg are anxious for a meeting, for hav-
ing thoroughly canvassed the subject, we are convinced that nothing remains but 
to draw up an agreement. There is no need, as they themselves acknowledge, of 
a great concourse, among whom some might be restless and recalcitrant and thus 
spoil our peaceful intentions. i therefore humbly beg your Grace to state what city 
would be best.”303

Although Elector Johann friedrich i initially called for a colloquy to be held at 
Eisenach, Luther’s poor health made it necessary to move the conference to Wit-
tenberg, and a small number of leading clergy from southern Germany arrived on 
may 21, the day the conference was set to begin.304 

The theologians of the south German cities soon found that Luther was deter-
mined to remain firm in the doctrine of the Sacrament of the Altar and the notion 
that God uses earthly means of grace to bless his people. The Saxon elector had 
instructed the Wittenberg faculty to remain firm in its adherence to the Augsburg 
Confession and its Apology and not to give way on a single point. Luther insisted 
that if the men from the south were sincere, they would need to recant their previ-
ous positions concerning the Supper, since these positions were in error. further-
more, they should subscribe to a statement on the Sacrament which Luther had 
composed for the occasion. 

After one week of discussion and deliberation Luther was now convinced 
that those present at the colloquy both believed and taught correctly concerning 
the Sacrament of the Altar, namely – that the body and blood of christ are truly 
present in and under the elements of bread and wine in the Eucharist. he said as 
much and told the colloquium participants that he regarded them as brothers. 

302 Smith 1911, 293.
303 Smith 1911, 293.
304 Smith 1911, 293.
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The conference ended on Saturday, may 27, and on Sunday one of the visit-
ing theologians, matthäus Alber of Reutlingen, preached at the morning service. 
martin Bucer preached at the mass, and Luther preached later in the afternoon.305 
A joint celebration of the Eucharist astonished and even shocked some of the 
visitors present, because it included customs and ceremonies similar to those 
practiced by “the adherents of the pope.” Luther chose not to commune and left 
the service early. in fact, Andreas musculus later reported that “after the sermon 
the majority of the people departed.” Explaining Luther’s departure he wrote: 
“Even Luther himself, because he felt dizzy during the communion, had to leave 
attended by Philipp.”306

305 Smith 1911, 294.
306 “At the sixth hour a sermon was held in the castle [church].

At the seventh hour we returned to the city church and observed by which rite they 
celebrated the liturgy; namely thus: first, the introit was played on the organ, accompanied 
by the choir in Latin, as in the mass offering. indeed, the minister meanwhile proceeded 
from the sacristy dressed sacrificially and, kneeling before the altar, made his confession 
together with the assisting sacristan. After the confession he ascended to the altar to the 
book that was located on the right side, according to papist custom.

After the introit the organ was played and the Kyrie eleison sung in alternation by the 
boys. When it was done the minister sang Gloria in excelsis, which hymn was completed 
in alternation by the organ and choir. Thereafter the minister at the altar sang Dominus 
vobiscum, the choir responding Et cum spiritu tuo. The collect for that day followed in Latin, 
then he sang the Epistle in Latin, after which the organ was played, the choir following with 
Herr Gott Vater, wohn uns bei. When it was done the Gospel for that Sunday was sung by the 
minister in Latin on the left side of the altar, as is the custom of the adherents of the pope. 
After this the organ played, and the choir followed with Wir glauben all an einen Gott. After 
this hymn came the sermon, which Bucer delivered on the Gospel for that Sunday in the 
presence of Luther and Philipp [melanchthon]. After the sermon the choir sang Da pacem 
domine, followed by the prayer for peace by the minister at the altar, this in Latin as well.
The communion.

The communion followed, which the minister began with the Lord’s Prayer sung in 
German. Then he sang the Words of the Supper, and these in German with his back turned 
toward the people, first those of the bread, which, when the words had been offered, he 
then elevated to the sounding of the sacring bells; likewise with the chalice, which he also 
elevated to the sounding of the sacring bells.

immediately communion was held. Pomeranus [Johann Bugenhagen] went first, then 
fabricius capito, and after him Bucer. During the communion the Agnus Dei was sung in 
Latin. The minister served the bread in common dress but the chalice dressed sacrificially 
[i.e., in mass vestments].

They followed the singing of the Agnus Dei with a German hymn: Jesus Christus [unser 
Heiland] and Gott sei gelobet.

After the sermon the majority of the people departed.
Even Luther himself, because he felt dizzy during the communion, had to leave 

attended by Philipp.
The minister ended the communion with a certain thanksgiving sung in German. he 

followed this, facing the people, with the Benediction, singing ‘The Lord make his face to 
shine on you, etc.’ And thus was the mass ended.” Kolde 1883, 226-228; Herl 2004, 195-196.
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The Wittenberg Concord, which was 
prepared by melanchthon, defined the 
presence of christ’s body and blood 
under bread and wine as a “sacramental 
union” and insisted that the true body 
and blood were received by all communi-
cants, including those who communed 
in an unworthy manner. in place of the 
usual expression manducatio impiorum 
(eating by the impious) the term mandu-
catio indignorum (eating by the unworthy) 
was used.307 The Concord consisted in 
three articles:

“(1) We confess in the words of 
irenaeus that the Eucharist consists of 
two things – a heavenly and an earthly. 
Therefore we feel and teach that with the 
bread and wine are truly and substantial-

ly present, exhibited and received, the body and blood of christ.”
“(2) And although we deny transubstantiation, and do not believe that there is 

any local inclusion in the bread, nor any combination enduring beyond the actual 
duration of the Sacrament, nevertheless, we grant that the bread is, by a sacra-
mental union, the body of christ, i. e., we believe that, with the offered bread, 
there is at the same time, present [porrecto] and exhibited [exiberi], the body of 
christ.”

“(3) hence we believe that this institution of the Sacrament has validity in the 
church, and does not depend on the worthiness of the administrant, nor of the 
recipient. Wherefore, as Paul says that the unworthy also eat, we therefore believe 
that the body and blood of the Lord are truly offered even to the unworthy, and 
that the unworthy receive them, where the words and ordinances of christ are 
preserved. But such receive only to their own condemnation, because they abuse 
the Sacrament, since they employ it without penitence and without faith.”308

on monday, may 29, the Concord was signed by the south German theologians 
matthäus Alber and Johannes Schradin of Reutlingen, Jacob ottner of Esslingen 
am Neckar, Johann Bernhard of frankfurt (main), martin Bucer and Wolfgang 
capito of Strasburg, martin frecht of Ulm, Wolfgang musculus and Bonifacius 
Wolfhart of Augsburg, Gervasius Schuler of memmingen, and martin Germanus 

307 Schmid 1868, 26-27.
308 Barclay 1927, 109-110; CR 3, 75-76.

A Lutheran pastor in chasuble and alb 
elevates the Sacrament of the Altar at the 
consecration, depicted in martin Luther’s 
tract, Ain Betbůchlin unnd leßbůchlin 1523.
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of fürfeld.309 Lutherans who signed included martin Luther, Philipp melanch-
thon, Johannes Bugenhagen, Justus Jonas, caspar cruciger, Justus menius, fried-
rich myconius, Urban Rhegius, Georg Spalatin, and Dionysius melander. 

After the conference Luther sought to maintain an optimistic view of the agree-
ment and sent letters concerning it to several interested parties. Among them was 
the town council of the city of Augsburg, to which he wrote on may 29:

“At last, thank God, we are at one on all things, so far as human power can tell; 
wherefore i kindly and humbly beg you, as much as you can, to make our union 
strong and permanent. i have earnestly prayed and admonished your ministers 
to do the same, that we may not only teach the same doctrine with our mouths 
but also trust one another from the bottom of our hearts, eradicating all offence as 
true love is bound to do. if our agreement pleases you and your ministers, kindly 
inform us, as we shall tell you and others how we are pleased with the union. 
Then we will have it publicly printed, to the praise of God and the hurt of the 
devil and his members. Amen.”310

Still, in the course of time it would become evident that the Wittenberg Con-
cord was an uneasy compromise between two positions which were essentially 
different and antagonistic. The document would, in fact, accomplish its purpose 
at least in part. it would bring polemics over the Eucharist with the Swiss to an 
end for a period of almost ten years, and it would effect a reconciliation between 
the Wittenbergers and the Southern German theologians. furthermore, several 
Lutheran church bodies, including Zweibrücken and hesse-Kassel, would add 
the Wittenberg Concord to stand alongside the Augsburg Confession as their confes-
sional standard.311

The Swiss, however, would only view the Concord as an attempt to conceal 
Luther’s doctrine of the Real Presence under ambiguous definitions. Despite the 
statement that the Concord rejected the notion that the body of christ was locally 
present, it still maintained the teaching that those who approach the Sacrament 
unworthily, receive the true body and blood of christ. This would indicate to 
them that christ is present through the elements, and indeed, the document dem-
onstrates that the body and blood of christ is truly and substantially present, ex-
hibited and received with the earthly elements. This the Swiss vigorously denied.

Upon further consideration, the Lutherans as well would come to see that 
the Wittenberg Concord was not adequate to the task of expressing the Lutheran 
understanding of the doctrine of the Real Presence. it did not state explicitly that 
christ is present „in“ and „under the form“ of bread and wine, but instead it used 
more vague terminology, introducing the so-called “consubstantiation,” stating 

309 CR 3, 76-77.
310 WA Br. 7, 421; Smith 1911, 294-295.
311 Kolde 1911, 28; Deetjen 1986, 98.
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that “with” (!) the bread and wine the body and blood of christ “are truly and 
substantially present, exhibited (!) and received.” The term “exhibited” was new 
to Lutheran sacramental theology, and later Lutheran theologians would come to 
understand that it and the preposition “with” are simply too weak to carry the 
weight of the teaching of the corporeal presence of christ in the Sacrament. These 
modifications, in fact, represented melanchthon’s further movement toward the 
Swiss on the Real Presence, a position which he then would insert into his altered 
Augsburg Confession of 1540. he would so rework Article X, that it would appear 
acceptable as a whole to calvin, and to some extant even to the Zwinglians, al-
though they would hesitate to affirm any “true” presence.

Thus, it must be said that the Wittenberg Concord was itself not a substantial, but 
rather a hollow document. it could not carry the weight that it sought to carry. in the 
end it would satisfy neither the genuine Lutherans nor the Swiss. As the noted Re-
formed theologian, Philip Schaff, would later state, the Wittenberg Concord “brought 
about an artificial and short-lived armistice between Luther and Zwingli.”312

1 .5  Swiss concerns over the Wittenberg Agreement

The Swiss Reformed had no part at the meeting in Wittenberg. in fact, just three 
months earlier heinrich Bullinger, who assumed leadership of the Zwinglians after 
his death and other Swiss reformers, had composed the First Helvetic Confession. 
its origin derived from the efforts of capito and Bucer to find a middle way to 
which both Lutherans and the Swiss Reformed could agree, so that a united pos-
ition could be presented when the pope called a General council of the church. 
Among those who were involved in developing a new Swiss position were theo-
logians appointed by civic leaders in Zurich, Bern, Basel, Schaffhausen, St. Gallen, 
mülhausen, and Biel. All these delegates convened at a council in the Augustinian 
convent in Basel on January 30, 1536 with Bucer and capito in attendance. Among 
those appointed to draw up this new Swiss confession were Bullinger, oswald my-
conius, Simon Grynaeus, Leo Jud, and Kaspar megander. it was distributed, dis-
cussed, and signed by all the clergy and lay delegates present in february 1536 and 
was then published in Latin. it stated that the sacraments consisted in signs but also 
included essential gifts from God, so that in the Eucharist believers would receive 
a real communion of christ’s body and blood which strengthened their faith. This 
position, of course, fell far short of the Lutheran understanding of the corporeal 
presence of christ in the Sacrament and its fruits.313 

312 Schaff VI 1904, 572.
313 Schaff I 1919, 388-389.
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Both positive and negative results came out of the Wittenberg Concord. The po-
lemics between the Lutherans and the Reformed ceased for a time and the Smal-
cald League was strengthened. however, at the same time, the way was opened 
for melanchthon to introduce an important modification in the Lutheran doctrine 
of the Sacrament of the Altar.

The south German theologians apparently gave their own very Reformed in-
terpretation of the Wittenberg Concord for an important reason. in the southern 
towns of Ulm and constance the Wittenberg Concord met with strong opposition. 
here and elsewhere, there were calls for a congress of the cities to issue a strong 
protest against the Concord but because the towns could receive no support from 
the emperor and only the Schmalkaldic League was in the position to defend 
them, it was decided for political reasons to withdraw their opposition and as-
sent to the Concord. consequently, memmingen, Kempten, Esslingen, Eutlingen, 
Augsburg, and frankfurt (main), along with Ulm, acquiesced to the Concord. The 
Protestant population of these cities, however, was not much interested in pol-
itics, and attempts of public officials, preachers, and municipal authorities to keep 
them in the dark were unsuccessful. The people soon found out about the Wit-
tenberg Concord and its terms, and they bitterly complained that Wittenberg now 
had them under its thumb. Preacher Johann frecht of Ulm was threatened with 
hanging. Subsequently, three quarters of the population ceased to attend church. 
So too, at memmingen, Kempten, Lindau, and isny there was much dissention 
over the Concord and its terms.314 

Lutheran ceremonies were no less a problem than the Lutheran doctrines. To 
the southerners the liturgy of the Lutheran church differed very little from that of 
the Roman church and exalted the doctrine of the Real Presence of christ which 
they found abhorrent. When they came to Wittenberg in 1536 to attend the meet-
ings which would issue in the Wittenberg Concord, they attended the Lutheran 
mass. Preacher Wolfgang musculus from Augsburg was scandalized. 

“Good heavens! What a life we lead! must we then worship and fall down at 
Luther’s feet as if he were the pope? We shall simply come round in the end to 
another form of papacy!” 

Lutheran Pastor Schradin responded to this by saying: 
“What devil has ordered you to come here and worship him? Did Luther send 

after you? hear now, mr. mouse” (a pun on his name); “You’ll see greater wonders 
still; we shall soon find out which of the two is the cleverer, Bucer or Dr. Luther.”315

convinced that the medieval church was so riddled by abuses that no trad-
itions or ceremonies from it were worthy of survival, many southern German 
Protestants assured themselves that the Lutheran churches were not properly 
314 The Correspondence of Wolfgang Capito 2015, 437; Janssen V 1903, 539.
315 Keim 1860, 123; Janssen V 1903, 543.
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reformed or that the Reformation of the 
Lutheran church had been very incom-
plete. Even martin Bucer in Strasburg 
was viewed with some suspicion by 
the Swiss, because he had reformed the 
church’s liturgy there, instead of utterly 
replacing it. calvin, who was a close con-
fident of Bucer, sought to reassure Wil-
liam farel and the Geneva congregation 
in a letter, written in April 1539:

“… as to Bucer’s defense of Luther’s 
ceremonies, he does not do so because he 
eagerly seeks them, or would endeavor 
to introduce them. By no means can he be 
brought to approve of chanting in Latin. 
images he abhors. Some other things he de-
spises, while others he cares nothing at all 
about. There is no occasion to fear that he 
would be for restoring those things which 
have been once abolished; only he cannot 
endure that, on account of these trifling 
observances, we should be separated from 
Luther. Neither, certainly, do i consider 
them to be just causes of dissent.”316

calvin addressed the issue of cere-
monies to melanchthon, because of his own conviction that the Lutherans were 
still maintaining practices which were not in harmony with the Scriptures. he 
came away with melanchthon’s assurance that, although Wittenberg overdid li-
turgical practices a bit, this was not the case elsewhere in Saxony.317

316 Letters of John Calvin I 1858, 137.
317 “of late, i have plainly told Philipp to his face how much i disliked that over-abounding of 

ceremonies; indeed, that it seemed to me the form which they observe was not far removed 
from Judaism. When i pressed him with argument, he was unwilling to dispute with 
me about the matter, but admitted that there was an over-doing in these either trifling 
or superfluous rites and ceremonies. he said, however, that it had been found necessary 
to yield in that matter to the canonists, who are here the stumbling-block in the way; 
that, however, there was no part of Saxony which is not more burdened with them than 
Wittenberg, and even there much would be retrenched by degrees from such a medley. 
But he made a small reservation, to the effect that the ceremonies which they had been 
compelled to retain were not more approved of by Luther than was our sparing use of them. 
i wish that our excellent friend N. could behold how much sincerity there is in Philipp. All 
suspicion of double-dealing would entirely vanish.” Letters of John Calvin I 1858, 137-138.

Wolfgang musculus (1497-1563).  
copper engraving

(Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August Bibliothek).
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melanchthon’s response to calvin 
was not really a correct evaluation of the 
Saxon situation. minister Wolfgang mus-
culus of Augsburg and others attended 
the Lutheran Sunday chief Divine Ser-
vice at Eisenach together with others. 
They came away with the view that there 
was still many elements which were ex-
pressly Roman, and with which he found 
it necessary to disagree. he described the 
mass in Eisenach in the following words: 

“After the sermon the deacon,318 stand-
ing at the altar in priestly garb, exhorted 
the people to prayer for some particu-
larly enumerated concerns and closed 
with christ’s promise: ‘Whatever you ask 
the father.’ etc. (John 15:16, 16:23). Next 
he briefly recalled the institution of the 
Lord’s Supper, then he sang the Words 
of institution first over the bread, whereby he elevated it entirely according to 
the papistical fashion while genuflecting away from the people; then over the 
chalice, which he likewise elevated after finishing the Words of institution. When 
this was over the organ played and the choir sang the Agnus Dei (Lamb of God). 
meanwhile communion began. A deacon dressed in the usual manner adminis-
tered the chalice. Not a single man was seen going to communion, but a few little 
women were communed. following this, the deacon communed himself at the 
altar, after having first adored the bread [by genuflecting], although he did not 
do so with the chalice. This he carefully emptied and then washed with newly 
poured wine, so that nothing of the blood remained. After communion he sang 
a prayer while facing the altar. When this was finished he dismissed the people 
with a Benediction that he sang while facing them. finally, as the congregation 
left the church the choir sang Da pacem, Domine in German. And with that this 
celebration was ended.”319

The Swiss Reformed were still staunchly Zwinglian and they resisted the ef-
forts of Bucer and others to introduce the terms of the Wittenberg Concord among 
them. They did not consider themselves in need of the support of the Schmalkald-
ic League. once again Bucer chose to move into the realm of the abstract, stating 
to the Swiss that the Concord was in fact in complete agreement with the teachings 
318 Pastor secundarius.
319 Kolde 1883, 216-218; Zeeden 2012, 13.

Lutheran pastors in albs and chasubles 
administer the Sacrament (Geistliche Lieder 
und Psalmen, durch D. Martin Luther und 
andere frome Christen auffs new zugericht, 

1558; Schatz 2004).
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of Zwingli and oecolampadius, and that no one could find a word in the Concord 
which contradicted the teachings of either of these two great theologians.

This was not enough for the Swiss. in their eyes, the Wittenberg Concord plainly 
contradicted the teachings of their two great theologians. Although the Concord did 
explicitly state that the body of christ was not locally included in the bread, it still 
attested “true” and “substantial” presence, and stated that not only believers but 
also unworthy would receive the true body and blood of christ, a doctrine to which 
Zwingli or oecolampadius would never agree. The Swiss could never under any 
circumstances consent to such a document. They sent a delegation from Basel to 
Strasburg to complain to Bucer and for eight days he did everything he could to 
bring them into agreement with the Wittenberg Concord, but they refused to do so. 
Simon Grynaeus stated that Bucer was twisting Luther’s words to bring him into 
agreement with the Swiss. finally, the Swiss decided that they would write to Lu-
ther himself and ask him to detail for them his understanding of the Concord.320 
They wanted a word from Luther and sent him a copy of Bucer’s explanation over 
his own signature and along with it an up-to-date declaration of their own views.

in their letter to Luther the Swiss stated that they still affirmed the position of 
Zwingli that christ had ascended on high and was sitting at the right hand of God 
the father and would never again come to earth until the end of days. further-
more, his true body could not be received into the mouths of the communicants, 
nor could it be said that christ was present in all places. They went on to say 
that Bucer had told them that the Wittenberg Concord did not contradict their doc-
trinal position. They still maintained that the bodily ascension of christ to heaven 
meant that he was no longer present in flesh in this world but would remain on 
his heavenly throne to be received by believers who attend the holy communion 
by being received into believing hearts. They declared:

“in the Sacrament, the main thing is God’s gift, namely, the body and blood of 
christ, yea, the body which has been delivered to death for us, and the blood which 
has been shed on the cross to wash away our sins. We deny not that the body and 
blood of christ are eaten and enjoyed in the Supper as the food of souls unto eternal 
life. But this we deny, that the body of christ is eaten in itself corporeally or as flesh, 
or that he is everywhere present in his body in a corporal or natural way.”321

They could accept the Wittenberg Concord only if it could be understood in 
these terms. 

Bucer personally carried the letter of the Swiss Zwinglians to Schmalkald in 
february 1537. Unfortunately, Luther was ill and Bucer was unable to meet with 
him. Later he did meet with him on a trip to Gotha.322

320 Barclay 1927, 111.
321 Barclay 1927, 111.
322 Schmid 1868, 32.
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Luther received the letter will little enthusiasm. he stated to Bucer: 
“The best thing would be for you people to say out plainly and honestly: ‘Dear 

friends, God has allowed us to fall into error; we have been mistaken and we 
have taught false doctrine; let us now be wiser and learn the truth. … for neither 
our own nor other people’s consciences can be satisfied by cloaking or concealing 
what we know to be true. crooked paths are displeasing to God, who, respecting 
our doctrine, will call us to a strict account.’”323

Despite the Saxon elector had now changed his tone toward the Swiss, Luther 
was not quick to give them a formal response. he decided to phrase his position 
in very careful terms. furthermore, Lutheran secular authorities meeting in Sch-
malkald in february decided that they must discuss this whole matter from a 
political perspective. War with the pope and the emperor now seemed imminent 
and the elector of Saxony suggested that it might be wise to take steps to make it 
easier for the Zwinglians to accept the Wittenberg Concord.

Accordingly, on December 1, 1537 Luther wrote a friendly letter to the towns 
of Zurich, Bern, Basel, Schaffhausen, St. Gallen, mülhausen, and Biel in which he 
bore witness to his desire for union with “those who confessed the Gospel.” he 
apologized for his long silence arguing that he had been engaged in numerous 
assignments and was getting old. 

“i have been obliged, to steal away from the people, who are waiting to speak 
with me, that i might have a moment to pen these lines. i have now once more 
read your letter, and am highly rejoiced to perceive that, far removed from the 
acrimony and suspicion which formerly influenced your pastors, it is your earn-
est desire to accept the ‘concordia’ and to promote its general observance. At the 
same time, it is true, and from the nature of the case cannot be otherwise, that 
discord, which has so long and so widely prevailed, cannot be instantaneously 
healed, and leave no scar behind. for there will be some found among you, as 
well as on our side, to whom this ‘concordia,’ will appear more suspicious than 
agreeable. Nevertheless, if we both mutually endeavor to encourage the accept-
ance of these terms of peace, God will, by his grace grant that, in time, all hostile 
feeling shall be removed from the hearts of others, and the troubled waters again 
become clear at the fountain, and in the stream. it is therefore my most earnest 
request, that amongst you, all declaimers against the ‘concordia’ may be discour-
aged, and the people be instructed in the simplicity of the faith. As we will also 
strive in our preaching and publications, to preserve harmony, and to moderate 
all asperity of feeling; that we may not prove an hindrance to the union so hap-
pily established, and for which we daily praise God. may the father of all mercy 
and consolation, pour out on us, both yours and ours, of his holy Spirit, and melt 

323 Pfizer 1840, 167; WA Tr. 3, 395; Janssen V 1903, 541. 
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our hearts in christian love; and, cleansing us from all the impurities of Satan, or 
human malice, or distrust. may we live to the praise and honor of his holy name, 
and the eternal salvation of many souls.”324

in this letter he wrote not one word against Bucer, even though the Swiss had 
asked him to comment specifically on Bucer’s position. he stated instead that 
Bucer and capito were competent to clarify any remaining differences and to 
clear up any remaining difficulties. “i trust entirely to their doing it all with the 
utmost loyalty and attention.” With specific reference to the Sacrament of the 
Altar Luther stated that he did not believe that in order to be present in the Eucha-
rist christ had to descent from heaven either visibly or invisibly. he said that it 
is up to God and his almighty power to see to it that christ is present under the 
forms of the bread and wine. he said nothing about the communicatio idiomatum, 
but concluded by saying: “As to any points on which we cannot quite come to an 
understanding, it is best that we should leave them for the present, and keep on 
friendly terms together till the troubled waters have subsided.”325

The Swiss understood Luther to be saying that he had no objection to their 
acceptance of the Wittenberg Concord based on their own interpretation of it, and 
they took his words to mean that he had changed his opinion about the Sacra-
ment. in this they greatly rejoiced. in Zurich some preachers went so far as to say 
that Luther ought now to publicly renounce what he had previously said and 
written against Zwingli and Karlstadt.326 

on may 4, 1538 the impatient Swiss addressed a letter to Luther, indicating that 
they were well pleased with this new turn of events. Although they indicated that 
they intended to remain steadfast in their own confession, Luther replied that he 
was pleased that peace had been achieved. he was hopeful that should any further 
causes of offense arise, the little flock of the faithful would be lead in the true path. 
he was sure that God would most assuredly keep them from being seduced.327

The Swiss appear to have understood the acceptance of the Wittenberg Concord 
to be important for the sake of “peace and harmony” with the Wittenbergers, even 
though they still held to a different christology than that described in the Concord. 
in a synod at Bern in September 1537 both Bucer and capito defended the rap-
prochement with Luther which signing the Wittenberg Concord implied. At this 
synod a new document, entitled, Confessio fidei de Eucharistia (Confession of the Faith 
of the Eucharist) was presented which had been drawn up by calvin in consultation 
with other Reformed theologians and which had been subscribed by him, together 

324 Pfizer 1840, 167; WA Br. 8, 150-153; 
325 Schmid 1868, 33; Janssen V 1903, 541-542.
326 Hassencamp 1855, 180; Janssen V 1903, 542.
327 Pfizer 1840, 167.
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with Bucer, capito, farel, and Pierre Viret.328 This confession sought to maintain 
itself midway between Luther and Zwingli. in it calvin spoke of the fellowship 
that believers enjoy with christ, describing it as a fellowship in both the body and 
blood of christ and with the Spirit. he denied any presence of christ in the bread 
and wine because, since christ is in heaven, he cannot also be in the elements. Ac-
cordingly, it must be through the direct operation of the holy Spirit that the com-
municants experience a real fellowship with christ. 

it was calvin’s expectation that at this point Luther might himself be ready to 
compromise and accept the mediating position of this Confessio fidei. he cherished 
the hope that Luther would be able to approve this confession and come to a “cor-
rect understanding” of christology, namely, that christ’s physical body could 
not be subject to infinite extension anymore than it could be restricted to local 
presence. he said as much in a letter to Bucer on January 12, 1538:

“… Luther should not give scope to his wild fancy, about our flesh being as 
it were a graff into that of christ’s, or that of christ’s into ours, nor feign that 
christ’s body is of infinite extension, nor impose upon us a local presence: for 
there is hardly any one of those who have hitherto protested who does not sus-
pect something of this kind.”329

calvin hoped that Luther might now come to his senses and put aside his absolute 
insistence that he must be “victorious” over the Swiss, since such an attitude would 
never bring the Wittenbergers into a sincere agreement with the Swiss. To insist on the 
corporeal presence of christ in the Sacrament was, according to calvin, “an absurd-
ity” and a clear expression of Luther’s “ignorance” and his “gross extravagance.”

“if Luther has so great a lust of victory, he will never be able to join along with us 
in a sincere agreement respecting the pure truth of God. for he has sinned against it 
not only from vainglory and abusive language, but also from ignorance and the gross-
est extravagance. for what absurdities he pawned upon us in the beginning, when 
he said the bread is the very body! And if now he imagines that the body of christ is 
enveloped by the bread, i judge that he is chargeable with a very foul error.”330 

Bucer was given the task of trying to “subdue Luther to christ” and to con-
vince him that he must humble himself to his Lord instead of serving himself, 
which would, of course, be necessary for anyone striving for the truth. “Where-
fore if you have any influence or authority over martin, use it to dispose him 
to prefer subduing to christ, rather than to himself, those with whom he has 
hitherto wrangled in the most inauspicious of strifes; nay, that he himself submit 
to the truth which he is now manifestly attacking.”331

328 Greef 2008, 171-172.
329 Letters of John Calvin IV 1858, 384.
330 Letters of John Calvin IV 1858, 384-385.
331 Letters of John Calvin IV 1858, 385.
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in any case, the Swiss could not be defeated by Luther’s war of words. calvin 
went on to state that his ultimate hope was that Luther would be able to accept 
the Swiss Confessio fidei de Eucharistia. “if Luther can cordially accept of us along 
with our confession, there is nothing which i could more willingly desire.”332

1 .6  Luther’s  Atti tude concerning modifications  
of the Augsburg Confession

The wording of Article X in the Augustana had always been offensive to the 
Zwinglians because it spoke of the identity of the bread and wine with the body 
and blood of christ, and it rejected any and all contrary teachings.

“of the Supper of the Lord they teach that the [true] body and blood of christ 
are truly present [under the form of bread and wine], and are [there] communi-
cated to those that eat in the Lord’s Supper [and receive]. And they disapprove of 
those that teach otherwise [wherefore also the opposite doctrine is rejected].”333 

included among the “any and all contrary teachings” to be rejected were the 
interpretations of Karlstadt, Zwingli, oecolampadius, and Schwenckfeld. 

A colloquium to be held at haguenau in 1540 was planned to try to resolve 
differences and restore religious unity in the empire through a face-to-face debate 
between Lutheran and Roman theologians. The Augsburg Confession, the docu-
ment which united the Lutheran parties, and its Apology, which was prepared in 
1531 by Philipp melanchthon, were to be the primary subjects of the debate.

in 1531 and again in 1533 melanchthon made what he described as minor 
changes to the Augsburg Confession, and in 1535 he told several of his friends that 
he was at that time reviewing both the Apology of the Augsburg Confession and 
the Loci Communes for the purpose of clarifying their arguments.334 To friedrich 
myconius in particular he wrote: “i am revising the Apology, and am making it 

332 Letters of John Calvin IV 1858, 384-385.
333 Augustana X, 1530: “De cœna Domini docent, quod corpus et sanguis [wahrer Leib und 

Blut] christi vere adsint [unter Gestalt des Brotes und Weines], et distribuantur vescentibus 
[da ausgetheilt und genommen wird] in cœna Domini; et improbant secus docentes 
[Derhalben wird auch die Gegenlehr verworfen].”

334 Despite the fact that Augustana was the Confession of the whole church, melanchthon 
viewed the document as his own personal confession, and throughout his life he maintained 
the conviction that he had the right to make changes in it. Paul Tschackert observes: 
“Today it is regarded as an almost incomprehensible trait of melanchthon’s character, that 
immediately after the [Augsburg] Diet and all his lifetime he regarded the Confession as a 
private production of his pen, and made changes in it as often as he had it printed, while he, 
more so than others, could but evaluate it as a state-paper of the Evangelical estates, which, 
having been read and delivered in solemn session, represented an important document of 
German history, both secular and ecclesiastical.” Bente 1921, 24.
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Presentation of the Augsburg Confession before Emperor charles V at the Augsburg Diet, 1530. 
copper engraving from the beginning of the seventeenth century.

An allegorical depiction of the presentation of the Augsburg Confession before Emperor 
charles V at the Augsburg Diet in 1530, in a painting from the first half of the sixteenth 
century by Georg Balthasar von Sand, formerly displayed in St. moritz church, coburg  

(Kunstsammlungen der Veste Coburg).
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almost wholly new, ut habeat minus So-
phistices,” that is, “that it may have less 
sophistry.”335

he was really quite open about it with 
his fellow Wittenberg faculty members, 
and in a letter addressed to them on Nov-
ember 1, 1536 he wrote that he was revis-
ing the Apology for the purpose of making 
it more explicit. indeed, he asked them to 
assist him by making suggestions. “i do 
not shun your opinion nor that of Niko-
laus von Amsdorf. i have nothing in view 
except to explain most accurately what 
you teach, because i know that some per-
sons have mistaken notions about such 
great subjects.”336

melanchthon’s son-in-law, caspar 
Peucer, and Nikolaus Selnecker stated that 
this new edition of the Augustana was pre-
pared in 1538 but no copies with that date 
are extant. The earliest edition to be found 
is the 1540 Confessio Fidei Exhibita Invictiss. 

Imp. Carolo V. Caesari Aug. in Comicijs Avgvstae, Anno. M.D.XXX, printed in Witten-
berg. This came to be known as the Confessio Augustana Variata. for some years it 
was used both publicly and privately more often than the original, unaltered text.337

The Variata contains some significant changes, particularly in Article X which 
in the original edition had spoken in precise terms about the relationship between 
the body and the blood and the bread and wine on the altar. The new version left 
that relationship somewhat unclear. 

“concerning the Lord’s Supper, they teach that with (!) bread and wine are 
truly exhibited (!) the body and blood of christ to those who eat in the Lord’s 
Supper.”338

omitted were the words, “disapprove of those that teach otherwise,” and any 
the statement of the presence of the body and blood of christ “under the form 

335 CR 2, 861, 871; Richard 1898, 281.
336 CR 3, 180; Richard 1898, 281.
337 Richard 1898, 282.
338 Augustana X, 1540 “De cœna Domini docent, quod cum pane et vino vere exhibeantur 

corpus et sanguis christi vescentibus in cæna Domini.”

Title page of the Variata edition of the 
Augsburg Confession, Wittenberg 1540.
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of bread and wine.” This was altered to read that the body and blood were truly 
“exhibited” “with” the bread and wine.

The title page of the Variata edition made no mention of any changes in the text of 
the Confession. in the case of the new edition of the Apology, however, melanchthon 
stated on the title page that it was “diligently revised” (Lat. “diligenter recognita”).

The enemies of the Augsburg Confession were quick to recognize that signifi-
cant changes had indeed been incorporated in the Variata text. The first to make 
mention of these was Johann Eck. At the Diet of Worms in January 1541 he made 
public note that the text had been altered significantly. To this melanchthon re-
sponded that although the words might be different, the meaning was still the 
same. he had simply used different wording in order to clarify the original text. 
This seems to have satisfied Eck and others, and the Variata edition continued to 
be used in the discussions of the diet, although the Saxon elector insisted that his 
delegates should stick to the original text.339

Luther did not make any public statements concerning the alterations and no 
extant documents inform of his formal statements concerning them. it is known 
that he was not enthusiastic about the minor changes to the Augsburg Confession 
which melanchthon had made in 1531 and 1533 – amendments which did not 
involve any doctrinal changes. in a letter to Saxon chancellor Gregory Brück on 
may 5, 1537 Luther stated: 

“Thus master Philipp also is said to have arrogated to himself the privilege of 
changing in some points the confession of Your Electoral Grace and the other princes 
and estates, made before his imperial majesty at Augsburg, to soften it and to print 
it elsewhere without the previous knowledge and approval of Your Electoral Grace 
and of the other estates, which, in the opinion of Your Electoral Grace, he should justly 
have refrained from, since the confession belongs primarily to Your Electoral Grace 
and the other estates; and from it [the alterations made] Your Electoral Grace and the 
other related estates might be charged that they are not certain of their doctrine and 
are also unstable. Besides, it is giving an offense to the people.”340 

A few months later, in october 1537, Luther once again contacted Brück, stating 
that he was not sure “how Philipp felt about the Sacrament, for he never called it 
anything else, or indeed treated it as anything beyond a mere ceremony.” further-
more, he “had not seen him for a long time partaking of the Lord’s Supper.”341

Secondary evidence concerning Luther’s opinion of melanchthon’s changes 
can be found in martin chemnitz Iudicium de Controversiis quibusdam circa quosdam 
Augustanae Confessionis Articulos (Decision Concerning Certain Controversies About 
Some Articles of the Augsburg Confession), 1594, in which chemnitz stated that the 

339 Richard 1898, 283-284; Schaff I 1919, 241.
340 CR 3, 366; Bente 1921, 25.
341 CR 3, 427; Janssen V 1903, 543.
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edition of 1540 was employed at the religious colloquies with the previous know-
ledge and approval of Luther.342 other evidence is found in the introduction to 
the Augustana – Confessio Fidei Exhibita Invictiss: Imp: Carolo V. Caesari AVG: In 
Comitiis Avgvstae (Confession of Faith Presented to the Invincible Emperor Charles V, 
Caesar Augustus, at the Diet of Augsburg), 1577, written by Prussian Pomesanian 
Bishop Johann Wigand: “i heard from mr. George Rorarius that Dr. Luther said 
to Philipp, ‘Philipp, Philipp, you are not doing right in changing the Augsburg 
Confession so often; for it is not yours, but the church’s book.’”343 

in the course of time changes which melanchthon made to the Augsburg Confes-
sion were the cause of bitter struggles within the Lutheran community itself. Both 
the Reformed and the Roman catholics were able to make use of the imprecision of 
melanchthon’s words. This was especially true until the turbulent years of the Thirty 
Years’ War, when Roman catholic theologians and secular powers could claim that 
because of the changes in the Augsburg Confession the present day Lutherans were no 
longer entitled to the guarantees secured in the Peace of Augsburg of 1555.

Although many Lutheran princes and theologians appear to have used me-
lanchthon’s amended edition of the Augustana without any real awareness that 
the changes which he had made were substantive, some understood that the 
whole notion that a document, which had been subscribed by many, could be 
altered by one, even its author, was untenable. Elector Johann friedrich stated 
emphatically that the Augsburg Confession was no longer the personal property of 
melanchthon to be changed as he wished. it was now the property of those who 
had signed it and those who subscribed to it.344 

When at last it was made evident that melanchthon’s 1540 edition of the Augs-
burg Confession contained substantive doctrinal changes, it became clear that it was 
the original Confession, presented before the emperor at Augsburg in June 1530, 
which stood as the normative declaration and confession of the Lutheran church.

At a meeting in Naumburg in January 1561, the text of the Augsburg Confession 
became a matter of central concern. it was noted by Duke christoph of Württem-
berg that of those who had signed the original document at Augsburg in 1530 
only Philipp i of hesse and Wolfgang, duke of Anhalt-Köthen, were still living. 
it was therefore suggested that all the Lutheran princes in Germany should once 
again affirm their common agreement with the faith articulated in the Augsburg 
Confession. This would display to one and all, and especially to the papal council 
then meeting in Trent, what was the definitive faith of the Lutheran church. it 
would also serve as a rule and standard which would quiet dissentions between 
Lutheran theologians.

342 “i. De certo corpore doctrinae.” Chemnitz 1676, 4-5; Bente 1921, 27.
343 Confessio Fidei 1577, 3; Bente 1921, 25.
344 Schmid 1868, 91.
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in Naumburg the princes saw that the first thing to be done was to settle the 
question of which text was to be regarded as authoritative. The greater number of 
princes insisted that the authoritative text must be the Invariata edition, however, 
it was not clear just how that text was worded, because the original autograph 
and the official copies made at the diet were not readily available. What were 
available, were the quarto and octavo editions in Latin, which had been published 
by melanchthon in 1531. it was not clear, however, which of these printed edi-
tions was the most authentic. 

most of the princes wanted to accept the quarto edition, but friedrich iii, who 
after this conference would announce his intention to initiate a Second Refor-
mation in the Electoral Palatinate, expressed several concerns about it, because 
the text of the Apology printed with it seemed to him to advocate a sacramental 
doctrine too close to the doctrine of Transubstantiation. he preferred the Variata, 
particularly so, because the German text of the Invariata stated clearly that “the 
true body and blood of christ under the form of Bread and Wine are present in 

An allegorical depiction of the presentation of the Augsburg Confession to Emperor charles V, 
from the confessional painting in the Kasendorf church by Andreas herneisen, 1602. in the 
midst stands Saxon Elector Johann the Steadfast with the Augsburg Confession and its Apology, 
along with the princes and representatives of the free imperial cities. To the left are Emperor 
charles V and his brother ferdinand, king of Bohemia. Seated are the electors of mainz, Trier 
(deputy only), Brandenburg, the Palatinate, and cologne. Behind Johann the Steadfast stand 
the Lutheran princes who signed the Augustana: margrave Georg of Brandenburg-Ansbach, 
Landgrave Philipp of hesse, Duke Ernst i of Braunschweig-Lüneburg, Duke Wolfgang of An-
halt, and Duke franz of Braunschweig-Lüneburg. Behind them are the representatives of the 

cities of Nuremberg, Reutlingen, Windsheim, heilbronn, Weißenburg, and Kempten.
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the Lord’s Supper and are there distributed and received,” and he could see little 
difference between this and the doctrine of the pope. Although the other princes 
present now accepted a second printed edition, the octavo edition, friedrich iii 
still was emphatic in his demands that the 1540 Variata be accepted. he was able 
to present the following compromise. The Invariata might be accepted as the of-
ficial version of the Augsburg Confession but the Variata should be accepted as a 
permissible interpretation of its meaning. This concession was written into the 
preface which was composed by Elector Augustus of Saxony and friedrich iii 
himself. This preface was the cause of controversy at the conference, but after 
friedrich iii made an impassionate plea on behalf of it, the preface was accepted, 
although Duke Ulrich iii of mecklenburg-Güstrow and Johann friedrich ii of 
ducal Saxony refused to subscribe to it.345

This set the pattern for future discussions and agreements. it was clear now that 
genuine Lutherans would not be willing to accept a watered down sacramental theol-
ogy but would insist on the full Eucharistic doctrine as set down in the Unaltered Augs-
burg Confession. This position would later be firmly stated in the Solid Declaration of the 
Formula of Concord, which declared that the true position of Lutheran confessors is that 
which is set down in the Invariata Augustana of 1530 – “the first, Unaltered Augsburg 
Confession” (Lat. “Augustana illa prima et non mutata Confessio”).

“Therefore we have decided in this writing to testify publicly, and to inform 
all, that we wished neither then nor now in any way to defend, or excuse, or to 
approve, as agreeing with the Gospel-doctrine, false and godless doctrines and 
opinions which may lie concealed under certain coverings of words.346 We, in-
deed, never received the latter edition347 in a sense differing in any part from the 
former which was presented. Neither do we judge that other useful writings of 
Dr. Philipp melanchthon, or of Brenz, Urban Rhegius, Pomeranus, etc., should be 
rejected and condemned, as far as, in all things, they agree with the norm which 
has been set forth in the Book of Concord.”348

1 .7  Consensus Tigurinus  – Swiss Repudiation  
of the Wittenberg concord

By the 1540’s John calvin had come on the scene as the great french reformer 
of Geneva in Switzerland. Trained in law rather than theology calvin stated that 
he greatly admired Luther and counted himself as one of the foremost of his dis-

345 Bente 1921, 241-242; Gunnoe 2005, 43-44.
346 Reference to the Variata edition.
347 The 1540 Variata edition.
348 Triglot Concordia 1921, 17; Bente 1921, 27.
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ciples. indeed, while he was in Strasburg in the early 1540’s, working together 
with Bucer, many considered him to be a Lutheran. however, his theological 
spirit was quite different from that of Luther, especially with reference to the 
sacraments and the person of christ. he was not hesitant to approve and support 
the wording of Article X of the Augsburg Confession in the Variata edition. Writing 
to martin Schalling in 1557 he stated: “Nor do i repudiate the Augsburg Confession, 
to which i have previously subscribed, in the sense in which the author himself 
has interpreted it.”349

Even earlier, on November 13, 1554, when addressing the clergy at Zurich he 
stated his approval of the Augsburg Confession in the following clear terms:

“in a few words, my worthy brethren, here are my reasons for not being en-
tirely of your opinion respecting the Confession of Augsburg. Though it proceeded 
from Luther, which is nowise clear to me, yet the continual importunity of certain 
persons obtained of Philipp the erasure of a word from this chapter. When then 
the new edition came out, the Papists raised an outcry that we were both disciples 
of Zwingli and forgers. There was a great apprehension of disturbances, which 
God contrary to our expectations quieted.”350

Yet, again, he restated his positive attitude toward the Augsburg Confession in 
his Last Admonition, 1557, in which he declared about the Augustana:

“in regard to the Confession of Augsburg my answer is, that (as it was published at 
Ratisbon) it does not contain a word contrary to our doctrine. if there is any ambiguity 
in its meaning, there cannot be a more competent interpreter than its author, to whom, 
as his due, all pious and learned men will readily pay this honor.”351

Whether or not calvin accepted the Augsburg Confession as a whole, the Au-
gustana did play little or no role at all in his own convictions and theological 
development.352

he was inclined neither toward Lutheranism nor toward rigid Zwinglianism 
but sought to maintain a mediating position between them. The Zwinglians sus-
pected him of leaning toward the “Lutheran” doctrine of “consubstantiation.” 
They believed that he was under the influence of martin Bucer who had vacil-
lated and made concessions to the Lutherans in Wittenberg Concord. 

for his part, calvin wanted to keep to the middle way and to harmonize the 
teachings of the Swiss reformers. heinrich Bullinger, who succeeded Zwingli in 
Zurich, was at first a strict Zwinglian but then moved beyond it to an apprecia-

349 CR 37, 148; Bente 1921, 174.
350 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 91.
351 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 355.
352 it is generally assumed that calvin subscribed to the Variata as a delegate either to the 

colloquy at Worms (1540/1541) or at Regensburg (1541). however, no primary sources bear 
witness to calvin’s subscription. his 1557 statement to Schalling concerning “subscription” 
to the Variata might also mean that he “supported” or “agreed with it.” Gerrish 2004, 252.
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tion of calvin’s theology. in 1546 he sent 
calvin his manuscript on the sacraments, 
asking for his critique. calvin did so and 
sent him back a frank criticism. Through 
correspondence and a personal meeting 
in Zurich, the calvinist and Zwinglian 
parties came to a united position on the 
sacraments. 

in November 1548 the first draft of the 
Consensus Tigurinus, i. e., Zurich Consen-
sus, appeared. it consisted in twenty-four 
propositions of calvin to which were ap-
pended notes by Bullinger. calvin wrote 
a response in January 1549. This confes-
sion stated that the sacraments are not 
effective as means of grace conferred but 
that through the holy Spirit God acts 
through them for the eternal benefit of 
the elect. The benefit of the sacraments is 
that they lead one to christ and offer the 
grace of God. The result is that in Baptism 
one receives the forgiveness of sins not 
through the Baptism itself but through 
the blood of christ. So too, in the Lord’s 

Supper one eats and drinks the body and blood of christ, but not in a corporeal 
manner, “as if any mingling or transfusion of substance took place,” but “by our 
eating of his flesh and drinking of his blood, which are here figured, [christ] feeds 
our souls through faith by the agency of the holy Spirit.”353 The human nature of 
christ is not present because it is in heaven, but the holy Spirit comes to elevate 
one’s devout soul to heaven.354

in march of that year calvin furnished the Synod of Bern with twenty articles, 
but the people of Bern strongly opposed calvin’s rigorous attitudes. Their cal-
vinism came to fruition only after he died. in may 1549 calvin met with farel and 
Bullinger in Zurich and drew up the final version of the Consensus Tigurinus. its 
Twenty-Six Articles were published in both Zurich and Geneva in 1551 under the 
title: Consensio mvtva in re sacramentaria ministrorum Tigurinae ecclesiae, & D. Ioan-
nis Caluini ministri Geneuensis ecclesiae, iam nunc ab ipsis authoribus edita (Mutual 
Consent in Regard to the Sacraments Between the Ministers of the Church of Zurich and 
353 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 219.
354 Schaff I 1919, 471-472.

Title page of the Zürich Consensus of the 
1551 Geneva edition.
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Doctor John Calvin, Minister of the Church of Geneva. Now Published by Those who 
Framed It). 

in it calvin united Zwingli’s spiritualizing interpretation of the Lord’s Supper 
with his own notions concerning the spiritual presence of christ in the Supper. 
he asserted that the doctrine of the corporeal presence of the body and blood of 
christ under the bread and wine is a “perverse and impious superstition” (Lat. 
“Quare peruersa & impia superstitio”) and that any idea of the local presence of the 
body of christ should be cast aside:

“We must guard particularly against the idea of any local presence. for while 
the signs are present in this world, are seen by the eyes and handled by the hands, 
christ, regarded as man, must be sought nowhere else than in heaven, and not 
otherwise than with the mind and eye of faith. Wherefore it is a perverse and im-
pious superstition to inclose him under the elements of this world.”355

Rejected as well was a literal interpretation of the Words of christ.
 “Those who insist that the formal words of the Supper, ‘This is my body; this 

is my blood,’ are to be taken in what they call the precisely literal sense, we re-
pudiate as preposterous interpreters. for we hold it out of controversy that they 
are to be taken figuratively, the bread and wine receiving the name of that which 
they signify. Nor should it be thought a new or unwonted thing to transfer the 
name of things figured by metonomy to the sign, as similar modes of expression 
occur throughout the Scriptures, and we by so saying assert nothing but what is 
found in the most ancient and most approved writers of the church.”356

calvin saw little difference between the Lutheran doctrine of the Real Presence 
and the Roman doctrine of Transubstantiation. “for we deem it no less absurd to 
place christ under the bread or couple him with the bread, than to transubstanti-
ate the bread into his body.”357

This Consensus put to rest the controversies among the Reformed concerning 
the Lord’s Supper. The Zwinglians in Zurich, who had previously been very sus-
picious of calvin, wrote to him: “Wherefore, dear brother calvin, we cannot but 
entirely approve of your holy efforts.”358

The Consensus was accepted by the churches in Zurich, Geneva, St. Gallen, 
Schaffhausen, the canton of Grisons, Neuchâtel, and finally, also Basel. it was 
also received with favor in England, some parts of Germany, and by the french 
huguenots. only the Swiss in Bern refused to accept it.359

355 Consensio mvtva 1551, 16-17; Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 218-219.
356 Consensio mvtva 1551, 17-18; Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 219.
357 Consensio mvtva 1551, 17-18; Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 219.
358 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 203.
359 Schaff I 1919, 472-473.
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Still, calvin was able to claim that the Mutual Consent was in no way a viola-
tion of the terms of the Augsburg Confession, because he insisted that in the Lord’s 
Supper the body and blood are indeed “truly given.” The Augsburg Confession to 
which he was referring, however, was not that of 1530 which, he said, had been 
composed at a time when the confessors were fearful of persecution and torture, 
but its altered edition of 1540.

“… readers will find in our Agreement every thing contained in the Confes-
sion published at Ratisbon, and called the Confession of Augsburg, provided only 
that it be not interpreted as having been composed under fear of torture, to gain 
favor with the Papists. The words are – ‘in the holy Supper, the body and blood 
of christ are truly given with the bread and wine.’”360

The subscription to the Consensus Tigurinus was a repudiation of the earlier 
acceptance of the Wittenberg Concord. This was the effective end of any attempt to 
reach agreement with the Lutherans on Sacramental theology which had been so 
important an aim of Bucer and soon also by melanchthon. As a result of calvin’s 
Consensus Tigurinus, there was no longer any possibility of an agreement with the 
Lutherans. 

360  Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 225.
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2 .  R E E m E R G i N G  c o N T E N T i o N S  B E T W E E N 
L U T h E R A N i S m  A N D  c A L V i N i S m

in the 1550’s the influence of calvin spread beyond french Geneva and the 
rest of Switzerland to france, England, and the Low countries. Under Bucer’s 
influence the Consensus Tigurinus received favorable attention in some cities in 
southern Germany. The Lutherans initially appear to have paid little attention 
to the Consensus. most Germans were unfamiliar with calvin’s writings. in fact, 
only those who were close followers of Philipp melanchthon were able to see in 
them the development of positions close to those of their own teacher. 

2 .1  Luther’s  Renewed crit icism  
of Swiss Sacramental  Views

The Wittenberg Concord brought polemics over the Eucharist to an end for a 
period of almost ten years, but Luther reopened the Eucharistic controversy in 
1544 with a fierce attack on the Zwinglian position. 

for some two years after the Wittenberg Concord was subscribed, it appeared 
that agreement had been reached between the Lutherans and the Swiss. Luther 
wrote to Duke Albrecht of Prussia on may 6, 1538 that the disagreement with the 
Swiss over the Sacrament appeared to be coming to an end. “We are getting along 
well with the Swiss with whom we have been in disagreement on account of the 
Sacrament. … This pleases us … and disturbs the abomination at Rome; they 
[the Papists] are very much frightened by this latest news.”361 During this period 
heinrich Bullinger of Zurich also entertained the thought that complete agree-
ment with the Wittenbergers was a reality. he wrote to Luther in march 1538 that 
the time had come to form “a mutual friendship which is never to be broken.”362

Luther replied to Bullinger in a letter on may 14, 1538 thanking him for his 
recent publication on Authority of the Scripture and of the Bishops, the ministers of the 
Word of God.363 he had recently been informed about the posthumous publication 
of Zwingli’s exposition of the christian faith, a work which Luther would later 
criticize severely. for the present he was content to inform Bullinger concerning 
Zwingli of his deep sadness that he and oecolampadius had died so tragically, 

361 WA Br. 8, 215; LW 38, 281. 
362 WA Br. 8, 207-208; LW 38, 281. 
363 De Scripturae sanctae authoritate, certitudine, firmitate et absoluta perfectione, deque Episcoporum, 

qui verbi dei ministri sunt, institutione & functione, contra superstitionis tyrannidisque Romanae 
antistites, ad Sereniss. Angliae Regem Heinrychum VIII. Zürich 1538.
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and he supposed that this fate had come upon them as a result of their persistent 
errors.

“of Zwingli i will say freely that when i saw and heard him at marburg i judged 
him an excellent man, as i did oecolampadius. Their fate deeply shocked me, be-
ing, as i am forced to believe, a retribution on their obstinately held errors.”364

Until 1541 everyone had been careful to avoid writing anything which might 
contradict the Wittenberg Concord or initiate new hostilities, but at the same time 
calvin’s spiritualizing doctrine was beginning to appeal to some Wittenberg pro-
fessors.365 harmony between the Swiss theologians and Wittenberg did not last 
very long.

The Sultan’s conquest of hungary and the threat that Germany would soon 
be invaded moved Luther to write in 1541 his Vermanunge zum Gebet, Wider den 
Türcken (Appeal for Prayer Against the Turks), in which he urged the Germans to re-
pent of their sins against God by returning to his true Word, by which he had set 
them free from “bondage to the pope and idolatry.” he noted that the Germans 
were also guilty of many other sins, which had given rise to many “incorrigibly 
wicked sects and heresies,” such as false teachers like Zwingli and others:

“for as i began to say at the beginning, what cursedly evil sects and heresies 
have appeared, such as the followers of müntzer or Zwingli, or the Anabaptists 
and many others. claiming the authority of the gospel, they all teach boldly be-
cause they are now free of the power and ban of the pope and, just as they please, 

364 WA Br. 8, 223-224; Smith 1911, 295.
365 A conference was scheduled to be held in Regensburg in 1546 and Luther suggested that in 

order to spear melanchthon the time and trouble of attending, Georg major should be sent 
instead. Before he departed Luther reminded him: 

“our Professors shall be examined respecting the sacrament of the Lord!” he went to 
explain: “The meaning is exactly what the words imply; and when you return, an examination 
must be instituted, to which you and i, as well as the others, must be summoned.” 

Luther was somewhat suspicions of Dr. major’s own position and said to him: 
“You render yourself suspicious by your silence, and cloaking your sentiments; but if 

you believe as you confess to me now, then declare it publicly in the churches, and wherever 
else you are; strengthen the hands, of your brethren, and help the wandering again to find 
the right path, and gainsay these insolent spirits; otherwise your confession is a mask and 
of no value. Whoever deems his doctrine, creed, or confession to be true, and founded on 
the Scripture, cannot inhabit the same quarters, or be bound always to give the devil and 
his myrmidons good words. A teacher who is silent with regard to errors, and wishes at 
the same time to pass for a true and faithful guide, is worse than an enthusiast, and with 
his hypocrisy does greater injury than a heretic; since he is in no case to be trusted; he is a 
wolf, a fox, and a hireling; and may be expected to deny and despise every thing that others 
hold sacred; he has either a secret understanding with the enemy, or he is a vacillating 
skeptic, silly waiting to decide for christ or Belial, whichever may appear eventually the 
more popular; such a man is unworthy to be called a scholar, how much less a teacher; he 
will neither preach the word of christ, nor injure Satan and the world.” 

Dr. major accepted Luther’s words and promised that he would act accordingly. Pfizer 1840, 168.
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do things which they would not have uttered in whispers when the pope was 
supreme and powerful.”366

The earnest call for repentance was exemplified in the hymn, Erhalt uns Herr 
bey deinem Wort (Lord, Keep Us Steadfast in Thy Word), which Luther wrote at about 
that time.

Shortly before his death in battle in 1531 Zwingli wrote to King francis i of 
france a treatise which came to be titled: Christianae fidei a H. Zuinglio praedicatae, 
brevis et clara expositio, ab ipso Zuinglio paulò ante mortem eius ad regem Christianum 
scripta (A Short and Clear Exposition of the Christian Faith Preached by Huldreich 
Zwingli, Written by Zwingli Himself Shortly Before His Death to a Christian King), 
1536.367 This was yet another attack on the real presence of christ in the Sacra-
ment. Zwingli wrote of those who hold to such a doctrine that they behave like 
cannibals, and noted that such a one would love his children so much that he 
would gobble them up for dinner.

“Now, do we long to eat him physically, like cannibals? As if anyone’s love 
for his children were such that he wished to devour and eat them! or, as if among 
all men those were not adjudged the most savage who feed upon human flesh!”368 

A truly profound faith is a holier faith which is utterly spiritual in nature and is 
satisfied with a spiritual participation which feeds on christ with the heart rather 
than the mouth. Zwingli goes on to say that only such a faith is worthy of the saints 
of God, not only the prophets, apostles, and others in the Scriptures, but all the 
great heroes of the past, such as “hercules, Theseus, Socrates, Aristides, Antigonus, 
Numa, camillus, the catos and Scipios,” and all the host of Greek philosophers.369

Luther was profoundly shocked that Zwingli would speak of ancient heathens 
in such exalted terms: 

“i have become very frightened about that book, not on my account but on his 
account. … in this book he not only remains an enemy of the holy Sacrament but 
also becomes a full-blown heathen.”370

This posthumous work of Zwingli was published in 1536 by Bullinger who 
also provided a preface, commending Zwingli for his clear understanding of the 
nature of faith: 

366 LW 43, 220.
367 Christianae fidei a H. Zuinglio praedicatae, brevis et clara expositio, ab ipso Zuinglio paulò ante 

mortem eius ad regem Christianum scripta. Zürich 1536; Eyn kurtze klare sum[m] vnd erklärung des 
Christenen gloube[n]s/ von Huldrychen Zwinglin geprediget, vnd vnlang vor synem tod zu eynem 
Christenen Künig geschriben. Zürich 1537; Brieue [et] claire exposition de la Foy Chrestienne, 
annoncee par Huldrich Zwingle: [et] par luy vn peu deua[n]t sa mort escripte Au Roy Chrestien … 
Translatee de latin en Francoys. 1539. 

368 The Latin Works of Huldreich Zwingli II 1922, 256.
369 The Latin Works of Huldreich Zwingli II 1922, 271-272.
370 LW 38, 289.
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“he sets forth lucidly and briefly what true faith and pious religion are. he 
also makes answer to slanderers who defame the Evangelical faith and preaching, 
and furnishes unto all christian kings and princes a kind of complete defense of 
the true faith and religion.”371

Luther recalled that in past times he had hoped that Zwingli and his followers 
would come into agreement with Wittenberg on the doctrine of the Sacrament, as 
both sides had attempted to do at marburg in 1529. “i was quite hopeful,” Luther 
stated, “that in time the one remaining article would also be agreed upon. So, for 
several years there was among us a pause in writing against one another.”372

Now, however, in the light of Zwingli’s Christianae fidei, it was clear to him that 
the colloquy at marburg had come to nothing.

“Because Zwingli not only repudiated the marburg Agreement in this book (in 
fact, did not take the agreement seriously), but did what was worse and became 
a heathen, and yet his comrades, the fanatics, praise and honor this book (which 
also contains many other abominations), therefore, i have abandoned all my hope 
for their improvement. in fact i have ignored them to the extent that i did not 
want to write against this book nor pray for them any more, because i had seen 
that all my previous writings and admonitions, in addition to my christian love 
and fidelity demonstrated at marburg, were so badly received and would thus 
necessarily be shamefully lost.”373

in addition, Reformed minister Rudolf Gwalther of Zurich published a collec-
tion of Zwingli’s works, entitled: Opera D. Hvldrychi Zvinglii, uigilantissimi Tigurinæ 
ecclesiæ Antistitis, with an affixed preface in which he defended Zwingli against his 
opponents. Although Luther was not specifically mentioned, it was clear to him 
that he was regarded by Gwalther as Zwingli’s chief opponent. That the situation 
was deteriorating can be seen from Luther’s August 31, 1543 letter to christoph 
froschauer, printer in Zurich, who had sent him a German Bible, which had been 
undertaken by Leo Jud but which had remained unfinished at his death. Luther 
declared that Wittenbergers were no longer in communion with the Swiss:

“i have received the Bible which you have sent me as a present, and for your 
kind intentions i thank you. But, as it is a work of your Pastor’s, with whom nei-
ther i, nor the church of christ can have any communion, i am sorry that they 
should thus have worked almost in vain, and at last become the victims of perdi-
tion. They have been warned sufficiently to abstain from their error, and not so 
deplorably drag others with them into eternal destruction. But all admonition 
is in vain, we must let them go to their own place. i beg you will, therefore, in 
future send me nothing which they write, or in which they are concerned. i will 

371 The Latin Works of Huldreich Zwingli II 1922, 236.
372 LW 38, 289.
373 LW 38, 291.
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in no way participate in their abomin-
able and vicious life, but keep my hands 
clean from their impurity. i will preach 
and pray against their success, while life 
is lent me. may God of his mercy convert 
some of them, and help the poor miser-
able church at this time, to get rid of false, 
seditious preachers. Although at present 
they may laugh at these remonstrances, 
they will still one day weep, when the 
judgment of Zwingli, in whose steps they 
walk, shall come upon them.”374

Luther was also agitated by Kaspar 
Schwenckfeld, even though the Swiss did 
not consider his writings a part of their own 
unique confessions. Although Schwenck-
feld had earlier regarded himself as an en-
thusiastic follower of Luther’s teaching, he 
soon departed from him and developed 
unique teachings concerning the relation-
ship between christ’s divine and human natures. This led him to his own particular 
understanding of the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper as well, a doctrine far removed 
from that of Luther and one which moved Luther to regard him as a heretic. 

in october 1543 Schwenckfeld protested. Writing to Luther he insisted that he 
should not be classified as a heretic, since he agreed with Luther on those matters 
of faith which were essential and certainly was not in agreement with Zwingli in 
the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper. he asserted that if he were a heretic then Lu-
ther himself was also a heretic, since he had made doctrinal errors particularly in 
christology and in the doctrine of the Gospel. Luther was very clearly not pleased 
by this letter from Schwenckfeld.

Luther refused to reply to it and informed the person who had carried Schwen-
ckfeld’s letter to him that Schwenckfeld was a Sacramentarian and “Eutychian 
heretic” and a “stupid fool” besides. he was obviously “possessed by the devil” 
and did not know what he was talking about. Luther would have nothing to do 
with him at all.

“Such an abominable blasphemer, i consider unworthy to receive the notice 
of a syllable from me, either verbally or by letter. To me it is as much a matter of 
indifference, whether he and his accursed band of enthusiasts, the disciples of 

374 Pfizer 1840, 167-168; WA Br. 10, 387.

Kaspar Schwenckfeld (1490-1561). 
copper engraving by Theodor de Bry.
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Zwingli, bestow on me their praise or censure, as if i received the vituperation 
of Jew, Turk, Pope, or even the whole host of the damned. And, standing on 
the borders of the grave, i desire to leave this testimony behind me, that i have 
avoided and condemned Karlstadt, Zwingli, oecolampadius, Schwenckfeld, and 
their adherents, and all the fanatical enemies of the holy Sacrament at Zurich, or 
wherever else they may be found.”375

for his part, Schwenckfeld refused to reply to Luther’s note but made its con-
tents public, saying of it: “Therefore, i can say nothing more about Luther’s evil, 
dissolute, unreasonable words than that i must have pity on him.”376 

A further reason for Luther’s renewed criticism of the sacramental views of the 
Swiss was the malicious rumor spread by mátyás Biró Dévay, his former student 
and Lutheran pastor at Buda, hungary, who after returning from Switzerland 
began to advocate a Zwinglian understanding of the Lord’s Supper. Biró stat-
ed that the Elevation had been dropped in Wittenberg because of a new agree-
ment on the Lord’s Supper between the Lutherans and the Zwinglians. Pastors in 
Eperjes, hungary, heard this rumor and wrote to Luther for clarification.

in a letter, dated April 21, 1544, Luther expressed his surprise that Dévay had 
gone over to the Sacramentarians and he stated emphatically that no agreement 
with the Swiss had been reached and that the Wittenbergers found the Zwinglian 
interpretation of the Supper to be completely objectionable. About his own pos-
ition Luther wrote: “After writing so many confessions, i must come out with one 
more. i will do this in the very near future, and it will be my last one.”377 

375 Pfizer 1840, 168.
376 LW 38, 283.
377 History of the Protestant Church in Hungary 1854, 73; WA Br. 10, 555; LW 38, 283. 

Responding to mátyás Biró Dévay concerning the Elevation in his 1544 Brief Confession 
Luther wrote as follows:

“i hear it said that some persons have been induced to think that we are in agreement 
with the fanatics because we have permitted the practice of Elevation to be dropped in our 
churches in order that we might acknowledge that christ’s body and blood are not in the 
Sacrament, and that they are not orally received.” LW 38, 313.

in order to clarify his position concerning the Elevation Luther recalled the situation 
which had prevailed twenty or more years earlier:

“Twenty or twenty-two years ago when i began to condemn the mass and wrote 
sharply against the Papists that it was not a sacrifice or our work but a gift and present or a 
testament from God, which we could not sacrifice to God but which we should and had to 
receive from God, even as baptism was not a sacrifice but a gracious gift of God, etc., at that 
time i was indeed inclined to abolish the Elevation on account of the Papists who regarded 
the mass as a sacrifice and a work by us sacrificed to God, as they still do and have done 
up until now for over six hundred years. however, because our teaching was at that time 
new and exceedingly offensive to the entire world, i had to proceed with forbearance and 
accommodate myself a great deal for the sake of the weak, which i afterward no longer did. 
Accordingly, i let the Elevation remain because it could in fact have a valid meaning, as i 
had written in the treatise, The Babylonian captivity of the church, namely, that it was an 
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Luther responded to all this in his 1544 
treatise, entitled Kurtz bekentnis D. Mart. 
Luthers vom heiligen Sacrament (Dr. Mar-
tin Luther’s Brief Confession Concerning the 
Holy Sacrament). 

he began his Brief Confession with a 
word concerning his “impending” death 
and his wish that before his demise the 
whole matter of the Sacrament might be 
settled.

“Since my death is now imminent, i 
want to take this testimony and this hon-
or along with me before my dear Lord 
and Savior Jesus christ’s judgment seat, 
that i have earnestly condemned and re-
jected the fanatics and enemies of the Sac-
rament – Karlstadt, Zwingli, oecolampa-
dius, Stenckefeld,378 and their disciples at 
Zurich and wherever they are. … We con-
tinue to preach against their blasphemous 
and deceitful heresy daily, as they know 
full well.”379

in this treatise Luther asserted that 
“Zwingel” and oecolampadius had both “perished in their sins” and that Zwing-
li had been a “full-blown heathen,” who blasphemed the word of christ by ex-
pressing the hope that such godless heathens as hercules, Theseus, Socrates, and 

ancient custom, taken over from moses’ writings and continued among the first christians 
uninterruptedly.” LW 38, 313.

it appears then that while Luther was willing to allow the Elevation to be dropped 
because the church of Rome looked upon it as a sacrificial element of the mass, he was 
willing to see it continued in opposition to those who denied the real presence, and this was 
the position that he had earlier articulated against Karlstadt. Accordingly, he stated that:

“… if the priest would with the Elevation of the sacrament do nothing other than illustrate 
the words, ‘This is my body,’ as if he wished to express by means of his action: Look, dear 
christians, this is the body which is given for you. Thus the Elevation would not be a symbol 
of the sacrifice to God (as the Papists foolishly imagine) but an admonition directed toward 
men, to provoke them to faith, particularly since he immediately elevates the bread right 
after speaking the words: ‘This is my body which is given for you.’” LW 38, 314.

378 Luther often changed the names of his opponents to ridicule them. Schwenckfeld he 
called “Stenckefeld” (“Stinkfield”), a term which he used repeatedly throughout this Brief 
Confession.

379 LW 38, 287-288.

Dr. martin Luther’s Brief Confession 
Concerning the Holy Sacrament, 1544.
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others would be saved, even though they had neither known nor confessed christ 
or the promise of the messiah given through the old Testament prophets.380

“i say,” Luther declared, “that i would much rather let myself be torn apart a 
hundred times or let myself be burned before i would be of one mind or will with 
Schwenckfeld, Zwingli, Karlstadt, oecolampadius, and whoever else they might 
be, these loathsome fanatics, or before i would acknowledge their teaching.”381

Luther once again detailed the Zwinglian understanding of the Lord’s Supper 
and furthermore noted that he was guilty of false teachings as well. in 1528 he 
had emphatically declared: “i confess that i do not regard Zwingli as a christian, 
for he holds and teaches no part of the christian faith correctly, and has become 
seven-fold worse than when he was a papist.”382 Although Zwingli died in battle 
against Papal forces in Switzerland, Luther had never agreed that he died a mar-
tyr’s death. in fact, he entertained some doubts about the state of his soul. “There-
fore i had to despair (as i still must) of the salvation of his soul, if he died with 
such a disposition, regardless of the fact that his disciples and successors made 
him out to be a saint and martyr. o Lord God, this man a saint and martyr!”383 
in his letter to Albrecht of Prussia in April 1532 Luther expressed a doubt con-
cerning Zwingli’s salvation and asserted that he was no martyr and that it was 
unfortunate that the Roman catholic cantons had not completely suppressed the 
Zwinglian heresy. he advised Albrecht that under no circumstances should he 
tolerate the spread of Reformed theology in Prussia.384 

in the treatise Luther inveighed against almost all the leading Reformed theo-
logians. he declared them to be false “seven new holy spirits,” false teachers who 
regarded their own teachings as above those of the holy Scriptures. The first 
false spirit was Karlstadt who interpreted, “This is my body,” as though christ 
were pointing to his physical flesh and saying, “here sits my body,” as though 
the bread and the body were two separate things. The second spirit was Zwingli 
who said that “This is my body” meant that the bread signifies christ’s body. The 
third spirit was oecolampadius who offered a different interpretation, saying 
that the bread was the sign of christ’s body. The fourth spirit was “Stenckefeld,” 
who thought that the words, “This is my body,” must be disregarded, since they 
mitigated against the true spiritual understanding. According to Schwenckfeld, 

380 “here [in heaven] you will see the two Adams, the redeemed and the redeemer, Abel, Enoch, 
Noah, Abraham, isaac, Jacob, Judah, moses, Joshua, Gideon, Samuel, Phineas, Elijah, Elisha, 
isaiah, and the Virgin mother of God of whom he prophesied, David, hezekiah, Josiah, 
the Baptist, Peter, Paul; here too, hercules, Theseus, Socrates, Aristides, Antigonus, Numa, 
camillus, the catos and Scipios.” The Latin Works of Huldreich Zwingli II 1922, 271-272.

381 LW 38, 291.
382 Richard 1898, 181.
383 LW 38, 289.
384 De Wette IV 1827, 352-353.
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one must always interpret the Scriptures in a manner which is sublime and spirit-
ual regardless what the words actually say. The fifth spirit is that of those who 
interpret the Words of christ to mean, “Take, eat, that which is given to you is 
my body.” The sixth spirit says: “Take, eat. This is my body for a remembrance,” 
that is to say, this is “the remembrance of my body, which is given for you.” The 
seventh spirit is that of Johann campanus who says that the body given in the 
Supper “is a body made of bread.” This is supposed to mean: “The bread, which 
i am giving to you, is a body or substance by itself, not my living, natural body, 
but a dead, lifeless body, even as stone or wood is a body. But because it is my 
creation, therefore it is also my body which i have created.” 

And yet above all these spirits is another spirit – it is the “spirit of the devil” 
who says that “there is no article of faith at stake here; consequently, one should 
not quarrel about it, and in this matter everyone can believe what he likes.” All of 
them, Luther says, claim that the true holy Spirit is not clear enough and that it is 
left to them to say what christ’s Words really mean. 

“All these holy spirits, no matter how completely they disagree about the 
text, nevertheless are in harmony about the sublime spiritual meaning that bread 
is bread, wine is wine. Whoever does not possess this sublime understanding, 
he had better become confused and believe that bread is not bread but wood or 
stone; this would then be a serious matter.”385

The Reformed understood Luther’s words as to be an insult and an assault 
against their sacramental teachings. “i hear that Luther recently made a fearful 
verbal attack, not only on you, but on all of us,” wrote calvin in a letter to Bull-
inger on November 25, 1544. calvin suggested to Bullinger that he should not 
allow himself to be upset by Luther’s harsh remarks but rather to keep silent. 
“i now hardly dare to ask you to keep silent; for it would not be right to let the 
innocent be treated so shamefully and to deny them the opportunity to justify 
themselves; it would also be hard to say whether it would be good to keep silent. 
But this is my desire.”386

calvin could not know at that point that Luther’s “verbal attack” was the sig-
nal of a second controversy over the Eucharist. he mistakenly regarded Luther’s 
position as a “small disagreement.” Therefore, he advised Bullinger to avoid 
commenting, stating: 

“i implore you never to forget how great a man Luther is, and by what extra-
ordinary gifts he excels. Think with what courage, what constancy, what power 
and success he has devoted himself to this day to the overthrow of the reign of 
Antichrist and the spreading of the doctrine of salvation far and near. As for me, i 
have often said, and i say it again, though he should call me a devil, i would still 
385 LW 38, 297-298.
386 CR 39, 774; Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 370.
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give him due honor, and recognize him, 
in spite of the great faults which obscure 
his extraordinary virtues, as a mighty ser-
vant of the Lord.”387

Bullinger, however, could not keep si-
lent. he saw a need to defend Zwingli and 
the Zurich Eucharistic position. in march 
1545 he published in Zurich his Warhaf-
fte Bekanntnuß der dieneren der kirchen zů 
Zürych … in sonderheit aber von dem Nacht-
mal (A True Confession of the Ministers of 
the Church in Zurich … Especially with Re-
gard to the Lord’s Supper), which he meant 
to be a testimony to the orthodoxy of the 
Reformed church in Zurich.

Luther was initially hesitant about re-
plying to Bullinger’s work and wondered 
whether it might not be wise to make no 
comment at all about it. he expressed 
his hesitancy to his friend Nicolaus von 
Amsdorf in Naumburg, in a letter, dated 
April 14, 1545:

“The Sacramentarians of Zurich have 
written in Latin and German against my 
Brief Confession. As i have so often con-
demned them before, i have not decided 

whether to answer them. The men are fanatic, proud, and yet shirking; in the be-
ginning of the reformation, when i alone sweated to bear the fury of the pope, 
they kept resolute silence and watched my dangers and my success, but as soon as 
the papacy was somewhat broken they burst forth in triumphant boasting, saying 
that they owed nothing to others but all to themselves. Thus, thus does one labor 
and another enjoy the fruit of his labor. Now at last they turn and attack me by 
whom they were freed. They are a cowardly swarm of drones, skilful only to filch 
the honey others have made. Their judgment will come upon them. if i see best to 
answer them i shall do it briefly, merely reiterating my condemnatory opinion.”388 

Despite his hesitancy, Articles fifteen and Twenty-Seven of his treatise Against 
the Thirty-Two Articles of the Louvain Theologists, 1545, do contain offhanded refer-
ences to the Swiss position. in the Article Twenty-Seven Luther stated:
387 CR 39, 774-775; Schaff I 1919, 430 fn. 2.
388 WA Br. 11, 71-72; Smith 1911, 404.

Luther shortly before his death. A picture 
drawn by secretary Johann Reifenstein in a 
book belonging to melanchthon. The notes 

were added later (Meinhold 1967).
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“We earnestly believe that the Zwinglians and all sacramentarians who deny 
that the body and blood of christ are taken with the bodily mouth in the vener-
able Eucharist are heretics and estranged from the church of God.”389 

his attitude concerning the corporeal presence of christ’s body and blood in 
and under the bread and the cup, and his extraordinary reverence for the Sacra-
ment was most obviously indicated by Johann hachenburg in his 1547 treatise, 
Wider den jrrthumb der newen zwinglianer, nötige vnterrichtung (Necessary Instruction 
Concerning the Error of New Zwinglians), who described a 1542 incident at the altar 
in St. mary’s church in Wittenberg.

“A woman wanted to go to the Lord’s Supper, and then as she was about to 
kneel on the bench before the altar and drink, she made a misstep and jostled the 
chalice of the Lord violently with her mouth, so that some of the Blood of christ 
was spilled from it onto her lined jacket and coat and onto the rail of the bench 
on which she was kneeling. So then when the reverend Doctor Luther, who was 
standing at a bench opposite, saw this, he quickly ran to the altar (as did also the 
reverend Doctor Bugenhagen), and together with the curate, with all reverence 
licked up [the Blood of christ from the rail] and helped wipe off this spilled Blood 
of christ from the woman’s coat, and so on, as well as they could. And Doctor Lu-
ther took this catastrophe so seriously that he groaned over it and said, ‘o, God, 
help!’ and his eyes were full of water.”390

Later in 1545 Luther once again entertained the thought of writing a rebuff 
to Bullinger’s work, however, he did not live long enough to carry through his 
plan.391 his final word concerning Zwingli and his followers is found in a letter 
he wrote to Jakob Propst of Bremen on January 17, 1546, shortly before his death:

“i greatly rejoice at what you tell me about the Swiss writing against me so 
vehemently, condemning me as an unhappy man of unhappy genius. This is 
what i sought, this is what i wished my book, so offensive to them, to do, namely, 
to make them publicly testify that they are my enemies; now i have attained this, 
and, as i have said, rejoice at it. The blessing of the Psalm is sufficient for me, the 
most unhappy of all men: ‘Blessed is the man that does not walk in the counsel 
of the sacramentarians, nor stand in the way of Zwinglians, nor sit in the seat of 
the Zurich.’”392

calvin, who had previously been observing developments silently, now ex-
pressed his concerns in a letter to melanchthon on June 28, 1545, when he wrote 
that he was well aware of how deeply grieved melanchthon must be by the harsh-
ness of Luther’s treatise.

389 LW 34, 356.
390 Hachenburg 1557; WA Br. 10, 337; Peters 1993, 191.
391 LW 38, 284.
392 WA Br. 11, 264; Smith 1911, 405.
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“Would that the fellow-feeling which 
enables me to condole with you, and to 
sympathize in your heaviness, might 
also impart the power in some degree at 
least to lighten your sorrow. if the matter 
stands as the Zurichers say it does, then 
they have just occasion for their writing. 
… Your Pericles [Luther] allows himself 
to be carried beyond all bounds with his 
love of thunder, especially seeing that 
his own cause is by no means the better 
of the two. … We all of us acknowledge 
that we are much indebted to him. But in 
the church we always must be upon our 
guard, lest we pay too great a deference to 
men. it is all over with her when a single 
individual has more authority than all the 
rest. … Where there is so much division 
and separation as we now see, it is indeed 
no easy matter to still the troubled wat-
ers, and bring about composure. … You 
will say he [Luther] has a vehement dis-
position and ungovernable impetuosity; 
as if that very vehemence did not break 

forth with all the greater violence when all show themselves alike indulgent to 
him, and allow him to have his way unquestioned. if this specimen of overbearing 
tyranny has sprung forth already as the early blossom in the springtide of a reviv-
ing church, what must we expect in a short time, when affairs have fallen into a 
far worse condition? Let us, therefore, bewail the calamity of the church and not 
devour our grief in silence, but venture boldly to groan for freedom.”393

indeed, calvin only wrote directly to Luther once and the tone of that letter was 
very different from that of his correspondence with melanchthon. in his letter to 
Luther on January 20, 1545, he represented himself as a humble student at the feet 
of the Wittenberg Doctor. he requested that melanchthon might serve as a medi-
ator and present his letter as an indication of his modesty and respectful attitude 
toward the “most distinguished minister of christ” and his “ever-honored father.”

“To the very excellent pastor of the christian church, Dr. m. Luther, my much 
respected father … i am unwilling to give you this trouble in the midst of so many 

393 Letters of John Calvin I 1858, 466-467.

Depiction of the celebration of the Sacrament 
from a Kasendorf confessional painting. 
Listed are the most important of Luther’s 
writings concerning the Sacrament of the 
Altar, many of which were directed against 
the Swiss. Kasendorf church, painted by  

Andreas herneisen, 1602.
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weighty and various employments; but such is your sense of justice that you can-
not suppose me to have done this unless compelled by the necessity of the case; 
i therefore trust that you will pardon me. Would that i could fly to you, that i 
might even for a few hours enjoy the happiness of your society; for i would pre-
fer, and it would be far better, not only upon this question, but also about others, 
to converse personally with yourself; but seeing that it is not granted to us on 
earth, i hope that shortly it will come to pass in the kingdom of God. Adieu, most 
renowned sir, most distinguished minister of christ, and my ever-honored father. 
The Lord himself rule and direct you by his own Spirit, that you may persevere 
even unto the end, for the common benefit and good of his own church.”394

melanchthon, however, wrote back to calvin on April 17, 1545, stating: 
“i have not shown your letter to Dr. martin, for he takes many things suspi-

ciously, and does not like his answers to questions of the kind you have proposed 
to him, to be carried round and handed from one to another.”395

calvin stood at the head of the second generation of the Reformation theolo-
gians. he never met personally with Luther and Luther said very little about him. 
Luther’s remarks concerning him have come down at second and third hand and 
are not altogether consistent. There is in fact only one direct comment in writing 
about calvin. it is found in an october 14, 1539 letter to Bucer in which Luther 
said: “farewell, and please greet reverently mr. Johannes Sturm and John calvin; 
i have read their books with special pleasure.”396 The obvious reference was to 
books which Sturm and calvin had written against Jacopo Sadoleto who had at-
tempted to bring Geneva back into the papal orbit. 

in a letter to farel in Geneva, dated November 20, 1539, calvin indicated his 
great delight that Luther had evaluated him and his work positively. The letter from 
Luther to Bucer had been carried to Geneva by Johannes crato von Krafftheim, a 
local engraver who had been visiting him in Wittenberg. he related how in this 
letter Luther had instructed Bucer to salute him and Sturm whose writings he had 
regarded with great favor. calvin took this as a positive sign that Luther found 
“much of value” in calvin’s Eucharistic theology and it led him to say that those 
who disagreed with Luther really were unreasonable in their attitudes. “Now, con-
sider seriously what i have said there about the Eucharist,” he indicated to farel, 
“think of the ingenuousness of Luther: it will now be easy for you to see how un-
reasonable are those who so obstinately dissent from him.” calvin was also grati-
fied that melanchthon had written: “Luther and Pomeranus have desired calvin to 
be greeted; calvin has acquired great favor in their eyes.”397

394 Letters of John Calvin I 1858, 440-442;
395 Letters of John Calvin I 1858, 440 fn. 1.
396 WA Br. 8, 569; LW 50:190. 
397 Letters of John Calvin I 1858, 167.
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on another occasion calvin related that melanchthon had informed him through 
a messenger that “in order to irritate Luther” some individuals had shown him a 
passage in which calvin had criticized him and his colleagues. he stated that he 
was told Luther was said to have responded: “i hope that calvin will one day think 
better of us; but in any event it is well that he should even now have a proof of our 
good feeling towards him.” calvin remarked that he was not made of rock and that 
he found such a moderate statement of Luther to be quite heartwarming. “if we are 
not affected by such moderation, we are certainly of stone.”398

A very different report was given by Johannes mathesius on october 19, 1540 
when he stated that someone had told Luther that Dr. Joachim Vadian, a Reformed 
minister in St. Gallen, Switzerland, had written against Schwenckfeld. he replied: “i 
have seen the book but not read it. These books written to refute others need refutation 
themselves. Thus calvin hides his opinions on the Sacrament. They are mad and can-
not speak out, though the truth is simple. Don’t read their books to me!”399

one year later calvin made his doctrine of the Sacrament clear in his treatise, Petit 
Traicte De La Saincte Cene De Nostre Seigneur Iesus Christ (Short Treatise on the Holy Sup-
per of Our Lord Jesus Christ), published in Geneva 1541. Luther did not comment on it.
398 Letters of John Calvin I 1858, 167.
399 WA Tr. 5, 51; Smith 1911, 402.

Luther-triptych, depicting Luther as monk, preacher, and translator, 1572.  
city church of St. Peter and St. Paul in Weimar.
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2.2 The Second Eucharist ic  controversy –  
futi le  Attempts at  Reconcil iat ion

The early Lutheran confessions and Luther’s writings did not deal directly 
with calvinist Eucharistic theology which was far more complex than that of 
Zwingli, because it spoke of a “real presence of christ” not in the elements but 
“by the agency of the Spirit.” The Augsburg Confession and its Apology had from 
the beginning been intended as confessions of the ancient, apostolic, and catholic 
faith of the church to which the church must return. Luther and melanchthon 
were not interested in a new theology or a new church but only with the correc-
tion of abuses and the elimination of theological novelties over against Rome on 
the one side, and Zwingli and the Sacramentarians on the other. it was only after 
Luther’s death that Lutheran theologians would see the urgent need to address 
calvin’s theology critically and expose what they saw to be his errors.

open conflict between the Lutherans and the Swiss on Sacramental doctrine 
and christology flared up again in 1552, when calvin’s doctrine of the Lord’s 
Supper began to make its appearance in German lands.

The first Lutheran theologian to react against the teachings of calvin and the 
Consensus Tigurinus was Joachim Westphal of hamburg who began to polemicize 
against calvin in 1552. his first publication was entitled: Farrago confusanearum 
et inter se dissidentium opinionum de coena domini ex sacramentariorum libris congesta 
(Medley of Confused and Mutually Dissenting Opinions on the Lord’s Supper, Compiled 
from the Books of the Sacramentarians). Westphal listed no less than twenty-eight 
distinct interpretations of christ’s Eucharistic Words current among the Sacra-
mentarians. This, he stated, was a clear indication that the Sacramentarians were 
in error. The Lutherans, he noted, had always insisted that there was a single 
common meaning to christ’s Eucharistic Words. 

Westphal rejected the Consensus Tigurinus and particularly rejected the teach-
ings of calvin and Peter martyr Vermigli. he showed that although calvin and 
his calvinists gave the appearance of making orthodox statements, they were in 
fact, denying the real presence of the body and blood of christ under the bread 
and wine in the Lord’s Supper. Thus, calvinists were far closer to Zwingli than to 
the Lutheran position. Actually, calvin and Zwingli could be grouped together 
as Sacramentarians, and Westphal noted that in common with other Sacramen-
tarians they denied the corporeal presence of christ in the bread and wine, the 
manducatio oralis, and the literal ingestion of christ’s body either by believers or 
by unbelievers. Among these Sacramentarians he grouped together Karlstadt, 
Zwingli, oecolampadius, Bucer, Johannes à Lasco (Jan Łaski), Bullinger, martyr, 
Schwenckfeld, and calvin. he declared their errors to be “satanic.” At the same 
time he, at least by implication, included also the melanchthonians who agreed 
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with calvin’s Eucharistic doctrine with-
out formally acknowledging it.400

Westphal’s purpose was to maintain 
and promote the Lutheran understand-
ing of the presence of christ in the Sac-
rament and the oral eating and drinking 
(manducatio oralis) by all who received the 
Sacrament, faithful and unbelievers alike. 
his final purpose was to warn Lutheran 
theologians and magistrates that they 
must guard their churches against the 
“perils of calvin” and his “errant theol-
ogy.” As the famous Reformed historian, 
Philip Schaff, stated: “The controversy of 
Westphal against calvin, and the subse-
quent overthrow of melanchthonianism, 
completed and consolidated the separa-
tion of the two confessions.”401

calvin’s first reaction was to refuse 
to react at all to Westphal’s criticisms, as 

though they were of little significance. however, in 1553 Westphal again published 
a strongly anti-calvinist writing, entitled: Recta fides de coena Domini, ex verbis apos-
toli Pauli et evangelistarum demonstrata ac communita (Correct Faith Concerning the 
Lord’s Supper, Demonstrated and Confirmed from the Words of the Apostle Paul and the 
Evangelists). here, once again, he appealed to the literal meaning of the Words of 
christ, as recorded by the apostle and the evangelists, and again warned all who 
followed Luther’s teaching that they must save the sound doctrine of their teacher 
from the attacks of calvin and his associates, who would use every means at their 
disposal to subvert the Lutheran doctrine of the Real Presence.

This publication provoked calvin to respond. furthermore, he felt that he 
could no longer keep silent because his disciple, Johannes à Lasco, had received 
such a poor reception when he arrived on the continent from England and sought 
refuge in Lutheran territories. 

Johannes à Lasco had been the leader of the Reformed congregation in Lon-
don during the reign of young King Edward Vi, and it was in London that he had 
produced his famous Forma ac Ratio in 1550 as a directory for worship and disci-
pline in refugee congregations. he wholeheartedly subscribed to the Consensus 
Tigurinus when it appeared in 1552. he had found it necessary to flee when Queen 
400 Schaff I 1919, 280.
401 Schaff I 1919, 280.

Joachim Westphal (1510-1574).
copper engraving (Höck 1900).
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mary, a staunch Roman catholic, came to 
the throne in 1553 and began her bloody 
reign. À Lasco, along with 175 members 
of his London congregation, sought per-
mission to settle in Denmark.402 initially 
the king extended his hospitality to him 
and his congregation but when it became 
evident to Joachim Westphal and Bugen-
hagen that his doctrinal position was in-
imical to the Lutheran faith, this hospital-
ity was quickly withdrawn. in a letter to 
à Lasco in may, 1554, calvin described 
the Lutherans as “intolerant” and was 
greatly vexed by what he described as 
“the cruel conduct” received by à Lasco 
in Denmark. “Good God! – so much in-
humanity in a christian people, that the 
sea itself was merciful in comparison!.”403

Although previously he had expressed 
his admiration for the king of Denmark, 
he stated that now he had been forced to 
change his opinion: 

“The more i had celebrated his humanity, the bitterer is my disappointment to 
find, that his mild temper had been so much exasperated by these intermeddling 
busy bodies, whose perfidy is no less detestable than their cruelty, for it was their 
duty rather to have appeased him supposing he had been irritated. But a diabol-
ical fury it would seem has seized upon all that maritime region; the contagion 
has spread into Saxony and the adjoining countries to such a degree, that they 
know neither bounds nor shame in venting their rage on us. A most delectable 
spectacle, you may be sure, to the Papists!” 404

Subsequently, à Lasco found the same inhospitable situation in hamburg, Lü-
beck, and Rostock. he settled finally in frankfurt (main), where he established a 
congregation for Belgium refugees, the worship and confession of which received 
the authorization of the city council. it was here that he published his Forma ac 
Ratio in 1555. À Lasco dedicated this church order to Sigismund ii Augustus, the 
King of Poland-Lithuania, and sent it to him with a letter of recommendation 
from melanchthon!

402 Bente 1921, 181.
403 Letters of John Calvin II 1858, 41.
404 Letters of John Calvin II 1858, 41.

Johannes à Lasco (1499-1560).  
copper engraving, 1720.
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Because of the tone of Westphal’s 
writings and his concern that à Lasco 
was being ill-treated by the Lutherans, 
calvin saw that it was necessary for him 
to defend his doctrine of the Sacraments 
against the Lutherans. he did so in a 
treatise, published in Geneva in 1555, De-
fensio sanae et orthodoxae doctrinae de sac-
ramentis (Defense of the Sound and Ortho-
dox Doctrine Concerning the Sacraments 
and Their Nature, Power, Purpose, Use, and 
Fruit which the Pastors and Ministers of the 
Churches in Zurich and Geneva Before This 
Have Comprised into a Brief Formula of the 
Mutual Agreement), Geneva 1555.405 

This treatise appeared first in french 
in order to make the people acquainted 
with the nature of the emerging contro-
versy between the Lutheran and calvin-
ist positions. it appeared in three parts, 
the first of which was a letter of dedica-
tion to other Swiss churches. The second 
was a defense of the Consensus Tigurinus 

and the third consisted in the text of the Consensus.
in his dedicatory letter To the Pastors of the Town and Territory of Zurich, of Bern, 

Basel, Schaffhausen, Chur, and All the Canton of Grisons, of St. Gallen, Biel, Mülhau-
sen, and Neuchâtel, His Well-Beloved Brethren and Servants of Jesus Christ, written 
on November 28, 1554, calvin never mentioned Westphal by name, although it 
was clear to all that the figure that he fashioned was indeed that of Westphal. he 
characterized him as a “foolish doctor” who from the beginning had been looking 
for a fight. in the french dedicatory statement he declared: 

“This vain and foolish doctor, who has published a wretched work against 
the Sacramentarians, although we know better than he how to defend the sacra-
ments, speaks also against our ‘Consensus,’ as if we contemplated in that docu-
ment, not the Sacrament, but an empty sign.”406

405 Defensio sanae et orthodoxae doctrinae de sacramentis, eorumque natura, vi, fine, usu, et fructu: 
quam pastores et ministri Tigurinae Ecclesiae et Genevensis antehac breui Consensionis mutuae 
formula complexi sunt, 1555.

406 Brieve resolution sur les disputes qui ont este de nostre temps quant aux Sacremens, contenant 
l’approbation de l’Accord faict par ci devant entre les ministres et pasteurs des Eglises de Zurich et 
Geneve, touchant la nature, vertu, fin, usage & fruict des Sacremens: pour monstrer que ceux qui 

John calvin’s Defense of the Sound and 
Orthodox Doctrine, 1555.
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in the Latin text of the same work he referred to him as a “calf,” stating: 
“This calf afterwards cites our own words, in which we openly confess, that 

the body of christ is actually communicated to the faithful. he answers, that we 
speak only of a spiritual eating. What then? he would like, i suppose, to make it 
appear that the flesh of Jesus christ may be eaten like the flesh of the oxen on his 
farm. christ has a real natural body, as it was once offered upon the cross: and 
this is daily presented to us in the Sacrament.”407

calvin’s treatment of Westphal’s position was very condescending and from 
that point on the controversy would always be personal and exhibit strong hostil-
ities. he was in the habit of referring to those opposed as “dogs,” and those who 
opposed him in definite terms he referred to as “mad dogs” which barked, and 
bit, and snarled. To him Westphal was one member of this pack of “mad dogs.”

“is he not like a foolish dog, which bites at every stone that lies in his way? This 
confusion-counselor pretends that we are guilty of trickery; that we deceive the sim-
ple, by speaking of a spiritual eating. in the same manner this fine champion of the 
faith shows, that we are all at variance with each other in our views. he has thereby 
done us a service; for nothing can more plainly prove that we are agreed, since all our 
views tend to the same end, namely that the mystery is figuratively exhibited. Even 
the Apostles differ in their words, but this man supposes that we differ in sense. Some 
may indeed seem to contradict each other; but the church-fathers and the Apostles 
express themselves in various ways on the mystery of the sacrament.”408

furthermore, although Westphal had a head, according to calvin, he clearly 
had no brain in it: 

“You see, what grounds this brainless man has for fabricating thunderbolts in 
his chamber to set, if possible, all Europe in a blaze. in one place he asserts, that 
the words of christ are perfectly clear and need no commentary, when he says 
that the bread is his body; but that he said this figuratively, which yet does not 
lessen the truth, that the bread is indeed the body of christ.”409

finally, it was clear to calvin that Westphal was a “schismatic” who desired to 
tear apart the church. he noted that Zwingli, oecolampadius, and Bucer had all 
agreed to the Consensus Tigurinus, but Westphal dared to speak against it. 

“it is the property of Satan to slander, to darken the light; and as the father 
of contention, to destroy peace, and break the unity of the faith. Such being the 
characteristics of this babbler, nothing remains for us but to designate him a child 
of the devil.”410

en mesdisent sont gens escervelez, qui ne cherchent qu’a obscurcir ou pervertir la bonne & saine 
doctrine, 1555. CR 37, 1ff.; Henry 1849, 280. 

407 Defensio 1555, 6-7; Henry 1849, 280-281; CR 37, 7-8; Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 206.
408 Henry 1849, 281; CR 37, 9-10; Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 208.
409 Defensio 1555, 8-9; Henry 1849, 281; CR 37, 9-10 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 209.
410 Henry 1849, 281; CR 37, 11-12; Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 211.
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calvin reiterated his theological position concerning the person of christ, 
which had already been included in the Consensus Tigurinus, but he devoted more 
space to a consideration of the connection between his christology and his views 
of the Lord’s Supper and Baptism. he understood the relationship between the 
divine and human natures of christ to be a spiritual communion, and so too, to 
him the holy communion represented a spiritual communion between christ 
and his people. This Sacrament and holy Baptism as well were to be understood 
to be as signs (sigila) which confirm and build up faith, but it is the holy Spirit 
himself who is to be seen as the proper sign. Therefore, this ruled out as unneces-
sary any doctrine of manducatio indignorum or manducatio impiorum, for only the 
elect could receive any effect from the sacraments. At the same time it must be 
understood that those who spiritually commune with christ in the Supper are 
already in communication with him through faith. consequently, the significance 
of the sacraments, which was so important in Lutheran theology, was rendered 
far less significant for the Reformed. furthermore, calvin as always strongly in-
sisted that the body of christ is in heaven at the right hand of the father and 
therefore could be on earth in the sacrament. This indicated that his local, spatial 
view of heaven was far different from the Lutheran understanding of heaven.

“christ, insofar as he is a human being, is not to be sought elsewhere than in 
heaven, and he is not to be sought differently from how intelligent faith perceives 
him to be in the mind. it is therefore perverse and an impious superstition to in-
clude christ under the elements of this world.”411

calvin sent his manuscript to Bullinger and also later to Bern and Basel, so 
that it would be regarded as an unanimous agreement of the churches of Zurich, 
Bern, Basel, and Geneva. Zurich complained that calvin was too hard on West-
phal and not hard enough on Luther, and calvin subsequently made some minor 
alterations in the text but he was unwilling to remind his readers of the agreement 
to which the south German Evangelicals and Luther had come in Wittenberg in 
1536. calvin also had some problems with the Geneva city council which wanted 
to make changes in his manuscript. This infuriated him to the extent that he wrote 
to farel that he would not publish anything else in Geneva.412

By means of his Defensio calvin entered the fray between Lutheran and Re-
formed theologians, particularly with reference to the Sacrament of the Altar. it 
was now clear that reconciliation was beyond reach.

in 1555 Westphal published three more books in support of the doctrine of the 
Real Presence of christ in the Sacrament. This included a selection of opinions of 
St. Augustine, Collectanea Sententiarvm Divi Avrelii Avgvstini Episcopi Hipponensis 
de Cœna Domini (A Collection of the Opinions of Aurelius Augustine, the Bishop of 
411 Defensio 1555, 17-20; Haga 2012, 123; Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 218-219.
412 Greef 2008, 178-179.
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Hippo, Concerning the Lord’s Supper). The second was concerned with the nature 
of the presence of the body and blood of christ in the Sacrament: Der rechte unge-
fälschte Glaube von dem hochwürdigen Sakrament des wahren Leibs und Bluts unseres 
Herren Jesu Christi (The True, Unfalsified Faith Concerning the Venerable Sacrament of 
the True Body and Blood of Our Lord Jesus Christ), Nuremberg 1555. The third was a 
defense against calvin’s insults and proofs that the calvinists were agreed only 
in their denial of the real presence of christ in the Sacrament: Adversus cuiusdam 
Sacramentarii Falsam Criminationem, Ivsta Defensio Ioachimi Vuestphali (A Just De-
fense Against the False Accusation of a Certain Sacramentarian, Presented by Joachim 
Westphal). 

Bremen Pastor, Johannes Timann, in that same year read Westphal’s Farrago 
and came to look upon it as casting great light on the religious situation in his 
city. Timann had long suspected that cathedral preacher Albert hardenberg, 
a friend of melanchthon, held a Zwinglian doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, and 
in 1548 hardenberg was forced to write a Sententia in which he stated that “the 
whole christ, God and man, was present with all his gifts as content and sub-
stance [materia et substantia].”413 in answer to hardenberg and those who shared 
the theological opinions of the Consensus Tigurinus, Timann wrote in 1555 a 600 
page treatise, entitled: Farrago Sententiarvm Consentientivm In Vera Et Catholica doc-
trina, de Coena Domini (Medley of Opinions Agreeing in the True and Catholic Doctrine 
Concerning the Lord’s Supper, which the Churches of the Augsburg Confession Have 
Embraced with Firm Assent and in One Spirit According to the Divine Word).414 in it he 
warned about the introduction of “new satanic opinions” by a seemingly “peace-
ful people.” he devoted himself to defending the doctrine of christ’s corporeal 
presence in and under bread and wine in the Eucharist and by drawing attention 
to the many contradictions common among Reformed theologians.

At this point calvin determined that he must once again enter the controversy. 
in a letter to martin Sidemann, humanities professor at the University of Erfurt, 
sent on march 14, 1555, he stated that he still held a much higher view of Luther 
than of Luther’s disciples. he wrote that he wished Luther were still alive, be-
cause although he could become very agitated when dealing with the Swiss, his 
irritation was nothing in comparison to the “violence and anger” of his followers:

“Would that Luther were alive now. for though his vehemence in the conduct 
of the Sacramentarian cause, always exceeded the bounds of moderation, yet it 
was nothing to their violence and phrensy. … they do not possess a single one 

413 Haga 2012, 124.
414 Farrago Sententiarvm Consentientivm In Vera Et Catholica doctrina, de Coena Domini: quam firma 

assensione, & uno spiritu, iuxta diuinam uocem, Ecclesiae Augustanae confessionis apmlexae sunt, 
sonant & profitentur, 1555.
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of Luther’s virtues, by their lusty bawling 
they give themselves out for his genuine 
disciples.”415 

it was becoming evident to calvin 
that he had overestimated the strength 
of Westphal’s party and the influence of 
melanchthon in the church after Luther’s 
death. The silence of melanchthon in the 
controversy led some Lutherans to sus-
pect that he was leaning toward calvin-
ism and this brought with it open criti-
cism. Still, calvin was convinced that he 
was now ready to defeat the Westphal 
group’s “ignorance, barbarity,” and 
“disgusting arrogance,” for “they do not 
spare even Philipp [melanchthon].”416

he answered these attacks with a 
second defense: Secvnda Defensio Piaæ Et 
Orthodoxæ De Sacramentis Fidei. Contra 
Ioachimi Westphali calumnias (Second De-
fense of the Pious and Orthodox Faith in the 
Sacrament Against the Calumnies of Joachim 
Westphal), published in Geneva in 1556. 
he dedicated this work to “all ministers 
of christ who cultivate and follow the 

pure doctrine of the Gospel in the churches of Saxony and Lower Germany.”417 
he stated emphatically that he had no interest at all in fighting against them; 
his only concern was to defend himself against the libelous attacks of Westphal, 
who was “disturber of the peace” and one who interfered in matters which did 
not concern him. if one were to throw in his lot with Westphal and follow him, 
he would in fact “disregard these many pledges of sacred unity, and this concert 
which has visibly been sanctioned by heaven, and plot disunion among those 
who are fighting ill the same service, is a not less cruel than impious laceration of 
the members of christ.”418

in it he directly attacked Westphal’s work in what he himself called a manner 
somewhat more harsh than usual. “i see that i have been a little more violent than 

415 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 159.
416 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 160.
417 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 246.
418 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 251.

John calvin’s Second Defense of the Pious 
and Orthodox Faith, 1556.
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i had intended,” he wrote to Bullinger on January 23, 1556.419 he excused himself 
by saying that he was only doing so because he desired to promote unity.

 “if i have treated him harshly, and used strong expressions in some passages, 
you must consider, according to your wisdom, how he has goaded me to this. his 
book appears written with no other object but that of casting us down to hell, and 
overwhelming us with curses. What could i do otherwise than act according to 
the proverb, ‘The bad ass must have a bad driver to prevent his wrath having too 
much its own way?’”420

Westphal later curtly stated that calvin had treated him in a cavalier manner 
far worse than he treated “the Anabaptists, Libertines, and Papists.”421

calvin’s supporters, of course, supported his explanation and stated that some-
times it is necessary to use stern measures to bring down the “arrogant and proud.” 

in the Secunda Defensio he stated what he understood to be basic and funda-
mental to the dispute. he stated that Westphal was claiming that he taught that 
nothing was received by the mouth excepting only the sign of the Sacrament. 

“When he imputes it to me as a crime, that i teach that nothing is received 
by the mouth but the sign, i am so far from refusing to take it so, that i am will-
ing that the whole controversy shall be decided on these terms. ‘The ground of 
Westphal’s quarrel with me is revealed and laid open by this one word; for he 
acknowledges none as brethren but those who come with mouth and stomach to 
devour christ.’”422

calvin went on to say that surely none could receive benefit from the Sacra-
ment who denied the presence of the life-giving flesh and blood of christ. his 
objection was that Westphal insisted on wording which spoke of the corporeal 
presence of the flesh and blood of christ.

“i deny not, indeed, that those who exclude the substance of vivifying flesh 
and blood from the communion, defraud themselves of the use of the Supper. i 
only object, that things devised by Westphal’s own brain are made a ground of 
charge against us.”423

Building upon his spiritual interpretation, calvin stated that christ dwelling 
in believers raises them up to himself and transfuses “the life-giving vigor of his 
flesh” into them, just as they “are invigorated by the vital warmth of the rays of 
the sun.” While remaining in heaven he descends to believers by his virtue.

it must be understood, calvin stated, that the risen and ascended christ is 
now endowed with celestial glory, while at the same time in substance his body 

419 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 248.
420 Henry 1849, 285.
421 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 346; Tulloch 1860, 133.
422 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 285.
423 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 285.
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remains the some body as before. By the body which was hanged on the cross 
the souls of believers are invigorated in the spiritual life in the same way that a 
natural body is invigorated by natural bread. “But as distance of place seems to 
be an obstacle, preventing the virtue of christ’s flesh from reaching us, i explain 
the difficulty by saying, that christ, without changing place, descends to us by his 
virtue.” “i again, leaving christ in his heavenly seat, am contented to be fed with 
his flesh by the secret influence of his Spirit.”424 

calvin’s important argument is that “the reality is conjoined with the signs,” 
that is, “the virtue of the Sacrament,” rather than with the substantive flesh of 
christ. Still, he insisted, that “it will not be a bare sign if it is not devoid of virtue 
and effect,” and “so far as spiritual effect goes, we become partakers of the body 
of christ not less truly than we eat bread.”425

Against Westphal, calvin stated that any notion of a local presence was a 
“gross fiction.” christ is present in the Supper “because the minds of believers 
(this being an heavenly act) are raised by faith above the world, and christ, by 
the agency of his Spirit, removing the obstacle which distance of space might 
occasion, conjoins us with his members.” By this means christ’s merits are ap-
plied and souls of believers “receive nourishment from the very body of christ 
in the same way as the body eats earthly bread.” it cannot be objected that this is 
impossible if the body of christ is not really and substantively present. Actually, 
“a true and real communion … consists in our ascent to heaven, and requires no 
other descent in christ than that of spiritual grace.” Against Westphal, who mis-
takenly accepted the “papist view,” calvin insisted that it is not local presence of 
the body of christ that is important but rather the energetic working of the Spirit 
who raises believers to him. “it is not necessary for him to move his body from 
its place in order to infuse his vivifying virtue into us.” “We teach that christ is 
to be sought by faith, that he may manifest his presence; and the mode of eating 
which we hold is, that by the gift of his Spirit he transfuses into us the vivifying 
influence of his flesh.”426

on this basis calvin realized that he could completely reject Westphal’s in-
sistence that the flesh of christ could not vivify unless the substance of it is de-
voured. “our crime then is, that we do not open our arms to the embrace of such 
a monster.” Westphal, for his part, had stated that were the body and blood of 
christ not truly and substantially present, it must be inferred that they are absent. 

furthermore, Westphal insisted that calvin’s interpretation was a clear viola-
tion of the words of Scripture, because he was teaching that nothing is received 
by the mouth excepting the sign, but calvin again stated that in order for one to 

424 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 280.
425 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 280.
426 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 281-282.
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gain possession of christ, he must be sought in heaven above. it is true, of course, 
that by virtue of his Spirit and his divine essence he fills heaven and earth, but he 
also unites christians with himself in his single body in such a manner that his 
flesh, which remains in heaven, is at the same time the food of believers. 

“Thus i teach that christ, though absent in body, is nevertheless not only 
present with us by his divine energy, which is everywhere diffused, but also 
makes his flesh give life to us. for seeing he penetrates to us by the secret influ-
ence of his Spirit, it is not necessary, as we have elsewhere said, that he should 
descend bodily.”427

calvin further insisted that Westphal would allow only a carnal presence of 
the flesh of christ and could not allow that christ could at one and the same time 
wholly remain in heaven while at the same time descending upon believers to de-
liver his virtue. he facetiously declared that Westphal “insists on bringing christ 
down from heaven, as Numa Pompilius did his Jupiter.”428 

he complained that Westphal was engaging in name calling when he called 
him a “Sacramentarian” because such was not the case. “if any sincerely and dis-
tinctly teach that the flesh of christ is set before us to be eaten by us, i, too, am of 
the number.” however, calvin went on to say that by this he meant that “christ 
overcomes the distance of space by employing the agency of his Spirit to inspire 
life into us from his flesh.” 429 

calvin claimed that this was a far more respectful and honorable way of 
speaking and thinking of christ than Westphal’s insistence that christ’s “flesh 
and bones” must be popped into his mouth and make their way into his stomach. 
“Nay, rather, instead of dragging the body down from heaven, we believe that it 
is given to us so as to nourish and invigorate our souls unto spiritual life.”430

christ’s body, according to calvin, was from the days when he was in the 
womb of the Virgin mary enclosed in local space. So it was also when that body 
was on the cross and laid in the tomb. he calls absurd the teaching that christ’s 
“heavenly and glorious body” is everywhere invisibly present. his answer to this 
was that the body was glorious at the time when Savior gave it to the disciples to 
be felt and seen. he went on to say that the reason for his denying that the body 
is “concealed under the bread” was not that he was “not properly enclosed by 
place” but because “superior to all elements he dwells beyond the world.” No 
physical body could be more than at one place at a time, he contended.431 

427 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 285.
428 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 286.
429 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 287.
430 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 288.
431 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 290.
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he went on to state that Westphal 
spoke much about the transfusion of 
substance and made the claim that cal-
vin regarded the “faith of the church 
as the dream.” This an audacious state-
ment came from the mouth of the man 
who “should have learned better from 
Luther.” if the substance were indeed 
transfused into believers, calvin said, it 
would thereby be defiled by human im-
purities. he was thankful that Westphal 
at least correctly described his teaching 
that the flesh of christ is not transfused 
into believers, nor placed in the bread or 
conjoined with it. “my sure and simple 
defense, is, that to the giving of the body, 
its presence is not at all requisite: for as i 
have already explained, the obstacle aris-
ing from distance of space is surmounted 
by the boundless energy of the Spirit.” 

he rejected Westphal’s insistence that 
he had “shut up christ in heaven, just as Zwingli did.” Although Westphal mis-
quoted him and Zwingli as well, according to calvin, it had to be understood that 
they and their followers put their confidence in the promise of the Son of God to 
give his body and this they insisted on even if christ’s corporeal presence could 
not be affirmed. “The Son of God promises to give his body, and we at once give 
full credit to his word.”432

calvin also could not agree with Westphal’s insistence that unbelievers, that 
is, fornicators, perjurers, poisoners, robbers, those guilty of great wickedness and 
half-heathen, who bring to the supper their own defilements and superstitions, 
receive the true body of christ. “These men prostitute christ’s sacred body to 
him” and they leave the table instead with “nothing but bread and wine.”433 

Westphal further contended that calvin made void the Supper, because he 
sent “unbelievers empty away,” to which calvin replied that the free gifts that 
God offers for eternal life can only be received by faith, so that it therefore makes 
sense that only those who have faith can receive them, since “believers alone are 
partakers of christ and his spiritual blessings.” it is, of course, true, according to 
calvin, that human unbelief “does not overthrow the faith of God, because the 
432 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 297.
433 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 298.

John calvin at the age of fifty-three, by 
René Boyvin, 1562 (Bibliothèque de Genève).
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sacraments always retain their virtue; that thus, on the part of God, nothing is 
changed, whereas, in regard to men, every one receives according to the measure 
of his faith.”434

calvin also disagreed wholly with Westphal’s contention that it is the Word of 
God rather than the faith of the believer which makes the Sacrament. “Were i to 
grant this,” calvin stated, “it does not enable him to prove that christ is prosti-
tuted indiscriminately to dogs and swine that they may eat his flesh.”435 Westphal 
further noted that “when faith is added to the word, the fruit of the sacrament is 
received.” To calvin this was the same as saying that one could possess christ 
without faith and yet by faith also receive his blessings, “thus making christ in-
ferior to his gifts.”

calvin was willing to admit that Luther had disagreed with him and other 
Reformed theologians with regard to the “substantial eating,” but in the heat of 
the argument, he said, that Luther said too much and exceeded “the limits of just 
moderation.” he went on to note that although Luther had disagreed with him, 
he had never addressed him on this issue as a matter of respect. 

“i say nothing as to his insisting so strongly that Luther was alike the enemy 
of all who denied the substantial presence of christ in the Supper. This will do 
me little prejudice, as all know the excessive heat which Luther showed in plead-
ing this cause. And yet in private so far was he from wishing to be my enemy, 
that though not ignorant of my opinion, he declined not to address me in his own 
hand in terms of respect, (reverenter).”436

Westphal had further objected that the Reformed had abolished laudatory 
communion ceremonies. calvin replied to this that Westphal was contending for 
meaningless and trivial ceremonies, such as lighted candles in the daytime and 
other traditional matters which were hardly worth fight about. he regarded these 
matters as wholly insignificant and stated that Westphal emphasized them only 
for the purpose of stirring up dissention between the churches.

“o ishmael, thy hand is against every man, and every man’s hand against 
thee. The more praise Luther deserves for magnanimity, in not hesitating, single-
handed, to attack the whole Papacy, the more detestable is thy moroseness in 
seeking materials for dissension among the people of God in very trifles.”437

furthermore, against Westphal’s complaint that children were being allowed 
to die without Baptism, calvin insisted that the children of believers derived 
grace from them without Baptism. “Either Westphal must remain dumb, or the 
only defense that can avail him is, that the grace which was offered in the person 

434 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 303.
435 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 303.
436 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 308.
437 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 319.
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of their parents is common to them.”438 in addition, “if the salvation of infants is 
included in the element of water, then the covenant, by which the Lord adopts 
them, is made void.”439

So too, there could be no need for the sick and dying to receive communion, 
because the Supper was not to be turned into a parade or parody, and it should 
be celebrated only in the congregation. “… nothing is less accordant with the doc-
trine of our heavenly master than that the bread should be carried about in pro-
cession like cakes in a fair, and then that one individual should receive in private 
and eat apart, disregarding the law of communicating, pious and learned men 
were from the very first much averse to private dispensations of the Supper.”440 
calvin stated as well that there should be no absolution because absolutions were 
papist in nature. in any case, absolutions could be included in various services 
but must not be made binding on the conscience. 

he went on to defend the Reformed numbering of the Ten commandments 
with the separate condemnation of idolatry in the Second commandment as the 
only correct numbering. 

“That the Ten commandments are rightly and regularly divided by us, we 
have shown by solid and clear arguments: we have also the support of antiquity. 
Westphal and his party, to keep the commandment which distinctly prohibits 
idolatry in the shade, improperly make two commandments of the tenth: and yet 
on this occasion he hesitates not to throw the blame of schism upon us.”441

calvin also defended the abolition of saints days and marian days as not 
primitive. 

“Let Westphal, then, celebrating the martinalia with the Papists, join them in 
singing out the Gospel and Epistles according to the form prescribed in the mass, 
provided we be at liberty to arrange the doctrine of the Gospel as the Apostles 
delivered it to us for the use of our people.”442

in answer to the reminder that Luther had observed such days and included 
them in the postils, calvin excused Luther for doing so by saying that he was 
merely going along with current customs. 

he evoked the spirit of Luther in support of his own position, stating that Lu-
ther’s words and practices were being misused. 

“o Luther! how few imitators of your excellence have you left, how many apes 
of your holy boasting! it is not wonderful that this expression was ever and anon 
in the mouth of him who could not fight boldly for christ without despising all 

438 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 319.
439 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 320.
440 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 320.
441 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 322.
442 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 323.
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the powers of the world. Now, when the same sound comes from drones, who are 
only disturbing the hive, it is absolutely insufferable.”443

if calvin thought that his second defense would silence the genuine Luther-
ans, he was very much mistaken. Westphal himself wrote three further tractates in 
1557 refuting calvin’s Second Defense and quoting melanchthon in support of his 
own position. The first of these tractates was printed in magdeburg under the title: 
Confessio fidei de eucharistiae sacramento (Confession of Faith Concerning the Sacrament 
of the Eucharist in which the Ministers of the Churches of Saxony Maintain the Presence of 
the Body and Blood of Our Lord Jesus Christ in the Holy Supper, and Answer Regarding 
the Book of Calvin Dedicated to Them).444 in this writing he printed confessional state-
ments (confessio fidei) presented to him by the clergy from magdeburg, Eisleben, Bre-
men, hildesheim, hamburg, Lübeck, Lüneburg, Braunschweig, hanover, Wismar, 
Schwerin, husum, Dithmarschen, and Nordhausen. included among the theologians 
quoted were Johann Wigand, matthias flacius illyricus, Erasmus Sarcerius, Paul 
von Eitzen, Joachim mörlin, and martin chemnitz, all of whom wrote in favor of the 
classical Lutheran doctrine of the Sacrament.445 A second writing was printed in Stras-
burg under the title: Justa defensio (Just Defense Against the Manifest Falsehoods of J. à. 
Lasco which He Spread in His Letter to the King of Poland Against the Saxon Churches).446 in 
this tractate Westphal called upon the magistrates of frankfurt (main) to take legal ac-
tion against à Lasco and his congregation. The same year he published an open letter, 
entitled: Epistola Ioachimi Vuesphali (A Letter of Joachim Westphal in which He Briefly An-
swers to the Invectives of John Calvin; Also, an Answer to the Writing of Johannes à Lasco in 
which He Transforms the Augsburg Confession into Zwinglianism).447 These writings only 
drew firmer battle lines between the opponents.

Now calvin found himself in the position of needing again to defend himself 
in print. he published in 1557 his Ultima admonitio Joannis Calvini (Last Admon-
ition of John Calvin to Joachim Westphal, who if He Does not Obey Must Thenceforth 
Be Treated in that Manner by which Paul Commands Us to Treat Obstinate Heretics; in 
This Writing the Vain Censures of the Magdeburgians and Others, by which They have 
Endeavored to Wreck Heaven and Earth, Are Also Refuted).448

443 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 325.
444 Confessio fidei de eucharistiae sacramento, in qua ministri ecclesiarum Saxoniae … astruunt corporis et 

sanguinis D. n. J. Christi praesentiam in coena sancta, et de libro Calvini ipsis dedicato respondent, 1557.
445 Westphal, Confessio fidei 1557, Aiiij ff.; Schmid 1868, 175.
446 Justa defensio adversus insignia mendacia J. à Lasco, quae in epistola ad Poloniae regem contra Saxonicas 

ecclesias sparsit, 1557.
447 Epistola Ioachimi Vuesphali, qua breviter respondet ad convicia Iohannis Calvini. Item, responsio 

Ioachimi Westphali, ad scriptum Iohannis à Lasco, in quo Augustanam Confessionem in Cinglianismum 
transformat,1557.

448 Ultima admonitio Joannis Calvini ad Joachimum Westphalum, cui nisi obtemperet, eo loco posthac 
habendus erit, quo pertinaces haereticos haberi jubet Paulus, refutantur etiam hoc scripto superbae 
Magdeburgensium et aliorum censurae, quibus caelum et terram obruere conati sunt,1557.
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in this lengthy treatise calvin un-
leashed a fury against Westphal which 
was unprecedented. Prior to this even 
farel had warned him that he needed to 
be careful with his words when speaking 
about Westphal. calvin, however, would 
not listen. “i may be pardoned for hav-
ing thought them men, though they now 
breathe nothing but the ferocity of wild 
beasts.”449 So, he addressed himself to 
Westphal referring to him as a “snarling 
dog” and other demeaning epithets: “Do 
you hear me, you snarler? Do you hear 
me, you madman? Do you hear me, you 
raving beast … ?”450 “Thy school is noth-
ing but a stinking pigsty …”451

in the opening pages of his work cal-
vin defended himself against Westphal’s 
accusation that he had clearly over-
thrown the Augsburg Confession and that 
now even melanchthon was against him. 
“We teach nothing at variance with the 
Confession of Augsburg, and therefore they 
have no cause for quarrelling so bitterly, 

or rather, so savagely. if there is any doubt as to this, we appeal to Philipp [me-
lanchthon] who wrote it.”452 Then he went on to assert that the primitive church 
was best represented by the theology of Augustine, and then continued to re-
fute the erroneous opinions of the Saxon church and defend his own particular 
understanding of the Supper of the Lord. concerning the notion that melanch-
thon had turned against him, he declared: “The only thing i said, and, if need be, 
a hundred times repeat, is, that in this matter Philipp can no more be torn from 
me than he can from his own bowels.”453 he went so far as to claim that “all the 

449 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 480.
450 “Audisne latrator? audisme phrenetice? audisne bestia …” Ultima admonitio 1557, 317; CR 

37, 247.
451 “Quando vero foetidam porcorum haram sibi pro schola delegit, siliquis bo oblectet quibus 

dignus est …” Ultima admonitio 1557, 36; CR 37, 247.
452 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 467.
453 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 356.

John calvin’s Last Admonition to Joachim 
Westphal, 1557.
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most learned of Luther’s friends and disciples” have “declared their satisfaction” 
with his doctrine.454

calvin then went on to dispute Westphal’s insistence that the princes and 
magistrates should punish heretics. he insisted that one should be punished only 
after having been declared guilty in a trial for heresy which was well defined. he 
claimed for himself the virtue of toleration, saying that Westphal called everyone 
who differed from his opinions an heretic who must be punished immediately, 
but although some agreed with him, many did not.455 furthermore, Westphal 
spoke of the treaty reached at Schmalkald, but forgot to mention that Bucer and 
melanchthon were both present there and the princes did not condemn the pos-
ition of the Reformed. calvin went on to claim that at marburg “Luther and the 
opposite party did not hesitate to acknowledge” the Reformed as brethren.456

 Then turning to Augustine he reminded his readers that Augustine had said 
that it was not necessary to make the teeth and body ready, because if one be-
lieves, “he has eaten already.” in any case, both sides could find passages in Au-
gustine to which they might appeal. in answer to the statement of Augustine that 
both good and wicked receive the Sacrament alike, calvin said the same thing but 
noted that the wicked receive the sign only, for only by faith can one receive the 
benefit. he then reiterated his argument that Augustine held the Words of christ 
to be figurative and that the true sacramental eating is spiritual rather than “gross 
gulping down.” “We maintain that in the sacrament christ is eaten in no way but 
spiritually.”457

finally, theology must not insist on positions which are impossible to under-
stand according to the laws of human understanding. he questioned the state-
ment that God is not bound by natural laws, because he himself made them. “i 
admit he is not, except in so far as he has so ordained.”458 he then indicted all of 
the Saxon academicians who agreed with the position of Westphal, saying that 
like flacius illyricus and Erasmus Sarcerus they all “perversely hate” melanch-
thon.459 he then went to refute fifty-eight arguments of the magdeburg theolo-
gians in order, as he said, that true friendship might once again be established. he 
thus again excused himself for the immoderation of his speech: 

“Though from being unworthily provoked i have been more vehement in this 
writing than i was inclined to be, still were a time and place appointed for friend-
ly discussion, i declare and promise that i will be ready to attend, and manifest 
a spirit of lenity which will not retard the desired success of a pious and holy 
454 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 474.
455 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 357.
456 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 360.
457 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 374.
458 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 444.
459 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 398.
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concord. i am not one who delights in intestine dissension, nor am i so tickled by 
the gratulations of those who subscribe to me, as to catch at strife as furnishing 
the materials of victory.”460

in 1558 Westphal responded to calvin’s Last Admonition by writing two more 
treatises: Confutatio aliqout enormium mendaciorum Ioannis Calvini (Confutation of 
the Greatly Mendacious John Calvin) and Apologia confessionis de Coena Domini contra 
corruptelas et calumnias Io. Calvini scripta (Defense of the Confession Concerning the 
Lord’s Supper Against the Corruptions and Misrepresentations in the Writings of John Cal-
vin). That same year he also published in oberursel another tractate, which was 
entitled: Apologetica Aliqvot Scripta Magistri Ioachimi Vuestphali, quibus & sanam Doc-
trinam de Eucharistia defendit, & foedissimas calumnias Sacramentariorum diluit (Apolo-
getic Writings of Joachim Westphal in which He both Defends the Sound Doctrine Concern-
ing the Eucharist and Refutes the Vile Slanders of the Sacramentarians). here, in addition 
to defending the Lutheran doctrine of the Eucharist, he also defended the Elevation 
of the Sacrament and the ringing of the sacring bells during the consecration.

calvin did not respond directly to these writing but he did speak of his pro-
tracted debate with Westphal in the 1559 edition of his Institutes of the Christian 
Religion.461 in 1561 he spoke again concerning the Lord’s Supper on the occasion 
of a debate in heidelberg, which began in 1559 when Tilemann heshusius was 
reprimanded by the crypto-calvinist Elector friedrich iii of the Palatinate, for 
his assertion that he could not celebrate the Lord’s Supper together with crypto-
calvinist Wilhelm Klebitz.

in 1559 Theodore Beza entered the debate against Westphal in his De coena 
domini, plane et perspicua tractatio. In qua Joachimi Wesphali calumniae postremum 
editae refelluntur (Concerning the Lord’s Supper, Plainly and Clearly Traced in which 
the Calumnies of Joachim Westphal Are Refuted). in 1560 à Lasco responded to Epistola 
Ioachimi Vuesphali in a writing which sought to show that the calvinist doctrine of 
the Lord’s Supper was in agreement to the Augsburg Confession: Responsio (Response 
to the Virulent Letter of That Mendacious Joachim Westphal’s Epistle in which He Seeks 
to Purify the Churches by Undermining the Frankfurtians).462 The tractate was pub-
lished in Basel.

foremost among the influential theologians, who along with Westphal took 
a decided stand against the calvinists and their secret abettors in Lutheran ter-
ritories, were Johannes Brenz in Württemberg and martin chemnitz in Braun-
schweig. Johannes Brenz, the most influential theologian in Württemberg, was 

460 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 493-494.
461 Institutes (1559) 1844, 480-501 (Book iV, chapter 17, 20-34).
462 Responsio ad virulentam, calumniisque ac mendaciis consarcinatam hominis furiosi Ioachimi 

Westphali epistolam quandam, qua purgationem ecclesiarum peregrinarum Francoforti convellere 
conatur, 1560.
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unanimously supported in his anti-calvinistic attitude by the whole ministerium 
of the duchy. he was the author of the Bekendtniss vnd Bericht (Confession and Re-
port of the Theologians and Ministers of the Church in the Principality of Württemberg 
Concerning the True Presence of the Body and Blood of Christ in the Lord’s Supper),463 
adopted at the behest of Duke christoph by the synod assembled in Stuttgart, 
1559. The occasion for drafting and adopting this confession had been furnished 
by Bartholomew hagen, a crypto-calvinist. At the synod in Stuttgart he was 
required to dispute on the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper with Jakob Andreae, 
with the result that hagen admitted that he was now convinced of his error, and 
promised to return to the Lutheran teaching. The confession of the theologians 
stated the Lutheran doctrine in very clear and unequivocal terms, asserting the 
real presence (praesentia realis), the sacramental union (unio sacramentalis), the oral 
eating and drinking (manducatio oralis) also by the unfaithful (manducatio impi-
orum). The confession did not use the word “ubiquity” but firmly maintained the 
position of Luther over against Zwingli, calvin, and the Sacramentarians.464

Tilemann heshusius entered a controversy once again in 1560 when he pub-
lished in magdeburg and Nuremberg the first of several treatises criticizing cal-
vin. he wrote his De praesentia corporis Christi in coena Domini contra Sacramentarios 
(Concerning the Presence of the Body of Christ in the Lord’s Supper Against the Sac-
ramentarians), in which he highlighted what he believed to be the central errors 
of calvin’s Eucharistic theology and its spiritualizing dimensions – a problem 
which he had had to deal as a pastor in heidelberg.465 

463 Bekendtniss vnd Bericht, der Theologen vnd Kirchen Diener im Fürstenthume Wirtenberg, von der 
warhafftigen jegenwertigkeit, deß Leibs vnd Bluts Jesu Christi, im heiligen Nachtmale, 1560.

464 Schmid 1868, 239-241; Bente 1921, 183.
465 calvin held heshusius in contempt, as he made clear in a letter which he wrote to olevian, 

as well as in a letter to a prince whose identity is unknown. in this correspondence calvin 
was concerned with what he considered to be the outlandish plan that the Lutherans were 
going to excommunicate all the Reformed churches. in response to this plan calvin stated 
that he was surely going to accept the entire Augsburg Confession but was not willing to go 
with its more recent interpreters. concerning heshusius in particular he wrote: 

“i have read the book written by heshusius; he inserts the disputed points in the 
definition; passes over the exposition of the apostle Paul; gives his own, which is new 
and unheard of, instead, and thus quietly sets it aside. he adduces authorities which have 
nothing to do with his argument, but rather support the contrary. in fact he writes, not to 
teach, but to judge and to condemn.” Henry 1849, 297.

After again stating his own position, calvin goes on to ask rhetorically how Lutherans 
could condemn him when they themselves hold such absurd opinion concerning the ubiquity 
of christ’s body and the worship of the host, which is after all a mere piece of bread, and to 
add to the folly, he continued, they want to call the synod to condemn the Reformed churches 
of france and Switzerland. he went on to alert that even Queen Elisabeth i of England who 
favored the Augsburg Confession was unwilling to accept the Lutheran view of the Sacrament 
as it was being taught in this new day, since what was now being taught was no longer 
“the doctrine of Luther.” What Luther had actually desired was a national council of the 
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heshusius rejected as completely ab-
surd any notion that Lutheran theolo-
gians had departed from the New Testa-
ment teaching concerning the Sacrament 
and accepted once again the Roman cath-
olic doctrine of Transubstantiation. Like 
Luther, heshusius rejected Transubstan-
tiation and taught that the true body and 
blood of christ are present in the elements 
along with, in, and under the bread and 
wine and not in place of them. he also 
labeled as completely unacceptable any 
notion that there is a personal, natural, or 
formal union of the bread and wine “with” 
the body and blood of christ – the teach-
ing often termed “consubstantiation.”466 

he spoke instead of christ’s presence 
in the elements as extraordinary, divine, 
and incomprehensible in human terms. 
At the Baptism of christ the holy Spirit 
could use the external and visible form 

of the dove, and so too, christ himself can use the Eucharistic elements to make 
present his body and blood. 

he rejected also the claim of calvin that Lutherans are “bread worshipers.” 
Since the presence of christ in and under the bread and wine is not a result of a 
metabolic change in the earthly elements or a natural union of christ with them, 
he insisted that the creatures of the bread and wine are not to be worshiped, and 
the presence of christ is not strictly speaking locally contained in the elements. in 
order to explain this he appealed to the Lutheran distinction between definitive, 
repletive, and circumscriptive or local presence. According to the terms of this 
distinction, Luther understood the presence of christ to be definitive, rather than 
local or repletive. An object is present definitively and when its dimensions are 
exactly the same as those of whatever is containing it. Thus, when the risen christ 
passed through the locked door into the upper room, his body was briefly present 
in the door but did not assume the character or dimensions of the door. it was by 

“non-papal churches” of Germany, france, and England, presided over by some high prince 
and in which other princes would participate. Before such a council be held, such imminent 
reformers as martyr Vermigli, Bullinger, calvin, and Beza would need to be invited and the 
Eucharistic question in contention would need to be thoroughly ventilated. Such a synod 
would be quite different from that composed only by the Lutherans. Henry 1849, 297.

466 Heshusius 1561, c (32); Steinmetz 1990, 181.

Tilemann heshusius (1527-1588). 
copper engraving from the seventeenth 

century.
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his definitive but uncircumscribed passage through the door that christ was de-
finitively present in the upper room.467

in common with John calvin, heshusius states that the risen human flesh of 
christ did not take on divine attributes. it remained human although it was now 
in personal union with his divine nature. he stated that christ is omnipresent on 
the basis of the union of the divine and human natures, and in this way he was 
able to predicate of the human nature a property which is in fact that of the divine 
nature. So too, he could make use of the doctrine of the communication of at-
tributes (communicatio idiomatum in concreto), a position which calvin himself for-
mally affirmed, although he denied the genus majestaticum, according to which in 
the hypostatic union christ’s human nature receives and possesses innumerable 
supernatural gifts and qualities, such as omnipresence and omnipotence.

heshusius, however, could not be accused of calvinist leanings. on the basis of his 
denial of ubiquity, calvin insisted that the human body of christ could not be in sev-
eral places at once. Such ubiquity could be true only of the divine nature. heshusius, 
however, held a different position. he stated that although the human body of christ 
does not have in itself the character of ubiquity, this fact cannot be taken to mean that 
the human nature of christ is not present in every place and time that God wills it to 
be present. he posited a volitional ubiquity, a ubiquity dependent on the will of God. 
This differed from Luther’s position. Luther stated that christ is present in the uncon-
secrated bread and wine but is not available excepting where he makes the promise 
that he is available. heshusius taught instead that christ is not only inaccessible in 
the unconsecrated elements but also is not present there until christ’s promise to be 
present is claimed and carried through in the holy Eucharist. When that is done then 
christ can be present simultaneously on every altar.468 

heshusius also spoke out against the calvinistic notion of spiritual union (unio 
spiritualis), stating that the substance of the body and blood of christ are not only 
received spiritually by faith but are also consumed bodily by the mouth and not 
only by believers but by all who receive the Sacrament, believers and unbeliev-
ers alike. To heshusius the manducatio indignorum or the manducatio infidelium is 
inevitable because of the nature of the presence of christ in the Sacrament. if the 
body of christ is not present for all who consume it, then it cannot be present for 
any who consume it.469 

calvin was willing to refer to the Eucharist as the “body and blood of christ” 
but only in a figurative sense. he stated that the elements are the signs of what 
they signify. he could not accept any other explanation, for to him the finite hu-
manity of christ is at the right hand of the father in heaven, and since it is there 

467 Heshusius 1561, c 3 (35-36); Steinmetz 1990, 182.
468 Heshusius 1561, c 3 (36-37); LW 37, 227 ff.; Steinmetz 1990, 183.
469 Heshusius 1561, K 3 (150); Steinmetz 1990, 184.
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locally, it cannot be anywhere else, even 
if God were to will it according to his om-
nipotence. Therefore the bread and wine 
are mere signs of a body and blood which 
are not truly present. in the last analysis, 
heshusius was forced to the conclusion 
that calvin’s doctrine was not very far 
from Zwingli’s doctrine of significat.

heshusius several times stated that 
calvin advocated a so-called “theological 
Epicureanism” – a term which heshusius 
did not fully define. it appears to refer to 
the fact that to his mind calvin, Zwingli, 
and those like them simply do not believe 
the Words of christ when he says, “This 
is my body,” but like the Epicureans they 
insist on judging on the basis of their own 
senses and experiences. he rejected any 
notion that the calvinists might rightly 
claim patristic support for their sacra-
mental doctrine and disputed their inter-
pretations of the teachings of Tertullian 
and Augustine.470

in reply calvin wrote a fourth defense, 
Dilucida explicatio (Clear Explanation of Sound Doctrine Concerning the True Partaking 
of the Flesh and Blood of Christ in the Holy Supper, in Order to Dissipate the Mists of 
Heshusius), 1561.471 

calvin understood the difference between his position and that of heshusius to 
be a difference concerning their understandings of the mode of christ’s presence 
in the Sacrament. heshusius stated that calvin regarded the bread of the Supper 
to be a sign of a body that is not present but resides only in heaven. To his mind 
no one who agrees with Zwingli that the human nature is locally confined to the 
right hand of the father can affirm the real presence of christ in the Supper. calvin 
disagreed, stating that the finite body of christ is locally present in heaven but is 
still able to be present in a real sense in the Sacrament because the distance between 
heaven and earth has been bridged by christ’s omnipotence.472

470 Heshusius 1561, K 4, m 4 (141, 143, 181); Steinmetz 1990, 185.
471 Dilucida explicatio Sanae Doctrinae de vera participatione carnis & sanguinis Christi in sacra Cœna, 

ad discutiendas Heshusii nebulas, 1561.
472 Steinmetz 1990, 186.

John calvin’s Clear Explanation of Sound 
Doctrine, 1561.
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in his rebuff of heshusius, calvin again included patristic references. in cases 
where heshusius stressed texts which support a corporeal presence of christ, 
calvin was able to present a reading which distinguished spiritual reality from 
the physical sign. he asserted that heshusius was attempting to “correct” the 
ancient fathers to support his own positions. 

concerning his relationship with the theology of Zwingli, calvin agreed with 
many of the positions taken by Zwingli at marburg in 1529, especially Zwingli’s 
understanding of the importance of the ascension of christ to the right hand of the 
father. however, he agreed with Luther that the bread and wine of the Supper 
are indeed not merely empty signs but they are means of grace, stating that what 
is offered in the Supper to faith cannot be separated from the signs by which that 
grace is offered. he still clung to some extent to the notion of figurative language 
but devoted much attention to what it means to say that christ is really present.

“When i say that the flesh and blood of christ are substantially offered and ex-
hibited to us in the Supper, i at the same time explain the mode, namely, that the 
flesh of christ becomes vivifying to us, inasmuch as christ, by the incomprehen-
sible agency of his Spirit, transfuses his own proper life into us from the substance 
of his flesh, so that he himself lives in us, and his life is common to us. Who will 
be persuaded by heshusius that there is any sophistry in this clear statement, in 
which i both use popular terms and satisfy the ear of the learned? Would he only 
desist from the futile calumnies by which he darkens the cause, the whole point 
would at once be decided.”473

Always aware of the infinite distance between God and man, calvin spoke of 
three ways by which the distance between the believer and the ascended human-
ity of christ can be bridged. 

first, what is most important in bridging this distance between the heaven 
and earth is not so much the descent of christ but the ascent of the believer. in the 
Eucharist believers ascend in their ecstasy of faith to the right hand of God where 
they are able to contemplate the glory of the risen christ seated at the right hand 
of the father. This spiritual experience is the sursum corda of faith and provides a 
ladder leading from earth to heaven.474 

“But if we refuse not to raise our hearts upwards, we shall feed on christ en-
tire, as well as expressly on his flesh and blood.”475

Secondly, and even more important, is the threefold descent of christ accord-
ing to his virtue, his Spirit, and his divine nature. Virtue refers to the boundless 
power of christ to save believers. calvin is able to go so far as to state that in the 
Eucharist the “substance” of the body of christ is present.

473 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 506-507.
474 Steinmetz 1990, 186.
475 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 516.
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in earlier days he had rejected this term as outrageous, but when Nicolas le 
coq, a Regensburg Lutheran, described calvin as “corrupter of the Confession of 
Augsburg” who denied that communicants “are made partakers of the substance 
of the flesh and blood of christ,”476 calvin now found it expedient to state that the 
term “substance,” so dear to the Lutherans, was now a part of his vocabulary as 
well, as long as it did not involve any “local intermingling.”

“it is declared in my writings more than a hundred times, that so far am i from 
rejecting the term substance, that i ingenuously and readily declare, that by the in-
comprehensible agency of the Spirit, spiritual life is infused into us from the substance 
of the flesh of christ. i also constantly admit that we are substantially fed on the flesh 
and blood of christ, though i discard the gross fiction of a local intermingling.”477

calvin’s use of the term substance must be understood to refer to the power 
and effect of christ’s crucified and risen humanity. he understands christ to be 
present “substantially” in that he himself bridges the gap between heaven and 
earth by virtue of his endless power to redeem sinners. it is the work of the holy 
Spirit to infuse spiritual life by transmitting it from the “substance” of christ’s 
flesh to worthy communicants. There is, however, no immediate communication 
of christ’s true body to those who commune. 

“To our having substantial communion with the flesh of christ there is no ne-
cessity for any change of place, since, by the secret virtue of the Spirit, he infuses 
his life into us from heaven. Distance does not at all prevent christ from dwelling 
in us, or us from being one with him, since the efficacy of the Spirit surmounts all 
natural obstacles.”478

Thirdly, christ descends from heaven to earth not only by his omnipotent and 
boundless power but also by his Spirit, which is both the Spirit of the Son and of 
the father. christ’s Spirit cannot be constrained or limited by space and time in the 
same manner as his humanity is limited. it can bridge all the distances between 
heaven and earth, including also the distance between the right hand of the father 
and the Eucharist. Where the Spirit of the Lord is present, there christ is present. 

“And indeed when christ invites us to eat his body, and to drink his blood, 
there is no necessity to bring him down from heaven, or require his actual pres-
ence in several places, in order to put his body and his blood within our lips. 
Amply sufficient for this purpose is the sacred bond of union with him, when we 
are united into one body by the secret agency of the Spirit. hence i agree with Au-
gustine, that in the bread we receive that which hung upon the cross; but i utterly 
abhor the delirious fancy of heshusius and his fellows, that it is not received un-
less it is introduced into the carnal mouth.”479

476 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 502.
477 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 502.
478 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 518-519.
479 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 516.
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however, even though Lutherans could agree concerning the presence of 
christ’s benefits in the Spirit, heshusius and other Lutheran theologians still in-
sisted that for calvin the risen and ascended body of christ is not present in the 
Eucharist. from the standpoint of heshusius, calvin is able to call the bread and 
wine the body and blood of christ only by means of the rhetorical device, called 
metonymy, according to which the name of the thing signified comes to be attached 
to the sign that signifies it. calvin scoffed at this notion, stating that the use of 
metonymy does not rule out the “spiritual real presence” either in the case of the 
Baptism of Jesus or a spiritual presence of his body and blood in the Supper.480 

calvin had to face the problem that he must explain how the humanity of 
christ could be both present in the bread and the wine and at the same time ab-
sent from them. he attempted to do so by the use of two christological principles. 

he appealed first to the union of the two natures of christ. The divine nature 
is omnipresent and the human nature is not, but at the same time that divine na-
ture is indissolubly united with the human nature. So, wherever christ is present, 
both natures are there, even though the finite nature of christ’s humanity is local-
ly present at the right hand of God the father. 

Secondly, calvin made the point again that the whole christ is present even 
where christ is not wholly present (totus Christus sed non totum).

“heshusius foolishly and not without inconsistency objects that christ sits in 
both natures at the right hand of the father. We deny not that the whole and en-
tire christ in the person of the mediator fills heaven and earth. i say whole, not 
wholly, (totus, non totum,) because it were absurd to apply this to his flesh. The 
hypostatic union of the two natures is not equivalent to a communication of the 
immensity of the Godhead to the flesh, since the peculiar properties of both na-
tures are perfectly accordant with unity of person.”481

And again:
“for if the whole christ is in the bread, nay, if the bread itself is christ, we may 

with more truth affirm, that the body is christ – an affirmation not more abhor-
rent to piety than to common sense.”482

it was calvin’s contention that the Lutheran doctrine of the Eucharist, as ex-
plained by heshusius, exhibited three logical absurdities. The first of these had to 
do with the distinction between definitive and local presence.483

“All the dispute is with regard to place; but because i will not allow that christ 
is inclosed under the bread, is swallowed, and passes into the stomach, he alleges 
that i involve my doctrine in ambiguous expressions.”484

480 Steinmetz 1990, 187.
481 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 557-558; Steinmetz 1990, 187.
482 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 516.
483 Steinmetz 1990, 188.
484 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 554.
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The second was the doctrine of ubiquity of the body of christ which heshusius 
claimed to deny but in fact did employ. calvin claimed that christ could not pos-
sibly be locally present in the Sacrament unless his human body were ubiquitous, 
so regardless of his denial of the doctrine, heshusius was in fact making use of it.

“moreover, as local presence cannot exist without ubiquity, he impugns my 
declaration, that the body of christ is in the pious by the agency of the Spirit.”485

Third, the notion that one could physically receive into his own mouth the 
body of christ could only logically mean that christ would be subject to the oper-
ation of the human digestive system. 

“heshusius insists that the only way in which we receive the body of christ is 
corporeally and within us, and there is nothing he can less tolerate than the doc-
trine, that believers are substantially conjoined with christ. for throughout the 
whole book he insists on it as a capital article, that spiritual eating is nothing but 
faith, and that the Supper would be an empty show, were not corporeal eating 
added, and only at that moment when the bread is introduced into the mouth. This 
he repeats a hundred times.”486

he further rejected the notion shared by Luther and heshusius that christ 
physically passed through the door into the upper room as stated in the text of St. 
Luke’s Gospel. The meaning of Luke’s words could only be that christ mysterious-
ly appeared in the upper room in the presence of his disciples. otherwise it would 
be necessary to say that christ’s human flesh was in no way like human flesh.487 

in the same way it could not be said that christ is manducated corporeally. 
Rather it would be proper to say that he is offered to those who believe, to be re-
ceived in the heart. Accordingly, calvin contended, that it would not be proper to 
say that Judas received the body and blood of christ for that body and blood can 
be received only by faith. 

“heshusius talks so absurdly when he says, that christ in respect of his human 
nature is present on the earth in the substance of his body and blood, so that he 
is not only eaten in faith by his saints, but also by the mouth bodily without faith 
by the wicked.”488

Therefore the doctrine of manducatio infidelium is false, according to calvin, 
for it is impossible for unbelievers to receive christ, even though he is offered to 
believers and unbelievers alike.

“All these things we clearly testify, while heshusius has nothing to urge but 
his delirious dream, That the flesh of christ is eaten by unbelievers, and yet is not 
vivifying.”489

485 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 559.
486 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 538.
487 Steinmetz 1990, 188.
488 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 510.
489 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 513.
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By his denial of the manducatio infidelium, calvin did not intend to deny that christ 
is actually offered in the Eucharist to the entire congregation of communicants, believ-
ers and unbelievers alike. christ and his benefits are offered in the Eucharist without 
distinction to all men and women who receive the Sacrament. in that respect calvin 
was in agreement with heshusius, and for that matter also with the medieval catholic 
tradition, according to which the real presence of christ is not dependent on the faith 
of the communicant. on the other hand, however, calvin stated that the christ who 
is offered to all is authentically received only by believers. Unlike heshusius, calvin 
sought to distinguish between the gift that is offered in the Sacrament and what is 
received according to the disposition of the recipient.490 

further, as already noted, calvin himself rejected the doctrine that the body 
of christ is received by the mouth. he did so because such a manner of reception 
would necessitate that christ’s body enter the human digestive system. 

“With greater folly heshusius transfers what was said by chrysostom concern-
ing the spiritual eating of the soul to the stomach and intestines. The words are, 
The body is set before us, not only that we may touch it, but that we may eat and 
be filled. heshusius holds this to be equivalent to saying that it is received into the 
bowels.”491

calvin was not shy to use crude analogies, such as stating that if christ’s body 
is chewed by the teeth then one would have to accept the odious fact that his body 
would pass through the human digestive system and be subject to the whole pro-
cess which begins with injection and ends with defecation. he attempted to force 
heshusius to discuss the whole process of digestion with respect to the Sacrament.

“[heshusius] has elsewhere acknowledged that it is not chewed by the teeth 
nor touched by the palate. Why should he be so afraid of the touch of the palate or 
throat, while he ventures to assert that it is absorbed by the bowels? What does he 
mean by the expression ‘within us?’ (intra nos.) By what is the body of christ re-
ceived after it has passed the mouth? After the mouth, if i mistake not, the passage 
of the body is to the viscera or intestines.”492

When heshusius angrily responded that this was not an accurate depiction of 
his faith, calvin rebuffed him as disingenuous. christ is either received physically, 
he scoffed, or he is received spiritually. There is “no third possibility” (“Tertium 
non datur”).493

“if he say that we are calumniously throwing odium on him by the use of of-
fensive terms, i should like to know what difference there is between saying that 
that which is received by the mouth is taken corporeally within, and saying that it 

490 Steinmetz 1990, 184, 187.
491 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 549-550.
492 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 518.
493 Steinmetz 1990, 188.
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passes into the viscera or intestines? henceforth let the reader understand, and be 
careful to remember, that whenever heshusius charges me with denying the pres-
ence of christ in the Supper, the only thing for which he blames me is for thinking 
it absurd to hold that christ is swallowed by the mouth, and passes bodily into the 
stomach.”494

Still more, calvin accused the Lutherans of worshiping the bread (artolatreia).
“he [heshusius] maintains that the bread is not to be worshipped, artolatreia, 

because it is not the body of christ by hypostatic union. Surely Philipp melanch-
thon was not so ignorant of things and words as not to perceive this distinction. 
he saw, however, that if the bread was the body, it was to be worshipped without 
any reservation.”495

Such “bread worship” by the Lutherans occurs of necessity, he declared, be-
cause if christ is present in the bread then surely he must be worshiped there, 
which to calvin means that the bread is worshipped by Lutherans in the same way 
as it is worshiped by Roman catholics, regardless the fact that Lutherans deny that 
they worship the bread as such. 

 “indeed, i have already shown, that were we to grant to heshusius that it does 
not follow from his error that the bread is to be worshipped, he cannot, however, 
evade the charge of artolatreia, because he cannot deny that christ is to be wor-
shipped in the bread, or under the bread. it is certain, that wherever christ is, he 
cannot be lawfully defrauded of his honor and worship. What, then, is more pre-
posterous than to place him in the bread and then refuse to worship him? Nor have 
we to dispute about the matter, as if it were doubtful for to what end is the bread 
lifted up among them? Why do they fall on their knees before the bread?”496

Lutherans would necessarily respond that they worship the christ who is 
present in and under the bread, even when it is laying on the altar, for it is the Sac-
rament of the Altar, not the “sacrament of the eating.” 

calvin described heshusius as a foolish and superstitious man – even more, a 
man given to making absurd statements which do not deserve reasonable answers. 
he stated that his only purpose in responding to him at all was to use the oppor-
tunity to summarize his own doctrine.

“i am not sorry at having discussed the silly production of a man not less wick-
ed than absurd, if modest and worthy readers derive all the profit which i hope 
from my labor. it was for their sakes i submitted to the weary task. The slanderer 
himself was undeserving of an answer. That the whole world may in future know 
more certainly with what title turbulent men so violently assail our doctrine, with 
what truth they charge us with equivocation and imposture, with what civility 

494 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 518.
495 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 570.
496 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 570.
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they load us with words of contumely, it 
has seemed proper to append a brief sum-
mary of my doctrine.”497

calvin declared that heshusius pre-
sented himself as full of the qualities of 
melanchthon or Luther, whom he be-
lieved himself to be defending, but in fact 
he was far inferior to either of them. 

“i have no doubt, from his childish sto-
lidity in glorying, that he imagines himself 
to combine the qualities of melanchthon 
and Luther. from the one he ineptly bor-
rows flowers, and having no better way 
of rivaling the vehemence of the other, 
he substitutes bombast and sound. But 
we have no dispute as to the boundless 
power of God ; and all my writings de-
clare, that far from measuring the mystery 
of the Supper by human reason, i look up 
to it with devout admiration.”498

heshusius answered in 1562 with a 
treatise published in magdeburg, en-
titled: Verae Et Sanae Confessionis (True and Sound Confession Concerning the Presence 
of the Body of Christ in the Lord’s Supper. A Pious Defense Against Cavils and Calum-
nies of I. John Calvin. II. Pierre Bouquin. III. Theodore Beza. IIII. Wilhelm Cleinwitz),499 
a work in which heshusius furnished a large number of quotations from church 
fathers, indicating how calvin and the others differed from the orthodox teach-
ings concerning the manner of christ’s presence in the Sacrament of the Altar.

in addition to heshusius, many other Lutheran theologians joined the con-
troversy. included among them were Timann, Brenz, and chemnitz, Paul von 
Eitzen, Erhard Schnepf, Nicolaus Gallus, matthias flacius, matthäus Judex, Jakob 
Andreae, and many others. on the calvinist side were arrayed á Lasco, Beza, 
Bullinger, Bernardino ochino, Valerandus Polanus, and Theodor Bibliander, a 
worthy of note.500

497 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 571.
498 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 505.
499 Verae Et Sanae Confessionis De Praesentia Corporis Christi, In Coena Domini, pia defensio aduersus 

cauillos & calumnias, I. Iohannis Caluini. II. Petri Boquini. III. Theodori Bezæ. IIII. Vvilhelmi 
Cleinvvitzij, 1562.

500 Bente 1921, 181; Schaff VII 1903, 663.
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Despite the bitterness of the conflict, the works of Westphal and his col-
leagues alerted German Lutherans to the dangers of calvin’s doctrine of the 
Lord’s Supper and the willingness of melanchthon and his followers to water 
down Luther’s doctrines, and incline Lutheranism toward calvinism. Because 
of this conflict Lutherans in German lands became more aware of the encroach-
ments of calvinist doctrine on them. Westphal and other Lutheran theologians 
played a most necessary role in awakening this awareness, although even down 
to the present time church historians have given Westphal little credit for doing 
so. Early twentieth century historian, Gustav Kawerau, declared: “if he had not 
done it, someone else would.”501

2 .3  calvin’s  failed Efforts  to Achieve a “Reunion”  
of the Protestant churches

The conflict between the Lutherans and calvinists made it impossible for cal-
vin to carry through his 1550-1557 plan for a general Protestant Synod, which 
would lead to a reunion of churches and a united front against the “Roman men-
ace.” in England as well, Archbishop Thomas cranmer had hoped that the div-
isions in Protestantism could be healed. in a letter to calvin on march 20, 1552 he 
too suggested that “a godly synod” be held – this one at his Lambeth Palace, 
where together with calvin, melanchthon, and Bullinger a common mutually 
agreed creed for the churches of the Reformation could be drawn up.

“As nothing tends more injuriously to the separation of the churches than 
heresies and disputes respecting the doctrines of religion, so nothing tends more 
effectually to unite the churches of God, and more powerfully to defend the fold 
of christ, than the pure teaching of the Gospel and harmony of doctrine. Where-
fore i have often wished, and still continue to do so, that learned and godly men, 
who are eminent for erudition and judgment, might meet together, and, compar-
ing their respective opinions, might handle all the heads of ecclesiastical doctrine, 
and hand down to posterity, under the weight of their authority some work not 
only upon the subjects themselves, but upon the forms of expressing them. our 
adversaries are now holding their councils at Trent, for the establishment of their 
errors; and shall we neglect to call together a godly synod, for the refutation of 
error, and for restoring and propagating the truth? They are, as i am informed, 
making decrees respecting the worship of the host; wherefore we ought to leave 
no stone unturned, not only that we may guard others against this idolatry, but 
also that we may ourselves come to an agreement upon the doctrine of this sacra-
ment. it cannot escape your prudence how exceedingly the church of God has 
501 Realenzyklopädie XXI 1908, 186; Neve 1921, 25.
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been injured by dissensions and varieties of opinion respecting the sacrament of 
unity; and though they are now in some measure removed, yet i could wish for an 
agreement in this doctrine, not only as regards the subject itself, but also with re-
spect to the words and forms of expression. You have now my wish, about which 
i have also written to master Philipp and Bullinger; and i pray you to deliberate 
among yourselves as to the means by which this synod can be assembled with the 
greatest convenience.”502

indicating his enthusiasm for this project, calvin responded to cranmer in 
April 1552, stating: “… that it were attainable to bring together into some place, 
from various churches, men eminent for their learning, and that after having 
carefully discussed the main points of belief one by one, they should, from their 
united judgments, hand down to posterity the true doctrine of Scripture. This 
other thing also is to be ranked among the chief evils of our time, viz., that the 
churches are so divided, that human fellowship is scarcely now in any repute 
amongst us, far less that christian intercourse which all make a profession of, but 
few sincerely practice. if men of learning conduct themselves with more reserve 
than is seemly, the very heaviest blame attaches to the leaders themselves, who, 
either engrossed in their own sinful pursuits, are indifferent to the safety and 
entire piety of the church, or who, individually satisfied with their own private 
peace, have no regard for others. Thus it is that the members of the church being 
severed, the body lies bleeding.”503

The untimely death of young King Edward Vi and the subsequent martyr-
dom of cranmer and other leaders of the English Reformation during the reign 
of Queen mary brought an end to any hopes for such a meeting and the general 
agreement on a common Reformation creed.

calvin still clung steadfastly to his dream of a Protestant union which would 
yoke together the churches in Germany and Switzerland. he had thought that 
eminent theologians and churchmen representing the churches in Germany 
and Switzerland could meet together and come to a common agreement and he 
expressed these ideas in his correspondence with melanchthon, saying that he 
“might yet once more enjoy the glad sight of his countenance in this world, and 
be somewhat refreshed by him, whilst they wept together over the evils which 
they could not prevent.”504 it had been his hope that melanchthon could persuade 
the Lutheran princes to support such a conference “with some pious, upright, 
and moderate men.” “if a means of pacification is sought for, our only hope lies 
in a conference; which i doubt not but you desire, but which i could wish that you 

502 Letters of John Calvin II 1858, 345 fn. 2.
503 Letters of John Calvin II 1858, 347-248.
504 Henry 1849, 295.
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called for more courageously,” he stated in a letter to master Philipp on August 
3, 1557.505 

“Reflect then that this task now depends on you, viz., that influenced by your 
discourse the princes should invite the men of our party to a conference, and a 
convenient place for assembling might be either at Strasburg, or Tübingen, or 
heidelberg, or even at frankfurt. if you could only obtain this, that both parties 
would come forward prepared for a peaceable discussion, i trust there would be 
a better result than many suspicious men conjecture.”506

The Augsburg Religious Peace of 1555 did indeed bring religious freedom to 
the churches of the Augsburg Confession but a true unity such as was envisioned 
by many political leaders in the empire remained only a dream.

Although Emperor ferdinand i himself personally thought that no agreement 
could bring resolution, he ordered that a colloquy between the representatives of 
the church of Rome and the Protestants should be held at Worms on August 24, 
1557. At this colloquy both groups should try to achieve some sort of consensus. 
Duke Johann friedrich ii of Saxony stated that the purpose was that a united 
Lutheran position against the Roman opponents should be presented. he desired 
that all should agree on a renewed subscription of the Augsburg Confession as 
understood on the basis of its Apology and a blanket condemnation of all contrary 
doctrines. The Gnesio-Lutherans from the Ducal Saxony, however, insisted that 
blanket condemnations were inadequate. All heresies, including that the Zwingli-
ans and the calvinist, must be named and condemned specifically. in the confer-
ence, which was held under the leadership of Roman Bishop Julius von Pflug of 
Naumburg, actually began on September 11 and continued until october 8, 1557. 
The principal Lutheran participants included melanchthon, Brenz, and Schnepf. 
Among the Reformed in attendance were farel, who decided to attend the confer-
ence on behalf of the french huguenots who were jailed in Paris by King henry 
ii, and Beza. in answer to the request that a confession of faith be drawn up, 
Theodore Beza authored a confession which was in agreement with the Augsburg 
Confession, excepting the article on the Sacrament of the Altar.507

505 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 337.
506 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 338.
507 “We confess that in the Supper of the Lord not only the benefits of christ, but the very substance 

itself of the Son of man; that is, the same true flesh which the Word assumed into perpetual 
personal union, in which he was born and suffered, rose again and ascended to heaven, and 
that true blood which he shed for us; are not only signified, or set forth symbolically, typically 
or in figure, like the memory of something absent, but are truly and really represented, 
exhibited, and offered for use; in connection with symbols that are by no means naked, but 
which, so far as God who promises and offers is concerned, always have the thing itself truly 
and certainly joined with them, whether proposed to believers or unbelievers.

As regards the mode now in which the thing itself, that is, the true body and true blood 
of the Lord, is connected with the symbols, we say that it is symbolical or sacramental. We 
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Although this indicated that perhaps 
at sometime in the future an agreement 
might be reached, the present outlook re-
mained bleak. The disagreement between 
the Gnesio-Lutherans and the Philippists 
was so evident that many Roman repre-
sentatives stated that they could no long-
er participate with anyone who does not 
agree concerning who were the true ad-
herents to the Augsburg Confession.508

Theodore Beza was received warmly 
by the melanchthonians at Worms and 
this prompted the Reformed to continue 
the dialogue with the Philippists. John 
calvin, William farel, Theodore Beza, 
and Johannes à Lasco were all of the 
opinion that a colloquium of Lutherans 
and Reformed would be the best way to 
establish a consensus on the Eucharist. 
only Bullinger firmly rejected any and all 
efforts to call such a colloquium.

furthermore, Bullinger could not con-
ceive of the possibility of any agreement with the Lutherans that did not specific-
ally affirm that Zwingli and those who followed him were completely orthodox 
in their theology. he also indicated his concern about the authoritative status 
now being given to the Unaltered Augsburg Confession and its Apology among the 
Lutherans, and he correctly understood that his own rejection of the Augsburg 
Confession would make agreement between the churches impossible, given the 
political significance to the Augsburg Confession by the Religious Peace at Augs-
burg in 1555.509 This meant that Lutheran positions on disputed matters were no 
longer open to debate. This fact became evident at the colloquy between à Lasco 
and Brenz at Stuttgart in the Spring of 1556. At the end of the colloquy the duke 

call a sacramental mode not such as is figurative merely, but such as truly and certainly 
represents, under the form of visible things, what God along with symbols exhibits and 
offers, namely, what we mentioned before, the true body and blood of christ; which may 
show that we retain and defend the presence of the very body and blood of christ in the 
Supper. So that if we have any controversy with truly pious and learned brethren, it is not 
concerning the thing itself, but only concerning the mode of the presence which is known 
to God alone, and by us believed.” Nevin, Hodge 2013, 105.

508 Bente 1921, 239; Jungkuntz 2001, 17; Nevin, Hodge 2013, 105.
509 Burnett 2007, 236.
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of Würtemberg had urged à Lasco to recognize the authority of the Augsburg 
Confession. Bullinger stated to calvin after the close of the colloquy at Worms: “if 
we were to meet a thousand times with such men, the rule and formula of con-
sensus would be the Augsburg Confession, and those who will not subscribe to it 
will remain excluded.”510

calvin himself was aware that disunity within the Reformed ranks would make 
the realization of Protestant union difficult. in addition, calvin and other Reformed 
theologians perceived that the Gnesio-Lutherans from Ducal Saxony and other 
places would stand opposed to any agreement toward unity or concord agreed 
to by middle-of-the-road Lutherans. melanchthon and others might be willing to 
discuss concord with the Reformed, but by the end of the 1550’s, at the high point of 
the Second Eucharistic controversy, calvin recognized that master Philipp had lit-
tle influence among the Gnesio-Lutherans and discussions with only one Lutheran 
group would be of little value. indeed, it might make matters worse.511 

calvin also realized that the Reformed theologians themselves became dis-
united concerning the possible union with Lutherans. on January 10, 1558 he 
wrote to francis othman, jurist consult at Strasburg, stating that although the 
Genevians were in favor of calling a joint conference, the Reformed in Zurich 
were against it, and he was now again aware that melanchthon himself would 
not support plans for a such colloquy.512 

in a letter to Reformed christians in metz on September 10, 1558 he expressed 
his frustration at the intractability of the Gnesio-Lutherans, declaring that “there 
are some hair-brained persons of Germany, who, on pretext that we do not ac-
quiesce in their fantasy that the body of Jesus christ is shut up in the bread of the 
Lord’s Supper, would be more hostile to us than the Papists themselves.”513

By the end of the sixth decade internal strife within the Lutheran community 
and the confessional difference between the Lutherans and the Reformed made it 
impossible to hold a common convention. in a march 20, 1559 letter melanchthon 
indicated his opposition to the plan of Philipp of hesse to invite both German and 
Swiss Protestant princes, representatives of the cities, and theologians to a com-
mon meeting.514 The differences were too great and could not be surmounted.515

calvin laid the blame at the feet of the stricter Lutherans, and more especially 
the Gnesio-Lutherans under the leadership of matthias flacius, for the failure of 
Protestants to present a united front. he said as much in a 1560 letter: 

510 Burnett 2007, 248-249.
511 Burnett 2007, 246.
512 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 399.
513 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 472.
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515 Burnett 2007, 238.
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“They ruin the churches not merely by vain confidence, but by an absolutely 
savage pride. The greater part think they reflect the genuine image of Luther, 
if, instead of the greatness of soul which characterized him, they swell with an 
inflated arrogance. They are the apes of Luther, for he has left few imitators.”516

in 1561, three years before his death, calvin presented his final proposition 
for “peace and concord” with the Lutherans in his tract, entitled: Optima ineundae 
concordiae ratio, si extra contentionem quaeratur Veritas (The Best Method of Obtaining 
Concord, Provided the Truth Be Sought Without Contention), which he appended to 
his Dilucida explicatio against heshusius.517 in it he stated his realization that if con-
cord and harmony were to be achieved, then first of all, it was necessary to point 
out and emphasize those points on which both the Lutherans and the Reformed 
could agreed. 

he noted that the original controversy had developed between the Lutherans and 
the Zwinglians, and had been centered on Zwingli’s insistence that the bread and wine 
of the Supper were merely bare and empty figures, the only function of which was to 
signify christ’s death on the cross. calvin stated this battle was now over and at the 
present disagreement between the Lutherans and their opponents was not concerned 
with the real presence as such but rather with the mode of that presence. 

he declared that in this controversy both sides noted that the Lord’s Supper 
was more than merely a testimony of God’s grace and seal of his promises and 
continuation of the truth of the christian faith. it was now agreed that the sacra-
ments had a two fold purpose, both to sustain one’s conscience before God and 
also to stand as a testimony before the world of one’s faith in God. 

Lutherans and non-Lutherans alike were agreed that the holy Spirit by his se-
cret power makes use of external signs, so that they may not be called empty signs 
but really and effectively accomplish that to which they point. however, it must 
also be said that this grace or power of the holy Spirit is not enclosed within the 
outward signs themselves but God makes use of them as seems good to him, so 
that they help the elect forward toward their salvation and do not minister destruc-
tion to them, according to calvin. in and of themselves the sacraments are “of no 
avail,” for the flesh profits nothing, however, God’s blessing is received through 
them when they are received by faith, not by virtue of any power in them. External 
helps are added for one purpose only – to help the elect in their weakness.518

calvin stated that both sides were agreed that under the symbols of bread 
and wine the body and blood of christ are exhibited and the elect are not only 
reminded that christ was offered for them on the cross but they are united with 
him in such a manner that his death is now their life. They had been grafted into 

516 Scott 1833, 354.
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his body and nourished by it, just as the 
body is nourished by meat and drink. 

it was also agreed, according to cal-
vin, that christ really and efficiently ful-
fils whatever the analogy between the 
sign and that which it signifies may re-
quire. it is to be said that in the Supper 
communion with the body and blood of 
christ is offered to the elect. Under the 
bread and wine they receive a token or 
earnest which makes them partakers of 
the body and blood of christ.519

he admitted, however, that agree-
ment had not yet been fully reached 
when it comes to the question of the man-
ner or mode of the eating of christ’s body 
and the drinking of his blood. calvin as-
serted that christ becomes the posses-
sion of his communicants in order that he 
may thereafter communicate his blessing 
to them. Secondly, christ’s body is not 
only once given for the salvation but it is 
given daily to be their nourishment, for 
he dwells in them that they may partici-

pate in all his blessings. in the third place, christ’s body is life-giving. he infuses 
his own life to believers in the same way that bread gives strength to the body. 
This is accomplished through the “incomprehensible agency of his Spirit.”520

Nor had agreement yet been reached, calvin stated, on the question of the ubi-
quity of the body of christ. he continued to assert that the body of christ which 
the Son assumed in the incarnation is finite, and since it is now in heaven at the 
right hand of the father, it is necessarily limited to that location. 

“The idea that there is no absurdity in supposing the body of christ to be every-
where, in consequence of its being united to the Divinity, is easily disposed of. 
for although the two natures form the one Person of the mediator, the properties 
of each remain distinct, since union is a different thing from unity. There was no 
dispute in ancient times as to this matter, for it was held with universal consent, 
that as christ, the Son of God … was once received into heavenly glory, so he is 

519 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 574.
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separated from us in respect of his flesh by distance of space, but still, by his divine 
essence and virtue, and also spiritual grace, he fills heaven and earth.”521

furthermore, the body of christ was indeed changed when he ascended into 
heaven and was received into eternal glory. in the ascension he put off what was 
mortal or perishable but still it must be said that it was his mortal and perishable 
body which brought salvation when he was crucified for sin, calvin declared. it 
was this body which he offered once for all to the father and which he offers daily 
in his Supper to be the spiritual food of his people. in order to feed them, however, 
it is not necessary that the essence of his flesh should descend from heaven. it is 
sufficient that it should come to believers by the power of the holy Spirit. The 
mode by which it is received is incomprehensible. it should be acknowledged that 
this is a miraculous feeding which rises above both nature and human understand-
ing. All comments concerning the ubiquity of the body or the manner of its inclu-
sion under the symbol of the bread must be laid aside.

Disputes continued also concerning the proper understanding of the meaning 
of the word “substance.” in order to solve this dispute, one would have to elimin-
ate any notion that the receiving of christ’s body is in any way similar to the receiv-
ing and eating of ordinary bread. here there is an entirely different kind of eating, 
according to calvin. When one is fed with the flesh of christ, it is because he is 
united into one body with him by faith and has been made one with him. it follows 
that he is joined together with him in a substantial fellowship and substantially 
becomes a partaker of the flesh of christ, not in a carnal but in a spiritual sense. 

“To remove this dispute, we must remove the gross imagination as to the eating 
of the flesh as if it were similar to corporeal food. This absurdity being removed, 
there is no reason why we should deny that we are substantially fed on the flesh of 
christ, because we are truly united into one body with him by faith, and so made 
one with him. Whence it follows that we are conjoined with him by a substantial 
fellowship, just as substantial vigor flows from the head to its members. The ex-
planation to be adopted will thus be, that substantially we become partakers of the 
flesh of christ – not that any carnal mixture takes place, or that the flesh of christ 
brought down from heaven penetrates into us, or is swallowed by the mouth, but 
because the flesh of christ, in respect of its power and efficacy, vivifies our souls in 
the same way that bread and wine nourish our bodies.”522

There is a need also to clear a misunderstanding about the meaning of the word 
“spiritual.” many mistakenly think that “spiritual” means “imaginary or empty.” 
This is, however, incorrect. “Spiritual” refers rather to the secret energy of the holy 
Spirit, by which what is separated by local distance comes to be joined together, 
and those on earth spiritually ascend to heaven. This life-giving power must be 
521 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 576.
522 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 577.
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understood in such a sense that, although the body of christ remains in heaven, 
believers who still dwell on earth receive of its substance.523

There is a dispute concerning the word “faith” as well, because some mistaken-
ly think that the use of this word stands in opposition to “reality” and “effect.” This 
is a wrong way of looking at the matter, for one is conjoined with christ when his 
mind and heart rise above the world. The bond of union with christ is faith and 
faith raises him upward toward heaven with christ, instead of insisting that christ 
must come down and dwell once again upon the earth.

finally, Lutherans and Reformed still disagreed as to receiving of the Supper by 
unbelievers. calvin stated that christ does offer his body and his blood to all com-
municants but unbelievers do not allow him entrance and, therefore, do not receive 

523 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 578.
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what he offers. This, however, must not be taken to mean that they make void the 
grace of God or render the Sacrament ineffective. 

“christ offers his body and blood to all in general, but as unbelievers bar the 
entrance of his liberality, they do not receive what is offered. it must not, however, 
be inferred from this, that when they reject what is given, they either make void the 
grace of christ, or detract in any way from the efficacy of the Sacrament.”524 

The Supper does not change its nature because of the unbelief or ingratitude of 
some. it is still the communion of the flesh and blood of christ for believers. “it still 
truly testifies communion with the flesh and Blood of christ.”525

These assertions of calvin concerning peace and concord with Lutherans may 
be described as his theoretical presuppositions. The Gnesio-Lutherans had, of 
course, made their position quite clear. calvin was not addressing his words to 
them but rather to the followers of melanchthon and other so-called crypto-cal-
vinists, who were not yet willing to throw in their lot with calvin.

The hopes that Protestants could be reconciled and present a common front 
against Rome were doomed to failure. The crypto-calvinist Elector friedrich iii 
of the Palatinate had his own opinions concerning peace and concord, and wheth-
er or not they could be accomplished. in 1561, the very year that calvin published 
his Best Method of Obtaining Concord, friedrich iii left the Lutheran church and 
declared the beginning of the Second Reformation, opening up the calvinist of-
fensive in Lutheran lands.

2 .4  melanchthon’s Stance  
During the Eucharist ic  controversy

Within the Lutheran church the princes and theologians had expected that 
after the death of Luther, melanchthon would take up the Lutheran banner and 
defend the Lutheran doctrine. however, master Philipp failed to provide the 
needed leadership.

indeed in a letter, dated August 30, 1544, a year and half before Luther’s death, 
melanchthon wrote to Bullinger expressing his chagrin that Luther had written 
his Brief Confession Concerning the Holy Sacrament. he referred to it as a most “atro-
cious writing of Luther” (“atrocissimum Lutheri scriptum”).526

melanchthon was by this time beginning to pursue an independent course 
from that of Luther, particularly with reference to the question of the sacraments. 
here he came to take a position closely aligned to that of calvin, while on such 
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other doctrines as God’s sovereignty and human freedom he maintained a pos-
ition quite different from that of the Geneva reformer.

in the controversy between Westphal and calvin on the Sacrament of the Al-
tar, melanchthon and his disciples, including the Philippists Georg major, Justus 
menius, Joachim camerarius, Paul Eber, Johann Pfeffinger, caspar cruciger the 
Elder, and Victorinus Strigel remained silent and neither said nor wrote anything 
to support Lutheran doctrine which in some German territories soon would be 
fighting for its continued existence.

Because melanchthon remained silent, both sides in the controversy supposed 
that he was in their corner. Westphal was determined to show that melanchthon 
did not agree with calvin and remained a genuine Lutheran and supported the 
Lutheran position. calvin, for his part, also insisted that melanchthon agreed with 
him but, by remaining silent, he was silently giving support to “unlearned, rest-
less characters,” who had initiated the dispute concerning the Sacrament. “for, 
however, insolent their stupidity may be,” he declared in his August 23, 1554 let-
ter to master Philipp, “no one doubts that if you decided to admit publicly your 
opinion, it would be easy for you to calm their rage, at least to some extent.”527

in fact, on those occasions when melanchthon did speak or write, it was ap-
parent that his heart and mind were with the opponents of these theologians who 
had defended Luther’s theology and most particularly his sacramental theology.

from the beginning of the sacramental disputes melanchthon insisted that the 
sacramental action of eating and drinking was of greater importance than the ele-
ments themselves. instead of speaking of the presence of christ’s body “in” and 
“under” the bread, he preferred to speak rather of a presence of the body “with” 
the bread. By this means he could continue to maintain the notion of the real pres-
ence without joining that presence to the earthly elements. in his Variata edition 
of the Augsburg Confession he put the ambiguous formula that along “with” the 
bread and wine christ’s body and blood “are truly exhibited (!) to those who eat 
in the Lord’s Supper.” 

it was clear that melanchthon’s heart and mind particularly with regard of 
sacramental theology had moved away from the more direct and unequivocal 
language of Luther.

Perhaps one reason for this was the antagonism which had developed be-
tween melanchthon and such Gnesio-Lutherans as Westphal, Nicolaus Gallus, 
Johann Wigand, heshusius, matthäus Judex, and others. This was evident al-
ready during the Augsburg interim and the Adiaphoristic controversy in 1548. 
in the negotiations concerning the Leipzig interim such Wittenberg theologians 
as Johann Pfeffinger, Georg major, Justus menius, and others, who were disciples 

527 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 358.
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of melanchthon, strongly opposed the Gnesio-Lutherans under flacius, who was 
no longer associated with the Wittenberg faculty.

Another point of contention between the Philippists and the Gnesio-Lutherans 
was the doctrine on the freedom of the human will which was articulated by me-
lanchthon in 1555 over against the more orthodox position of flacius and Nico-
laus von Amsdorf.528

matters came to a head in the colloquy at Worms in 1557 between the Roman 
catholics and the two opposing Lutheran parties. At this conference flacius and 
the Gnesio-Lutherans made public their significant and essential differences from 
the positions taken by melanchthon and his party.

for his part, melanchthon had already met personally with calvin on at least 
three occasions. The first meeting took place when calvin left Geneva in 1538 to 
work with martin Bucer in Strasburg. Up until this time calvin knew nothing of 
the German Reformation apart from what he had read, and what he had read was 
limited to what Lutherans had written in the Latin language. he had been favor-
ably impressed by what he read, much of it from the pen of Philipp melanchthon. 

in february 1539 calvin attended the Diet at frankfurt (main) as a member 
of the Strasburg congregation, and here it was that he met master Philipp a first 
time. Although emperor charles V had arranged a colloquy for the purpose of 
reconciling the Protestants and the papal party, calvin’s real interest was to create 
unity with the Lutherans in Wittenberg. At this meeting calvin and melanchthon 
were able to discuss doctrinal articles, which calvin had previously sent to me-
lanchthon via martin Bucer. melanchthon indicated that he was much in agree-
ment with calvin on the Sacrament, but would continue to support the Wittenberg 
Concord in hope that a further and more complete agreement between the parties 
could be reached. he had been the author of the Wittenberg Concord, and he was 
of the opinion that its position was that of the church catholic and that those who 
supported it were members of churches in the fellowship of christ’s body.529

calvin now thought that melanchthon and he were of one mind on the Sac-
rament and that together they could restore unity to the church. however, at 
the same time they were not able to agree on ceremonies which continued to be 
used in Lutheran liturgical services from medieval times, church discipline, and 
absolute predestination – matters in which calvin took a very rigorous and un-
yielding position. Although melanchthon saw no harm in Lutheran ceremonies, 
which included the singing of the mass in Latin, the presence of images, and the 
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Exorcism in Baptism, calvin himself was vehemently opposed to them. in April 
1539 in a letter to farel, he stated that Lutheran ceremonies were not far removed 
from the ceremonies common to Judaism. 

“i have plainly told Philipp to his face how much i disliked that over-abound-
ing of ceremonies; indeed, that it seemed to me the form which they observe 
was not far removed from Judaism. When i pressed him with argument, he was 
unwilling to dispute with me about the matter, but admitted that there was an 
over-doing in these either trifling or superfluous rites and ceremonies.”530

melanchthon tried to reassure calvin by saying that Luther himself was not 
much enamored of ceremonies but felt that their removal was a trifling matter 
and that unity should not be delayed by such unimportant matters.

“he said, however, that it had been found necessary to yield in that matter to 
the canonists, who are here the stumbling-block in the way; that, however, there 
was no part of Saxony which is not more burdened with them than Wittenberg, 
and even there much would be retrenched by degrees from such a medley. But he 
made a small reservation, to the effect that the ceremonies which they had been 
compelled to retain were not more approved of by Luther than was our sparing 
use of them.”531 

To calvin, however, this was no trifling matter. he despised the “idolatry” 
which he thought he detected in these ceremonies and therefore he could not 
yield. on the matter of predestination as well calvin labeled melanchthon’s view 
of the freedom of the will as synergistic and here too he could not yield. 

calvin and melanchthon met again on october 28, 1540 at a colloquy at Worms 
which continued through the month of January 1541. here calvin believed that 
he found melanchthon to be even more agreeable than previously. At a meeting 
during the colloquy with Dean Robert mosham of Passau, calvin was able to over-
come his arguments and was flattered to hear melanchthon referring to him as “the 
Theologian” – an eminent designation which was of much greater value than any 
academic degree in theology. it was at this colloquium that the Variata edition of the 
Augsburg Confession was used for the first time. The meeting adjourned in January 
1541 to be reassembled at Regensburg (Ratisbon) later that year.532 

it was at Regensburg that melanchthon and calvin met for the last time, when 
the emperor once again sought to reconcile the Lutherans and the Roman party. 
here melanchthon showed himself willing to make concessions to the papal 
theologians, a ploy which calvin and the Genevans found very distressing, and 
calvin’s reputation as a staunch anti-Roman grew.533 “Philipp and Bucer have 
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drawn up ambiguous and insincere formulas concerning transubstantiation, to 
try whether they could satisfy the opposite party by yielding nothing. i could not 
agree to this device … ,” he wrote to farel on may 12, 1541.534

After he left the colloquy, calvin had no more contacts with melanchthon, 
until in 1543 he wrote his, Defensio sanae et orthodoxae doctrinae de servitute & liber-
atione humani arbitrii, adversus calumnias Alberti Pighii Campensis (The Bondage and 
Liberation of the Will: A Defense of the Orthodox Doctrine of Human Choice against 
Albert Pighius), and dedicated it to melanchthon, indicating that he regarded me-
lanchthon as a gifted teacher with an acute sense of judgment and the ability to 
speak in simple terms. 

“for as much as you shrink from crafty, sidelong devices in argument which 
serve to draw darkness over things which are otherwise clear and open, in short 
from all pretence and sophistry, so you are pleased by an unembellished and 
frank clarity, which, without any concealment, sets a subject before the eyes and 
explains it. This quality of yours has often stirred in me great admiration, just 
because it is so rarely found.”535

Three years later melanchthon’s 1545 edition of the Loci communes536 was trans-
lated into french with a forward by calvin in which the Geneva theologian de-
scribed melanchthon as having been endowed by God with special gifts. 

it would appear that with the passing of time melanchthon’s theological pos-
itions came more and more under the influence of irenic considerations, and while 
unwilling to commit fully to either side, melanchthon sought to be a mediating 
influence between the Lutherans and the calvinists. in 1554, two years after the 
initiation of the Westphal-calvin controversy, Nicolaus Gallus of Regensburg re-
published melanchthon’s citations of some ancient writers concerning the Lord’s 
Supper with a new preface. melanchthon had written this work in 1530 against 
the Zwinglians, and now it was embarrassing both to him and to calvin. he pla-
cated calvin by writing on october 14, 1554:

“As regards your admonition in your last letter that i repress the ignorant 
clamors of those who renew the strife concerning the bread-worship, know that 
some of them carry on this disputation out of hatred toward me in order to have 
a plausible reason for oppressing me,” as though the Lutherans were not so much 
defending their doctrine as attacking him personally.537

melanchthon himself rejected any understanding of a presence of christ in the 
Supper far from the action instituted by christ (“extra usum institutum”), and he 
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rejected any adoration of the reliquiae as artolatreia. “What is left after the celebra-
tion is not a Sacrament,” he stated emphatically.538 he did not, however, undertake 
any careful exegeses of the Scripture passages which speak directly of the body and 
blood of christ in the Eucharist. he gave less attention to the narratives of the insti-
tution than he did to 1 corinthians 10:16, which he believed to be the best Gospel 
formula for union. he understood it to mean that the bread is “the distribution” of 
the body of christ. he asserted that Paul never said that “the bread is God” but “it 
is that by which arises communion with the body of christ.”539

however, it was not personal enmity against melanchthon which was at issue 
with the stricter Lutherans. it was clear to them that melanchthon had departed 
from the doctrine of Scripture concerning the Sacrament, as articulated in the 
Augsburg Confession, its Apology, and Luther’s works. melanchthon, however, was 
convinced that the matter had become personal, and on october 14, 1554 he wrote 
to calvin assuring him that the position taken by Westphal and others was not 
based on Scriptures but on their personal enmity to him. 

“in regard to the exhortation contained in your last letter to me, to repress the 
ignorant clamors of those who are renewing the contest about the adoration of the 
bread (περι άρτολατρέιας), know that certain persons are raising this dispute prin-
cipally from hatred to me, that they may have a plausible reason for oppressing 
me. i have had many conferences with learned and good men on many contested 
points … on these matters so highly important, i should like exceedingly to con-
verse with you, whom i know to be a lover of truth, and to have a mind exempt 
from hatred and other foolish affections.”540

for his part, calvin complained that melanchthon was dragging his feet and 
no longer clearly articulating his own opinion. he expressed this in a letter ad-
dressed to him on march 5, 1555.

“About the worship of the bread, your most intimate opinion has long been 
known to me, which you do not even dissemble in your letter. But your too great 
slowness displeases me, by which not only is kept up, but from day to day in-
creased, the madness of those whom you see rushing on to the destruction of 
the church. And though it should not be easy for you to bridle such wild beasts, 
which however i think is a groundless fear, would you only set boldly about it, 
you know however that our duties by no means depend on our hopes of success, 
but that it behooves us to accomplish what God requires of us, even when we are 
in the greatest despair respecting the results. Nor indeed does that excuse satisfy 
me that malevolent men, who wish to crush you, may hence find a feasible pretext. 
for what are we to expect from the servants of christ, unless, in despite of ill will, 
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and contemning malicious rumors, they 
overcome by their victorious constancy 
whatever obstacles Satan may raise up 
against them? certainly, however madly 
they may rage against you, nothing more 
cruel threatens you on their part than 
to be forced to abandon that part of the 
world where you now are; which thing 
in my judgment is what for many reasons 
you should spontaneously desire.”541

Shortly thereafter melanchthon an-
swered on may 12, 1555 that he would 
henceforth write simply and clearly 
about such matters and not fear the re-
proaches of men, since this was what he 
owed to God and to the church. “i have 
determined to reply simply and without 
ambiguity, and i judge that i owe that 
work to God and the church, nor at the 
age to which i have arrived, do i fear either exile or other dangers.”542 

in reply on August 23, 1555 calvin indicated that he did indeed owe it to God 
to speak simply and clearly and that for this he admired him. “if this warning, 
like a cock crowing rather late and out of season, do not awaken you, all will cry 
out with justice that you are a sluggard. farewell, most distinguished sir, whom 
i venerate from the heart.”543 

in his final letter to melanchthon, dated November 19, 1558, calvin spoke of 
the Eucharistic controversy one more time, saying that he would never under 
any circumstances allow anything to intrude on their friendship and encouraged 
melanchthon to consider that their mutual affection should be such that Satan 
himself could not destroy it. “Whatever may happen, let us cultivate with sincer-
ity a fraternal affection towards each other, the ties of which no wiles of Satan 
shall ever burst asunder.”544

calvin observed that the Westphal’s party was extremely critical of melanch-
thon. he wrote to Erfurt humanities Professor, martin Sidemann, on march 14, 
1555, stating that in their arrogance Westphal and his associates were unsparing 
in their criticism of melanchthon.

541 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 157-158.
542 Schaff VII 1903, 667.
543 Schaff VII 1903, 667.
544 Schaff VII 1903, 668.
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“The blame of this is partly to be attributed to himself, because hitherto he has 
not manfully repelled their attacks. Now, though the remedy will come late, he 
will be compelled to assume a more courageous attitude, and this will be the most 
efficacious method of crushing their knavery. i have just tried in a short tract, 
whether it were possible to calm their fervor.”545

So too, in his Defensio sanae, written that same year, calvin stated that melanch-
thon “by careful and very adept softening of the outward form of some things 
that Luther had written in scholastic language, in a style alien to popular taste, 
accommodated them to the general mass of humanity and to common usage,”546 
and in his Ultima Admonitio of 1557 he claimed melanchthon as a friend and as 
his close associate, and he called upon him to give witness publicly that neither 
he nor his followers were teaching anything contrary to the Augsburg Confession. 
indeed, he stated that he and master Philipp were completely united in their testi-
mony on the Lord’s Supper. “i confirm, that in this cause [concerning the Lord’s 
Supper] Philipp can no more be torn from me than from his own bowels.”547

for his part, melanchthon did not accept the teaching of other Lutherans con-
cerning the ubiquity or omnipresence of christ according to his human nature by 
virtue of its communion with his divine nature. he never expressly rejected the 
doctrine of the communicatio idiomatum, but that may be only because of his high 
regard for Luther. The same may be said with reference to the doctrine of ubi-
quity, although from about 1531 onward he urged that caution should be used, 
because it did not reflect the true meaning of the communicatio idiomatum. “We 
must take care not to stress the divinity of christ’s humanity so much that we 
destroy his true corporeality.”548 

he further stated that the ancient fathers had rejected any notion that christ’s 
human nature was ubiquitous and he cautioned that the church must not now 
introduce any new doctrine.

“This talk [that christ’s body is in all places] is new in christianity; from the 
beginning to this day it has been rejected even by Papists. for, while this thesis 
is true, that christ is everywhere on the basis of the communicatio idiomatum, as 
he says ‘i in them’ and ‘i am in their midst,’ it has a meaning different from this 
thesis, that his body is everywhere.”549

545 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 160.
546 “it is also true that Philipp melanchthon, by careful and very adept softening of the 

outward form of some things that Luther had written in scholastic language, in a style alien 
to popular taste, accommodated them to the general mass of humanity and to common 
usage.” CR 34 (CO 6), 250; Zachman 2006, 41.

547 “confirmo, non magis a me Philippum quam a propriis visceribus in hoc causa posse 
divelli.” CR 37 (CO 9), 149; Bente 1921, 179.

548 CR 7, 780; Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 359.
549 CR 9, 470; Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 359.
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he regarded the doctrine of ubiquity as an unnecessary new innovation and 
rejected the Bekendtniss vnd Bericht (Confession and Report) of the Würtemberg Theo-
logians which had been drawn up by Johannes Brenz and adopted in 1559.550 mas-
ter Philipp ridiculed their confession as “hechinger Latin,” that is, the sort of very 
heavy Schwabian Latin one would find in a small, backward village, such as hech-
inger, as he stated to Jacob Runge on february 1, 1560 and Georg cracow on febru-
ary 3, 1560. he ridiculed Brenz’s teaching of the omnipresence of christ according 
to his human nature as new and strange. Brenz had emphatically asserted the Real 
Presence based upon the omnipresence of christ in the 1559 confession.551 

melanchthon stated that in his ascension christ assumed a place he had not 
previously occupied. however, he did not agree with Zwingli that since he was 
in heaven in his body, he could therefore no longer be anywhere else, but he said 
instead that christ could be present anywhere he wished to be. instead of speak-
ing of a presence in many places, he emphasized the mysterious nature of christ’s 
presence, and stated that many places might be present as one point to the person 
of christ and by that means the body of christ would be present.552

it was calvin’s opinion that melanchthon and he were in agreement concern-
ing the Sacrament, and in his Ultima Admonitio in 1557 he publicly claimed that 
melanchthon was in agreement with him. melanchthon, however, remained si-
lent and stated that he was of the opinion that such controversies were of no 
value to the church. he wrote to Ulrich von mordeisen, the councillor of Electoral 
Saxony, on November 15, 1557: “if you will permit me to live at a different place, 
i shall reply, both truthfully and earnestly to these unlearned sycophants, and say 
things that are useful to the church.”553 however, sometime during the contro-
versy he showed himself to be somewhat impatient with the genuine Lutherans. 
on April 23, 1556 he advised hardenberg, a clandestine calvinist preacher in 
Bremen, that he should not be quick to enter into a controversy with Timann and 
Westphal, but should instead dissimulate.554 he wrote again to hardenberg on 
may 9, 1557 that the controversy was only encouraging the “bread worshipers” to 
solidify their position: “Reverend Sir and Dear Brother. As you see, not only the 
controversy, but also the madness (rabies) of the writers who establish the bread-
worship is growing.”555

in 1559, when Elector friedrich iii of the Palatinate, the great patron of the 
crypto-calvinists at heidelberg, insisted that heshusius should agree with Kleb-
itz, who was publicly defending the calvinist position, the elector finally de-
550 Bente 1921, 179.
551 CR 9, 1034-1036; Wengert 2012, 228.
552 CR 1, 1100; CR 2, 222; CR 7, 884 ff.; Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 359-360.
553 CR 9, 374; Bente 1921, 179.
554 CR 8, 736.
555 CR 9, 154; Bente 1921, 180.
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posed heshusius and dismissed Klebitz, with the approval of melanchthon, who 
pressed for an ambiguous position concerning the Sacrament. in the theological 
opinion, which he addressed to friedrich iii on November 1, 1559, melanchthon 
stated that a clear doctrinal statement concerning the Sacrament was dangerous 
and that those who contended strongly on either side ought to be silenced. it 
would be best to simply say with Paul: “The bread which we break is the com-
munion of the Body of christ.” According to melanchthon’s opinion, to receive 
communion was to receive a pledge and that any approach to the Roman error 
concerning the nature of the bread must be avoided.556

melanchthon’s own statements over the years were ambiguous, and one can 
see him gradually departing from a clear and definitive statement concerning the 
Sacrament, such as he presented in 1530/1531. During the Second Eucharistic 
controversy one may indeed gain the impression from his private correspond-
ence with calvin and others that his heart and mind were with the opponents 
rather than with the genuine Lutherans. however, less than a week before his 
death in 1560, he left his confessional statement concerning the Sacrament of the 
Altar, and it seems that here melanchthon moved back toward his more orthodox 
position. This confession appears in his 1558 Loci praecipui theologici, written with 
his own hand on the flyleaf of the volume. he wrote: 

“The true body and true blood of christ are exhibited in the bread and cup. 
Now the question has arisen, in what way can christ be corporeally in the Sacra-
ment, because the same body is not able to be simultaneously in diverse places? i 
respond: christ said that he is in the Sacrament also corporeally. No other reason 
needs to be sought. The word sounds, therefore it is necessarily so. What truly 
pertains to the body is that christ is able to be present in his body and blood, 
whenever and wherever he wishes to do so; his body follows a different rule from 
ours. The question of ubiquity is not in dispute in this controversy. Neither do 
the scholars speak concerning ubiquity, but simply state that christ is corporeally 
present. The divine nature possesses neither body nor blood, but it is conjoined 
with the humanity of christ, and wherever the humanity of christ is, it is con-
joined with the divinity, and the divinity and humanity of christ are inseparable. 
Therefore the body and blood of christ and his actions are wherever these words 
say it: ‘This is my body, this is my blood.’”557 

556 CR 9, 962.
557 “Verum corpus et verus sanguis christi exhibetur in pane et poculo. Quaestio iam oritur: 

quomodo christus possit esse corporaliter in sacramento, cum idem corpus non possit 
esse simul in diversis locis? Respondeo: christus dixit, se adfuturum, ergo vere adest in 
sacramento et corporaliter. Nec quaerenda est alia ratio. Verbum ita sonat, ergo necesse 
est ita fieri. Quod vero ad corpus attinet, christus, quando vult potest esse ubicunque vult; 
quare iam est alia ratio sui corporis et nostri. De ubiquitate non est disputandum in hac 
controversia. Nec Scholastici dicunt de hac ubiquitate, sed recitant simplicem sententiam de 
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here melanchthon draws christ’s 
body and blood and the bread and wine 
back together, stating that the body is 
exhibited “in” the bread and the blood 
“in” the cup, and that christ’s presence 
in the Sacrament is “corporeal.” At the 
same time he rejects the clear philosoph-
ical reasoning of Zwingli and calvin who 
wanted to restrict christ’s body to heav-
en, stating that christ is truly present for 
no other reason than that he himself has 
clearly stated that he “is able to be present 
in his body and blood whenever and 
wherever he wishes to do so.” By such an 
answer melanchthon at the same time is 
able to avoid giving any other explana-
tion, such as the Lutheran doctrine of 
Ubiquity, which he specifically rejected. 
“No other reason needs to be sought.” 
Although not mentioning it by name, it is 
clear that in his confession he also clearly 
affirms the communicatio idiomatum, be-
cause he confesses that by virtue of the 
personal union, “the humanity of christ is … conjoined with the divinity, and the 
divinity and humanity of christ are inseparable.” Accordingly, melanchthon sees 
the answer to the question of the Real Presence to be found in the communication 
of the divine and human attributes, and this allows him to confess that christ in 
his body and blood is “in” the bread and the cup.

Still, this handwritten confessional statement cannot not be regarded as me-
lanchthon’s final confession concerning the Real Presence. of greater significance 
was his confession in the Responsiones ad articulos Bavaricae inquisitionis, which 
melanchthon prepared as a reaction to Duke Albrecht V’s articles for the Bav-
arian visitation in 1558. The purpose of the Bavarian articles was to stamp out 
Lutheranism, beginning in Salzburg and the other lands, and to melanchthon it 
was a new “inquisition,” as can be seen from the title of his writing: Response to 
the Impious Articles of the Bavarian Inquisition.

corporali praesentia christi. Deitas neque corpus neque sanguinem habet, et est coniuncta 
humanitati christi, et est ubique humanitas christi, et est coniunctissima divinitati, et sunt 
deitas et humanitas in christo inseparabiles. Ergo christi corpus et sanguis eiusque actiones 
sunt ubique, iuxta haec verba: hoc est corpus meum, hic est sanguis meus.” CR 9, 1087.

A portrait of Philipp melanchthon in the 
year of his death. A woodcut from Lucas 

cranach the Younger, c. 1560  
(Gotha, Schloßmuseum).
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Within only a few short months after its publication, the Responsiones became 
a part of the effort to present a secure picture of melanchthon’s mature doctrinal 
position. in cooperation with the Leipzig publisher, Ernst Vöglein, in 1559 me-
lanchthon himself set to work to collect his most important doctrinal writings. 
The result was the publication in 1560 of melanchthon’s Corpus doctrinae which 
came to be regarded by the Wittenberg Philippists as an “analogia fidei” – a guide 
for the public teaching of the christian faith.558 in his preface to both the German 
and Latin editions, melanchthon stated that these documents had all been pro-
duced at the request of others, including Dr. Luther himself, and that those who 
had requested them had always approved of their contents. in the eyes of his 
students, this Corpus was proof that the “Praeceptor,”559 as his students named him 
on the day of his death, April 19, 1560, was forever faithful to the biblical message 
proclaimed by Luther.

To melanchthon himself the Responsiones was his own personal confession, the 
statement which he wished to be remembered as his final word. on April 18, the 
day before his death, he wrote his own legal will and testament bequeathing to 
his children all his earthly goods. in it he stated:

“i would have written a confession of faith and given thanks to God and the 
Lord Jesus christ, but the pages were taken away from me [perhaps a reference to 
his failing health]. i want the Responses to the Bavarian Articles to be my confession 
against the papalists, the Anabaptists, and the flacians.”560

Accordingly, his Responsiones have been understood to be his final word on 
the subject of his faith. To his mind, this document stated clearly his differences 
not only over against the papal theologians and the Sacramentarians, but also the 
positions taken by his own former students – matthias flacius, Nicolaus Gallus, 
and others who were now publicly criticizing his teachings, particularly on free 
will and the Sacrament of the Altar. 

in the Responsiones melanchthon repeated that the sacraments had been insti-
tuted by God who had added to them a promise of grace. No action or ceremony 
that has not been instituted by God can be called a sacrament, he stated. So too, 
the adoration of the host and the sacrifice of the mass must be rejected. christ’s 
presence in the Sacrament has to be considered in several ways, he stated. first 
of all it must be affirmed that in the Sacrament christ is “truly and substantially 
present, bestowing himself and his benefits on us in the communion of his body 
and blood.”561 furthermore, this christ, who is present, is the Son of God, of one 
558 Kolb 2012, 142.
559 Such was the statement of Sebastian Theodoricus, Georg major, Esrom Rüdinger, and 

caspar cruciger the Younger. CR 9, 1100.
560 Testamentum Melanthonis. CR 9, 1098-1099; Kolb 2012, 142-143
561 “Afferamus poenitentiam, et cogitemus quam mirum foedus hoc sit, quod haec persona, 

quae non est Angelus creatus, sed filius ομοουσιος aeterno Patri et omnipotens, assumit 
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nature with the father, who has assumed human nature. This christ desires that 
his people should believe that he has won forgiveness of sins and righteousness 
for believers through his death on the cross, that he is risen from the dead, that he 
has made them members of his body, and that he desires to be efficacious for them. 

in this final confession melanchthon was still unwilling to take the final, neces-
sary step of identifying the body and the blood with the bread and wine in such 
a way as to confidently assure the communicants that what they receive in the 
mouths of their bodies is christ’s very body and blood. he did affirm that christ 
is “truly and substantially present,” but it is unclear whether or where this real 
presence is manifested. Thus, his final confession would be acceptable not only 
to the Philippists or crypto-calvinists, but to calvin himself and his followers. 
This melanchthon stated in the work which he himself inscribed with pen and 
ink on paper over his own name as his last will and testament, as the word by 
which he should be remembered. his students would know the melanchthon of 
the Variata and the Responsiones, and their melanchthonianism would not permit 
them to accept the formulations concerning the Sacrament, set down so firmly in 
the Formula of Concord.

Upon melanchthon’s death in 1560, calvin characterized him as a man of great 
labor and fortitude, but one who could have been “more courageous” in combat-
ing “errors,” so that the wickedness of his opponents could have been restrained. 
This he stated in his Dilucida explicatio, written against heshusius in 1561:

“o Philipp melanchthon! for it is to you that i appeal, who art living with 
christ in the presence of God and there waiting for us until we shall be assembled 
with you into blessed rest. A hundred times you have said, when, fatigued with 
labor and overwhelmed with cares, you, as an intimate friend, familiarly laid 
your head upon my breast: Would to God i might die on this bosom! But after-
wards i have wished a thousand times that we might be granted to be together. 
You would certainly have been more courageous to engage in battle and stronger 
to despise envy, and disregard false accusations. in this way, too, the wickedness 
of many would have been restrained whose audacity to revile grew from your 
pliability, as they called it.”562

massam naturae nostrae, et placata ira aeterni Patris nos sibi inserit tanquam surculos, et 
nos sibi membra facit. hoc testatur in hac sumptione. Vere et substantialiter adest, applicat 
sese et sua beneficia communicatione corporis et sanguinis sui, et vult nos credere, quod 
vere sua morte meruerit nobis remissionem peccatorum et iusticiam, et resuscitatus vivat, et 
nos sibi membra faciat, et vere velit in nobis esse efficax, sicut hilarius inquit: haec sumpta 
et hausta faciunt, ut christus sit in nobis, et nos in christo.” Corpus Doctrinae Christianae. 
Quae est summa 1560, 908-909; Corpus Doctrinae Christianae. Das ist, Gantze Summa 1560, 388; 
Schofield 2006, 210.

562  Dilucida explicatio 1561, 4; CR 37 (CO 9), 461; Bente 1921, 179,
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Those who regarded themselves as disciples of melanchthon carried on his 
ambiguous doctrine of the Lord’s Supper. it would have seemed natural for 
many of them to draw nearer to calvinism, however, they remained within the 
Lutheran fold working as an underground force, calling the Lutheran church 
away from its foundation and transforming it into a church body which might 
be described as unionistic and crypto-calvinist, i. e., tending toward the calvin-
ist doctrine. Thus, it may be said that melanchthonianism paved the way for the 
advance of calvinism in German lands.
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3 .  T h E  A D V A N c E  o f  c A L V i N i S m  
i N T o  L U T h E R A N  T E R R i T o R i E S

Lutheranism was granted legal status 
in the holy Roman Empire in the 1555 
Peace Treaty of Augsburg. This treaty 
granted to the Lutheran electors, princes, 
and estates the privilege of enjoying 
“their religious belief, liturgy, and cere-
monies, as well as their estates and other 
rights and privileges in peace.” As a result 
of this settlement, Lutherans and Roman 
catholics would now coexist within the 
Empire as churches both of which were 
acknowledged to hold the holy cath-
olic faith, the faith of the holy chris-
tian church, and this coexistence was to 
be maintained “by christian means of 
amity, or under threat of the punishment 
of the imperial ban.”563

The rights and privileges of the con-
fessors of the Augustana were set down in 
Article fifteen of the Treaty which stated 
that henceforth the emperor, electors, and princes of the realm would not do “any 
violence or harm to any estate or the empire on account of the Augsburg Confes-
sion,” nor would the Lutherans deny full rights to any because they held to “the 
old religion.” The church of the Augsburg Confession was granted the privilege 
of enjoying “the free and untrammeled enjoyment of their religion, ceremonies, 
appointment of ministers.”564 furthermore, neither group was to attempt “to per-
suade the subjects of other Estates to abandon their religion nor protect them 
against their own magistrates.”

Article Twenty defined the rights and privileges of the church of the Augsburg 
Confession: 

“The ecclesiastical jurisdiction over the Augsburg Confession, dogma, appoint-
ment of ministers, church ordinances, and ministries hitherto practiced … shall 
from now cease, and [those adhering to] the Augsburg Confession shall be left to 

563 Lund 2002, 170.
564 Lund 2002, 170.

Title page of the Peace Treaty of 
Augsburg, 1555.
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the free and untrammeled enjoyment of their religion, ceremonies, appointment 
of ministers.”565

in addition, Lutherans were not to be hindered if they intended to leave the 
territories which were predominantly Roman catholic and Roman catholics 
were granted the same privilege to sell property and leave lands which were 
predominantly Lutheran.566

included also in the Treaty was a reservatum ecclesiasticum, the purpose of 
which was to nullify the principle cuius regio, eius religio in ecclesiastical lands: 
bishoprics, priories, and other ecclesiastical benefices. This meant that if a prince-
bishop or other hierarch in an administrative position in an ecclesiastical territory 
converted to Lutheranism, he would forfeit his seat and be replaced by a Roman 
catholic: Article Eighteen ordained as follows:

“[if] an archbishop, bishop, or prelate or any other priest of our old religion 
shall abandon the same, his archbishopric, bishopric, prelacy, and other benefices 
together with all their income and revenues that he has so far possessed shall be 
abandoned by him without any further objection or delay.”567

According to the terms of the Treaty, any citizen or resident who were not 
either Roman catholic nor Lutheran were not included in the term’s of the Augs-
burg Peace. “All such as do not belong to the two above named religions shall not 
be included in the present peace but be totally excluded from it.” This meant that 
calvinism was not recognized, and it was given no protected status. it was under-
stood that there really was no need to include the Reformed under the terms of 
this Treaty because princes and the cities in German territories in that time were 
either Roman catholic or Lutheran. The cities in southern Germany, which stood 
doctrinally somewhere between the Swiss and the Lutherans, still confessed their 
faith in accordance with the terms of the Wittenberg Concord and had also signed 
the Augsburg Confession. The only wholly Reformed congregations in German 
lands at that time were small refugee groups, such as the congregation of à Lasco 
which had fled from London to escape the wrath of Queen mary. There were also 
some small groups of Dutch, Belgium, and other refugees, but none of these were 
of any real importance in the political and church life of the territories in which 
they were permitted to reside. They were allowed to exist as the result of the 
benevolence of the rulers, as was the case in the cities of Emden, Norden, Wesel, 
frankfurt (main), and elsewhere. 

calvinism, however, would soon be on the march and appear as an important 
force in the religious landscape of German lands. in 1556 John calvin published 
his Secunda Defensio, which he dedicated to “all ministers of christ who cultivate 

565 Lund 2002, 170.
566 Lund 2002, 170.
567 Lund 2002, 170.
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and follow the pure doctrine of the Gospel in the churches of Saxony and Lower 
Germany.” calvin was convinced that it would find support among those who 
confessed the Augsburg Confession, and he could base his confidence on the fact 
that at that time in Bremen his crypto-calvinist supporters were engaging in 
debates with the genuine Lutherans and that similar debates would soon spread 
elsewhere as well. 

furthermore, in 1559 friedrich iii of Simmern became elector of the Palatinate. 
he had been won over to Lutheranism by his wife marie, the daughter of mar-
grave casimir of Brandenburg-culmbach, but he soon adopted theological views 
which were more in line with Zwinglianism and calvinism. This greatly dis-
tressed the Electress marie who feared that friedrich iii would soon come com-
pletely under the influence of “the subtle poison” of Zwinglianism. in answer to 
the Electress’ fear, her son-in-law, Duke Johann friedrich ii of Saxony, expressed 
the hope that “the christian religion would be reestablished in the land and the 
devil’s rabble got rid of.” She responded on march 23, 1559: “it is indeed to be de-
sired, for i fear that the devil will sow the Zwinglian seed among the good grain; 
i know of some among the town councillors who are undoubtedly Zwinglians.”568

At the time of the Augsburg Diet of 1559 friedrich iii took the position that the 
people must be given freedom to decide which of the creeds sanctioned by the 
Treaty of Augsburg they choose to follow. he stated that he was concerned that 
the poorer among the people had not been sufficiently instructed in the terms of 
this Peace and had not been given sufficient freedom to make their choice but that 
everything had been set down to favor of the higher classes. 

friedrich’s action, however, would not back up his stated concerns. Lutherans 
in his territory would desire to be left free to practice their Lutheran faith and cus-
toms, but they were given no more freedom to do so than friedrich iii was willing 
to allow to his Roman catholic subjects. he stated that the people in his land all 
belonged to him and that he would do what he thought to be best for them. “my 
subjects and their consciences belong to me.”569 What he thought would be best 
for them would in fact come to be recognized as the beginnings of the so-called 
Second Reformation. The Electoral Palatinate would soon be turned from Luther-
anism to calvinism, regardless the will of those who wished to remain Lutheran.

furthermore, in 1559 Philipp von Pappenheim, the lord of Grönenbach in Bav-
aria, converted to calvinism and installed a calvinist preacher in the church on 
his estate at Grönenbach. calvinism was not legal according to the terms of the 
Peace of Augsburg, but Philipp contended that his preacher and congregation 
were in conformity with the Augsburg Confession.

568 Kluckhohn 1868, 40-41; Janssen VII 1905, 68.
569 Wittmann 1847, 49; Janssen VIII 1905, 150. 
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3.1 Electoral  Palatinate (1563,  1583)

Lutheranism had gained a stronger foothold in the Electoral Palatinate when 
the rule of Ludwig V came to an end and friedrich ii replaced him as elector in 
1544. melanchthon advised that the German language be permitted in the mass, 
lay people be permitted to receive the cup, and clergy be permitted to marry. These 
practices were deemed allowable and in some places they were adopted. for a 
time, at least, Lutheranism even found a home in the University of heidelberg.570 

The Augsburg Confession was declared valid and came to be widely accepted 
during the reign of otto heinrich, successor of friedrich ii in 1556. he immedi-
ately set about the task of firmly establishing Lutheran doctrine throughout his 
electorate and in that same year he published the first Lutheran church order to 
be used in all Lutheran parishes throughout the Palatinate.

otto heinrich died in 1559 without issue. his place as elector was taken by 
friedrich iii, the count of Palatinate-Simmern, who was already strongly influ-
enced by calvinism. his territory was already home to a number of calvinists 

570 Jacobson I 1844, 681.

An allegorical representation of the 1555 Augsburg Religious Peace between the Lutheran 
estates and the holy Roman Emperor on a centenary broadsheet. The instrumentum pacis is 
depicted on the right, while on the left – the Lutheran confessional standard: the Bible as the 
norma normans (“the rule that rules”) and the Augustana and the Formula Concordiae as the norma 

normata (“the rule that is ruled”). copper engraving by melchior Küsel, 1655.
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and crypto-calvinists who were dis-
ciples of Philipp melanchthon. 

The ascent to the throne of friedrich 
iii provided the opportunity for many 
calvinists and crypto-calvinists to come 
out of hiding. Among them was Wilhelm 
Klebitz, the deacon (pastor secundarius) 
of orthodox Lutheran Superintendent 
Tilemann heshusius in heidelberg who 
in order to obtain the Bachelor of Divin-
ity published a number of pro-calvinist 
theses. When heshusius became aware 
of this, he forbad Klebitz to assist him 
at the distribution of the Lord’s Supper, 
and when Klebitz insisted on taking part 
in the distribution, heshusius wrested 
the chalice from his hand. he denounced 
him from the pulpit as a “second Arius” 
and a “blasphemer of the Sacrament and 
a veritable devil.” At the same time he de-
clared that the university and city magis-
trate were harboring heretical positions. 
in revenge Klebitz spoke equally forcibly against heshusius.571 

This caused a public scandal and friedrich iii ordered heshusius and Klebitz 
to settle their dispute on the basis of the Variata edition of the Augustana, accord-
ing to which “the body of christ is presented with the bread.”572 heshusius re-
sponded that he was not willing to accept this formula because it did not appear 
in the original Invariata edition of the Augsburg Confession. he complained that the 
Augustana had now been altered more that six times and was being used to hide 
false doctrine. “it must first of all be settled by a synod how the confession was to 
be understood; and meanwhile they must abide by the Smalcald Articles, in which 
Luther himself had couched his doctrine.”573

As a result, friedrich iii deposed heshusius, and in order to show that he was 
being impartial, he also dismissed Klebitz. in a theological opinion of the matter 
Philipp melanchthon stated that friedrich iii’s action was entirely proper.574

571 Janssen VII 1905, 68.
572 Article X of the 1540 Variata edition: “concerning the Lord’s Supper, they teach that with (!) 

bread and wine are truly exhibited (!) the body and blood of christ to those who eat in the Lord’s 
Supper.” omitted were the words “disapprove of those that teach otherwise.” Schaff VII 1903, 666.

573 Kluckhohn 1872, 44 ff.; Janssen VII 1905, 69.
574 Kluckhohn 1872, 56-57; Bente 1921, 185.

friedrich iii, elector of the Palatinate 
(1515-1576).
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friedrich iii himself was particularly adverse to the Lutheran doctrine of the 
omnipresence of the human nature of christ which had now been articulated 
by Brenz and Würtemberg theologians, which, he said, effectively annihilated 
or made as though it were inanimate the human nature of christ. in addition, he 
claimed that the pure teaching of the Gospel and the Word of God was obviously 
not enough, because in the last forty years it had clearly not produced the sort of 
fruits that he had wished see. he wrote to his son-in-law, Duke Johann Wilhelm 
i of Saxe-Weimar, on february 9, 1564:

“We have now had the pure teaching of the Gospel and the Word of God, pro-
claimed to us for more than forty years, we have made and still make loud and 
constant profession of it, but we do not get the right hold of it. for, although this 
doctrine is pure and clear, it produces little improvement in our lives; on the con-
trary, to judge from outward appearances, many Papists may well be preferred 
before us, while we undoubtedly exceed them in over-eating and drinking, gam-
bling, dice, immorality, hatred, and envy.”575 

on another occasion friedrich iii wrote: 
“We make a great to do about the Augsburg Confession and boast inordinately 

of it, but we live all the while in libertinism and easy-going security, as though 
this confession were only a cloak to cover us with, and there could be no doubt 
that the Lord God would be gracious unto us because we acknowledge the Con-
fession of Augsburg.”576

Still, when he saw it to be to his advantage, he was quick to claim that he 
was a loyal and convinced follower of “Luther’s evangelical faith,” the Augsburg 
Confession, and the Apology. he would always be quick to say that Luther “had 
done great things for the church of christ,” but then he would always add that, 
unfortunately, those who came after Luther “perverted” his message.

“You have turned the blessed Dr. Luther into the third Elijah and by such ex-
cesses have muddled the necessary distinction which needs to be maintained be-
tween the prophets, apostles, and other teachers and preachers. … Luther could 
and did err just like other human beings.”577

clearly, he wanted something stronger, a Gospel message with “teeth” in it, 
just the sort of discipline that calvin demanded in Geneva. Now, in league with 
leading Zwinglian and calvinist theologians, friedrich iii set to work to “re-
build” the church in the Palatinate and the theological education system under 
the professorial guidance of two new calvinist professors at heidelberg, caspar 
olevian of Trier, who had been laboring in the Palatinate since January 1560, and 

575 Kluckhohn 1868, 478, 486; Janssen VII 1905, 314.
576 Kluckhohn 1868, 537; Janssen VII 1905, 314.
577 Kluckhohn 1868, 558; Nischan 1999, i-206.
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Zacharias Ursinus, melanchthon’s Silesian disciple, whom he called into service 
in September 1561.

The time was now ripe for him to make extensive changes in the liturgy and 
introduce a form of worship that was truly “reformed.” on December 7, 1561 
friedrich iii, together with his court and his theologians, held a communion ser-
vice in heidelberg which consisted of Reformed ceremonies together with the 
breaking of the bread as the central act.578

Now the pastors and their churches would be cleansed of the residue of “papal 
filth” which he believed still adhered to the Lutherans. Strong iconoclastic meas-
ures followed. The altars and images in heidelberg were removed and replaced 
by plain tables, wall pictures were whitewashed, ordinary table bread and wood-
en beakers were used instead of hosts and chalices, the stone baptismal fonts 
were replaced by tin basins, and the pipe organs were no longer used. When 
Duke Johann friedrich ii of Saxony reprimanded him for taking these actions, 
friedrich iii answered that christ and the apostles had never used chalices and 
that stone baptismal fonts were associated with “idolatry and witchcraft.” he 
called the hosts on the altars “idolatrous bits of bread,” and he explained that 
he had them taken away, because he found that “they led to such superstitious 
practices among his subjects, who worshipped them as though they were truly 
God.”579 he spoke also against crucifixes as “works of idolatry” and ordered that 
his territories should be searched out from top to bottom, and that all that sorts of 
“rubbish” should be done away with, both in and outside the churches. Pictures 
and sculptures must be destroyed everywhere they were found in order to fore-
stall any possibility of idolatry. 

3 .1 .1  introduction of  a  “New Reformation”  
into the Palatinate

in 1561 Lutheran princes met in Naumburg and there they boldly confessed 
their adherence to the original, Unaltered Augsburg Confession of 1530, and resub-
scribed to it. Nevertheless, friedrich iii now insisted that the Variata should be 
accepted as just as permissible interpretation of the original Augsburg Confession, 
and he caused this statement to be written into the preface of the resubscribed 
Augustana.

in 1562 he ordered Thomas Erastus, professor of medicine in heidelberg, to 
produce a full report on the Eucharist, well-grounded to oppose Luther’s doc-
trine. one year later caspar olevian and Zacharias Ursinus produced the Hei-

578 Goeters II 1986, 48.
579 Kluckhohn 1868, 372; Janssen VII 1905, 315.
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delberg Catechism which was approved 
by the synod of the Palatinate as the au-
thorized creed of the church of the Pal-
atinate. it was published with a preface, 
dated January 19, 1563, and before long 
a new edition appeared in which fried-
rich added to the condemnation of the 
Roman mass that it was “an accursed 
piece of idolatry.”580 in years to come, 
Palatinate catechism would become the 
core document of calvinist theology for 
Reformed churches in German lands. 
As the noted Reformed church histor-
ian, Philip Schaff, stated, it provided a 
clear and definitive expression of the 
“calvinist-melanchthonian theory” of 
the spiritual real presence, and included 
also a doctrine of election which spoke of 
neither reprobation nor preterition. “in 
both respects it is the best expression of 
the genius and final doctrinal position of 
melanchthon, who was himself a native 
of the Palatinate.”581

Lutheran pastors, who were opposed 
to these many changes and insisted on adhering to Luther’s catechism, were 
driven out of the land and replaced by Reformed ministers. Now the Palatinate 
was entirely calvinized. 

friedrich iii did not have much use for the 1556 Lutheran church order which 
had been formulated by his predecessor otto heinrich. in 1563 he replaced it with 
a Reformed church order which retained the title of the 1556 Lutheran order, but 
substituted the name of friedrich iii for that of otto heinrich.582 in fact, the only 
similarity between the two church orders was in their titles. The old order had 

580 Wolters 1864,130; Janssen VII 1905, 316.
581 Schaff VII 1903, 669.
582 Kjrchenordnung, Wie es mit der Christlichen Lehre heiligen Sacramenten, vnnd Ceremonien, inn des 

Durchleuchtigsten Hochgebornen Fürsten vnnd Herren, Herrn Friderichs Pfaltzgrauen bey Rhein, 
des heiligẽ Rœmischen Reichs Ertzdruchs-essen vnnd Churfuersten, Hertzogen inn Bayrn etc. 
Churfürstenthumb bey Rhein, gehalten wirdt (Church Order, as It Is to Be Observed with Christian 
Teaching, the Holy Sacraments and Ceremonies in the Electorate and Duchy of the Illustrious 
Highborn Prince and Lord, Sir Friedrich, Count of the Palatinate by the Rhein, Archsteward and 
Elector, Duke of Lower and Upper Bavaria, etc.), 1563.

Title page of the Heidelberg  
Catechism, 1563.
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been thoroughly Lutheran; the new order 
was thoroughly Reformed. friedrich iii 
ordered it to be reprinted in 1565, 1569, 
and 1576.

The Reformed church order replaced 
all Lutheran ceremonies with calvinist 
actions, such as the breaking of the bread. 
This action, the calvinists stated, was 
absolutely essential to the sacramental 
act. heidelberg professor, Thomas Eras-
tus saw that it was necessary to clarify 
this essential point and he did so in his 
Erzelung Etlicher vrsachen, warumbdas ho-
chwirdige Sacrament des Nachtmals vnsers 
Herrn vnd Heylandts Jesu Christi, nicht solle 
ohne das brodbrechen gehalten werden (Clari-
fication of Several Reasons why the Venerable 
Sacrament of the Supper of Our Lord and 
Savior Jesus Christ Should not Be Celebrat-
ed Without the Breaking of the Bread). This 
work was published in 1563, the same 
year as the publication of the Heidelberg Catechism, and it was known popularly 
“Das Büchlein vom Brotbrechen” (“The Booklet About the Breaking of the Bread”). Ac-
cording to Erastus, the fractio panis was necessary for three reasons: (1) the church 
must imitate what christ did in the Last Supper; (2) christ’s command “this do” 
includes the breaking of the bread, which is mentioned in both Acts 2 and Acts 20, 
and (3) it is necessary that the people be provided with visual symbols of christ’s 
passion and death, and also the visible symbol of the oneness of the church repre-
sented by the “one loaf.”583

The publication of catechism and church order in the Palatinate left no doubt 
that Lutheranism had now been abandoned there. in his chronicle of the year 1563, 
Theodosius fabricius of Göttingen wrote: “heidelberg has become Reformed and 
Luther’s catechism has now been eliminated. … The calvinists remove pictures 
from the churches, abolish auricular confession, eliminate Exorcism and many 
church festivals, and do away with altars and baptismal fonts.”584

friedrich iii entertained the illusion that he was himself a valiant crusader 
whose worthy cause was the destruction of every form of idolatry, including the 
mass and other traditional liturgical services, which he regarded “as mere devil-
583 Erzelung 1563, 3-6. Nischan 1999, iV-20.
584 Fabricius 1593, (Vorrede) Aij; Nischan 1999, ii-146.

caspar olevian (1536-1587),
co-author of the heidelberg catechism.
copper engraving by Theodor de Bry.
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worship.” The positions taken in the Augsburg Confession, and even in its Variata 
edition, were of no further interest to him.585 

on frequent occasions he organized iconoclastic actions and publicly ordered 
that “pictures, images, and church utensils to be broken up and burnt in his pres-
ence.” Like the Reformed theologian, Theodore Beza, he was of the opinion that 
not only altars and baptismal fonts, but even crucifixes were “objects of idolatry,” 
and he ordered that “everything should be entirely cleared out, whether paint-
ings or sculpture.”586 “our hope reposes in the true cross of our Lord Jesus christ, 
not in that image. Therefore i must admit that i thoroughly detest the image of the 
crucifix … [and] cannot endure it,” declared Beza, and friedrich iii regarded such 
things as not mere pale imitations of the real thing, but as objects which distracted 
christian hearts and minds from the contemplation on the true cross.587

Even in areas where he was not the sole patron but shared patronage with 
other princes, and in places where he had absolutely no authority whatever, he 
continued his iconoclastic activities, destroying altars and images and removing 
“idolatrous” church decorations. At Dirstein in october 1564, where he and the 
bishop of Worms had joint patronage, he ordered the destruction of every altar 
and every image and the removal from the churches of all sacred art. in Simten 
in the Palatinate he took the consecrated host from the ciborium, and as he crum-
bled it to pieces, he declared: “See what a splendid God you are! You think you 
are stronger than i am? No indeed.”588 Some of the fragments he threw into the 
fire, which had been made to destroy the altars, images, and other “idols.” 

The Palatinate court theologians lauded him, calling him the “Pious fried-
rich.” court Preacher Abraham Scultetus asserted that the true merit of Dr. Lu-
ther was that he had been the first to open the way to the Gospel and had been 
willing to challenge the pope. however, he was not alone in this work. “Luther 
may have been the first one to attack the pope publicly, but he was not the only 
one … for there were also other pious and learned men in Switzerland and Up-
per Germany, who preached God’s pure Word.”589 A new “King Josiah” was 
still needed to come and cleanse the church, just as King Josiah had cleansed 
and renewed the Jerusalem temple. This new Josiah was Elector friedrich iii. in 
summary, Scultetus stated that “in the Palatinate the Reformation began with 
Elector friedrich ii; … and Elector friedrich iii brought it to its praiseworthy 
conclusion.”590

585 Janssen VII 1905, 317.
586 Janssen XI 1907, 33.
587 Pelican IV 1984, 217.
588 Janssen VII 1905, 320.
589 Scultetus II 1618, 7; Nischan 1999, i-206.
590 Scultetus 1617, 10; Nischan 1999, i-207.
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Now every congregation would be 
forced to introduce a form of worship 
which was in accord with the 1563 cal-
vinist church order, and institute further 
calvinist reforms as well. As historian 
Ludwig häusser stated: 

„Altars, crucifixes, and other examples 
of ‘works of idolatry’ were removed from 
of all churches and from all roadsides, 
as was stipulated in 1565. The surplices 
and mass vestments were distributed to 
the poor, and within the empty walls an 
‘honorable table’ was set up. Even the bap-
tismal font had to give way to a basin.”591

friedrich iii instituted these “reforms” 
not only in the churches under his pa-
tronage, but also in churches in which he 
was joint patron.

on maundy Thursday 1565 the elec-
tor and several of his theologians went to the Abbey of St. michael in Sinsheim, 
which was not connected with the Electoral Palatinate, and directed workmen to 
break open the choir, tear down the altars, remove all curved images, vestments, 
and ornaments, the Blessed Sacrament in the monstrance, consecrated hosts in 
the ciborium, as well as crucifixes, and service books of various kinds – all of 
which were to be broken up and burned in his presence. on Good friday he re-
peated this activity in Ladenburg and elsewhere. on may 9 he personally went to 
the abbey of Neuhausen, which was the property of the emperor, ravaged and de-
stroyed its property, burned images and books, and threw the members of the ab-
bey community into prison.592 The Lutheran margrave Philibert of Baden-Baden, 
who was co-owner of the county of Sponheim with friedrich iii, complained that 
friedrich iii had acted contrary to the Augsburg Confession and had made altera-
tions to the distribution of communion, “had been guilty of iconoclasm, and had 
established the calvinistic sect in the land.” in oppenheim a special decree was 
issued by the elector which called for much more than the destruction of altars:

“crucifixes and other idolatrous objects in front of the door were to be de-
stroyed, and also the idol which was between the two gates was to be removed 
from thence … also that the three crucifixes on the tombs of the lords of Dien-
heim, the two upper ones, and the one carved beneath, were to be removed. The 
591 Häusser II 1856, 31-32.
592 Wilhelmi 1851, 88-92 fn. 1.
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field-churches are also to be cleared of idolatrous symbols, and the inhabitants 
are to be allowed to take away the wood, slates, and walls.”593

on may 15, 1565 the nobility, the town council, and the burghers of oppen-
heim complained that the elector and his preachers had come to their parishes 
and deposed their called Lutheran pastors and replaced them with their own 
preachers, while tearing down and sacking their churches. According to extant 
reports, the actions were taken to remove everything from the churches which 
were reminiscent of the catholic heritage of the church:

“firstly, their electoral graces abolished everything that still remained of 
popish idolatry, daily prayer in the choir …, the pictures, images, altars, and 
everything in the shape of vestments or other objects of ritual which served for 
outward idolatry.”594 

count Palatine Wolfgang of Zweibrücken raised a serious charge against 
friedrich iii in a written statement to one of the electoral councillors, in which he 
complained about the abusive actions of the elector: 

 “The elector was coercing servants of the church and subjects of the Palatinate 
to join his new calvinistic sect, and compelling all who refused to obey to leave 
the land. in many places there were no more clergymen left; the churches were 
not attended and no sermons preached; where formerly there had been fifty or 
even one hundred communicants at the Eucharist, not more than five were now 
seen; whereas there was no instruction or education for the young, it was to be 
feared that terrible Epicureanism would set in. furthermore, the elector was con-
fiscating all the cloisters and using their revenues for profane purposes, taking 
away all the ornaments and treasures from the churches, handing over the clois-
ters to people from Brabant, from England, and to men and women attached to 
the calvinistic sect. he was also oppressing the inhabitants of the Palatinate with 
unheard-of taxes, so that many of them were obliged to leave their homes with 
their wives and children and take to begging.”595

Duke christoph of Württemberg and margrave Karl ii of Baden-Durlach had 
noted time and again to friedrich iii that Zwinglian and calvinist doctrine repre-
sented a great danger and included serious errors concerning the Sacrament of 
the Altar and holy Baptism. for his part, friedrich iii always appealed to the 
holy Scriptures and was convinced that his interpretation of the Scriptures was 
the only correct interpretation, and in this he claimed to have the backing of many 
Protestant theologians and princes. “As for the writings of Zwingli, calvin, and 
Luther,” he wrote, “we only let ourselves be guided by them in so far as they co-
incide with the Word of God; all else we pay no heed to.” he stated that his doc-

593 Janssen VII 1905, 322 fn. 1.
594 Janssen VII 1905, 322.
595 Kluckhohn 1868, 564; Janssen VII 1905, 323.
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trine of the Sacrament and that of the Heidelberg Catechism were not based upon 
human opinions but God’s Word alone. he had no intention of being drawn into 
a disputation concerning them. he did not want his subjects to be perplexed and 
“bewildered by demagogic preachers,” and he would not permit any “erroneous 
doctrine” to be introduced into his dominions simply because it agreed with the 
Augsburg Confession. he wanted his subjects to hold to the honest sound teaching 
of the Word of God. he claimed that there were some articles in the Augsburg 
Confession, which were not clarified adequately and which had later been altered 
in various places, and therefore, this confession must be taken only cum grano 
salis. There were “many things in this confession which were not fully explained 
(as for instance the article on the mass), and which had afterwards been altered 
by the princes in their respective principalities and towns.”596

Earlier, in 1563, Duke christoph of Würtemberg had spoken to persuade the 
electors of Saxony and Brandenburg and others that they must unite to take ac-
tion against friedrich iii. he reminded them that there could be no doubt that 
through the friedrich iii, Zwinglian and calvinist heresies were now domin-
ant in the Palatinate and that these heresies directly contradicted the Augustana. 
furthermore, as he noted, these heresies were excluded from the Augsburg Reli-
gious Peace. he noted that “calvinism, as is proved by many examples, is sedi-
tious in spirit, and wherever it enters it is determined to usurp dominion, even 
over magistrates: the Electoral Palatinate is therefore exposed to danger not only 
from outside, but also from his own subjects.” he went on to urge that the estates 
should altogether bring this matter to the attention of friedrich iii and make it 
clear to him that he was a mocker of the Augsburg Confession. he had subscribed 
to it both in the frankfurt Recess and at Naumburg but in his words and actions 
he had completely departed from it. “it is also easy to foresee what misery, tribu-
lation, and ruin your Grace will by this means bring on yourself, on your land, 
and on your people, seeing that the Religious Peace is based on the Confession 
of Augsburg,”597 declared the draft statement. Even though Emperor maximilian 
would have gladly received such action, the electors of Brandenburg and Saxony 
were not willing to support christoph in this endeavor.

Despite his claim that he wanted to avoid religious disputations, friedrich iii 
invited Duke christoph of Württemberg to come to a religious conference at the 
monastery of maulbronn from April 10-15, 1564. in attendance in this conference 
would be calvinist theologians from the Palatinate and Lutheran theologians from 
Würtemberg. The conference did nothing to further reconciliation but only in-
creased bitter feelings. The calvinist heidelberg theologians spread the rumor that 
the Würtemberg theologians at the conference had suffered such a crushing defeat 
596 Vilmar 1860, 294; Janssen VII 1905, 324.
597 Kluckhohn 1868, 377; Janssen VII 1905, 340.
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that Duke christoph had been reconciled to the teachings of the Heidelberg Catech-
ism. They further spread the story that on his deathbed Luther had acknowledged 
to melanchthon that Zwingli had been right in his doctrine of the Supper and he 
had begged melanchthon to take a fresh look at the matter. Duke christoph himself 
spread a report on the conference, which was adverse to the heidelbergers, stating 
that calvinist theologians had indulged in sophistries throughout the meeting, first 
denying a theological point and then reasserting it as though they did not know 
what they were driving at. This strengthened the duke and his theologians in their 
own creed, and they were now even more emphatically opposed to the “errors and 
blasphemies” of the heidelbergers. They thought it especially terrible that the cal-
vinists “called christ’s presence in the bread nothing but an idolatrous invention 
of the human brain.” concerning the dogma of the majesty of christ taught by the 
calvinists, the Würtemberg theologians stated that the Turkish Koran and Zwing-
lian opinion were one and the same. The opposing theologians contended against 
each other with great vehemence. in agreement with his theologians, Duke chris-
toph would not allow the notion that the doctrine of the omnipresence of christ’s 
human nature was an unheard-of teaching, while friedrich was equally emphatic 
in declaring that it was an innovation. friedrich anathematized the doctrine of ubi-
quity, while christoph declared that the heidelberg doctrine of the Sacrament was 
a “venomous poison and stiff-necked wickedness.”598

The 1555 Religious Peace of Augsburg emphatically stated that it included only 
the Roman catholic estates and the adherents of the Augsburg Confession. Those who 
belonged to neither category were not included in the pacification. in order to have the 
benefits offered by the Religious Peace, friedrich iii had to agree to the Augsburg Con-
fession, and he sought to harmonize the Heidelberg Catechism with it, stating that “the 
Augsburg Confession is in accordance with the Word of God; the [Heidelberg] Catechism 
also is in accord with the Word of God; it follows therefore that whatever in the terms 
of the Peace applies to the one, applies to the other also.”599

Emperor ferdinand i and his son maximilian, king of Bohemia, sought to pro-
tect their lands against “the poison of the Palatinate,” and maximilian encour-
aged ferdinand i to be careful to prevent his lands and dominions from being 
corrupted by the “false doctrines” prevalent in the Palatinate. in a letter, dated 
July 13, 1563, the emperor stated that the calvinist Lord’s Supper was clearly 
not in accord with the Augustana and for this reason the Electoral Palatinate was 
excluded from the 1555 Religious Peace.600

After the death of ferdinand i on July 25, 1564 and the succession of max-
imilian ii, friedrich iii sought to present himself as an adherent of the Augsburg 

598 Brenz 1565, 35-36, 195; Kugler II 1872, 458 ff.; Janssen VII 1905, 325-326.
599 Janssen VII 1905, 327.
600 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 407.
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Confession and attempted to instruct the new emperor in a letter, dated August 
16, that it was his duty to confess and promulgate the one true christian faith as 
embodied in the Augsburg Confession and to remove from the Roman church “all 
idolatry and false worship.” for his part, maximilian must not allow himself to be 
hindered in this pious work by the pope or his agents, friedrich declared, stating 
that he regretted that former emperors had failed to accomplish this. friedrich 
wanted the emperor to summon a council and preside over it and to abolish all 
that would hinder “the advent of the kingdom of God.” This, he stated, could best 
be done by abolishing the power of the ecclesiastical organization, ridding the 
empire of the pope and his horrible idolatries.601 in order to accomplish this and 
involve other electors, he wrote to the elector of Saxony on August 22, 1564 that 
the three temporal electors should deliberate with other princes concerning how 
the error should be to done away with along with the papacy and the “emancipa-
tion of the true christian religion” should be effected.602 

in the eyes of Elector friedrich iii, the Lutherans were just as wicked as the 
Papists. his own younger brother, count Palatine Georg of Simmern-Sponheim, 
thought it best that judgment should be declared concerning friedrich’s religious 
position by a joint declaration of all other Lutheran princes. count Wolfgang of 
Zweibrücken was in favor of this, stating in a letter to Duke christoph of Würtem-
berg, that “the elector’s sect, and all belonging to it, will be condemned, and we and 
the others be cleared before God and the world.” Every ruler who was a partisan 
of the elector and his sect must without mercy be excluded from the Augsburg 
Religious Peace. on August 24, 1565 christoph summoned all Lutheran princes to 
unite with him for the protection of the true faith against the continuing inroads 
of Zwinglianism in some German regions. in some places calvinism was being 
advanced by violent means and in others it was moving silently and insidiously, 
even though many were increasingly aware that Zwinglian Sacramentarian doc-
trine was erroneous and even blasphemous. in his summons christoph declared:

“People were more and more finding out what deadly poison and execrable 
blasphemy lurked in this doctrine, and it was to be feared that many more abor-
tions would be generated by this monster, seeing that the heidelbergers had not 
scrupled to write that christ in the Sacrament was a wheaten idol, and in our 
hearts a mere fiction of man’s invention.”603

Accordingly, it was expected that a diet summoned by maximilian to meet 
at Augsburg in 1566 would bring a strong judgment against the elector of the 
Palatinate. 

601 Struve 1721, 145-149; Janssen VII 1905, 343.
602 Kluckhohn 1868, 520-523; Janssen VII 1905, 343.
603 Neudecker II 1841, 89-96; Janssen VII 1905, 344.
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Another scandal came to the fore in 1570 with the appearance of antitrinitarian-
ism in the Electoral Palatinate. Superintendent Johann Sylvanus of Landenberg, 
Pastor Adam Neuser of heidelberg, Deacon matthias Vehe-Glirius of Kaisers-
lautern, and Pastor Jacob Suter of feudenheim declared that the Reformed church 
had “not sufficiently reformed” its doctrine, so as to remove all Roman errors. They 
began to espouse antitrinitarian doctrine similar to the ancient heresy of Arius.

They wrote and delivered sermons which avoided any mention of the holy 
Trinity or the incarnation of christ. Sylvanus published a treatise which he en-
titled: Wahre christliche Bekenntniß (A True Christian Confession of the Original Faith 
Concerning the One True God and Jesus, the Messiah, by the True Christians, as Op-
posed to the False God in Three Persons, and the Two-Natured Idols of the Antichrist, 
Diligently Gathered from the Word of God and Shortly Described).604 in it he declared 
that to speak of christ as God was simply playing with words. “christ is only 
styled God on account of his heroic virtues, like hercules.”605

Adam Neuser went so far as to compose a letter to the Sultan which he then 
decided not to send. in this letter he declared that christ is not the Son of God and 
not of one substance with the father but there is only one God, as is plainly stated in 
the Koran. he went on to say that he had concluded from his studies that moham-
medanism was grounded fully on the Gospel of christ and that the Turkish empire 
was the empire spoken of by the Prophet Daniel when he promised that in the 
future an empire would arise which would rule over the entire world. in his letter 
he urged the Sultan to invade Germany, and he stated that if he did so, he, Adam 
Neuser, would assist him in the establishment of the true religion. The time had 
come for him to do so, he said. “The christian preachers were all at variance with 
each other, and the common people were beginning to waver in their faith.” People 
everywhere are fooled with “falsehood and uncertainty” and no one can depend on 
their clergy for they do not know the truth. The lower classes were so oppressed by 
the princes that they “openly longed for the coming of the Turks.”606

in 1570 the copy of this letter, along with published writings of the four pas-
tors, came to the attention of Elector friedrich iii. Sylvanus and Vehe-Glirius 
were imprisoned and Neuser fled to Turkey where he became a mohammedan. 
it is said that there he came to a bad end after stating that “in order to guard one-
self against Arianism, one must be on one’s guard against calvinism.” Sylvanus 
recanted of his errors but was executed. Suter and Vehe-Glirius were banished.607 

604 Wahre christliche Bekenntniß des uhralten Glaubens von dem einigen wahren Gott und von Messia Jesu 
dem wahren Christen, wider den drey persönlichen Abgott und zwey genaturten Götzen des Wider-
Christs, aus Gottes Wort mit Fleiß zusammengetragen, und in solcher Kürtze beschrieben, 1570.

605 Arnold 1741, 1128; Janssen VIII 1905, 158.
606 Kluckhohn 1879, 379; Janssen VIII 1905, 158.
607 Kluckhohn 1879, 380-381; Janssen VIII 1905, 159.
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“Three-headed Antichrist,” as depicted in Johannes Praetorius’ writing, Dreyköpffichter Antichrist, 
1592. Depicted is the Antichrist with big belly and thick legs and a central large head. on the right 
is a smaller head, which has grown out of it and wears a Turkish turban, and to the left is calvin’s 
head, wearing a three-cornered biretta. The monster has three hands – the middle holds a double-
edged sword, the right hand holds Turkish saber, and the left hand bears a pen with the wings 
of the bat, symbolizing Satan and darkness. The central head proclaims “that God distributes 
salvation according to merit,” the left head praises the followers of islam, and the right head is 

full of treachery, duplicity, and hypocrisy (Praetorius 1592).
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Lutheran theologians were quick to state that calvinism was bound to lead 
to “mohammedanism.” in a sermon preached at memmingen and subsequently 
printed in Tübingen, Jakob Andrea said that the heidelberg theologians were not 
only calvinists, Nestorians, and Arians, but also “on the road to falling into the 
horrors of the Koran.” he went on to state that the calvinists were “the most lying 
scoundrels on the face of the earth.” Equally explicit was Pastor Philipp Nicolai 
of Unna in Westphalia who wrote: “The calvinistic dragon is pregnant with all 
the horrors of mohammedanism; the monster is in league with the Turks.” “The 
electoral Palatinate is the abode of every kind of abomination.” Georg mylius, 
professor of theology at the University of Jena, preached about the “calvinistic 
rabble at heidelberg” and stated that they were plotting with the Turks. This, he 
said, made it evident that “this impious calvinism was nothing else than a pre-
liminary measure for introducing mohammedanism and the Koran.” 608 Johannes 
modest of Jena repeated the same in 1586, when he stated that it could be proved 
from the holy Scripture that “the Sacramentarians, Zwinglians, and calvinists 
were not christians, but only baptized Jews and mohammedans.”609

The Lutheran theologians based their attacks on their concern that the Gospel 
must be preached in truth and purity, as Luther had taught. They confessed that 
Luther had been chosen to be the instrument of God for the sake of rooting out 
“all the countless devil’s seeds of calvinism scattered all over the ground.” They 
declared that for their part they would “do all in their power to drive Elector Au-
gustus to take part in this godly work.”610

3 .1 .2  The failure of  the 1566 Diet  of  Augsburg  
to halt  the Spread of  calvinism

The conversion of Elector friedrich iii to calvinism and his subsequent activ-
ities to enforce calvinist iconoclastic principles, even in churches which were lo-
cated in areas under joint patronage with Roman catholic and Lutheran estates, 
was greeted with shock and complaints in the holy Roman Empire. The purpose 
of the Augsburg Peace of 1555 was to guarantee the adherents to the Augsburg 
Confession freedom to continue to exercise their faith unhindered but, in fact, a new 
calvinist iconoclastic rebellion against Lutheran ceremonies and doctrine was 
sweeping through the Electoral Palatinate lands. friedrich iii continued to insist 
that he was himself an adherent to the Augsburg Confession, but Lutheran princes 
and theologians contradicted this and denounced his anti-Lutheran activities. in 

608 Mylius 1595, 35-36; Janssen VIII 1905, 161.
609 Modest 1586; Janssen IX 1906, 154.
610 Janssen VIII 1905, 162.
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order to correct the situation the emperor announced a diet at Augsburg to be held 
in January 1566 to deal with two important questions. The first of these concerned 
the correct understanding of the christian religion; the second considered how the 
inroads made by heretics and heretical groups were to be dealt with.

in support of his position friedrich iii, who insisted that his calvinism was not to 
be considered as one of the “heretical and seductive sects,” endeavored to convince 
the Lutheran princes that they were all one in faith and that their most important 
task was to present a united front over against the “Roman menace.” he tried to 
convince them that it was not Protestantism “which had produced all these errone-
ous sects; they had originated from the blasphemies and idolatry of the papacy, 
which was the true source of all heresy: the first step, therefore, must be to abolish 
the papacy.”611 he asserted that, for as long as the “papacy with its idolatry” con-
tinued, all sorts of heretical sects would demand the same recognition that Roman 
catholicism enjoyed. he declared his conviction that all Protestant theologians and 
princes were of one mind on the fundamental christian doctrines and must stand 
together to move the emperor to turn his back on the idolatrous papacy and abolish 
all reservatum ecclesiasticum enjoyed by the Roman church.

The theologians themselves were, however, not of one mind, and the Lutheran 
princes were quick to declare that it was hardly likely that all Protestants could 
stand together against Rome. Landgrave Philipp of hesse called the emperor’s 
attention to the controversy concerning the person of christ and stated that the 
doctrine of the sacraments being taught in the Palatinate needed to be studied 
carefully. he realized that if Protestants were to stand together against the pap-
acy, they needed to agree among themselves. “Therefore, we do not really know 
what course will have to be taken in these matters. for it would look somewhat 
strange to be trying to reform others when we were divided among ourselves.”612 
Still, he said that he would do whatever he could to influence the diet to reduce 
disagreements and bring the theologians to unity and at the same time advocate 
the abolition of the 1555 reservatum ecclesiasticum.

for his part, Elector Augustus of Saxony was afraid that if any stronger meas-
ures against friedrich iii were brought to bear, the result would be the destruc-
tion of the Augsburg Peace. To his mind the papacy represented “less harm and 
disaster” than would result from the continuing quarrels of those who believed 
themselves to be adherents to the Augsburg Confession. With evident reference to 
the Heidelberg Catechism advocated by friedrich iii, he declared that schisms, er-
rors, and false doctrines would not decline but were in fact increasing, along with 
recriminations, bitterness, and divisiveness. he stated that some theologians ap-

611 Kluckhohn 1868, 601; Janssen VII 1905, 345.
612 Kluckhohn 1868, 609-609; Janssen VII 1905, 346.
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peared to rejoice in the disagreements and he declared that friedrich iii should 
not “be driven at the diet to separation from the other Estates.”613

Joachim ii of Brandenburg stated his conviction that the doctrine of the Sacra-
ment being taught in the Palatinate was even more erroneous and blasphemous 
than Zwingli’s doctrine, and that the adherents of the Augsburg Confession must 
under no circumstances sanction it but state publicly and boldly that they were 
not in agreement with friedrich iii. At the same time, however, he insisted that no 
measure should be taken against friedrich iii, even though the Augsburg Peace 
made no allowance for contrary doctrines.

Duke Wolfgang of Zweibrücken responded to the declaration of the elector of 
the Palatinate with the statement that “in the controversy between the Protestant 
Estates it was not a question of secondary or minor disputations, but of matters 
which concerned the honor of the Son of God and the groundwork of salvation; 
there could be no fellowship between the christians and the holders of false opin-
ions, and no real happiness or good would follow, if, in violation of their con-
sciences, they joined together to oppose the papacy, boasting of unanimous belief 
in one and the same creed, while an opposite state of things was plainly apparent, 
and had been made known to the world by printed pamphlets. All those who 
should thus show themselves in the light of sharers in opinions that were most 
highly condemned would be self-excluded from the Religious Peace.”614 

Wolfgang had sent the elector’s letter to friedrich’s sons-in-law, dukes Johann 
friedrich ii and Johann Wilhelm of Saxony, and received the following response 
from Johann Wilhelm. he responded that he personally abhorred “the devilish 
Zwinglianism” and felt that there was little hope that friedrich could be con-
verted to the truth, but he would not suffer him to mask his error by stating his 
allegiance to the Augsburg Confession. There is no surviving information about 
Johann friedrich’s response to the statement of his father-in-law, but on other oc-
casions he stated that if he did not recant his errors, he “should go to the devil.” 

for his part, Duke christoph of Würtemberg stated that at the diet a schism 
would break out between various factions, all of which claimed the support of the 
Augsburg Confession.

The emperor was now prepared to ask aloud whether the Lutheran estates 
could still consider the elector of the Palatinate a member of their religious pro-
fession who was qualified to be a party of the Augsburg Peace, and whether the 
1563 Palatinate catechism and friedrich’s church order of the same year were 
in fact in harmony with the doctrinal position of the Augsburg Confession. None 
of the Lutheran princes were able to answer anything but “No” to any and all of 
these queries. 
613 Kluckhohn 1872, 1038 fn. 2; Janssen VII 1905, 347.
614 Kluckhohn 1868, 605-607; Kluckhohn 1879, 224-225; Janssen VII 1905, 347-348.
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When the diet gathered on march 23, 
1566 Emperor maximilian stated that “it 
was well-known to everybody that, since 
the conclusion of the Religious Peace, 
divisions of all sorts had occurred among 
those parties, whether catholic or Protest-
ant, to whom alone the treaty had refer-
ence,” that “abominable sects, erroneous, 
pernicious, misleading doctrines” were 
spreading further and causing great scan-
dal and perplexity to “humble christian 
people.” it was therefore imperative that 
decisions be made concerning how the 
empire was to be rid of such sects, so that 
peace might prevail. his court preacher, 
matthias cittardus, spoke in clear terms 
against the calvinist understanding of 
the Sacrament. According to the testi-
mony of a delegate from the Palatinate, 
he described the calvinist doctrine as 
“damnable, heretical, blasphemous, seditious doctrine, cunningly devised ac-
cording to human understanding and reason by self-instructed charlatans and 
quack theologians.”615

in the march 29 session the diet decided that in order to avoid acrimony noth-
ing should be decided concerning religion by the general assembly as a whole. 
instead the Roman catholic estates should speak “as one man,” and the estates 
of the Augsburg Confession should do the same. furthermore, both these parties 
should send a statement of their grievances in writing to the emperor.616

As a result, the estates of the Augsburg Confession and its ambassadors, with 
the exception of the councillor of the Palatinate, met and decided that in reli-
gious matters they could not be associated with friedrich iii, unless he would 
make a christian declaration concerning the holy Sacrament which was accept-
able to them.

friedrich completely disregarded this statement, and on April 2 he appeared 
personally at the diet and participated in it without making any statement about 
his theological opinions. on April 12 he invited the Lutheran estates to his hostel 
and one day later, on April 13, at the hostel of Elector Augustus an agreement was 

615 Kluckhohn 1868, 634; Häberlin 1778, 145 ff.; Janssen VII 1905, 351.
616 Kluckhohn 1868, 647-649.

maximilian ii, holy Roman Emperor. 
Portrait by Nicolas Neufchâtel, c. 1566 

(Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna).
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signed and sent to the emperor, stating that the adherents of the Augsburg Confes-
sion stood as “one man” in opposition to the “idolatrous Papists.”617

The truth of the matter, however, was that there was no real unity. on April 17 
Duke christoph of Würtemberg and Duke Wolfgang of Zweibrücken stated that 
in the diet the chaplain of the Electoral Palatinate had dared to blaspheme against 
the doctrine of the Real Presence in both offensive and scandalous language, and 
had described those who held the doctrine of the Real Presence as “capernaites, 
cannibals and by other abominable names.” Lutherans then circulated the publi-
cation against friedrich iii in which they stated: “his preachers rant and declaim 
against us openly, call us eaters of the Lord God, capernaites, cannibals.”618 in 
fact, such statements were frequently made by the calvinist polemicists:

“What else are the Lutherans than cannibals, capernaites, blood-suckers, eat-
ers of God and Thyests, who conceive of the holy banquet as an ordinary, corpor-
eal, physical meal, in which the mouth, throat, and stomach all take part? They 
make themselves a seven-inch-long god of bread baked, cooked, roasted in the 
oven; they devour it with their mouths, biting and chewing it, and carrying about 
small particles of it in their teeth until they putrefy.”619

friedrich, for his part, declared that no such anti-Lutheran statements had 
been sanctioned by him, and he ought not to be called to account for such dec-
larations and these statements should not be made a cause of separation among 
the Protestants.

however, despite all of this, now, as they did previously in Naumburg in 1561, 
the princes had sought to present the picture of the complete unity of their faith and 
herald the accusations against the Roman catholic church and its princes. They em-
phatically stated that they had done nothing to cause schism but that it had arisen “out 
of the heathen atrocities and idolatry of the papacy.” They pointed to the Augsburg 
Confession and its Apology as statements of religious truth and went on to say that the 
“idolatrous sects” which the emperor was determined to root out must have origin-
ated with the “devil and the papacy.” They called upon the emperor to convene a 
National council under his presidency to examine and correct the situation.620 

concerning the prospect of a National council the Roman catholic estates 
responded:

“A council of this sort, would be a veritable tower of Babel; for if even now, 
when there were only a few theologians and princes at work discussing religious 
matters, the Protestants were constantly at strife and divided by worse hatred 
than ever, what was likely to happen if crowds were assembled from all parts 

617 Kluckhohn 1868, 655; Gillet 1868, 57; Janssen VII 1905, 352.
618 Kluckhohn 1868, 655; Kluckhohn 1879, 227; Janssen VII 1905, 353.
619 Wilkens 1860, 63-64; Janssen VIII 1905, 186.
620 Gillet 1868, 62; Janssen VII 1905, 353.
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of Germany in order, as they said, to decide matters according to the Divine 
Word? Who at such a council would be judge and arbiter as to what was the 
true interpretation of the Divine Word and holy Scripture, to which they all in 
turn appealed for justification of their endless different dogmas? There would 
be Lutherans of the unaltered confession, and Lutherans of the altered confes-
sion, flacians, heshusians, Strigelians, Wigandists, Adiaphorists, Synergists, 
majorites, musculists, osianderites, Schwenckfeldians, and by whatever other 
names these teachers of the different doctrines called themselves; not to speak 
of Zwinglians and calvinists and the new sect of Ubiquists, who all and sundry 
condemned each other as heretics, and, as everybody knows, in their writings 
sent each other to the devil.”621

Even if the emperor were to make strong demands concerning the convening 
of a National council, it was not clear who would listen to him or follow his direc-
tives. clearly, no prince had any power beyond the borders of his own territory 
and none of the princes had any control over what the theologians might decide. 
it was clear that no one was able to exercise sufficient control over all the territor-
ies, all the princes, all the theologians, and all the churches.

“Who would be able to exercise authority over the imperial cities?” the Roman 
catholics asked. “And let no one imagine that these towns would go along with 
the princes in their confession of faith. in these questions of religion there are in-
numerable splits and differences of opinion, and whichever way one turns there 
is nothing but discontent, mistrust, quarrelling and hatred, a very Babel indeed, 
which at a national council would be evident to the blindest; indeed, the confes-
sionists, when among themselves, do not deny that all this is true. But in the eyes 
of the world they pose as if they were eager for a council.”622

for their part, the Roman catholics continued to restate that the terms of the 
Augsburg Peace offered peace to the Roman catholics and the church of the 
Augsburg Confession. other groups were not included. if others, not of the Augs-
burg Confession, were unwilling to conform to the faith of the ancient church, they 
were not free to do so. freedom of religion was extended only to the Roman 
church and the Lutherans. What was needed from the Lutherans, they stated, 
was their clear and emphatic statement as to who was to be considered an adher-
ent of the Augsburg Confession. This was a matter that the Lutherans must now de-
cide. As to the Ecclesiastical Reservation, it must stand and conform in all points 
to the terms of the Augsburg Peace. 

in addition, the Roman catholic and Lutheran estates complained to the em-
peror about the actions of friedrich iii. The bishop of Worms, together with the 
abbeys of Neuhausen and Sinsheim, referred to maximilian that the elector was 
621 Janssen VII 1905, 355-356.
622 Janssen VII 1905, 356.
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infringing rights and privileges in violation to the terms of the Religious Peace by 
the mutilation of altars, images, books, jewels, and other religious items in their 
churches. The Lutheran margrave Philibert of Baden-Baden with the knights, 
councillors, and citizens of oppenheim also issued their own complaint that 
friedrich iii was suppressing the Augsburg Confession by virtue of his iconoclastic 
activities and his efforts to introduce calvinism in Lutheran regions.623 

in order to deal with these complaints maximilian organized a committee of 
the estates and charged it to examine these situations carefully. After the commit-
tee reported to him on may 10, the emperor considered their findings and issued 
a strict edict on may 14 concerning the activities of friedrich iii.

in the matter of the complaints from the bishop of Worms and the abbeys of 
Neuhausen and Sinsheim, the emperor ordered that friedrich must make full 
restitution for all the damage which he had caused, and he was also required to 
make reparations to the margrave of Baden and to rescind his earlier pledge to 
impose calvinist doctrine and insist upon a calvinist interpretation and adminis-
tration of the sacraments. he was also required to remove from office all calvin-
ist preachers and schoolmasters and to rescind his directive that the Heidelberg 
Catechism and other calvinist literature should be introduced and spread in his 
domains. he was further instructed that if he insisted on continuing his present 
course of introducing calvinistic error, the emperor would surely lose his pa-
tience with him, and it would be necessary for him to fulfill the terms set down in 
the Religious Peace and take strong actions against him.624

friedrich iii paid little attention to the emperor and stated publicly that he would 
continue publicly and badly to denounce papal religion as “idolatry.” “The emper-
or may carry on his execution against the Turks, but i dare any one to come near 
me with an execution!”625 in the presence of electors and princes gathered around 
the emperor on may 14, he proudly stated that in matters of conscience he would 
not recognize any authority other than that of almighty God only. he stated that he 
knew nothing of calvinism but insisted that his Heidelberg Catechism was so deeply 
founded on the Words of Scripture that not a single word of it could be overthrown. 
he declared that no one in the empire from the lowliest kitchen boy to the em-
peror himself could show him any errors in it and that if they did, he would will-
ingly obey the truth.626 When cardinal-bishop otto of Augsburg rebuked him that 
he said in his catechism that the holy mass was “an accursed idolatry,” friedrich 
proudly stated that he was glad that he had done so. furthermore, knowing that 
the Lutherans themselves were on poor terms with the Roman catholics, he sur-

623 Wilhelmi 1851, 98-99; Gillet 1868, 63-64.
624 Wilhelmi 1851, 100-101; Janssen VII 1905, 361-362.
625 Janssen VII 1905, 362.
626 Gillet 1868, 70; Kluckhohn 1879, 239. 
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mised that the Lutheran estates would not condemn him, because to do so would 
gratify the adherents of the old church. “They will not condemn me for fear of giv-
ing pleasure to the catholics by so doing, and thus cutting off their own noses.”627

it was the ambivalence of Elector Augustus of Saxony that had made it pos-
sible for friedrich to escape the consequences of maximilian’s anger. Although 
Augustus agreed with the imperial edict of may 14 and that he was agreeable 
also to the condemnation of friedrich, he issued no definite instructions for his 
councillors when he left Augsburg. 

Among those councillors were Georg cracow and Laurentius Lindemann who 
were crypto-calvinists and they quickly made known that they sided with fried-
rich. When the emperor called together the councillors on may 17, he asked them 
whether they recognized friedrich as an adherent of the Augsburg Confession, they 
responded that they had not been given any instructions about this matter and 
would need to refer it to Elector Augustus. in the meantime they stated that they 
wanted also to consult with the estates belonging to the Augsburg Confession that 
were not present at the meeting. The princes agreed and asked the emperor to 
grant them a recess of one day. maximilian reluctantly agreed, reminding them 
that this was an important matter. Elector friedrich would soon be leaving the 
city and the matter needed to be settled as soon as possible, so that “the poison 
might not spread further, for there were many other estates in secret adherence 
to this sect, who were only waiting to see what would be decided at the Diet.”628

many of the Saxon delegates were crypto-calvinists and they wrote to the Saxon 
elector that all these problems had been started by the papal party, and that if they 
answered the emperor affirmatively, they would be accused of “Zwinglianism;” if 
they answered negatively, they would be excluding themselves from the Religious 
Peace, because of the disagreements concerning some of the articles of the Augsburg 
Confession. This, they stated, would lead to divisions among those who professed the 
Augsburg Confession and would lead to increased persecution of Protestants elsewhere. 
They decided to inform the emperor that they considered that Elector friedrich’s situ-
ation ought to be thoroughly discussed at a special convention. 

for his part, friedrich was looking forward to the convocation of a convention 
which would act as an impartial council or a colloquium. he stated that if his 
teachings were “condemned without a hearing, or if any force was used against 
him, he would resort to all possible means of resistance at his disposal, and pro-
ceed as he thought fit.”629

Princes of Würtemberg, Zweibrücken, and mecklenburg all declared themselves 
to be opponents to friedrich’s doctrine with reference to the Sacrament of the Al-

627 Janssen VII 1905, 364.
628 Kluckhohn 1868, 668-669; Janssen VII 1905, 366.
629 Janssen VII 1905, 366-367.
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tar, and stated that it was not possible for them to extend the hand of brotherhood 
to the elector of Palatinate. They drew up a confession of faith with affirmative 
articles, as well as articles condemning calvinism, but the councillors of the Saxon 
elector refused to sign it because, they said, it contained articles which proposed 
doctrine of Ubiquity, Transubstantiation, and other offensive matters.630

After vehement discussion the Lutheran assembly informed the emperor on may 
19 that they could not come to a uniform declaration. from the standpoint of the es-
tates friedrich gave an appearance of orthodoxy on the doctrine of justification and 
many other doctrinal points. With regard to the sacraments, however, many had to 
question his orthodoxy. They wanted to be careful, however, to expose to danger 
from Romans those who, while differing from them in doctrinal issues, ought not 
to be excluded from participating in the Augsburg Peace. friedrich always insisted 
that he could defend his position on the basis of the Word of God, and the estates 
decided that they should meet with him during the Diet to discuss relations.631 

Although friedrich’s views in the matters of the sacraments were calvinist, as 
clearly indicated his heidelberg catechism, the Lutheran estates failed to expose 
him as heterodox and as clearly falling among the sectarians who were not includ-
ed in the Augsburg Peace. Such position would prove to be a significant misstep, 
as it would eventually lead to the spread of calvinism in German-speaking lands.

maximilian was not pleased with this development and understood that it was 
the delegates of the elector of Saxony and especially the crypto-calvinists Linde-
mann who were responsible for the impasse. in a letter to Duke Albrecht V of Bav-
aria, he wrote concerning Lindemann: “he has gone straight against everything that 
all the Estates had promised me before.” it would have been better if this eventuality 
had been known in advance, for it would have been better if this whole matter had 
been left alone. “in short, there is no constancy among them. Doctor Lindemann is 
out and out ‘Palatine’ and Zwinglian. i believe it is the devil who has brought him to 
this state of mind, and i am quite convinced that it will not be pleasing to the pious 
elector of Saxony.” But Elector Augustus left his councillors a tolerably free hand, 
although their policy was opposed to that exhibited by himself at the Diet. Under his 
“tacit concurrence all the assaults on friedrich resulted in nothing.”632

on may 17 imperial councillor Ulrich Zasius spoke with Bavarian Duke Al-
brecht V. At that time Elector Augustus of Saxony was visiting Bavaria and Za-
sius hoped that the duke would influence him to make a more definite statement 
against friedrich. “otherwise it would have been far better (as the emperor had 
said) to have left the matter alone, and stood by, dissembling, until in a few years 

630 Gillet 1868, 79; Kluckhohn 1879, 245-246.
631 Gillet 1868, 80; Kluckhohn 1879, 246-247; Janssen VII 1905, 367-368.
632 Kluckhohn 1879, 247; Kluckhohn 1872, 1041-1042; Janssen VII 1905, 368.
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calvinism had conquered the whole German nation, as it had conquered some of 
the best minds already.”633 

one day later, on may 18, Zasius wrote that on may 15, the day after the em-
peror had issued the edict, friedrich’s preacher had delivered a sermon that was 
insulting and insolent, in which he condemned both the “Papal church” and the 
Augsburg Confession, and yet, amazingly, the princes who confessed the Augsburg 
Confession seemed unable to exclude him from their number.

“for, as far as i can make out, they are determined not to snare the fox, in spite 
of all the insults and invectives which the Palatinate preacher incessantly hurls at 
them and at the confession. i greatly fear that this diet will do more to strengthen 
and spread Zwinglianism than anybody thinks at present. And this will no doubt 
put the finishing stroke to the ruin of Germany. for the spirit of calvinism is such 
that, in all its schemes and exertions, it aims at nothing but murder and bloodshed. 
france is an illustration of this. i greatly fear that they will gain the upper hand 
everywhere, and that the Augsburg Confessionists themselves in their own churches 
will not be safe from their attacks; for examples are not wanting of heresies which 
led to murder and bloodshed during sermons and divine worship. may God pre-
serve us from evil and from the dominion of the bloodthirsty bread-breakers.”634 

Later on the Lutheran theologians were also expressing the same sentiments 
as had been expressed by Zasius. As the Swiss Lutheran theologian Samuel hu-
ber wrote: “The hunnish or calvinistic, and also thoroughly Jewish and calvin-
istic spirit is never at rest or satisfied unless it is gloating over our own and our 
children’s blood, and devastating the face of the whole earth.”635

on may 22, after the Lutheran princes had issued their declaration concerning 
friedrich, the emperor replied that he really did not know how he would be able 
to reconcile this present declaration with the edict of may 14, since that earlier 
edict had been composed in accordance with the advice and the consent of those 
who assembled at the diet, as well as private letters and formal statements. how 
could he justify before God and the world the inclusion in the Augsburg Peace 
terms those who did not agree on all the articles of the Augsburg Confession? he 
could not see what sense there was to the articles of the Augsburg Confession if 
some were not required to adhere to it. if all the sectarian groups were to be tol-
erated regardless their lack of agreement, he could not see how either the holy 
Roman Empire or the German nation could continue to exist.636 

Emperor maximilian was convinced that the may 14 edict against friedrich 
must be carried out. he must be instructed in such a way that he would come 

633 Gillet 1868, 77-78; Janssen VII 1905, 369.
634 Kluckhohn 1879, 466-467; Janssen VII 1905, 370.
635 Huber 1597, (Vorrede); Janssen VII 1905, 370.
636 Kluckhohn 1879, 247-248; Janssen VII 1905, 370-371.
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to acknowledge not only with his lips but with all his being the statements con-
tained in the Augsburg Confession in all its parts – its doctrine, its ceremonies, and its 
usages, and friedrich must back up this confession by renouncing and abolishing 
in his territories every vestige of calvinist doctrine and its preaching which stood 
in opposition to the Augsburg Confession. if he refused to do it, the Lutheran princes 
would need to advise him as to what steps needed to be taken against the elector. 

During the debates about this situation among the Lutheran estates, Duke 
christoph and Duke Wolfgang once again stated that it was imperative a defin-
itive confession be presented to friedrich for subscription. The councillors from 
the electorate of Brandenburg and some other delegates supported this decision 
but the majority of the councillors of the Electorate of Saxony declared that to 
formulate a new confession would only cause dissention. Their solution was that 
the elector of the Palatinate should be seriously urged to recognize that his doc-
trine of the Eucharist was in error and that he should recant it, or else at a special 
convention, called for this purpose, he should submit to the truth concerning this 
doctrine as set down in the holy Scriptures. in accordance with this procedure 
the councillors of the Electorate of Saxony then publicly stated to the Palatinate 
elector that his views concerning the Sacrament were in error and that his persis-
tence in this error was causing much division among the Lutheran estates. This 
was causing scandal in the church and bringing both danger and misery upon 
his people. They stated that this was especially so, since his preachers and theo-
logians were publicly speaking thoughtlessly concerning the real presence of the 
body of christ and they were often speaking recklessly and offensively in church-
es and in schools and even in the diet to a far greater extent than calvin and 
oecolampadius had ever done. he was also admonished concerning the fact that 
his doctrine of Baptism also contradicted the Augsburg Confession. furthermore, 
he had banished from his territories Lutheran preachers who refused to agree 
with his position and had forbidden his subjects to receive the Sacrament of the 
Altar or to allow their children to be baptized in neighboring territories where the 
Augsburg Confession was in effect. he was told that he must now recant his errors 
and his scandalous actions and must inform his theologians that they were not 
to write or preach against the sacramental doctrines of the Augsburg Confession.637

friedrich, as might be expected, refused to accept their admonitions and stated 
that he was not aware that he believed or taught any false doctrine, but that his 
doctrines did in fact correspond exactly to the teaching of the Augustana. further-
more, if and when a convention of theologians was held, his teachers were well 
able to defend themselves. in any case, he would not permit anyone to tell him 
how he should act in his own domains. 

637 Kluckhohn 1868, 676-681; Janssen VII 1905, 370-373.
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A report of this exchange stated that the result of these debates was distress 
and confusion. “The final decision arrived at was that they must consult further 
with the councillors and electors respecting the idea of a convention.”638

on may 24 further deliberations took place, and the Lutheran estates passed 
a resolution concerning calvinists and their teachings. At this meeting the Lu-
therans were unable to come to common agreement and condemn those, whether 
at home or abroad, whose theology differed from them in some articles, even 
though this meant that they would not exclude calvinists from important teach-
ing positions. Perhaps a major reason for their unwillingness to act was their 
fear that they might be branded as extremist persecutors. in addition, there was 
the fear also that at some point in the future they might be pressed to publicly 
espouse Transubstantiation which would be a step forward in Roman catholic 
propaganda. it was their hope that friedrich would publicly renounce calvin-
ism but they came to the meeting with no clear agreement as to how they would 
respond if he refused to leave calvinism behind.639 

This rather mild action had no further effect than to make public friedrich’s 
agreement that he would present his position before a theological convention and 
that nothing further would be accomplished until this meeting took place.

on the same day the emperor wrote to vent his anger against the Lutheran 
estates, which had so meekly and mildly handled the Palatinate matter. in a letter 
to Duke Albrecht V he stated that it was impossible to place any reliance on such 
“wavering and inconstant people.” however, he went on to say that it was bene-
ficial that the issue had been raised, “for i have now learnt what sort of constancy 
i may expect from them. may God grant them a better spirit! i would not give a 
brass farthing for their confession; for, as things are going on, we shall soon have 
universal Zwinglianism and confusion. i pray God that he vouchsafe to inspire 
them with a better mind; but they are utterly blinded.”640 

on that same day friedrich iii left the diet free of any fear that action might 
be taken against him, for he was now made well aware of the weak resolution 
passed by the Lutherans. 

maximilian’s direct response to the Lutheran estates again stated that the Re-
ligious Peace of Augsburg granted protection only to those who adhered to the 
Augsburg Confession and that it was his intention to enforce this regulation. he 
had asked them to take steps to see that the German Empire was freed from the 
corruption caused by ‘foreign and native sects’ and that the edict against fried-
rich issued on may 14 must stand firm.641

638 Janssen VII 1905, 374.
639 Gillet 1868, 85-87; Janssen VII 1905, 375.
640 Kluckhohn 1879, 255; Janssen VII 1905, 375.
641 Gillet 1868, 88-89.
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The contentious debates, resolutions, and decrees of the diet accomplished 
nothing, and the proposed convocation of theologians never took place. The elector 
was free to carry on his activity of spreading calvinism in non-calvinist territories 
under joint rule without fear that the emperor or the diet might move against him.

As imperial councillor Zasius had forecasted, the diet did nothing to counter-
act the spread of calvinism but reinforced its forward movement. heshusius had 
predicted much the same thing in a letter he addressed to chemnitz on may 8, 
1566. “After this diet calvinism will advance rapidly.”642

3 .1 .3  The Restoration of  Lutheranism

After the death of friedrich iii in 1576, Ludwig Vi, a Lutheran and the former 
regent of the Upper Palatinate, succeeded his father as elector. At the beginning 
of his rule he openly stated that it was his intention to reestablish Lutheranism 
throughout his territories, regardless of his father’s will and testament, which 
enjoined him to maintain the Reformed doctrine and ecclesiastical organization 
as his sacred duty. 

faced with this adverse situation, caspar olevian, who was the co-author of 
the Heidelberg Catechism, warned from his pulpit at heidelberg that the Luther-
ans were nothing but wolves who were tearing the sheep. “Now the wolves will 
come down from above,”643 preached olevian, “and devour the sheep.”644 The 
Reformed preachers who refused to turn away from calvinist doctrine and admit 
their errors before their congregations were banished, along with any lay persons 
who refused to accept the doctrine of the Augsburg Confession. olevian went to 
Berleburg where he became tutor to the prince, and in 1584 he was made pastor 
and professor of theology at herborn.645

Before the strong anti-Lutheran restrictive measures had been instituted, Lu-
theran priests sang the liturgy of the Lutheran mass in the traditional manner, 
consecrated communion hosts on altars with lighted candles, surrounded by 
holy pictures. All this was restored under Ludwig Vi. 

The consistory was once again a Lutheran consistory, consisting of such staunch 
Lutherans as Paul Schecksius, Timotheus Kirchner, and Jacob Schopper. The Lutheran 
office of church superintendent was once again reestablished with Peter Patiens ap-
pointed to fulfill that role.646 With the help of Philipp marbach, who came from Stras-
burg in 1577, Lutheranism was strengthened in the Palatinate and a new church order, 

642 Leuckfeld 1716, 69-70; Kluckhohn 1879, 231; Janssen VII 1905, 376 fn. 2.
643 I. e., “The Upper Palatinate.”
644 Wundt 1790, 125 fn. 10; Janssen VIII 1905, 394.
645 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 408.
646 Häusser II 1856, 90.
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based on that of otto heinrich, was published in heidelberg.647 more than 500-600 
Reformed ministers and teachers were dismissed from the parishes and their places 
were now once again taken by Lutherans.648 Since there were not enough Lutheran 
clergy to fulfill vacant teaching positions, the elector decided that it was better to leave 
their places vacant than to allow calvinists to continue to influence youths.

As might be expected, the calvinists slandered the returning Lutheran pas-
tors, saying that they all were nothing but ignorant and immoral men. The Re-
formed theologian Ursinus informed his friend, Johann crato, on June 20, 1577 of 
this fact, stating: 

“The successors of the ejected clergymen are mostly, as i am told, ignorant and 
immoral men, who flock from all quarters like vultures on their prey. it has come 
to this that worthy men no longer wish to take office, but only good-for-nothing 
fellows whose one thought is to plunder right and left, and to get everything into 
their own possession: hypocrites, flatterers, harpies, all of them.”649

in spite of the theological differences present in the university, an appeal was 
made to allow Reformed theologians Pierre Boquin, Girolamo Zanchi, and im-
manuel Tremellius to continue in office because it was claimed that they taught 
nothing contrary to the Augsburg Confession. This appeal was rejected and all three 
were dismissed. in 1579 the elector publicly stated that “all premeditated sedition 
and all crafty enticement into damnable heresies and false doctrines, contrary to 
the Word of God, were to be treated as criminal cases.”650

With the resurgence of Lutheranism in the Electoral Palatinate, only a small 
area, Kaiserslautern and Neustadt an der haardt, together with Bickelheim, which 
friedrich iii had bequeathed to his youngest son, count Johann casimir of Palatin-
ate-Simmern, remained calvinist. it was here that Reformed ministers and profes-
sors, who had been banished elsewhere, were able to find a home. Among them 
was Zacharias Ursinus, the co-author of the Heidelberg Catechism. Johann casimir 
established a school at Neustadt an der haardt, called Casimirianum, which for a 
time replaced heidelberg as the center of calvinist learning in the region.651 

647 Kirchenordnung Wie es mit der Christlichen Lehre, Administrierung der heiligen Sacramenten 
vnd Ceremonien, in des Durchleuchtigsten, Hochgebornen Fürsten vnnd Herren, Herrn Ludwigen 
Pfaltzgrauen bey Rhein, des heiligen Römischen Reichs Ertztruchsässen vnd Churfürsten, 
Hertzogen in Bayern, etc. Chur: vnd Fürstenthumb gehalten werden soll (Church Order as It Is to 
Be Observed with Christian teaching, the Holy Sacraments and Ceremonies in the Electorate and 
Duchy of the Illustrious Highborn Prince and Lord, Sir Ludwig, Count of the Palatinate by the 
Rhein, Archsteward and Elector, Duke of Lower and Upper Bavaria, etc.), 1577.

648 Bezold 1882, 289; Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 302.
649 Magazin 1790, 126-129; Sudhoff 1857, 426; Janssen VIII 1905, 395.
650 Wittmann 1847, 67; Janssen VIII 1905, 395.
651 Sinnema 2006, 130; Cameron 2012, 408.
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3.1.4 The Reintroduction of  the Reformed Religion

When Ludwig Vi died in 1583 his son 
was still a minor, and Johann casimir was 
able to claim by right of kinship that he 
should be given the role of the guardian 
of the young prince. Ludwig had feared 
that this might happen and that Johann 
casimir might try to influence the prince 
to become Reformed. So he appointed as 
co-guardians Duke Ludwig of Würtem-
berg, Landgrave Ludwig of hesse-Darm-
stadt, and margrave Georg friedrich i of 
Brandenburg-Ansbach. Upon the death 
of Ludwig Vi, Johann casimir, who was 
then fighting against the Roman catholic 
forces of Bavaria, immediately left for 
heidelberg to take up his role as guard-
ian without knowledge from the other 
guardians. 

Johann casimir went against the tes-
tamentary will of Ludwig Vi. During the 
illness of Ludwig, when it was obvious 
that his end was near, Johann casimir 

gathered troops to take possession of the Palatinate with the result that after Lud-
wig’s death no one was in any position to oppose him. 

The right of the other guardians were declared null and void. Justus Reuber, 
the jurist of casimir, stole the will and testament which was in the custody of the 
heidelberg university. All attempts to enforce its provisions were a failure, and 
casimir was able to bypass his brother’s wishes for his son to be brought up with 
the pure Lutheran doctrine.652

Dorothea Susanne, Ludwig’s sister, wrote regretfully to Electress Anna of Sax-
ony on may 12, 1583 that the ten-year-old prince friedrich was “forced into a 
misleading religion and compelled in his youth to imbibe the subtle poison of 
Sacramentarian fanaticism.”653 Young friedrich himself attempted to resist Jo-
hann casimir’s orders but, according to the councillors of margrave Georg fried-
rich i of Brandenburg-Ansbach, friedrich was physically forced to attend calvin-
ist services “kicking and creaming.” “it is undeniable,” according to a report of 
652 Häusser II 1856, 142-143, 154; Janssen IX 1906, 93.
653 Weber 1865, 382-383; Janssen IX 1906, 95.

Johann casimir (1543-1592), count of 
Palatinate-Simmern, c. 1590.
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chancellor haubold von Einsiedel to Elector Augustus of Saxony, “that friedrich 
is dragged with threats and violence to the calvinistic services, and that he is not 
allowed to hear the sermons of your Electoral Grace’s daughter’s court preacher, 
nor even to visit her Princely highness, however much she may entreat to see 
him.”654 Johann casimir himself claimed that this was right and proper thing for 
him to do for he now stood in loco parentis for the young price. 

in April 1584 an eight day disputation between Lutheran and calvinist theo-
logians was held in heidelberg sponsored by Johann casimir. Students in attend-
ance at the disputation publicly demonstrated their Lutheran position by stamp-
ing with their feet in the presence in Johann casimir. The Lutheran theologians 
pointed to this fact as proof of their contention that they won the disputation: 

“When Grynaeus came down from the chair and wanted to leave the auditor-
ium to go home with Zanchi, Widebrand, Tossanus, and others of his co-agita-
tors, he was so tremendously hissed, hooted, and jeered at by the students that it 
was easy enough to see what the latter all thought of his disputation.”655 

The Lutheran theologians issued their verdict against Johann Jakob Grynaeus, 
stating: 

“Whosoever does not recognize, that the calvinists are prompted and impelled 
by Satan, the father of lies, such a one must either be devoid of understanding, or 
else must have willfully allowed himself to be blinded by Satan.”656 

Johann casimir would like to have them all punished corporally, and it was 
only because of his “electoral mercy,” that milder actions were taken instead. Lu-
theran clergy were banished from the university and the city. Even the attempt 
of 500 Lutheran citizens of heidelberg to petition Johann casimir for freedom of 
religion governed by the Augsburg Confession, were in vain.657 in fact, intolerance 
toward Lutherans in the Electoral Palatinate became so intense, that according to 
contemporary witnesses, the calvinists no longer looked upon them “as human 
beings, as christians, and as ministers of the divine Word, but as so many dogs.”658 

Under Elector Ludwig Vi, calvinist theologians and administrators had been 
forced to choose whether they would become Lutheran or leave the region. Now 
the situation had changed and it was the Lutherans who were turned out. Lu-
theran clergy were replaced by calvinist ministers, many of whom were young 
and ill-prepared for their work. in total 400 Lutheran pastors were banished.659

Johann casimir defended this by stating that those whom he turned out were 
“disorderly rogues, ranters, and blasphemers” who did not lead proper lives in 
654 Bezold 1882, 245-246; Janssen IX 1906, 96.
655 Warhafftiger grundtlicher Bericht 1585, 305; Janssen IX 1906, 97.
656 Warhafftiger grundtlicher Bericht 1585, (Vorrede); Janssen IX 1906, 98.
657 Warhafftiger grundtlicher Bericht 1585, (Vorrede), 344.
658 Warhafftiger grundtlicher Bericht 1585, 383; Janssen IX 1906, 98.
659 Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 303.
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doctrine and conduct. They were “puffed-up, conceited fellows, covetous and 
ambitious, haughty, ill-behaved, and given to wine, men who had abolished the 
ancient christian discipline that had prevailed up till then, and superseded it 
by gluttony, wine-bibbing, gambling, dancing, and extravagance in feasting and 
dress, and whose sermons consisted largely of calumny and abuse.” They were 
no longer worthy of their position because they had insulted him, his honor, and 
that of his father, and some had even gone so far as to say that the earthly remains 
of Elector friedrich iii ought to be disinterred and burned.660

Johann casimir died in 1592 when friedrich iV was eighteen-year-old, and in 
spite of the attempts of his uncle, count Palatine Reichard of Simmern-Sponheim, 
he was able to take full control of his office. he now believed that calvinism 
provided the only way to salvation, and after the example of Johann casimir and 
friedrich iii, it was his fond desire to “endow his whole land and people, if pos-
sible the whole of christendom, with the blessing of the one pure doctrine.”661

he completed the conversion of the Palatinate to Reformed theology, and in 
order to present a united front in the face of Roman catholicism, he insisted that 
the Protestants must be united and peace and harmony should exist between the 
Reformed and Lutheran churches. in fact, however, the Electoral Palatinate be-
came the focal point of calvinist activities in German lands.

The Electoral Palatinate was the single German territory to defect from Luther-
anism while calvin was still alive. The words of Philip Schaff should be noted. he 
insisted that calvin “did not labor for a separate Reformed church in Germany, 
but for a free confederation of the Swiss and Lutheran churches,” but the “strict 
and stern Lutheranism” drove melanchthonians into the Reformed camp. The re-
sult was the establishment of a Reformed church on the German soil through the 
collaborative efforts of melanchthonians and calvinists. “The Reformed church 
in the Electoral Palatinate was the result of a co-operation of melanchthonian and 
calvinistic influences under the pious Elector, friedrich iii.”662

3 .2  Lower county of  Sponheim (1563,  1583)

in the earliest days of the Lutheran Reformation, Ludwig V of the Electoral 
Palatinate ruled in the Lower county of Sponheim, along with Bernhard iii of 
Baden-Baden and Johann ii of Palatinate-Simmern. of these three it was Bern-
hard iii who sought to introduce the Lutheran Reformation in the Lower county, 
but he had to do so slowly and carefully because of the strong influence of the 

660 Kluckhohn 1873, 67-67 (147-148); Janssen IX 1906, 100.
661 Janssen IX 1906, 218.
662 Schaff VII 1903, 811.
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Archbishop of mainz who was the ecclesiastical supervisor of the entire region. 
After the death of Bernhard of Baden-Baden in 1536, no further attempts were 
made to introduce the Lutheran Reformation in that territory, because his son, 
Philibert of Baden-Baden, hesitated to take the course mapped out by his father.663

During the first church visitation in the Palatinate in 1556, Elector otto hein-
rich visited Kreuznach and Kirchberg in the Lower county of Sponheim. he 
ruled over one-fifth of the territory; the other rulers included count Johann ii of 
Palatinate-Simmern and margrave Philibert of Baden-Baden. otto heinrich rec-
ognized that although there was a Roman priest at Kreuznach, the city council 
there was asking for the introduction of the 1556 the Electoral Palatinate church 
order, and the priest in Kirchberg was in fact a married man.664

in 1557 friedrich iii of Palatinate-Simmern took charge of the government and fur-
thered the course of the Reformation in both Upper and Lower counties of Sponheim 
without any interference from margrave Philibert of Baden-Baden. The 1556 Lutheran 
church order of the Electoral Palatinate was introduced into the Lower county in that 
same year, and christoph Stollberger was appointed superintendent in Kreuznach.665

The line of Palatinate-Simmern took possession of the Electoral Palatinate upon 
the death of otto heinrich in 1559, and friedrich iii gave Simmern to his brother 
count Georg of Palatinate Simmern-Sponheim. The Upper county of Sponheim 
was given over to his Zweibrücken cousins. friedrich iii retained only the Lower 
county of Sponheim which he then ruled jointly with Philibert of Baden-Baden.666

The suppression of Lutheranism by friedrich iii in the Lower county of Spon-
heim began in 1563. margrave Philibert was now a Lutheran and complained to 
the Diet at Augsburg in 1566 that the Lower country of Sponheim, which he ruled 
jointly with Elector friedrich iii, was being infiltrated with teachings and practi-
ces which were contrary to the Augsburg Confession. changes had been made in 
the manner in which holy communion was administered, iconoclastic activities 
were taking place, and the “calvinist sect” was being planted throughout the 
county. friedrich iii rejected these complaint as baseless.667

The strong influence of Reformed doctrines and ecclesiastical order continued 
throughout the reign of friedrich iii until his death in 1576. At that time Ludwig 
Vi reintroduced the Lutheran confession, and in 1580-81 he introduced the For-
mula of Concord which was subscribed by christoph Kolkwitz, the superintendent 
of Kreuznach, and thirty-one of his clergy and teachers.668

663 Jacobson I 1844, 716-717.
664 Fabricius 2015, 527.
665 Jacobson I 1844, 716; Fabricius 2015, 527-528. 
666 Jacobson I 1844, 716.
667 Kluckhohn 1868, 658; Janssen VII 1905, 322; Fabricius 2015, 527-528.
668 Jacobson I 1844, 717.
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Roman catholicism was also granted legal status in the Lower county of 
Sponheim, for after the death of Philibert of Baden-Baden in 1569, Duke Albrecht 
V of Bavaria, the guardian of Philibert’s minor son, Philipp ii, sought to introduce 
the counter-Reformation, but he was unable to make much headway because of 
the opposition of high county officials who adhered to the Lutheran doctrine.

Johann casimir took power as regent and guardian of friedrich iV in the Elec-
toral Palatinate and the Lower county of Sponheim in 1583, and the eradication 
of Lutheranism there began once again.

in 1588 the reign of Lutheran co-ruler, margrave Philipp ii of Baden-Baden, 
came to an, end and he was succeeded by Edward fortunatus, who formally re-
verted to the Roman church and zealously sought to restore Roman catholicism. 
Although the Reformed population dominated, all three confessions continued to 
coexist. The Lutherans who were still there continued to worship in their accus-
tomed manner, but only by the special grace of the territorial rulers.

in the course of the Thirty Years’ War Spaniards took control of the region in 
1620 and held power there until the Swedish victory in 1632. With the Swedish 
victory came the possibility once again for Lutherans to worship publicly without 
restriction for the first time in more than fifty years. 669

3.3 county of  Wied (1564-1587)

Among the lands which defected from Lutheranism and converted to calvin-
ism were a number of smaller territories in the Wetterau Association of imperial 
counts (Der Wetterauer Grafenverein), an association of a number of smaller coun-
ties each of which was ruled by its own ruler. Among those which were eventually 
converted to calvinism were Wittgenstein, Nassau, Wied, Solms, Sayn, and hanau. 
All these territories had come under the influence of moderate melanchthonian 
Lutheranism of hesse, rather than the more strict Lutheranism, found in Ducal 
Saxony. This seems to have prepared them for the switch to calvinism which came 
about through the influxes from the neighboring Reformed Palatinate.

The first of these smaller territories to fall under Reformed rule was the county 
of Wied. Lutheranism was introduced into this territory in 1556 by Johann iV 
von Wied-Runkel under influence of his uncle, hermann von Wied, Archbishop 
of cologne, who in turn had been was influenced by melanchthon, Bucer, and 
others like them. hermann unsuccessfully attempted to introduce the Lutheran 
Reformation in the Electorate of cologne by means of the so-called Consultation 
Cologne 1543, a church order for the electorate. however, the cathedral chapter, 
the emperor, and even the university were strongly opposed to this measure. 

669 Jacobson I 1844, 717.
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in 1546 he was removed from office and excommunicated by Rome and he was 
deprived of his electorship. he remained a Lutheran and died in 1552 in Wied. 670 

The first Lutheran congregation in the county of Wied was organized at Kreuz-
kirche in melsbach in 1542 by Johann iV’s uncle, count friedrich, a cathedral can-
on at cologne and provost of Bonn.671 The first official ecclesiastical visitation of 
the county took place in 1556. Wilhelm von Waldmannshausen, Pastor Leonhard 
Wagner of Siegen, Pastor Johannes Alsdorf of Wied, formerly the court chaplain 
of Archbishop hermann von Wied, heinrich Botschaft, sexton from heddesdorf, 
and Andreas hemonn served as the visitors. This visitation marked what is usu-
ally referred to as the beginning of the “first Reformation” in Wied. Some con-
gregations were seen to be continuing Roman liturgical observances while others 
were following the Augsburg Confession. in some places von Wied’s 1543 church 
order, the Consultation, was put to use.672

Johann iV personally had confessed the Augsburg Confession and adhered to a 
melanchthonian type of Lutheranism. however, he moved into the calvinist orbit, 
following the example of Elector friedrich iii of the Palatinate. At the first territorial 
synod, which was held at honnefeld in June 1564, a presbyterial form of church 
government was adopted, the Heidelberg Catechism was made the official catechism 
to be used in all schools, and all church practices condemned as “catholic” were 
forbidden. Johannes Alsdorf played an important role in this synod, which was 
meant to put an end to the “idolatry” which the Lutherans still permitted. it was 
stated that no deviation whatever from God’s Word could be permitted.673 

The county of Wied differed from other Wetterau regions in that the move-
ment toward calvinism there did not meet with strong resistance. A factor in this 
was the fact that it was a rural area with no sizable urban population. There were 
few nobles who were able to stand against the plans of Johann iV and to insist on 
the maintenance of Lutheran doctrine and practice in the territory.674

finally, in 1575, a church order was drawn up at the clergy synod which estab-
lished a synodical-presbyterial polity. This document is no longer extant, but it is 
generally thought that its provisions were based on those found on the Electoral 
Palatinate church order of 1563, the standard church order upon which ecclesi-
astical ordinances in German Reformed territories was based.675 

Although Johann iV was early in his decision to inaugurate a “Second Ref-
ormation” in his territory, political circumstances made it impossible for him to 

670 Ennen 1880, 135-147.
671 Jacobson I 1844, 594.
672 Reck 1825, 176; Jacobson I 1844, 594-595.
673 Reck 1825, 179; Schlüter 2010, 23.
674 Schlüter 2010, 23.
675 Jacobson I 1844, 594; Jacobson 1866, 89; Schlüter 2010, 23, 65-66.
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force calvinism on the entire population. This would come to pass only in later 
days by the influence of other Wetterau counts.

The actual partitioning of Wied was not accomplished until 1613, but before 
his death in 1581 Johann iV divided his holdings between his sons, hermann i, 
who was given Wied, and Wilhelm iV, who was given the territory of Runkel. 

count hermann von Wied joined together his new Reformed church in Wied 
to the other Wetterau churches at the general synod at herborn in 1586 where 
representatives of most of the Wetterau counties had assembled for the purpose 
of dealing with ecclesiastical questions. Representing the county of Wied at this 
synod were Johannes Alsdorf, who had long been the minister and inspector of 
Wied, and Pastor Johannes heyen. 676 

one year later, in 1587, at the synod at Dierdorf the complete calvinization of 
the church in the county of Wied was ordered. it was decided that every congre-
gation in the county was to adhere to the Reformed confession. only the Heidel-
berg Catechism was to be the norm for all confessional doctrine and teaching, and 
parishes were to be served only by clergy trained in Reformed doctrine at the 
high school in herborn.677 

count Johann iV endeavored zealously to introduce Reformed worship in 
every congregation. in some places, however, there was strong resistance. Lu-
theran count heinrich iV von Sayn reacted strongly against the removal of altars 
and religious pictures, and separated the affiliated congregation at maxsain from 
Nordhofen, calling in 1589 a Lutheran pastor to serve the parish.678

3 .4  United Duchies of  Jülich-cleve-Berg  
and the county of  mark (1564-1610)

The Reformed church in Jülich-cleve-Berg was among those very few calvin-
ist churches in German territories not to have been established on the basis of 
the rule cuius regio, eius religio but rather “from below.” here Reformed religion 
spread first among the city dwellers who were refugees from holland. The ori-
gins of this church can be traced back to 1545 and its membership consisted at 
first of hollanders. Thus it was a foreign church which only in the course of time 
became a native German church body. 

many of the nobles in the Lower Rhein and citizens of the city of Wesel sup-
ported Lutheranism. Beginning in 1543 the celebration of the Roman mass was 
abolished and Lutheran pastors were appointed to serve in the parish church-

676 Jacobson I 1844, 594; Jacobson 1866, 89; Schlüter 2010, 66-67.
677 Jacobson I 1844, 596.
678 Vogel 1843, 687.
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es. Both, hermann von Wied’s Reformation of Cologne of 1543 and the Augsburg 
Confession, interpreted according to the views of melanchthon and Bucer, were 
regarded as authoritative. When refugees, who were fleeing from the edicts of 
charles V arrived from holland in 1545, the Lutheran city council in Wesel did 
not welcome them, but rather made it clear that their doctrines and liturgical rites 
differed markedly from those of the Lutherans. however, the hollanders were 
willing to sign the Walloon confession of Wesel of 1544/1545, a melanchthonian 
creed which rejected the Sacramentarians, and were then permitted to hold wor-
ship services in their own language and according to their own liturgical customs. 
As pointed out by a nineteenth century German historian, Albrecht Wolters, “at 
that time no one suspected that the future of the Evangelical church of the Lower 
Rhine depended upon this poor crowd of cloth-weavers, on the fugitive Evangel-
ical congregation in Wesel, which was formed from them.”679

After the Schmalkaldic War Lutheran teachers in Wesel were banished and 
Roman doctrine and liturgy were introduced. however, inhabitants of the region 
remained faithful to Lutheran doctrine and developed anti-Roman attitudes. 

The oppressive consequences of the 1548 Augsburg interim had been over-
come, and by 1552 the melanchthonian city council had been granted a high de-
gree of toleration. in 1554 refugees from Johannes à Lasco’s London congrega-
tion – including among them Walloon, french, English, and Dutch, who were 
fleeing the Roman catholic Queen mary – were welcomed to Wesel and became 
instrumental in the industrial and commercial development of the city. however, 
they were not permitted to live in isolation from the rest of the community. No 
Baptisms or communion services were permitted in any of these ethnic groups, 
with the result that the refugees complained to the city council that they were 
being forced to commune in Lutheran churches, which held their services in Ger-
man and maintained liturgical customs which seemed to them very similar to 
Roman catholicism. They complained that these services included such offensive 
matters as altars, liturgical vestments, lighted candles, chanted prayers, etc. 

many of these foreigners, particularly the Walloons, were adamant that they 
were being mistreated and complained bitterly. melanchthon was asked for guid-
ance. he had counseled the authorities to react in a kindly manner and allow the 
refugees to have their own worship services and observe their sacraments as they 
saw fit, as was being done in frankfurt (main) and Strasburg. The foreigners, 
however, did not find this friendly enough and were still irritated by Lutheran 
opposition. The Lutheran clergy themselves were not united as how best to pro-
ceed. Some stressed the importance of Lutheran doctrine and ceremony and in-

679 Wolters 1868, 110-111; Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 312.
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sisted that these practices must also be extended to the refugees, while others 
took a more tolerant attitude toward the Reformed.680 

Questions of doctrine and ceremonies were discussed with calvin and Johannes 
à Lasco in a meeting at frankfurt (main) in 1556. Similar problems had arisen there 
as well, and it was in that case that calvin had written to the “brethren in Wesel” 
on march 13, 1554: “it would be for us matter of deep regret, if the french church 
which might be erected there should be broken up, because we would not accom-
modate ourselves to some ceremonies.”681 in the present case he suggested that the 
question of ceremonies ought to be overlooked for the sake of unity in the church, 
but the quarrel extended beyond the question of ceremonies to the doctrine of the 
Eucharist. it is clear from this that calvin was willing to moderate his position con-
cerning ceremonies, at least when his church was in the minority. When it would 
achieve a majority position, the Reformed would then take a more hard line.

As a result of the 1559 heidelberg Eucharistic controversy between genuine 
Lutherans and crypto-calvinists and the triumph of calvinism in the Elector-
al Palatinate, the Wesel magistrate demanded union with the Lutheran church 
there and a new subscription to a stricter Wesel Lutheran confession of 1561, 
which in many respects was a repetition of the Walloon confession of Wesel of 
1544/1545.682 Those who would not agree to it were threatened with expulsion.683

Soon, however, the Reformed Walloons and others, who were in cooperation 
with the Electoral Palatinate, gained prominence and influence and then changes 
were made. Some ceremonial concessions had previously been granted, such as 
the use of the Exorcism in Baptism which had been made optional. This was now 
called to question on the grounds that it prepared the way for the eventual tri-
umph of calvinism. 

Thomas Plateanus, the pastor of the church of St. Anton, stood out as the de-
fender of genuine Lutheranism. he insisted on the continued use of the Exorcism. 
A mediating melanchthonian party, led by Johannes heitfeld and Amandus orz-
enius, was soon joined by Nicolaus Rollius, former court preacher of the duke of 
Jülich who was inclined toward Reformed teachings. To aid him in his fight for 
Lutheranism, Plateanus could call upon heshusius, who came from heidelberg to 
warn against the erosive influences of calvinist teachings which was now spread-
ing from the Reformed congregations into the city council, but as had been the 
case in heidelberg, the efforts of heshusius were in vain. Through the influence 
of mayor Diedrich Groen, Plateanus and other strict Lutheran pastors were driven 
out and genuine Lutheranism came to an end there. The Heidelberg Catechism was 

680 Good 1887, 281.
681 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 31; Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 403; 
682 Printed in Steinen 1727, 168 ff.
683 Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 312.
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officially adopted in 1564 and the churches in the city officially became Reformed. 
Wesel thus became among the first German cities which opted for calvinism.684

in 1567 a further wave of immigration came from the Netherlands and thou-
sands of hollanders came into the Rhein region. The whole Walloon church in 
Antwerp was driven out by fernando Álvarez de Toledo, the Grand Duke of 
Alba, who brutally suppressed the calvinists in the Netherlands. They found 
refuge in the Electoral Palatinate, Wesel, Emden, and elsewhere. it is estimated 
that almost sixty thousand Dutch fled their homeland in 1567-1572 and found a 
new home in the Upper and Lower Rhein, East frisia, and England.685 They were 
joined in Wesel by refugees from france, and so it was that alongside the Walloon 
congregation a french congregation emerged as well.686 Wesel was now an essen-
tially calvinist city, and the total number of calvinists in the region of the Lower 
Rhine had by 1568 increased to such a number that it was now entirely suitable 
that they should organize themselves into a church body.

The first synod of these independent refugee congregations was held in We-
sel on November 3, 1568 – the first official meeting of Reformed churches in the 
Lower Rhein. Because no German Reformed churches had been admitted to this 
group, it was in fact a Dutch synod meeting on German soil. Twenty of these so-
called “churches of the cross” sent representatives to this first synod, and in total 
there were present forty-six ministers and elders. Seven congregations which sent 
no delegates agreed to abide by synodical decisions. The synod named Elector 
friedrich iii of the Palatinate as its patron and protector. Elected president of 
the synod was Petrus Dathenus, his court preacher. At this meeting the leading 
churchmen among the immigrants established a new church constitution to gov-
ern the churches in the Duchies of Jülich, cleve, and Berg. The synod also created 
a union of the Walloons with the German-speaking followers of à Lasco. The 
Consensus Tigurinus had united the Zwinglians and calvinists in Switzerland, 
and now the Wesel synod would accomplish the same sort of union among the 
Reformed in the Lower Rhein and East frisia.687 

Although there were still some differences between the groups, they agreed com-
pletely in doctrine and formed a synodical-presbyterial church government. it was de-
cided that differences in customs should be considered non-essential matters. four of-
fices were to be found in each congregation: ministers, prophets, elders, and deacons. 
only ministers were permitted to baptize, and excepting in special cases, all baptisms 
must take place before the congregation. in cases of illness, it would still be necessary 
that some persons be present to represent the congregation. The Lord’s Supper was 

684 Jacobson I 1844, 81; Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 312-313.
685 Nolan 2006, 7-8; Rubright 2015, 7-8.
686 Jacobson I 1844, 82.
687 Jacobson I 1844, 82; synodical minutes: Wolters 1868, 335-358, 402-429.
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to take place only after the visitation of the members and after a special preparatory 
service. Each congregation was to be divided into “parishes” headed by elders. only 
ordinary bread, and not communion hosts, was to be permitted in the Lord’s Supper. 
church discipline was in every case to be strictly enforced. The confessional basis of 
the church was to be the 1561 Belgic Confession (Lat. Confessio Belgica). french-speaking 
congregations were to use calvin’s french catechism, while German-speaking con-
gregations could adhere to the Heidelberg Catechism.688 

The church-wide synod of the Reformed refugees was held in Emden on oc-
tober 4-14, 1571 under the protection of count Adolf of Neuenahr. Those present 
looked for the even more influential sponsorship and security which would be 
offered by the Palatinate Elector friedrich iii. To ensure this, they again elected 
Petrus Dathenus of the Palatinate to be president of the synod, and the primary 
task of this synod came to be the work of completing the establishment of the new 
church order which had been undertaken at Wesel three years earlier. it complet-
ed the task of organizing the refugee congregations, the so-called “churches of the 
cross” into a general synod, provincial synods, and classes. The three provincial 
synods were organized along geographical and ethnic lines: the German and East 
frisian Synod, the Belgian-Dutch Synod, and the English Synod. 

The German and East frisian provincial synod was comprised of four classes. 
included among them were the refugee churches on frankfurt (main), Schönau, 
heidelberg, and various other churches, as well as the refugee congregations in 
Jülich, cleve, and Emden.689 it was determined that one class would be composed 
of the two congregations in frankfurt (main), the congregation in Schönau, the 
congregation in frankenthal and Lambrecht and the french congregation in hei-
delberg. A second class would include the two congregations at cologne and 
Aachen, as well as congregations in maastricht, Limburg, and Neuss, and the 
congregations in the Duchy of Jülich. The third class would be composed of con-
gregations in Wesel, Emmerich, Goch, Rees, Gennep, and those in the Duchy of 
cleve and a fourth class would include the churches in Emden and the fugitive 
ministers and elders from Brabant, holland, and frisia. 

The Belgic Synod consisted in four classes: Brabant, Dutch flanders, french 
flanders, and hollanders. The English synod was not yet divided into districts. 
The various classes were to be convened once every six months, provincial syn-
ods were to meet yearly, general synods would meet once every three years, and 
consistories were to meet weekly.690

688 “Acta Synodi Wesaliensis.” Richter II 1871, 310-318; Acta 1889, 9-41.
689 Synodical minutes in English: Acts 1571; Richter II 1871, 340; 
690 “Geschicht und Verhandlunghen deren Niderlendischen Kirchen, so vnter dem creutze 

durch Deutschland vnd ostfrieslandt verspreiet, gehalten zu Emden a. 1571. d. 4-14. 
octobris” Richter II 1871, 339-347; Acta 1889, 55 ff.
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on July 29-30, 1572 the cleve class held its first meeting. At this time ethnic 
German congregations in the Lower Rhein region were admitted to membership 
in the Reformed church.691

The end of the political revolution in the Netherlands opened the way for 
many of the refugees to return to their homeland and many of them decided to 
do so, leaving behind them congregations which were now predominantly of 
German ethnicity. The result was that in the Dutch cleve synod of 1579 there 
were more native Germans present than hollanders. German membership in the 
classes and the synod continued to grow and Dutch influence grew weaker, until 
finally, the entire cleve synod and its classes were ethnically German in compos-
ition. So too, the Dutch language, which had previously been used in synodical 
sessions, was now replaced by the German language and the provincial synod 
became essentially a German synod.

Even before the synod of Emden in 1571, congregations in the Jülich class came 
to be divided into classes comprising Aachen, Jülich, Düren, cologne, and Neuss. 
This division was accepted by the Synod at Emden, and under the protection of 
Duke Adolf of Neuenahr these congregations called the first assembly of their 
class at hedburg later in 1571.692

At hedburg it was decided that any theological questions which arose were 
to be submitted to the theological faculty at heidelberg, the school at which most 
of the Reformed clergy had been trained. most of the congregations in this class 
were termed “secret churches” or “churches of the cross,” which met in secret 
in private dwellings. The two centers of greatest influence among the Reformed 
were found in the Roman catholic strongholds of cologne and Aachen. 

The city of Aachen had first strongly opposed the admission of Reformed refu-
gees but for economic reasons it was finally decided that it would be adventitious 
to admit them. By the latter part of the sixteenth century, one-third of the popula-
tion was Reformed, but in 1598 Aachen was put under the Spanish ban. Reformed 
worship was proscribed and Reformed had to flee. The protection of the elector 
of Brandenburg and the Palatinate-Neuburg made it possible for them to return 
and become the predominant element in the population by 1612, at which time 
three-fourths of the population were Reformed.693

cologne also became an influential calvinist center. Reformed refugees there 
worshiped in private dwellings and the Reformed clergy came to administer to 
them secretly from nearby Jülich. They avoided baptisms and marriages in the 
Roman catholic churches by living outside the city limits. finally, they were able 
with the support of Duke Adolf von Neuenahr to request the city council and 

691 Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 314.
692 Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 314.
693 Good 1887, 290-292.
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cathedral chapter for a church to be used for their services. Duke Adolf permitted 
his court preacher and the court preacher of Saarbrücken to preach in the mech-
tern church for three successive Sundays in June 1582.

To retaliate against the growing power and influence of the Reformed, the city 
council ruled that the city gates were to be shut against them when they came to 
market. however, Gebhard Truchsess, the elector of cologne, favored the Re-
formed, and over against the powerful cathedral chapter, he himself converted to 
calvinism in 1582. 

The conversion of the archbishop of cologne set shockwaves through the holy 
Roman Empire and triggered retaliation. The archbishop married and it was sus-
pected that he intended to take the archbishopric for his own. however, the cath-
olic princes made it clear that they were willing to defend it as the church’s pos-
session. As a result of the cologne War 1583-1588, Roman catholicism was firmly 
reestablished. Gebhard retired to Strasburg and became a member of the cathedral 
chapter there. Thus the influence of calvinism in cologne was greatly reduced.

Under Ernst of Bavaria, the new elector of cologne, the counter-Reformation 
came into full force, setting as its goal the conversion to Romanism of every Lu-
theran and calvinist in the Lower Rhein. many Reformed decided that the time 
was now ripe for them to move to the county of moers, which consequently be-
came a Reformed stronghold.694

The congregations in Berg also participated in the first provincial synod of the 
Jülich class at Bedburreiferscheid in 1572. The majority of these assemblies were 
private or secret congregations which sought to maintain themselves through the 
services of itinerant clergy and persons well versed in Reformed theology. They 
professed the Heidelberg Catechism. included among these congregations were the 
gatherings at Siegburg, Amt Blankenburg, Düsseldorf, Ralingen, mettmann, El-
berfeld, and Solingen. from the start these congregations maintained a presbyter-
ial constitution and affiliated themselves with the synod of Jülich.695 

count Adolf von Neuenahr influenced his cousin, count Wirich Vi of Daun-
falkenstein, to become Reformed, and his neighbor, count Wilhelm von Bernsau 
(1543–1595), married Wirich Vi’s sister, magdalena von Daun, and subsequently 
introduced the Reformed faith into his territories.

At the request of count Wilhelm, an initial synod was held at Neviges in the coun-
ty of hardenberg on July 21, 1589. The founder and president of the synod was Johan-
nes Badius who had formerly been a clergyman in heidelberg. he had been a friend 
of olevian and had been pastor of the Reformed congregation in cologne. from there 
he was able to spread calvinist teachings throughout Berg. The resolutions which had 
been passed at the church-wide synod at Emden in 1571 were accepted by this synod. 
694 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 528.
695 Jacobson I 1844, 88; Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 314.
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it was decided that catechetical instruction was to be based on the Heidelberg Catech-
ism, and that proper Reformed discipline should be carried out in every congregation. 
church leaders were appointed, and it was decided that they should meet once every 
three months to address the needs of the church. Subsequently, over a period of little 
more than a decade, Reformed liturgical practices were gradually introduced and Lu-
theran ceremonies previously observed were replaced by Reformed customs and a 
Reformed style of church government.696

These decisions were as always made by the Berg synods. in 1594 it was decid-
ed that it was no longer to be allowed for a person with a clear conscience to attend 
and receive the Sacrament in a Roman catholic or Lutheran church, even if the 
clergy of these churches might permit him to receive ordinary bread instead of a 
“papal host,” because the apostle had testified that all should eat one bread togeth-
er at a table and that the continuation of the above mentioned practice created 
annoyances and discord. At the same synod it was decided that a preacher may, 
with a good conscience, seek to subtly convert a congregation, which still held to 
papist views and allow them to receive the host rather than ordinary bread, how-
ever, one year later, in the 1595 synod, it was decided that the “papal hosts” were 
“idol bread” (Germ. Götzenbrod) and must be abolished. henceforth, only common 
bread could be used, in accordance with the example provided by christ and the 
apostles. in the same synod it was decided that a preacher might be permitted to 
wear a surplice only in the situation of a congregation which was gradually be-
coming Reformed. in forced situations the surplice could not be permitted. At the 
1596 synod it was decided that neither Roman catholics nor Lutherans should be 
permitted to serve as baptismal witnesses, but only Reformed members could be 
allowed. in the 1597 synod the Apostles and Saints Days were abolished, however, 
if authorities insisted that these days be kept, preachers must restrict themselves 
to the Word of God, not legends or popular stories. in 1600 it was resolved that 
preachers should refrain from praying during the ringing of bells, after the man-
ner of the papacy and the Lutherans, because this involved “papal idolatry.” in 
1602 it was resolved that christians who lived in Lutheran cities could be allowed 
to visit Lutheran churches where preachers use abusive words, only if those chris-
tians were able to understand the doctrines involved, and in 1608 it was resolved 
that under no circumstance was a “mass-priest” (Germ. Messpriester) to be allowed 
to pray or give thanks at the burial of a member of the Reformed church.697 

The presence of Lutheranism in the county of mark and surrounding terri-
tories was the result of the efforts of citizenry in those territories. it was the city 
magistrates who took ecclesiastical matters in hand and spread the Lutheran Ref-
ormation. As a result, the Lutheran polity of the lower Saxon churches was adopt-
696 Recklinghausen 1818, 339; Jacobson I 1844, 88.
697 Jacobson II 1844, 89-92.
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ed as the standard. At the same time few individual Reformed congregations 
were being organized in the mark, and these struggling congregations sought to 
associate themselves with the Reformed churches of Jülich, cleve, and Berg.698

conditions were not favorable for any rapid growth of the Reformed church. 
The Reformed were grouped together with Sacramentarians, Schwenckfeldians, 
and other rather unruly groups. They were not welcomed and were frequently 
expelled. Roman catholics and Lutherans alike viewed them with hostility and 
pastors suspected of calvinistic leanings were often removed from their parishes. 

Reformed congregations were few and far between. The oldest of these con-
gregations was organized by Gobel Bockelmann in 1565 at hilbeck. By 1576 Re-
formed ministers Johann hardt and Gerhard Poth introduced the use of the Hei-
delberg Catechism in the congregation at hamm. As elsewhere in the Lower Rhein, 
Reformed refugees were entering the region. As early as 1570 they approached 
the city of Unna but there were strict orders against their admission. Accordingly, 
there were only clandestine Reformed congregations which were meeting in se-
cret and had little possibility to form their class in mark.699

By the end of the century Reformed teaching was gaining some currency but it 
was not until the seventeenth century that the Reformed gained a strong foothold 
in the mark when that region came under the rule the Reformed hohenzollern 
family of Brandenburg.

contention over the succession of Jülich-cleve-Berg arose after the death of 
Duke Johann Wilhelm in 1609 with Brandenburg and Palatinate-Neuburg con-
tending for domination. After a year of joint rule these two powers broke with 
each other. War over the Jülich succession ended with the Treaty of Xanten in 
1614 between count Wolfgang Wilhelm of Palatinate-Neuburg and Elector Jo-
hann Sigismund of Brandenburg. According to the terms of this treaty, Jülich, 
Berg, and Ravenstein were given to Wolfgang Wilhelm, and cleve, mark, and 
Ravensberg were put under Johann Sigismund. These territories of Sigismund 
came to be the first provinces in Rheinland and Westphalia to be governed by 
the house of hohenzollern. Although he himself had previously been a Lutheran, 
Wolfgang Wilhelm converted to Roman catholicism and proved to be no friend 
to either the Lutherans or the Reformed in his territories. however, Reformed 
congregations under the protection of Elector Johann Sigismund received some-
what better treatment than those who did not have his protection. 700 

Up until this time the provincial synods of these churches existed as integral 
parts of the Reformed church of the Netherlands and enjoyed some spiritual en-
couragement from holland. The theology, customs, liturgy, and indeed also the 

698 Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 314.
699 Jacobson I 1844, 99-100. 
700 Jacobson 11844, 101-105; Jacobson 1866, 67.
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clergy represented the position of the Reformed in the Netherlands. The change 
of the political situation after the death of Duke Johann Wilhelm of Jülich-cleve-
Berg moved the Reformed to hold a special conference at Düren on August 17, 
1610. The result was the forming of a plan for the first ethnic German general 
synod of Jülich-cleve-Berg and associated regions, to be held in Duisburg in 
September 1610. The synod assembled on September 7. its members included 
the clergy and elders from the Reformed congregations in Jülich-cleve-Berg, the 
county or moers, domains of Wevelinghofen, Wickratsberg, Rheid, odenkir-
chen, Aachen, and hardenberg, as well as, Abraham Scultetus, court chaplain 
of Elector friedrich V of the Palatinate. The presbyterial-synodical organization 
of the church was reaffirmed with presbyteries, classes, provincial and general 
synods serving as the fundamental form of church government. The uniformity 
in ceremonial usages was discussed, and it was decided that congregations pres-
ently using the Reformed agenda of the Electoral Palatinate could continue to do 
so, but elsewhere the agenda of the church of the Netherlands was to be used. 
“images, altars, and other idolatrous relics” must, of course, be removed at once 
with the assistance of the government. Under the protection of Johann Sigismund 
this general synod became independent of the Dutch Reformed church.701

The second general synod was held in Duisburg on September 6-8, 1611 under 
the presidency of Peter curtenius of Elberfeld. here the Reformed church in 
the county of the mark asked for incorporation into the general synod, and after 
some deliberations concerning the church’s constitution this was accomplished.702 

The favorable conditions which the Reformed had earlier enjoyed in Palatinate-
Neuburg changed dramatically in 1614 when Wolfgang Wilhelm of Palatinate-
Neuburg converted to Roman catholicism. Now the Reformed, who previously 
had been in a privileged situation in Jülich and Berg, would find themselves in 
a hostile Roman catholic environment, and as a result several classes of congre-
gations were closed. While the church’s constitution stipulated that the general 
synod should meet triennially, conditions made this imposable, and it was not 
until September 3-6, 1619 that the General Synod was able once again to convene, 
this time in Goch.703 

The Reformed church in cleve, mark, and Ravensberg enjoyed the strong 
protection from the Brandenburg electors. At the same time steps were being 
taken to seize and occupy Lutheran churches in cleve and mark. in the time of 
persecution large numbers of Reformed refugees had poured into the region and 
organized congregations, which soon began to covet the Lutheran church build-
ings in the region. in this they had the support of the elector of Brandenburg. The 

701 Jacobson I 1844, 140; Jacobson II 1844, 165-166.
702 Jacobson I 1844, 140.
703 Jacobson I 1844, 140.
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result was that in hamminkeln, hiesfeld, Werdohl, and other places the Lutheran 
churches were turned over to the Reformed and Lutheran attempts to regain them 
were rebuffed by Elector friedrich Wilhelm. it was only years later that some of 
these churches were officially designated for simultaneous use by both Lutheran 
and Reformed congregations. The Lutherans in Wesel attempted to build a new 
church to replace the one that they had lost to the Reformed, but the Reformed 
were able to block that plan. here the Lutherans could only survive if they were 
allowed to use the facilities of the Reformed church. The religious recesses of 1666 
and 1672 did not improve relations between the Lutherans and the Reformed, 
and in many cases disagreements between the two were taken to court.704

Dissensions arose in the Reformed synods and congregations even before the 
Brandenburg rule. These contentions had to do primarily with such matters as 
church discipline. The solving of these difficulties was made more difficult by the 
fact that previously the Reformed congregations worshiped in private homes and 
these congregations were called “churches of the cross,” whereas the other body 
had possessed large, public church buildings which city authorities permitted 
them to use. The “churches of the cross” tended to be more rigid in discipline. 
Some of their members did not want to commune with members of the larger 
public churches, because they believed that they themselves showed a deeper 
and more profound sense of devotion because of the private nature of their or-
ganization and worship. in a synod at Berg in 1597 one of the congregations had 
been permitted to hold a separate and private communion service for its more 
rigid members, and for those still not satisfied it was adjudged that they should 
have a special preparatory service led by the minister and commune together by 
themselves as a conventicle or ecclesiola in ecclesia of the truly converted.705 

The Reformed congregations in Jülich-Berg-cleve-mark were harshly disci-
plined. Participation in any activity which could be regarded as the breaking of 
the Sabbath, such as dancing and other frivolities was strictly forbidden. Nothing 
resembling of Roman catholic ceremony was permitted. No processions to the 
graveyard led by a cross were allowed. No cross was permitted in the Reformed 
graveyard, and no Reformed carpenter was permitted to make a “catholic” cross 
or any art work in a Roman catholic church. No mixed marriages with “unbeliev-
ers” were permitted, nor were baptisms and marriages to be performed in empty 
churches, that is, without a congregation present.706

704 Jacobson I 1844, 119-120.
705 Good 1887, 304-305.
706 Jacobson II 1844, 88-93, 171-181; Good 1887, 302-303.
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3.5 county of  Limburg-hohenlimburg (c .  1570)

Limburg-hohenlimburg came under the control of count Gumprecht ii (iV) 
of Neuenahr-Alpen in 1546. When he died in 1555, Adolf von Neuenahr inherited 
the county.

The Lutheran Reformation came to Limburg through the efforts of count her-
mann von Neuenahr, the guardian of Adolf von Neuenahr, sometime after 1560. 
Although he himself was inclined toward irenic melanchthonianism and subse-
quently to calvinism, the strong influence of Lutheranism in the nearby county of 
mark meant that at least in the early period Lutheranism prevailed.707

Adolf von Neuenahr assumed the regency of Limburg in 1570 and from that 
time the Reformed confession came more and more into dominance. he died 
childless in 1589. After much dispute, control of the region was taken by count 
Arnold ii (iV) of Bentheim-Tecklenburg-Steinfurt-Limburg, who had married 
Adolf’s sister, magdalena von Neuenahr-Alpen, in 1573. in 1588 he began to 
introduce calvinism into all the territories he ruled.708

The Lutherans were able to maintain control of the congregations in Elsey, 
Limburg, and hennen. from 1657 forward these congregations belonged to the 
Lutheran synod of the mark and held membership in the iserlohn class.709 

3.6 Lordship of  Bedburg (1573/74)

in the Lordship of Bedburg the Lutheran Reformation was introduced in 
1560 by hermann von Neuenahr, and the melanchthonian church order used in 
moers was introduced also in Bedburg as well. By the 1570’s hermann was more 
and more coming under the influence of the Dutch Reformed, as could be seen 
from his decision to allow the Dutch Reformed refugees to convoke synods in 
Bedburg.

it was on July 3-4, 1571 that the first class-assembly of the Dutch Reformed 
congregations of the Jülich class was convoked in Bedburg (Bedburreiferscheid).710 
Philips of marnix invited both the clergy and elders present at the convocation 
to adopt a common position in support of William of orange and the rebuilding 
of the Reformed church in the Netherlands. furthermore, he proposed “that it 
should be discussed what course could now be followed as the best means of 
achieving unity and agreement with the church of the Augsburg Confession. Item, 

707 Jacobson I 1844, 426-427.
708 Jacobson I 1844, 428; Weiß 1975, 88-122; Klueting 1986, 218. 
709 Jacobson I 1844, 426-427.
710 Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 314; Richter 2015, 327. 
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whether it shall be good to assume the name of the confession.”711 it was his 
plan that the terms of the 1555 Augsburg Peace should be extended also to the 
Dutch calvinists, and he hoped to move the German Lutherans to support the 
Netherlands. By 1573/74 an “orderly” established Reformed congregation was 
in operation in Bedburg, an indication that the Reformed were now in control.712 
Bedburg became the regular meeting place for calvinist synods, which were held 
on July 7 and November 3, 1574, July 6 and october 7, 1575, April 3, 1580, mai 15 
and october 11, 1581, and April 25,1582.713 

hermann von Neuenahr died childless in 1578, and Werner, count von Salm-
Reifferscheid-Dyck, contended against Adolf von Neuenahr that Bedburg had 
earlier been a possession of Reifferscheidt.714 Adolf von Neuenahr prevailed, and 
during his rule Bedburg received thorough instruction in Reformed doctrine. 

The town of Bedburg was among those territories which fell to the Roman 
catholics during the cologne War, in which Bavarian and Spanish troops pre-
vailed. The calvinists now were forced to leave, some of them crossing into Jülich 
and settling in Kirchherten. A large number of them fled to Aachen which at that 
time tolerated the teaching of Reformed doctrine and worship. Thus, in 1584 cal-
vinist worship ended in Bedburg, Reformed preachers were removed from their 
positions, and Roman catholic worship was reestablished.715

3 .7  Electorate of  Saxony (1574,  1587-1591)

3.7.1 crypto-calvinist  Efforts  to move the church  
Toward calvinism

in Electoral Saxony there were two attempts to create a calvinist Second Ref-
ormation, first in 1574, and then once again in 1587-91 during the reign of chris-
tian i and his chancellor Nikolaus Krell.

it had been assumed that after the death of Luther, melanchthon would take 
the leadership of the Lutheran church and defend Lutheran doctrine. however, 
he failed to do so. During the Second Eucharistic controversy between Luther-
an and calvinist theologians in the 1550’s he remained silent. Later it appeared 

711 Nijenhuis 1994, 107-108.
712 Klueting 1986, 217.
713 Mitteilungen aus dem Stadtarchiv von Köln 1893, 35.
714 The calvinist Latin school in Bedburg was closed in 1583. Die Kunstdenkmäler der 

Rheinprovinz 1988, 401.
715 Rohls 2014, 179-180.
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that he was more inclined to support the opponents of Luther’s sacramental and 
christological doctrine most particularly.

it is generally acknowledged by students of the history of theology that me-
lanchthon later modified the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, which he had articu-
lated in the Augsburg Confession. According to Paul Tschackert: “melanchthon had 
long ago716 receded from the peculiarities of the Lutheran doctrine of the Lord’s 
Supper; he was satisfied with maintaining the personal presence of christ during 
the Supper, leaving the mode of his presence and efficacy in doubt.”717 So too, 
Reinhold Seeberg made the claim that as early as 1531 melanchthon was begin-
ning to gradually depart from Luther’s teaching concerning the Sacrament of the 
Altar: “melanchthon gradually lost confidence in Luther’s doctrine of the Lord’s 
Supper. he at first shared the symbolic conception of Augustine, as advocated by 
Erasmus. he then fully adopted the view of Luther. … At a later period, he never 
wearied – at least in private correspondence – of inveighing against bread-wor-
ship … he denied the bodily ubiquity of christ, and emphasized in contrast the 
spiritual presence of christ.”718 Theodor Kolde wrote: “it should never have been 
denied that these alterations in Article X of the Augustana involved real changes. 
… in view of his gradually changed conception of the Lord’s Supper, there can be 
no doubt that he sought to leave open for himself and others the possibility of as-
sociating also with the Swiss.”719 The eminent Reformed historian, Philip Schaff, 
came to the following conclusion: “melanchthon’s later view of the Lord’s Supper 
agreed essentially with that of calvin.”720

The theological faculty at Wittenberg, including some of its older members – 
caspar cruciger, Sr., Paul Eber, Johann foerster, and others, seem to have in-
clined more and more towards melanchthon’s position concerning the Lord’s 
Supper, and melanchthon’s pupils, who looked up to him with unbounded ad-
miration became crypto-calvinist and were welcomed into regions where dukes 
and princes inclined toward calvinism.721 in the Electoral Palatinate, melanch-
thon’s native region, the Heidelberg Catechism, which was meant to bridge the gap 
between Lutheranism and calvinism, came to be widely used. one of its authors, 
Zacharias Ursinus, had been a disciple of melanchthon. These crypto-calvinists 
also played leading roles in the conversion to calvinism of Lutheran lands in 
Nassau-Dillenburg, Bremen, Anhalt, hesse-Kassel, and elsewhere.

The most prominent of these crypto-calvinists or Philippists were Wittenberg 
professors of theology, including Dr. caspar cruciger, Jr., Dr. christoph Pezel, Dr. 
716 Before the outbreak of the second controversy on the Lord’s Supper.
717 Bente 1921, 180.
718 Seeberg 1905, 350.
719 Bente 1921, 180.
720 Schaff I 1919, 280.
721 Bente 1921, 181.
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friedrich Widebrand, and Dr. heinrich 
möller. They were strongly supported by 
such theologians and ecclesiastical lead-
ers as Johann Stössel, the confessor to 
the elector and superintendent at Pirna, 
christian Schütz, court-preacher at Dres-
den, along with Andreas freyhub and 
Wolfgang harder, theological professors 
in Leipzig. other Wittenberg professors 
noted for their crypto-calvinist views 
were Wolfgang crell, professor of eth-
ics, and Esrom Ruedinger, professor of 
philosophy. The leading Philippists were 
Professors caspar Peucer and Georg cra-
cow. Peucer, professor of medicine and 
history and melanchthon’s son-in-law, 
was made rector of the university after 
melanchthon’s death. he was the phys-
ician to the elector and was godfather to 

the infant prince, Adolf. he had great influence on Elector Augustus and the ec-
clesiastical leaders in the electorate. he firmly stated that Luther’s doctrine of the 
Real Presence was no more biblical than was the Roman doctrine of Transubstan-
tiation. Georg cracow, professor of jurisprudence, the elector’s privy councillor 
and confidential adviser, served also as the curator of the university. he was able 
to advance Peucer’s proposals concerning faculty appointments and was able to 
see to it that crypto-calvinists gained the upper hand in the university.722 

many of those appointed claimed that they were genuine Lutherans but they 
were in fact thoroughly crypto-calvinists in their theology. They sought to de-
ceive Elector Augustus while advancing Philippist doctrine, particularly concern-
ing the Lord’s Supper and christology. At the same time they secretly propagated 
the doctrines of calvin to the point when they might openly and boldly proclaim 
his teachings. 

Elector Augustus himself was not learned in theological matters and was un-
able to accurately adjudge the positions taken by the Wittenberg theologians. 
They assured him that they were the “hapless victims” of spite and slander by 
those who opposed them, although their own ultimate goal was to turn Electoral 
Saxony into a calvinist state. 

722 Bente 1921, 186.

caspar Peucer (1525-1602). Etching and 
engraving, 1575.
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The initial step taken by the Philip-
pists to advance their position was the 
1560 Corpus Doctrinæ Christianae, which 
was known as the Corpus Doctrinae Mis-
nicum or Corpus Philippicum: (Corpus Doc-
trinae. That Is the Entire Sum of the True, 
Correct Christian Doctrine of the Holy Gos-
pel, According to the Content of the Div-
ine, Prophetic, and Apostolic Scriptures, in 
Several Books, Correctly, Divinely, and in a 
Christian Way Authored by Venerable Phil-
lip Melanchthon. For the Benefit and Instruc-
tion of the Clergy and Church Ministers, and 
all Other Christian Householders and Con-
fessors of Our True Religion, as a Testimony 
of the Steadfast and Unanimous Confession 
of the Pure and True Religion, in which the 
Schools and Churches of These Electoral Sax-
on and Meissen Territories Have Remained 
and Persevered in All Points according to 
the Augsburg Confession for Now Almost 
Thirty Years Against the Unfounded False 
Charges and Accusations of All Lying Spir-
its). The work was published in Leipzig 
in both German and Latin editions. in addition to the three Ecumenical Sym-
bols, the work contained only the writings of melanchthon himself, and included 
(1) the Augsburg Confession in its Variata edition; the reprints of 1561, 1564, 1565, 
1580 contained some articles from the Unaltered Augsburg Confession as well. The 
German editions of 1560, 1569, and 1588 included only the Unaltered Augsburg 
Confession;723 (2) the Apology of the Augsburg Confession; (3) the 1551 Repetition of 
the Augsburg Confession – the so-called Confessio Saxonica; (4) the Loci praecipui theo-
logici – the Loci communes; (5) Examen eorum, qui oudiuntur ante ritum publicae or-
dinotionis, which melanchthon prepared in 1552 as an examination for candidates 
for ordination to the pastoral ministry, revised in 1554; (6) the Responsiones ad 
impios articulos Bavaricae inquisitionis (Response to the Impious Articles of the Bav-
arian Inquisition), 1558; (7) the refutation of the errors of michael Servetus and 
the Anabaptists; (8) the repudiation of Königsberg Professor francesco Stancaro’s 
christological position. 
723 Corpus Doctrinae Christianae. Quae est summa 1560, 6; Corpus Doctrinae Christianae. Das ist, 

Gantze Summa 1560, 3.

Title page of melanchthon’s Corpus 
Doctrinae Christianae, 1560.
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its contents were vigorously enforced in all the parishes of Electoral Saxony, 
and all professors, pastors, teachers, and church ministers were pledged to teach 
according to it. Anyone who refused to do so was to be deposed, imprisoned, or 
banished from the land. Because Luther’s Small Catechism and, indeed, none of his 
writings were included, several prominent pastors refused to pledge allegiance to 
the Corpus, and they were summarily deposed. included among them were Super-
intendent Johannes Tettelbach of chemnitz, Deacon Georg herbst of chemnitz, 
who later was made superintendent in Eisleben, Superintendent Magister Graff 
of Sangerhausen, and freiberg Pastors Bartholomäus Schade, Johann heine, and 
Johann Schütze. Anyone who appealed to Luther’s writings against the Corpus 
was informed that it was his responsibility to interpret everything that Luther 
had written according to melanchthon’s Corpus. however, faithful Lutheran con-
fessors in Reuss, Schönfeld, Jena, and elsewhere denounced the Corpus as an in-
adequate exposition of Luther’s doctrine.724

in 1566 Johann Wilhelm of the Ernestine line acceded to the throne of Ducal 
Saxony and took a strong position against the crypto-calvinists in Electoral Sax-
ony. Theologians loyal to Luther’s position gathered at the new Ernestine Univer-
sity of Jena, and stood firmly against the electoral universities in Wittenberg and 
Leipzig, where the Philippists were in control. Duke Johann Wilhelm of Ducal 
Saxony backed up his position by issuing a strong edict on January 16, 1568, 
which required all theologians to hold authentic Lutheran doctrinal positions. 
This edict was to be signed by all pastors and ministers, and the penalty for refus-
ing to do was expulsion from the land.725 

Typical of the antagonistic arguments between the theologians at Jena and 
Wittenberg was the attack issued by the flacians against the Wittenberg theolo-
gians in the treatise On Justification and Good Works, 1569.726 Theological disputa-
tions became common place not only in pulpits but in taverns, bookstores, and 
elsewhere where people gathered. 

Elector Augustus and Duke Johann Wilhelm of Saxe-Weimar sought to bring 
about a reconciliation by sponsoring a religious conference to be held at Alten-
burg. it began in october 1568 and continued until march 1569. The conference 
took many months, because the Wittenbergers, who wanted to be sure that they 
stated their positions very carefully, insisted on writing out every word. Nothing 
positive was accomplished and discord only increased. The theologians of Ducal 
Saxony, for their part, demanded that all the chief writings of melanchthon be re-
pudiated and destroyed, while the Electoral Saxony theologians stated that, since 

724 Walther 1877, 46; Bente 1921, 186.
725 Printed in Gleichenstein 1717, 285-287; Sehling I/1 1902, 66.
726 Bekentnis von der Rechtfertigung für Gott. vnd Von guten Wercken. Der Theologen in der 
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these writings had been composed and printed during Luther’s lifetime and had 
been praised and lauded by him, they must be accepted.727 

As a result of the conference, theologians Wigand, Johann friedrich coelestin, 
Timotheus Kirchner, Johannes Rosinus, and others from Jena declared that Wit-
tenberg and Leipzig theologians had clearly revealed themselves to be “teachers 
of falsehood.” in response, the Leipzig and Wittenberg Philippists retorted that 
Jena theologians were “flacian fighting cocks.” They were able to persuade Elec-
tor Augustus to adopt rigorous measures against malcontents, so that clergy were 
required to accept the Corpus Philippicum, which in the eyes of the Jena theolo-
gians was nothing less than an endorsement of the false doctrines of the Witten-
bergers. The following statement was to be signed by the clergy: 

“i do not adhere to the dangerous flacian illyrian errors, contentions, poison-
ous backbitings, and fanaticism with which the schools and churches of this coun-
try are burdened [by flacius] concerning the imagined adiaphorism, synergism, 
and majorism and other false accusations, nor have i any pleasure in it [the quar-
reling], and in the future i intend, by the help of God, to abstain from it altogether, 
to damn, flee, and avoid it, and as much as i am able, to prevent it.”728 

Elector Augustus of Saxony now became the steadfast foe of the flacians, and 
he proclaimed that any preacher in the electorate who did not sign a formal con-
demnation of flacianism was to be expelled.

Jakob Andreae, who had been commissioned by Duke christoph of Würtem-
berg, saw it to be his personal responsibility to seek to establish a greater degree 
of harmony among the Lutherans. Since this was the aim also of Augustus, the 
elector received him in a friendly manner and provided him with letters of rec-
ommendation to the theologians at Wittenberg and Leipzig. Andreae himself was 
suspicious of many of these theologians. he wrote to Duke christoph of Würtem-
berg on September 27, 1568 stating that “some of them are open and avowed 
Zwinglians, but they are still friendly and courteous, as they have no authority 
and keep silence.” it was his fond hope that he could come to some agreement 
with them, and for that reason, he did not oppose their demand that the Corpus 
Doctrinae be recognized and enforced. however, agreement between Andreae 
and the Wittenbergers was short lived. At his behest a conference of theologians 
met at herbst to find a means by which the positions taken by melanchthon could 
be maintained along with those of Luther. During the talks in may 1570 some 
Wittenberg theologians defended calvinist doctrines and fiercely attacked Lu-
ther’s doctrine of Ubiquity. Andreae repudiated these calvinist positions as “un-
christian and reminiscent of mohamed,” and left Wittenberg University “with 
strange threats that the whole of Saxony ought to write against this university, 
727 Wilkens 1860, 135-136; Janssen VIII 1905, 165.
728 Bente 1921, 186.
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that the Wittenbergers were Zwinglians 
or calvinists.” meanwhile, Thomas Eras-
tus, a calvinist theologian at heidelberg, 
wrote to Bullinger that it was publicly 
acknowledged on the basis of the Witten-
berg theses that the calvinists were now 
the masters of the Wittenberg pulpits and 
schools. “it is publicly known through the 
Wittenberg theses that our party are mas-
ters of the pulpits and schools there.”729

calvinist books became bestsellers. 
Wittenberg printer, hans Lufft, stated that 
since 1567 he had been printing twenty or 
thirty times more calvinist literature than 
Lutheran writings and that they were all 
being bought up by eager readers.730 

Johann Wilhelm of Ducal Saxony was 
by 1570 becoming aware that Elector 
Augustus might move militarily against 
Jena, because the flacians were denoun-
cing him openly as a “heretic and mam-
luk” – an armed slave warrior against the 

flacian position. Elector Augustus was told that in the presence of Johann Wil-
helm prayers against him were being prayed in public. No military campaign 
took place. instead, he wrote to the emperor on may 20, 1570 asking him not to 
be displeased if he found it necessary to take strong action against Duke Johann 
Wilhelm and his theologians. maximilian ii replied that if the duke would not 
listen to his remonstrances, he must leave him to look out for himself. At the Diet 
of Speyer in 1570 Augustus was able to successfully push through a resolution 
that the sons of captive Duke Johann friedrich ii should be restored to their pa-
ternal heritage under his guardianship and in this way half of his territories were 
retaken from Duke Johann Wilhelm.731 

The crypto-calvinists now felt their position to be firm and secure enough to 
move the Electoral Saxony further toward calvinism. Dr. caspar cruciger, Jr., 
published his theological propositions – Propositiones theologicae de vsitatis ac re-
ceptis in ecclesia definitionibus, cvm peccati in genere, tùm Originalis mali: Oppositae 
veteribus et recentibus Manicheae ac Pelagianae impietatis furoribus. in it he wrote 

729 Gillet 1860, 407; Janssen VIII 1905, 171-173.
730 Janssen VIII 1905, 173.
731 Heppe 1853, 317-330; Janssen VIII 1905, 168-168.
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among other things against the Lutheran doctrine of the genus majestaticum, i. e., 
the majesty of the human nature of christ received by virtue of the communion 
of attributes (communicatio idiomatum). he repudiated this teaching, according to 
which the human nature of Jesus received by virtue of the communion of attrib-
utes the attribution of the majesty of the divine nature.732

in the same year, 1571, the Wittenberg theological faculty published a new cat-
echism. According to Wigand it was written by Pezel, although no attribution as to 
its author was included in the title. The book was entitled: Catechesis Continens Ex-
plicationem Simplicem, Et Brevem, Decalogi, Symboli Apostolici, Orationis Dominicae, 
Doctrinæ de Pœnitentia, et de Sacramentis, contextam ex Corpore Doctrinae Christianæ, 
Quod Amplectuntur ac tuentur Ecclesiae regionum Saxonicarum et Misnicarum,quae 
sunt subiectae ditioni Ducis Electoris Saxoniae etc. The Preface was also anonymous 
and indicated only that it was prepared by the Wittenberg theological faculty – its 
dean and professors. it described the work as a summary of melanchthon’s Cor-
pus Doctrinae Misnicum and it was to serve as a supplement to Luther’s catechism 
for those who wished to delve more deeply into christian doctrine.733

The doctrine of the Sacrament of the Altar included in this catechism was differ-
ent from Luther’s in that it did not speak of manducatio oralis, i. e., the oral manduca-
tion of the body and blood of christ. it claimed instead that the body of christ was 
in heaven and therefore could not be upon the earth, in marked opposition of the 
Würtemberg doctrine of Ubiquity. in this catechism the statement concerning the 
real presence simply stated that “the Lord’s Supper is the communication of the 
body and blood of our Lord Jesus christ as it is instituted in the words of the Gos-
pel” and “the Son of God is truly and substantially present.” christ testifies that “he 
wishes to be in the believers, to teach, quicken, and govern them.” There is no men-
tion of the sacramental union, oral eating and drinking, or of manducatio impiorum, 
that is, the eating and drinking of the Supper by the wicked. Little if anything in 
this catechism contradicts the teaching of calvin. The ubiquity of the human nature 
of christ is clearly rejected, and in accordance with calvin’s teaching, the presence 
of christ is locally restricted to heaven, stating: “The ascension was visible and 
corporeal; the entire Antiquity has always written that christ’s body is restricted 
to a certain place, wherever he wishes it to be; and a bodily ascension was made 
upwards” – a thoroughly non-Lutheran statement.734

This new catechism was strongly opposed. The Lutheran theologians in Braun-
schweig declared that it was untrue to the divine Word of God and was clearly 
sacramentarian. Jena theologians Johann Wigand, Tilemann heshusius, Johann 
friedrich coelestin, and Timotheus Kirchner spoke of it as “a new incursion of 

732 Bente 1921, 187.
733 Catechesis 1571, A5 ff.
734 Bente 1921, 187.
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the devilish spirit.” in the pamphlet, Wargnung Vor dem vnreinen, vnd Sacramen-
tirischen Catechismo etlicher zu Wittenberg. Durch Die Theologen zu Jena (Warning 
Concerning the Corrupt and Sacramentarian Catechism in Wittenberg. By the Theolo-
gians at Jena), they pointed out that this was another example of the heresies and 
blasphemies which had now become so common among the Wittenberg theolo-
gians. “They want to make an end of Luther, that is to say of his teaching, and 
at the same time to appear innocent of doing so.” Their teaching is “falsehood, 
seduction, perversion of the holy Testament; it is nothing but deceitful jugglery, 
with which they hope to befool christendom.”735

The strongest criticism of the Wittenberg Catechism came from chemnitz, mör-
lin, and other theologians in Braunschweig, Lüneburg, mansfeld, Jena, and halle. 
The Wittenberg faculty responded by publishing in 1571 its so-called “Witten-
berger Grundfeste,” entitled: Von der Person vnd Menschwerdung vnsers Herrn Jhesu 
Christi (Concerning the Person and Incarnation of Our Lord Jesus Christ; the Firm 
Foundation of the True, Christian Churches Against New Marcionites, Samosatenes, 
Sabellians, Arians, Nestorians, Eutychians, and Monothelites among the Flacian Mob. 
Produced by the Wittenberg Theologians on the Basis of the Holy Scriptures, from the 
Symbols of the Foremost Councils and Unanimous Consensus of All Approved Teachers. 
Reproduced and Set Down as Sound Doctrine and an Earnest Warning for All Pious and 
God-blessed Christians. In Addition to the Truthful Responsibility to Set Free From the 
Poisonous and Evil Dealing Propositions which Have Come out Against the Wittenberg 
Catechism in These Days).

The Wittenbergers vehemently denounced the Würtemberg and Lower Sax-
ony theologians, stating that “nearly all the leading articles of christian doctrine 
had been falsified with wicked, malicious pertinacity by that execrable brood of 
flacians,” with the result that the young people were being dangerously mislead 
and deceived by the doctrine of Ubiquity invented by Johannes Brenz, and which 
was nothing but a “Schwenckfeldian error” and a desecration of the truth which 
God was sure to punish. “if men held their tongues, the stones would at last begin 
to cry out,” they stated. They also lashed out against martin chemnitz, “the new 
Aristarchus at Braunschweig,” who, they said, “had been bitten by three mad 
dogs – pride, envy, and ingratitude.” They built their arguments on the premise 
that it was not the Lord’s Supper that was the real issue but rather christology, 
claiming that Brenz, Andreae, and chemnitz were heretics. Their own doctrine, 
they claimed, was that of the Early church with which calvin was in agreement.736

chemnitz set down a summary statement over against the “Wittenberger 
Grundfeste,” and the theologians of the faculty at Jena went even further, stating 
in 1572 that the Wittenbergers “trample Luther’s doctrine under foot, laugh at it, 
735 Wargnung 1571, Aij ff.; Janssen VIII 1905, 175.
736 Christlichen Kirchen Grundfest 1571, 136-137; Janssen VIII 1905, 176.
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ridicule it, anathematize it in the most scandalous manner, jeer at christianity, 
mock Almighty God in heaven. it is from the frenchmen calvin and Beza that 
they have learned all these falsehoods. melanchthon was in conspiracy with cal-
vin and Bullinger, those sacrilegious enemies of the Testament of christ.” The 
Jena theologians desired to keep free from all the “the extravagancies and errors 
of the pope, the Turks, the blasphemers of the Sacrament, the Schwenckfeldians, 
Servetians, Arians, Antinomians, interimists, Adiaphorists, Synergists, major-
ites, Enthusiasts, Anabaptists, manichaeans, and other sects.” All these must be 
exposed. “if we are not flagrantly to condemn false doctrines and teachers, be-
cause they are so numerous,” they said, “then you must not condemn the Pap-
ists who are much more numerous than the sacramentarians – no, nor the Turks 
either. Shame on thee, thou unworthy christian, does the Word of God teach 
thee all this?”737

The accelerating conflict between the Wittenbergers and Lutherans from out-
side the Electoral Saxony moved the elector to call a meeting at Dresden on oc-
tober 10, 1571 at which the theologians were to draw up a definitive statement of 
their faith. As a result, the new confession was drawn up: Repetitio Brevis Et Sim-
plex OrthoDoxae Confessionis EccleSiarvm (Brief Christian and Simple Repetition of the 
Confession of the Churches of God in the Territories of the Elector of Saxony Concerning 
the Holy Supper, etc.).738 This statement came to be known as Consensus Dresdensis, 
the Dresden Consensus. it was published in German in Dresden, 1571, and in Wit-
tenberg in Latin, 1572. Although the Consensus seemed to settle for a time, the 
increasing disquiet of the non-Wittenbergers, the Consensus was in fact fully as 
imprecise in its language as the Wittenberg Catechism had been.

concerning the Sacrament of the Altar, nothing was said about the manducatio 
oralis or manducatio indignorum. in place of the definitive statements the Consensus 
said only that “in this Sacrament christ gives us with the bread and wine his true 
body sacrificed for us on the cross, and his true blood shed for us, and thereby 
testifies that he receives us, makes us members of his body, washes us with his 
blood, presents forgiveness of sins, and wishes truly to dwell and to be efficacious 
in us.” The use of “cum,” i. e., “with,” in reference between the bread and wine and 
the body and blood could be variously interpreted by theologians. The majesty 
of the human nature of christ was related in a similarly ambiguous manner. The 
consensus stated that in his ascension christ passed visibly to a heavenly dwell-

737 Von den Fallstricken 1572, Aiij-B; Janssen VIII 1905, 176-177.
738 Repetitio Brevis Et Simplex OrthoDoxae Confessionis EccleSiarvm, Qvae Svnt Svb Ditione 

Dvcis Electoris Saxoniae etc. De Sacrosancta CoeNa Domini Nostri Iesv Christi, Dé[que] horum 
temporum controuersis articulis … In Synodo Dresdensi, die 10. Octobris Anno 1571. Conscripta & 
comprobata Vnanimi consensu Academiarum Lipsensis & VVitebergensis: & Trium Consistoriorum 
… Conuersa ex Germanico in Latinum Sermonem, 1571/1572.
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ing place where he resides in glory until the day of his coming. over against the 
doctrine of Ubiquity the impression is given of a locally circumscribed body.739 

The theologians who stood in opposition to the Wittenberg faculty were labeled 
as “unruly disturbers of the peace,” who raised offensive arguments concerning 
the presence of christ in the Sacrament and other doctrines. The Wittenbergers 
claimed that the doctrine of the communion of Attributes held by their oppon-
ents was a corrupt doctrine of the two natures of christ, which included within it 
the heresies of the ancient marcionites, Valentinians, manicheans, Samosatenes, 
Sabellians, Arians, Nestorians, Eutychians, and monothelites.740 observing de-
velopments in Electoral Saxony from the Swiss perspective, heidelberg Professor 
Ursinus wrote to Bullinger on August 14, 1572: “The elector does not understand 
the matter in the least, but he has promised to support the Dresden Consensus, and 
not to sanction anybody’s expulsion in the name of Zwinglianism and calvinism, 
as they call it. he has also said that he was pleased that we and his theologians 
were not far from agreeing together.”741

Duke Johann Wilhelm, the protector of the loyal Lutherans, died on march 
3, 1573. Although at the beginning of his reign he had named Elector Augustus 
to be maker of his will upon his death, he later named Elector Ludwig Vi of the 
Palatinate and Duke Albrecht of Prussia as his executors, and forbade any chan-
ges to be made in the ecclesiastical and doctrinal matters in his land. Despite this 
change, Augustus assumed control of the government and immediately banished 
Wigand, heshusius, Kaspar melissander (Bienemann), Rosinus, and Weimar 
court preacher Bartholomäus Gernhard.742 

A visitation of the churches was began in Ducal Saxony in 1573, and under 
threat of removal all clergy were required to sign a Revers which stated that they 
would accept melanchthon’s Corpus Doctrine, the Dresden Consensus, and the Un-
altered Augsburg Confession. Three articles were drafted, stating what pastors were 
expected to believe, teach, and confess as they entered upon their examination. 
They were to teach from the Word of God, the biblical Prophetic and Apostolic 
Scriptures, in agreement with the Augsburg Confession, and the “books of Luther 
and Philipp.” They were to avoid unbiblical condemnations, vilifications, and 
blasphemies leveled against innocent persons, churches, and schools. in each 
district the superintendents, together with the consistory in Jena, were also to 
pledge themselves to obey these same instructions. furthermore, the clergy were 
to separate themselves completely from matthias flacius and his followers.743 in 

739 Repetitio Brevis 1572, c, ciij ff.; Bente 1921, 188. 
740 Repetitio Brevis 1572, Dij.; Bente 1921, 187. 
741 Heppe 1853, (Beilagen) 138; Janssen VIII 1905, 177-178.
742 Bente 1921, 189.
743 Sehling I/1 1902, 68;
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less than a fortnight, nine superintend-
ents and 102 pastors, who refused to 
obey these instructions, were deposed, 
and many of them were replaced by Wit-
tenberg graduates. Within less than a 
year it appeared that Ducal and Electoral 
Saxony had been effectively prepared for 
calvinization.744 

in 1573, however, court Preacher 
Philipp Wagner, who was a strong pro-
ponent of the Wittenberg crypto-cal-
vinist position, died and was replaced 
by Georg Lysthenius, a strict Lutheran, 
who had been employed by the elector to 
educate Electoral Prince christian. Lys-
thenius directed his sermons against Wit-
tenberg theologians and their representa-
tive, court Preacher christian Schütz. By 
christmas 1573 the elector was begin-
ning to have strong doubts concerning 
the Wittenbergers. he declared to court 
Preacher Schütz: 

“it is my belief that there are as big 
rogues to be met with at Wittenberg as 
anywhere else. i have been forced to 
hear a great deal about this catechism from my kinsmen, but i do not intend 
for the sake of three persons to expose myself, my land, and my people to the 
dangers of sacramentarians. i cannot suffer that people should abuse my favors, 
nor allow anyone to act the elector in my place; for i mean to be sole elector. i 
can truly say that in all the world there are no more fickle and inconstant people 
than the priests.”745

Before long a new development caused Elector Augustus to form a roughly 
negative opinion of the Wittenbergers. in 1574 the Exegesis perspicua appeared and 
came to his attention. its full title was: Exegesis perspicua (Clear and Almost Complete 
Explanation of the Controversy Concerning the Lord’s Supper, as Written Privately Con-
cerning the Consciences of the Faithful, and Subject to the Judgment of the Members of 
the Augsburg Confession who Judge Candidly and Without Private Emotion).746

744 Galletti 1784, 222; Janssen VIII 1905, 178.
745 Heppe 1853, 419-420 fn. 1; Janssen VIII 1905, 185.
746 Exegesis perspicua & ferme integra controuersiæ de Sacra Coena, Scripta vt priuatim conscientias 

Title page of the Exegesis perspicua, 1574.
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This document concerned the doctrine of the Sacrament of the Altar. it taught 
a clearly calvinist position on the Supper as the only valid and truly christian 
doctrine in opposition to Lutheranism which was said to be attractive to the un-
informed. furthermore, it complained that the Roman catholic belief in Transub-
stantiation was still widespread among the Saxon Lutheran people.747 The treatise 
was the work of a Silesian physician Joachim curaeus, a former pupil of melanch-
thon, who had died in 1573. The Wittenberg theologians thought very highly of 
this piece and distributed it to students at Wittenberg and sent copies far and 
wide. Although it was given a french or Genevan pressmark, so that it would 
appear to be a foreign work, it was printed and published not only in Geneva but 
also by Vogelin Book concern in Leipzig.748 

The work highly praised the calvinists, who according to its author, were in 
agreement with the simple teachings of the early church and whose willingness 
to be martyred for the faith surpassed that of the Lutherans. The author exhibited 
no high opinion of Luther who, he said, had often gone too far in his statements, 
so that it was far wiser to follow his more moderate companions than Luther 
himself. highly commended was a statement which was regarded as melanch-
thonian, “The bread is the communion of the body of christ,” with no further 
word concerning the nature of the presence of the body of christ or the manner 
in which it was consumed. it was stressed that these matters were to be left to one 
side until they would be pondered and decided upon by a synod of all “purified 
churches” in Germany, Switzerland, and elsewhere. freed from Roman errors, 
the Exegesis stated, these churches ought to be in accord with one another and this 
pious accord should not be disturbed at account of the difference of the teaching 
of the Lord’s Supper. 

“Let us be united in christ and discontinue those dangerous teachings concern-
ing the ubiquity, the eating of the true body on the part of the wicked, and similar 
things. The teachers should agree on a formula which could not create offense. 
They should employ the modes of speech found in the writings of melanchthon. 
it is best to suppress public disputations, and when contentious men create strife 
and disquiet among the people, the proper thing to do, as Philipp advised [in his 
opinion to the elector of the Palatinate], is to depose such persons of either party, 
and to fill their places with more modest men. The teachers must promote unity, 
and recommend the churches and teachers of the opposite party.”749

piorum erudiat, Et subiicitur iudicio sociorum confessionis Augustanæ Quicunque candide & sine 
priuatis affectibus iudicaturi sunt, 1574.

747 Exegesis perspicua 1574, 71.
748 Bente 1921, 189.
749 Exegesis perspicua 1574, 95; Bente 1921, 190.
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it was now plain to Augustus and everyone else that the theologians in Witten-
berg and Leipzig were crypto-calvinists. The outcry throughout German lands 
against Wittenberg and Leipzig quickly grew, even though only a few books 
were published in 1574 decrying the Exegesis perspicua. The theologian, Wigand, 
who had recently been banished from Ducal Saxony, published an analysis of 
the Exegesis, and heshusius wrote his Adsertio sacrosancti testamenti Jesu Christi 
contra blasphemam calvinistarum exegesin (Assertion of the Sacred Testament of Jesus 
Christ Against the Blasphemous Calvinist Exegesis). King frederick ii of Denmark 
and Duke Ludwig of Würtemberg, along with many private individuals, now 
urged Elector Augustus to take action against the crypto-calvinists in the elec-
torate. on the basis of the information he had received from count Georg Ernst 
of henneberg-Schleusingen, that theologians in his realm had been concealing 
from him their true calvinist spirit but now had openly declared their views in 
the Exegesis, the elector was ready to take action against them. he responded: “if i 
knew, that i had even one calvinistic vein in my body i would wish that the devil 
tore it out.”750

The appearance of the Exegesis perspicua moved Georg cracow to write to 
christian Schütz, the crypto-calvinist court preacher at Dresden, in a letter which 
he addressed to Schütz’s wife, in order to avoid any suspicion. This letter was ac-
tually delivered into the hands of the wife of the strictly Lutheran court Preacher 
Lysthenius. When she saw that the letter was written in Latin, she gave it to her 
husband, who in turn gave it to the elector. in this letter cracow suggested to 
Schütz that he should cunningly put into the hands of Anna, the wife of the elec-
tor, a calvinist prayer book which he had sent along with the letter. The idea was 
that in this way the elector’s wife would be converted to calvinism and would 
influence her husband in the same direction. “if first we have mother Anna on 
our side, there will be no difficulty in winning his Lordship [her husband] too.” 
This and other suspicious materials were discovered when Augustus ordered the 
correspondence of Peucer, Schütz, Stössel, and cracow be confiscated. These let-
ters clearly revealed the full scale of their dishonesty and treachery. They had 
been trusted advisors to the elector and had his confidence, but they had used 
their influence to cause the persecution of hundreds of faithful Lutheran pastors. 
in one letter Peucer had stated to Schütz that “the truth, which so many rivers of 
blood in france and Belgium have not been able to drown, will finally triumph in 
these lands also.”751 

750 Pischon 1846, 302; Janssen VIII 1905, 187.
751 Calinich 1866, 130; Janssen VIII 1905, 188.
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A polemical painting, depicting the contrast between Lutheranism and calvinism, Leipzig, 
c. 1574. calvinists are on the left and Lutherans on the right. The ladder divides them. on the 
Lutheran side, Luther holds a raised sword to symbolize God’s Word. he directs it against the 
opponents of the Word. Behind the calvinists, assembled on the left, is Satan who has caught a 
victim in his net and has locked another in a cage. he uses glue sticks after the manner of a bird 
catcher to steal hearts. on the middle level, the Lutheran mass is contrasted to the barren and 
forbidding calvinist service which takes place in a tent. The service is attended by the devil, 
while the Lutherans celebrate the mass at a high altar, behind which is a painting of christ’s 
transfiguration and a large crucifix. heaven is depicted according to Zwinglian and calvinist 
thinking as a place which can be located in terms of longitude and latitude. it can be reached by 
a ladder. christ has ascended at the father’s right hand and his human nature is now chained 
to the father’s throne, so that he cannot come to his people corporeally in the Lord’s Supper, 
according to calvinist view. A calvinist who has arrived in heaven plunders the treasure chest 
of the mysteries of God, but Zwingli’s ladder to heaven has collapsed and he blocks the way 

for those beneath him (Stadtgeschichtliches Museum Leipzig).
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3.7.2 Elector Augustus’  Actions  
Against  the crypto-calvinists

it was now clear that the Philippists had been systematically working it to 
make Saxony a calvinistic state. The letters which were confiscated contained 
within them arguments concerning the Lutheran doctrine of the Sacrament of 
the Altar and how Lutheran christology might best be refuted. When the elector 
confronted the men and asked them point-blank if they were calvinists, they re-
sponded that “they would not see the face of God in eternity if in any point they 
were addicted to the doctrines of the Sacramentarians or deviated in the least 
from Dr. Luther’s teaching.”752

in April 1574 cracow, Peucer, Stössel, and Schütz were arrested and impris-
oned. in a meeting of the estates at Torgau, Augustus revealed the secret activities 
of these men who had sought to undermine Lutheran doctrine and establish the 
teachings of the Sacramentarians. he stated to the assembly that he had been 
“wickedly and scandalously deceived by the four scoundrels who were in prison; 
he had taken them for pious, honorable men, but he had found out from their 
conduct that they were quite the opposite.” “owing to these false, lying scoun-
drels,” he said, he himself and his pious land “had unjustly come under suspicion 
of having abjured the pure doctrine of Luther and taken up with calvinism.”753 
furthermore, he stated that they had caused him to be suspected of departing 
from pure Lutheran doctrine and becoming a calvinist. he went on to say that 
these plots had now been revealed and their plans to establish calvinism in his 
territories had been frustrated. 

Augustus set up a court of inquiry, which drew up the 1574 Torgau Articles, 
which all theologians would be required to sign. Leipzig and Wittenberg theolo-
gians were called to come to Torgau and plainly answer Yes of No to four import-
ant questions. Did they wholeheartedly agree with the doctrine of the sacraments, 
set forth in the Torgau Articles; did they renounce wholeheartedly as injurious 
heresies the errors of the old and new Sacramentarians, as they were enumerated 
in the Torgau Articles; did they wholeheartedly accept everything in Luther’s writ-
ings, most specifically, all that he had written about the Sacrament in his treatise, 
Against the Heavenly Prophets in the Matter of Images and Sacraments” (1525) and his 
Brief Confession Concerning the Holy Sacrament (1544) and later confessions, and 
did they wholeheartedly condemn the Exegesis perspicua of the Wittenbergers as 
Sacramentarian and would they willingly oppose and do battle against the theor-
ies it contained.754 

752 Bente 1921, 190.
753 Calinich 1866, 136; Janssen VIII 1905, 188-189.
754 Janssen VIII 1905, 189.
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The theologians of Leipzig all agreed, but among the Wittenbergian Professors, 
friedrich Widebrand, caspar cruciger, christoph Pezel, and heinrich möller re-
fused to do so, because they stated that Luther’s writings were not all positive. 
Some of his controversial writings were good, but others contained objectionable 
material. cruciger went so far as to claim that were Luther himself still alive, he 
would not himself willingly sign the Torgau Articles. These four theologians and 
two other professors from the faculty of Philosophy were imprisoned and later 
banished from the country.755 

on June 20, 1574 the elector received from his court on inquiry a proposal that 
a general visitation be held in order to make certain that every vestige of Sacra-
mentarianism had been removed. it was suggested that Augustus should nomin-
ate four “reformers and inspectors” who would examine the political views and 
the religious teachings of every professor. No manuscripts were to be printed and 
no books were to be put on sale without their permission. As the elector’s Privy 
councillor Lindemann stated to the landgrave of hesse-Kassel: “Pure doctrine, 
justice, and freedom have triumphed.” A service of thanksgiving and a special 
commemorative medal was struck to celebrate the victory of Lutheranism over 
calvinist incursions.756 

As for the professors who remained obdurate, cruciger died in prison in 
1575 and Stössel died one year later, in 1576. in 1586 Peucer and Schütz came 
to be released when christian i was seated as elector of Saxony. Peucer went to 
the Duchy of Anhalt as councillor and personal physician to the calvinist prince 
of Anhalt, Johann Georg i. Schütz had been christian i’s tutor in the elector’s 
younger years, and it may be that it was he who had planted a certain toleration 
of calvinism in christian i’s mind. The theological office remained closed to 
him and he died in 1592.757 After his release from prison, caspar creuziger, Jr., 
traveled west to calvinist territory in Nassau where he would serve as pastor 
and president of the consistory in Kassel. Widebrand was eventually released 
from prison, and in 1583 he moved to Solms and became church councillor in 
heidelberg in 1584, but to the end of his life he sought to present himself as a 
Lutheran.758 After his release, christoph Pezel was exiled and in 1577 he was 
given a position by calvinist count Johann Vi of Nassau-Dillenburg to serve 
as a teacher, first in Siegen and then in Dillingen. The church in Dillingen was 
calvinist and Pezel definitely accepted calvinism. in 1578 he was made pas-
tor of herborn, and in 1580 count Johann Vi sent him to Bremen to settle dif-
ferences between calvinists and Lutherans there. The Lutheran leader, Jodocus 

755 Janssen VIII 1905, 190.
756 Janssen VIII 1905, 191.
757 Müller 1891, 109–111.
758 Cuno 1897, 338–340.
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Glanaeus, refused to compromise, and the civil authorities deposed him, and 
Pezel was permitted to replace him as preacher. he returned to Nassau, but in 
1581 he was again called to Bremen, and in 1584 he was made superintendent of 
the churches and schools there and a pastor of the Reformed Liebfrauen church. 
At the same time he remained minister at the St. Ansgarii church until 1598 and 
served as professor of theology in the Bremen gymnasium, also teaching moral 
philosophy and history. he removed all images and pictures from the churches 
and replaced Luther’s catechism with the so-called “Bremen catechism” which 
he had composed. he also established a Consensus Ministerii Bremensis Ecclessiae 
in 1595, preparing the way for the complete calvinization of the city.759 heinrich 
möller went to hamburg in 1574 and spent his time in theological and medical 
studies, which led to his decision to serve primarily as a physician, an office 
which he continued to hold until his death.760

759 Cuno 1887, 575–577.
760 L. u. 1885, 758-759. 

A medal commemorating the victory of Saxon 
Lutheranism over the incursions of calvinism 
into Saxony, 1574, in which Elector Augustus 
of Saxony and Elector Johann Georg of 
Brandenburg embrace, and Augustus holds 
a letter with the inscription, “Lord, keep us 

steadfast in Your Word.”

on the reverse side, Augustus stands on 
a rock by a river. The rock is inscribed 
“Schloss Hartenfels” – depicting the hartenfels 
castle, where the 1574 Torgau Articles were 
formulated. in his hand he holds a balance, 
weighing “Divine omnipotence” in the form 
of the child christ and “human Reason,” 

depicting the calvinists.
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3.7.3 A New Attempt to calvinize Saxony

from early in his reign, many genu-
ine Lutherans had been apprehensive 
about what sort of ruler Elector Augus-
tus would be, because he had earlier been 
under the influence of crypto-calvinists. 
Even after Augustus himself became 
staunchly Lutheran, many feared that 
with his passing the Formula of Concord 
would become a dead letter. indeed, their 
apprehensions about the future were 
well-founded, for Augustus’ son and 
successor, christian i, who was strongly 
influenced by his crypto-calvinist chan-
cellor Nikolaus Krell, permitted Krell to 
issue in his name a “Peace mandate” on 
August 28, 1588, which did not so much 
as even mention the Formula of Concord, 
but which called upon all clergy to dis-
continue their polemics. it demanded 
that pastors should not mention their 
doctrinal disagreements from the pulpit 

before the common folk. The document railed against “popish abominations.”761 
it was obvious that this was directed against Gnesio-Lutherans, since there were 
no longer any Roman catholics in Saxony. Those who refused to perform the 
edict were to be banished, and absolutely no writings on any religious matters 
were to be printed and distributed without the express permission of the elector. 

heshusius, who after his clashes with the crypto-calvinists had been com-
pelled in 1560 to leave the Palatinate and in 1573 was forced out of the University 
of Jena, issued strong warnings against the prohibitions against polemics. on the 
Eighth Sunday after Trinity he preached on the words of christ from matthew 
7:15-23 that one should “beware of false prophets who come in sheep’s clothing 
but are in fact ravening wolves.” he declared:

“The resulting heresies, which have done inestimable damage among our 
people, must be punished. The wolves in india or Africa will do little harm to our 
sheep; but we better watch out for the wild animals that prowl around our sta-
bles.” “Worldly rulers often tell us to stop arguing and, for the sake of peace and 
761 “churfürst christiani i. Edict von Enthaltung des Lästerns,” printed in Beckmann 1689, 41-

44; Nischan 1999, iii-37.

Elector christian i of Saxony (1586-1591). 
A painting by Andreas Riehl  

the Younger, c. 1590 
(Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden).
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harmony, not to criticize our opponents 
publicly or even refer to them as calvin-
ists or Synergists … because such labels 
only create more bitterness.” 762 

he stated that the Gospel exposed 
them as false teachers and “whosoever 
attacks them, is not fighting with bears or 
lions but with the devil himself.” “Princes 
and magistrates not only must maintain 
law and order, but also punish evil doers, 
especially those who promote blasphemy 
and false worship.”763

chancellor Krell saw to it that the 
court, the universities, and the parishes 
were put into the hands of crypto-cal-
vinists and that staunch Lutherans were 
banished. in this he had the support of 
the court preachers Johann Salmuth and 
David Steinbach in Dresden, Leipzig 
superintendents Wolfgang harder and 
christoph Gundermann, Wittenberg 
poetry Professor Johann major, and Urban Pierius, formerly of the University of 
frankfurt (oder), who was now made superintendent-general and first profes-
sor of theology in the Wittenberg faculty. While he was serving Küstrin, he had 
been suspected by the Gnesio-Lutherans of crypto-calvinism, and in 1586 he was 
asked to make a public confession concerning his teachings on the person of christ 
and his doctrine of the Lord’s Supper to Elector Johann Georg of Brandenburg.764

Poetry Professor Georg major obligingly composed verses which railed against 
the Gnesio-Lutherans, and Urban Pierius prepared a revised edition and com-
mentary of Luther’s German Bible. it was never completed but came to be called 
the “Krell Bible.” The extensive commentaries in the Bible text against the genu-
ine Lutheran doctrine and practices sought to provide explanations for the recent 
ceremonial and theological changes, which had been instituted under christian 
i and Krell. The editors of this new Bible edition stated that only such ceremon-
ies could be allowed as were “instituted by God as marks of the true confession 
whereby his people are separated from all others, and as a mutual bond for … 
churches.” They stated that the Reformation “affects both doctrine and ceremon-

762 Heshusius 1583, 291; Nischan 1999, Vii-12.
763 Heshusius 1583, 291; Nischan 1999, Vii-13.
764 Lechler 1888, 117–122.

Nikolaus Krell, crypto-calvinist 
chancellor of the elector of Saxony, c. 1600 

(Städtische Galerie Dresden, 
Kunstsammlung).
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ies … and does away with pictures, altars, chapels, and similar practices that are 
either explicitly prohibited by the Word of God or else have become the cause of 
idolatry and scandal.”765

3 .7 .4  The Lutheran Reaction

The anti-polemical edict did not silence 
Lutheran complaints against calvinists, 
and a war of pamphlets was carried out 
for many years during which calvinism 
steadily increased its attempts to displace 
Lutheranism. The Lutheran theologian 
and hymn writer, Nikolaus Selnecker, 
was deposed and exiled by elector chris-
tian i in 1589. in 1591 he wrote: 

“The blasphemous calvinistic doc-
trines introduced from abroad, will bring 
all Germany to ruin, in body, soul, and 
property.” “Ah, the wicked seed of chil-
dren that are corrupters, that have for-
saken the Lord and blasphemed the holy 
one in israel. The whole head is sick, 
and the whole heart faint. What is left is 
as a cottage in a vineyard, as stalks left 
standing in the stubble. Except the Lord 
of hosts had left us a very small remnant 
we should have been as Sodom, and we 

should have been like unto Gomorrah.”766

Later Selnecker offered the following description of a clandestine but con-
vinced calvinist: 

“A Sacramentarian is a man who believes and trusts neither in God nor in his 
Word, who is puffed up with hypocritical sanctity, false wisdom, and a show of 
peculiar outward righteousness, and who despises and speaks evil of all who are 
not of his opinion or way of thinking. A calvinist is a man who robs christ of his 
divine majesty, denies christ’s omnipotence and truth, and opens door after door 
to the errors of Nestorius, Arius, mahomet, and the whole of heathendom. The 
calvinists fill all kingdoms, principalities, and towns with rancor, hatred, sedi-

765 Die Fünff Bücher Mosis 1590, 395-396; Nischan 1999, ii-148.
766 Selnecker 1591, Biij; Janssen X 1906, 281.

Nikolaus Selnecker (1530-1592). 
copper engraving by Theodor de Bry.
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tion, and gruesome bloodshed, and all that they do they do secretly, craftily, and 
with mischievous intriguing.”767

Leonhard hutter deplored the situation, stating that the Formula of Concord 
was being called by some crypto-calvinists “a disgusting abortion” and a per-
version of christianity. These crypto-calvinists claimed that christian doctrines 
were better exposed in the Justinian law-book than in the Unaltered Augsburg Con-
fession. hutter went on to say:

“Satan was enacting a melancholy tragedy in the churches and schools of Sax-
ony, and was making use of some evil-minded sacramentarians for this purpose. 
The most important of the men who had shown themselves zealous in main-
taining and propagating pure Lutheran doctrine were deprived of their posts and 
their dignities. The genuine, orthodox theologians were called flacians, Exorcists, 
Ubiquists, Screamers, asses and dogs. Abuse, vilification, imprecations and slan-
ders, too vile to be repeated, were hurled right and left. Even for the saintly Lu-
ther they found no better designation than the German martin, a seditious, vio-
lent priest; Salmuth was actually seen once at a banquet throwing a glass of beer 
at a portrait of Luther, and heaping other offensive insults on his memory.”768

on the international scene, in 1589 christian i became involved in negotia-
tions which would lead to the pro-Protestant union of Torgau. Steinbach and Sal-
muth compiled a new catechism for parish use which would replace Lutheran 
doctrines with calvinist positions. When he presented the elector with the first 
printed pages in 1590, he received a reward of 500 thalers, even though the Lu-
therans claimed that the elector had said to court Preacher martin mirus: “i am 
no calvinist, and shall never be one to the end of my days; the devil take all 
calvinists.”769

of course, the traditional liturgy and ceremonies was a point of clear dissen-
tion between the genuine Lutherans and the crypto-calvinists. Writing in Lupus 
excoriatus Oder Der öffentlichen und heimlichen Calvinisten und aller Sacramentirer 
Wölffner Schaffspeltz (The Wolf Stripped of Its Skin, or to the Open and Secret Calvinists 
and All the Sacramentarian Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing), 1582, Zacharias Rivander 
stated that even a “simple layman” could easily spot a “calvinist wolf.” All he 
had to do was listen to his sermons and observe how he celebrate the sacraments. 
on this basis it would be clear that he was a secret Sacramentarian. “if he distrib-
utes holy communion without reverence … [and] runs to the altar like a hog to 
its trough … he surely is a secret Sacramentarian.”770

767 Blume 1595, 9-10, 54; Janssen IX 1906, 228. 
768 Hutter II 1614, 330; Janssen IX 1906, 150-151.
769 Kiesling 1770, 123; Janssen IX 1906, 152.
770 Rivander 1582, 116-117; Nischan 1999, ii-146. 
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Polykarp Leyser, the Elder, had served 
as professor of theology and general 
superintendent in Wittenberg in 1577-87, 
before the ascent of christian i. he strong-
ly urged the people not to be misled by 
calvinists and to refuse to open the gates 
to their “Trojan horse,” stating that sooner 
or later they would institute iconoclasm. 

“Wherever these calvinists gain the 
upper hand, they remove all pictures, 
paintings, crucifixes from churches and 
altars … as has already happened in 
france, the Low countries, and other 
places where churches now look like 
horse stables.”771 

he derided as ridiculous the claim 
of the calvinist iconoclasts that pictures 
and paintings encouraged superstition 
and idolatry, wondering aloud why it 
was that, if the Reformed rejected im-
ages and symbols as instances of idolatry, 
they could still tolerate the use of money, 
and carry it in their pockets and put it in 
the alms basins in their churches, even 
thought the coins themselves bore the im-
age of imperial leaders.

“if our calvinist friends really are 
such pure christians with such tender 

consciences that they cannot tolerate any pictures in church, why do they not 
object to the images that are imprinted on the red golden or silver thalers which 
they carry in their pockets? i have never seen them throw any of these away.”772

Leyser was among the first to take a “better Papist than calvinist” attitude. 
in 1602 he wrote to Elector christian ii of Saxony that adherents to the Augsburg 
Confession have far more in common with Roman catholics than with the Re-
formed. “The Lutherans and the Romanists are more closely related to each other 
in religion than to the calvinists.”773

771 Leyser 1596, 16; Schmeling 2010, 187 ff.
772 Maag 2004, 104; Schmeling 2010, 187 ff. 
773 Leyser 1620, 3.

Discordant “calvinist wolves,” vested 
in monks’ habits, devour a sheep labeled 
“concordia.” The sheep likely represent 
the Concordia Wittenbergensis, a failed 
attempt to bring Lutherans and Zwinglians 
together in 1536. Below the illustration 
is a caption: “Beware the false prophets 
coming in sheepskins to you, but inside 
they are rapacious wolves, etc.” in early 
days of the Reformation this woodcut was 
used in Lutheran – catholic polemical 
writings, but by the end of the century, 
“the monks” were identified as calvinists. 

(Rivander 1591).
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The people of Saxony never supported the policies of christian i and chancellor 
Krell and their program of destroying altars, images, baptismal fonts, and pipe or-
gans. in Zwickau the people reacted so strongly that the crypto-calvinist preacher, 
Wolfgang heldens, was almost stoned. The same happened in Eilenburg, where 
crypto-calvinist preacher, matthaeus Kämpfe, had been pelted with stones, and 
in Wittenberg city dwellers and students attacked the house of Professor Pierius.774 

Particularly offensive to many people was the elimination of the Exorcism from 
the rite of holy Baptism. This ceremony belonged to that category of ceremonies 
which Lutherans labeled as adiaphora. Luther retained it in his baptismal booklets 
of 1523 and 1526, but already during his lifetime many of the Lutheran church or-
ders in southwestern Germany eliminated this ceremony. in Württemberg, Wal-
deck, hesse, and the Palatinate, as well as in the cities of Schwabisch-hall, frank-
furt (oder), Strasburg, and Nördlingen it had not been included in the baptismal 
liturgy since the Reformation.775 After 1544 Exorcism in Nuremberg was identified 
with the notation “whosoever wishes to omit this may do so without sin.”776 

Philipp melanchthon indicated that he had mixed feelings about the Exorcism. 
his personal preference would be that it be eliminated but he allowed that where 
it continued in use, it should be tolerated. in those places where it had been re-
tained, the Exorcism soon became a badge of Lutheran confessional identity and 
orthodoxy. in those places its elimination was taken to be a crypto-calvinist 
incursion. The crypto-calvinists encouraged the elimination of the Exorcism 
everywhere but in most places this elimination was labeled a harmful innovation 
and it was met by the people with anger and hostility.777

in the 1580’s, a Dresden butcher came to the Baptism of his baby daughter 
with his child in one hand and his meat cleaver in the other. he came to the court 
church (Hofkirche) and stood next to the baptismal font and told the officiant that 
if he dared to omit Exorcism, he would split his head open. it is safe to assume 
that the little girl was properly baptized with the Exorcism and other Lutheran 
ceremonies, even though Elector christian i had issued a decree on July 4, 1591 
that Exorcism must be banned from the Lutheran churches in his domain.778 

in Zeitz, in the duchy of Anhalt, the people rioted when they learned that their 
pastor had been ordered to alter the baptismal liturgy and eliminate the Exorcism, 
and in Naumburg a congregation of more than 200 left the church when a minis-
ter tried to deliver his sermon after performing a Baptism without the Exorcism. 
many communicants refused to receive the Sacrament from him, and neighboring 

774 Arnold 1741, 21; Janssen IX 1906, 152-153.
775 Rietschel 1900, 576; Graff I 1937, 295. 
776 Realenzyklopädie V 1898, 697; Nischan 1999, iii-33.
777 CR 9, 429-430; Nischan 1999, iii-33.
778 Arnold 1741, 21; Richard 1859, 83-84; Nischan 2004, 384.
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churches in which the Exorcism was still being used came to be overcrowded with 
communicants from the Naumburg congregation. St. othmar’s suburban church 
“was so full that the pastor had to force his way in” on some occasions. one rural 
pastor stated that he was afraid that “the peasants in his village would stone him 
and chase him away if he dared to change the customary baptismal order.”779

it got to the point that crypto-calvinist church leaders decided that it would be 
wise to ignore even such “flagrant violations of the law” as the continued use of the 
Exorcism and counseled others to avoid inciting violence. Urban Pierius was warned 
by Superintendent Zanensis of Seyda that he had best avoid using such words as 
“devilish” and “magical” when speaking of Exorcism. Pierius refused to be moved.780 

faithful Lutherans continued to disregard the elector’s commands. in the clos-
ing years of the 1580’s Balthasar Leutinger wrote his Kurtze und gründliche Erkler-
ung. Der streitigen Lehr von der Ubiquitet und personlichen vereinigung beider Naturn 
in Christo (A Short and Thorough Statement of the Controversial Teachings, such as 
Ubiquity and Personal Union of Two Natures of Christ). included among the contro-
versial issues, which were causing disruptions and disunity in the Saxon church, 
were the doctrine of Ubiquity and the Real Presence of christ under the bread 
and wine in the Sacrament. Although it was his hope that his work, published in 
1590 in Berlin, would contribute to peace in the electorate of Saxony, it, in fact, 
brought down the power of the state against him. he was accused of heterodoxy 
and lost his position. his works were censored, he was publicly humiliated, and 
was then imprisoned for thirty-three weeks in the hohnstein castle.781

Even coercive force, however, could not deter the Lutherans from reacting 
against calvinist encroachments. Among the popular reactions was the appear-
ance of anti-calvinist hymns and songs. A new version of Luther’s hymn, Lord, 
Keep Us Steadfast in Thy Word (Erhalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort), appeared. origin-
ally this hymn had been directed against the pope and the invading Turks. in the 
new version it was the calvinists who were identified as the enemy: 

“Lord, keep us steadfast in your Word,
And slay the calvinistic horde, 
Through christ, your Son, protect from those
Who your omnipotence oppose.

Who seek Baptism to desecrate,
And Exorcism eliminate,
They fervently run night and day
Until they, finally, get their way.

779 Francus 1595, 87-89; Nischan 1999, ii-152.
780 Goodale 2006, 204.
781 Leutinger 1590, 1 ff.; Goodale 2006, 203.
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Through Peucer, loyal calvinist,
They have established all of this,
And have themselves from us divorced,
See, how the devil blinds the lost!”782

Throughout Saxony the calvinists were caricatured and derided. one sculp-
ture depicted calvin with the devil standing behind him and holding in his hand 
pen, ink, and paper, and beneath the words: 

“Always at the Sophist’s hand 
Beelzebub doth gladly stand, 
for this most learned magistrate
Loves a witty advocate.”783

chancellor Krell was singled out as an object of ridicule, and in one pamphlet 
he was threatened with hanging, scolding, and being roasted on a spit.

The Reformed in Leipzig adopted the practice of sitting for communion. This 
practice was first introduced in Zurich by huldrych Zwingli,784 so as to avoid any 
possibility that the people might venerate the Sacrament. They stated that they 
were trying to recreate as far as possible the original Last Supper in the Upper 
Room. They would cover a table with a white linen cloth and the communicants 
would gather around the table. The minister then would perform the necessary 
acts, such as the breaking the bread, and then would distribute it to those who 
were sitting around the table. 

The Lutherans saw this as a great opportunity to heap ridicule of the calvin-
ists and their idea of “table fellowship.” The following description of the calvin-
ist communion service appeared in Leipzig in 1592:

“A table in the church they set,
The parson bids the clerk to get

782 Weizt 1728, 58-59; Kiesling 1770, (Beylage No. ii.) 72; Janssen IX 1906, 154.
783 Brandes 1873, 78; Janssen IX 1906, 154. 
784 Philip Schaff describes the first celebration of the “sitting communion,” which took place 

in the Great minster at Zurich in holy Week, April 1525. “The celebration was plain, sober, 
solemn. The communicants were seated around long tables, which took the place of the 
altar, the men on the right, the women on the left. They listened reverently to the prayers, 
the words of institution, the Scripture lessons, taken from the eleventh chapter of the first 
corinthians and the mysterious discourse in the sixth chapter of John on the spiritual eating 
and drinking of christ’s flesh and blood, and to an earnest exhortation of the minister. They 
then received in a kneeling posture the sacred emblems in wooden plates and wooden 
cups. The whole service was a commemoration of christ’s atoning death and a spiritual 
communion with him, according to the theory of Zwingli.” Schaff VII 1903, 60.
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Some wine and bread thereon to spread,
And when the people come, they tread
Around the table, stand there munching
Bread and wine as though all lunching.
The parson in their midst we see,
A jovial boon companion he,
And when his turn comes he also
Takes bread to eat and gulps down wine
in such deep draughts that drops of brine
Well from his eyes and overflow.
Then when they’ve emptied out the cup
The clerk in haste comes running up;
he pours another bumper out,
And straight begins another bout;
The priest and people drinking stay
Till the parson scarce ‘Amen’ can say.”785

A pamphlet, titled, Vermahnung an den Adel (Admonition to the Nobles), stated 
that it was Krell’s intention to exterminate adherence to pure doctrine in Sax-
ony by violence and bloodshed. it went on to state that he was nourishing insur-
rection in his bosom and that he was conspiring with the french and the Turks 
against the emperor and the empire. The spirit of calvinism was described as the 
“spirit of murder.” 

Even earlier, a similar statement was made by Johann friedrich coelestin, who 
described calvinists as “seditious spirits,” ready to spread their doctrine by all 
means possible. he went on to state:

“The Sacramentarian spirit is not content to work by means of cunning and 
lies only, but in true Arian fashion it makes use of the sword also, and endeav-
ors to plant and propagate its doctrine and its falsehoods by riots, bloodshed, 
and violent assaults on churches, pulpit, and council houses, thus demonstrating 
clearly that it is not only a spirit of lying but also a spirit of murder.”786

Proof of this was said to be seen in the Swiss War (Second War of Kappel), 
which coelestin stated had been fomented by Zwingli without provocation. in 
this war Zwingli himself lost his life. Later there was a violent insurrection of 
calvinists in Bremen. clearly, those who could not “recognize the cruel, dreadful 
wolf claws of the calvinists,” were deficient of any understanding of the christian 
faith and were no longer making use of their “reason and natural intelligence.”787

785 Richard 1859, 348-349; Janssen IX 1906, 164.
786 Janssen IX 1906, 154-155.
787 Janssen IX 1906, 155.
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it was evident that Krell was doing 
everything in his power to influence the 
elector against the emperor and the other 
estates, and that he was party to the vio-
lation of the common laws and imperial 
commands by using public funds to raise 
troops to help the french calvinists.

The situation was further worsened in 
January 1591 when it became known that 
instructions had been given by christian 
i that at the Baptism of his infant daugh-
ter, Dorothea, the Exorcism should be 
omitted, since he argued it was only an 
adiaphora.788 Krell and Pierius sched-
uled meetings in many Saxon dioceses 
at which they encouraged pastors to sign 
declarations which repudiated the use of 
the Exorcism and everything else which 
reminded one of “relics of papal poison.” 
Pierius ensured everyone that he was 
thoroughly Lutheran and did not ques-
tion the Lutheran understanding of Bap-
tism but wanted only to clarify a controversial point in the liturgy “which had 
been abused by some.” many pastors reluctantly signed the declarations with 
the understanding that the Exorcism would still be maintained. To their bitter 
disappointment they found shortly thereafter that they had been misled. on July 
4, 1591 Elector christian i ordered that Exorcism must be eliminated from the 
baptismal rite. Although many of the clergy obediently followed this directive, 
some refused. Those who refused were removed from their offices and jailed.789

Georg mylius, a professor at Jena, reported that in response to the liturgical re-
forms in Saxony instituted by Elector christian i, parishioners simply stayed home. 

“The churches were emptier than they had ever been in this land … There 
are quite a few who had not heard a single sermon in a year, some not even for 
several years. in many localities there were children who had not been baptized 
even though they were several months old … People had such contempt for their 
new [crypto-calvinist] pastors that they compared them to Jews or Turks … and 
named their dogs after them.”790

788 Blaschke 1986, 88.
789 Richard 1859, 83-84; Nischan 1999, iii-37.
790 Mylius 1593, E; Nischan 1999, ii-152.

A satirical depiction of the Reformed “sit-
ting communion” service. copper en-
graving by Richard Verstegen, 1585 (Das 

Zeitalter der religiösen Umwälzung 1930).
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on August 4, 1591 Krell could write to Johann casimir in the Electoral Palatin-
ate that christian i was now at the point where he agreed with casimir concern-
ing the chief articles of the calvinist faith. 

“i have now, brought the elector to the point of being in agreement with your 
Electoral Grace in the matter of religion. i trust, then, that your Grace will now 
come to an understanding with his Electoral Grace, in order that the presumption 
of the territorial Estates, should they refuse adherence – as indeed seems likely 
from all manner of indications – may be properly punished.”791

it was now necessary, however, to bring the opposition of Electress Sophie to 
a halt. She was a determined opponent of calvinist innovations and Krell sug-
gested that this was because of the influence of some of her advisors. “Watch 
must be kept on her so that the work we have embarked on may prosper; i myself 
shall spare no trouble, as i have told the landgrave of hesse in the memorandum 
i have addressed to him.” “What more i have in view as concerns your Electoral 
Grace, you shall hear from me anon.”792

791 Kiesling 1770, 99-100; Janssen IX 1906, 156.
792 Kiesling 1770, 100; Janssen IX 1906, 157.

Doctors, christoph Gundermann, Nikolaus Krell, and Urban Pierius (Birnbaum) under 
arrest, charged for their attempts to force a conversion of Saxony to calvinism, represented 
as a simultaneous action of events in Leipzig, Dresden, and Wittenberg, 1591-1592  

(Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Graphische Sammlung, Nürnberg).
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Krell’s downfall came partly as a result of his own pride and partly because of 
the immoderate drinking of Elector christian i who died suddenly on September 
25, 1591. The elector’s successor, christian ii, was only eight-year-old and Duke 
friedrich Wilhelm i of Saxe-Weimar, his next of kin in the Ernestine line, was 
named his guardian. friedrich Wilhelm was a sworn enemy of calvinism and 
a staunch Lutheran. Now the Lutherans were able to breath free air once again, 
and according to Krell’s wife, many Lutheran pastors openly sang the Te Deum 
Laudamus when christian i died. for his own self-protection Krell immediately 
destroyed all of his important correspondence and papers, but he was almost im-
mediately imprisoned and put in the same ward in the Königstein fortress where 
he had previously imprisoned court Preacher martin minis. 

3 .7 .5  The Restoration of  Lutheran orthodoxy

in 1592 friedrich Wilhelm i of Saxe-Weimar, the regent, ordered a visitation of 
Saxony in which the clergy were required to subscribe to the Formula of Concord 
and denounce calvinism. Suspected calvinists were dismissed and banished. 
They were replaced by men whom christian i had earlier deposed and who 
were now returning to Electoral Saxony. The general visitation was conducted 
by Aegidius hunnius, martin mirus, Georg mylius, Wolfgang mamphrasius, 
and other faithful Lutherans, who in 1592 composed Visitation Artickel im gantzen 
Churkreyß Sachssen. (Visitation Articles for the Entire Electorate of Saxony, together 
with the Negative and Contrary Doctrines of the Calvinists and the Form of Subscription, 
as Presented to be Signed by Both Parties, etc.),793 together with a catalogue of nega-
tive and contrary calvinist doctrines and a formula of subscription to be signed 
by each pastor. from this time forward until 1836 every pastor and teacher in 
Electoral Saxony subscribed specifically to the Visitation Articles as the doctrinal 
norm of the church of Saxony.794 

Some might suggest that the reign of christian i was a rather quiet period with 
only minor developments, a time in which calvinism made few gains, and that 
calvinism’s influence was limited to the elimination of the Exorcism from the 
baptismal liturgy and a few other ceremonial actions repugnant to the Reformed. 
They might further suggest that in all these matters the majority of the Lutheran 
pastors showed little resistance, since during the rein of christian i only about 
50 out some 1,400 Lutheran pastors in Saxony lost their pulpits.795 This impression 
is misleading. in fact, the findings of the 1592 visitation of the parishes are very 
793 Visitation Artickel im gantzen Churkreyß Sachssen. Sampt der Calvinisten Negativa vnd Gegenlehr, 

vnd die Form der Subscription, welcher Gestalt dieselbe beyden Partheyen, etc., 1592.
794 Bente 1921, 192.
795 Wolgast 2011, 30.
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revealing. These records indicate that chancellor Krell and his crypto-calvinist 
cohorts were willing to use harsh measures to overwhelm the Saxon Lutheran 
church and covert their people to calvinism. in some places there was no at-
tempt made to conciliate and create a middle position between Lutheranism and 
calvinism in which both could peacefully coexist. The crypto-calvinists insisted 
upon the removal of Lutheran doctrine and Lutheran traditions. 

The visitation records reveal doctrinal and ceremonial changes which were 
imposed by ecclesiastical and civil authorities in Liebenwerda, Langennaundorf, 
and herzberg parishes in the Elbe and Elster region, some sixty kilometers east of 
Wittenberg between 1587-1591. The people of these parishes may not have been 
particularly aware of subtle doctrinal changes but they reacted strongly to the 
liturgical and ceremonial changes and the harsh statements made to the effect 
that what they believed to be the body of christ was, in fact, nothing more that a 
“mere piece of bread.” This did indeed provoke strong reaction.

Krell realized that to change the confessional affiliation of the congregations 
and plant calvinist doctrine it would be necessary to place in leading positions 
men who were in favor of these changes. confessional Lutheran superintendents 
and church leaders were therefore removed and their place was taken by pastors 
and other leaders who were inclined toward calvinist positions. in the civil realm 
some likeminded magistrates were more than willing to take measures to impose 
calvinism in the parishes.

in the region of Liebenwerda, Paul franzius was appointed as regional super-
intendent in 1589 under the auspices of otto von Starschedel, an important gov-
ernment official. franzius was a crypto-calvinist who had little sympathy for 
Lutheran doctrine and ceremonies and could be depended upon to use his office 
to promote the calvinist cause.

When franzius ordered Pastor christophorus Gilbert of Liebenwerda to preach 
that Exorcism was to be removed from the baptismal service, because it was a 
“devilish, superstitious, magical thing,” Gilbert refused to do so, and as a result, 
franzius took the matter to Elector christian i who forced Gilbert to comply.796

franzius used threats, intrigues, machinations, and assaults to discipline those 
who did not follow orders by instituting calvinist reforms. in the case of Pastor 
Johannes hasert of cröbeln, franzius resorted to bullying to force him to preach 
against Exorcism, warning him that he was superintendent and had the authority 
to command him to do so, an authority granted him by the elector and the consis-
tory. he assaulted schoolmaster Simon moch, because moch would not give in to 
his bullying and continued to instruct his pupils according to genuine Lutheran 
doctrine. moch was told that there was no longer any place for him in the town. 

796 Goodale 2006, 202.
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in the case of cantor Schröter, franzius’ ranting and raving caused him to take to 
his bed and later he died. 

in spite of all this, Pastor Paul Sigmann, who held the second pastoral position 
at Liebenwerda, publicly preached against franzius’ calvinist errors. As a result, 
the chief local officials issued an order in June 1591 expelling him from the town. 
The members of the congregation in Liebenwerda were distressed by these actions. 
According to the report given in the city council in 1592, many of them refused to 
attend church and even more, refused to receive communion.797 Still more, who 
were upset about the removal of Exorcism from the baptismal service, postponed 
the Baptism of their newborn children, and in one case a new mother presented 
herself to be churched, even though her child had not yet been baptized.798 

The death of christian i on September 25, 1591 weakened the positions of 
franzius and emboldened the people to act against him. Writing to his friend, 
Dionysius Zeugnis, on November 1, 1591 franzius expressed his frustration that 
members of the congregation in Liebenwerda were not following his verdict. he 
wrote that the people of this town planned to stone him and he compared himself 
to St. Stephen of old. he told Zeugnis that the plotters waited in secretly in the 
market square from 4 until 6 in the morning for him to appear, so that they could 
stone him before sun arose. he was thankful that God had protected him through 
the power of the mayor and several other city officials.

The activities of franzius came to light in the visitation report of 1592, when 
the citizens of the town presented the visitors with an account of their grievances 
concerning his attitudes and activities. The document stated that on the basis of 
his calvinist fanaticism he had “publicly and without reservation undertaken to 
torture and torment the body and the soul of the poor parishioners of the parish.” 
The document went on to catalogue his deceitfulness and calvinist activities, and 
it named those whom he had regarded as obstacles and had particularly singled 
out for ill-treatment individuals due to their unwillingness to consent and com-
ply to “his calvinist errors.”799

The reign of franzius ended and the position of superintendent passed to Pastor 
christophorus Gilbert. franzius left Saxony and went to the Electoral Palatinate where 
until 1596 he served in the calvinist parish at Godramstein. in that year he died.

Another target of the anti-Lutheran activities was the Langennaundorf parish. 
The 1592 visitation committee report contained official complaints against Pas-
tor hieronymus Kloffman of this parish, stating that he was guilty of doctrinal 
errors and moral offenses. The parishioners reported that he had declared from 
the pulpit that the ceremony of Exorcism had been added to the baptismal rite by 

797 Goodale 2006, 203.
798 Goodale 2006, 205.
799 Goodale 2006, 200.
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the pope, making it clear that the Lutherans were doctrinally closer to Rome than 
Geneva. he insisted that the calvinists had completed the Reformation which 
Luther had only begun. he furthermore stated that there was not one word sup-
porting Exorcism in Luther’s Small Catechism and the Lutherans who upheld 
Exorcism were actually contradicting their own confession. 

in response the parishioners refused to receive communion from Kloffman 
and they were described by an official in the local court as “scoundrels.” on at 
least one occasion Kloffman was pelted with fruits and vegetables while he was 
standing in the pulpit, an unusual action even in Saxony where insulting one’s 
pastor was a common practice. instead of calling Kloffman “their pastor” parish-
ioners referred to him as “their betrayer,” making it clear that in their eyes he had 
departed from pure Lutheran doctrine.800 

Noblemen in the Dornreichenbach parish also criticized their pastor for his 
calvinist doctrine and ceremonies, as did also parishioners in Kyhna, who com-
plained about their adjunct pastor.

The visitation committee in charge of the 1592 visitation discharged from of-
fice pastors who refused to turn away from calvinist doctrine, as well as those 
who had employed bullying tactics or created unnecessary disputes in their intro-
duction of calvinist reforms. Pastors who were willing to repudiate calvinist 
doctrines, even in cases where they themselves had introduced these doctrines, 
were permitted to remain in office. The visitation committee dismissed the as-
sistant pastor in Delitzsch, because he had not only spoken against the Lutheran 
doctrine of Ubiquity and instituted calvinist customs, but even more, according 
to the citizens of the place, he was quarrelsome and was leading a scandalous life.

in the herzberg parish, crypto-calvinist Pastor hieronymus Engelberger was 
made superintendent in 1589, as a result of the efforts of councillor Krell. 

Born in Kissingen, franconia, he had studied in Wittenberg and was already 
well-known for removing the religious images from his parish church. he mocked 
and ridiculed Lutheran doctrine in an offensive manner and had laid aside his li-
turgical vestments, crucifixes, and dropped parts of the liturgy, saying that they 
were the “work of fools.” When one parishioner asked him about a crucifix that 
was now missing, Pastor Engelberger answered him by asking what he had eaten 
that had made him become so foolish. he also spoke and acted as though there 
was nothing sacred about the interior of the church at all. When farmers entering 
the church took off their hats, he then mocked them and said: “it is certainly very 
well necessary, that once in a while you give your head lice fresh air.”801

he also openly attacked the Lutheran doctrines of Baptism and the Sacrament 
of the Altar, and his actions led others to refuse to bring their children to him for 
800 Goodale 2006, 208.
801 Goodale 2006, 211.
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Baptism. his adjunct pastor, the crypto-calvinist Andreas Schütz, preached from 
the pulpit that anyone who believed that christ was really in the Sacrament should 
also believe that Jesus was “very much tortured, crushed and crunched with teeth, 
as if dogs had tormented him.” Superintendent Engelberger mocked the Lutheran 
doctrine of the Real Presence by speaking of the body of christ as being “snapped, 
shoved into jaws, and passed through the body.” he went on to say that those who 
did not want to take communion according to the calvinist manner, that is in the 
name of God at the Lord’s table, “were acting in the name of the devil,” making it 
known that in his own eyes the Lutheran mass was a satanic rite. he compared the 
communion bread to “straw stuffed into one’s sack,” and on those occasions when 
a parishioner might bring a Lutheran catechism, a copy of the New Testament, or 
some other Lutheran book to the church, Engelberger would mock and deride him 
so severely that it seemed to the people that he was beside himself.802 

in other parishes crypto-calvinist pastors also verbally assaulted their Lu-
theran opponents. The pastor at Grimma stated that Luther was a “horrible” man, 
that he had written “false books,” and that he was “a lapsed monk,” claiming 
that “Luther would have remained the papist” but that “his lust forced him to 
marry.” Apparently he was trying to say that the difference between Lutheranism 
and Roman catholicism was that Lutheran priests fell victim to lust and married. 
he also attacked the liturgical ceremony of Exorcism, stating that this practice 
implied that a “pregnant woman was carrying a devil around in her womb.”803

Pastor Georgis Arnold at Kyhna parish flatly stated that “mary was not a 
virgin,” and that those who believed in the Lutheran doctrine of Ubiquity must 
logically also state that the body of christ was “digested and defecated.” The par-
ish visitors recorded the report of this blasphemy in Latin.

Visitors also learned that Superintendent Engelberger was being supported in 
his calvinist innovations by important civil authorities, at least ten of whom were 
still in office. 

Philipp Seehausen, one of the mayors of herzberg, Johann ockel, a member of 
the city court, and Baltzer Knappe, the administrator of the community chest, had 
used their position to reward the parishioners who accepted calvinist reforms. 
Those who opposed calvinism were, on the other hand, put down and opportun-
ities were sought to take civil action against them. 

When second pastor, Georg Schröter, in herzberg boldly taught the Lutheran 
doctrine of the Lord’s Supper from the pulpit, Knappe at least three times cried 
out that he was a liar, calling him “pfaff,” a derogatory word for a priest. Schröter 
was subsequently dismissed from office.804 

802 Goodale 2006, 211.
803 Goodale 2006, 212.
804 Goodale 2006, 211.
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in some places defenders of Lutheran doctrine were ridiculed. mayor Philipp 
Seehausen humiliated dismissed Lutheran Superintendent Theodosius fabricius, 
describing him as a “thousand times more wicked than the drunk who hangs 
on the gallows outside the city walls.” he described another deposed Lutheran 
superintendent, Pastor Eberhardt, as “preaching vain lies.” Peter mathes, a mem-
ber of the city council, stated that he had been hindered in his work as a councillor 
because he refused to agree with calvinism. he had, in fact, refused to receive the 
Lord’s Supper during four years of calvinist domination, and had not permitted 
his child to be baptized in a ceremony, which did not include Exorcism. As a re-
sult, he had found it necessary to flee from the city for fourteen weeks.805

Also in herzberg many others refused to receive the calvinist communion, 
and many, young and old alike, died without the Sacrament rather then receive it 
in a calvinist service. in one of his sermons Superintendent Engelberger warned 
the congregation that those who followed such a course of action would not be 
buried in hallowed ground but would instead go to the “knacker’s yard” or, at 
the very least, they would be buried without the ringing of bells and the usual 
burial liturgy.

Some citizens who refused to confirm the newly elected members of the city 
council were fined twelve groschen or a half florin, even though the usual fine for 
such an offence was only one groschen. Superintendent Engelberger told those 
who promised that they would attend church and receive calvinist communion, 
would not have to pay these exorbitant fines. The mayor’s real goal, of course, 
was not to collect money but to force people to attend calvinist services. on one 
occasion all the city office holders were told that under threat of dismissal from 
office they must receive the calvinist communion. The vast majority of them 
did so. Those who refused, and insisted instead on receiving Lutheran Eucharist, 
were vigorously threatened.806

A number of residents in herzberg would travel across the River Elster to 
Altenherzberg to receive the Lord’s Supper from Pastor Andres Ritter, a genu-
ine Lutheran, who had been left in peace probably because the calvinist reforms 
instituted by christian i were directed primarily to larger, more important cities 
and towns. When mayor Seehausen became aware that some of the citizens were 
traveling to Altenherzberg, he ordered that a contingent of men should block a 
bridge and prevent the citizens from crossing the river. Some of those who went 
to Altenherzberg were jailed and their citizenship was removed. Still others who 
attended Pastor Ritter’s services were driven through the streets of herzberg by 
whipping – a punishment which was usually reserved for those who had done 
things regarded as dishonorable or impure. The schoolmaster was sent to listen 
805 Goodale 2006, 217.
806 Goodale 2006, 214.
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to Ritter’s sermons, and the report that he brought back to the mayor Seehausen 
resulted in Ritter’s suspension from the parish. he was sent into exile. his home 
was broken into and his family was forced to leave the parsonage. The parsonage 
was subsequently turned over to calvinist preacher Andreas Weidman.807

The calvinist reforms instituted by Engelberger and the cruel manner in which 
he imposed those reforms caused serious repercussions. he soon expressed fear 
that he might suffer bodily harm and he asked the mayor to send him four citizens 
and a constable to guard him day and night. The citizens of herzberg, for their 
part, stated that Engelberger suffered from nightmares, and when awakened in 
the morning filled with fear, he would run to the mayor claiming that the citizens 
had tried to attack his home and person during the night. The guards denied that 
any groups of menacing citizens had ever assembled at Engelberger’s residence. 
The herzbergers scoffed at Engelberger, claiming that he had a bad conscience 
and had become delusional and paranoid. The reason for this fear was that his 
actions in imposing calvinism had been harsh and even cruel.808 

After the death of christian i, Engelberger was dismissed and replaced by 
felicianus clarus, who since 1590 had been serving in herzberg as a deacon, that 
is a second pastor. 

in September 1592 the visitation committee arrived in herzberg and was made 
aware of the harsh treatment received by the citizens there. Representatives of 
the local residence presented the committee with a document listening specif-
ic grievances and detailing harsh actions and the violence which had occurred 
when Engelberger, Seehausen, and others had imposed calvinist teachings and 
customs on the Lutheran citizenry. They asked that the city council be disbanded 
and replaced. The visitation committee did allow many local officials to continue 
in office in an attempt at reconciliation. 

The majority of the people were shocked by the crypto-calvinist reforms and 
often reacted strongly, as was the case at Peltzig in Saxony in 1593. The newly 
appointed Lutherans Pastor Johann heckelt was eager to return the parish to 
“authentic Lutheranism” and eliminate everything which the crypto-calvinists 
had introduced. he secretly removed a painting of Philipp melanchthon from the 
wall of the local church, because many of his parishioners regarded it as crypto-
calvinistic to honor the hero of the crypto-calvinists. however, he soon found 
that instead of applauding his action as a symbol of the return to orthodoxy, the 
people and magistrates of the town, who had never been consulted about wheth-
er it should remain or be removed, interpreted his action as iconoclastic. They 
demanded that the pastor rehang the painting immediately.809 

807 Goodale 2006, 215.
808 Goodale 2006, 211.
809 Nischan 1999, ii-158.
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Throughout the whole of Saxony actions were taken against both the crypto-
calvinists and those who were openly calvinist in doctrine and practice. on June 
21, 1592 Thomas Leutter, the governor of the castle of Stolpen, informed regent, 
friedrich Wilhelm i, that David Steinbach, a former court preacher, had tried to 
escape custody by passing “through three locked doors, which showed no signs 
of the use of force having been used, but in the descent from the window he had 
fallen and broken a leg.” Subsequently he voluntarily recanted publicly his overt 
calvinist views “from the bottom of his heart” and said that henceforth he would 
subscribe and follow the Formula of Concord. on the basis of his recantation and 
affirmation he was permitted to leave Dresden.810

in Leipzig, Superintendent, Professor Guntermann, recanted his calvinist er-
rors after five months confinement in Pleissenburg and vowed that in the future 
he would live a quiet life at home at Kahla in Thuringia. he further vowed that 
if he ever again “mixed himself in theological questions,” he would “forfeit his 
body and life to justice.”811

Superintendent General Pierius of Wittenberg recanted his previous allegiance 
to crypto-calvinism and was allowed to leave Saxony. Polykarp Leyser, the 
Elder, a zealous Lutheran preacher, who had come to Braunschweig during the 
rule of Krell, returned to Wittenberg to serve as a professor and pastor. he wrote 
a catechism manual based on Luther’s catechism, in which he stated that “in the 
hearts of all calvinists there lurks hidden the oriental Antichrist, the Turk.”812

After ten years in prison Krell was executed october 9, 1601, primarily because of 
his political activities, although his attempts to force a conversion of Saxony to calvin-
ism was also a contributing factor. The sword used to behead him wore an inscription 
in Latin: “Beware, o calvinist! Doctor Nicholas Krell” (“Cave, Calviniane: D.N.C.”).813 
A parody of Psalm 2 quickly spread among the people, and on Palm Sunday 1602, 
1,500 copies of it were sold at halle before the church doors. it stated: 

 “Why do the calvinists rage, and the Sacramentarians imagine a vain thing? 
The [Anhalt] Zerbstians on earth set themselves, and the calvinist rulers take 
counsel together, against the Lutherans, and against their anointed. You, Luther-
ans, are my sons, the calvinists i have not begotten. Ask of me, and i shall give 
you the Zwinglians for your inheritance, and all calvinists for your possession. 
You shalt break them with a rod of iron.”814

civil officials and theologians, who were willing to renounce their calvinist 
errors, saved their own necks, because Lutherans did not usually practice the exe-

810 Wiederruff 1592, A3; Janssen IX 1906, 159-160.
811 Wiederruff 1592, A2-A3; Janssen IX 1906, 160.
812 Janssen IX 1906, 161.
813 Janssen IX 1906, 231; Nicklas 2007, 136.
814 Buchmann 1844, 47; Janssen IX 1906, 232.
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cution of those guilty of heresy. Under ordinary circumstances they were content 
simply to insist that those who were guilty of error should leave their territory. 
in his book, Concordia Concors, Leonhard hutter noted that chancellor Krell was 
executed not because he was a calvinist, but because of his “manifold perfidy.”815

The Lutherans and calvinists were now at “dagger’s drawn.” The execution 
of Krell came like a thunderbolt in the Electoral Palatinate and other former Lu-
theran territories, now under calvinist rule, and it only increased hostility.816

Elector christian ii composed an oath to be sworn by all persons aspiring to 
office or presently holding office. in it they were to pledge to remain true to the 
pure doctrine of the Book of Concord and oppose it neither secretly nor openly. if 
they should hear that any person was being cajoled or deluded to turn away from 
it, either to Rome or the calvinists or the other heretical sects, they were to inform 
the elector and wait for his decision. furthermore, the elector determined that 
those who departed from the true faith should lose their legal rights. he gave an 
example of this, when on march 26, 1602 Dr. Solomon Blattner was forbidden to 
enter into a lawsuit because “he belonged to the calvinist sect.”817

815 “Non ob religionem, sed ob perfidiam multiplicem.” Hutter II 1614, 448, 1258; Kiesling 1770, 
199; Schaff I 1919, 283-284.

816 Janssen IX 1906, 226.
817 Brandes 1873, 196-197; Janssen IX 1906, 233.

A paving stone inscribed with “Kr” to mark the place of Krell’s execution  
in the Dresden Stall courtyard (Dresden Stallhof).
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To show his gratitude for the extirpation of calvinism in Electoral Saxony, 
Annaberg Pastor Augustine Brunnius, who served at Jesingen in Würtemberg, 
dedicated his 1595 book, entitled Zwölf Predigten (Twelve Sermons), to the regent, 
friedrich Wilhelm i, Duke of Saxe-Weimar. The subject of the book was twelve 
articles of the christian faith. in it he declared that Satan had used his calvinist 
tools to create havoc in Saxon schools and churches. he had even been successful 
in “deceiving, bewitching, and blinding Elector christian i, and now, by the grace 
of God, he had been driven out.”818

3.8 county of  East  frisia (Emden,  1575)

The county of East frisia was the first German territory in which the pro-
cess of Reformed confessionalization began even before the Peace of Augsburg of 
1555. Similarly Reformed teachings arrived early in some of the southern German 
cities, but East frisia was the only German land which passed into the “sacramen-
tarian” type of Reformation during Luther’s lifetime. The history of Protestantism 
in Emden, its capital city, is unique in that it was the single city in German lands 
which resisted the restoration of Lutheranism by military means. The cause for 
this was the great influx of Reformed refugees from the Low countries. 

Luther’s writings first reached East frisia in 1519. Those convinced of the valid-
ity of the Lutheran Reformation found support in the larger towns of Emden, 
Norden, Aurich, and Leer and among individual members of the nobility who 
supported the Reformation in their territories. Already in 1519 Pastor heinrich 
Arnoldi held worship services in oldersum according to the “Evangelical confes-
sion,” as did also Pastor heinrich Brun in Aurich. his Lutheran sermons were 
heard by count Edzard i.819

it was in the capital city of Emden where the struggle between the confessions 
would begin in the early days of the Reformation. Emden stood on the border 
with the Low countries and before long the Dutch Sacramentarian movement 
was introduced into the region. in 1521 or 1522 count Edzard i invited Jurgen van 
der Dare (Jurjen van der Deure) to come to Emden to serve as the tutor to his chil-
dren. As was the fashion at that time, Jurgen was known by the Latin name, Geor-
gius Aportanus. By 1524 Aportanus was preaching and teaching sacramentarian-
ism in Emden where he encountered opposition both from the Roman priests and 
the clergy who were proclaiming the Lutheran Reformation Gospel. As a result 
of their efforts, he was forbidden to preach publicly from the pulpit. however, 
convinced of the truth of his Sacramentarian position Aportanus went public by 

818 Brunnius 1595; Janssen IX 1906, 161 fn. 1.
819 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 312.
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preaching before the gates of the city, and a popular movement soon sprang up 
around him. his supporters then demanded that he be once again allowed to 
preach in the church. he was assigned to preach in the Great church (Germ. 
Grosse Kirche), and the Roman clergy were forced to accept this new situation. A 
truce was agreed, allowing both the Roman clergy and Aportanus to make use of 
the Great church for their services.820

in 1526 a religious discussion, the Oldersum Religious Colloquy, was sponsored in 
the church at oldersum by a strong advocate of the Reformation, Ulrich von Dor-
num. At the colloquy a heated discussion developed with the Jacobite monk, Lau-
rens Laurensen of Groningen, representing the “Papal church,” and Aportanus 
– the Evangelicals. The themes for discussion were the mediation of christ, the role 
of the Virgin mary, and the doctrine of justification by grace through faith. Both the 
Roman catholics and the “Evangelicals” claimed victory in the debate and reports 
of the proceedings were published in Wittenberg by von Dornum.821 

A further result of this colloquy was that East frisian Protestantism revealed 
its distinctive profile. in the same year, 1526, Aportanus published his Hovet 
articelen des hylligen Sacramentes brodes vnde vlesches Jesu Christi (The Church Articles 
of the Holy Sacrament of the Bread and the Flesh of Jesus Christ).822 forty-eight eclectic 
articles were drawn up, based on the writings of cornelis hoen, to refute the lit-
eral interpretation of the Words of institution, as asserted by both the Romanists 
and the Lutherans. in it he declared that both Baptism and the bread and wine in 
the holy communion should be revered as signs or seals from God regarding the 
new life in christ. 

“God, who has always enabled us to bear in memory his great works and 
wondrous deeds by means of a sign or seal, has given to us christians Baptism 
and the Supper … Baptism and bread and wine are not the Divine purification 
and sanctification, but only certain and infallible signs and seals on the part of 
God regarding the things mentioned. … To know christ and to receive him with 
the whole heart through faith, that is truly to drink his blood and truly to eat 
his flesh. inasmuch as ‘christ is corporeally in heaven at the right hand of his 
heavenly father, so he is not corporeally, but spiritually, present in the bread.’”823

Aportanus regarded circumcision and the Passover as analogous or proto-
types of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper, and insisted that the rites themselves 
point beyond themselves to christ. As such, neither the prototypes nor the mat-
ters signified contain any actual power to divinely cleanse or fortify; they merely 
point beyond themselves to the cleansing which comes through christ.

820 Klopp 1854, 314-317; Dalton 1886, 229; Williams 1992, 389; Jürgens 2002, 181-183; 
821 Krahn 1968, 39.
822 Printed in Meiners 1738, 114-131.
823 Dalton 1886, 228-229.
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hinne Rode, another leader of the Dutch Sacramentarian movement, taught 
the views pertaining to the sacraments espoused by cornelis hoen. Rode arrived 
in East frisia in 1525 and became minister in the town of Norden, where pre-
viously Magister Johann Stevens preached Evangelical doctrine. in response to 
the large groups which gathered around Rode, capito wrote to Zwingli in 1526, 
reporting that “the truth about the Eucharist is known everywhere in frisia,” an 
indication that sacramentarianism was firmly taking hold there.824

in 1527 a former Dominican monk, heinrich Rese, arrived at Norden.825 He 
presented his sacramental views in a sixteen stanza hymn which taught a symbol-
ic rather than literal meaning of the Eucharist.826 he posted twenty-two theses on 
the doors of the churches and announced that he would defend his position pub-
licly on New Year’s Day. At a meeting chaired by two representatives of count 
Edzard i, Rese presented his theses which condemned many practices and beliefs 
of the medieval church, including the holy Eucharist, Private confession, the 
saints, and vows. Responding to his theses was Gerhard Schnell, the abbot of the 
Liebfrauen monastery. Subsequently, many monks chose to follow the example 
of Rese and renounced the Roman faith in favor of sacramentarianism.827

in line with their interpretation of the meaning of the Eucharist as expressed 
in their writings and songs, Aportanus and Rese then formulated a new form of 
service for holy communion. A long table was placed in the center of the church 
and members of the congregation were seated around it. following what they 
believed to be the practice of christ, the ministers gave ordinary bread into the 
hands of the communicants rather than into their mouths. This practice was pre-
viously unknown and it caused scandal. Aportanus and Rese were also opposed 
to the practice of kneeling at the Lord’s Supper because it was said to foster the 
notion that the bread and wine were being worshiped. The communicants were 
given communion while they stood but later in á Lasco’s congregation in London 
communicants were required to receive communion while seated.828 

in 1528 Edzard i was succeeded by Enno ii. count Enno and his brother Jo-
hann i both desired to reintroduce Lutheran doctrine to pacify East frisia, al-
though years later Johann would put himself under obedience to Rome. 

Enno ii endeavored to impose Lutheranism in a country where his predeces-
sor had given free reign to the Sacramentarians. This caused a reaction among the 
Sacramentarian ministers, who in 1528 expressed their position in the confession 
of the East frisian preachers, which was published on November 14, 1528. in this 

824 Krahn 1968, 39.
825 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 313.
826 Dalton 1886, 229.
827 Krahn 1968, 39.
828 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 315; Krahn 1968, 40; 
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document the preachers set forth their understanding of salvation in christ alone 
and the denial of the mass. much attention was devoted to the Lords’ Supper 
and the role of the sacraments. The preachers asserted that for justification and 
salvation God’s own inner work was necessary, and they summarized their pos-
ition that Baptism and the Lord’s Supper are human works, which are and must 
remain simply the outward and visible service of the congregation. “They cannot 
and should not stand for christ, the only mediator between God and us.”829 

concerning the confession of the East frisian preachers Karl Barth wrote:
“Similarly, the first Reformed confessional act in what is today Germany, the 

confession of the East frisian Preachers of 1528, written in Dutch, described it-
self expressly as the product of a particular occasion, namely, as an apology that 
those Evangelical preachers, Zwinglians all of the first water, found necessary 
over against the accusation leveled at them that they despised God’s Word and 
the sacraments. Aportanus, who was an ally of cornelis hoen who had such a 
decisive influence on the formulation of Zwingli’s communion doctrine in 1523, 
was the author of this strange confession. it is a document that reminds one of 
a basalt stone crag piercing the sky, bordering on Schwenckfeldian spiritualism, 
and certainly a confession that in no way seeks to be a symbol.”830

following the confession of the preachers Aportanus published in 1529 his 
Summa vnde bekenninghe Christlicker leer der predicanten In Oostfrieslandt (A Sum-
mary and Confession of Christian Teaching of the Preachers in East Frisia).831

The situation in East frisia could be summed up in such a way as to see 
the Romans and Lutherans on one side and Aportanus, Rese, and Rode on the 
other. open hostilities never broke out among them but there was much tension 
throughout the land which extended even to schools and families.

many of the followers of Aportanus, who either misunderstood or only par-
tially understood his teachings, gave up going to holy communion and refused 
to have their children baptized, and this caused great offense among the Luther-
ans and Romans.832

Strictly speaking, the Sacramentarians in East frisia were neither followers 
of Luther, nor of Zwingli but developed into a sort of Anabaptist movement, 
teaching that christ was going to return to establish a new earthly kingdom and 
that christians should be rebaptized to show that they were worthy to be known 
as his followers. The first description of these people in East frisia is from 1528, 
the year of death of count Edzard i. chief among them was the furrier melchior 
hoffmann who turned out to be an agitator in many German lands, including in 

829 Krahn 1968, 40.
830 Barth 1923, 23.
831 Printed in Meiners 1738, 53 ff.
832 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 315; Krahn 1968, 40.
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Livonia. Now, when Edzard i died, melchior hoffmann found opportunity to 
appear in East frisia, and there he got in touch with Ulrich von Dornum to whom 
he dedicated two of his writings. 

hoffmann came to East frisia again in may 1530. When Luther heard about it, 
he sent a letter to Johann Zelst in Bremen on June 1, 1530, giving a serious warn-
ing to the authorities, saying that hoffmann had been “committed to Satan” for 
a long time and that he was full of “fanatical speculations,” which could ruin the 
cause of christ.833 

hoffmann convened all those who were dissatisfied with the established 
church and established the Anabaptist congregation at Emden. he found a way 
to take the Great church (Germ. Große Kirche) into his hands, and he managed 
to persuade 300 persons, which was at least ten percent of the population of the 
city, to be rebaptized. consequently, this created a significant commotion and the 
council forced hoffmann to leave the city. Nevertheless, he was capable of leav-
ing his follower, Jan Volkertszoon, in charge as preacher.834

in general, East frisia was to become a haven of safety for Sacramentarians 
who were undergoing religious persecution in neighboring lands. They flocked 
in great numbers to frisia and the country soon became a hodge-podge of people 
holding a variety of diverse religious viewpoints. As a result, there developed a 
form of mutual toleration, otherwise unknown in that day. in 1529 Andreas Karl-
stadt decided to enter the country and preach in Emden, however, he was not 
permitted to do so, even though both melchior hoffman and Sebastian franck 
were permitted to preach there. 

Anabaptists from holland soon flocked into the country, knowing that here 
they would be permitted freedom of conscience and worship. Their leaders, such 
as heinrich Niclaes, who came in Emden beginning in 1540, and later David Joris, a 
disciple of melchior hoffman, were permitted to promote their Anabaptist views.835

Throughout this entire period count Enno ii sought to support and further 
Lutheranism in East frisia, even though it was the spiritualist and sacramentar-
ian forces which were making the greatest gains. The count reported to Philipp of 
hesse on march 25, 1530 that ministers in his country held sacramentarian views 
and were denying the sacramental character of the Sacrament of the Altar. Some 
even stated that not only should children not be baptized but no one should be 
baptized until he reached the age of thirty-three.836

Enno ii decided to attempt to impose some ecclesiastical regulations on the 
land, which would bring the church more into line with the doctrines and practi-

833 WA Br. 5, 343; Linden 1885, 226-227.
834 Estep 1996, 153; Jürgens 2002, 184; 
835 Dalton 1886, 230.
836 Cornelius 1852, 57-58.
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ces of the neighboring Lutheran churches. on the advice of Ulrich von Dornum, 
Johannes Bugenhagen was asked to formulate a church order for the East frisian 
church but it came to naught. count Enno ii then turned for help to the Bremen 
magistrates which sent pastors Johannes Timann and Johann Pelt who preached 
in Emden, Aurich, and Norden but met with violent resistance everywhere.837 

finally, a church order was set down based on Bugenhagen’s church orders 
for Braunschweig and hamburg, and the marburg colloquy theses as well.838 for 
the celebration of the Lord’s Supper the order of Electoral Saxony, and probably, 
Luther’s Deutsche Messe of 1526, were made its basis. Despite the fact that it was 
meant to mediate and conciliate diverse groups, the church order was definitely 
Lutheran in nature.839

Enno ii approved the church order on December 13, 1529, and on January 
13, 1530 he invited all preachers of the land to come to Emden, where he gave 
them the church order and insisted that they must accept it. irenic negotiations 
appeared to be going nowhere, and some preachers appeared on the second day 
of the meeting with a petition in which they insisted that they were justified in 
maintaining their 1528 confession, and asking the count not to complain against 
them concerning their doctrine of the Lord’s Supper. it is now known to what 
extent Enno ii was able to influence the East frisian preachers. it is known that he 
adhered firmly to the church order at least at first and some preachers who op-
posed it were removed from office.840 

The influence of sacramentarianism, however, continued and Luther again 
complained concerning it in a letter to Wenzeslaus Link in Nuremberg on Janu-
ary 15, 1531.841

in 1535, during the Guelders Wars, the East frisian territories of Enno ii were 
besieged by charles ii, duke of Guelders. Enno’s army was defeated and charles 
ii took control of the region. charles, who was himself a loyal supporter of the 
pope, imposed harsh conditions on Enno ii and insisted that the only non-Roman 
form of christianity to be allowed in East frisia must be in accord with the terms 
of the Augsburg Confession and the 1533 Wittenberg church order. Sacramen-
tarian worship was forbidden and the sacramentarian preachers were banished 
from the region.842

in consequence of these new regulations, Enno ii requested that Duke Ernst 
i of Braunschweig-Lüneburg, the brother-in-law of Duke charles ii and a ruler 
who had implemented a conservative Lutheran Reformation in his territory, send 
837 Cornelius 1852, 25-26; Dodge 1901, 80-81; 
838 Printed in Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 360 ff.
839 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 316-317.
840 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 317.
841 WA Br. 6, 16.
842 Dalton 1886, 272-273.
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him help to return East frisia to Lutheranism. in response to this request Duke 
Ernst sent martin ondermarck of celle and matthias Ginderich of Bardowick to 
East frisia. Both encountered strong opposition as they worked to implement 
a church order based mainly on the Brandenburg-Nuremberg church order of 
1533, the 1526 edition of Luther’s Taufbüchlein, and Luther’s Deutsche Messe of 
1526.843 The comprehensive report on the regulation of the church in East frisia, 
which would later be proved very useful, was worked out by them. They es-
tablished a Lutheran consistory, working in conjunction with a superintendent. 
Annual synods of the clergy were to be held and provisions were made for the 
conduct of a parish visitation.844

charles ii died in 1538 and two years later Enno ii died. Their passing from 
the scene would prove to have momentous consequences for the church in East 
frisia, because now the authoritative power behind ondermarck and Ginderich 
was no longer present to support their work.

The church order which had not yet been firmly established to stand simply 
collapsed and a period of confusion in the church followed. if Lutheranism was 
to survive, some strong figure would need to take control of the land and its 
church. countess Anna of oldenburg, the wife of Enno ii, who ruled as a regent 
and guardian of her two sons, however, was inclined toward the Swiss rather 
than Lutheranism. 

During her period as regent from 1542 through 1561, she attempted to estab-
lished a policy by which Lutherans, Roman catholics, and Sacramentarians could 
co-exist, but it was to Johannes à Lasco that she turned in 1542 to organize the 
Protestant church in the region. 

À Lasco, a Polish nobleman, had been forced to forsake his native country 
and seek refuge in the Netherlands because of his Reformed religion. Through 
the efforts of the countess he was made the superintendent of the East frisian 
church, which was headquartered in Emden late in 1542, and at the same time 
he was given the office of preacher in the Great church (Germ. Grosse Kirche) in 
that city.845 

À Lasco was concerned about the low level of church discipline in Emden. he 
was particularly concerned about the strength of the Anabaptist movement there 
and also that so many citizens of Emden and members of the city council were 
still adherents to the what he called “the old superstitions of the Roman church.” 
he placed the blame for this on the franciscans and their “wicked practices,” and 
immediately set to work to curtail their influence.846 

843 Printed in Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 373 ff.
844 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 319.
845 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 322.
846 Fehler I 2003, 94.
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on August 8, 1543 in a letter to coun-
tess Anna he mildly criticized her for 
siding too easily with either one faction 
or the other, and he stated that she must 
henceforth follow the “will of God” rath-
er than the suggestions of her councillors. 
only God is the supreme judge even of 
royalty and kings themselves. They are 
but his servants and are meant to enforce 
his will. God has strictly forbidden idol-
atry, and for this reason the “idolatry of 
the franciscans” in the Emden churches 
must no longer be tolerated. 

“i am ready not only to surrender that 
which pertains to me, little as it is, with-
out any regard to honor or recompense – 
nevertheless only upon one condition, 
that you, countess, give an open testi-
mony that you are minded to be led by 
the Word of God alone and to yield obedience to this. if you will not do this, but 
hold it more advisable to follow human ordinances and the wisdom of this world, 
then i can and will no longer continue my labor in your service.”847 

in her response to à Lasco’s letter, the countess acknowledged the truth of his 
words and declared that idolatrous images must be removed at all costs, but this 
work must be carried out slowly and carefully, so as to avoid an uproar among 
the councillors and citizens.

“You have lately bravely and earnestly reminded us by your letter of that 
which it becomes us to do by virtue of the honor of God and our government; 
namely, that we should put forth the idolatrous images, etc., out of our churches, 
after the example of many christian kings. We have now well received such ad-
monition, and will pray God that he may give us a heart and mind to do all that 
is well-pleasing to him. As regards the images, we can suffer that you remove 
them out of sight by night, yet not all at once; and that the foolish folk be not 
allowed to be present there, but that you make the same known to the burgo-
masters and prelates, and that it be carried out without noise; thus is our good 
pleasure accomplished.”848 

À Lasco was most displeased by the fact that the countess did not call for the 
immediate banishment of the franciscan friars but he was gratified by the fact 
847 Kuyper II 1866, 558; Dalton 1886, 253-254.
848 Dalton 1886, 255-256.

Johannes à Lasco (1499-1560).  
copper engraving, 1572.
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that she could now order them to stop their public activities of baptizing infants, 
visiting the sick, and the writing of testaments.849 

The images could not be immediately removed. for à Lasco, however, the 
question of issue had not only to do with idolatrous images but he was disturbed 
by the fact that the countess was unwilling to act quickly and decisively. To his 
mind she was impairing the “freedom of the Gospel,” and human considerations 
were being placed before the requirements of the “pure Word of God.” This to 
him was nothing less than an abomination, which would require of him that he 
now must boldly stand before her and present his list to the countess. 

on September 6, 1545 he wrote to hermann Lenthius, the secretary of coun-
tess Anna, complaining that this situation was disgraceful, since the countess was 
not willing to take more decisive action. She was impeding the “progress of the 
Word of God” and suppressing necessary church discipline.

“i must almost think it is out of hatred to me that i am not suffered to make 
any progress in the church domain. for what in all the world has been advanced 
during the whole time of my holding office, save a greater unity in doctrine ? And 
now some undertake, as i hear, to bring this again into confusion. if the countess 
or the magistrates or any one else deems me to be useless or unfaithful in my of-
fice, let such an one only say to me the single word, Lay it down! if the countess 
has not the matter at heart, and she thinks that it belongs not to her office to ad-
vance true religion within her territory, what need has she of my service?” 

“is it not a disgrace,” he continued, “that i cannot get a just consideration to 
be had for the poor, or obtain the removal of the images, the worship of which 
we have to witness with our own eyes, as in mockery of our administration? our 
business is, so i hear, only to preach. To this i reply, that we have not at all to 
preach to swine and dogs, i.e., people who vomit anywhere their ill-digested food. 
Through all these years there has been preaching; what result of that preaching 
can now be pointed out? We see practiced, after as before, the open abominable 
idolatry of the monks; and no one is permitted to interfere with it. We see every 
kind of church discipline abolished and suppressed. We see almost everything 
plundered and scattered which was destined to the maintenance of the public 
ministry and to the encouragement of study. We see an asylum for all sects; the 
gnats among them we have pursued, the wasps and hornets we feed, and the 
ravens we leave unmolested. Nay, we see such leniency towards vice, that he 
who only lives a little more continently is looked upon as a sectary. These are the 
visible fruits of the Gospel now already so long preached among us, and yet it is 
still constantly said to us, ‘only preach.’ We are to teach – so i am told – that the 
images are no idols. But shall we advance this to those who make the weal of the 

849 Fehler I 2003, 94.
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fatherland turn upon the preserving or the removal of the idols? What greater 
idolatry is there than the tenet that everything is secure so long as the images are 
retained, but that the country goes to ruin when they are removed? can the im-
ages effect so much, that their preservation is our protection, their removal our 
ruin? is not all this impiety, nay blasphemy? And in connection with this, still to 
assert that no one worships the images! if that is not to worship them, what in the 
world is image-worship?” 

it was Lenthius’ responsibility to admonish countess Anna, because if he did 
not soon see evidences of her genuine piety à Lasco would leave. “i could wish, 
my hermann, that thou wouldst admonish the countess in a private interview, and 
that right earnestly, regarding her duty. for this is settled with regard to me: if i do 
not see other signs of piety in the countess, you will not much longer have me.”850

À Lasco’s own theological development in this period was still in progress. 
he had not at this point developed a solid sacramental pattern of understand-
ing Baptism and the Lord’s Supper, and he was concerned to seek the opinions 
of non-Lutheran reformers, men such as Bullinger and Pellican, before making 
up his mind concerning the meaning of these ceremonial acts. he got in touch 
with Bullinger in march 1544. he had just written for his ministers a treatise, 
entitled: Epitome doctrinae ecclesiarum Phrisiae orientalis (Epitome of the Doctrine of 
the Churches of East Frisia), and while waiting for it to appear in print, he decided 
that it would be good to send it to hardenberg, asking him to share it with martin 
Bucer and then send it to Bullinger for his opinion.851

Later of that year he published a somewhat more informal but detailed state-
ment of his sacramental doctrines in an open letter, entitled: Epistola ad amicum 
quendam de verbis caenae domini (Letter to a Friend Concerning the Words of the Lord’s 
Supper), a copy of which he sent to Pellican on August 31, 1544.852 

This document represented a kind of trial balloon, as à Lasco wanted to get 
reactions from the other theologians before setting of his own position. in it he 
asserted that although he agreed with Karlstadt and Zwingli that there was no 
corporeal presence of christ in the Sacrament, still he had developed his own 
interpretation of the Words of institution. 

it was clear to him, he wrote, that the word “this” could not refer only to the 
bread but also referred to the entire action of the Supper event, namely, the break-
ing of the bread, the giving of thanks, and the distribution. he stated that this 
was what Paul was asserting when he wrote in 1 corinthians 10:16: “The bread 
which we break, is it not the communion of the body of christ?” it was not “the 
bread” as such but “the bread which we break,” that is to say, “the breaking of the 

850 Kuyper II 1866, 596; Dalton 1886, 299. 
851 Kuyper I 1866, 481 ff.; Dalton 1886, 252.
852 Kuyper I 1866, 557 ff.; Dalton 1886, 282.
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bread” in the context of the whole ceremony, which constituted “the communion 
of christ’s body.” further proof, he stated, could be found in verse 21 where, ac-
cording to his interpretation, the words, “the Lord’s table,” meant the same thing 
as “the bread which we break.” he followed the same exegetical pattern in speak-
ing of “the cup of blessing.”853 in summary, the words, “communion of the body 
of christ” and “communion of the blood of christ,” referred to the whole action, 
and not simply to the bread and cup.

“We, who eat the bread of the Lord in his meal, have thereby at the same time 
fellowship in the mystery (mysteria) of this bread, i.e., in the body of the Lord.” 
“The signs of the meal are, because a sacrament, seals, namely, of our fellowship 
with the Lord; thus, if we partake of them in accordance with the institution of 
the Lord, they set forth before our eyes in the sacred act (mysterium) this fellow-
ship with the Lord, and renew it in our souls, and seal us wholly to him by the 
operation of the holy Ghost, in firm undoubting faith, although they afford us no 
physical and literal partaking of the body and blood of the Lord.”854 

Participation in the mysterium is the result of participation in the whole ceremon-
ial action of the Lord’s Supper. By this means fellowship with the Lord is renewed 
in the soul and God’s promises are sealed to the communicants wholly by the work 
of the holy Spirit. on them is bestowed an abiding faith, even though there has 
been no physical partaking of the real and corporeal body and blood of christ. 

A further statement of his Eucharistic doctrine was written in April 1545 in his 
tract, Epistola Joannis à Lasco ante Quinquennium ad amicum quendam scripta, contin-
ens in se summam controversiae Coenae Domini breviter explicatam. This epistle was 
not published until April 1551. The doctrine it contained is expressly Zwinglian, 
and the meaning of the supper is expressed as follows: “By the use of the Supper 
our communion with christ is sealed after the fashion of a sacrament.”855 

Expressly rejected is the idea of the Transubstantiation of the bread and wine 
into the body and blood of christ, i. e., “the Popish transubstantiation” (the Roman 
view) and the “presence of the body and blood under bread and wine,” i. e., “inclu-
sion of the body and blood of christ in the bread, or under the bread and wine” (the 
Lutheran view). À Lasco stated that “neither of these can be established without 
manifest idolatry.” Also rejected is the notion that the bread and wine are mere 
signs which are basically indifferent and must be classified among mere human 
usages, i. e., “the doctrine of those who teach that all sacraments are bare signs, and 
count them among things indifferent, and wish them to be known merely of their 
human use, [as things] by which we are separated from the Jews and all heathen.”856 

853 Smyth 1925, 183-184.
854 Dalton 1886, 285.
855 Smyth 1925, 187-188.
856 Smyth 1925, 188.
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Personally à Lasco was willing to allow others to harbor their own opinions 
of the presence of christ in the Sacrament, as long as they kept their views to 
themselves and did not create public disturbances. Apart from this last tolerant 
position, à Lasco may from this point on be termed a Zwinglian.

in his 1550 Forma ac Ratio à Lasco provides a form for the celebration of the 
Lord’s Supper on the first Sunday of the month. A period of fourteen days before 
communion Sunday is designated as a period of preparation. Everyone in the 
congregation is urged to register their intention to commune with the elders, and 
all are expected to come unless prevented by serious illness or other pressing 
necessity. The celebration of holy communion is seen to be the highest congre-
gational act, because in it the congregation realizes its true form as Corpus Christi 
mysticum. A final preparation is designated to be held on the last day before the 
celebration at four o’clock in the afternoon and all who intend to participate are 
expected to be present. for the celebration itself a table is covered with a white 
linen cloth and the participants gather around the Lord’s Table. in the midst of the 
table is the minister, and when the celebration has been completed what remains 
of the bread and wine are to be taken to the poor, the sick, and the elderly, thus 
enforcing the close connection between the Lord’s Supper and deaconal work.857 

The celebration of the holy communion is to be celebrated on Sunday mor-
ning, and the sermon is to consider the holy Supper, its signs, its mysterious 
significance, and its aim. After the prayers, which conclude with the our father, 
the preacher admonishes the congregation to be worthy to come to the Supper. 
Then follows the Lord’s Supper prayer, for which the congregation kneels. The 
recitation of the narrative of the Lord’s Supper follows the text of 1 corinthians 
11:23-29. At the close of the exhortation the minister breaks bread for himself 
and the seniors, and deacons, and all others who are around the table, saying 
the words of Paul from 1 corinthians 10: “The bread which we break is the com-
munion of the body of christ.” The bread is then distributed with these words: 
“Take, eat, and remember the body of our Lord Jesus christ was given for us into 
death on the tree of the cross for the forgiveness of all our sins.”858 Then over the 
cup: “The cup which we bless is the communion of the blood of christ,” and then 
it is given with these words: “Take, drink, and remember the blood of our Lord 
Jesus christ was shed for us on the tree of the cross for the forgiveness of all our 
sins.”859 men commune first, women second, while one of the ministers reads 
from John 6, John 14, and John 15. When all have partaken, the minister says to 
857 Kuyper II 1866, 114 ff.
858 “Accipite, edite et memineritis, corpus Domini nostri lesu christi pro nobis in mortem 

traditum esse in crucis patibulo ad remissionem omnium peccatorum nostrorum.” Kuyper 
II 1866, 163.

859 “Accipite, bibite et memineritis sanguinem Domini nostri lesu christi pro nobis fusum esse 
in crucis patibulo ad remissionem omnium peccatorum nostrorum.” Kuyper II 1866, 164.
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the entire congregation: “Believe and do not doubt, all who are participating in 
the remembrance of the death of christ while reflecting upon its mystery, that 
you have a sure and salutary communion with him in his body and blood, unto 
life everlasting. Amen.”860 Then comes the Prayer of Thanksgiving, hymns based 
on a Psalm, the Blessing, and then, as the people are dismissed, a collection of 
alms is taken for the poor.861

in 1544 à Lasco and those associated with him conducted the visitation of the 
East frisian churches to determine the doctrinal situation in the parishes, the zeal 
of the pastors, and the christian way of life of the latter and of the people. The 
purpose of it was to make it possible for à Lasco to apply the necessary remedies 
to create a “real christian church in the land.”

To him, as was characteristic of the Reformed, what is most vital to christian life 
is understood to be a rigorous church discipline. in the same year, 1544, à Lasco’s 
tract, Moderatio doctrinae, rejected views of the Lord’s Supper contrary to his own, 
the purpose of which was to address the peaceful coexistence of the citizenry.862 

in 1546 working together with other preachers in Emden, he composed a cat-
echism which included a calvinist doctrine of the Lord’s Supper. its purpose was 
to replace the catechisms of Luther and Brenz then in use and, in addition, it was 
to serve as the basis for Sunday afternoon catechetical sermons by the ministers. 
it is generally thought that as a result of the publication of this catechism, à Lasco 
made important changes in the liturgical worship of his congregation in Emden. 
The catechism was divided into four parts: the commandments, the faith, the 
prayer, and the sacraments.863

it must be noted that this text circulated widely in manuscript form in the begin-
ning. Subsequently, in 1551, it was published in London and it became known as the 
“Large catechism.” it comprised 250 questions and answers. in 1552 marten micronius 
translated the text into Dutch to be used by the Dutch refugee congregation there. The 
Dutch catechism comprised only 134 questions and answers, and was aimed at the 
younger members of the Dutch community. The book became known as a “Small cat-
echism,” and was rather more popular than was the “Large catechism.” 864 

Although the theology of à Lasco was similar to that of Zwingli, in matters 
pertaining to church government he preferred calvinism. in 1544 he created a 
disciplinary committee of “pious men” to operate within the Great church in 
Emden and to watch over the morals of the members of the congregation.

860 “credite et ne dubitate omnes, qui coenae huic Dominicae in memoriam mortis christi 
participastis cum mysterii sui reputatione, habere vos certam et salutarem cum ipso 
communionem in corpore et sanguine suo ad vitam aeternam. Amen.” Kuyper II 1866, 165.

861 Kuyper II 1866, 165-169.
862 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 325.
863 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 325; Dalton 1886, 283.
864 Printed in Kuyper II 1866, 340 ff.; Joby 2015, 108-112.
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À Lasco also organized a clergy gathering, called the coetus, which met every 
monday and included in its membership all the ministers in the area. The coetus 
elected a president and secretary and developed an order of business which in-
cluded the inquiry into the doctrines and moral behavior of each minister present 
in turn. it examined each of the candidates for the ministry, examining carefully 
their lives and moral behavior, and a test sermon was to be offered. in addition, 
points of doctrine and other ministerial issues were discussed.

 There were still Lutheran pastors in East frisia who were determined to re-
main faithful to their confession. They served in the congregations at Aurich, 
Strickhausen, friedeburg, and Brockmer, and were opposed to this new organ-
izational arrangement. They appointed as their spokesperson Pastor Wilhelm 
Lemsius of Norden, who had come to the region from Antwerp in 1536, during 
the so-called “Lüneburg debates.” initially all of these Lutheran pastors refused 
to associate themselves with the coetus, and they spoke openly against à Lasco’s 
doctrinal positions and referred to him as a Sacramentarian. however, countess 
Anna issued a summons to them, stating that they must attend the coetus. They 
continued to refuse to do so. They were well aware that they had support from 
a large number of the courtiers who were dissatisfied with the church discipline 
which was being introduced by the coetus and its leaders. A protracted contro-
versy ensued and a number of letters written by à Lasco in the course of the con-
troversy are still extant. on August 25, 1545 à Lasco related by letter to Bullinger 
the passionate opposition which had developed against those who were unwill-
ing to accept his doctrinal position and his program of church discipline. Among 
the witnesses he indicated the son of the well-known hebraist, conrad Pellican 
in Zurich, who had visited him at Emden.865

“Pellican’s son has seen here the form of our church life, not yet reduced to 
order; and has a witness of the passionate opposition of some who venture to 
introduce confusion into the harmony of our doctrine. i believe that such people 
have been associated with us in order to exercise us, and to render us apt to de-
fend the true doctrine. We seek to overcome our antagonists so far as possible by 
kindness and patience, and implore for them a better perception.”866

When à Lasco did not receive the kind of support from the city council and the 
clergy he was insisting upon unity of doctrine and church discipline, he resigned 
as superintendent in the Spring of 1546 and announced that he would continue 
to serve only as a pastor of the Great church of Emden, on condition that he be 
allowed to exercise that office and its discipline as he saw fit.867 

865 Dalton 1886, 295.
866 Dalton 1886, 296.
867 Dalton 1886, 299.
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in that same year the countess imposed silence upon Pastor Lemsius and in-
sisted that the Lutheran pastors associate with and participate in the coetus. She 
stated that henceforth no pastor could be placed in office unless he had given 
his subscription to the doctrine of the church in writing. The Lutheran pastors, 
of course, were unwilling to surrender their confessional position. They decided 
to seek by means of pressure some support from outside the region, and assem-
bled critical statements concerning the doctrinal position of à Lasco from Bremen, 
hamburg, Braunschweig, and Wittenberg.868

The Augsburg interim was imposed by imperial law on June 30, 1548, and 
when à Lasco returned to Emden in August 1549, he spoke with the countess 
concerning this new situation. he was distressed that some of the councillors 
had drawn up an agreement, the Emden interim, which contained within it ex-
tracts from the Augsburg interim and the regulations from the Braunschweig-
Lüneburg church order. A fully dissatisfied à Lasco elected to leave Emden in 
october 1549. in 1550 count Johann i, speaking under the authority of the em-
peror, insisted that the terms of the Augsburg interim be followed. however, the 
Lutherans reminded count Johann i through councillor hicco von Dornum that 
he himself had earlier stated that East frisia had been committed to follow earn-
estly the Augsburg Confession and the Lüneburg church order. it appears that the 
interim was not implemented consistently.869

À Lasco, who had left the region to shepherd a congregation in London, re-
turned in 1553 when Queen mary, a militant Roman catholic, came to the throne 
and began her work of returning England to the Roman catholic faith by means 
of the sword and fire. À Lasco, along with the 175 members of his congregation, 
first tried to settle in the Kingdom of Denmark. King christian iii of Denmark at 
first expressed his willingness to accept them but, when he was informed by Joa-
chim Westphal and Johannes Bugenhagen that à Lasco’s doctrinal position was 
contrary to that of Lutheranism, he withdrew his offer of asylum. À Lasco found 
himself and his group unwelcome also in hamburg, Lübeck, and Rostock.

on December 5, 1553 he and his followers arrived at Emden and asked per-
mission to settle there and rebuild their congregation. he referred it to Albert 
hardenberg that he was hopeful that countess Anna could grant his request for 
asylum, and on December 12 he was able to report that christopher Eusumanus, 
the Emden magistrate, supported their petition, and shortly thereafter the coun-
tess officially approved their resettlement in Emden.870 

At Easter 1554 the exiles and their pastor settled in Emden and found that 
they were being graciously accepted by the community. Even the Lutherans were 

868 Dalton 1886, 299.
869 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 331.
870 Springer 2007, 112.
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refraining from any public comment against them. This situation, however, did 
not continue for long, for à Lasco could not keep silent about his determined op-
position to all things catholic, such as altars, organs, and baptismal fonts.

in 1554 he published a catechism which was an abbreviated version of the cat-
echism formerly used in Emden. This catechism raised such a storm of protest in 
the community that it became an important factor in à Lasco’s decision that he must 
leave the area.871 melanchthon had looked upon him with suspicion since his days 
in England, and now even his friend hardenberg was turning against him, because 
his antagonism toward Lutheranism was becoming increasingly evident. 

À Lasco left Emden in April 1555. from there he went to frankfurt (main) 
where he was well received and established a congregation for Belgian refugees, 
and received authorization from the frankfurt city council for the worship life 
and publication of the confession of this congregation.872

marten micronius and a second group of refugees arrived in East frisia in 
1554. he assumed the place of preacher in Norden. Previously the congregation 
there had been served by Lutheran Pastor Lemsius, who had conducted the lit-
urgy in accordance with the church order of 1535. Because of his stern opposition 
to à Lasco, Lemsius had to leave Norden in 1554. it was in that same year that 
micron published a Dutch translation of à Lasco’s 1550 Forma ac Ratio, entitled: 
De Christlicke ordinancien der Nederlantscher ghemeinten te Londen (Christian Ordin-
ances of the Dutch Congregation in London).873 By 1554 he had introduced liturgical 
changes in conformity with it. other Evangelical pastors also incorporated these 
changes in their worship services. in the preface to his Dutch translation, micron 
included a statement of his complaints against Lutheran ceremonies which, as 
could be expected, centered on those ceremonies which had survived probably in 
Norden and elsewhere in East frisia after the Reformation.

 “Numbers of Evangelical [Lutheran] preachers, contend as fiercely about 
their mass-garments, altars, tapers, images, tabernacles, bells, confessionals, or-
gans, prostrations, genuflexions, Latin hymns, and other superstitions that have 
survived, as the bankrupt pope did before.”874

All these micron regarded as “superstitions” and the “heritage of the pope.” 
in Norden, however, micron’s liturgical changes did not survive. he and some 
of his followers died of the plague in 1559, and his successor, Lutheran Pastor 
Johannes Ligarius, reintroduced those Lutheran ceremonies which micron had 
dropped.875

871 Printed in Kuyper II 1866, 496 ff.; Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 331-332.
872 Printed in Müller 1903, 657 ff.
873 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 352.
874 Goebel 1849, 337; Janssen X 1906, 294. 
875 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 352.
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in 1558 countess Anna did away with the law, according to which the first-
born should succeed as the sole ruler of the country. it was her desire to prevent 
the spread of Lutheranism under Swedish dominance, which would inevitably 
prevail because of the marriage of her son Edzard ii to princess catherine Vasa of 
Sweden in 1559. She chose instead that rule should be shared by all three of her 
sons: Edzard ii, christopher, and Johann ii. Edzard ii, the firstborn, was a Luther-
an, Johann ii was a calvinist, and christopher’s power was negligible; he died in 
1566. During the struggle between Johann and Edzard ii, the nobility, which had 
predominantly been Lutheran, strengthened their hand; Johann ii took control of 
Emden and sought to advance his calvinist cause there, while Edzard ii main-
tained a distinctly Lutheran confession in his territories.

on february 8, 1561 the Lower Saxon diet declared that hardenberg should 
leave Bremen within a fortnight. he came to East frisia and became the Evangel-
ical preacher at Emden. 

in 1550 Emden was a town of some 3,000 – 5,000 residents but the population 
swelled during the ensuing decade. The Dutch Revolt against Spanish control 
over the Low countries and its collapse in the winter of 1566-67 brought thou-
sands of refugees who were fleeing the war. This was called the “year of mir-
acles” (Dutch: “wonderjaar”). in it Emden and some cities in Germany and Eng-
land were flooded with refugees. During the next twenty years the population of 
Emden swelled from 5,000 to more than 10,000, and it is said that at the height of 
the immigration period in 1572, the population may have been as high as 20,000-
25,000. During the seventh decade perhaps one third of the population of Emden 
consisted of Dutch calvinist refugees, and by the 1570’s this group represented 
no less than half of the population of the city.876 

Almost all of the Dutch refugees were Reformed who were fleeing the Nether-
lands to escape religious persecution. Emden came to be a center for missionary 
activity and the home of printing and other Reformed church mission – so much 
so that it came to be known as the “mother church” (Dutch: Moederkerk) of Low 
countries, as influential in the Low countries as Geneva had been for france. in 
the course of time calvinism came to be identified with the opposition in Emden 
toward the Lutheran Edzard ii and his cirksena family.877

The synod, at which the Dutch Reformed church was constituted and the Bel-
gic confession adopted as the definitive statement of the faith of the of Dutch 
Reformed church, was held in Emden on october 4-14, 1571. Although the synod 
convened in the German community, the work of the synod was almost entirely 
in the hands of Dutch refugees. it was decided that the Reformed churches in the 
Netherlands and the surrounding regions would hold to a presbyterian form of 
876 Fehler II 2003, 74; Fehler 2016, 121 ff.
877 Fehler II 2003, 74; Kingdon 1995, 236.
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church government. The synod was controlled by strict calvinists who deter-
mined that it was only those who had fully submitted themselves to the authority 
of their consistory that would be permitted to receive the Lord’s Supper. it was 
also decided that, despite many doubts and questions, children would be per-
mitted to be baptized even if their parents were not members of the church, but 
under such circumstances none but full members could be permitted to receive 
the Lord’s Supper. many of the moderate members of the church, and particular-
ly those who were actively involved in the political life of the community, ques-
tioned such decisions of the strict calvinists. They would have favored instead a 
more inclusive “State Protestant church,” modeled after the territorial churches 
in Germany and in England, which would allow all who desired to do so to at-
tend and receive holy communion.878

The three provincial synods were subsequently organized along geographical 
and ethnic lines: the German and East frisian Synod, the Belgian-Dutch Synod, 
and the English Synod. The Emden classis of the German and East frisian Syn-
od would be composed of the church at Emden, with the refugee ministers and 
elders from Brabant, holland, and frisia.879

The local Emden congregation took no significant role in the preparation or the 
implementation of the 1571 synod. They would not in fact even to be considered 
calvinists at that time because they still upheld to a moderate melanchthonian 
theological position. The clear Reformed character of church would come to be the 
result of the activities of menso Alting. Under his leadership Emden would come 
to be known as “Geneva of the North.”880 it was in october 1575 when he became 
preacher in the Great church in Emden, succeeding Albert hardenberg who had 
died in 1574. A man of theological learning and of political skills, it was Alting who 
had brought calvinism in Emden into a prominent position in the community. 

meanwhile, in the summer of 1577, Lutheran Pastor Ligarius was appointed 
by count Edzard ii to be court preacher at East frisia, a position similar to that 
of a church superintendent. he would become the leading Lutheran theologian 
in the East frisian church and principal combatant against calvinism. As such 
he sponsored consultations and sought to spread Lutheranism in the region. he 
was also vigilant to see that parishes in the territory controlled by count Edzard 
ii which became vacant would receive only genuine Lutheran pastors. 

on November 25, 1579 the first of several religious colloquies took place in 
Berum, attended by representatives of the Dutch Reformed congregation and the 
Lutherans. Participants included menso Alting from Emden and martin faber 
from hage, Johannes Antwerpiensis from Norden, Bernhard Bloccius from Wo-

878 Richter II 1871, 339 ff.
879 Richter II 1871, 340.
880 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 404.
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quard, and the court Preacher Johannes Ligarius of Aurich. it was the desire of 
count Edzard ii that a consensus between the parties should be developed at this 
colloquy which would prepare the way for adoption of the Formula of Concord, 
but as Lutheran representative, martin faber, later noted, the colloquy did not 
go well from the beginning. Written statements concerning the position of the 
churches regarding the Lord’s Supper were presented around christmas 1579, 
but agreement could not be reached. After discussion the coetus at Emden pro-
posed that a further meeting should be held at Emden on January 20, 1580 to allay 
the mistrust of count Edzard ii concerning the progress of the consultation.881 

in 1580 the Lutheran Book of Concord was published and Würtemberg court 
Preacher, Lukas osiander, pushed its introduction in East frisia. Thereupon, on 
the basis of his Isagoge ad concordantiam in controversia de coena domini (Isagogics To-
ward a Concordant in the Controversy Concerning the Lord’s Supper), through which 
he desired to achieve a balance between the opposite positions, Ligarius began 
his doctrinal conversations with the Reformed at Emden from february 17 to 
march 23. The content of the consensus agreement is unknown. Lukas osiander 
voiced the opinion that the Isagogics of Ligarius was inadequate and the Formula 
of Concord should be adopted as the definitive Lutheran statement.882

in 1575 Ligarius was dismissed from his office as court preacher and Gottfried 
heshusius, the son of Tilemann heshusius, was appointed to replace him. in July 
1583 Edzard ii dissolved the coetus as a part of his plan to implement Lutheran-
ism and Lutheran policies throughout East frisia and to supply Lutheran pastors 
in all parishes. Johann ii, however, had implemented the organization of two 
other coetuses, one in the Leerortmer, the region of Leer along the Ems River, and 
the other in the Greetmer Amt, the region between Emden and Norden. 

The preachers of the Leer coetus prepared the church ordinances, which were 
subsequently examined by the preachers in Emden and were then approved by 
count Johann ii.883 A postscript, dated September 12, 1583, stated that the count 
had directed that this order should be read by the preachers, “that they may 
have done the same with this solemnity, which will be pursued by all pastors 
and preachers.” The signature and seal of the count indicated that this was a 
sovereign law established by the count. After the death of Johann ii in 1591 both 
coetuses were abolished. 884 

After calvinist Johann ii died, Edzard ii became the sole ruler of East frisia 
and took control of the entire country. With the support of his court Preacher 
Petrus hesse, who had succeeded heshusius in 1593, he proceeded with the im-

881 BLO II 1997, 225-227.
882 BLO II 1997, 225-227.
883 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 451 ff.
884 Sprengler-Ruppenthal 2004, 39-40.
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position of a strict form of Lutheranism and acted against the Reformed clergy of 
the region, especially in those places where his brother Johann ii had previously 
ruled.885

in 1593 Edzard ii assigned hesse a task of preparing a church order to be 
issued to establish Lutheranism throughout the whole of East frisia. The Re-
formed, of course, were unwilling to accept this arrangement, particularly be-
cause they could not agree to the Formula of Concord. As a result, the new church 
order could not gain church-wide acceptance, even though it was subscribed to 
in marienhafen by several pastors on August 1, 1593.886

having rejected the actions of Edzard ii, the civic and church authorities in 
Emden looked to the Dutch for financial and military support. in order to avoid 
war, Edzard ii was inclined to give the city greater independence. it was under 
these circumstances that the Reformed in Emden were able to reorganize the coetus 
and write a church order for Emden in 1594,887 according to which the ministers and 
elders would meet weekly, as had been the case in the original coetus.

in 1595 Edzard ii’s cirksena family was driven out of the city in what has been 
called the Emden Revolt. on July 5 of that year Edzard ii signed the Treaty of 
Delfzij, officially granting Emden a great deal of independence. The count really 
had no other choice but to recognize calvinism as the sole religion in the city. in 
that same year the Emden city council forbad the exercise of Lutheranism within 
the city walls.

it should be noted that Dutch refugees played a key role in rebellion against 
the Lutheran ruler and the Lutheran church. in the history of the Reformation 
Emden provides the only example of a successful calvinist militant rebellion in 
German-speaking territories against the Lutheran territorial ruler. When Edzard 
ii died on march 1, 1599, the leaders of the Dutch Reformed church would not 
authorize his burial in the cirksena family vault in the Great church because he 
was a Lutheran. So, on may 13 his earthly remains were laid to rest in St. Lambert 
church in Aurich.888

The communal rights of Emden were reaffirmed when count Enno iii came 
to power in 1599. This was the first formal public recognition of calvinism in a 
German Lutheran land by a Lutheran ruler – an act which was legally invalid ac-
cording to imperial law. however, the conflict was not only a matter of religious 
tension between the calvinists and Lutherans but also had to do with the civil 
rights of the city. The East frisian estates, which represented the Lutheran ma-
jority in the land, and calvinist Emden agreed to the form of concordat in 1599, 

885 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 440 ff.
886 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 335.
887 Printed in Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 480 ff.
888 Klopp 1856, 110-111.
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according to which the counts were obliged to recognize the ecclesiastical rights 
of all communities.889

The 1599 concordat gave the Reformed a position of equality with the Lu-
therans as a confession “closely related to the Augsburg Confession.” Although 
there was a repeated attempt at reconciliation in the hague Settlement of 1603, 
the many differences between Enno iii and the city of Emden continued, and the 
Emden garrison went to war against the count in 1609. on may 21, 1611 the Dutch 
General States were successful in executing a treaty between the count and the es-
tates at the territorial assembly in osterhusen. This treaty, known as the osterhu-
sen Accord, gave equal rights to the Lutherans and the Reformed in East frisia.890 

As a result, East frisia now had two distinct Protestant churches which dif-
fered in doctrine, liturgy, and ceremonies. Although the count took steps to bring 
the two groups into an external union, he was not successful in his efforts. it was 
impossible to establish a joint consistory or a common church order.891

3 .9  county of  Nassau-Dil lenburg (1578)

The county of Nassau-Dillenburg was the next Wetterau land to defect from 
Lutheranism and become Reformed.

The territory had become Lutheran in 1533 through the efforts of Wilhelm i of 
Nassau-Dillenburg who was a member of the Schmalkaldic League, while at the 
same time remaining loyal to Emperor charles V. his successor was his son, Jo-
hann Vi, who ruled this region from 1559 until 1606. Johann Vi attended Witten-
berg University where he was a student of melanchthon and Strasburg University 
where he sat at the feet of Johannes Sturm. his brother, William, prince of orange, 
governor of the Netherlands, joined the calvinist church as early as 1573. 892

in 1568 Johann Vi summoned crypto-calvinist Gerhard Eobanus Gelden-
hauer, known as Noviomagus, from hesse-marburg, who became superintend-
ent of the church in 1572. Despite opposition by Lutheran Superintendent and 
court Preacher Bernhard Bernhardi and the genuine Lutherans in the region, 
Noviomagus began at once to eliminate Lutheran ceremonies, such as the Exor-
cism in Baptism. As early as 1572 Johann Vi encouraged the arrival of Reformed 
refugees from holland into his land at Siegen. Subsequently, fifteen calvinist 
preachers who had been expelled from the Palatinate by Elector Ludwig Vi, and 
the crypto-calvinists who were forced to leave from Electoral Saxony, found a 

889 Printed in Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 419 ff.; Whaley 2012, 501.
890 Klopp 1856, 210 ff.
891 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 1963, 337-338.
892 Muller 1881, 254–258; Klueting 1986, 223; 
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new home in Nassau-Dillenburg from 
1577 on. Among them were former Wit-
tenberg Professors Pezel, Widebrand, 
and cruciger, and heidelberg Professor 
olevian. Their collaborations brought 
about the synthesis of Philippism and 
calvinism which was moving the region 
into calvinist hands.893

however, what was most influential in 
the defection of Nassau-Dillenburg, was 
the rejection of irenic melanchthonianism 
in the Lutheran church, which came with 
the publication of the Formula of Concord. 
in 1578 Johann Vi decreed the Second Ref-
ormation in Nassau-Dillenburg and Witt-
genstein under the auspices of the former 
Wittenberg professor and castle church 
preacher, christoph Pezel, who declared 
that the “Wittenberg Reformation” must 
be brought to its proper conclusion. 

Johann Vi instructed his clergy to pre-
pare carefully for additional reforms. he 
gathered them together on July 21, 1577 
at a meeting in his Dillenburg court in which the holy communion was cele-
brated with the breaking of the bread instead of the use of hosts, a clear indication 
that henceforth it was the calvinist faith which would rule.894 Also eliminated 
was the use of the communion houseling cloth, traditionally held under elements 
while they were being distributed, an indication that belief in the bodily presence 
of christ was now labeled superstition. The clergy were encouraged to introduce 
these reforms into their congregations at the earliest opportunity.

The so-called Second Reformation began at Diez and came to life with the 
iconoclastic destruction of the images of christ and the saints, which were de-
scribed as “idolatrous.” in 1577 count Johann distinguished himself by striking 
with his sword the forehead of the beautifully carved and gilded life-size statue 
of the Virgin mary, the Theotokos. Subsequently, all altars in the county of hada-
mar were destroyed and the images and pictures from them where hacked to 
pieces and burned outside the front doors of the churches.895

893 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 408.
894 Goeters II 1986, 49; Schmidt 2005, 207-209; Mühling 2015, 173-174.
895 Janssen VIII 1905, 397.

Johann Vi (1536-1606), count of Nassau-
Dillenburg. copper engraving from the 
early seventeenth century (Osterreichische 
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on July 8-9, 1578 a Nassau Confession, 
composed chiefly by christoph Pezel, 
was adopted by a synod of twenty-two 
clergy in Dillenburg. Scriptum propositum 
in synodo Dillenburgensi served as a sort 
of program for a Second Reformation, 
which drew particular attention to dis-
puted articles. included among them 
were the doctrine of the communication 
of attributes (communicatio idiomatum), 
the doctrine of the communication of 
the majesty of christ to the human na-
ture (genus majestaticum), the nature of 
the ascension of christ and his seating 
at the right hand of the father, his pres-
ence in the church, and both of the doc-
trine of the Lord’s Supper and liturgical 
ceremonies. in these matters the calvin-
ists took strong exception to the Lutheran 
doctrines. Particular attention was given 
to liturgical and ceremonial matters, be-

cause here the calvinists protested that Luther had remained in the “thrall of 
papal superstition.” The Reformed particularly objected to the making of the sign 
of the cross, the questions addressed to sponsors on behalf of the baptismal can-
didate, the Exorcism in Baptism, the practice of Emergency Baptism outside the 
church when the infant was close to death, which they called “midwives Bap-
tism” (Germ. “Weyber-Tauff”), and the ceremonies associated with the celebration 
and administration of the Lord’s Supper, such as the use of unleavened bread, 
and other ceremonies having to do with the notion of the Real Presence. Also 
rejected was the use of lights and candles on the altar, the use of albs, surplices, 
chasubles, and other mass vestments, and all altars as reminiscent of old Tes-
tament sacrifices. Rejected as well was the clergy practice of turning from the 
congregation to the altar to act as intercessors on the congregation’s behalf be-
fore God and to consecrate the Sacrament. The calvinists insisted that under no 
circumstances should the clergy ever turn their backs to the congregation. Also 
regarded as abominable was the practice of placing the houseling cloth under the 
communicants’ chins during the administration of the Sacrament, and the placing 
of the communion host in the mouth rather than in the hand. The Lutherans 
were strongly criticized for their failure to practice the fractio panis and for their 
insistence upon perpetuating ceremonies, which were “the invention of men,” in-

christoph Pezel (1539-1604).  
copper engraving, 1598.
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cluded among which was the still surviving practice in Nassau of confirmation, 
which was reminiscent of the Roman Sacrament of confirmation, and the con-
tinued availability of Private confession and Absolution, as well as certain prac-
tices associated with the burial of the dead, such as the placing of candles around 
the coffin, the making of the cross on the grave, etc. Also rejected was the use of 
Latin hymnody and the system of Epistle and Gospel pericopes in the christian 
church year as the basis for sermon, instead of allowing the preacher freedom to 
preach according to his own decision. Also rejected was the bending of the knees 
at the name of Jesus as a “papal practice” and the association of particular bodily 
gestures with prayer which were often referred to as “pharisaic hypocrisy.” Also 
rejected were days celebrated in commemoration of the saints, pictures, and stat-
ues in church because “the creature is worshiped instead of the creator.”896

This program was perhaps the first fully delineated plan for the “completion” 
of the Reformation in Lutheran territories. 

The introduction and enforcement of this Second Reformation was not ac-
cepted without complaint in all parts of the country. in Siegen, herborn, and 
Diez especially strong resistance arose. in response Johann Vi issued a mandate 
on July 23, 1581, Befehl, daß einige noch aus dem Pabſtthum herrührende Sachen in der 
Kirche abgeſchafft werden ſollen (Order, that Some of the Things of the Papacy Be Abol-
ished in the Church), in which he instructed all spiritual and secular officials in the 
city and land of Siegen to remove all remnants of the papacy and idolatry. 

“Since we ourselves intended to come to Siegen in order to remove certain 
things from the churches which are retained from the papacy, but which are not 
approved in God’s Word and, therefore, must necessarily be corrected, especially 
idols, tablets, organs, altars, golden cups, communion hosts, small or large, etc.”897

he went on to label all of the existing old religious ceremonies as idolatrous. 
Altarmensas were to be replaced with simple communion tables, chalices were 
to be replaced with simple mugs. The mandate went on to state that the pastors 
were to see that “in the Divine Service as well practices established by men must 
be cleansed and purified, along with all matters guilty of idolatry and supersti-
tion, so that such things should not and can not be regarded as estimable.”898 

Although many of these so-called “papal remnants” and some of church 
decorations were actually removed after the passing of this mandate, much of 
this “idolatrous” inventory was still in place in July 1582.899

At the synod held in 1581, the Electoral Palatinate church order was adopted 
in Nassau and along with it the use of the Heidelberg Catechism in all churches and 

896 Steubing 1804, 107 ff.; Müller 1903, 726 ff. 
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899 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen X 2012, 36.
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schools as the doctrinal summary of the church’s faith. in 1582 the decrees of the 
Dutch synod at middleburg of 1581 were adopted. These decrees called for the 
adoption of a fully presbyterial form of church government and church discipline 
and the replacement of Lutheran chorals and hymns by metrical psalms.900

At the General Synod, which was held at Dillenburg on January 29, 1582, the 
church order the of Nassau-Dillenburg was approved. it contained four general 
sections, covering (1) church servants, (2) convocations of ministers and elders, 
(3) supervision of the teaching, sacraments, and ceremonies, and (4) ecclesiastical 
discipline.

concerning church ceremonies it stated that the church was to employ only 
those ceremonies which were specifically instituted by christ, the use of which 
did not involve any superstition. in accordance with “christ’s own institution 
and practice of the apostles,” the Lord’s Supper was to be observed at least once 
a month with apostolic custom of the fractio panis.901

in order to promote the progress of this Second Reformation, Johann Vi es-
tablished the Academia Nassauensis in 1584 in herborn, based on the model of the 
Geneva Academy. it featured among its principle teachers Kaspar olevian, Jo-
hann Piscator, Georg Pasor, Johann Alsted, Johann Althusius, and others. Along 
with Geneva and Leiden, herborn now became a center for the instruction and 
the spread of calvinist theology in German-speaking Lutheran lands. Among 
the students of the school were the young counts of the houses of Wittgenstein, 
Solms, and hanau. Between 1606 and 1610 the school was comprised of some 
300-400 students from all over Germany, Poland, and hungary. Until 1588 ses-
sions were held in Johan’s castle and after that in the aula of the city hall. As the 
school moved from place to place its importance declined. in 1594 it was moved 
to Siegen and five years later it was returned to herborn, and again it was moved 
to Siegen in 1605 because of a plague in herborn, and after another five years it 
returned once again to herborn. Throughout the period, however, it remained a 
center Reformed influence in the Wetterau counties and elsewhere in Germany.902

in a general synod, held beginning in June 13, 1586 in herborn, a Reformed 
territorial-synodical church was established in the Wetterau counties of Sayn, 
Wittgenstein, Solms-Braunfels, isenburg, and Wied under the influence of Johann 
Vi. Present at this synod under the chairmanship of olevian were seventeen dele-
gates from Nassau, two from Wittgenstein, five from Solms-Braunfels, and two 
from Wied. All these ministers of the Reformed church agreed to organize the 
church into presbyteries, classes, and synods. The constitution, which was writ-
ten by olevian and approved by all present, stated that a general synod was to 

900 Good 1887, 259; Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 408-409; Goeters II 1986, 49. 
901 Printed in Cuno 1869, 104-117.
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take place in each county of a consenting member in order to gain a better im-
pression of the situation of the churches. Legislative assemblies were to include 
four different organizations: presbyteries (presbiterii), class assemblies (classici), 
particular or provincial synods (Synodi particulari seu provinciales), and general 
synods (generales). At every level discussions were to be conducted in accordance 
with recognized church procedure, but what could not be determined in smaller 
assemblies, would then be passed to the lager assemblies or, if necessary, to the 
entire church or several churches. Regulations needed to be enacted which would 
make clear that these former Lutheran territories were now Reformed and the 
continuation of Lutheran ceremonial practices would no longer be tolerated. The 
third article of the constitution made it clear that under no circumstances was 
Baptism to be administered privately or by anyone, excepting a minister in a pub-
lic congregation. it hardly needed to be mentioned that Emergency Baptism was 
now no longer regarded as proper and would not be tolerated. furthermore, no 
one was to be admitted to the Supper of the Lord unless he agreed to the confes-
sions of the Reformed churches and could give witness to an honorable life. No 
ceremonies were to be permitted which had not been specifically instituted by 
the Lord and could be practiced without superstition. in addition, all saints days 
were abrogated along with “abuses” associated with them.903

The Reformed in Nassau tirelessly strove to put an end to the many “idolatrous” 
ceremonies which Lutherans had retained. Through their iconoclastic efforts they 
had managed to “cleanse” parish churches but it was clear that it would a formid-
able task to root out idolatry from the hearts of the people of Nassau. According 
to an anonymous publication, Bericht und lehre göttlichen Worts, was von den Cere-
monien unnd eusserlichen Kirchenbreuchen (Report and Teaching of the Divine Word on 
Ceremonies and External Church Usages),904 printed at herborn in 1592, Satan “had 
always used idolatrous ceremonies to blind and seduce individuals.” Such false 
ceremonies, the report stated, were inappropriate and were like “a prostitute’s 
clothing to honorable women, or foreign military insignia to soldiers.”905

The tractate sought to carefully distinguish between practices “commanded 
by God” and which served the proper conduct of worship, and “human inven-
tions” which violate God’s commandments and distract from true worship. “Be-
cause ceremonies indicate the confession one has either embraced or rejected, it is 
… most crucial that one shun and avoid all suspicious ones.” Among these false 
ceremonies were the practices which Lutherans had taken over from the catholic 

903 Synodical minutes are printed in Richter II 1871, 473-476.
904 Bericht und lehre göttlichen Worts, was von den Ceremonien unnd eusserlichen Kirchenbreuchen, so 

wol beym heiligen Abendmal unsers Herrn Christi, als auch andern mehr exercitiis und handlungen 
des ördentlichen Gottesdiensts … zu halten sey. Herborn, 1592.

905 Bericht und lehre 1592, 41; Nischan 2000, 387.
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past. All these must, of course, be eliminated because they were confusing to the 
hapless populace. “They are nothing else but the pope’s colors and insignia,” and 
must be eliminated to prevent people from getting confused.906

Prior to 1590 altar stones in the county of Diez remained as before and church 
members still retained so-called “idolatrous images” among their possessions. in 
1590 an order was issued to be enforced throughout the county that all “the altar-
stones were to be hewn in pieces” and “all works of idolatry, i.e., the images, which 
the inhabitants had concealed in their houses, were to be dragged out from their 
hiding-places under roofs and in cellars and carted off.”907 cemeteries as well were 
found to be depositories of idolatrous images and monuments. in 1599 a large stone 
crucifix in the cemetery of the church at Ems was taken down and smashed. many 
other “abominable abuses” no longer to be tolerated were named, among which 
were the old practice of erecting a cross on a grave of the departed loved one and 
the habit of saying of a deceased one: “God have mercy on his poor soul,” because 
Scripture said “nothing whatever about wishes and prayers on behalf of the dead,” 
and it was not proper “to mix up anything of our own with our prayers!” it was also 
decreed that a warden was to be appointed to walk through the nave of the church 
at Ems during the sermon carrying a long stick “to prevent people going to sleep.”908

it soon became apparent that the influence of calvinistic theology and cus-
toms was not sufficient to improve the behavior of the citizens, and the discipline 
they were receiving had not been strong enough to lead one to a calvinist way 
of life. in 1580 the Reformed preachers were complaining bitterly that there were 
many “idolatrous practices” still common among the people and the ministry 
they were providing was held in contempt by the general population. 

“The more we attempt, at the divine bidding, to root out popish idolatry and all 
traces of it that are left in the Reformed religion, the more the people show their in-
gratitude to the holy Gospel by contempt of all clerical ministrations and all divine 
service in the form of preaching and catechizing; so that on the high festival days 
there are not even ten people to be seen in church; the world is leading a dissolute, 
bestial, heathenish existence of drunkenness, profligacy, blaspheming, and profana-
tion of the Gospel.”909 it was evident that more and stronger discipline was needed. 

As late as 1590 calvinist preachers were still complaining that after they had 
been preaching rigorous obedience to the Law for almost twenty years, the com-
mon people were still no better, but thought and behaved as godless folk. Writing 
in his book, De politia ecclesiastica (The Ecclesiastic Polity), 1595, Reformed Professor 
Wilhelm Zepper of herborn declared:

906 Bericht und lehre 1592, 41, 50; Nischan 2000, 386-387.
907 Beiträge I 1886, 553; Janssen VIII 1905, 397 fn. 3.
908 Beiträge I 1886, 553-554; Janssen VIII 1905, 397-398.
909 Janssen VIII 1905, 398.
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“People of the lowest classes, tailors, shoemakers, soldiers, idiots of all sorts 
who have learnt nothing, are stuck up in the pulpits; Schwenckfeldians and other 
heretics, atheists even, and monsters who teach the most abominable errors, start 
up in the churches as if from hell; the poor common people are left to fare no bet-
ter than cattle, whether in life or death.”910 

Zepper could complain bitterly about the woeful situation which was so evi-
dent that no one could hide their eyes from it. 

“Everyone can see how scandalously the schools are neglected and despised; 
with what coldness and indifference any still extant studies are pursued; how 
churches and school-buildings, colleges, hospitals, and sick houses have either 
already lapsed into ruin or are rapidly approaching it.”911

in all, it may be said that Johann Vi played a pivotal role in the expansion of 
calvinism into the Wetterau territories and elsewhere in Germany, including such 
lands as Solms-Braunfels, isenburg, Bentheim-Tecklenburg, and Wied. of major 
importance was the academy established by Johann Vi at herborn, at which men 
were trained to spread the “Second Reformation” in Lutheran territories.

Johann Vi died in 1606 and his territories were divided among his five surviv-
ing sons. Johann Vii inherited the newly created principality of Nassau-Siegen. 
his eldest son, Johann Viii, converted to Roman catholicism on December 25, 
1613, much to the horror to his calvinist family and relatives. When his father 
died in 1628, Johann Viii received the territories south of the River Sieg and the 
castle at Siegen, and was the founder of the catholic line of Nassau-Siegen. Johann 
Vii’s son, Johann moritz, born of his second marriage and a steadfast calvinist, 
received the territories north of the River Sieg, and church life here continued to 
be regulated by the Reformed church order which his father had introduced in 
Nassau-Siegen in 1619.912

3 .10 county of  Sayn-Wittgenstein (1578)

Lutheranism had been introduced into the county of Sayn-Wittgenstein by 
Wilhelm i and his brother Johann Vii of Berleburg and homburg. church life 
was organized under the church order, which was dated August 1, 1555.913 Under 
Ludwig i the county was converted to calvinism.914

Ludwig i, count of Sayn-Wittgenstein, had studied at the University of Padua 
in italy and briefly served Pope Pius iV as treasurer. his movement toward Re-
910 Zepper 1595, 186; Janssen XVI 1910, 120-121.
911 Zepper 1595, 186; Janssen VIII 1905, 398-399.
912 Jacobson I 1844, 663-664.
913 Printed in Richter II 1871, 160-162.
914 Jacobson I 1844, 573-574.
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formed theology was noticeable as early as 1563, when he introduced a church 
ordinance with elements characteristically calvinistic. in 1568 he went to Zurich 
and met with leading Reformed theologians there. he continued his correspond-
ence with them after returning home. Beginning in 1569 he corresponded fre-
quently with heinrich Bullinger, and between 1570 and 1571 he consulted with 
him about the abolition of so-called “idolatrous art.”915 

The formal introduction of calvinism in the church came in 1574 when Lud-
wig i abolished the use of Eucharistic hosts and replaced them with the use of 
baked “cakes of bread” (Germ. “Küchen”). in that same year he sold the Eucharis-
tic vestments, candles, religious pictures, and other “abominations,” and adopted 
for use in his parishes the 1563 church order of the Electoral Palatinate and the 
Heidelberg Catechism. it is believed that his iconoclastic program was limited to 
his own residence and also to the churches of which he was the patron. After his 
conversion he was made Lord high Steward (Germ. Großhofmeister) to Palatinate 
Elector friedrich iii in heidelberg in 1574-1577. This put him into the company of 
olevian and other calvinist theologians.916 

When friedrich iii died, his son Ludwig Vi, the new elector, began a program 
of reintroducing Lutheranism in the Electoral Palatinate and Ludwig i lost his 
position as Lord high Steward in heidelberg. 

Ludwig i returned to Berleburg in 1577, and it was there that olevian settled 
and became tutor to his sons. he made preparations for the introduction of full-
blown calvinism in Wittgenstein. Ludwig i completely rejected the Formula of 
Concord and made this rejection the occasion for the finalization of the conversion 
of Wittgenstein to Reformed calvinism. 

on Easter Day, 1578, “the Lord’s Supper was distributed with common bread, 
such as one would use in one’s own household.” According to the Berleburg 
chronicle, the bread was broken in “the manner instituted by christ” by Johan-
nes heugel in the presence of olevian. Then, in 1582, Ludwig ordered the aboli-
tion of the Lutheran altars and declared that their place must be taken by a simple 
wooden table to be used for distribution of holy communion.917 

The introduction of the Heidelberg Catechism and the replacement of Lutheran 
chorals by calvinist metrical psalms was made mandatory. Private confession 
and Absolution were eliminated, along with Latin readings of the Scriptures. it 
was now forbidden to bow at the name of Jesus, to observe Saints Days, to possess 
religious pictures, crosses, and crucifixes. While in Berleburg, olevian served as 
a deputy to synods in neighboring churches in which Ludwig i participated.918

915 Jacobson I 1844, 574-575.
916 Jacobson I 1844, 576 fn. 15.
917 Jacobson I 1844, 576 fn. 15.
918 Jacobson I 1844, 576; Good 1887, 255. 
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3.11 imperial  city of  Bremen (1581)

calvinism also was introduced in Bremen where Philippism had initially 
gained its influence. 

in 1547 Albert hardenberg, originally known as Albert Rizaeus from Rheeze 
near hardenberg in holland, was appointed cathedral preacher in Bremen. he 
was a formed Roman catholic priest who had been converted by Johannes à 
Lasco. his opinion concerning the Lord’s Supper was somewhat Zwinglian in 
essence.919 

Because he had refused to sign the Augsburg Confession and its Apology, Bre-
men Lutherans were suspicious concerning his true position. he tried to cover 
himself by saying that he thought it was necessary only to pledge himself to be-
lieve in the holy Scriptures, and that the Augsburg Confession had been written 
sole for the purpose of appeasing the Romanists and still contained “detestable 
papist doctrine.” furthermore, the edition of the Augsburg Confession which he 
was asked to sign differed from the Invariata, and he stated that in his opinion no 
one had any right to alter a document which had already been handed to the em-
peror and had been made a matter of public record. he was of the opinion that, 
as long as pastors and teachers taught the Lutheran doctrine of the presence of the 
body and blood of christ under bread and wine, the “abominable papal idolatry” 
would never be eliminated.920

The people took up sides for or against him. contemporary observers wit-
nessed that “in barbers’ shops, in clubs, and taverns, nothing was talked of but 
the new doctrine of the communion.” Some made such blasphemous statements, 
as the statement that “people have been eating the body of christ for so long; 
can there be any of it left? is the bread-God of the pastors eaten with boots and 
breeches?” hardenberg’s opponents accused him of having stated that “christ 
was so overcome with the terror of death, at the time when he instituted the 
Lord’s Supper, that he did not know what he was saying.”921

As his position became known, the Lutherans in Bremen came to oppose him 
openly, saying that they could not have fellowship with a calvinist because this 
would vitiate the character of the Bremen church as a Lutheran church. Johann 
Timann, who was responsible for the unmasking of hardenberg as Reformed, 
demanded that all the ministers of Bremen should subscribe to a 1555 document, 
entitled, Farrago Sententiarum consentientium in vera et catholica doctrina, which 
he had written against the Reformed. in the preface to this 600-page work, he 
warned against the spread of “new satanic opinions” being propagated by people 

919 Bente 1921, 184.
920 Janssen VII 1905, 278-279.
921 Janssen VII 1905, 279.
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who gave the outward appearance of being pious and peaceful.922 hardenberg 
and two other ministers refused to sign the work. he particularly objected to the 
doctrine of the ubiquity of the human nature of christ, as confessed in the Farrago, 
stating that Augustine and other church fathers had taught that the physical body 
of christ was circumscribed in a particular place in heaven and that this was a 
settled position. 

furthermore, in a colloquy with Superintendent Jacobus Probst of Bremen, in 
the presence of the senate, meeting at the Bremen city hall, hardenberg made a 
statement that toward the end of his life Luther had confessed to melanchthon 
that he had gone too far in his doctrine in his attempts to overcome the Sacramen-
tarians, but he did not want to say so publicly because this would cause people 
to become suspicious about the whole Reformation position. Therefore, it was his 
own intention that he would leave the matter to melanchthon to correct after his 
death. hardenberg stated:

“Dear gentlemen, when Sir Jacobus [Probst] complains that he has heard some-
thing said against Luther’s doctrine of the sacraments, i can well understand and 
confess that i trusted him [Luther] as my friend, and that i, together with herbert 
von Langen, heard Philipp melanchthon say that Dr. Luther had stated to him, 
Philipp, before he left for Eisleben where he died: ‘Dear Philipp, i must confess 
that in the matter of the Lord’s Supper i went too far.’ 

Philipp replied: ‘Doctor, let us leave it to the Scriptures to settle the matter, so 
that the truth will abide and the churches will again be reconciled.’ 

Whereupon Luther said: ‘indeed, dear Philipp, i have more and more fre-
quently thought about it, but i did not want to create suspicions about the whole 
teaching. i wish to commend the whole matter to almighty God. You do some-
thing after my death.’ 

This is what Philipp said to herbert and me, as truly as God is God.”923

in his tract, Wider die Landtlügen, der Heidelbergischen Theologen (Against the Lies 
of the Heidelberg Theologians), Joachim mörlin refuted all these hardenberg’s state-
ments as “malitious rumours and lies.”924

for their part, the Bremen magistrates supported the genuine Lutherans. 
They requested that hardenberg should appear before them to be censured, but 
he stated that he would not do so because he was not under their authority but 
under the authority of the cathedral chapter. 

magistrates then turned to melanchthon for advice. outwardly he tried to 
give the appearance of neutrality, but on April 23, 1556 hardenberg received a 
message from melanchthon advising him to avoid entering into disputes with 

922 Timann 1555, 3; Haga 2012, 124-125.
923 Spiegel 1869, 169-170.
924 Mörlin 1565, Aij ff.
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Timann and Westphal. it would be better that he try to give the outward appear-
ance of conformity to the Lutheran position. on may 9 he wrote to hardenberg 
again, stating that the controversy was only serving to solidify the position of 
“the bread worshipers.”925 it was his counsel that irrelevant contentions concern-
ing the Lord’s Supper should be avoided. This advice supported hardenberg, 
for melanchthon and Wittenberg theologians refused to accept the doctrine of 
Ubiquity.926

This support for hardenberg was unsatisfactory to the Bremen Lutherans. 
They lobbied for his dismissal but hardenberg had influential friends on the city 
council, including mayor Daniel von Büren who would not allow him to be dis-
missed. however, the king of Denmark, along with the magistrates of hamburg 

925 CR 9, 154; Bente 1921, 180.
926 CR 8, 736.

A relief of the Lord’s Supper c. 1430, from the desecrated sacrament house in the former 
St. Ansgari church in Bremen. Traces of the axe blows on the heads show the work of the 1582 

christoph Pezel iconoclastic activities (Bremen Focke-Museum).
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and Lübeck, wrote to the Bremen city council that hardenberg must be removed 
from office.

At the height of the controversy Timann died and Tilemann heshusius be-
came the chief defender of the genuine Lutheran doctrine. he had been appointed 
superintendent in Bremen in 1559, and from 1560 to 1562 he served as super-
intendent in magdeburg. he saw it to be his special task to root out hardenberg, 
whom he regarded as a “satanic villain.” in 1561 he spoke in a somewhat exagger-
ated manner about the evils of hardenberg and his associates: 

“it was a wonder that the magistrate could sit still when … the cathedral of 
Bremen has become a spiritual den of murderers, in which spiritual whoredom 
is committed, and where thousands of souls are murdered, and the most danger-
ous venom of false doctrine thrown among our citizens. The Bremen magistrate 
is bound before God to drive out these accursed villains from the cathedral.”927

in every sermon that he preached heshusius never failed to rail against hard-
enberg and named him and his associates as “companions of the devil.” for his 
part, hardenberg complained that he did not feel safe in his own home and often 
took refuge in the homes of friends, because he believed himself in imminent dan-
ger of personal attack. christian iii of Denmark, already mentioned, stated em-
phatically that it would be better that the cathedral of Bremen should be “reduced 
to rubble” rather than that false doctrines concerning the Blessed Sacrament be 
preached there.928

No further action was taken against hardenberg until february 8, 1561, when 
the Lower Saxon diet ruled that hardenberg should be dismissed within a fort-
night, lest there would be “the same sort of business at Bremen as there had been 
at münster at the time of the Anabaptists.”929 hardenberg was forced to leave 
Bremen under protest on february 18, 1561, and he took a position as a preacher 
in Emden, East frisia.

Simon musaeus then took his place as preacher in the cathedral and super-
intendent of the Bremen church. in the course of four sermons on the Sacrament 
of the Altar, he stated that “he would not lay his head on a pillow until the poor 
town of Bremen, which the godless crew of Sacramentarians had turned into a 
new Sodom and Gomorra, had been cleansed and purified, even were it with fire 
and salt.”930 he went on to say that it was the duty of the city council to use their 
sword against the Sacramentarians. musaeus set a new church order, claiming 
for himself and the Bremen church a right to pronounce the ban on heretics and 
the wicked persons. When, at the suggestion of mayor von Büren, the city council 

927 Ebrard 1845, 584; Janssen VII 1905, 280.
928 Wilkens 1860, 77; Janssen VII 1905, 279-280.
929 Spiegel 1869, 307-310; Janssen VII 1905, 281.
930 Walte 1864, 60; Janssen VII 1905, 281.
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responded that not even Luther used such fervent discipline, even though there 
had been much fanatic activity in Wittenberg, musaeus stated that from his own 
personal knowledge Luther had excommunicated from the pulpit and delivered 
to the “power of Satan” by name the governor of the town, a barber, the poet 
Simon Lemnius, and even Duke Georg of Albertine Saxony and the Archbishop 
of mainz. he went on to say that if danger and tumult should result from the 
proclamation of the ban of excommunication or, if quarrels and disputes should 
arise between friends and relations because of the ban, it was a trifling matter 
because souls were at stake.931 

The majority of the members of the town council sided with the clergy and 
determined to enforce an edict against the followers of hardenberg, which had 
earlier been issued against the Anabaptists. in response, mayor von Büren called 
together a number of those followers and his fellow-believers on January 19, 1562 
and threatened the town councillors with hatchets and muskets, saying that if they 
“did not agree to Büren’s proposals they should be hewn in pieces and thrown 
out of the window.”932 The terrified councillors agreed to his demands that mu-
saeus and his most ardent assistants should be banished from the city. Von Büren 
then began to remove genuine Lutheran clergy from their parishes and replace 
them with Philippists who subsequently joined the Reformed church. Preachers 
who were not expelled were informed that they must no longer say anything in 
their sermons against hardenberg’s position. All religious questions were to be 
settled only with the assent of the entire community. 

As a result, the banished preachers were joined by twelve other pastors and 
a large number of laymen, and some members of the city council left the city 
in protest. hamburg and Lübeck broke from their commercial relationship with 
Bremen, Danzig embargoed all Bremen ships and goods, and several Lower Sax-
ony and Westphalian rulers, notably the counts of oldenburg, hoya, and East 
frisia, stated that citizens of Bremen would no longer be permitted to enter their 
territories, because Bremen had become a new münster, with von Büren in the 
role of Jan van Leiden.933 

in order to attempt mediation between the calvinists under Johannes molanus 
and Lutherans under Jodocus Glanaeus, the melanchthonian disciple, markus 
menning, was summoned by the city council in 1570 to serve as superintendent. 
in 1572 an Agreement on the chief Points of christian Doctrine – Des Ministerii zu 
Bremen einfeltiger und einhelliger verstandt (A Simple and Common Understanding and 
Comparison of the Most Eminent Parts of the Christian Doctrine, Especially Concern-
ing the Lord’s Supper, as It Is Comprehended in God’s Word, the Christian Symbols, the 

931 Spiegel 1869, 334-335; Janssen VII 1905, 281.
932 Walte 1864, 71; Spiegel 1869, 339; Janssen VII 1905, 281.
933 Häberlin 1778, 360-361; Janssen VII 1905, 282-283.
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Augsburg Confession, and the Body of the Doctrine of Philipp, According to the Clergy at 
Bremen),934 a melanchthonian confession, was accepted. Lutherans who had been 
expelled were permitted to return, and a genuine Lutheran pastor made his ap-
pearance in St. Ansgari church. however, Bremen as a whole remained calvin-
istic and melanchthonian.935

The climax of the disputes between the Lutherans and the calvinists came to a 
head with the formulation of the Formula of Concord. The citizens of Bremen were 
opposed to the doctrine of ubiquity and the attempt to introduce the Formula in 
Bremen was unsuccessful. Glanaeus received a copy of the Formula in 1577. he 
went to the city council but its adoption was opposed by Superintendent men-
ning. The clergy and the city council refused either to sign it or to require that any 
Bremen clergy accept it. They stated that they would not subject themselves to 
prescriptions of men “who had set up certain dogmas and paradoxa on their own 
authority after the manner of Roman Praetors and Dictators.”936

Glanaeus then began to preach against those who refused to accept the For-
mula of Concord, and when he was ordered to cease such preaching, his actions 
were upheld by his colleague, Philipp Rocholl of St. Ansgari church. former 
Wittenbergian crypto-calvinist professors, christoph Pezel from herborn and 
friedrich Widebrand, were called upon by the city council to counter this polem-
ical activity. christoph Pezel came in 1581 to institute the Second Reformation 
there. he introduced the liturgical practice of breaking the bread (fractio panis) 
and removed the Exorcism from the baptismal liturgy. The altars had already 
been removed from the churches in 1580, and now, under his direction and that of 
Daniel von Büren, the work proceeded to cleanse the city churches of all images, 
pictures, and other “idolatry” in order to make the city a calvinist stronghold.937 

The calvinist – Lutheran disputation aroused more quarreling. Glanaeus 
attempted to get the Roman archbishop to intervene in favor of the Lutherans, 
as he had done for hardenberg twenty years earlier, but the people of Bremen 
would not permit any interference by the archbishop. Glanaeus was dismissed, 
and Pezel was named to replace him as pastor at St. Ansgari. Upon the death of 
Superintendent menning in 1584 he was made superintendent. he also served as 
the first professor of theology at the new Bremen gymnasium.938

934 Des Ministerii zu Bremen einfeltiger und einhelliger verstandt und vergleichung in denn 
fürnehmbsten stückenn der Christlichen Lehre, Insonderheit im heiligenn Nachtmahl des Herrenn, 
so in Gottes Wortt, den Christlichenn Symbolenn, Augsburgischer Confession, uns in dem Corpore 
doctrinae Philippi … begrieffenn ist, 1572. müller 1903, LiV; Rohls 2009, 74.

935 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 409.
936 Janssen VIII 1905, 416.
937 Duntze 1848, 497-498; Kohlmann 1852, 21 ff. Real-Encyklopädie XX 1866, 398-399; Dingel 1996, 

359, 370.
938 Heppe 1859, 355-358.
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in 1595 Pezel drew up a Consensus Ministerii Bremensis Ecclesiae, a strongly 
worded Reformed confession, which included the calvinistic doctrines of Predes-
tination and Reprobation.939 The Consensus was made by the city council a confes-
sion of the church in Bremen in 1644.940 Until 1780 all Bremen clergy were required 
to sign it. Although the Bremen confession continued to be used throughout the 
eighteenth century, the Heidelberg Catechism was officially adopted in 1600.941 it is 
interesting to note that the old St. Peter’s cathedral, where hardenberg had first 
introduced Reformed theology, became in later days the only Lutheran church in 
the city of Bremen. it became Lutheran in 1638, while the other churches in the 
city remained Reformed.942

Pezel was very apprehensive about the advances made by the Roman cath-
olic counter-Reformation. he wrote that “the emendation is especially pressing 
in these times because the damned papacy again has taken root in many places 
where the gospel has been [preached] up to now.” he heaped praise on count 
Johann Vi of Nassau-Dillenburg who had introduced a calvinist reform in his 
territories, stating: “This was urgently needed because your lands border in many 
places on catholic territories and today’s Papists use the remaining external cere-
monial similarities to attract people back to their religion.”943

Great boldness would be needed to move forward and ruthlessly eliminate 
all “superstitious ceremonial whereby erroneous opinions could easily slip back 
in,”944 he declared.

3.12 county of  moers (1581)

The Lutheran Reformation was introduced into the county of moers by count 
hermann von Neuenahr and moers, Lord of Bedburg (Bedbur), Krefeld and 
cracau, from 1555 until 1570. he was also regent of the county of Limburg.

hermann succeeded his father in office in 1552. he was well acquainted with 
the Augsburg Confession and sought to reform his territorial holdings according 
to the principle cuius regio, eius religio. he sent the clergy to Wittenberg to receive 
training in Lutheran doctrine but at the same time he did not banish Roman cath-
olics from his realm, nor did he insist that Roman catholic worship be completely 
suppressed. in the early days of his reign the carmelite monastery at moers con-
tinued in operation and, according to his biographer heiner faulenbach, he took 

939 Printed in Müller 1903, 739-799.
940 Iken 1878, 86.
941 Wolgast 2011, 27.
942 Rotermund 1829, 92-94.
943 Pezel 1592, 162-163; Nischan 1999, ii-148.
944 Pezel 1592, 162-163; Nischan 2004, 389.
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a friendly position toward the monastery.945 hermann also granted religious tol-
erance to the Reformed refugees who fled to this county from the Netherlands.

Along with former Kamen priest, hermann hamelmann, who published a 
theological tractate in 1557, Lutheran Pastor heinrich Bommel came to the city of 
moers. in his treatise hamelmann had written: 

“When i was recommended by your bailiff in crakau through a letter of Bom-
melius three years ago, i came to the city of moers and was well received, well-
treated, and endowed by your judge, the mayor, and the preachers. i came to 
know your majesty through the report of your good deeds. many praise your 
generosity, noble count. i know that you have accepted the pure teaching of the 
Divine Word, and that your followers have done the same.”946 

church life in the county of moers was organized under the terms of the 
1560 Lutheran church order which tended toward the melanchthonian position. 
According to secondary sources, this order was offered by Pastor Bommel who 
himself came with the passing of time to incline toward calvinism.947 

Before the death of hermann in 1578 Reformed preachers were already present 
in moers. They came from the community of Dutch refugees in frankenthal and 
included among them the preacher and schoolmaster, Johannes Seu, and also, 
Johann faber and hubert Sturmius.948 

The full force of calvinism in moers came with the elevation into office of 
hermann’s Nephew, count Adolf von Neuenahr, who came to power in 1578. 
in 1575 Adolf had married a distant relative, countess Anna Walburga von 
Neuenahr, the widow of Philip de montmorency. After the death of her brother 
hermann on December 4, 1578, Adolf took possession of the county of moers, 
Bedburg, Garsdorf, and the castle of Rösberg.

Adolf had close connections with the Netherlands and Dutch calvinism. from the 
early days of the struggle of the Dutch against the Spaniards, an increasing number 
of Dutch refugees moved to Lower Rhine region and secretly established Reformed 
congregations. According to Werner Teschenmacher’s Annales Ecclesiastici: 

“When count hermann died in 1578, and his cousin and brother-in-law, Graff 
Adolf von Neuenahr, moers, and Limburg, succeeded in the government, and he 
gave free reign to the truth of the Gospel and promoted its faithful proclamation 
in churches and schools.”949

By this cleve court Preacher Teschenmacher indicated that Adolf had moved 
away from the doctrines of Luther and melanchthon toward the confessional pos-
ition of the Reformed and the teachings of John calvin and the Heidelberg Catechism.
945 Becker 2000, 177. 
946 Becker 2000, 178.
947 Becker 2000, 179. 
948 Bockmühl 1914, 314-318.
949 Teschenmacher 1962, 80.
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By 1581 Adolf turned to the German Reformed congregation in cologne, ask-
ing for the appointment of Johannes Badius to accomplish the calvinist reforma-
tion in moers. Badius came only briefly to moers, but it is assumed that it was 
through his 1581 church order for the county of moers that the ecclesiastical 
structure of the Reformed church there took shape. 

The 1581 church order showed the strong influence of the church order of 
the calvinist Electoral Palatinate, both because this order was considered to be a 
good general model for German Reformed churches (indeed it was used in many 
of these churches), and also because of the personal connection of Badius with the 
Palatinate. he had served there from 1573 to 1577.950

As in other places, the calvinists established a Reformed gymnasium in moers 
in 1582, the Gymnasium Adolfinum. its purpose was to aid in the spread of calvin-
ism throughout the region. To obtain funds to establish the gymnasium, Adolf 
disbanded the carmelite monastery in moers. The gymnasium would be made 
the center of training for future clergy and civil leaders in the region.951

Adolf was also a strong supporter of the Prince-elector and Archbishop of co-
logne, Gebhard Truchsess von Waldburg, who married Agnes von mansfeld-Eis-
leben and converted to calvinism. he first declared parity between the Reformed 
and Roman catholics. however, as it has already been noted, the Bavarian and 
Spanish troops prevailed and Bedburg was among those territories which fell to 
the Roman catholics. Adolf supported Gebhard Truchsess and his brother, Karl 
Truchsess von Waldburg-Trauchburg, in their battles against the Spanish and the 
Bavarians, but after his forces were defeated, he lost control of all his territories. 
included in the terms of the surrender to the Spaniards in 1586 was the provi-
sion that the Reformed confession be maintained throughout the region.952 He 
was forced to flee to the Netherlands where he was welcomed with open arms. 
Two years earlier, in 1584, Adolf had been elected to the stadtholderate, the highest 
administrative position in the Dutch provinces of Gelderland and overijssel. in 
1585 he assumed leadership also in Utrecht and made the palace, formerly occu-
pied by the Roman catholic Bishop in Utrecht, his base of operations. Adolf died 
in an accidental explosion in 1589.953

After the death of countess Anna Walburga in 1600, her relative, moritz of 
orange, took control of the county of moers. on August 12, 1601 his lordship over 
the territory was officially recognized, and among his goals was the continued 
maintenance of the Reformed confession.954 

950 Becker 2000, 182.
951 Becker 2000, 265. 
952 Becker 2000, 182 
953 Muller 1886, 484 ff.
954 Preuß 2000, 272.
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The Reformed churches in moers formed their own classis which was de-
veloped along the pattern familiar in other Reformed churches in German lands. 
however, the church in moers remained relatively independent of other Re-
formed churches at least until 1610. The general synod of the Jülich-cleve church 
in that year sent an invitation to the Reformed congregations in moers, which in 
response delegated its deputies to represent them. in 1619 regular correspond-
ence was taken up between the moers church and the general synod.955

3 .13 county of  Solms-Braunfels  (1582)

The county of Solms consisted of Solms and Braunfels and was located in 
the southeastern part of Nassau. it was count Philipp of Solms-Braunfels who 
introduced the Lutheran Reformation in this region in 1546, ordering the church 
under the terms of the Unaltered Augsburg Confession. in 1579, however, the count 
converted from Lutheranism to calvinism, according to the model already estab-
lished at Nassau with the collaboration of the Nassau Preacher friedrich Wide-
brand. from that point forward it was required that the Reformed doctrine must 
be taught everywhere in the territory.956 

Under count Konrad, Philip’s son, who ruled from 1581 until 1592, altars and pic-
tures were removed from the churches and a simple Reformed service, which fea-
tured the breaking of the bread, replaced the traditional Lutheran liturgy. conrad 
introduced the new church order, dated December 6, 1582, which had earlier been 
presented and accepted at a meeting of the clergy in hungen on September 7.957 This 
church order governed all doctrine, worship, and discipline, directing that all these 
matters were determined by the count and his government. This new church order in-
itiated and enforced the typical Reformed requirements and noted again and again the 
onerous penalties which would be imposed upon any clergy or church members who 
did not follow the terms of the church order. Weekly communion was replaced by a 
communion service to be held at least once every six weeks, announced eight days in 
advance, prepared for by prospective communicants very rigorously.958 

count Johann Albrecht i of Solms-Braunfels, who had been educated at 
Strasburg under Reformed influence, reinforced the 1582 church order in 1602, 
strengthening its penalties. in 1600 he was already made court-master of fried-
rich iV of the Electoral Palatinate and for twenty-one years he remained in that 
position as a staunch representative of the Reformed church.959

955 Jacobson I 1844, 396.
956 Jacobson I 1844, 611-612.
957 Jacobson I 1844, 612-613; Goeters II 1986, 49.
958 Printed in Jacobson II 1844, 557-562; Richter II 1871, 458-460.
959 Jacobson I 1844, 614.
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3.14 Lordship of  Büren (1582-1591)

The Lutheran Reformation came to Büren near Paderborn in 1568 through the 
efforts of Johann von Büren who saw to it that the entire domain was converted. 
According to the visitation of the Paderborn diocese, held in 1571, it was reported 
that all clergy in the region of Büren were Lutheran. of course, in the city of Pade-
rborn itself all the priests were still Roman catholic. Lutherans from there went 
either to Wevelsburg, which belonged to von Büren, or to ost-Schlangen in Lippe 
to receive communion.960 

There is little surviving information about the conversion of Büren to calvin-
ism, and what has survived is contradictory. According to some sources Johann 
von Büren was sympathetic to calvinism from the start and prepared the way 
for the Second Reformation. he was among the most loyal followers of Gebhard 
Truchsess von Waldburg, archbishop-elector of cologne, who converted to cal-
vinism in 1582.961 it is likely, however, that the conversion to calvinism came 
through the efforts of Johann’s son, Joachim von Büren, who inherited his fath-
er’s title and domain in 1591 and became a member of the Reformed church.962 
Along with moritz of hesse-Kassel, he came under the influence of calvinism 
and spread calvinism throughout his domains. he died in 1610, and three years 
later, in 1613, his wife Elisabeth von Loë converted to Roman catholicism, taking 
with her their son moritz von Büren, and thus the family and its domains came 
under the influence of the Jesuits. Young moritz, who had been born in 1604, was 
educated in the Jesuit college at Paderborn and thus Protestant influence in the 
region came to an end.963 

3.15 county of  isenburg-Ronneburg (1584)

isenburg-Ronneburg, or isenburg-Büdingen-Ronneburg, another Wetterau 
county, became Lutheran in 1533 under count Anton i of isenburg-Ronneburg. 
in that year he installed the first Lutheran Pastor, Philipp Wohlgemuth, in the 
mittelau congregation. Subsequently parishes throughout his territories were 
filled with clergy who confessed the Augsburg Confession and appropriate chan-
ges were made to the medieval liturgy.964

960 Allgemeine Encyklopädie XXI 1842, 418.
961 Kampschulte 1866, 272; Meier 1991, 154; 
962 Pohlmeier 1961, 11-17; Klueting 1986, 218; 
963 Jacobson I 1844, 517; Denkmale des Landes Paderborn 1844, 518; Allgemeine Encyklopädie 21 1842, 

418; Heldmann 1902, 286.
964 Calaminus 1862, 19-23.
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in 1560 count Wolfgang of isenburg-Ronneburg, along with his two brothers, 
Georg and heinrich, assumed the regency of this territory. he was later influenced 
to refuse to subscribe to the Formula of Concord by Johann Vi of Nassau-Dillenburg 
and Philipp Ludwig i of hanau-münzenberg. At the court of Nassau-Dillenburg he 
swore his allegiance to the Reformed confession. he was the first count of isenburg 
to do so. At a calvinist service, held in his castle at Kelsterbach in 1584, he received 
the Lord’s Supper in the calvinist manner and in 1585 he undertook the work of 
introducing calvinism into the twelve parishes of his county, despite the strong 
opposition from his family and the Lutheran clergy of the region.965

Lutheran opposition to this move was strong, because through the influence of 
Josua opitius, Lutheranism had found favor among the clergy, and the congrega-
tions insisted that the existing form of their liturgy and customs were nothing less 
than a matter of confession. This created conflict between the count and the ma-
jority of the clergy and congregations. The count’s solution to the situation was to 
remove all clergy from their parishes and replace them with Reformed ministers. 
Among these ministers was Adam hertzog who was called to Langen from the 
Electoral Palatinate. he was made inspector of the churches of the region. The 
count insisted that all images, crucifixes, and altars be removed from the church-
es, and hertzog became his agent to see to it that this was accomplished.966 

The change in confession caused many quarrels in the region, not least of which 
was Wolfgang’s quarrel with his staunchly Lutheran brother, heinrich, and his 
cousin, count Philipp, of the isenburg-Büdingen-Birstein line. count heinrich of 
Ronneburg was strictly Lutheran in his confession and the actions of his brother 
bitterly angered him. Two of the pastors in Büdingen, christoph comentius and 
Johann Tendelius, came under his protection. Both of them denounced calvin-
ism from the pulpit as “heretical, Arian, Alcoranian, Turkish, diabolical, and not 
within the terms set by the Augsburg Religious Peace.” 967

Wolfgang would remain entangled in ecclesiastical quarrels throughout his 
life, and when he was at the point of death, he addressed a letter to Elector Au-
gustus of Saxony in which he called for a dialogue on the Lord’s Supper between 
Lutheran and Reformed theologians and stated that he looked for the possible 
unification of these two confessions.968

Although he had married three times, Wolfgang died childless in 1597, and 
his brother heinrich assumed control of his territories. Beginning in 1560 hein-
rich was involved in military campaigns under several foreign leaders, including 
King frederick ii of Denmark, and he maintained constant contact with staunch 

965 Simon 1865, 267; Heppe 1876, 243.
966 Calaminus 1862, 26; Simon 1865, 267. 
967 Simon 1865, 269; Heppe 1876, 243.
968 Calaminus 1862, 27.
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Lutherans. When heinrich returned home, he strongly opposed his brother Wolf-
gang’s movement toward the Reformed confession and became known as a zeal-
ous advocate of Lutheranism. he would not allow even minor Reformed influ-
ences in his region, and took it upon himself to provide protection for Lutheran 
pastors, banished by his brother Wolfgang.969

After the death of Wolfgang, heinrich banished all calvinist clergy from isen-
burg-Ronneburg, giving them only two weeks to conclude their affairs and leave 
the region. he declared, however, that they might remain if they were willing to 
abandon calvinism and subscribe to the Augsburg Confession. Eleven parishes were 
vacated by departing calvinists and then assigned to Lutheran clergy. heinrich 
also ordered that the altars, pictures, and crucifixes be restored and the Lutheran 
liturgy once again be used in the region.970 Knowing that he would died childless, 
he took measures to ensure that his territories would remain Lutheran, and to do 
so he affiliated himself with the Lutheran Landgrave Georg i of hesse-Darmstadt.

his Reformed cousin in isenburg-Birstein, Wolfgang Ernst i, who had recently 
replaced Lutheran pastors in his territories with calvinists and protected them 
throughout his domain, strongly protested any attempts to restore Lutheranism 
in the Ronneburg line. he looked for some occasion which might make it pos-
sible for him to interfere with the reintroduction of Lutheranism. When heinrich 
died childless in 1601, Wolfgang Ernst i used force of arms to occupy the castle 
at Ronneburg and immediately began the work of reintroducing calvinism into 
isenburg-Ronneburg. he was determined to root out Lutheranism and make the 
region Reformed, even if he had to do it with guns in hand.971

3 .16 counties of  Tecklenburg and Bentheim and the 
Lordships of  Steinfurt ,  Rheda,  and Gronau (1587/88)

The Lutheran Reformation was introduced into Tecklenburg in 1534 and in 
Rheda in 1540, and was firmly established with the publication of the Tecklen-
burg church order of 1543.972 in Bentheim, Steinfurt, and Gronau the Refor-
mation came in 1544 with the introduction of the Augsburg Confession, but few 
changes were made in the external appearance of the ecclesiastical system and 
the liturgy. The interim had little effect in these counties with the result that in 
Tecklenburg and Rheda even after the end of the Schmalkald War and the lose 
of part of the Tecklenburg territory, i.e., the county of Lingen, a Lutheran church 

969 Calaminus 1862, 28.
970 Calaminus 1862, 29; Simon 1865, 269; heppe 1876, 244.
971 Simon 1865, 294.
972 Die Kirchenordnung der Grafschaft Tecklenburg vom 24. Aug. 1543 1870.
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life continued. Thus, when in 1573 count Arnold ii (iV) of Bentheim-Tecklen-
burg-Steinfurt came to power, Lutheranism was firmly established in his terri-
tories of Bentheim, Steinfurt, Gronau, as well as in Tecklenburg and Rheda.973 
he was known in Bentheim as Arnold ii and in Steinfurt as Arnold iV, and in 
Tecklenburg and Rheda, which he inherited from his mother, countess Anna of 
Tecklenburg-Schwerin, as Arnold i. he was educated at the calvinist court in 
Nassau-Dillenburg, as well as in Lippe and Strasburg, and gradually became an 
advocate of the “pure, apostolic religion,” i. e., the Reformed faith. in 1573 he 
married countess magdalena of Neuenahr-Alpen, sister of Adolf von Neuenahr. 
magdalena’s half-sister, Amalia von Neuenahr, was the wife of Elector friedrich 
iii of the Palatinate, the most influential of all German calvinist rulers. By this 
time Arnold was ready to reveal himself to be a zealous calvinist.974

in 1573 Arnold publicly declared himself calvinist, and in 1575 he called Re-
formed minister Johannes Kemener to be his court preacher. The first celebration 
of the Eucharist according to the Reformed tradition was held in the castle church 
of Bentheim on the Second Sunday in Advent, December 5, 1575. one year later 
minister Kemener was assigned the task of baptizing Arnold’s second son, Eberwin 
Wirich, according to the Reformed manner. from 1575 on the court congregation, i. 
e., the congregation built around the family and the court, was clearly Reformed.975 

No official change in the church’s confessional position was made for several years. 
The church officially remained Lutheran even after Arnold’s Lutheran mother, Anna, 
passed away in 1582. it was not politically feasible for Arnold to publicly change the 
faith in his territories, because of the presence of the Spaniards in the nearby Low coun-
tries and there was an imminent possibility of Spanish invasion. it appears that the 
recatholization policies of Prince-Bishop Ernst of Bavaria in the neighboring Bishopric 
of münster in 1587 and the establishment the Jesuits in the city of münster, provoked 
Arnold to initiate the full-scale elimination of “Lutheran catholicism” as a necessary 
step to prevent what he believed to be the possible recatholization of his territories.976 

consequently, in autumn 1587, he instructed Johannes Kemener to begin to 
preach iconoclasm and the necessity of cleansing the churches, beginning with 
the parish church in Tecklenburg, stating that all “the relics of papacy, such as 
altars, candles, and mass vestments” and all other superstitions must be elimin-
ated. As stated in the Vita Arnoldi, “following the example of ancient Judean King 
Josiah,” he began “the Reformation of all of his churches in the name of the Lord, 
and in 1588 the Reformation went forward and was brought to completion.”977

973 Klueting 1986, 221.
974 Klueting 1986, 221, 223; Schaub 2006, 83.
975 Klueting 1986, 219-220; Schaub 2006, 83.
976 Klueting 1986, 224-225.
977 Klueting 1986, 224.
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At the end of 1587 the high altar in the Tecklenburg church was demolished 
and the count and his court came to celebrate the first public Reformed holy com-
munion service there. in November 1588 the high altar at Gronau was destroyed, 
and in 1589 the castle chapel at Steinfurt was “purified.” This was followed in 
1591 by the “purification” of the parish church in Steinfurt and the church in 
Neuenhaus in Bentheim. When the court was located in the Bentheim castle in 
1592, the count had the church there “cleansed of all papal relics: abolished the 
altars and tore down the stone crucifixes,” according to the Vita Arnoldi. “in the 
year 1597 [the count] of christian zeal cleansed the remaining churches in the 
county of Bentheim of all papal idolatry which was against the Word of God and 
which were still present according to the pattern of the first Reformation.”978

in this count Arnold enjoyed the enthusiastic support of his councillor Johann 
von münster, who offered him needed service in the introduction of calvinism in 
his territories. münster was not content to introduce calvinism into count’s ter-
ritories, but also encouraged and provided suggestions for the benefit of calvin-
ist theologians and rulers about how best to institute a calvinist Reformation in 
other Lutheran lands. in his 1608 book, Warhaffter Bericht (A Truthful Report), he set 
down ten means which would prove useful in the introduction of Reformed doc-
trine. münster stated that (1) most important of all was prayer, which brought the 
walls of Jericho tumbling down and which must now be used to break down the 
abominable walls of the Lutheran doctrine of the Ubiquity. (2) in order to avoid 
suspicions that a new teaching was being introduced secretly, reforms must be 
implemented straightforwardly and publicly. (3) Errors in doctrine and ceremon-
ies which still remain must be corrected but scandal and offensive actions must 
be avoided by means of gentle public and private instruction. (4/5) A general as-
sembly of pastors called for that purpose would not bring success. The best way to 
implement changes would be a general visitation, conducted by a commission of 
theologians and governmental officials. in order to avoid mistakes and suspicions, 
each pastor and, if necessary, his parishioners as well, must be instructed by these 
gentle and learned men not only in the church and the city hall, but also, if neces-
sary, at home. (6) Pastors and parishioners must be told that no new doctrines or 
ceremonies are to be introduced, but only such as are grounded in God’s Word, 
the Augsburg Confession, and Luther’s writings. The ceremony of the breaking of 
the bread and the distribution of the bread into the communicant’s hand, that is to 
say, the self-communion of the laity, are also based on Luther’s writings and upon 
the doctrine of Election. (7) After instruction has been completed, all idolatrous 
and abominable matters, such as the presence of altars, graven images, candles, 
sacrament houses for sacred vessels (Germ. Sakramentshaus), and other visible 

978 Klueting 1986, 226-227.
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remnants of “papal abuses” must once and for all be done away with, and ordin-
ary bread and the breaking of it are to be introduced. münster recommended that 
these changes should be accomplished at once, because such an approach causes 
less offense than making changes in the ceremonies every year. (8) he advised 
that such offensive, descriptive terms as “Lutherans” or “Ubiquists” should not 
be uttered from the pulpit, because this creates offences and disputes among the 
people. Arguments must be presented in an inoffensive and reasonable way. (9) 
Authorities should give pastors sufficient time to consider how best to implement 
changes. if they prove to be unteachable and continue to resist ordered changes, 
they should be removed from office and replaced by other more suitable ministers. 
(10) These new ministers must surpass those who went before them not only in 
doctrine but also, as far as possible, in their way of life, because the best defense is 
to overcome and persuade the adversary by one’s manner in life. finally, münster 
calls upon christ to strengthen the pious authorities in their intention to convert 
the Lutherans and do away with the remaining “popish abominations.”979

Von münster presented himself as both a lay theologian and political writer, 
and he played an important part in the introduction of the Reformed church in 
Lippe and Wied and its growing consolidation. he was responsible for similar 
efforts in holstein-Gottorf and Baden-Durlach.980

The development of a suitable church order was pressing. in the Autumn of 1587 
the count assembled the clergy of Schüttorf, Tecklenburg, Northeim, and his high-
est governmental officials to meet with him in Tecklenburg to make final arrange-
ments for the introduction of the Reformed faith as the sole religion in his territories by 
means of the church order. Arnold was opposed in his efforts by many governmental 
officials, and it was not until october 2, 1588 that a new church order was adopted. 
it consisted in twelve articles which detailed acceptable doctrine and worship in his 
territories. influential in its development was the church order which had been intro-
duced by his brother-in-law, Adolf von Neuenahr, in moers in November 1581.981 

The new order would regulate church life in Bentheim-Tecklenburg. Among 
other features it removed the Exorcism from the baptismal rite and stipulated 
that only members of the clergy were authorized to administer Baptism, and then 
only in the presence of a gathered christian congregation. This meant that Emer-
gency Baptism was no longer permitted. The traditional baptismal fonts used by 
the Lutherans were removed from the churches. 

The mass was replaced by a simple, Reformed service which, it was claimed, 
was ordered “according to the custom of the apostles,” without altars or vest-
ments. The order specifically stated: 
979 Münster 1608, 97-108; Wolgast 2011, 37-38.
980 Klueting 1986, 226.
981 Extracts of the church order are printed in Jacobson II 1844, 392-396; Richter II 1871, 476-478; 

Klueting 1986, 226; Schaub 2006, 83.
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“in the churches of our counties and lordships, altars, chalices, and consecrat-
ed hosts, as they are called, are still in existence and use. The preacher is to see to 
it that they are removed.”982

The central feature of the services was the lengthy sermon. What was left from 
the Roman mass was completely eliminated. As already noted, the church or-
der required that all altars must be dismantled and removed, and replaced by a 
simple communion table. communion was to be offered only four times a year – 
at Easter, Pentecost, the beginning of october, and christmas. The breaking of 
the bread would henceforth be a mandatory feature of every communion ser-
vice, and the service itself would be preceded by a lengthy period of preparation. 
No days commemorating apostles or the saints were retained, and only the “six 
feasts of christ” remained on the calendar.

The sermon on the day of communion was to condemn all forms of idolatry, 
such as the invocation of saints, angels, and other creatures, and the minister was 
to fence the table from any deemed unworthy, such as perjurers, all who rebel 
against parents or superiors, adulterers, lewd and lustful men, thieves, ravish-
ers, greedy and grasping persons, drunkards, gluttons, and all those who lead a 
scandalous and dissolute life.

Sunday afternoon preaching should be based on the Heidelberg Catechism in 
which the Ten commandments were arranged, it was said, “according to Exodus 
20.” The banning of all images was included as the Second commandment, and 
the elimination of all images, crucifixes, and statues was carried out even thought 
the church order did not expressly require it. A new church office, the office of 
presbyters and elders, was introduced, and it was now required that preachers 
and elders should meet in synods convoked four times a year.983 

The production of this new church order was carried out sufficiently smooth-
ly in accordance with the count’s desire that incidents should be avoided. in 
that same year, 1588, the Reformed confession was successfully introduced in 
Rheda and Gronau. in 1589 it was introduced into Burgsteinfurt, and finally, in 
1592 in Bentheim. According to the Vita Arnoldi, by 1597 all the churches had been 
cleansed and purified of “any remnants of the papacy.” None of the catholic cus-
toms and ceremonies, which the Tecklenburgians had continued to observe, were 
permitted any longer. The provision of the Lutheran church order of 1543, along 
with the provisions found in the orders printed in 1562 and 1575, were now no 
longer to be followed.984 A new edition of the 1588 church order for the county 
of Tecklenburg was issued in 1619.985

982 Jacobson II 1844, 393.
983 Jacobson II 1844, 392-396; Goeters I 1986, 75-92.
984 Schaub 2006, 84.
985 Kirchenordnung 1619.
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The clergy of Bentheim, Tecklenburg, and Steinfurt, as well as the lordships 
of Rheda and Gronau, met in a General Synod in Schüttorf in 1604. At this synod 
it was resolved that all church business was to be directed by boards of elders or 
presbyteries.986

The calvinism now imposed upon the population needed to be drummed in the 
heads of the people, both to establish it in the congregations and to prepare young 
men to take up leadership in the church and the governmental administration. To ac-
complish this Arnold founded a Latin school in Schüttorf in 1588. in 1589 the school 
was moved to Burgsteinfurt in Steinfurt. This school was a sort of combination gym-
nasium and university, and it consisted in six high school classes along with a theol-
ogy faculty, a law faculty, and a faculty of philosophy. A medical faculty was founded 
in 1607 and each of these schools was directed by a single professor.987

Through his calvinist ecclesiastical and educational program Arnold von 
Bentheim would prove to be the prime mover of Reformed faith and worship in 
Westphalia in the second half of the sixteenth century.

3 .17 Duchy of  Palatinate-Zweibrücken (1588)

instrumental in the establishment of Lutheranism in the Palatinate region of 
Zweibrücken was Wolfgang, the duke of Zweibrücken, who during the Augsburg 
interim from 1548-1552 strongly resisted attempts to reestablish Roman catholi-
cism in the region. After the Peace of Augsburg in 1555, he ordered the prepara-
tion of a church order which was issued in 1557.988 it proved to be one of the most 
important of the church orders in southwestern Germany, and in the course of 
time it was adopted in many other German territories. included in it was the first 
Evangelical hymnal to be published in southwestern Germany. The Zweibrücken 
church committed itself to the Augsburg Confession and the Wittenberg Concord of 
1536. officially Lutheran, the church inclined toward melanchthonianism, and 
melanchthon enjoyed a higher reputation there than Luther.989 

After the death of melanchthon, Duke Wolfgang took vigorous measures 
against the Philippists and crypto-calvinists, and chose to employ in place of 
them stricter Lutherans, such as marbach, Andreae, and heshusius. furthermore, 
Wolfgang’s connection with Duke christoph of Württemberg grew and his com-
mitment to Lutheran doctrine greatly increased. Together the princes established 
a united front in 1564 against the advances of calvinism in the Electoral Palatin-

986 Schaub 2006, 84.
987 Schaub 2006, 85.
988 Kirchenordnung 1557.
989 Deetjen 1986, 98.
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ate. in his 1568 last will and testament Wolfgang mandated that no other religion 
was to be introduced in his realm in place of that of the Augsburg Confession.990

When Wolfgang died in 1569, his lands were divided between his five sons 
and three branches were created: Philipp Ludwig became the head of the house 
of Palatinate-Neuburg, Karl i ruled the house of Palatinate-Birkenfeld, and Jo-
hann i led the house of Palatinate-Zweibrücken.

Due to a physical disability in his early years, Johann i developed a strong 
interest in the study of human and natural sciences and pursued them with extra-
ordinary zeal. he sought to follow the example of his uncle and guardian, Wil-
helm iV of hesse, and was strongly influenced by him. At the time of his acces-
sion to the throne in 1575, Johann i was still a zealous Lutheran, and over the 
strong objection of his cousin, Elector friedrich iii of the Palatinate, he sought to 
expel suspected crypto-calvinists from his realm. in 1570 he sought to strength-
en Lutheranism by republishing his father’s 1557 Zweibrücken church order.991

The superintendent of the church at that time was Pantaleon candidus, a favored 
pupil of melanchthon, who had come to Zweibrücken at the invitation of Duke Wolf-
gang. candidus was at that time already a crypto-calvinist but he openly represented 
himself to be an orthodox Lutheran. As outward proof of his commitment to Luther-
anism, he could point to the fact that he participated in the denunciation of several cal-
vinists, including Superintendent heinrich Gallus in Trarbach, along with his brother 
who was the pastor at Enkirchen, and minister Peter hoffmann in Kastellaun. Johann 
himself supported the theological positions taken by the margrave of Baden and the 
duke of Würtemberg, and to further strengthen the Lutheran position he called for 
the support of the Schwabian-hessian Lutheran clergy, including Stephan Richelius, 
Alexander metz, Jakob Schopper, and Jakob heilbrunner (heilbronner) of Eberdingen 
who was one of the most important Tübingen church politicians and theologians in 
the early days of Lutheran orthodoxy.992

candidus still appeared outwardly Lutheran and participated with genuine 
Lutherans in acting against Pastor hening for his heterodox positions. Yet an-
other pastor, Johann faber of Kusel, was also brought before the ecclesiastical 
court in Zweibrücken, and at that time all the clergy, including candidus, were 
required to subscribe the statement approving the doctrine of Ubiquity which 
Johann i himself had prepared.

however, when the Torgau Book became available in Zweibrücken in September 
1576, candidus criticized its doctrine of Ubiquity, insisting that it was Eutychian 
in character in that it created confusion in the article on the Person of christ, Arti-
cle Viii in the Torgau Formula. So too, he criticized the Article iX on the Descent of 

990 Printed in Cyprian 1726, 381.
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christ into hell, claiming that it was not clear and insisting that the whole article 
should be dropped – an indication of his crypto-calvinist convictions at a time 
when he was still insisting that he was a genuine Lutheran. his claim was that the 
articles seemed to be unclear, but after some modification they were approved and 
he was willing to sign them. it is ironic that during this process candidus himself 
demanded that the title of the Torgau Formula should be worded in such a way 
that calvinists could not be considered to be adherents to the Augsburg Confession. 
Later candidus indicated that he had signed the document because the duke was 
willing to eliminate the words “in itself” from the phrase: “The human nature of 
christ in itself is omnipotent and fills the universe.”993

Duke Johann was among those who subscribed to the Formula of Concord and 
required that it be signed by the clergy and be read in all churches and schools. 
candidus was also among the signers of the Formula. Later he explained that he 
was willing to subscribe for three reasons: (1) he believed that his name would 
never come out in public; (2) he wanted to avoid any ecclesiastical penalty which 
might be imposed if he did not sign; (3) he did not have a councilor to guide him 
in making a proper decision about subscription. To excuse himself, he stated that 
“even God’s children may stumble from time to time.”994

The signatures of the Zweibrücken signers were now placed on the document, 
but despite repeated requests that they be made public, the duke hesitated, be-
cause his cousin Johann casimir of the Upper Palatinate had now sent him a 
statement by calvinist and crypto-calvinist princes and theologians who ob-
jected to the Formula. in the light of these objections and the influence of chan-
cellor heinrich Schwebel, Johann i now began to doubt the correctness of the 
Lutheran position and from this time forward he inclined more and more toward 
calvinism.995 in fact, he was transformed from an eager supporter and defender 
of Lutheranism into a zealous critic, and finally an uncompromising foe. 

Among the reasons prompting the duke to turn against the Formula of Concord was 
the appearance that it was being imposed on rulers and theologians without them 
having been given a chance to consider it in a general synod of all Lutheran churches. 
furthermore, he felt that this was a slight to his personal honor, and this soon grew 
into animosity which was flamed into fire by what he considered to be the arrogance 
of the theologians who were continually pressing him to commit himself to the for-
mula. Added to this was his concerns about the doctrines of Ubiquity and the Sac-
rament of the Altar as they were presented in the Formula. finally, he felt that the 
Formula depended too much upon positions taken by the church fathers and Luther.996

993 Butters 1865, 23.
994 Butters 1865, 23.
995 Butters 1865, 24; Deetjen 1986, 101. 
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on April 29, 1578 Johann i gathered his clergy to consider the whole matter. At 
this meeting heilbrunner did his best to attempt to answer all Johann’s concerns. 
The duke and clergy concluded, however, that a general convocation should be 
called to examine the Formula of Concord and decide upon it. 

The proposed general convocation met on July 3, 1578 in Bergzabern. here 
candidus spoke openly against the Formula in terms which were clearly calvin-
ist, and the duke offered opinions which had been supplied to him by Johann 
casimir of the Upper Palatinate.

moreover, Landgrave Wilhelm iV of hesse-Kassel, who was greatly admired 
by Johann i, indicated that he himself was against the Formula, and this fact 
strengthened the duke’s determination to reject it. 

on November 2, 1578 he and his councilors and theologians stated that they 
could not support the Formula, and the duke himself declared that he had made 
his decision “after deep study and under the influence of the holy Spirit.”997

As a result of his own shift in position from Lutheranism to crypto-calvinism, 
the duke now became increasingly displeased with the theological positions ar-
ticulated by heilbrunner and other stricter Lutherans. Now began a period of 
fierce polemics between heilbrunner and candidus, the one advocating a return 
to Lutheran orthodoxy and the other pushing toward the further advance of cal-
vinism. The duke indicated his own disposition toward heilbrunner when, while 
walking with him, candidus, and some other councilors in the garden, he threw 
a theological paper by heilbrunner into a nearby creek. 

At the insistence of Lutheran Elector Ludwig Vi of the Palatinate, marbach of 
Strasburg attempted to mediate the disputes between the Lutherans and crypto-
calvinists when he traveled from Birkenfeld to Zweibrücken in 1578. candidus 
reported that marbach gave him many books to study and lectured on the matters 
in contention. he promised that he would give an answer within three months. 
After a long period of time candidus finally issued a public statement. on June 
29, 1579 he declared in a sermon preached in the Zweibrücken church that he was 
in agreement with the Roman church against the doctrine of Ubiquity.998

When heilbrunner complained against this, Duke Johann i sponsored several 
colloquies in which heilbrunner and candidus participated. These colloquies did 
not lead to any positive outcome. in one of them, a meeting held on July 1, 1579, 
candidus publicly denied the doctrine of the communion of the attributes of the 
divine and human natures of christ, and along with it, the Lutheran doctrine of 
the Sacrament of the Altar.999

997 Löscher 1724, 281; Butters 1865, 21; 
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in September 1579 Johann acted upon the suggestion of Landgrave Wilhelm of 
hesse-Kassel, and called yet another convocation of his councilors and clergy at 
Kirkl. here heilbrunner faithfully defended the Lutheran position but the gather-
ing, under the leadership of candidus, formally repudiated the Formula of Con-
cord. Later Valentin Ernst Löscher of Wittenberg would describe heilbrunner as 
a “Daniel in the lions’ den,” bravely fighting against the calvinist ducal court.1000

in 1580 Tübingen Professors Lucas osiander and Philipp heilbrunner (heil-
bronner), Jacob’s brother, were sent by Duke Ludwig of Würtemberg to attempt 
to persuade Duke Johann to return to the Lutheran position. At the insistence of 
Elector Ludwig Vi of the Palatinate, they were joined by marbach who made it 
clear to them that the real obstacle to this task was candidus, and his advice was 
that the duke should require candidus’ written statement concerning the Formula 
of Concord. After he had received a report from candidus, marbach suggested 
that this report be examined by the theological faculties at Strasburg, Tübingen, 
and Wittenberg. in self-defense candidus stated to the duke: “This means mak-
ing the wolf the judge of the lamb,” and he suggested that an opinion should be 
sought from the theological faculty at marburg, which took a conciliatory theo-
logical position. heilbrunner subsequently reported that marbach named hei-
delberg and Strasburg, which by that time were both Lutheran, and Basel, and 
stated clearly that Tübingen was not chosen because its theologians were “all of 
one party.”1001

marbach’s proposal was not accepted. Equally futile was an attempt to indict 
candidus because he had altered the Lutheran baptismal formula. After claiming 
at first that he knew nothing about such an incident, candidus finally admitted 
that he had indeed shortened the baptismal rite but he insisted that he had done 
so only because of the cold weather.

marbach now insisted that Superintendent candidus should be removed from 
office, but the duke refused to do so, and he issued a mandate that the clergy 
should not teach “any new doctrines,” including, of course, the doctrine of Ubi-
quity, claiming that the “heavenly father had bid him to do so.” After meditation 
on the matter for four days, heilbrunner responded that he simply could not 
obey this mandate. he continued to preach against the crypto-calvinists and the 
calvinists, and as a result he was removed from his office. in response to this, 
Lutheran Elector Ludwig sent Landschad von Steinach to Johann i to attempt to 
effect a reconciliation, and promised him that if the duke could do so, he would 
send him two cartloads of wine. The duke was in fact able to effect a consensus 
agreement on April 13, 1580. he received his two cartloads of wine and heil-

1000 Löscher 1724, 281.
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brunner was reinstated, but long before the last of the wine had been drunk, the 
dispute between candidus and his opponents once again flared up.1002

it was on June 12, 1580 at the Ascension Day service that heilbrunner preached 
that candidus believed that he could take him to court because of his refusal to 
abide by the mandate. in defending himself before the duke, the argument between 
them became so heated that the people walking past castle could hear their arguing 
from the street. When tempers cooled the duke invited heilbrunner to dinner, but 
the conversation at the table turned again to the Formula of Concord and the argu-
ment between duke and heilbrunner again flared up with the result that the duke 
told heilbrunner to leave the table, and in fact, to leave the country altogether.

for his part candidus sought to fortify the Reformed position, and under the 
auspices of the leading calvinist theologian, Theodore Beza, he published in Gen-
eva in 1583 his Dialogus de unione personali duarum in Christo naturarum (Dialogue 
Concerning the Union of the Two Natures in the Person of Christ). it appeared under 
a pseudonym, “Palatino Kednadon à Straswick,” and the appearance of this tract 
indicated that candidus realized that he had not yet won his case against the Lu-
therans. for their part, the Zweibrücken Lutheran theologians Alexander metz, 
Stutz, Wacker, marold, and Beyer strongly rejected his arguments, and Johann 
i again called for a colloquy under his sponsorship to discuss the matter. At its 
conclusion candidus at last considered himself to be victorious.1003

Now Johann i attempted to further the imposition of crypto-calvinist teach-
ing on the churches and schools of his realm. Pastors and teachers who refused 
to comply were suspended. Wacker in hornbach was dismissed from his post, 
so too Stutz, who had served in the same church as candidus and had refused to 
celebrate the Lord’s Supper with him. he returned to his homeland in hesse, and 
even though he had the support of the majority of the people of Zweibrücken, 
metz departed for Schwabia.

Even though he dismissed all leading critics to his imposition of calvinism, Johann 
i was unable to put to silence the wide-ranging Lutheran opposition to the calvinist 
ministry in Zweibrücken. Their resistance was strongly supported by pamphlets pub-
lished by the south German Lutheran theologians, much to the chagrin of candidus 
who complained that their opposition and pamphleteering was insulting.1004

Professor Daniel Tossanus from the University of heidelberg, which had be-
come a calvinist stronghold once again under Johann casimir, printed candidus’ 
1586 book on the Lord’s Supper, Klarer Bericht Vom Heiligen Abendmal (A Clearer 
Account on the Lord’s Supper of Our True Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. What the Words 
of Institution Are All About. And how the Papal and Other Sacramentarian Errors Are to 
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Be Refuted).1005 This time candidus published under the pseudonym, “Nathanael 
hodopäus.” The place of the printing of the book was not given.1006

in order to firmly establish the Reformed faith in his realm and “complete 
the Reformation” of the church, Johann entrusted candidus to the visitation of 
the parishes. however, he was unwilling to introduce the Heidelberg Catechism, 
because he knew that it would meet strong opposition. Accordingly, in prepara-
tion for the visitation he ordered the writing of a new “Zweibrückian catechism.” 
This catechism committed the land to the Reformed faith and became the real 
cornerstone of the calvinist church in Zweibrücken. it was written by candidus, 
Professor Bartholomäus hexamer, and court Preacher michael Philipp Beuther, 
and was published in heidelberg in march 1588.1007

candidus and those with whom he prepared this catechism did not want to appear 
as though they had turned their backs on the Lutheran church, and so they framed 
the title of the book to make it appear that it was merely an “explanation” of Luther’s 
catechism. This way they could claim that they were not abolishing the Lutheran cat-
echism but merely providing it with a suitable explanation. it was modeled after Lu-
ther’s catechism but added a section on discipline. Unlike other Reformed catechisms, 
it devoted the great deal of space to the sacraments. The book was entitled: Christliche 
Vnd Nothwendige Erklärung deß Catechismi (A Christian and Necessary Explanation of the 
Catechism from God’s Word in Short Questions and Answers, Set Down as They in the Prin-
cipality of Zweibrücken by the Order of the Highest Authority Are Taught by the Church and 
School Servants, in Order to Prevent and Safeguard the Common People and the Youths from 
Idolatry, Superstition, and False Teaching).1008

The catechism was introduced at the behest of Duke Johann i, who by that 
time had come to be called by his followers the “Zerubbabel of Zweibrücken.” 
it was he who laid the solid foundation for the calvinist church in Zweibrücken, 
just as it was Zerubbabel who rebuilt the Second Temple in Jerusalem.1009

According to the duke’s preface, this work was written by several learned and 
pious men, however, it is clearly the product of the pen of candidus. The duke 
declared that he was publishing it because it was his christian duty to oppose 
any prevailing papist or other errors – a statement obviously directed against 
the Lutherans. he saw it to be his solemn duty to forbid pictures, liturgical vest-
1005 Klarer Bericht Vom Heiligen Abendmal unsers getrewen Herren und Heylands Jesu Christi. Was die 

wort der Einsatzung auff sich haben. Und wie darauß die Bäpstische und andere Sacramentirische 
Jrthumben widerlegt werden, 1586.

1006 Candidus 1586.
1007 Christliche Vnd Nothwendige Erklärung deß Catechismi 1588, 20.
1008 Christliche Vnd Nothwendige Erklärung deß Catechismi, auß Gottes wort, in kurtze Fragen vnd 

Antworten gestelt, Wie die in dem Fuerstenthumb Zweybrvcken auß Befelch der Hohen Oberkeit daselst, 
von Kirchen vnd Schuldienern, bey dem gemeinen Man vnd der Jugendt getrieben sollen werden, sich vor 
Abgötterey, Aberglauben vnnd Falscher Lehr destobaß zuverhuten vnnd zuverwaren, 1588.
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ments, altars, chalices, patents, crucifixes, and communion hosts. Also forbidden 
by ducal command were sermons which caused controversy or dispute, for he 
declared, there must be unity of faith according to the established formulary. it 
would be the duty of all his governmental officials to see that his orders were 
enforced precisely and swiftly, and to take special care to see that the clergy were 
obeying his commands and were, in fact, opposing anything which might hinder 
the advance and maintenance of the “true faith.”1010 

it was by means of this catechism and other orders that the duke was able to 
ensure the victory of the Reformed church and the virtual elimination of Luther-
anism from his realm. This Reformed church was not, however, calvinist in every 
respect, for although it accepted calvin’s teachings in general, it did not accept his 
doctrine of predestination, his insistence upon Presbyterian church order, or the 
characteristic discipline which calvin wanted to see imposed on the churches.1011 

Jakob Andreae warned the people in his 1588 Bericht unnd Christliche getrewe 
Warnung vor der Calvinischen newen Erklärung des Catechismi (Report and True Chris-
tian Warning Concerning the New Calvinist Explanation of the Catechism), stating that 
this new catechism was “dangerous venom.”1012 Johann Pappus of Tübingen did 
the same in his 1588 Christlicher und notwendiger Bericht von der zweybrückischen 
zu Heidelberg newlich gedruckten erklärung des Catechismi (Christian and Necessary 
Report Concerning the Zweibrückian Explanation of the Catechism, Newly Printed in 
Heidelberg). he stated that the new catechism was full of errors and “new and 
seductive teachings.”1013 Johann i retaliated by issuing a decree on December 12, 
1588 that anyone who possessed writings which criticized his catechism would 
be imprisoned as “lying calumniators.” caspar Salm, a severe critic of the new 
catechism, wrote in 1589 that “the poor people are compelled to adopt different 
creeds … and are in danger of severe punishment – even expatriation – from Duke 
Johann of Zweibrücken; and indeed there is no less an upset in religion there than 
in the Electoral Palatinate.” Salm reported that Johann i had stated: “The ruling 
authorities have the Spirit of God, and accordingly as God is pleased at different 
times to enlighten the rulers, their servants and subjects must be ready to follow 
this Spirit, for the Spirit of God blows where it wills.”1014

from this it is clear that the success of candidus in introducing calvinism was 
in fact due to his close connection with Duke Johann i. Although candidus, the 
superintendent, began the movement toward calvinism, it soon became impos-
sible to tell whether it was he or the duke who was really in charge. When calvin-

1010 Christliche Vnd Nothwendige Erklärung deß Catechismi 1588, Aij ff.
1011 Butters 1865, 26.
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ism had been sufficiently established, candidus no longer remained in a leading 
role but the defense of calvinism and its practices was left to others. he took no 
part in the religious colloquy at Neuburg in November 1593 (Germ. Neuburger 
Religionsgespräch). This colloquy was called by Duke Philipp Ludwig of Palatin-
ate-Neuburg and his two brothers, all of whom were Lutherans, who wished to 
see their brother Johann i and the Zweibrückian territory return to the Luther-
an fold. The Lutherans were represented by heilbrunner and other prominent 
theologians, and the Reformed were represented by Bartholomäus hexamer of 
hornbach and michael Philipp Beuther who initially had signed the Formula of 
Concord in Rostock but who when going to Strasburg refused there to commit to 
the Book of Concord and instead joined himself to Duke Johann i in Zweibrücken. 
heilbrunner and his fellow theologians argued against the new Zweibrückian 
catechism and its deviation from Lutheran doctrine on the division of the Ten 
commandments, the doctrines of Predestination, the Person of christ, and the 
sacraments. for their part, the Zweibrücken theologians insisted that they were in 
complete agreement with the Augustana and Wolfgang’s 1557 Zweibrücken Lu-
theran church order, and that no innovations in doctrine were permitted in their 
church. After four days of discussion it was clear that no progress could be made 
and the colloquy was dismissed as unsuccessful.1015

Despite intensive efforts to persuade them, more than forty percent of the 
Zweibrückian clergy and the majority of the teachers and students in the horn-
bach theological gymnasium refused to become calvinists. They were summarily 
dismissed from their positions and some voluntarily left the duchy. The resist-
ance to calvinism by civil servants and the general population was so great that 
it lasted for a whole generation and did not fade until the beginning of the Thirty 
Years’ War.1016

The conversion of the duchy from the Lutheran faith to calvinism necessitated 
drastic organizational changes. it was obvious that the 1557 Zweibrücken church 
order could no longer be acceptable, because it articulated a Lutheran position 
concerning the Sacrament of the Altar, the liturgy, and ceremonies. Reformed 
inspectors were appointed to supervise four classes in Zweibrücken, Bergzab-
ern, Lichtenberg, and meisenheim. They were tasked to enforce compliance with 
calvinist church order, to conduct the necessary parish visitations, and to gather 
the pastors of their classes as synods. They were then to report the results of their 
activities to the government. The synodical order, which was adopted by Johann 
i on march 25, 1592, called for the convening of annual synods in each of the four 
classes and one general synod of all the clergy of the territory.1017 in addition, in 

1015 Real-Enzyklopädie III 1878, 128-129; Warmbrunn 1996, 181-182.
1016 Deetjen 1986, 102.
1017 Printed in Stoff 1790, 8-14.
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1593 Johann i issued a general church order for the entire territory,1018 and he 
welcomed french Reformed refugees, greatly enlarging the Reformed church.

Succeeding candidus as general superintendent was michael Philipp Beuther 
who held the position from 1607 until his death in 1616. During his tenure he 
completed the so-called Second Reformation, eliminating the remnants Luther-
anism. To facilitate this transition he carried out a “special church visitation” in 
1609. one purpose of this visitation was to require of all clergy to sign a written 
commitment to Reformed doctrine.1019

Johann i was succeeded in 1604 by Johann ii, who had been educated in Re-
formed doctrine both in france and heidelberg. friedrich, who served as duke of 
Zweibrücken from 1635 until 1661, was in turn succeeded by friedrich Ludwig. 
his sons by his first marriage died before him and the sons of his second mar-
riage were declared illegitimate. he was succeeded by Lutheran King charles Xi 
of Sweden, but the Zweibrücken church came increasingly into the orbit of the 
Reformed churches, as the terms of the Peace of Westphalia made it impossible 
for the territorial ruler to change the confession of the populace. 

3 .18 county of  ortenburg (1590)

count Joachim of ortenburg, a son of the house of ortenburg, was a Bavarian 
nobleman who from 1551 to 1600 headed the government in the imperial country 
of ortenburg.

count christoph i of ortenburg and Anna von firmian had converted to Lu-
theranism in 1538, and their young son, Joachim, developed a strong interest in 
Luther’s teaching and became a zealous defender of Lutheran doctrine. At the 
Diet of Augsburg in 1555 he was an active participant, a strong advocate of the 
Augustana, and a supporter of the Augsburg Settlement. At his invitation, Johann 
friedrich coelestin, former professor of the University of Jena, conducted the 
first Lutheran service in the chapel of the castle at Neu-ortenburg on october 3, 
1563. on october 17 coelestin celebrated the first Lutheran mass in the market 
church (Germ. Marktkirche) in ortenburg, and a few days later Joachim officially 
announced the introduction of the Lutheran Reformation in his domain.1020

The introduction of Lutheranism brought a strong reaction from Duke Al-
brecht V of Bavaria. on December 17, 1563 he occupied ortenburg, and in 1564 he 
banished coelestin from the region. Joachim brought this matter to the attention 
of the imperial chamber court, but Albrecht V countered by accusing him of 

1018 Back 1874, 227-229; Warmbrunn 1996, 181-182, 182; 
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conspiracy. he claimed that he had dis-
covered in the mattigkofen castle crim-
inal correspondence of Joachim with 
Bavarian nobles and foreign lords. Using 
this as his pretext Albrecht V was able 
to take possession of Joachim’s territor-
ies in Bavaria. Joachim was supported in 
his contentions by the Lutheran princes 
of Saxony, Württemberg, and Neuburg, 
and in the 1566 Diet of Augsburg com-
plaints were raised that Albrecht V had 
violated the terms of the Augsburg Reli-
gious Peace. Subsequently, it was agreed 
that citizens of ortenburg could remain 
Lutheran but the Lutheran mass was to 
be celebrated only in the castle chapel of 
Neu-ortenburg, instead of the market 
church.1021

Joachim was, however, a Lutheran of 
the melanchthonian position and grad-
ually began to incline toward calvinism. 
As a Philippist he began to complain that 

Lutheranism was too much involved in doctrinal disputes. in line with his calvin-
ist tendencies, he sent his son Anton to france and Strasburg for schooling, and on 
July 7-10, 1561 Anton met with calvin and his closest associate, Theodore Beza.1022

The imperial chamber court declared on march 4, 1573 that Bavarian Duke 
Albrecht V had violated his privileges and henceforth ortenburg would be in-
dependent from the Duchy of Bavaria. Joachim was subsequently able to have 
the Lutheran confession in his region declared legal, and as imperial count he was 
now answerable only to the emperor. The cost of the lawsuit which resulted in the 
independence, however, effectively striped Joachim of his financial resources.1023 

Joachim resumed Lutheran services in the market church and called moses 
Pflacher, a student of the Lutheran theologian Jakob Andreae, as pastor there 
beginning in the Spring of 1573. Lutheran worship in the market church began 
again after Pentecost. Before services could be resumed the count insisted on the 
removal from the church everything which still remained from the pre-Refor-
mation period, that is, everything which to his mind distracted the “eyes of the 

1021 Mehrmann 1863, 46; Janssen VIII 1905, 310; Schellnhuber 1967, 6 ff.
1022 Schad 1989, 82.
1023 Mehrmann 1863, 47.
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pious” from the “true worship of God,” including images, the high altar, and the 
sacramentary house (Germ. Sakramentshaus). A simple wooden table was erected 
to replace the altar and both crucifix and candlesticks were not permitted. Ac-
cording to Joachim, these violated the Second commandment (Reformed num-
bering) which forbade images of anything in heaven or upon the earth.1024 

Joachim had strongly rationalist tendencies and had trouble understanding 
the Lutheran teaching on the Lord’s Supper. his reason boggled at the Lutheran 
doctrine of Ubiquity. To his mind, all of this provided examples of superstitious 
practices in Lutheranism. in his opinion, Lutherans believed in local inclusion of 
the body of christ, and this was in clear violation of the sovereign majesty of God. 
in calvinism, however, he thought he could find a safe and secure resting place 
for his rationalist mind. he was also interested in the “reformation of life” of his 
subjects – a subject dear to the heart of John calvin. he found calvinist disci-
pline greatly desirable and took delight in it, and entirely agreed with Lambert 
Daneau, french calvinist theologian and jurist, who stated: “Nothing is more 
beautiful than order.”1025

in 1575 Duke Albrecht V once again attempted to force Joachim to discontinue 
Lutheran services by blocking the access to the county and by declaring an em-
bargo, so that Bavarian merchants could not trade with ortenburg. once again 
Joachim took the matter up with the imperial chamber court, and it once again 
decided in his favor. however, Albrecht V took his time complying with the edicts 
and continued to retain his possession of ortenburg until 1577. By this time Joa-
chim was financially ruined. Duke Wilhelm V of Bavaria, the son of Albrecht V, 
succeeded to power in 1579 and continued to take actions against ortenburg.1026

in 1583 when Johann casimir assumed the regency in the Electoral Palatinate, 
he immediately set about the work of restoring calvinism to the region. in the 
Upper Palatinate as well he undertook the search for a suitable governor to ac-
complish this restoration, and in Joachim he found the perfect candidate to fulfill 
his purposes.1027

Until 1577 Pastor Pflacher continued to allow some of the iconoclastic require-
ments instituted by Joachim but when Joachim refused to subscribe to the Formula of 
Concord, he decided that the time had come to more earnestly assert his Lutheranism. 
finally, in 1584, when Joachim was appointed governor by Johann casimir, Pflacher 
was dismissed from the pastoral call.1028 however, before he left, he preached one last 
sermon in ortenburg which was then published in Regensburg under the title: Christ-

1024 Mehrmann 1863, 49; Strohm 2013, 81 ff.
1025 Strohm 2013, 81 ff.
1026 Mehrmann 1863, 54-55.
1027 Wolgast 2011, 31.
1028 Strohm 2013, 81 ff.
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liche Predig Von dem vnkraut des Zwinglischen vnnd Caluinischen Irthumbs, Was es auff 
dem Acker des Herren für schaden thue, vnd wie weit es sich außbraitte (Christian Sermon 
Concerning the Weeds of the Zwinglian and Calvinist errors, etc.), taking as his text Jesus’ 
parable of the Weeds and Tares, in which he reminded his hearers that the weeds were 
sown by the evil foe but that the master had ordered that they should not be torn out 
of the soil, lest the precious wheat also be lost. Pflacher asserted to the congregation 
that it is not possible to root out heresies by force but that the faithful shepherds must 
always warn their congregations concerning vicious errors and heresies. he ended his 
sermon with a very clear warning: 

“Whatever can remain of christianity when the words of christ are misinter-
preted, the Words of his Testament are falsified, the presence of his true and es-
sential body and blood are denied, and Private confession is rejected? Baptism is 
made to be a mere external sign and its powerful effects are wiped out, that is, the 
effects by which people are washed from sin and given new birth. in the situation 
where articles of the christian faith are partly denied and partly adulterated, the 
weeds will grow among the wheat.”1029 

he went on to warn his parishioners that they must be very careful and critic-
ally judge the words of those clergy who preside over them. “Do not be sleepy but 
pray that the evil foe may not sow his weeds among you.” he went on to say that it 
is Satan’s property to sow confusion among men and to cause confusion concerning 
God. “Therefore be steadfast and firm in God’s Word and the catechism of dear Dr. 
Luther,” so that in the last and great harvest on the Day of Judgment “you may be 
found as a good, pure wheat and gathered into the harvest of eternal life.”1030 it was 
clear to him that by this time the “signs of storm” were clearly appearing in ortenburg.

in 1588 Joachim informed Johann casimir that he was returning to his home-
land, so that he could complete the introduction of calvinism there. he initiated 
the reformatory work in ortenburg but the problems had remained. he had done 
his duty, which was to eliminate all superstitions, to reform the church, and to 
bring this Reformation to completion, but some superstitions still remained.1031 
he asked that he be released from his position in the Upper Palatinate as of June 
18, 1590, and that another administrator be appointed to continue the work which 
he had been striving to accomplish in the Upper Palatinate, because the Lutheran 
population there was still strongly resistant to the introduction of calvinism.1032

The people of ortenburg were indeed resistant to calvinism and boycotting 
calvinist worship by refusing the pastoral acts of calvinist ministers. They re-
fused to go to the services conducted by the calvinists and insisted that their 

1029 Pflacher 1584, K.
1030 Pflacher 1584, K.
1031 Wolgast 2011, 31.
1032 Strohm 2013, 81 ff.
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children be baptized at Neuburg am inn where Lutheran services were still being 
held, and it was there that they received the Sacrament of the Altar as well. 

in the course of time this was forbidden, and in response the people went 
elsewhere even when they were threatened with arrest and punishment. No cal-
vinist preachers remained in the region for any length of time. They left discour-
aged and depressed. in order to correct this situation, a calvinist minister, Adam 
hertzog, composed a catechism which contained within it the full text of Luther’s 
Small Catechism, but it also supplemented Luther’s words with his own explana-
tions which twisted Luther’s words. concerning, “what does it mean to partake 
of the crucified body of christ and his shed blood with the mouth of the heart?,” 
he wrote: “it is to hold in true faith of the heart that we should have in christ the 
life, the right food, and refreshment for our souls.”1033

Such reinterpretations were quickly exposed as examples of crypto-calvinist 
teaching and the boycott against calvinist services and preachers only increased. 
The attempt to force the people to attend calvinist services accomplished noth-
ing. hertzog was only able to print his catechism in the Upper Palatinate after he 
left ortenburg in 1598. 

Until the end of 1596 count Joachim continued his attempts to establish cal-
vinism in ortenburg but by that time he was no longer physically fit or financially 
able to continue to hinder the exercise of Lutheranism by his subjects. Beginning 
in 1597 he allowed the reintroduction of Lutheran pastors, who catechized their 
people in accordance with Luther’s Small Catechism and conducted liturgical ser-
vices in accordance with the provisions in the Lutheran agenda of Veit Dietrich, 
although the count himself continued to practice his calvinist religion under the 
spiritual direction of a calvinist court preacher.1034 

While in Nuremberg he fell ill and in 1600 he died. A memorial service was 
held, led by Reformed minister matthäus Plato in Amberg in the Upper Palatin-
ate, and his earthly remains were then buried in the crypt of the market church 
in ortenburg.1035

The reintroduction of Lutheranism in ortenburg proved to be of great benefit 
to Austrian Lutherans in the seventeenth century, when in october 1624 Emperor 
ferdinand ii expelled the Lutherans from his Austrian hereditary lands. it was a 
place of refuge for them in Bavaria, from which they were able to move on to the 
larger cities of Regensburg and Nuremberg. Some of them settled in the region, 
creating the districts of Vorder and Hinterhainberg and the district of Gänsewinkel 
in ortenburg itself.1036

1033 Strohm 2013, 81 ff.
1034 Wolgast 2011, 31.
1035 Mehrmann 1863, 62-65; Strohm 2013, 81 ff.
1036 Hausmann 1982, 537 ff.
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3.19 county of  hanau-münzenberg (1593)

The Lutheran Reformation in hanau-münzenberg began during the reign of 
count Philipp ii of hanau-münzenberg through the efforts of Adolf Arbogast, 
priest in hanau, who began to preach Lutheran sermons in 1523. Also important 
was Philipp Neunheller who was appointed in 1528 to be the first official Luther-
an preacher in hanau. he introduced the private catechism and a church order 
based on Lutheran principles but also influenced by the Reformed.1037 

it was only under count Philipp iii of hanau-münzenberg that the Reforma-
tion was completed. Neunheller was succeeded by Pastor Nicolaus Krug who had 
studied at Wittenberg under melanchthon and Luther, and had been ordained by 
Luther in 1539. he was a genuine Lutheran who purged the church of Reformed 
influences. in 1552 he introduced the mecklenburg church order in hanau. Ten 
years later, in 1562, a visitation determined that the practices set down by the 
mecklenburg church order were not being fully implemented everywhere and 
the church order of Zweibrücken was introduced.1038 

1037 Heppe 1876, 224.
1038 Gbiorczyk 2014, 15.

The Lutheran celebration of the Lord’s Supper. Woodcut by christoph Stimmer  
(Dieterich, Kinder Postilla, 1577).
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The theological situation in hanau-münzenberg changed when count Philipp 
Ludwig i, who succeeded his father in 1561, was asked to sign the Formula of Con-
cord. he was a melanchthonian who was inclined toward the Reformed church 
and, along with other Wetterau counts, he refused to sign the Formula. he began 
the cleanse the churches from the “remnants of the papacy” by removing altars 
and pictures and by introducing Reformed customs.1039 

The Second Reformation was completed during the reign of his son, Philipp Lud-
wig ii of hanau-münzenberg, who was still a minor. it was accomplished by his guard-
ians, count Johann iV of Nassau-Dillenburg and count Ludwig i of Sayn-Wittgenstein, 
both of whom were Reformed. Johann iV sent Philipp Ludwig ii to the herborn school 
for proper Reformed training. in 1581 his mother, countess magdalena of Waldeck, 
remarried, taking as her husband count Johann Vii of Nassau-Siegen, the son of Jo-
hann iV of Nassau-Dillenburg. As a result, Philipp Ludwig ii and his younger brother, 
count Albrecht, became members of the Nassau-Dillenburg court, a center of the Re-
formed movement in Germany with close connections to the Electoral Palatinate.1040

count Philipp V of hanau-Lichtenberg, Philipp Ludwig ii’s Lutheran guard-
ian, appointed a Lutheran Superintendent, Kaspar Sauter, in hanau and at-
tempted to introduce the Formula of Concord there, but the calvinist clergy stub-
bornly refused to allow its introduction. Sauter saw it to be his duty to preach 
against the Sacramentarians – by which he meant also the calvinists. As a result 
of this, Philipp Ludwig ii’s two guardians – Johann iV of Nassau-Dillenburg and 
Ludwig i of Sayn-Wittgenstein – instituted in 1589 an investigation against him. 
Sauter’s justification was that he had not been speaking of the Reformed at all, but 
only of such groups as the Schwenckfeldians, Anabaptists, and their kin. That he 
really believed the calvinists to be among these Sacramentarians can be seen by 
his later declaration that Reformed preachers were heretics. in 1593 the German 
translation of the Genevan Psalter by Ambrosius Lobwasser, Psalter des Königli-
chen Propheten David (The Psalter of the Royal Prophet David), was introduced into 
the churches, despite the strong opposition of count von hanau-Lichtenberg, 
and at this point Sauter decided that it was time for him to leave the region.1041

After Sauter’s departure, Philipp Ludwig ii declared himself to be Reformed, 
and under the guidance of calvinist theologians, christoph Göbel and Georg 
fabricius, he introduced a Reformed communion Service in hanau at christmas, 
1593, with plain bread instead of hosts. When Philipp V of hanau-Lichtenberg 
tried to force the Reformed out, Elector friedrich iii of the Palatinate intervened 
and warned him against taking any such strong measures.1042

1039 Heppe 1876, 235; Henß 1918, 70; 
1040 Heppe 1876, 235; Dietrich 1996, 143. 
1041 Heppe 1876, 235-236.
1042 Ebert 1860, 236; Heppe 1876, 238; Bott 1970, 52. 
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The year 1595 became the official date of the conversion of this region to cal-
vinism. it was occasioned by Philipp Ludwig ii’s order that a congregational vis-
itation be held in hanau-münzenberg. By that time all twelve congregations in 
the land had Lutheran pastors and only one of them indicated any willingness to 
bring his congregation into the Reformed orbit. 

Although it would not be difficult for the governing powers to act against indi-
vidual pastors, it was far more difficult for them to deal with the vast majority of 
local people who insisted on remaining Lutheran and wanted to continue the use 
of the Lutheran liturgy and practices. The majority of the populace strongly re-
sisted the count’s order. Although he was able to insist that all religious pictures, 
altars, and baptismal fonts be removed from the churches, and that the Lord’s 
Supper should be observed in the Reformed manner with the breaking of the 
bread, he could not easily force the people to become Reformed, and the people 
themselves refused to attend church. The count, however, was able to enlist the 
help of Abraham Scultetus of heidelberg in establishing the use of the Heidelberg 
Catechism and the church order of the Electoral Palatinate in the region.1043

The Second Reformation was instituted everywhere, excepting for a few villages in 
the region of Bornheimerberg, which were near frankfurt (main), and the areas which 
were shared with the Roman catholic archbishop-elector of mainz. The villages sur-
rounding frankfurt housed a mainly Lutheran population and the majority of those 
who lived in these villages attended Lutheran services in frankfurt territory. in the 
areas which Philipp Ludwig ii shared rule with the archbishop of mainz, he had no 
power to introduce any changes in the parishes which had remained Roman catholic 
or which had become Lutheran in the early days of Reformation. in his Reformed con-
gregations, however, only Reformed liturgical practices would be permitted under 
the terms of the church order of the Electoral Palatinate. in 1596 he married countess 
catharina Belgica of Nassau, third daughter of William of orange, connecting him 
with one of the foremost leaders of calvinism in Europe.1044

3 .20 Upper Palatinate (1595-1598)

3.20.1 Resistance Against  the calvinist  Advances

Lutheranism came to the Upper Palatinate through the efforts of otto heinrich 
of the Electoral Palatinate who made Lutheranism the official faith of the region 

1043 Heppe 1876, 238; Goeters II 1986, 50.
1044 Ebert 1860, 237; Dietrich 1996, 143.
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in 1556. he was succeeded in 1559 by his son, friedrich iii, who sought to intro-
duce calvinism and was successful in doing so in the Electoral Palatinate, while 
the Upper Palatinate regions remained Lutheran. 

many in the Upper Palatinate were attracted to the more traditional Roman 
aspects of Lutheran faith and worship, and indeed, one Lutheran pastor stated 
in 1562, that his parishioners would be pleased were he to continue to celebrate 
the mass in the medieval manner. This was, of course, only a few years after 
Lutheranism had been introduced into the region and some were not used to the 
notion that they should attend friday sermons and purchase Bibles which they 
considered an expensive luxury.1045 

Another element which made it virtually difficult for friedrich iii to impose 
calvinism in the Upper Palatinate was the fact that Upper Palatinate was region-
ally isolated and shared no contiguous borders with the Electoral Palatinate. 
Therefore, the Upper Palatinate people considered themselves a breed apart from 
their southern neighbors. 

Ludwig Vi, the son of friedrich iii, who served as the governor of the Upper Pal-
atinate in 1563-1576 and later himself became elector, was himself a self-conscious 
Lutheran and supported the desire of his people to remain Lutheran, despite the 
efforts of his father to introduce the Reformed faith. Ludwig Vi’s wife, Elisabeth 
of hesse, the daughter of Philipp i of hesse, was herself a staunch Lutheran, and 
in correspondence with her brother she made it known that she and her hus-
band would withstand the attempts of friedrich iii to introduce calvinism, and 
would instead insist upon the continued teaching of the pure doctrines of God’s 
Word. Also a strong support for Ludwig Vi were his councillors in Amberg. At 
the same time his brother, Johann casimir, sought to assist his father’s program 
of spreading calvinism, and friedrich iii himself on several occasions sought to 
severely reprimand Ludwig Vi for resisting his efforts. he thought it was Ludwig 
Vi’s duty to obey his father. Ludwig, however, sought to emphasize that the real 
enemy was the pope, whose Jesuit agents were seeking to enforce the decisions of 
the council of Trent throughout the holy Roman Empire.1046

in 1566 friedrich iii expelled the Lutheran clergy from Amberg, the capital of 
the Upper Palatinate. his theologian olevian sought to convince the Lutherans of 
the city that they were guilty of “gross idolatry.” in a sermon before a Lutheran 
congregation he spoke in a derisive manner of the customs of Lutherans who 
came to receive the Lord’s Supper. 

“You go to the Sacrament, raise your hands, kneel down, and allow a little 
cloth to be held under you; that is an idolatry to which eternal damnation be-
longs.” 
1045 Thomas 2010, 127.
1046 Thomas 2010, 129.
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in the same sermon he stated that a consecration in the Lutheran mass was a 
flagrant instance of idolatry, such as had never ever “been practiced under the 
sun to such an extent as in Amberg and in the Papacy.” 1047 

The estates in the Upper Palatinate supported Ludwig Vi and his Lutheran 
position, and the reaction against friedrich iii’s expulsion of the Lutheran pastors 
from Amberg in Advent 1566 was seen by the elector to be such a threat to his 
person that he had to remain in his palace under armed guards.1048 

Although friedrich iii was pleased to be able to celebrate a calvinist christ-
mas in Amberg, he could not force the people to attend calvinist services and 
they steadfastly refused to attend them. Just before he left the city, he sought to 
replace the 1556 church order of otto heinrich1049 with a new order of his own 
devising.1050 he replaced the Lutherans in the Amberg government and church 
council with calvinists. At the same time he put the Pedagogium of the city into 
the hands of calvinist educators with the hope that by doing so he could establish 
a calvinist ruling class.1051 

on January 15, 1567 he issued a mandate concerning ceremonies to be put in 
force throughout the Upper Palatinate. in it he declared that the surplice and the 
houseling cloth were to be done away with, christ’s Testamentary Words must 
henceforth be spoken facing the people and the Exorcism in Baptism must be 
eliminated. he also stated that the numbering of the Decalogue must follow the 
Reformed order, Latin hymns must be dropped, and all “idolatrous ceremonies 
and actions” must be put away. however, the people of the Upper Palatinate re-
fused to conform to his decrees.1052

in 1572 heshusius wrote that “there was reason to fear that the whole of Ger-
many might be infected with its [calvinism’s] venom, and that the pure doctrine 
of holy Luther, which alone had the power of salvation, would be completely 
rooted out.”1053 he saw hope only in the fact that the clergy, estates, and inhabit-
ants of the region would resist such efforts.

“Would God that they may never again bow down the knee before this blas-
phemous calvinism, this most abominable invention of the devil, this calvinistic 
Baal and all the hellish swarm of vipers that he engenders!”1054

The elector, however, insisted on unconditional obedience. he declared that he 
was not introducing any unnecessary innovations and that his only interest was to 

1047 Zeeden 2012, 116.
1048 Zeeden 2012, 115-116.
1049 Kirchen Ordnung 1556.
1050 Kjrchenordnung 1563.
1051 Janssen VIII 1905, 151; Thomas 2010, 128; 
1052 Goeters II 1986, 48.
1053 Janssen VIII 1905, 148.
1054 Janssen VIII 1905, 148.
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introduce “necessary reforms” and put an end to “idolatry.” furthermore, he was 
the elector and was not answerable to his subjects. They were answerable to him. 
Although he was willing to agree with some of their petitions, such as those which 
dealt with debts, he could not agree with their religious concerns, and if the estates 
continued to be belligerent, he would have to conclude that they were not serious.

friedrich iii announced that a provincial diet would be assembled on November 
3, 1566, and in preparation for this meeting, to be held in heidelberg, his councillors 
counseled him not to pay any attention to the opposition of the estates and their 
demands. if they insisted on appealing to “the Augsburg Confession, they should be 
told that the elector would do nothing contrary to the Word of God” and that the 
Augsburg Confession was of interest to him only in so far as it was grounded in that 
Word. his theologian, olevian, stated that concerning the altars and images, which 
were found in Lutheran churches in the Upper Palatinate, these were “instances of 
idolatry” which must be done away with, even if it was necessary to do so by “fire 
and the sword.” indeed, “it would be well if all the idols and images were publicly 
burnt.” Another member of the council suggested that rather “to burn the idols 
openly in the market-place, it would be better to collect them together in rooms and 
burn them as firewood.” A third member stated that it was clear that “idolatry was 
infecting the Reformation, and must therefore be tackled in earnest; a little leavens 
leavened the whole lump, but idolatry must first be eradicated from the hearts of 
the people by good preachers, and then they could get rid of the idols as we have 
done down here,” in the Electoral Palatinate. he went on to state that it really was 
not feasible to remove from office all of the clergy and schoolmasters in the Upper 
Palatinate, because this would leave some 350 vacant places. Surely, only seven or 
more good preachers and school officials could be found in the Electoral Palatinate 
who could be spared to be sent to the Upper Palatinate. The claims of yet another 
councillor that “the question was a very grave one, and that frequent changes in 
religion were dangerous,” were disregarded.1055

When Elector friedrich iii arrived in Amberg, he appointed his own hand-
picked calvinist ministers to serve in the principle churches of the city and he 
filled civic positions with loyal calvinists. The Lutheran estates in the Upper Pal-
atinate complained bitterly about these actions but friedrich iii responded: 

“Those who could not agree with their rulers in the matter of religion might 
leave the country and go elsewhere; he was not bound to consult anybody as to 
how the ministerial offices were to be filled, and he would not allow his hands to 
be tied in this respect either; the heidelberg doctrine was in conformity with the 
Augsburg Confession.”1056

1055 Wittmann 1847, 38; Janssen VIII 1905, 151.
1056 Wittmann 1847, 52; Janssen VIII 1905, 151.
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Later he would modify his claims concerning the Augustana by saying: “The 
Augsburg Confession was compiled from the divine Scriptures, although there was 
a great deal of idolatry in it.” By friedrich iii’s command a religious conference 
was called which both calvinist ministers and the Lutheran clergy of Amberg 
were ordered to attend. No reconciliation between them was possible. The only 
result was that mutual bitterness and distrust increased. The Lutheran clergy of 
Amberg preached from their pulpits that their opponents were “godless heretics, 
unchristian, seducers, sectarians, agitators, wolves, devil’s teachers, sacramentar-
ians, fanatics, desecrators of the Sacrament, and iconoclasts.” friedrich iii would 
not tolerate such bold statements and he earnestly forbad any more storming and 
raging from the pulpits. he issued a decree in which he stated that the abomination 
of idolatry must come to an end. Under the heading of “idolatry” and “idolatrous 
practices” were such adiaphora as surplices, houseling cloths, the rite of Exorcism 
at Baptism, Latin hymns and chants, and the ringing of the Angelus bells. Banned, of 
course, were all images and crucifixes. it was even feared that he might decide that 
even the beards of the Lutheran pastors might be declared instances of idolatry.1057

The estates steadfastly resisted every attempt of the elector to calvinize their 
churches. A written manifesto of the emperor encouraged them to hold firm, as 
they had done in the past, so as to avoid the influences of the calvinists both in 
their doctrine of the Eucharist and in their political teachings. They should, how-
ever, at the same time keep to show themselves obedient to the ruling authorities. 
Emperor maximilian stated in a letter, dated october 27, 1566, that it was his hope 
that the elector did not plan to insist that the people violate their consciences, 
since the Pacification of Augsburg had promised them freedom of conscience. it 
was also his hope that the elector would allow the church order established by 
Elector otto heinrich to continue. if this was not allowed, then they could appeal 
that the terms of the Peace of Augsburg be followed, which specifically allowed 
both the higher and lower classes to belong either to the “old religion” or to the 
church of the Augsburg Confession. The pacification did not sanction the adoption 
of other opinions or the joining of other sects.1058 

The elector was furious that the emperor would encourage his rebellious es-
tates in such a manner. he announced to the bearer of the manifesto that he was 
going to return home immediately, and he wrote a letter to maximilian on Nov-
ember 26, 1566 mocking him for his “arrogant assumption of power.” As far as 
he was concerned, he was guilty of no heresy and had not promoted any sect. he 
was surprised that the emperor would approve of the ecclesiastical organization 
of otto heinrich, since this code had contained provisions which allowed for the 
estates to be freed from the obligation to follow the letter of the text. he noted also 
1057 Wittmann 1847, 47; Janssen VIII 1905, 152.
1058 Kluckhohn 1868, 706; Janssen VIII 1905, 152-153.
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that otto heinrich himself had in the course of time introduced provisions but 
not in conformity with his code. he further rebuked the estates for being willing 
to accept such advice from the emperor and warned them that they must not act 
upon it or respond to it. if they did not like his religious provisions, they were free 
to leave his domains.1059 

on December 20, 1566 Palatinate Electress Dorothea of Denmark, the Lutheran 
widow of Elector friedrich ii, wrote to friedrich iii’s daughter, Dorothea Susanne 
of Simmern, that it was her earnest desire that all such matters were over and 
done with because nothing had been settled.

“i wish i could get the whole business out of my head; but there is so much 
misery that it is not easy to dismiss these things from one’s thoughts. Nothing 
has yet been secured with respect to religion. our party is still in power, thank 
God. Three weeks ago the provincial deputies were allowed to go home, and 
before their departure they told your father plainly that they would not adopt 
his religion, and should go on protesting against his Grace in this matter. There-
upon your father waxed very angry and ordered a beadle to shut them all up in 
the hostel, where they were kept for three or four days. Afterwards they were 
summoned to the court, where the chancellor delivered them a long lecture with 
fierce threats of punishment by sword and otherwise.”1060 

She went on to state that actions had been taken to attempt to peacefully settle 
religious matters.

“A heavy fine has been imposed on them, which they are to pay by the holy 
day of the three kings, and they are bargaining with usurers, merchants, Jews, 
and heathen fiends. Where they will betake themselves no one can find out: ru-
mor says, to Basel. in short, it does not enter into your father’s reckoning to stand 
by his land and his people; all he thinks of is to fleece them to the skin, and get all 
he can out of them, and leave them pining in misery. And this is what he is taught 
by the God he believes in, and by his unchristian conscience.”1061

At the first sermon delivered by calvinist preachers in Amberg the church 
members were scandalized and “fled from both churches with great tumult and 
uproar.” it was only friedrich iii’s continued presence which prevented the 
people from violent reaction against the calvinist ministers. however, when one 
of these calvinists boldly declared that before some of them could die their nat-
ural death, the elector would doubtless have them beheaded, groups of citizens 
gathered in various places and it appeared that riots might result. The renewal 
of the order that images in the churches should be destroyed caused more strong 
reactions among the people, and in many places the magistrates refused to carry 

1059 Kluckhohn 1868, 717-719; Janssen VIII 1905, 153.
1060 Kluckhohn 1868, 739; Janssen VIII 1905, 154.
1061 Kluckhohn 1868, 739; Janssen VIII 1905, 154.
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out the order. in another letter to Dorothea Susanne of Simmern, the Palatin-
ate Electress Dorothea wrote on march 18, 1567, that if the elector were wise, he 
would accept the advice given by his son-in-law, Duke Johann friedrich ii of 
Saxony, to treat the whole matter carefully.1062

 “When the monastery at Amberg had been stormed, and the crucifix carried 
about with much vile, abusive language, an imperial envoy had come up and had 
said: ‘The elector had better take warning by his son-in-law, Duke Johann friedrich 
of Saxony, that what had happened in Saxony might happen also in the Palatin-
ate, for he knew that the emperor would not allow this work to go unavenged.’ 
The electoral councillors had at first been minded to put the ambassador in prison, 
but on second thoughts they had given orders that the iconoclastic work should 
be stopped. The new preachers also had begun to lose courage. carpenters and 
masons had refused to help in the destruction of images. ‘one carpenter came for-
ward and said it was a sin; then one of the new preachers came forward and said: 
to leave the images in the church is a greater sin than any curses or imprecations 
one could utter.’ What beautiful sort of teaching this all is you can well imagine.”1063

Elector friedrich iii remained resolute. No amount of opposition would stay 
him from what he thought to be his “noble and God-fearing purpose.” The cal-
vinist ministers, which he had appointed to occupy the pulpits in the Upper Palat-
inate, had to endure scorn, mockery, and physical danger, but none of this could 
move the elector. in his eyes, the people had become lawless and had turned 
away from God. he ordered that those who refused to have their children bap-
tized according to calvinist rite should be punished severely, even to the point of 
being put in prison. These measures did not deter the people from their open op-
position. it was, however, the calvinist teachings concerning the Lord’s Supper 
which were most strongly rejected by the Lutheran populace, even though the 
elector insisted to the deputies of the council of Nabburg, as he had in the past to 
others, that his own doctrine “was altogether based on the divine Word, whereas 
Luther, to whom they everlastingly referred, was so undecided on the subject that 
he had changed his opinions about the Sacrament four times.”1064

Despite the prohibitions against polemics, “there was no end of scandalous 
and abusive language from the pulpits” and in a number of places the people 
were incited to resist strongly. friedrich iii complained to Landgrave Wilhelm iV 
of hesse-Kassel in 1575 that Lutheran clergy were misusing their office to speak 
against his “pure biblical doctrines.” “The Lutheran preachers publicly condemn 
and vilify our doctrines and those who believe in them, and ourselves also, and 
incense our subjects against us, and stir them up to rebellion.” he complained 

1062 Kluckhohn 1868, 712; Kluckhohn 1870, 12; Janssen VIII 1905, 154-155.
1063 Kluckhohn 1870, 11-13; Janssen VIII 1905, 155; 1872.
1064 Wittmann 1847, 63; Janssen VIII 1905, 156.
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that they were rabble, a mob, which assembled with weapons in their hands to do 
violence to both the bodies of men and to church buildings. 

“only lately, again, our leading councillors have been subjected to the same 
insulting treatment they have often experienced before; several hundreds of ruf-
fians, with weapons in hand, have collected together and mobbed our lord high 
steward, mocked and jeered at him, and in addition, during the sermon, they 
have thrown stones into the churches.”1065 

The theologians of heidelberg University expressed their opinion that more 
measures would be needed to put down these rebellious mobs.

in 1575 it was rumored that friedrich iii was going to sent troops to invade 
Amberg. The Palatinate countess Elisabeth, the Lutheran wife of Johann casimir, 
wrote to Dresden that the Palatinate nobility had no intention of taking part in 
such an invasion, because this would put them in the position of fighting against 
God. “They would not go with the troops to the Upper Palatinate, for they had no 
intention of fighting against God.”1066

Even though he established a new commission, which included in its member-
ship Ludwig i, count of Sayn-Wittgenstein, who from 1574 – 1577 served as Lord 
high Stewart at the calvinist court in heidelberg, it could accomplish nothing. The 
people of Amberg locked up the church and surrounded it with armed guards, so 
they could not enter. in the end friedrich intended to displace his son Ludwig Vi 
from his governorship and to go to Amberg to introduce calvinism there himself. 
his death in 1576 prevented him from doing so with the result that the Upper Pal-
atinate remained Lutheran while the Electoral Palatinate was Reformed.1067 

The court preacher of friedrich iii, Daniel Tossanus, issued a strong rebuke to 
the people of Amberg in 1575 for resisting the introduction of calvinism. Tossanus 
pictured friedrich as the “good shepherd,” the father of his land, who was “making 
no attempt to establish a new religion” but simply seeking to “reform the half-con-
verted Lutherans” in the Upper Palatinate. how could the people be so headstrong 
and uncooperative? he pictured them as rising up before the face of God and defy-
ing him by disobeying their ruler’s gentle and loving pastoral care.1068

The battle, however, was never restricted to a family warfare between father 
and son. Palatinate Electress Dorothea of Denmark defended her Neumarkt es-
tate in the Upper Palatinate from calvinism until her death in 1580. She wrote 
several letters to friedrich iii’s daughter, Dorothea Susanne of Simmern, express-
ing her great anger over the calvinizing efforts of friedrich iii in Amberg. She 
particularly complained about the fact that churches were being broken into in 

1065 Kluckhohn 1872, 927; Janssen VIII 1905, 156-157.
1066 Kluckhohn 1872, 836-837, 843; Janssen VIII 1905, 157.
1067 Thomas 2010, 128.
1068 Tossanus 1575, 4, 13; Thomas 2010, 128-129.
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order to confiscate and destroy religious images and white-wash the walls of the 
churches. She communicated to Duke christoph of Würtemberg that words could 
hardly express the misery of the people who were being forced to go against God 
and their consciences. count Reichard of Palatinate-Simmern-Sponheim, the ad-
ministrator of Abbey of Waldsassen, also resisted friedrich iii’s efforts. he was 
a son-in-law of Duke christoph of Würtemberg, and in a letter describing events 
at Amberg, he stated that he could not follow his brother’s measures. The pos-
sibility that calvinism might prevail in the Upper Palatinate failed both because 
of popular resistance and geographical distance from the Electoral Palatinate, but 
also because of the divisions between members of the ruling family.1069

Ludwig Vi assumed the role of elector of the Palatinate in 1576 after the death 
of friedrich iii. he was a convinced Lutheran and immediately removed the cal-
vinists from clerical positions in the Upper Palatinate, calling Lutheran pastors 
from Saxony and other Lutheran territories to replace them. he also closed the 
calvinist Pedagogium in Amberg. it was reopened after one year as a Lutheran 
school. in his last will and testament he made evident his desire to protect Luther-
ans enrolled in the University of heidelberg and in the schools of both the Upper 
and Lower Palatinate. he died in 1583.1070 

3.20.2 The calvinization of  the Upper Palatinate

Upon the death of Ludwig Vi, Johann casimir assumed the role of regent on behalf 
of his nephew, Elector friedrich iV. he served in this position from 1583 through 1592, 
and during this period he undertook the work of establishing calvinism in the Upper 
Palatinate. count Joachim of ortenburg was made governor in Amberg and deputy 
(Germ. Vitztum) to the elector in the Upper Palatinate. he served in this office from 
1583 until 1592. Johann casimir regarded him as an expert administrator who could 
facilitate the effective planting of the calvinist confession in the Upper Palatinate. 

The elector issued regulations which forbad any mocking of calvinism and re-
placed Lutheran officials with calvinists. he bitterly complained that the people 
were insulting and abusing the calvinist preachers and that they were more 
likely to be found in taverns drinking beer than in church piously listening to 
the calvinist sermons. in his usual manner he exclaimed in a circular pamph-
let on August 10, 1584 that the entire region of the Upper Palatinate was full of 
“all sorts of blasphemy, murder, profligacy, lasciviousness, and reckless, godless 
immorality.”1071 As a “remedy,” Lutheran students and their teachers were ex-

1069 Thomas 2010, 130.
1070 Thomas 2010, 131.
1071 Mehler 1864, 112; Janssen IX 1906, 103-104.
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pelled and the Pedagogium was closed down. in retaliation, the populace, which 
was resistant to his stern measures, and the estates appealed to the emperor. The 
citizens of Amberg took their appeal to the imperial chamber court.1072 

Johann casimir died on January 16, 1592, and the Lutherans in the Upper Pal-
atinate took advantage of the ensuing dispute concerning the regency to attempt 
a revolt. friedrich iV, however, followed the lead which had been established by 
Johann casimir and sought to force the introduction of the calvinism into the 
Upper Palatinate. he encountered strong resistance from the Lutheran populace. 

Uprisings broke out in Neumarkt where a calvinist preacher had been assigned, 
and in Amberg where some 1,400 armed citizens attempted to provide a defense 
for Lutheran pastors who were being driven out and replaced by calvinists. 

in hambach and Türschenreuth there were bloody uprisings. in Türschen-
reuth, Valentin Windsheim, the chief captain, warned the citizens that if they 
refused to accept calvinist doctrines, he would retaliate with the armed might 
of his mercenary soldiers. The burgers, however, acted first and he lost his life. 
it was reported that “he was thrown from the upper part of a barn down to the 
floor, and there he was tortured with cruel blows, cuts, and stabs; then he was 
taken out into the street, and dragged up and down the market square for a con-
siderable space of time, until at last he died without pity from anyone.”1073

At Nabburg, where Sebastian Breitschedl, the collector of clerical revenues, 
had imprisoned a Lutheran lay-preacher in July 1592, and Breitschedl warned 
the citizens that if they resisted, he would reduce their town to rubble. Some one 
hundred burgers responded by storming his house and ransacked it, and when 
they found him hiding under the roof, they beat him with poles and clubs break-
ing his arms and legs. Thinking him to be dead they started to leave but when he 
lifted up his head and tried to crawl out of danger, they turned on him once again 
and killed him. his body was not allowed to be buried in the churchyard but was 
carried out of town and buried in a field like a heathen. in fear for their lives, the 
calvinist preachers fled the city.1074 

in another town, cham, the people found their calvinist preacher out for a 
walk and slew him.1075 

This indicates the intensity of the religious conflicts which developed in the 
region during the introduction of the so-called “Second Reformation,” which had 
no popular support among the populace. calvinist and Lutheran preachers pep-
pered their sermons with phrases describing their opponents in derogatory terms. 
“The calvinists call our people cannibals, blood-suckers, eaters of the Lord God, 

1072 Thomas 2010, 131.
1073  Wittmann 1847, 92; Janssen IX 1906, 218-219.
1074 Wittmann 1847, 92-93; Janssen IX 1906, 219-220.
1075 Schuegraf 1849, 88; Janssen IX 1906, 220.
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cyclopes, Pelagians, keepers of swine, hounds, and epicures,” wrote court chap-
lain Albrecht von hellbach of the Palatinate-Simmern in his 1596 tract, Revs Trepi-
dans.1076 Tensions flared to the extent that Lutheran communicants complained in 
1592 that when Lutheran pastors would sing the Words of consecration over the 
Sacrament, the calvinists would defiantly spit on the church floor.1077

Duke christian i of Anhalt-Bernburg was made governor of the Upper Palatin-
ate in 1595. With the aim of introducing calvinism into the region he inaugurated a 
church and school visitation in 1596-1598. in order to achieve this objective the elec-
tor Palatine, friedrich iV, took up residence himself in Amberg during this period. 
Despite his personal efforts, he never fully succeed in achieving his goal.1078

The results of the 1598 visitation indicate that parents in Amberg were refus-
ing to send their children to calvinist schools. in response friedrich iV issued 
an ordinance which stated that all children must be instructed in the Heidelberg 
Catechism. in 1600 christian i threatened that parents, who did not send their chil-
dren into the school, would suffer financial penalties and the imprisonment.1079

The visitations were being carried out by calvinist visitors who would have no 
reason to present a favorable report. instead, all sorts of accusations were made, 
including reports that people did not know the Lord’s Prayer, could not recite the 
Apostles’ creed correctly, knew nothing of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper. it was 
reported that most of the preachers did not have a Bible but only books of Luther’s 
comments. in any case, they spent most of their time in the taverns, and many of 
them carried on trade as shoemakers, tailors, barbers, etc. Whatever the case, few 
went to church for calvinist services. “our brethren in religion, by the great bitter-
ness, hatred, envy, and hostility which they bear towards one another, are them-
selves the cause of all manner of scandal.” “The burghers are so terribly incensed 
by their seditious, turbulent preachers, that they are even more hostilely disposed 
to us than to the devil, and they regard us as no better than baptized Jews and un-
circumcised Turks.” “So greatly are we hated and suspected by the council and the 
community that we have reason to lament with bitter tears and sighs that we have 
become a spectacle to the world, a curse and a rebuke to all mankind.”1080

further visitation records indicate that Lutheranism could not easily be eradi-
cated. in 1596 Lutheran pastor Nittenau still made use of the houseling cloth, 
“since otherwise the host would be blown away from him by people’s breathing,” 
or it might be passed to the communicant so clumsily that it would fall to the 
ground. calvinist visitors tried to react critically by saying that these were “crude 

1076 Janssen IX 1906, 220.
1077 Wittmann 1847, 98.
1078 Pursell 2016, 30.
1079 Thomas 2010, 131.
1080 Wittmann 1847, 104-105; Janssen IX 1906, 221-222.
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jokes” which made the people out to be coarse individuals. one pastor quickly 
responded by saying that this was not the case but that the giving of the host was 
a sacred act.1081

in Neumarkt in 1596 the recitation of the Words of institution was still ac-
companied by the sign of the cross. in that same year a county-court judge from 
Auerbach was ordered by calvinist authorities to closely question women who 
had been observed kneeling before a cross.1082 in addition, Lutheran pastors who 
wore surplices were often labeled as “gross Papists,” and the consecrated hosts 
which they distributed at communion were described by Reformed clergy as 
“papistic mass-hosts” which were quite unhealthy and would cause the people to 
get “jaundice, dropsy, swollen stomachs, and fevers from them.”1083

in 1615 a Reformed minister in holnstein ranted and raved that people were 
genuflecting and removing their hats before the crucifix. All this, he exclaimed, 
was “nothing but the devil’s work.”1084 

in the Upper Palatinate, as elsewhere, calvinist clergy were particularly re-
solved on doing away with Exorcism in Baptism. They claimed that it was noth-
ing but “papist magic,” and calvinist theologian olevian described it as “idolatry, 
a perversion of God’s Word, a humiliation … of christ.”1085 it was even described 
as perhaps a sin against the holy Spirit but the people of the region still clung to 
it and, if necessary, would take infant children out of the territory to a Lutheran 
pastor who would be willing to baptize them using the full rite, including the 
Exorcism.1086 many in the Upper Palatinate still observed the traditional days of 
fasting, refusing to eat meat on fridays, and even abstaining from meat during 
the entire season of Lent.1087 

in 1597 Philipp Nicolai published his anti-calvinist “catechism,” Kurtzer 
Bericht Vonn der Caluinisten Gott vnd jhrer Religion (A Short Report on the God of the 
Calvinists and Their Religion). This book by Nicolai, who was a pastor at Unna in 
Westphalia, was very popular in the Upper Palatinate. it was written in response 
to the work of Eberhard Blyttershagen, a calvinist preacher at Runkel, who pub-
lished in hanau in 1596 a book entitled: Pseudo-Christus, Grundt- und eigentliche 
Beschreibung, auch Gegeneinanderhaltung deß einigen und waren Christi … Und darge-
gen des falschen errichten Christi (A Fundamental and Proper Description of a False and 
Fictitious Christ, in Contrast and Comparison to the One and True Christ …). in it the 

1081 Götz 1933, 137; Zeeden 2012, 29. 
1082 Götz 1937, 237, 310; Zeeden 2012, 38; 
1083 Zeeden 2012, 115-116.
1084 Götz 1937, 237, 310; Zeeden 2012, 38; 
1085 Theodorus 1615, 164; Nischan 1994, 139.
1086 Götz 1937, 334; Zeeden 2012, 43-44.
1087 Götz 1937, 88, 299; Zeeden 2012, 62; 
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christ of Lutherans was described as “an 
impotent idol of the fancy, a wolf, a mur-
derer, a Baal, and ass.”1088 

Nicolai responded that if one wished 
to become a calvinist, he would need, 
first of all, to learn what sort of “God” the 
calvinists worshiped. 

“Dear child, if you wish to become a 
calvinist, you must first learn to know the 
calvinistic ‘Lord God’ aright.” “The cal-
vinist ‘God’ is to be considered as pure and 
holy as an angel, even though he allures, 
entices, and drives all infamous villains 
and lost … rake-hells to all manner of sin, 
shame, and infamy according to his own 
will and pleasure.” “The ‘God’ of the cal-
vinists is like an archer: men and women 
are the arrows, hell is the target into which 
they are shot.” “it was sufficiently evident 
that their ‘God’ must be a wanton, lascivi-
ous, profligate, cunning, crafty, deceitful 
and bloodthirsty moloch.”1089

it was with chagrin that Nicolai spoke of the rapid expansion of calvinism 
in German-speaking lands, lamenting that now the devil himself was loose and 
plaguing all Germany with “poisonous, false doctrines.”

“Alas! thou poor, miserable, traduced Germany, sold to the devil, how hast 
thou thus allowed thyself to be miserably led astray, to be bewitched and blinded, 
so as to let the godless calvinist sedition-mongers disseminate their poisonous 
weeds openly and shamelessly in public books throughout the church of God; 
how hast thou pledged thyself to worship the devil henceforth instead of God, 
and to curse, damn and execrate in the most fearful and abominable manner all 
those who worship and pray to Jesus of Nazareth!” “out of the man christ Jesus 
they make a vainglorious trickster. his divine majesty they call a loud-mouthed 
murderous whore, a stinking carcass, a monster, and they say … that, however 
much men may curse and jeer at him, they cannot make him as bad as he was.”1090

The book caused a sensation. Lutherans appreciated and prized it but the Re-
formed despised it. in response, the Reformed theologians in Zurich published 

1088 Blyttershagen 1596; Janssen IX 1906, 222.
1089 Nicolai 1597, [10 ff.]; Janssen IX 1906, 222.
1090 Nicolai 1597, [117]; Janssen IX 1906, 223.

Philipp Nicolai (1556-1608).  
A commemorative copper engraving, 

made after Nicolai’s death in 1608.
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Gegenbericht Auff Philippi Nicolai Schmachbuch (A Counter-Report Against Philipp 
Nicolai’s Book of Ignominy) in 1598, charging that Nicolai had blasphemed God 
and should “have his head cut off and not be suffered to live any longer.”1091

in retaliation, in 1599 Nicolai published his Spiegel deß bösen Geistes (A Mirror 
of the Evil Spirit), stating again that the “God” of the calvinists was “an accursed 
Satan, a murderer of mankind from the very beginning” and the calvinistic spirit 
was “a bird of hell.”1092 

The Zurich theologians fired yet another retaliatory shot, Kurtze Abfertigung 
dess Lesterspiegels Philippi Nicolai (A Short Exposition of the Blasphemous Mirror of 
Philipp Nicolai), quoting a number of passages from Luther which, they claimed, 
taught that “God dooms to perdition those who do not deserve it.” They asserted 
that if Nicolai did not agree that this was a devilish statement, he must accept the 
fact that Lutherans were “representatives of those benighted people who wor-
shipped, prayed to, and adored the devil incarnate instead of the true God.” ob-

1091 Gegenbericht 1597; Janssen IX 1906, 224.
1092 Nicolai 1599; Janssen IX 1906, 224.

The devil spits out both “Sacramentarians and heretics,” among whom are Karlstadt, 
Schwenckfeld, Zwingli, calvin, Beza, and others. Lutheran confessional painting, formerly  

in the Nikolaikirche in Leipzig (Leipzig Stadtgeschichtlichen Museum).
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viously the doctrine of the presence of christ in the Eucharist was still very much 
on the minds of the calvinists, because “throughout the whole of christendom it 
was known and avowed that the Ubiquists all, through their impious Book of Con-
cord, speak of Luther’s book against Erasmus – from which these passages were 
taken – as a book strictly in accordance with Scripture, and that they conform to 
it unreservedly.”1093 

Professor Johann Affelmann of Rostock responded that Luther could use rath-
er harsh expressions against Erasmus, but that he had never made such harsh 
statements, as to say that “God was a cause of sin, that murderers were doing 
God’s bidding, or that God did not desire that all men would be saved.”1094

Nicolai found that he had an ally in Pastor Jacob Lackner of Wiesen who had 
himself written a pamphlet, Fragstücklein (Simple Questions), which asked the 
question: 

“how do the Zwinglians and the calvinists and all who let themselves be se-
duced by them stand with regard to God?” 

his response to this question was concise and clear: 
“Those who preach and accept open falsehoods are no longer children of 

God but of the devil, and they no longer have any desire to hear the pure truth, 
and they resist the holy Spirit. Secondly, as will all such seducers, they are open 
thieves and murderers, since they distort the true doctrine and God’s truth, and 
steal from hearts the highest consolation and the true, joyful, and essential pres-
ence of christ in the Lord’s Supper. Thirdly, they are withered branches who 
have fallen from the holy Vine, and now they lie and wallow in the pit of ever-
lasting perdition.”1095

others too took up the cry, as was indicated in the anonymous pamphlet, 
Wohlgemeintes Fürhalten an die gottesfiirchtigen Christen in der oberen Pfalz (Well-In-
tentioned Appeal to the God-Fearing Christians in the Upper Palatinate) of 1599, which 
supported the statements of Nicolai and others:

“Ye dwellers in the Upper Palatinate, make known to your calvinistic prince, 
who is bewitched by the devil, the written works of Nicolai and other books of 
the same sort which are all written in the Spirit of God, and make it hot for him if 
he comes to you again with his false prophets and his courtiers, to teach you his 
calvinistic idolatry.”1096

At this point the calvinists had not yet made any evident advancement in their 
attempts to calvinize the Lutherans in the Upper Palatinate. Attempts to mollify 
the Lutherans in dialogues gained them nothing. By 1608 friedrich iV issued a 

1093 Kurtze Abfertigung 1599; Janssen IX 1906, 225.
1094 Affelmann 1616, (l) iij; Janssen IX 1906, 225.
1095 Müller 1806, 416.
1096 Janssen IX 1906, 226.
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The “calvinist devil,” from Johannes Praetorius’ Calvinisch Gasthaus, rides forth with a spear 
in his hand. his tongue projects outward, and he rides on a monster with dragon’s heads and 

serpents tails. 
The caption reads:  
“Everyone that i catch, perishes with me.”
“The monster that you see depicts calvin’s doctrine:  
it frightens with the front,  
shakes with the middle,  
and bites with the butt.” 

Beneath is the following verse:
“What long ago the wicked one
Through many heretics has done,
With doctrine false and man’s inventions
Spreading through church and lands dissensions,
he does now infinitely more
By shallow calvinistic lore.
Ah, flee this beast, or you will find
’Twill rend and stab you from behind.”

Praetorius adds the supposed “motto” of the calvinists:
“With false Scripture teaching, 
With blasphemous preaching, 
With lies and deceit 
The pious to cheat.”
(Praetorius 1598; Jansen X 1906).
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call for Protestant Union. he found it expedient to issue an Edict of Toleration for 
Lutheran, catholics, and even for the sectarian christians in the electorate. All of 
them were warned that they must practice their religion privately and quietly in 
an orderly and decent life.1097 The edict, however, did not result in making either 
friedrich iV or his calvinists more popular in the Upper Palatinate. Popular re-
sistance to calvinism continued during the whole of his rule and that of his suc-
cessor, friedrich V, who served as elector from 1610 through 1623. After he was 
defeated in the battle of White mountain in November 1620, the Upper Palatinate 
was occupied by Bavarian troops and Roman catholicism was reintroduced.

3.21 Duchy of  Anhalt  (1596)

Before the Reformation the Principality of Anhalt had been divided into two 
separate sovereign territories – the Köthen line and the Dessau line. Duke Wolf-
gang of Anhalt, often called “Wolfgang the confessor,” who became prince of 
Köthen in 1508, was the third ruler in Europe to introduce the Lutheran Reforma-
tion into his territory in 1525/1526. he signed the Augsburg Confession in 1530 and 
was placed under imperial ban and deprived of his lands by Emperor charles 
V after the battle of mühlberg in 1547. he was able once again to buy back his 
principality after the Peace of Passau of 1552, and because he was childless, his 
holdings were turned over to the princes of Anhalt-Dessau in 1562.1098 

Ernst i, who was the prince of Anhalt-Dessau, died in 1516, leaving his lands 
to his sons Johann iV, Georg iii, and Joachim i, who committed themselves to 
the Lutheran Reformation in 1530. Nikolaus hausmann was called to Dessau in 
1532 and Johann Schlaginhaufen was called to Köthen in 1533. A rather rudi-
mentary agenda was published by hausmann in 1532 for use as a church order in 
the town of Dessau. it set down the liturgical services to be held and the forms for 
pastoral acts.1099 The Reformation of the land of Anhalt Dessau was undertaken in 
a 1534 visitation sponsored by Georg iii.1100 

Georg iii offered a synodical instruction for merseburg in 1544 and 1545. his 
liturgical preferences were similar to those of the elector of Brandenburg, Joa-
chim ii, and contained the direction that “the priests who distribute the venerable 
Sacrament ought not to abstain from partaking of the same without a particular 
reason, as some do with not a little offense to the people.” furthermore, the in-
struction stated that the reliquiae of both the consecrated hosts and the contents 

1097 Pursell 2016, 31.
1098 Sehling I/2 1904, 497.
1099 Sehling I/2 1904, 541.
1100 Sehling I/2 1904, 499.
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of the chalice were not to be reserved, and neither were they to be otherwise set 
aside or poured out. They should in every case be completely “consumed by the 
pastor or the communicants who partook of the sacramental meal.”1101

1101 Sehling I/2 1904,18; Zeeden 2012, 28.
The Lutheran position concerning the reliquiae was confessed in the Solid Declaration of 

the Formula of Concord:
“for they do not maintain that the body of christ is present apart from the use, as 

when the bread is laid aside or reserved in the tabernacle or carried about and exposed in 
procession, as happens in the papacy.” FC SD Vii, 15.

however, the consecrated elements which remain unconsumed after all have 
communed should always be treated with reverence and consumed, so that no one can 
raise unnecessary questions concerning the nature of the reliquiae. in a 1543 letter to Simon 
Wolferinus, martin Luther rebuked the pastor because he had acted in an offensive manner 
concerning the sacramental reliquiae:

“There is no doubt that it is not we who got it from you, but you who got it from us, that 
Sacraments are actions, and not persistent manufactures. But what is this peculiar rashness of 
yours that you would rather not abstain from this evil appearance which you know is a scandal, 
namely, that you mix the remains of [consecrated] wine and bread with [unconsecrated] bread 
and wine? By which example do you do that? indeed, do you not see what dangerous questions 
you are raising, if you contend so much in this opinion of yours, that when the action ceases, the 
Sacrament [also] ceases? Perhaps you want to be considered a Zwinglian, and am i to believe 
that you are afflicted with the insanity of Zwingli, when you are so proudly and contemptuously 
irritating, with this peculiar and magnificent wisdom of yours? Was there no other way for 
you to avoid giving the suspicion to the weak and to the enemy that you are a despiser of the 
Sacrament, than to cause offense with this evil appearance that what is left of the Sacrament is 
to be mixed, poured in with [unconsecrated] wine? Why do you not imitate the other churches? 
… for you can do what we do here [in Wittenberg], namely, to eat and drink the remains of 
the Sacrament with the communicants, so that it is not necessary to raise these scandalous and 
dangerous questions about when the action of the Sacrament ends, questions in which you will 
choke unless you come to your senses.” WA Br. 10, 340-41; Peters 1993, 207-208.

in yet another illustration concerning the reliquiae, Luther wrote in a letter to Nicolaus 
von Amsdorf early in 1546 concerning two acts of malfeasance or negligence of Deacon 
Adam Besserer which Amsdorf, his superior, had reported to him. in the first instance 
Besserer had dropped a consecrated host during the administration of the Sacrament and 
when he was not able to find it, he simply gave the communicant an unconsecrated host. 
concerning this Luther wrote that what Besserer had done was “not a matter of negligence 
but evil and indeed extreme evil on the part of this deacon, who as a despiser of God and 
men publicly dared to regard consecrated hosts and unconsecrated as one and the same. 
Therefore he must by all means be expelled from our church; let him go to his Zwinglians.”

in the second instance, after the consecrated host which had been dropped was found, 
Besserer simply put it back in the box with unconsecrated hosts in the sacristy. When 
Amsdorf learned of this, he insisted that all of the hosts in the box must be burned. Luther 
agreed with this decision:

“As for the mixed particles it was good that they were burned, although in this situation 
it would not have been necessary to burn them, since outside the use nothing is a Sacrament 
as the water of Baptism outside the use is not Baptism. … But on account of the offense the 
pastor did what was right with the burning.” WA Br. 11, 258; Lutheran Synod Quarterly, Vol. 
28, No. 4 (December 1988), 72-73.

Yet one more indication of Luther’s position concerning receptionism and reservation 
of the reliquiae is found in the context of the question concerning carrying the Sacrament 
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in 1544 the principality of Anhalt-Dessau was divided among the three broth-
ers into the lines of Zerbst, Plötzkau, and Dessau. The entire region was united as 
the Principality of Anhalt under Joachim Ernst, son of Johann iV.

Georg iii of Anhalt-Plötzkau was a friend of melanchthon and supported Phil-
ippist theologians in his court. When the divisions of Anhalt were combined by 
Joachim Ernst in 1570, a united Anhalt territorial church was organized, which was 
inclined to crypto-calvinism and later refused to accept the Formula of Concord. on 
August 20, 1578 Joachim Ernst called upon the clergy of his territories to meet in 
the colloquium in herzberg at which they rejected the “Bergen Book” – the Formula 
of Concord.1102 Wolfgang Amling, who became superintendent in Zerbst in 1578, was 
among those opposed to the Formula and offered his own confessions – Confessio An-
haltina or Repetitio Anhaltina1103 and Apologia Anhaltina in 1581. he required that the 
clergy ordained by him must privately accept these documents as binding confes-
sions. While not in itself an authentically calvinist document, the Anhalt Confession 
and its Apology were melanchthonian documents which represented a weak type 
of Lutheranism in contrast to the Formula of Concord. They recognized the Variata 
edition of the Augsburg Confession, along with the Smalcald Articles, Luther’s catech-
isms, the Corpus Doctrinae of melanchthon, and they confessed the manducatio oralis 
and the manducatio indignorum. To many it seemed Lutheran enough, but coupled 
with a simplified Eucharistic liturgy it indicated a shift toward calvinism.1104

clergy suspected of crypto-calvinism who left Saxony were welcomed in 
Anhalt. included among these were melanchthon’s son-in-law, caspar Peucer, 
professor of mathematics and medicine at Wittenberg, who was set free after 
twelve years of imprisonment, Dessau Superintendent Johannes Brendel, pastors 
Dionysius Dragendorf, Zacharias Polus, and Konrad Reinhardt who had served 
successively as superintendents of Bernburg, Gregor Bersmann, former professor 
at Leipzig, who later became the first rector of the Gymnasium Illustre at Zerbst, 
Bartholomäus Schönborn and Albert Voit of Wittenberg, who served as profes-

to the sick. This question was raised “at the table” shortly after the publication of the 
1540 Brandenburg church order which allowed for this practice. Luther replied in the 
presence of conrad cordatus of Brandenburg:

“in our churches, too, there’s debate about whether the Sacrament should be carried to 
another altar for consecration. i put up with it on account of several heretics who must be 
opposed, for there are some who allow that it’s a sacrament only while it’s in use; what is 
left over and remains they throw away. That isn’t right. We let somebody consume it. one 
must never be so precise [and say that the sacrament remains a sacrament when carried] 
four or five steps or when kept so-and-so many hours. … for as long as one is engaged in 
the action even if it extends for an hour or two or even if one carries it to another altar or, as 
you do – he said this to cordatus – across the street, it is and remains the body of christ.” 
WA Tr. 5, 55 (Nr. 5314); LW 54, 407-408.

1102 Printed in Beckmann 1710, 115-120.
1103 Printed in Die Bekenntnisschriften 1860, 19-67.
1104 Schaff I 1919, 563, Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 409-410; Lück 2011, 57; 
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sors at the Zerbst gymnasium. This made Anhalt a highly respected refuge for the 
crypto-calvinists in the later years of the sixteenth century, and these men would 
serve as the nucleolus of the calvinist oriented elite in Anhalt who later became 
full-fledged calvinists.1105

finally, on April 16, 1585 Anhalt theologians, Wolfgang Amling, Dionysius Dra-
gendorf, Petrus haringus, and Johannes Brendel drew up a new confession, en-
titled, Kurze und wahrhaftige Bekenntnis vom heiligen Abendmahl (A Short and Truthful 
Confession Concerning the Lord’s Supper, as Held, Believed, and Taught in Harmony with 
the Word of God in the Churches of the Principality of Anhalt from the Introduction of the 
Gospel up to the Present Hour and Beyond, in the Name of God, and Further to Be Taught, 
Believed, and Held Steadfastly in a Simple and Consistent Manner).1106 All the clergy in 
the principality of Anhalt were required to subscribe to it.1107

When Joachim Ernst died in 1586, his eldest son, Johann Georg i, took over the 
rule of Anhalt which he shared with his six brothers. Under his rule the move-
ment toward calvinism increased. in this Johann Georg i was aided by his super-
intendent Wolfgang Amling. At Easter in 1588 the Elevation of the consecrated 
Sacrament was discarded. The crypto-calvinist pastors in Dessau claimed that 
“nobody seemed to mind, but many rejoiced and thanked God for eliminating 
this annoying papal ceremony.” They stated that it was right and proper that this 
ceremony be abolished. They described it as an instance of continued superstition 
by the people with “chest beating, raising one’s arms towards the Sacrament [in 
adoration], and other improper gestures.” They insisted that neither Luther nor 
melanchthon had been in favor of the Elevation and cited Paul Eber’s criticisms of 
it, stating that it had already been eliminated in many places, and that “christian 
freedom” permitted them to discard what was totally unnecessary.1108 in 1589 Jo-
hann Georg i decided that Exorcism was also among the “annoying papal cere-
monies” and ordered that it must be eliminated from the baptismal rite.1109

Amling defended the duke’s position, and in 1590 he published in Zerbst a 
defense, entitled: Tauffbüchlein, Für die Kirchen im Fürstenthumb Anhaldt, Mit er-
zelung etlicher Hochwichtigen vrsachen, warümb der Exorcismus abgeschafft (Baptismal 
Booklet, for the Churches of the Principality of Anhalt, With a Narrative of Some of the 
Most Important Matters, such as why the Exorcism Is Abolished). This booklet sought 
to list the arguments usually cited in the call for the abolition of the Exorcism 

1105 Lück 2011, 53.
1106 Kurze und wahrhaftige Bekenntnis vom heiligen Abendmahl, wie man in den Kirchen des 

Fürstentums Anhalt von Anfang des Evangelii bis auf diese Stunde aus Gottes Wort einträchtig 
davon gehalten, geglaubet und gelehret hat, und dabei auch ferner in Gottes Namen einfältig und 
beständiglich zu lehren, zu glauben und zu verharren gedenket, 1585.

1107 Printed in Beckmann 1710, 121-126; Duncker I 1892, 37, 247-248.
1108 Nischan 1999, V-22.
1109 Beckmann 1710, 128-129.
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in the course of the sixteenth century. it 
may be regarded as a classical Reformed 
statement of the calvinist position. Am-
ling claimed that the ruler of Anhalt had 
introduced no novelties but had simply 
responded to the complaints of their sub-
jects who felt uneasy or were simply dis-
pleased with the theological implications 
of the Exorcism. it was the ruler’s sol-
emn purpose, according to Amling, not 
to move the church from Lutheranism to 
the Reformed fold, but rather to purge the 
Evangelical church of all remaining ves-
tiges of Romanism. Therefore, he insisted 
that it was quite incorrect to state that 
because the Exorcism had been dropped, 
the church was now calvinist.1110 

however, in another 1591 publication 
an anonymous writer stated that with 
reference to Exorcism and his refutation 

of Polycarp Leyser’s position, Amling had gone too far when he stated that Exor-
cism “falsely testifies against God’s eternal covenant of grace which includes also 
the unborn fruit of christian parents.” 1111

The Lutheran clergy, of course, claimed quite the opposite to be the case and 
stated quite firmly that the Exorcism had never caused anxiety or division among 
the people of Anhalt. So too, the nobility of Anhalt were very much opposed to 
any changes in the rite of Baptism. They saw it as a sign of things to come. “Now 
they are eliminating Exorcism from Baptism, then the altars will have to go, there-
after pictures and paintings, and finally, all organs and singing.”1112

Among those who wished to remain a confessional Lutheran was Johann 
Arndt, the author of Wahres Christentum (True Christianity). on September 10, 
1590 Arndt insisted that the Exorcism was a universal orthodox ceremony and he 
was determined to maintain it. he and others recognized that alterations in the 
baptismal rite would soon lead to similar alterations in the divine liturgy and the 
doctrine of the Lord’s Supper. Arndt also objected strongly to the removal of re-
ligious pictures from his church. he was dismissed and replaced, and in 1590 he 
assumed the pastorate at Quedlinburg. in 1599 he became pastor of St. martin’s 

1110 Tauffbüchlein 1590, 110; Nischan 1987, 170 (40).
1111 Gründlicher Beweiss 1591; Nischan 1999, ii-151.
1112 Vom Exorcismo 1590, (Vorrede); Nischan 1987, 172 (42).

Wolfgang Amling (1542-1606). Woddcut.
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church at Braunschweig and it was there that he wrote his monumental work, 
Wahres Christentum (True Christianity).1113

Johann olearius, Lutheran superintendent in halle, was firmly opposed to 
the changes being undertaken in Zerbst.1114 “The calvinists act sacrilegiously … 
when they condemn and throw out all ceremonies and church usages customary 
in holy Baptism, the Lord’s Supper, and Absolution … simply because these are 
not commanded in God’s Word.” he flatly stated that what they were rejecting 
was not “anti-christian insignia,” but were matters of adiaphora which christian 
people were free to keep if they desired to do so. he stated that it was improper 
to insist upon these ceremonies as the Papists do, but it was also just as wrong to 
insist that they be eliminated as the calvinists do. in both cases unimportant mat-
ters were elevated to the point where salvation or the loss of salvation was made 
to depend on human works. “it is a most grievous error to demand their elimina-
tion … as necessary for salvation.” Both positions, he stated, were legalistic and 
undermined christian freedom.1115

Like many others of the same period, olearius came to consider adiaphora in a 
very concise manner. he stated that the “calvinists take great pride in not kneel-
ing or folding their hands” in prayer, just as the Papists take great pride in doing 
such things. he went on to say: 

“We should honor christ with hands and [on our] knees, for this is no longer 
an adiaphoron but a necessary testimonial to [one’s] inner piety, a confessional 
act whereby one witnesses externally to what one believes internally.”1116

it was clear to olearius that both Johann Georg i and Georg Amling really 
intended to uproot Lutheranism and plant calvinism, and that their talk about 
ceremonies was directed to this end. Daniel hofmann from the University of 
helmstedt stated that his opinion was that Amling, the “Zerbster Tichter,” as he 
called him, was simply ladling up “the foul sewage of the Wittenberg calvin-
ists” and carrying it over to Anhalt. The superintendent and his followers might 
call themselves reformers and they might “claim that they cannot rest until the 
remaining papal dung has been swept out” of the Lutheran church but, accord-
ing to Georg mylius, all this amounted to was like “coughing over a fart,” for the 
“Amlingists” were not reformers but “counterfeiters” and “innovators.”1117

Lutherans clearly understood what was at stake. The elimination of the Exor-
cism would be only the first step in what would amount to the calvinization of 
their church. indeed, they knew that wherever the calvinists had the power to do 

1113 Beckmann 1710, 129; Duncker I 1892, 64-65.
1114 Beckmann 1710, 132.
1115 Olearius 1591, 73-74, 103; Nischan 2004, 392.
1116 Olearius 1597, 225; Nischan 2004, 393.
1117 Mylius 1591; Nischan 1987, 170 (40).
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so, they attacked Exorcism first and then 
always moved on to decry other Luther-
an ceremonies and teachings as well. Pas-
tors Johann Arndt, christian Kittelmann, 
and Polycarp Leyser could see that this 
same process was going on at Anhalt and 
many agreed with them that the end of 
the matter would be the complete calvin-
ization of the church – predictions which 
were not altogether unfounded.

calvinism continued to gain ground 
rapidly and was officially introduced 
in the region during the reign of Johann 
Georg i of Anhalt-Dessau and christian 
i of Anhalt-Bernburg, two eldest sons 
of Joachim Ernst. in 1595 Johann Georg 
i married Dorothea, the daughter of Jo-
hann casimir of Palatinate-Simmern, and 
christian i married countess Anna of 
Bentheim-Tecklenburg. Both brides were 
Reformed.1118

Johann Georg i announced on Nov-
ember 17, 1596 that he was now fully pre-

pared to introduce the Religionem reformatam according to the terms of the Elector-
al Palatinate church order,1119 and to “complete the Reformation” by “cleansing 
the church of his land from the gross remnant of Baal worship and antichristian 
idolatry.”1120 So saying, he removed Luther’s catechism and made his church a 
Reformed church.1121 in typical Reformed manner he declared on November 3, 
1596 that they must now distinguish between “true and untrue doctrines” and 
those ceremonies which had been “ordained by God” and those which had been 
“originated by men” and must, therefore, be eliminated, such as mass vestments, 
surplices, altar candles, and the like. Later in the same decree he named all these 
again, describing them as “papist ceremonies,” and he went on again to enumer-
ate candles on the altar, mass vestments and chasubles, etc. improper. according 
to his understanding, were also the Lutheran manner of administrating and dis-

1118 Lenz 1759, 757.
1119 Beckmann 1710, 133; Lenz 1759, 757.
1120 The November 17, 1596 decree is printed in Cyprian 1726, 113-115; Janssen X 1906, 282.
1121 Beckmann 1710, 134.

Johann Georg i (1567-1618), duke of 
Anhalt-Dessau. copper engraving.
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tributing of the Lord’s Supper without the breaking of the bread, an action which 
in his view was absolutely required by christ’s Words.1122

Lutheran nobility and city dwellers complained bitterly on march 3, 1596 
about the removal of the pictures and pipe organs from their churches, the elim-
ination of the Exorcism from Baptism, the abolition of liturgical vestments, the 
alterations made in the catechism, etc.1123 They further complained that “many 
are of opinion that the Sacrament is nothing more than mere bread and wine; the 
people in neighboring states are so greatly shocked at all this that they will no 
longer allow their children and servants to take positions in this principality.”1124 

Their complaints fell on deaf ears and Johann Georg i proceeded to bring the 
church into the Reformed camp. on march 2, 1597 he issued his twenty-eight 
“Reformation Articles” in which he instructed the clergy to abolish all “papal 
abuses” which still continued in use in Lutheran congregations. The articles de-
clared that (1) it is impossible that the body of christ can be both in heaven and 
on earth at the same time in the Lord’s Supper. “This is contrary to the charac-
teristics of a natural body.” (2) one takes up the body of christ by ascending in 
faith to heaven above. (3) Luther’s catechism is to be abolished in the churches. 
The young people must be taught the truth with all diligence. What catechism is 
to be used is not specified in the text. (4) consecrated stone altars are to be torn 
down, “for what has been built with human hands can also be destroyed by hu-
man hands.” (5) The altar must be replaced by a wooden table to be covered com-
pletely with a black cloth. An additional black cloth should be laid on the top of it, 
and when communion is held, a white table cloth shall cover the table. (6) com-
munion hosts, which only look like bread, are to be replaced by full-size loaves or 
bread rolls. These should be placed on the table in small bowls. The bread should 
be cut in long rectangles and put into the hand of each communicant, not in his 
mouth. The cup too must be put into his hand. (7) cups of noble metal should 
not be used in the church. They should be given to the court and “preserved” 
there for proper use. (8) in place of the gilded flagon a wooden pitcher should 
be used. (9) All “idols,” tablets, crucifixes, and paintings must be removed from 
the churches. They are all of them “idolatrous” and “were taken over from the 
Jews, the pagans, and the pope.” (10) The prayer for worthy communion shall 
be eliminated. (11) No chasubles, mass vestments, or other such vesture are to 
be worn or used any longer. (12) No candles are to be lit. (13) in no case shall the 
Verba be sung, but instead it must be read. (14) No houseling cloth should be held 
beneath the chin of the communicants. (15) communicants are not to kneel. They 
are to stand at the Lord’s table and after the reception of the Sacrament they are 

1122 Sehling I/2 1904, 580-581.
1123 Beckmann 1710, 134-136.
1124 Erinnerungs Schrifft 1596, 8; Janssen X 1906, 282; Wolgast 2011, 39.
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to return to their places. (16) The sign of the cross shall no more be made at the 
Benediction. (17) The minister is not to stand before the table with his back to the 
people. he should stand behind the table facing the congregation. (18) The col-
lects are not to be chanted but spoken; so too, the “Amen” which follows. (19) Pri-
vate confession is to be abolished. one shall simply sign his name or write a note 
to register for communion. (20) one is not to bend the knees at the name of Jesus. 
(21) The communion of the Sick is to be abolished. (22) Public prayers in the pul-
pit must be spoken aloud – a reference against chanting from the pulpit.1125 (23) 
Stone baptismal fonts are to be destroyed and replaced by a simple basin. (24) The 
numbering of the Ten commandments in the catechism shall be altered, so that 
the commandment against images is made a second and separate commandment. 
for this reason the Ninth and Tenth commandments against coveting are to be 
counted as a single commandment. (25) No painted or carved depiction of the 
holy Trinity shall be permitted. (26) Epitaphs, crucifixes, and images shall not be 
permitted in the churches. (27) The word given in answer to the question, “What 
is the Sacrament of the Altar,” (in Luther’s Small catechism) must be replaced by 
a different explanation. (28) Preaching is not to make use of the Gospel or Epistle 
pericopes, since these were appointed by “papal order.” Some other suitable text 
in the Bible must be used instead.1126 

At the same time Johann Georg i made the claim than none of this represented 
any change whatever in doctrine. however, Johann olearius of halle, who wit-
nessed the introduction of calvinism in Anhalt at that time, was of a different opin-
ion. he saw a definite aim and purpose behind the elimination of these Lutheran 
customs, and stated that such action dishonored Lutheran doctrines. “The pub-
lic ceremonies of the mass that we have kept to instruct people … florid descant, 
church organs, altars, wax candles, mass vestments, golden vessels, communion 
hosts, genuflecting as one approaches the Lord’s Table, and similar practices” are 
essential to the Lutheran heritage and must be maintained, he declared.1127

The Lutheran nobility in Anhalt looked upon this elimination of what were al-
leged to be “papal practices” as an occasion to cover the introduction of Reformed 
religion. in a letter to Elector Johann Georg of Brandenburg on march 17, 1597, 
they wrote of the Anhalt crypto-calvinists: “They criticize and expunge from our 
churches christian hymns and ceremonies … so that the common people become 
totally confused and know no longer what to believe.” The nobility continued to 
claim that “by attacking our ceremonies … the new theologians seek to eliminate 
all pure christian doctrine and introduce calvinism,” and they were quick to re-
mind the duke that he had in the recent past assured them that no further reforms 

1125 “Auf den Kanzeln soll man nicht öffentlich singen …” Häfner 1820, 378.
1126 Lenz 1759, 757-759; Journal für Prediger 1841, 173-176.
1127 Olearius 1591, 119; Nischan 1999, ii-146.
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in the church and its worship were being contemplated.1128 The Lutheran nobil-
ity complained bitterly again on January 26, 1598 about these actions, but their 
complaints accomplished very little. The Brandenburg elector tried to intercede 
on their behalf but the Second Reformation was now firmly entrenched in Anhalt 
and the territory had become an important base for the spread of calvinism in 
east-central Germany.1129

Johann Georg i refused to listen to his critics and all municipal authorities 
who refused to submit to his new regulations were removed from office. faithful 
Lutheran clergy, church officials, and teachers were banished from the land and 
replaced by calvinists.1130 

The Wittenberg faculty, now under the control of genuine Lutherans, stated 
that it was clear to all which ceremonies the Anhalters had used in the days when 
the Augsburg Confession held sway among them. They declared that the current 
innovations condemn and reject these ceremonies as unchristian, and by doing 
so the innovators make it evident that they have little regard for the Augsburg 
Confession: “These masters of deep thought can hardly assess our ceremonies any 
better than a blind man can judge colors.”1131 Their reforms were clearly legalistic; 
they violated christian liberty and it was clear that they were calvinists through 
and through. if by chance they had any real interest in eliminating antichristian 
signs and ceremonies, they would not be content to be rid of crucifixes, altars, 
candles, and incense pots, but would also insist that all church bells be melted 
down and that church buildings be demolished, for they were built before the 
calvinist Reformation.1132

The reaction of the faithful Lutherans in Anhalt moved beyond mere words and 
short tempers in some places. in Wörlitz the women gathered under the leadership 
of a lady of the noble estate, made a hole in the altar and filled it with gun powder. 
Then they publicly stated that when soldiers should come to the church to remove 
the altar and replace it with the Reformed communion table, they intended to blow 
altar and themselves with it. The duke’s soldiers wisely left without introducing 
Reformed doctrine and ceremonies into that congregation.1133

Lutheran interpreters of calvinist activity in Anhalt compared it to the Turks 
who had mocked and destroyed the images if christ after the capture of constan-
tinople in 1453. To their eyes, the iconoclastic actions of both groups was the work 
of “despisers of christ.”1134

1128 Nischan 1999, V-23.
1129 Printed in Cyprian 1726, 116 ff. (Beylage No. XiV).
1130 Janssen X 1906, 282.
1131 Nischan 2004, 395.
1132 Notwendige Antwort 1597, 117.
1133 EKZ 1866, 558.
1134 Kaufmann 2006; Heal 2017, 69. 
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Anhalt now became a favorable destination for displaced calvinists, Philip-
pists, and Reformed who came from elsewhere. The Reformed clergy who were 
brought in to replace the banished Lutheran pastors often found themselves 
unwelcome. in some places gallows were painted on church doors to warn Re-
formed clergy of their impending doom and everywhere songs mocking them 
were sung by the people.1135

in 1599 a draft church order, entitled: Kirchenordnung, wie es mit der christli-
chen lehre, heiligen sakranrenten und ceremonien im fürstenthum Anhalt gehalten wird 
(Church Order, Having to Do with how Christian Doctrine, Holy Sacraments, and Cere-
monies Are to Be Observed in the Principality of Anhalt), was prepared by Super-

1135 Good 1887, 349.

Lutheran writer, Adam crato, shows Zerbst Superintendent Wolfgang Amling and his 
disciples as “wolves in sheep’s clothing.” crypto-calvinist Amling issued the call to abolish the 
Exorcism as an adiaphora, but, according to crato, his real goal was to “devour” the Lutheran 

church (Crato, 1590).
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intendent Amling to complete conversion of the church from Lutheranism to the 
Reformed faith.1136

The liturgy included in this church order did indeed closely resemble the order 
of service being used in the Reformed churches, especially in its presentation of 
the Lord’s Supper. however, in the main it was a church order which confessed 
the Augsburg Confession, its Apology, and melanchthon’s Corpus Doctrinae. The cat-
echism, which was included, showed some Reformed characteristics, such as the 
Reformed numbering of the Ten commandments, but explanations were those 
of Luther. The agenda was midway between the Lutheran and Reformed litur-
gical types. As far as Johann Georg i, christian i, and the theologians at Amberg 
were concerned, it was still too close to the Anhalt Lutheran-type of liturgy. They 
would prefer the Reformed-type such as was used in the Electoral Palatinate. So 
too, they would have very much preferred to lay aside Luther’s catechism and 
introduce the Heidelberg Catechism in place of it. Their critique, issued on June 
25, 1600, asked the pertinent and derogatory question: does this church insist on 
remaining Lutheran or is it willing to move ahead and become Reformed? As a 
result, neither the agenda nor the catechism were printed or adopted.1137 

on June 17, 1600 a rescript was issued officially proscribing festal weekday 
services, including such services as the Nativity of St. John the Baptist (midsum-
mer Eve). Also abolished were practices described as superstitious, and it was 
now required that there should be uniformity of practice in all churches.1138

in 1603 the five surviving sons divided the lands among themselves as fol-
lows: Johann Georg i became prince of Anhalt-Dessau; christian i, would now 
be prince of Anhalt-Bernburg; Augustus – prince of Anhalt-Plötzkau; Rudolph 
– prince of Anhalt-Zerbst; and Ludwig i – prince of Anhalt-Köthen.

finally, on may 18, 1606, the final step was taken to bring the church into the 
Reformed camp. it was decreed that the church would now teach “harmonious, 
pure doctrine and ceremonies in all churches and schools and adopt the church 
practices and catechism commonly used in the Electoral Palatinate,” as a sign 
of complete fraternal relationship with the calvinist church of the Palatinate. in 
short, the Anhalt territories were given over to the Reformed confession and few 
vestiges of the Lutheran Reformation were permitted to survive.1139 The Augsburg 
Confession was kept but only in the Variata edition, and the liturgy was replaced 
by the Palatinate Reformed liturgy. The standard of catechesis would now be the 
Heidelberg Catechism.1140 Wittenberg theologian, Leonhard hutter, would later cor-

1136 Sehling I/2 1904, 581-582.
1137 Duncker I 1892, 248 ff.; Sehling I/2 1904, 537. 
1138 Sehling I/2 1904, 537.
1139 Duncker I 1892, 240-241; Sehling I/2 1904, 538.
1140 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 410.
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rectly observe that in the “principality of Anhalt … at first they claimed to elimin-
ate remaining papal superstitions … and ended up with calvinism.”1141

What had began in 1579 as a mild protest against the Formula of Concord, had 
now been followed in 1606 by a complete conversion of the church to the Re-
formed faith, even though the church was still slightly colored with signs of re-
maining melanchthonianism. There were still enough Lutheranism in the prin-
cipality that the church of Anhalt was not invited to participate in the Synod of 
Dort in 1618. however, the introduction of the calvinist doctrine of Predestina-
tion by Wendelin, the rector of the Zerbst gymnasium, finally brought the church 
of Anhalt into the position of being the single Reformed church in eastern Ger-
man lands in the first decade of the seventeenth century.1142

Lutheranism was once again reintroduced into Anhalt-Zerbst in 1644 by Jo-
hann Vi, the grandson of Joachim Ernst. Young Johann had been taught the Lu-
theran faith by his mother. it was he who restored the faith proclaimed in the 
Augsburg Confession in his Zerbst domains.1143 Subsequently, the church there ac-
cepted the Formula of Concord. in Anhalt-Dessau and Anhalt-Bernburg the Re-
formed church still reigned supreme. Now and in the future there would be two 
Protestant churches standing side-by-side in Anhalt.1144 

3.22 county of  Lingen (1597)

When the Reformation came to Lingen the county was divided into two dis-
tinct parts: Upper Lingen (Germ. Oberlingen) and Lower Lingen (Germ. Nieder-
lingen). The progress of the Reformation in both of these parts was closely related 
to the progress of the Reformation in the neighboring county of Tecklenburg, 
since Lingen was under the rule of the counts of Tecklenburg until 1548. Nikolaus 
iV von Tecklenburg-Schwerin, who ruled his own territory and Upper Lingen 
from 1493 to 1541, favored and spread the Lutheran Reformation beginning in 
1535. his nephew, Konrad von Tecklenburg-Schwerin, count of Tecklenburg and 
Lord in Rheda, who ruled in Lower Lingen, had at first no interest at all in the 
Reformation.1145

in 1541 Nikolaus von Tecklenburg died without leaving an heir, and it was 
left to Konrad von Tecklenburg, who inherited Lutheran Upper Lingen, to unite 
the territory into one land. At this point he introduced the Lutheran Reformation 

1141 Hutter I 1614, 7; Nischan 1999, i-213.
1142 Good 1887, 350.
1143 Johann Vi’s great-granddaughter Sophie (1729-1796) became catherine the Great, Empress 

of Russia.
1144 Schaff I 1919, 563; Neve 1921, 37.
1145 Schröer 1979, 194-198; Rohm, Schindling 1991, 187 ff.; Freitag 2016, 173-180.
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into Lower Lingen as well, and called Pastor Jakob Weldigen from Lippstadt to 
spearhead his Reformation efforts. After the territories were reunited, Konrad 
introduced a church order on August 24, 1543, which was to be used in Tecklen-
burg, Lingen, and Rheda.1146 The basis of this church order was the 1526 hessian 
church order and the Brandenburg-Nuremberg church order of 1533.1147

The efforts to introduce Lutheranism to Lingen were not entirely successful. 
The older pastors remained loyal to the Roman Pontiff and Konrad chose not 
to depose them. The people supported their pastors who in some places were 
Roman and in other places were Lutheran. At least in Lower Lingen the Reforma-
tion theology and order had limited influence.1148 

Although Konrad was not a participant in the campaign against the catholic 
League by the Schmalkaldic League, he did hold membership in the Schmalkald-
ic League, and for this reason Emperor charles V took control of his lands and 
turned them over to maximilian von Egmond, count of Büren and Leerdam, who 
made Lingen his fief. Through the efforts of Adolf von Schaumburg, the Arch-
bishop of cologne, Konrad was able to make a treaty with maximilian von Eg-
mond in 1548, which once again put him at the head of the county of Tecklenburg 
and the Lordship of Rheda, while the county of Lingen remained in the domain 
of maximilian. 

maximilian abolished Lutheranism in Lingen and made the region Roman 
catholic. in 1548 he died and his daughter, Anna von Egmond, became ruler 
of Lingen. in 1551 Anna married William of Nassau-orange, according to terms 
which stated that Lingen was to be sold to Emperor charles V for 120,000 gold 
gulden and the domain of Lingen was to be turned over to his sister, maria of 
hungary. She ruled Lingen until 1555 when the lordship was passed to King Phil-
ip ii of Spain as the result of the abdication of his father, Emperor charles V.1149 

in 1597 moritz of orange invaded and conquered Lingen. he claimed that 
the country was rightfully his because of the marriage of his father, William of 
orange, to Anna von Büren. moritz declared Lingen to be a Reformed land and 
immediately began the introduction of calvinism. 

After 1600 the Reformed church was in complete control. Roman catholic 
civil and state officials and servants were deposed and replaced by members of 
the Reformed church. on July 29, 1602 Prince moritz ordered that all schools 
were henceforth to be under the control of Reformed teachers. Roman catholic 

1146 “Der Graveschop und herschoppen ect. Teckenborch, Linge und Rhede Gottlische und 
christliche der hilligen Schrift gemete und der Lantschop geleigen ordinatio Artickels wise 
körtlich erwatet, 1543.” Die Kirchenordnung der Grafschaft Tecklenburg vom 24. Aug. 1543 1870, 5 ff.

1147 Jacobson I 1844, 433; Die Kirchenordnung der Grafschaft Tecklenburg vom 24. Aug. 1543 1870, 3; 
Schriever 1905, 219.

1148 Schriever 1905, 219-220.
1149 Schröer 1979, 194-198; Rohm, Schindling 1991, 187 ff.; Freitag 2016, 173-180.
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property was confiscated and turned over to the Reformed. in this way it was 
said that formerly Roman catholic churches had been “cleansed” from all their 
abominations and idolatry, and pure Reformed worship had been instituted.1150 

This situation continued for eight years. in 1605 Spanish troops under the dir-
ection of Ambrosio Spinola recaptured Lingen. Efforts to spread calvinism ended 
and obedience to the Roman Pontiff was reintroduced. in 1612 Bishop Sasboldus 
issued a directive concerning the necessary repairs made to the churches and the 
restoration of the church interior previously desecrated by the Reformed.1151 

in 1633 Prince friedrich heinrich of orange invaded Lingen and the Reformed 
faith was once again reintroduced. Services were held in private homes until 1639 
when the italian church was taken over by the calvinists and a Reformed school 
was opened. 1152 

The Dutch occupation of Lingen provided an opportunity to spread calvin-
ism throughout the county on a firm basis. When the priests in Plantlünne died 
in 1634 and Thuine in 1642, the churches were once again “cleansed” of all “idol-
atry.” confessionals, flags, statues, and pictures were removed along with every 
trace of the so-called “dreadful idolatry” and false teachings. 

The provisions of the Peace of Westphalia did not cover the Roman catholics 
in Lingen, and when the county was ceded by Spain to Netherlands by the Peace 
in 1648, the Roman catholics found that they were offered no recourse. The stan-
dard rule, stipulated at the end of the Thirty Years’ War, was that the religions 
which had prevailed in 1624 were to be regarded as the official faith and confes-
sion of a region. in 1624 Lingen had been under the rule of the Spaniards and 
therefore should have been Roman catholic, but the lords of orange insisted that 
technically Lingen was Dutch property and was not covered by the provisions of 
the Peace of Westphalia. 

on July 28, 1648 the prince announced that “he had found good fortune to re-
form the Roman catholic church in the county in Lingen and to cleanse all traces 
of the papacy.”1153 The churches in Lingen were taken over by the Reformed, leav-
ing the Roman catholics with no place of worship in the town. 

A thorough calvinization of the county was undertaken and great pressure 
was put on the Roman catholics there. The prince ordered that the Roman clergy 
were no longer to be allowed the use of churches and chapels. indeed, they were 
no longer to hold services at all, and the places that they formerly used for wor-
ship were to be “cleansed” of anything reminiscent of the papacy and kept closed 
until further notice. Roman catholic clergy who violated these regulations were 

1150 Schriever 1905, 231-234.
1151 Schriever 1905, 238.
1152 Schriever 1905, 240.
1153 Schriever 1905, 242.
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to be fined one hundred gold gulden. furthermore, they were required to turn 
over all church records and church keys. 

No one was to be permitted to attend any assemblies of the “idolatrous Pap-
ists,” and the religious activity of cloisters was also forbidden. Any Roman cath-
olic clergy who continued to offer ministry was to be exiled and to suffer other 
penalties as well.1154 The December 29, 1656 decree again announced that only 
the Reformed preachers could baptize or perform marriages and violators were 
to be fined fifty gold gulden. The Roman catholics protested vigorously to the 
point that Reformed delegates meeting in synod at overijssel complained that 
the Roman catholics in Lingen were still acting with great boldness, while the 
Reformed church was in a “miserable condition.”1155

3 .23 county of  isenburg-Büdingen-Birstein (1597)

Beginning in 1596 Wolfgang Ernst i, count of isenburg and Büdingen, forced 
the introduction of calvinism into his Lutheran county of isenburg-Büdingen-Bir-
stein where he assumed power after the death of his Lutheran father Philipp ii.1156 

Lutheranism had been introduced into this region in 1542 by count Reinhard. 
in that year Johann müller was installed as Lutheran pastor in offenbach. his 
attempts to establish Lutheranism in his domains were opposed by some Roman 
catholic estates in the upper county, especially where patronages were held 
jointly with the Princely Abbey of fulda. in 1568 he died without male heir and 
his brother Philipp ii assumed the rule. he continued to work for the spread of 
Lutheranism and ordered that all parishes be furnished with Lutheran pastors. 
Well known among these pastors was hymn writer Erasmus Alberus, who served 
for seventeen years as pastor in the congregations at isenburg, Götzenhain, and 
Sprendlingen. During this period the churches retained their traditional outward 
appearance, complete with high altars, minor altars, baptismal fonts, crucifixes, 
and holy pictures. The clergy continued to wear mass vestments at the celebra-
tion of the Eucharist. The Exorcism and renunciation of Satan were maintained 
in the baptismal liturgy, as was the Elevation of the consecrated Sacrament in 
the Lord’s Supper. count Philipp ii maintained adherence to the 1530 Invariata 
edition of the Augsburg Confession but was not willing to move beyond it. he was 
unwilling to subscribe to the Formula of Concord.1157 

1154 Schriever 1905, 241-243.
1155 Schriever 1905, 245-246.
1156 Simon 1865, 291.
1157 Calaminus 1862, 33-42.
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in 1592 count Philipp ii named his son, Wolfgang Ernst i, as his co-ruler. Wolf-
gang Ernst i then converted to the calvinist faith and when his father died in 1596, 
he set to work immediately to replace the Lutheran confession in his territories with 
the Reformed confession. in this he had the support of Johann Vi of Nassau-Dillen-
burg, Ludwig i of Sayn-Wittgenstein, and Johann Albrecht i of Solms-Braunfels, the 
most distinguished of the Wetterau counts. in order to introduce calvinism he em-
ployed a number of important Reformed theologians, such as Jodocus Nahum of 
Siegen, Paul crocius of Laasphe, Tobias Andreae of Braunfels, and Konrad Schna-
belius of hungen, who prepared the ground for the Reformed religion through 
sermons and religious instruction in Büdingen, offenbach, and elsewhere.1158

on August 1, 1597 Wolfgang Ernst i ordered all the Lutheran clergy in his ter-
ritories to gather at his castle at Birstein and in a lengthy oration he declared to 
them his conviction that Lutheran doctrine was in error and that the Reformed 
was the only true and correct religion. he insisted that he had found many her-
esies in the Lutheran churches of his territory which contradicted the “pure Word 
of God” and inappropriate ceremonies and customs inherited from the papacy. 
he stated that the doctrine of omnipresence of the physical body of christ was 
a heresy, as was also the teaching that the body of christ was received into the 
mouth of the communicant, and that unworthy communicants received the body 
of christ. he spoke strongly against the use of the Exorcism and the practice 
of Emergency Baptism by midwives and the other women. All these, he stated, 
were clearly contrary to the Word of God and were the cause of many unneces-
sary disputes and divisions which disturbed the people and prevented the unity 
of believers. None of these false doctrines and practices would be tolerated any 
longer in his churches. The clergy must eliminate them and begin to preach the 
pure Word of God. The churches must be purged of everything that reminded 
one of the papacy, lest the people be derived of the “truth of the Gospel.” The 
clergy must inform their congregations that the Reformed religion was the only 
true religion and then they must destroy all “papal idolatry” – images, baptismal 
fonts, and altars. Pure Reformed worship must be instituted everywhere.1159 

Some of the clergy responded positively to his command, but others resisted. 
Among those who resisted was Pastor Jodocus Gerhard of Reichenbach who stat-
ed that the count was clearly wrong, and that following his own conviction he 
would persist in all the doctrines which the count rejected. Neither the count nor 
heinrich von Schwerin, the county commissioner, were able to persuade him to 
become a calvinist, and his Lutheran convictions were supported by his fellow 
clergy in Wenings and Sprendlingen.1160

1158 Cuno 1881, 625-628.
1159 Calaminus 1862, 48-49; Simon 1865, 291.
1160 Calaminus 1862, 49.
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on June 30, 1598 Wolfgang Ernst i issued a calvinist church order to be introduced 
into all parishes. it was based on the church order of the Electoral Palatinate. in order 
to see to it that his directives were being followed to the letter, he appointed heinrich 
von Schwerin, a zealous heidelberg reformer, formerly in the employ of the elector of 
the Palatinate, and named him head of county administration in Büdingen.1161

Wolfgang Ernst i determined that a general visitation of the parishes would be 
the best instrument by which to institute calvinism in his churches, and on Au-
gust 2, 1598 he announced a visitation under the direction of his commissioner 
von Schwerin.

The protocol of visitation was as follows. The people were to be gathered be-
fore the Divine Service in the churchyard where the visitation officials would 
exhort them to come to church and listen carefully to the very important sermon 
they would hear. in this sermon the preacher was to inform the people about the 
terms which would be needed for the “purification of the church.” Then after the 
service the people were once again to be gathered in the churchyard and the vis-
itation officials would once again address them:

“As had now been heard from the sermon, the altars, pictures, and the like 
were all the remnants of the papacy and are contrary to the Word of God. As a 
faithful christian authority, the count cannot any longer tolerate the continuation 
of such abuses in the churches but is now willing to abolish them.”1162

After this the congregation was to be asked whether any of its members might 
object to this “necessary purification.” Those who did object were then told that 
they must meet with the minister to receive additional instruction. Then the al-
tars, baptismal fonts, and holy pictures were to be removed from the church. The 
altar was to be replaced by a simple table with a black cloth on it and a simple 
dish was to be used for baptisms. The holy communion was to be celebrated 
without any of the traditional ceremonies, using simple, common bread which 
was broken during the service and the morsels of bread were to be given into the 
hand of each communicant. No liturgical vestments were to be allowed and the 
ministers were to wear simple black attire. No saints days were to be celebrated, 
and the service itself was to consist of the singing of psalms, prayer, and preach-
ing. The Apostles creed was to be used along with the traditional pericopes, if 
desired. These, however, were no longer to be regarded as obligatory.1163

Wolfgang Ernst i soon found, however, that his new reformation was not go-
ing to be easy to introduce and enforce. Sermons against it were preached from 
the pulpits and Lutheran parishes protested loudly. he answered by removing 
the Lutheran pastors from their pulpits. 

1161 Calaminus 1862, 51; Simon 1865, 921. 
1162 Calaminus 1862, 49-50.
1163 Calaminus 1862, 49-50.
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The count also met with opposition elsewhere in the country. 
Bernhard Arzt, a staunch Lutheran pastor in Wenings, refused to allow the 

introduction of calvinist doctrine and worship into his congregation, despite the 
directives of commissioner von Schwerin. The count himself met several times 
with the pastor and tried to convince him that it was he and the calvinist theolo-
gians who correctly understood the Word of God. All his efforts were in vain, and 
finally, he issued a written order forbidding him to enter the pulpit or otherwise 
to exercise the office of the ministry. Theobald Schleyer, a Reformed minister, was 
appointed to take over his parish. The congregation, however, refused to accept 
the Reformed preacher and closed the church, so that the new preacher was forced 
to leave the region. in this they were supported by the parish patron, Lucas von 
forstmeister of Gelnhausen, who brought complaints against Wolfgang Ernst i 
before the imperial chamber court in Speyer on february 15, 1597. however, the 
revolt was in vain. The Reformed minister returned and was reinstated, and the 
parish was forced to accept the calvinist church order. in order to prevent inter-
ference from Patron von forstmeister, in 1630 the right of patronage was bought 
by Wolfgang Ernst’s son, count Wilhelm otto of isenburg-Büdingen-Birstein.1164

Another Lutheran pastor who resisted the calvinization of his parish was Pas-
tor Jodocus Gerhard in Reichenbach who had the support of the Prince-Abbot of 
fulda, the patron of the parish. Every attempt to persuade him to adopt calvin-
ism was unsuccessful, and he was dismissed from office but he refused to leave 
and asked the foundation at fulda for protection. This forced the count to allow 
him to remain, at least temporarily, in place but he insisted that some other min-
ister be appointed as pastor. The abbot refused this order and insisted that he 
be presented with all the details concerning the removal of Gerhard from office. 
Wolfgang Ernst i responded by informing the pastor on November 13, 1598 that 
he must vacate the parish and the parsonage within fourteen days. on November 
15 calvinist court Preacher David Steinbach entered the pulpit at Reichenbach 
and delivered a Reformed sermon. Gerhard was forced to withdraw. A Reformed 
minister was appointed and the prince-abbot at fulda could do little about it.1165 

There was also strong resistance to the calvinists at Langendiebach parish and 
its patron von Rückingen. The people reacted violently when the altar of their 
church was removed, and acting upon the advice of von Rückingen, they stormed 
the residence of new Reformed preacher, broke down the door, and were ready 
to throw him out. however, at this point von Rückingen decided that it would be 
better to establish an independent Lutheran congregation in the nearby village of 
Rückingen where a chapel was available for their use.1166

1164 Calaminus 1862, 52-53.
1165 Calaminus 1862, 51-52.
1166 Calaminus 1862, 53-54.
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At Dreieich, the landgrave of hesse-Darmstadt was able to preserve Lutheran 
doctrine and worship.

in the town of hain there were two churches. in one of them count Wolfgang 
Ernst i had the right of patronage and he proceeded to call and install a Reformed 
minister. in the town church the count of hanau was patron, and Lutheran Pas-
tor Johannes Rhodius served there beginning in 1594. This was not satisfactory 
to either Wolfgang Ernst i or count Wolfgang of isenburg-Ronneburg. They or-
dered that the church should be closed and Rhodius leave the area. however, 
when count Wolfgang died, his brother, count heinrich of isenburg-Ronneburg, 
regained control of the region and reinstalled Pastor Rhodius in 1598. Wolfgang 
Ernst i was forced to consent but later he was able to arrange that the church 
could be used by both, the Lutherans and the Reformed, even though the Re-
formed congregation in that place remained very small.1167 

in Sprendlingen and Götzenhain there was also strong resistance to the intro-
duction of calvinism because the landgrave of hesse-Darmstadt, who had the 
right of patronage, opposed it. he was able to see to it that the Lutheran pastor 
remained in office in Sprendlingen and continued to receive his full salary. count 
Wolfgang Ernst i ordered that tithes be collected at Götzenhain but his order was 
misunderstood and the tithing was directed to include Sprendlingen where he 
was not entitled to collect tithes. To make matters worse, under his direction the 
Lutheran pastor was deposed from office. As a result, the landgrave of hesse-
Darmstadt invaded Sprendlingen and forced the reinstallation of the Lutheran 
pastor. he insisted that his parish must not become apostate and he saw to it 
that Lutheran pastors continued in place in both Sprendlingen and Götzenhain. 
count Wolfgang Ernst i therefore instructed his Reformed subjects in those places 
to attend services in the chapel at hain under the Reformed minister.1168 one of 
the Lutheran pastors who had been banished described the situation as follows: 

“Because we will not apostatize from the true religion, we are obliged to make 
way for the calvinist fanatics. however long we have occupied the office of 
preacher, serving and teaching faithfully in accordance with the will of the au-
thorities who have ruled hitherto, we have to turn out, we ministers of the Word, 
with our wives and children, and the doctrines that have been hitherto preached 
are regarded as heretical and blasphemous.” “And those calvinistic muck-flies, 
hypocrites, reprobates, blasphemers, and enemies of the cross of christ, have 
the insolence to denounce our dear father in God, Dr. Luther, from their pulpits 
as a senseless donkey, an inconstant weathercock, a paunch-belly, and a fellow 
past salvation. may God strike them down with thunder and lightning, and all 

1167 Calaminus 1862, 54-55; Simon 1865.
1168 Calaminus 1862, 54; Simon 1865, 292. 
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temporal and eternal punishments, as the hell-hounds have already long since 
deserved for their foul, blackguard jawing.”1169

in many places, however, Lutheran pastors were dismissed despite the violent 
protests of the people. Such was the case in the villages of hitzkirchen, Wolfer-
born, and Eckartshausen.

christoph comentius and Johann Tendelius, the Lutheran pastors in Büdingen, 
opposed the efforts of Wolfgang of isenburg-Ronneburg to institute the calvinist 
reformation, and his brother, count heinrich of isenburg-Ronneburg, offered them 
his protection. furthermore, the town of Büdingen was itself the common posses-
sion of the Ronneburg and Birstein lines. count Wolfgang Ernst i now retaliated 
by calling a Reformed court preacher to serve at the Büdingen castle and forbad 
his subjects to attend services in the Lutheran town church or to receive the sacra-
ments from pastors comentius and Tendelius. After count heinrich died in 1601, 
Wolfgang Ernst i ordered that the Reformed confession must now be instituted. 
however, a small Lutheran congregation still continued in operation.1170

in summary, it should be noted that in most places the change in confessional 
affiliation was not easily accomplished. it was often done by force, and county 
commissioner heinrich von Schwerin used his office to require that the people 
submit to the Reformed religion.

in 1608 Wolfgang Ernst i introduced a consistorial form of church government, 
and in order to undergird calvinism, he established a Latin school at Büdingen in 
1601. in his last will and testament, written in 1597, he insisted that his children and 
grandchildren must remain Reformed and preserve the Reformed religion in their 
domains. he reinforced this provision a second time in his testament in 1621.1171

3 .24 Lordship of  Palatinate-Simmern-Sponheim (1598)

Lutheranism was introduced into the Palatinate-Simmern-Sponheim in 1557 
after Duke Johann ii on his deathbed confessed faith according to the Augsburg 
Confession. Thereafter his son friedrich iii introduced a Lutheran church order, the 
Zweibrücken church order of 1557,1172 into the area. Nicolaus Beuckius was ap-
pointed superintendent. When he became Elector of Palatinate in 1559, he ceded 
the Palatinate-Simmern-Sponheim to his brother Georg. in 1569 Georg died and 
was succeeded by his younger brother Reichard of Simmern-Sponheim. Both of 
these had remained true to the Lutheran confessions and Reichard declared him-

1169 Janssen X 1906, 284-285. 
1170 Calaminus 1862, 55; Simon 1865, 269-270. 
1171 Cuno 1881, 625-628.
1172 Kirchenordnung 1557.
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self to be an adherent of the Formula of Concord. Reichard was also instrumental in 
frustrating the attempts of friedrich iii to introduce calvinist teachings into Up-
per Palatinate, and obstructed the attempts of casimir who returned the Electoral 
Palatinate to the Reformed faith after the death of Ludwig Vi.1173

As elsewhere, calvinist efforts to introduce the Reformed faith into Lutheran 
territories excited great tensions. Reformed Superintendent Theobald meusch 
of neighboring Electoral Palatinate caused scandal when, according to Albrecht 
von hellbach, Palatinate-Simmern-Sponheim Lutheran court chaplain, he de-
clared that the Lutherans were “cannibals, blood-suckers, eaters of the Lord God, 
cyclops, Pelagians, swine-herds, hounds, and epicures.” meusch insisted, that 
“the Lutherans associate with the Papists, they are Pelagians, Arians, Nestorians, 
Eutychians, villains.” “This unblushing liar,” hellbach retorted, “goes on to de-
clare that the Book of Concord covertly teaches that christ in his human nature was 
incarnate in all creation, in foliage, in grass, in stones, apples, pears, in all unclean 
pots, in cheeses; that he was actually present with the same body, and while still 
in his mother’s womb, in herodias and in all other women.” hellbach further 
retorted, saying: “Your calvinistic predestination belongs to the pit of hell; for it 
produces epicures. it teaches that even if one of the elect were so wicked and sin-
ful that he committed murder and adultery, he still would not fall from grace.” 
concerning the calvinist Eucharist he called it a most “scandalous procedure.” 
“The dogs seized the bread from the table, or dragged the remains over the floor 
of the place where the Lord’s Supper had been celebrated; old men would put by 
their share of bread, because they had no teeth to masticate it.”1174

Reichard died in 1598 without leaving an heir and the territory of Palatinate-Sim-
mern-Sponheim fell to his great-nephew, Elector friedrich iV, who promoted his cal-
vinist confession and converted the territory from Lutheranism to calvinism.1175

3 .25 margraviate of  Baden-Durlach (1599)

After the Peace of Augsburg, Karl ii, margrave of Baden-Durlach, introduced 
Lutheranism into his territories. A church order was published on June 1, 1556 
in Tübingen under the title: Kirchenordnung wie die inn der Marggrawenschaft 
Baden (Church Order, as It Is to Be Established and Observed in the Margraviate of 
Baden, Parts of Pforzheim, and Other Areas and Domains of Margrave Karl of Baden 
and Hochberg).1176

1173 Jacobson I 1844, 711.
1174 Hellbach 1596, 61, 254-255, 287, 289, 294, 297; Janssen X 1906, 266.
1175 Ney 1889, 418-420; Fuchs 2003, 293.
1176 Kirchenordnung 1556.
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After the death of Karl ii in 1577, coun-
tess Anna of Palatinate-Veldenz, Elector 
Ludwig Vi of the Palatinate, Duke Philipp 
Ludwig of Neuburg, and Duke Ludwig 
of Würtemberg formed a regency council 
to rule over Baden-Durlach. in the name 
of margrave Ernst friedrich this guard-
ian council signed the Formula of Concord 
in 1577 and the Book of Concord in 1580. 

Although his regents had signed the 
Formula and the Book of Concord in his 
name, Ernst friedrich himself repudiated 
the Formula of Concord when he took of-
fice in 1584.

After the death of his brother Jakob 
iii in 1590, Ernst friedrich received the 
Baden lowlands (Durlach-Pforzheim), 
including the towns of Durlach, Baden-
hachberg, and Pforzheim. in 1599 he 
officially declared himself a member of 
the Reformed church and in his Staffort 
castle he set up a printing house. in that 

same year, 1599, he published his own confession of faith, Kurze vnd Einfeltige 
ausser Gottes Wort vnd der Alten Rechtglaubigen Kirchen gestelte Bekandtnuß (A Short 
and Simple Confession, Framed from God’s Word and the Old Orthodox Churches, Ac-
cording to Which the Church and School Ministers of the Margraviate of Baden Are to 
Guide Themselves in All Doctrinal Articles),1177 in which he violently attacked Lu-
theranism and repudiated the doctrines taught in the Book of Concord in favor of 
Reformed doctrines. The clergy and people of the region were instructed that 
they must conform to the will of the margrave. in defense of his decision to re-
ject the Formula of Concord in favor of the Reformed confession, Ernst friedrich 
published in 1599 his Christlichs Bedencken (The Christian Scruples and Important 
and Well-Founded Reasons which Have Hitherto Caused Lord Ernst Friedrich, the Il-
lustrious, Highborn Margrave of Baden …, to Abstain from Subscribing the Formula of 
Concord), a lengthy treatise repudiating the doctrines of the Formula of Concord.1178 
1177 Kurze vnd Einfeltige ausser Gottes Wort vnd der Alten Rechtglaubigen Kirchen gestelte Bekandtnuß, 

Nach welcher, alß nach einer Richtschnur, die Kirchen vnd Schuldiener der Marggraffschafft Baden 
sich in den Artickeln, 1599.

1178 Christlichs Bedencken und erhebliche wolfundirte Motiven Deß Durchleuchtigen Hochgebornen 
Fürsten unnd Herrn, Herrn Ernst Friderichen Marggraven zu Baden … biß dahero von der 
Subscription der Formulae Concordiae abegehalten, 1599. Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 307.

Ernst friedrich (1560-1604), margrave 
of Baden-Durlach. copper engraving, 

c. 1600-1604 (British museum).
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Both writings became commonly known as the “Staffort Book” (“Stafforter Buch”, 
“Liber Staffortensis”), a name taken from the castle in which they were printed.

All Lutheran clergy and teachers were required to preach and teach according 
to this new standard, and those who refused to subscribe to it were turned out of 
office. Their places were given to the Reformed. 

Ernst friedrich, however, was not able to operate in such a high-handed man-
ner in Pforzheim where his religious innovations were resisted. The people of 
Pforzheim refused to conform to the prince’s new doctrine and declared that they 
wished “to live and die in conformity to the Augsburg Confession.” 

on August 2, 1601 Superintendent Benedikt Ungerer preached on “false proph-
ets” in the Pforzheim church. chief bailiff, Johann von münster, reacted by creat-
ing a scene in the church and he started to threaten the Lutheran pastors. When 
the Lutherans complained to the margrave about this incident, he not only did not 
support them, but Ungerer, along with his assisting pastor, the hospital pastor, 
and the pastor of the old town, were dismissed. The complaint of the city dwellers 
that their clergy be reinstated was ignored. The margrave was determined to do 
whatever was necessary to convert his city subjects to the Reformed faith.1179

on August 29, 1601 Governor Wilhelm Peblis and three calvinist ministers 
arrived in Pforzheim, and the next day, August 30, the governor introduced them 
to the citizens. The people of Pforzheim agreed together that they would resist 
the calvinists, and they answered the governor with jeers. As the governor made 
his way back to the castle, citizens along the streets raised their fists and cried out 
epithets against him. in addition, the citizens resolved once again to present their 
appeal to Ernst friedrich that the Lutheran pastors be reinstated.

The only answer they received was silence. So, they decided to go even fur-
ther. They asked imperial chamber Lawyer, Peter Ebertz, to be their advocate. in 
the market place on September 11, 1601 they solemnly swore that they were and 
would continue to remain true to the Unaltered Augsburg Confession, and both live 
and die by it. Their oath announced:

“of my own volition, unconstrained and undaunted, i pledge and swear a 
bodily oath to Almighty God, that, to his glory, i assert that i will hold to the Un-
altered Augsburg Confession, and to forestall all rebukes by the beloved descend-
ants of the entire Pforzheim community and brotherhood, i promise to provide 
faithful support to the religion of our fathers with body, goods, and blood, and 
to confront injustice to the single individual as though to my own person; i will 
not reveal any secret to the adversary, whoever he might be, not even to the jury 
committee elected by the citizenry, and even if i were ordered to do so, it is my 
intention to remain silent; but i submit with due obedience to our gracious prince 

1179 Gehres 1792, 96.
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and lord in worldly matters. So help me 
God and the holy Gospel.”1180

The citizens fashioned a silver seal 
engraved with the image of the crucified 
and risen Savior and with the inscription 
Sigillum Concordiae Phorcensis (Seal of the 
Pforzheim Concord). With it they sealed 
their written declaration to the margrave. 
Then they elected a committee of thirteen 
honorable citizens to take responsibil-
ity in religious matters. These men were 
committed by solemn oath to bequeath 
the Unaltered Augsburg Confession to fu-
ture generations. in accordance with 
the desire of the citizens, the committee 
then asked margrave Georg friedrich, 
the brother of margrave Ernst friedrich, 
to lend them his assistance. he assured 
them that he approved of their steadfast-
ness, and at the same he admonished 

them to conduct themselves in all matters with christian modesty.
margrave Ernst friedrich then considered a more moderate course of action. 

As a defensive move he pointed to Johann von münster as the cause of all this 
unrest. Von münster was released from office as chief bailiff, and on the day of his 
departure, September 17, at 2 o’clock, an earthquake shook the region. Von mün-
ster solemnly declared that God had visited this upon the land as a punishment, 
“because the people of Pforzheim would not become Reformed.”1181 

As von münster was leaving the city, the rumor spread among the people that 
the castle was planning an attack against them sometime after dark. This rumor 
seemed to have some credence, because Johann von münster had left the city 
together with Governor Peblis and some suspected crypto-calvinist citizens. it 
seemed plausible that they were leaving in order to remain safe when the city was 
attacked. Suspicions further increased because there were some frankfurt Trade 
fair merchants in the town who determined not to stay overnight but to continue 
on their way to Tiefenbronn.1182

in the face of what seemed to the city dwellers to be an imminent attack, the 
citizenry made ready to fight for their Lutheran faith. They stationed guards in the 

1180 Pflüger 1862, 367 fn. 3; Stolz 1901, 61. 
1181 Pflüger 1862, 368; Maschke 1967, 23.
1182 Pflüger 1862, 369; Stolz 1901, 61.

The seal of the Pforzheim Concord, 1601, 
indicating the resolution of the city to 
remain faithful to the Augsburg Confession 
and to resist submission to calvinism 

(Gehres 1815).
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city and sent out scouts beyond the city limits. one of these scouts could see in the 
forest near the neighboring city of Durlach several torches, apparently being car-
ried by a moving company. Word was sent back that the enemy was on the move. 
The city storm bell was rung and the citizens gathered. it was said that a group of 
mercenaries had secretly entered the castle inside the walls of Pforzheim, and the 
citizens approached and demanded that the gates be opened, so that they could 
search the castle. When this was granted, no foreign mercenaries were found. With 
the dawning of the new day it became obvious that there were no troops present 
planning an attack. it was soon determined that the torches, which had been seen 
the night before, were those held by members of a funeral procession.1183

News of what had happened in Pforzheim soon reached the ears of margrave 
Ernst friedrich. his first impulse was to indeed storm the city but he was advised by 
his calvinist councilors in Durlach that this would not be the wisest course of action. 

on September 25 captain Karl von Schornstetten and Lieutenant heinrich 
Weinschenk arrived in Pforzheim. The next morning at an assembly of the cit-
izenry at the town hall they read a letter from the margrave, in which he rebuked 
them for their behavior and announced that their confessional alliance was to be 
dissolved. Those who followed his command would suffer no punishment, but 
those who were disobedient would indeed suffer for it.1184

The citizens demanded that they be given a copy of this order and some time 
to consider the matter. Von Schornstetten and Weinschenk refused to turn over 
the letter but said that the citizens would be given four hours to consider their op-
tions. The citizens made it known to them in the meanwhile that they had never 
intentionally gone against the will of the margrave or wished to disobey him in 
worldly matters, but they insisted that they were first of all Lutherans and wished 
to be left alone to practice their Lutheran faith. Accordingly, they wanted their 
Lutheran pastors to be reinstated, and finally, they wanted a clear statement of 
the command of the margrave to which they were to be answerable.1185

The officers were not able to give an immediate response to these requests, 
and they sought to persuade the citizens to give up their demands. furthermore, 
they were following instructions given by the margrave to put Lawyer Ebertz 
under arrest. Before he could be moved to Durlach, however, he escaped from 
the room where he was being held and ran to the market square. The presence of 
so many armed citizens made it impossible for the officers to take him by force. 
instead, it was the officers who were taken by the citizens and put under arrest. 
Ebertz got himself safely across the border to Württemberg.

1183 Pflüger 1862, 369; Stolz 1901, 62. 
1184 Pflüger 1862, 368; Stolz 1901, 62. 
1185 Pflüger 1862, 369; Stolz 1901, 62-63. 
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Ernst friedrich did not meet this new revolt in Pforzheim with decisive mil-
itary action. instead he wrote a letter to the citizens, which they received on Sep-
tember 28, 1601, in which he offered to overlook the “blameworthy outrages” of 
the citizens, if they would release his military officers, and would promise that 
they would no longer follow “this honorable and unforgiving fellow,” Dr. Ebertz. 
The Pforzheimers could now breath a sign of relief. They accepted the terms of-
fered them by the margrave, and since they were now allowed to continue to be 
Lutherans, they were not subject to any further harassment by the margrave.1186

in his attempts to defend the Lutheran commitment of the citizens, Peter 
Ebertz’s first step was to approach the imperial chamber court, but the court 
refused to hear this case, stating that Pforzheim was not an estate of the empire 
and for that reason the confession of faith of its citizens was not protected by 
the Augsburg Peace. Ebertz’s next step was to argue that the margrave was not 
permitted to violate the confessions which were protected under the Augsburg 
Peace. This meant that Lutheranism and Roman catholicism were protected, but 
calvinism was not. Thus the citizens of Pforzheim could not be forced to abandon 
their Lutheranism. Taking all this into account he noted that it should be remem-
bered that Acts 5:29 states that “one is to obey God rather than men,” and this was 
certainly relevant to the situation when an attempt was made to force a submis-
sion to calvinism over against the people’s God-given right to be Lutherans.1187 

Despite the advice of his councillors, the margrave was still determined that 
the Pforzheimers should accept the calvinist religion, and in 1604 he decided to 
take military action against the city. on march 14 he, together with his soldiers 
and armed mercenaries, marched from Durlach to Pforzheim. it now became evi-
dent to the Pforzheimers that an attack was imminent and once again their faith 
was being threatened. They resolved to resist, locking the city gates and placing 
armed guards on the walls.

Relieve from their plight came from a non-expected quarter. The margrave stopped 
at the castle of Remchingen and while there he suffered an unexpected stroke and 
later that day he died. The Lutherans looked upon this as an act of divine punishment. 
So, when he finally arrived in Pforzheim, it was not as a victor come to impose his 
religion on the populace, but as a corpse coming to be buried. Despite the fact that he 
had abandoned the Lutheran faith and become a calvinist, the Pforzheimers allowed 
him to be buried in the family vault in the Lutheran castle church of St. michael.1188 

The new margrave, Georg friedrich, reestablished Lutheran worship and doc-
trine in this land.1189

1186 Pflüger 1862, 372-373; Stolz 1901, 63. 
1187 Leppin 2002, 246-250; Friedeburg 2016, 140. 
1188 Pflüger 1862, 365-374; Stolz 1901, 63-64; Janssen X 1906, 283. 
1189 Ledderhose 1878, 596–600; Duch 1964, 197–199.
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3.26 imperial  city of  colmar (1602)

it was not until 1575 that the Lutheran Reformation came to the free imperial 
city of colmar and even then only a portion of the city’s population of 7,000 be-
came adherents to the Augsburg Confession. from this point forward the city was 
partly Lutheran and partly Roman catholic.

The merchants of colmar and trades people of that city may have been in 
contact with the Reformation even earlier because of the economic ties with Stras-
burg, Würtemberg, and Basel. it has been demonstrated that citizens of colmar 
attended Lutheran services in horburg (french: Horbourg) and Reichenweier 
(french: Riquewihr) outside the city of colmar where the Lutheran Reformation 
had been introduced in 1535.1190

The colmar magistrates with the approval of the city’s ten guilds publicly 
proclaimed that since colmar was an imperial city, it had inadvertent right to 
introduce the Reformation (jus reformandi) according to the terms of the Augsburg 
Confession. This right did not, of course, allow anyone to compel citizens to attend 
Lutheran services or even to require that the city’s single parish church, St. mar-
tin’s church, and other religious facilities be turned over to the Lutherans. how-
ever, a franciscan church of the Barefooted monks (Germ. Barfüßerkirche), was al-
lowed to be used by the Lutherans after agreement was made that public disputes 
with the Roman catholics and other Protestant groups would be avoided.

 it appears that the adherence to the Augsburg Confession was in fact an affirmation 
of the melanchthonian Lutheranism, which had a certain calvinist flavor to it.1191

on may 15, 1575 Pastor Johannes cellarius (Johann Keller), who was attached 
to the congregation at nearby Jebsheim, was called to conduct services in the 
Barfüsserkirche, after the preliminary discussions had brought assurance to the 
guilds and civic officials that no scandals or disputes would ensue because of the 
introduction of Lutheranism. citizens of the community were now free to decide 
whether to continue an obedience to Rome or become Lutherans. According to 
the report by the Lutheran Superintendent at Reichenweier, some 3,000 citizens 
attended the first service in the new congregation.1192 

Almost immediately the canons of St. martin’s called for a ban on Lutheran 
worship in the city. Within a short time commissioners, under direction from 
outer Austrian officials and Jacob christoph Blarer von Wartensee, bishop of Ba-
sel, visited the city in December 1575 and again in 1579. on both occasions the 
order was given that the Lutheran chapel be closed, however, the city magistrates 
assembled the college of Alderman (Germ. Schöffenrat) which reaffirmed the 
1190 Aufschlager 1825, 222.
1191 Tracy 2006, 293-294.
1192 Wallace 2011, 183.
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right of the city’s support of the jus reformandi and the right of the citizens to de-
cide which confession they would follow. colmar was now firmly established as 
biconfessional city. Even though the Roman catholic clergy of the city tried num-
erous times to close the Lutheran services, no further commissions were formed 
to accomplish this purpose during the following fifty years.1193

Just as colmar was divided between catholics and Lutherans, so too the Lu-
therans were divided. The followers of melanchthon predominated in the Luther-
an community, and even though the magistrates of the city insisted that Augs-
burg Confession must be the document upon which the colmar Lutheran church 
was founded, the melanchthonian Lutherans denied the constant urging from 
Lutheran church officials from Strasburg and Würtemberg that they subscribe to 
the Formula of Concord. The first pastor of the city, christian Serinus, with the sup-
port of the court Recorder Andreas Sandherr, firmly adhered to a melanchthon-
ian interpretation of christology and the Lord’s Supper over against the Gnesio-
Lutheran position of the Lutherans in Strasburg and horburg-Reichenweier.1194

finally, in 1589, tensions within the Lutheran community led to a public dis-
pute. colmar’s new second pastor, Johann Georg magnus, preached a sermon 
on the Lord’s Supper, advocating the orthodox Lutheran position, much to the 
chagrin of Pastor Serinus and Andreas Sandherr, both of whom magnus referred 
to “Zwinglian hornets.”1195

The predominantly Philippist position of the Lutheran community was by this 
time beginning to move the congregation toward calvinism, even though the city 
magistrates still insisted that the theological foundation of the congregation was 
to rest upon the Augustana. Political leaders in the community sought to accom-
modate both these Gnesio-Lutherans and the melanchthonians and developed an 
intermediate position to which both sides could adhere.

court Recorder Sandherr offered a theological statement (Germ. Deklarationsschrift) 
which attempted to minimize the significance of the differences between the melanch-
thonians and the more orthodox Lutherans. When this document was examined by 
theologians in Strasburg and Wissembourg, they stated that it was riddled with false 
doctrine and was heterodox. When, on December 22, 1589, Pastor magnus was asked 
to subscribe to the document, he refused to do so and was dismissed from office. Two 
of colmar’s assisting pastors also refused. only assisting Pastor Andreas irsamer at 
first signed the document but afterwards joined the opposition and spoke out against 
it. in 1594 the Lutheran Pastor at horburg ridiculed the colmar clergy, stating that the 
three pastors there represented “three different religions.”1196

1193 Wallace 2011, 184.
1194 Wallace 2011, 185.
1195 Wallace 2011, 185.
1196 Wallace 2011, 186.
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As ecclesiastical relations with the Lutherans in Strasburg and horburg deteri-
orated, the colmar congregation moved into a closer relationship with the Swiss 
Reformed at Basel and with German Reformed in the Lower Rhein.

Until 1598, however, the magistrates of colmar still turned for theological 
opinions to the orthodox Lutheran, Johann Pappus, at Strasburg and called pas-
tors from Würtemberg or Strasburg. As late as 1600, Johann Ernst fritsch, the first 
assisting pastor of the colmar congregation, and christoph Kirchner, the Latin 
school master, led an orthodox Lutheran group in the congregation, while some 
members of the parish chose to worship at the orthodox horburg congregation, 
instead of colmar.

increased ties with calvinism came in 1602 when the new magistrate, Sebas-
tian Wilhelm Linck von Thurnburg, selected Ambrosius Socinus, a calvinist who 
had been expelled from Badenweiler, to succeed to the pastoral post of Philippist 
Serinus. he also called ministers trained at the calvinist center in heidelberg and 
Basel to serve in the city. it is unclear to what extent the parishioners were willing 
to accept and support the ministry of the calvinist clergy, but it was becoming 
clear that the city magistrates strongly supported the shift from Lutheranism to 
calvinism. The selection in 1624 of Jacob Stephan, a native son of colmar, as an 
assisting minister in the congregation may be an indication that congregation and 
its members were now turning fully away from Lutheranism to calvinism.1197

in 1627 the armies of the emperor swept through Germany driving out many 
of his foes. imperial commissioners were appointed to serve under Archduke Leo-
pold V of Austria to implement the counter-Reformation. These arrived in col-
mar in November of that year. So it was then that calvinist influence in colmar 
came to an end. Later that year the parish was disbanded and its calvinist clergy 
fled to Switzerland to seek ministerial positions there. The Jesuits took charge of 
the city schools and the Protestant church was reconsecrated as a Roman cath-
olic chapel. in January 1628 Emperor ferdinand ii stated that, henceforth, only 
Roman catholic services would be permitted within the walls of the city and any 
citizens who sang religious songs, engaged in private worship, or visited neigh-
boring Lutheran villages to attend Sunday services would be heavily fined. The 
Protestants were told that they had six months to convert to the Roman catholi-
cism, and if they did not do so, they would have to sell their properties and leave 
the area. colmar magistrates, however, were not willing to follow this directive, 
which would deprive them of so many industrious fellow citizens, and they ig-
nored the edict of the emperor, according to which they were supposed to punish 
any Protestant youth who did not attend catechetical instructions in preparation 
for acceptance into the Roman catholic church. These magistrates did not want 

1197 Wallace 2011, 186-187.
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to find themselves in a position of losing almost two thirds of their citizens, and 
they did not question citizens very closely concerning their religious beliefs. They 
appeared to have followed a “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy.1198 

it was determined that only Roman catholics would serve on the colmar city 
council. The Protestant councillors were forced to resign, and on march 22, 1628 
a purely Roman catholic city council was installed. four of the five Evangelical 
magistrates left the city, along with calvinist clergy, and sought refuge at Basel 
and mülhausen. The one remaining Evangelical magistrate was a Lutheran who 
returned to his home town of Reichenweier. one calvinist minister, Augustin 
Güntzer, also went to Reichenweier but could find no ministerial work there be-
cause residents told him that “the colmarians are of the calvinist religion.” he 
later chose to settle in Strasburg.1199 

conditions in the region improved as a result of the Swedish victories in north-
ern German territories. As a result, colmar officials determined that they would 
no longer fine those Lutherans who attended the church services in Lutheran 
village churches.

The Swedish troops besieged the city on December 20, 1632, and the col-
marians used this occasion to attack the imperial Roman catholic garrison sta-
tioned in the city. The victorious city dwellers gladly welcomed the troops of 
the Swedish crown, which then restored the legal status of the Augsburg Confes-
sion and permitted the reinauguration of Lutheran divine services in St. martin’s 
church. Under Johannes Schmidt, the president of the Strasburg Lutheran consis-
tory who delivered the inaugurate sermon in the restored Lutheran congregation, 
orthodox Lutheranism now became an important feature in colmar.1200 

The Lutheran pastors showed little interest in allowing the continuation of the 
tolerant middle-way, which had allowed the infiltration of calvinist elements into 
parish life and worship, and had led many to defect from Lutheranism. Although 
calvinism received some underground support from some members of the city 
council, it was only able to survive for a short time. The majority of calmar’s 
citizens now held to a genuine Lutheran confessionalism, and in the end, the Re-
formed had to hold their divine services outside the city as the Lutherans had 
been forced to do when the calvinists had dominated there.1201

in 1637 the Lutheran church in colmar enacted its first specifically colmarian 
church order, Forma der Ceremonien und Kirchengebäuch (Form of Ceremonies and 
Church Usages), published by Georg friedrich Spannseil. This order showed the 

1198 Wallace 2011, 189.
1199 Tracy 2006, 293-294; Wallace 2011, 189-190. 
1200 Wallace 2011, 191-192.
1201 Schwerhoff 2014, 51.
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strong influences of the Strasburg and Würtemberg church orders. A new edition 
of it appeared in 1648.1202

The Reformed, of course, complained bitterly about restoration of Lutheran-
ism in colmar and cancellation of their privileges. in 1638 Pastor Schmidt re-
ported about the “poisonous and blasphemous” comments found in an anonym-
ous crypto-calvinist pamphlet, which had been produced in reaction against his 
inaugural service at St. martin’s.1203 

confessional parity between the Lutherans and Roman catholics in colmar 
finally came with the Peace of Westphalia of 1648, although an unauthorized cal-
vinist preacher, Augustin Güntzer, returned to the city and held secret prayer 
meetings for calvinists until 1653. This, however, was not the end of calvinist 
interference in congregational life. As late as 1663 Lutheran Pastor Joachim Klein 
was complaining about the presence of a crypto-calvinist element among some 
of the colmar magistrates.1204

3 .27 Landgraviate of  hesse-Kassel  (1605)

3.27.1 melanchthonianism in hesse-Kassel

Landgrave Philipp i of hesse died in 1567 after a long and turbulent carrier 
which made him a leading figure in the early decades of the Reformation. it was 
he who had persuaded Luther to attempt to come to agreement with Zwingli, 
and he himself continued cordial relations with the Swiss Reformed. After his 
death his holdings were divided into four states: hesse-Kassel under Wilhelm iV, 
hesse-marburg under Ludwig iV, hesse-Rheinfels under Philipp ii, and hesse-
Darmstadt under Georg i. in 1604 these divisions were consolidated into hesse-
Kassel and hesse-Darmstadt. hesse-Darmstadt would continue to be thoroughly 
committed to the Lutheran Book of Concord, but religious agitation in hesse-Kassel 
moved this region more and more toward calvinism.1205

in his 1566 church order and agenda and in his will and testament of 1562, 
Philipp i called for the maintenance of the Augsburg Confession and the Witten-
berg Concord as the confessional standard.1206 however, a difference in religious 

1202 Forma Oder Christliche Kirchen Ordnung, 1648; Weismann 1990, 564; Weismann 2016, 454.
1203 Wallace 2011, 192.
1204 Wallace 2011, 192.
1205 Nischan 2000, 399.
1206 Kolde 1911, 28.
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views soon became evident, creating theological differences between Wilhelm iV 
of hesse-Kassel and Ludwig iV of hesse-marburg.

Ludwig iV inclined toward a genuine form of Lutheranism and this was 
strengthened by his marriage to Duchess hedwig of Württemberg. Wilhelm iV, 
however, remained melanchthonian like his father had been. Difference between 
these two brothers became evident in 1575 when Ludwig iV ordered that the 
1563 catechism of Andreas hyperius, Elementa Christianae religionis (Elements of 
the Christian Religion), which had been used in the higher school classes in the 
marburg gymnasium, should now be replaced by the catechism of martin Luther. 
furthermore, Aegidius hunnius, a genuine Lutheran theologian, was called in 
1576 to a professorship in the University of marburg to inculcate a stricter Lu-
theranism throughout the land, over the strenuous objections of Wilhelm iV.1207

The movement toward calvinism came slowly. Wilhelm iV himself resolved 
to remain a melanchthonian and avoid conversion to full-fledged calvinism.

in a synod, called by Wilhelm iV at Kassel for the purposes of consultation con-
cerning the 1576 Torgau Book, which would be condensed by Jakob Andreae and be-
come the Epitome of the Formula of Concord, Superintendent Bartholomäus meier along 
with others declared emphatically that the elector of Saxony had long since caused the 
Augsburg Confession and several melanchthonian writings to be bound together and 
published. The Corpus Philippicum then became the authoritative doctrinal standard in 
the Electorate of Saxony. Reacting against this, the theologians at the University of Jena 
in Ducal Saxony had also produced their own doctrinal standard, the Corpus Thur-
ingicum. if the Torgau Book was now to be added to this voluminous Corpus, it would 
appear that the church would have a new creed to confess every day of the year. in 
addition, Luther’s own personal and controversial writings were now included in the 
Torgau Book as the authoritative doctrine in the Lutheran church, whereas public writ-
ings, which had been published in the “name of the whole church,” were not rightly 
included in it. The synod declared that “everybody knew that Luther’s writings ex-
hibited differences of opinion, that others besides the Papists had produced evidence 
against” the hesse-Kassel church from these writings. it was the majority opinion that 
only Luther’s Small Catechism should be considered binding on all, and that the writ-
ings of melanchthon and his Variata edition of the Augsburg Confession should not be 
rejected, because in this way it would be possible for the Lutherans and the calvinists 
to reconcile their differences.1208 

This attitude toward the Torgau Book by the hesse-Kassel synod greatly an-
gered the Electoral Saxon theologians, who after 1574 had returned to the genu-
ine Lutheran position, and they now implored Elector Augustus to urge that the 
landgraves of hesse more carefully supervise their theologians, keeping in mind 
1207 Henke 1856, 316 ff.
1208 Heppe I 1847, 195 ff.; Janssen VIII 1905, 410. 
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that the Variata edition of the Augsburg Confession was a falsification of the ori-
ginal document, and that those who did not openly reject the calvinists as teach-
ing falsely concerning the Sacrament, might not put themselves in the position 
of misrepresenting themselves. for his part, Wilhelm iV declared emphatically 
that he had no intention of allowing the doctrine of Ubiquity to be taught in the 
university of marburg. he wrote:

“i cannot see how it can be an honor to christ, as some seem to think, to be-
lieve that he is also corporeally present in the devil; likewise, that hell is con-
tained in God, and that heaven – namely, the abode of the blessed – has no fixed 
locality, and has not yet been created by God, and whatever other propositions 
follow from this absurdity. We are not aware that there has ever been a demon in 
hell audacious enough to advance such a theory as this.”1209 

Wilhelm iV went on to note in a letter, as he had informed Andreae on may 
6, 1574: 

“The whole body of Evangelical doctrine is made contemptible and hateful 
in the ears and the hearts both of sovereigns and people, because almost every 
theologian presumes to correct the writings of the others and to condemn them 
on his own private authority.”1210

in short, Wilhelm iV wanted nothing to do with the Formula of Concord. he 
would not accept it and insisted that in place of it the 1560 Corpus Doctrinae of 
melanchthon must be considered authoritative. he claimed that the purpose of 
the Formula was to drive out of the church all but strict Lutherans. he went so far 
as to communicate to Elector Augustus of Saxony a document in which he enum-
erated, what, he said, were “twelve paradoxes,” criticizing the Formula. Jakob An-
dreae, who had been one of the authors of the Formula, protested that a secular 
prince was in no position to criticize the work of theologians, and he wrote to 
Wilhelm iV charging that he was acting as the “devil’s disciple” in trying to cur-
tail the influence of the Formula. This, of course, did nothing to improve relations 
between Wilhelm iV and Andreae or his attitude toward the Formula. 

The avowedly Lutheran theologians reacted strongly to Wilhelm’s rejection 
of the doctrine of the Ubiquity of christ’s human nature, describing him “as a 
man possessed with the devil and a veritable mameluke.” for his part, Wilhelm 
described them contemptuously in a letter to Electress Anna of Saxony on march 
24, 1581, mocking their doctrine:

“it is the habit of the Ubiquists, instantly to denounce as calvinistic, indeed as 
worse than Turks and Jews, everybody who does not agree to their absurdities, 
as, for instance, that heaven, as well as christ’s human body, are present in all 
creatures and substances, in foliage, grass, coal, and beer-cans.” 
1209 Heppe I 1847, (Urkundensammlung) 77; Janssen VIII 1905, 410.
1210 Calinich 1866, 306; Janssen VIII 1905, 411-412.
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in 1583, when court Preacher Johann Winkelmann presumed to preach on 
the doctrine of Ubiquity in his presence, Wilhelm interrupted his sermon and 
ordered him to “hold his jaw.” This caused a country-wide scandal and it em-
boldened preachers under the influence of calvinism to preach against stricter 
Lutheranism and the Formula. “it is impossible to describe, the way in which both 
the thorough-going and the semi-calvinist preachers in hesse inveigh from their 
pulpits against the pure Lutheran doctrine and the Book of Concord,” according to 
a report in 1599. “many people are fascinated, against their will, with this devilish 
calvinism.” “God grant it may not altogether gain the upper hand.” According 
to the report, “calvinism is, indeed, the most diabolical concoction which the 
infernal regions have produced in our latter days, and every preacher is bound 
by christian duty and by his office to utter warnings against it, in the pulpit and 
elsewhere, as he would against the devil himself.”1211

3.27.2 The conversion of  the Territory to calvinism

Landgrave moritz, the “Learned,” who held the domain of hesse-Kassel from 
1592, was also under the influence of melanchthonianism. he provided a home for 
diverse elements, such as calvinist refugees from france and the Low countries. 
His Collegium Mauritianum, established at Kassel in 1597, became a center of inter-
national calvinism and political activism. crypto-calvinists, such as Gregor Schön-
feld and Georg cruciger, fled here from Saxony together with scholars from the 
Low countries and elsewhere. in 1601 he presented his plan concerning possible 
unification of the Lutheran and Reformed churches. Nothing came of it, and the 
proposal remained just that, a proposal.1212 in 1603 he married countess Juliane of 
Nassau-Dillenburg, thus closely connecting with the calvinist Nassau-Dillenburg 
court. christoph Pezel, a zealous Wittenberg Philippist, who upon arriving in Nas-
sau publicly espoused calvinism, and Johann Piscator of the calvinist academy at 
herborn, pushed moritz to publicly announce his conversion to calvinism.1213 

When in 1604 moritz inherited hesse-marburg, which included within it the 
University of marburg, the time was ripe for a “Second Reformation” in his do-
mains. moritz claimed that the exemplar he was following was hezekiah and the 
other ancient israelite kings, who had destroyed the high places, put away the 
bronze serpent which moses had raised up over the people in the wilderness, and 
purified the worship of God from superstition introduced from foreign nations. 
“As my forefathers had authority to regulate the church system according to 

1211 Fabronius 1607, 8-10; Janssen X 1906, 285.
1212 Printed in Rommel 1837, 600-601.
1213 Janssen X 1906, 286; Nischan 2000, 399-400.
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the Word of God, so have i also,” he em-
phatically stated in 1604. “i stand like a 
torch to lighten, to teach, and to protect.” 
he assured the Lutheran clergy that he 
possessed “episcopal right” because of 
Philipp i, who had “acquired it” from the 
Archbishop of mainz. he was speaking 
of a “freedom of conscience” which must 
be understood as subjecting all of his sub-
jects to his supposed “episcopal will.”1214

in 1604 moritz ordered that all polem-
ics and verbal warfare must cease from 
the pulpits, God’s commandment against 
religious pictures must be enforced, and 
all pictures must be removed from the 
churches. furthermore, in place of com-
munion hosts only ordinary bread was 
now to be used in the Lord’s Supper. he 
then issued on June 18, 1605 an Emenda-
tion Decree, which included the three Improvement Points (Germ. Verbesserung-
spunkte). (1) it prohibited the teaching of the doctrine of Ubiquity; (2) it introduced 
the calvinist numbering of the Ten commandments as “Biblical;” (3) it called 
for the breaking of the bread in every communion service. in their sermons and 
tracts calvinist preachers assured the congregations that this was not a new creed 
being introduced, but the communion service was simply being “amended” by 
the removal of surviving “papist idols.”1215 These changes, however, were met by 
faithful Lutherans with both active and passive resistance. 

Beginning from this time moritz followed his calvinist conscience to a ful-
ler degree than any Reformed prince before him. he personally involved him-
self in the examination and persuasion of his clergy and particularly in the close 
scrutiny of all Lutheran pastors who resisted his Improvement Points. he clarified 
his intention concerning the Second Reformation in his visit to Schmalkald on 
September 25, 1605. There he insisted that local clergy comply with the position 
which he and his theologians had agreed. he stated that it was not be doubted 
that unity would prevail concerning the disputed articles, and to this end it was 
to be devoutly desired that the ministers would happily cease the use of any “ex-
travagant ceremonies” and comply with regard to certain matters. Among the 
“outward ceremonies,” which did not belong to the adiaphora and must be elim-
1214 Heppe 1849, 68, 85; Janssen X 1906, 287.
1215 Heppe 1849, 48 ff.; Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 308.

Landgrave moritz of hesse-Kassel. copper 
engraving (Theatrum Europaeum, 1662).
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inated, he insisted, were images of God and christ, and the saints, the chanting 
of prayers and biblical pericopes, the use of any different form of consecration in 
the Lord’s Supper, kneeling at communion and the use of a houseling cloth, the 
singing of Latin hymns and other hymns which contradicted calvinist teaching, 
the “adoration” of the consecrated Sacrament, the sign of the cross in Baptism, 
and the chanting of the creedal hymns. As a remedy for this, moritz suggested 
that the attention of the people be turned from “outward things” to the “religion 
of the heart,” that controversial customs be abolished one by one, and replaced 
by simple godly customs founded in the Word of God. finally, the fractio panis, 
“which was instituted by christ himself,” must be everywhere practiced with ap-
propriate reverence. in this manner he sought to elucidate the three Improvement 
Points and their proper application.1216

The reforms which were introduced into hesse-Kassel with very few prob-
lems were now introduced also in hesse-marburg, but here there was strong 
resistance, because clergy and congregations continued to adhere to the terms 
expressed by Ludwig iV in his last will and testament. it was their resolute in-
tention to remain Lutheran. Therefore, hesse-marburg remained the home of a 
stricter form of Lutheranism, and Lutheran pastors and theologians, who insisted 
that the adherence to the Lutheran catechism was their duty and that any altera-
tion of traditional Lutheran teaching and liturgical orders clashed with their con-
sciences, were dismissed and replaced by more compliant Reformed ministers.1217

The result was a defiant and violent agitation in marburg. on Saturday, Au-
gust 3, 1605, moritz went to the University of marburg to address the faculty 
and students. “his Princely highness personally delivered … a magnificent and 
lengthy Latin oration on the subject to a large audience of students and faculty 
at marburg University,” stated in his 1605 Historischer Bericht (Historical Report) 
Gregor Schönfeld, a crypto-calvinist from Saxony whom moritz appointed 
superintendent at Kassel.1218 moritz then decided to go also to the local Lutheran 
parish church to state that the only purpose of his reforms was to introduce the 
Biblical doctrine and practices among them. Barely had he left the city before ru-
mors began to spread like wildfire. The people murmured that all fonts and altars 
were going to be removed from the churches and that a new faith, a new Baptism, 
a new Ten commandments, and a new Lord’s Supper would be introduced to 
replace their treasured faith.

on Sunday, August 4, 1605, it was announced that during that week Reformed 
ministers were going to preach on the theme of moritz’s Second Reformation. 
on monday the people listened quietly and attentively, while Superintendent 

1216 Häfner 1820, 371-372.
1217 List of dismissed Lutheran clergy is printed in Cyprian 1726, 103 ff. (Beylage No. Xi).
1218 Schönfeld 1605, 18-19; Nischan 2000, 400.
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Schönfeld preached on the use of ordinary bread in the Lord’s Supper in place of 
the traditional communion hosts.1219 

on Tuesday, August 6, the sermon was to be preached by Valentin Schoner, 
superintendent at Ziegenhain, who intended to call for the removal of pictures 
because, he claimed, they were forbidden by the Second commandment. Even 
before the 8 Am service began, word spread throughout the community that the 
landgrave had ordered that all pictures should be removed from the churches. 
The people were incensed and assembled at the door of the church with pikes 
and other instruments in their hands ready to fight for the maintenance of the old 
ways. Superintendent Schoner was about to begin his sermon when the crowd 
shouted out that he was nothing but a “pope” and ordered him to stop. “Shut 
up, you pope. Throw the old rogue down with the pulpit and all.”1220 he knelt to 
pray, and under the leadership of Anton harter the people began to sing Allein 
zu Dir, Herr Jesus Christ (In Thee Alone, O Christ, My Lord), and the crowd soon 
became completely unmanageable. Some worshipers sought to leave the church 
but others were ready to attack the Reformed clergy. Schoner was warned that 
he should avoid going to the altar steps for the final Benediction because the 
worshipers were likely to lay violent hands on him. he went instead to the font 
to perform a Baptism, but he could not do so because some of the crowd grabbed 
hold of him and pushed him out the door.1221 Schoner later described the tumult 
that followed: 

“The burghers, invaded the church with shouts and threats of murder. Princes, 
councillors, burgomasters, rector, and professors all fled panic-stricken and left 
us poor people alone. The ruffians tore my clothes from off me; five hundred 
ferocious men surrounded me, all crying out, ‘Strike him dead, strike him dead!’ 
Those who could get at my face struck it with their fists; others seized me by 
the hair; others pummeled my head; others knocked me down and trampled me 
under their feet. in short, it is impossible for anyone to describe the fury that has 
raged here about and against us preachers.”1222

other calvinist clergy were gathered in the gallery and huddled together 
to keep safe but the crowd attacked them there and pushed them out the door. 
meanwhile Schönfeld was being pummeled and pushed into the vestry. Bruised 
and bloody, he cried out: “Lord Jesus, receive my spirit and forgive these; for they 
know not what they do.” The mob left him half dead and others pushed him out 
of the church, so that he would not die inside the building and thereby “pollute” 
it. Some students, however, rescued him and carried him into the court of justice, 

1219 Schönfeld 1605, 19.
1220 Heppe 1849, 29; Good 1887, 359; 
1221 Schönfeld 1605, 20-21.
1222 Heppe 1849, 31; Janssen X 1906, 288.
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saving his life. calvinist minister Wigand Pfaff was pushed out the backdoor of 
the church and was warned that if he dared to step into the pulpit again the “devil 
would surely take him.”1223 

Another calvinist clergyman, Daniel cellarius, was thrown out of the church 
and sought refuge in the parsonage, but the wife of Lutheran Superintendent 
heinrich Leuchter, who had been removed from his post on July 22, 1605 because 
of his staunch Lutheranism, was still living there and refused to allow him entry. 
he was then chased through the neighborhood by a butcher waving his cleaver. 
Then a woman attacked him, beating him, and pushing him through the door 
of the church of the Barefooted monks (Germ. Barfüßerkirche), only to be saved 
by a thresher who heard his cries for help: “i pray you with God’s will, i am too 
severely beaten already, and have done no harm to yourself or anybody.” Two 
other calvinists, Johannes hainstein and hermann Kirchner, saved themselves 
by jumping out of the upper gallery of the church.1224

When moritz received news of the riot, he returned with seventy armed sol-
diers and the next morning sent a message to a number of some citizens to appear 
before him to beg his forgiveness for what they had done. The people refused 
and the landgrave threatened all the citizens demanding that they be disarmed 
immediately. he ordered troops from across the land to assemble in marburg and 
he enforced marshal law.

on August 9 Schönfeld preached to the congregation, which included Land-
grave moritz, on the subject, “Love your enemies.” After the service moritz arose 
and rebuked the city dwellers for their riotous behavior. he stated that they had 
inappropriately responded to his order that all images be removed, and declared 
that in order that such a situation might not be repeated in the future, all “dumb 
idols,” such as crucifixes and statues, must be destroyed at once. Even the carry-
ing of the cross in funeral processions was labeled by him “idolatrous.” he said 
that such things and ceremonies must be forever forbidden “where the pure Gos-
pel reigns.” At the close of his address he declared: “Since so great an evil comes 
from dumb idols, and through it men are led to attempt murder; therefore, after 
the example of his holy king, to remedy scandal, they shall be put away and 
removed out of sight.”1225 Subsequently, all religious pictures, images, and cruci-
fixes were removed from the church and destroyed. 

Those who had led the riot were either arrested or chose to flee. on August 13 
the mayor and members of the city council requested that the landgrave remove 
the troops who were still billeted in the city. Although they knelt at his feet, he 
rebuked them, saying that such an act of homage was inappropriate. Then Schön-

1223 Schönfeld 1605, 23-24. Heppe 1849, 31.
1224 Schönfeld 1605, 24; Heppe 1849, 31-32; Good 1887, 361.
1225 Schönfeld 1605, 26; Heppe 1849, 34; Good 1887, 363.
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feld, speaking in the name of the Reformed ministers, interceded for the “repent-
ant citizenry” and the landgrave ordered the soldiers be withdrawn.1226

on the following Sunday the sermon dealt with the Improvement Points of 
Reformation that moritz was demanded. The Lord’s Supper was celebrated in 
the Reformed manner with ordinary bread instead of communion hosts. The 
members of the landgrave’s court, the university professors, the city council, and 
some of the students participated in the communion service but few of the cit-
izens were willing to commune. instead, men and women chose to travel every 
Sunday to the villages of Schrock and Bauerbach in the Electorate of mainz to 
receive a Lutheran Lord’s Supper. in addition, many of the countryside preach-
ers continued to resist the “Reformation” of moritz. Some went so far as to pray 
that God would look down upon him in judgment. They even asked Ludwig V, 
the landgrave of hesse-Darmstadt, to intercede with him on their behalf, but the 
most that he could do was to establish a Lutheran university at Giessen in 1607 to 
counter the Reformed teachings of marburg.1227

on April 12-14, 1607 moritz called a general synod of hesse-Kassel to meet in 
Kassel. it was the first general synod to be held there since 1582. The confession 
of faith, Christliche und Richtige Bekäntnis,1228 approved by this synod was clearly 
Philippist, but it went beyond the doctrinal position of melanchthon himself by 
denying that unbelievers who came to the Lord’s Supper received the body of 
christ. The year 1607 also saw the introduction of the hessian catechism which 
retained some sections from Luther’s Small catechism but otherwise was clearly 
calvinist in its doctrine.1229 Even though the clergy appealed to the writings of 
Luther, the Augustana and its Apology, the church of hesse-Kassel was now added 
to the number of those churches which were formally Reformed. The singing of 
Psalms was introduced along with Reformed catechetical preaching, and a strict 
church discipline.1230

A circular letter was also distributed to the clergy which outlined the program 
of the calvinist Second Reformation in hesse-Kassel in twenty-four points. This 
program included an order that all offensive papal ceremonies still being used 
in Lutheran churches must be abolished. (1) it stated that bells were to be taken 
from the churches and sent to the court (a reference to the sacring bells). (2) Stone 
altars still in use from papist times must be destroyed and replaced with wooden 
tables, covered with a black cloth, and during holy communion a white cloth as 
well. (3) images, crucifixes, and paintings, all of which were described as “pap-

1226 Schönfeld 1605, 28. Heppe 1849, 37.
1227 Schönfeld 1605, 38-39; Heppe 1849, 39.
1228 Printed in Müller 1903, 917-921.
1229 Printed in Müller 1903, 822-833.
1230 Heppe 1849, 64 ff.; Gieseler 1863, 497 fn. 14; Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 308. 
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ist abominations” and “idols,” must be removed. communion hosts must be re-
placed by simple bread or loaves, cut in pieces, placed in bowls, and finally, put 
into the hands of the communicants, so also the cup. (4) Golden chalices must be 
replaced by wooden cups, and the golden cups must be sent to the court. (5) The 
Verba in the Lord’s Supper must henceforth be read and never chanted. (6) The 
prayer before communion must be dropped. (7) chasubles, mass vestments, and 
other vesture were labeled “papal in origin” and were no longer to be worn. (8) 
No candles either lit or unlit were to be placed on the altar. (9) The houseling cloth 
was abolished. (10) No one was to bow before the communion table, “as though 
christ were there.” (11) communicants may not be permitted to kneel. (12) The 
sign of the cross must never be made at the Benediction. (13) ministers are never 
to stand at the table with their backs to the people. (14) collects and “Amens” fol-
lowing them must be said and not sung. (15) Registration for communion should 
be made verbally or in writing to the minister, but Private confession is hence-
forth abolished. (16) “it is idolatrous to genuflect or to take off one’s hat at the 
name of Jesus.” (17) from the pulpit one is not to pray aloud but silently – a refer-
ence against chanting from the pulpit.1231 (18) The communion at the sickbed is to 
be discontinued. it is a “dangerous practice,” especially in times of pestilence. (19) 
Stone baptismal fonts must be removed and replaced by a brass basins. (20) All 
epitaphs, crucifixes, and images are banned from the churches. (21) The catech-
ism is to be altered, so that the first commandment will be divided into two, and 
the Ninth and Tenth commandments are contracted into one. (22) No painted or 
carved depiction of the holy Trinity shall be permitted. (23) The catechism de-
scription and words given in answer to the question, “What is the Sacrament of 
the Altar,” must omit any reference to the true body of christ. This reference is to 
be replaced by, “it is a visible sign, etc.” (24) The ancient Epistle and Gospel per-
icopes are not to be used for preaching, for they are of papal origin. one should 
preach instead from the prophets or the Word of the Bible.1232 

in a public statement in 1608, Superintendent Schönfeld denied that any clergy 
were being pressed to conform to this program or that any who disagreed with 
it were being banished. he himself approved of most of the twenty-four points, 
he explained, but he insisted that many of the “abuses” mentioned had already 
been abolished by the predecessors of Landgrave moritz. he also stated that he 
disagreed with the false statement that gilded Eucharistic chalices were being re-
placed by wooden ones, that the pericopal system was being abolished, and that 
epitaphs had been removed from the walls of the churches. he stated that epi-
taphs were still allowed but they must in no cases to include images. he insisted 

1231 “Auf den Kanzeln soll man nicht öffentlich singen …” Häfner 1820, 378.
1232 Rommel 1837, 608-612.
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that the clergy were required only to subscribe to the three Improvement Points 
and declared that it was with these that he was personally concerned.1233 

Unlike in other Reformed churches, the pericopal system was retained, an 
indication that Lutheranism still had some influence in the church of hesse. A 
consistory under the leadership of Schönfeld was established in marburg in 1610, 
and the duties formerly assigned to the Lutheran superintendent were now taken 
over by the consistory. Thus, the church in hesse-Kassel became Reformed with 
a slight tinge of Lutheranism in some of its customs, liturgy, and the pericopal 
system.1234

The question concerning ceremonies arose again in hesse-Kassel in 1614 when 
the new draft church order was prepared and presented to Landgrave moritz 
for his review. in his personal remarks appended to the draft moritz appears 
to have taken a somewhat more conservative view concerning some liturgical 
matters than did his calvinist peers. concerning church music he was willing to 
allow the continued use of the Magnificat, but he insisted that other Latin hymns 
must be dropped. he stated that it was his opinion that the organ could still be 
used to play fine christian motets. however, he also indicated that he had little 
use for those who continued to sing psalms as had been done under the pope. in 
response to the request that the word “altar” should be dropped and the word 
“table” be used instead, he was willing to agree that it should be replaced, but 
what was more important to him was that it be made clear that there was no 
place in the church for a “papist altar.” The formal use of the word “altar” was not 
found in the 1657 hessian church agenda.1235 The draft also suggested that cruci-
fixes should be removed from graves, tombs, and coffins, just as they had already 
been removed from the churches. moritz stated that he did not agree with the rea-
soning that the presence of a crucifix in the churchyard was a sign of superstition, 
but at the same he was not really against their removal if one wanted to remove 
them. The draft wished to alter the quotation from St. Paul in the marriage service 
which spoke of a “great sacrament.” The editors wished to substitute instead the 
word “mystery.” moritz thought this to be no improvement at all, for the word 
“mystery” was used by theologians in speaking of marriage just as often as the 
word “sacrament” was used.1236 

The region surrounding marburg continued to resist calvinism. consequent-
ly, sixty pastors who refused to renounce their Lutheran confession were forced 
to leave the country. Their parishioners, however, stubbornly maintained their 
Lutheranism. in frankenberg the calvinist preacher, who was appointed to serve 

1233 Rommel 1837, 608-612; Hoffmeister 1856, 100-104.
1234 Heppe 1849, 173-174.
1235 Agenda 1657.
1236 Rommel 1837, 612-615.
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the congregation there, was forced to flee to save his life, and on December 8, 1605 
another calvinist preacher reported that he had been pelted with stones, and still 
another preacher stated that a nobleman had threatened him with his sword and 
his parishioners had violently attacked his house where he laid mortally wound-
ed after being stoned.1237

on the borders of Werra all of the noblemen and church officials defied the 
landgrave and his calvinist innovations, and asserted that they had the right to 
nominate preachers to serve their parishes. however, moritz ordered that his 
commands were to be enforced by the power of the sword, saying that those 
who defied him were interfering with the “bishop’s staff” (jus episcopale), which 
God had given him, and they were guilty of high treason. “my sword cuts more 
sharply than the swords of the young noblemen.” 

At the end of November 1608 there was an uprising in the domain of 
Schmalkald. The calvinist minister who had been appointed by moritz informed 
the congregation that the landgrave had sent his councillors to Schmalkald to 
organize the work of “christian reform.” “The images are to be cleared out of 
the churches, and on the following Sunday breaking of bread will be initiated,” 
he declared. The people responded with screams and shouts of protest. Signs ap-
peared in four places announcing that “all who intend to remain true to the doc-
trine of Luther and the Augsburg Confession and the Smalcald Articles, and to live 
as worthy christians and abide by the Word of God in body and life, are desired 
to betake themselves tomorrow to the church. We mean to put to death all the 
parsons who rob us and our children of our souls’ salvation.”1238 

The landgrave, however, ordered 2,000 men with cannons to march on Schm-
alkald to put down the riot and punish the rioters. The leaders of the revolt were 
punished on the rack and others were fined or taken hostage.

With the soldiers keeping the crowd at gunpoint, all of the images, includ-
ing some of great value, were destroyed, beautiful paintings on the walls were 
covered with whitewash, and at least eight wagons of the so-called “idols” were 
carted away to the castle where some of the religious pictures were destroyed 
by fire.1239

in the congregation at haina there remained in use twenty-eight altars which 
were adorned with images of their patron saints. in response to a petition by the 
Schmalkalders against the calvinist slogan, “hew down, burn, destroy all this 
idolatrous lumber,” moritz answered them: “Away with your St. John, maria, 
and Ursula.” “if i were to erect two crucifixes for you i should be your beloved 
lord. Athalia, the protectress of idols, would be a welcome ruler for you. Sacred 

1237 Rommel 1837, 572 fn. 253; Janssen X 1906, 290.
1238 Heppe 1849, 152-154; Janssen X 1906, 291.
1239 Heppe 1849, 140; Janssen X 1906, 291.
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groves – that is, small woods in which idolatrous sacrifices were offered – are to 
my mind the same as your altars. You would be delighted if Exorcism and the 
copes were reintroduced.”1240

moritz seemed to be in control, and it appeared that his “Reformation” was a 
success. his troops occupied Schmalkald and all the villages in the region. Every 
army troop included an executioner. The people sent their complaint to the prince 
but he would not listen to them. 

A circular, consisting in twenty-two points highlighting the scope of the cal-
vinist Second Reformation in Schmalkald, was distributed in 1609. it was similar 
in content to the twenty-four point hesse-Kassel program, and demanded to re-
moval of all “abusive” practices and customs of the Lutherans, such as the sign 
of the cross at the Benediction, Exorcism in Baptism, the ceremonies connected 
with the celebration and administration of the Sacrament of the Altar, including 
the use of unleavened bread and the teaching of the Real Presence. it is unclear to 
what extant these new regulations were strictly enforced in Schmalkald Lutheran 
congregations.1241

The new divine services, which were instituted along with the Reformed com-
munion services, were attended by very few worshipers. Even as late as 1614 
many of the people of Schmalkald maintained their defiance and calvinists 
preachers had no easy time dealing with them.1242

Landgrave moritz was determined that the continued use of communion 
hosts and other reminders of the papacy must be abolished, as the calvinist theo-
logians had told him, especially so, since the people were under the impression 
that by partaking of these hosts they were in fact receiving the body of christ. The 
hosts, therefore, were replaced by thick round biscuits of mill-dust or coarse flour 
which could be broken into four thick pieces, hard to break and harder still to bite 
and chew, so that the people would be reminded that they were eating “bread, 
bread, and nothing but bread.” calvinist theologians solemnly declared:

“When anyone who believes in christ’s presence in the bread, sees the conse-
crated bread broken in pieces, and it is given into his hands, taken by him into 
his hands, bitten with the teeth, and thoroughly chewed and eaten, he will at last 
consider and realize for himself that the body of christ is not actually present in 
the bread.”1243 

As a result, these heavy communion cakes of hesse-Kassel came to be notorious.

1240 Rommel 1837, 581 fn. 267; Janssen X 1906, 293.
1241 Printed in Häfner 1820, 376-378.
1242 Janssen X 1906, 292.
1243 Heppe 1849, 8 fn. *; Janssen X 1906, 295.
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3.27.3 Efforts  of  the Landgrave to Break  
the Resistance of  the Populace

Landgrave moritz found an easy way to deal with clergy who resisted his 
edict. he simply began a process of removing all Lutheran pastors who defied his 
Improvement Points. he adjudged them to be disloyal, and on this basis he could 
dismiss them. Those whom he dismissed continued their pastoral work in secret 
in the homes of parishioners, and when they were discovered they were impris-
oned.1244

Still, some pastors resisted the landgrave and his religious directives. A synod 
held in 1607 in Eschwege was attended by 131 pastors, all of whom had yielded to 
the landgrave’s pressure, excepting only 13, mainly from the region of Eschwege, 
who still refused to accept his propositions. They were ordered to appear in Kas-
sel, and those who appeared were interrogated in the general synod and in part 
at least by the landgrave himself.1245

if pastors thought that they would be able to continue their ministry unhin-
dered when they succumbed to the landgrave’s Improvement points, they soon 
found out that their parishioners themselves were strongly resistant to their at-
tempts to move them toward calvinism. Pastors in Bischhausen, Reichensach-
sen, Renda, and elsewhere, who introduced such innovations as the fractio panis, 
found it necessary to inform the landgrave by letter on September 7, 1607 that 
their parishioners were abandoning them because they had abandoned the Lu-
theran faith and now they were refusing to receive communion from them. They 
asked the landgrave that they might be allowed to at least minister to pregnant 
women and the dying in the old Lutheran way. 

“We are frightened before christ, who is a stern Judge, that our sighing pa-
rishioners will complain against us on that Great Day, that because of the agitated 
controversies, we robbed them of this viaticum by which they would gladly go 
on their way to life eternal, and thus we placed their souls in danger should they 
have to die that way.”1246

Their cries fell upon deaf ears. No such dispensations would be granted. 
The Lutheran people, however, were not so easily dissuaded from their an-

cient faith, and moritz’s attempt at a Second Reformation was strongly resisted, 
particularly in marburg, hersfeld, Schmalkald, Werra, and Eschwege. This resist-
ance showed itself clearly by the fact that in many cases there might be less than 
a dozen people in church, and even perhaps as few as three or four.1247 in the 

1244 Heppe 1849, 108.
1245 Arnold 2006, 74.
1246 Heppe 1849, 107.
1247 Heppe 1849, 108.
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Dillich congregation between marburg and Kassel, the church records for 1606 
indicated:

“in this year no children were confirmed because they did not want to accept 
the Improvement Points and especially the other commandment added to it, which 
forbad worshipping images and insisted on the breaking of the bread.”1248

in the Neustadt parish in Eschwege, the people reacted strongly to the intro-
duction of the new Reformation. in 1605, thirty-two children were confirmed, 
and after the Improvement Points were introduced later that year, for the next four 
years no one was confirmed at all. in 1610, twenty-three were confirmed, but in 
the following three years there were no confirmations. in 1614, fourteen made 
their confirmation vows.1249

in Eschwege, Lutheran Pastor Kaspar Vogeley was removed from office by 
Superintendent Georg Reinmann in 1605, because he refused to introduce the 
Improvement Points and other calvinist practices. his place was given to hermann 
fabronius who later became superintendent. in addition to fabronius and Super-
intendent Reinmann, the third pastor in Eschwege, hermann Ewald, also taught 
calvinist views. All three pastors were highly educated, but all their combined 
efforts were not able to move the citizens of Eschwege.1250 in a letter to Landgrave 
moritz on January 26, 1606, Superintendent Reinmann stated: “in Eschwege Satan 
is at his most furious, and he violently resists the improvement program.”1251 
Even the most serious efforts of the governor could not move the members of 
the city council and the guild leaders. When the efforts of the landgrave proved 
unsuccessful, he simply tried more of the same. he again introduced a program 
of pressure which included the stern interrogation of the heads of all households. 
however, this program was abandoned when the governor fell ill. 

it was evident that it would be extremely difficult to break the spirit of the 
people in the Eschwege region. in the Neustadt church in Eschwege, where the 
people showed their resistance to the improvement program by refusing to send 
their children to receive catechesis, they themselves for the most part refused 
to go to communion for three years. Between 1605-1608 only 155 people in the 
entire parish received communion, and those who did so were mainly officials 
of the landgrave’s government, visitors, and some 50 hospitalized and infirm pa-
rishioners, but of the citizens hardly a one would come to the Lord’s table. many 
parishioners chose instead to go to Jestädt or Treffurt, or elsewhere to receive the 
Lord’s Supper in the Lutheran manner.1252

1248 Heal 2017, 70.
1249 Arnold 2006, 84.
1250 Arnold 2006, 76.
1251 Arnold 2006, 72.
1252 Arnold 2006, 72.
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The resistance of the citizens of Eschwege sometimes showed itself in vio-
lent acts, such as the breaking of the windows and the demolition of the garden 
around the Neustadt parish parsonage. on July 23, 1606, after he had received a 
report of the investigation of this incident, which also included alleged attacks on 
the clergy, the landgrave sent his chamber Secretary Eckard Senger and Assessor 
Bernhard von hövel to Eschwege to investigate the matter and seek to identify 
who were the ringleaders of the mob. When they arrived in Eschwege, they pro-
ceeded to interrogate the public officials, city council members, and the leaders 
of the guilds, asking them: (1) whether one still entertained scruples about the 
Improvement Points; (2) whether one intended from this point forward to show a 
good example to the common people by his own actions; (3) whether one would 
consent to the Improvement Points by providing a good example by going to the 
Lord’s Supper and approving the Reformed version of the Decalogue; (4) wheth-
er one would from this point forward no longer cause offense to the community, 
but use his authority to see that what “God himself had mastered and reformed” 
was not be defied; (5) whether one would clearly assent to these reforms and seek 
to preserve thereby the peace and quietness of the congregation.1253

Zacharias Spilner, hans Dodefurth, Ludwig Suchhard, hans Wagner, and 
hans Rumpf were identified as participants in the disorderly actions but they 
were not punished. only Johannes Vogeley, the son of the exiled Eschwege Pas-
tor, Kaspar Vogeley, was fined.1254

Landgrave moritz decided that his personal involvement in the efforts to break 
the resistance would lead to a breakthrough. it was for this reason that he trav-
eled to Eschwege in December 1608, and after a fourteen-day stay in that city he 
achieved some success. Then on December 16 and 17 he personally interviewed 
Werra region nobility and placed some of them under penalties in hopes that with 
such measures he would succeed in overcoming their organized resistance.1255

At the same time he also instituted a program of questioning closely the heads 
of all Eschwege households. Some records from the time refer to it as an “exam-
ination” or even as an “inquisition.”1256 Three commissions were involved in the 
interrogations, each consisting of a theologian and a government official. The 
first commission was headed by Superintendent Georg Reinmann. The second 
was led by Magister hermann fabronius, and the third by Magister and chap-
1253 Heppe 1849, 110.
1254 Arnold 2006, 74.
1255 Arnold 2006, 75.
1256 moritz instituted similar interrogations not only in Eschwege but also in Kassel, 

hersfeld, marburg, and Schmalkald, and he himself took part in the interrogation 
process, acting as though he himself were a trained theologian. he appears to 
have thought that his appearance would intimidate the people and his intellectual 
approach would persuade them to accept calvinism. Arnold 2006, 73.
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lain hermann Ewald. Each of these three commissions was detailed to examine 
two farm-communities (“Bauernschaften”). 746 individual interrogations had to be 
conducted over a four-day period. 

four questions were asked of each household. The first asked why the person 
being interviewed had not gone to communion or had not adopted the Reformed 
numbering of the Ten commandments. Participation in the Lord’s Supper could 
be verified by checking the communion registers. Their use in Eschwege was 
introduced simultaneously with the Improvement Points. The second part of the 
question assumed that the people continued to adhere to the Lutheran numbering 
of the Ten commandments, and this indicated that the 1607 hessian Reformed 
catechism had very little influence upon them.

The second question was to determine whether or not the person being ques-
tioned realized that by his behavior he was “sinning before God and defying the 
governmental authorities which God had put in place.” Unwillingness to attend 
the Reformed holy communion service and disregard of the so-called “biblical 
prohibition” of images was seen as an act of disobedience toward God and the 
government. 

The third question was asked to determine whether the one being interrogated 
was bettering himself by honoring the proper communion usage and by learning 
and teaching his family the correct version of the Ten commandments. here the 
acts of learning and the responsibility for passing on of what had been learned to 
the children were treated as separate actions.

The fourth question asked whether the individual questioned recognized that, 
because of his wrongdoing in the matter of church discipline, he must now stop 
and avoid any further disobedience, because his failure to amend his life would 
lead to punishment by the governmental authorities.1257

Because many different answers were given to the first question, it became 
clear that many reasons could be given for lack of communion attendance, but 
some reasons were mentioned far more often than others. Almost half of those in-
terrogated stated that they stayed away from the Lord’s table for conscience sake. 
it was evident that for them this was no mere external matter but they understood 
that the truth of God’s Word was at stake, especially so since Reformed doctrine 
was seen by many to deny the Real Presence of christ in the Sacrament. Some 
stated that they did not participate because they were involved in conflicts with 
others and did not want to receive the Sacrament in an unworthy manner. in 
other words, they would simply say that they were involved in a dispute with 
a neighbor over property, etc., and therefore could not come to the Sacrament. 
for some people the reason for staying away was that the learned theologians 

1257  Arnold 2006, 75-77.
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were divided in their opinions, while others stated that it was divided opinion 
among the parishioners themselves that led them to stay away. in one conversa-
tion, a blacksmith stated to Landgrave moritz that both martin chemnitz and 
Polycarp Leyser condemned the breaking of the break and the new doctrine of 
the Reformed concerning the Sacrament, and for this reason he was not going to 
communion. others stated that they simply disliked innovations; they wanted 
to stick to the Lutheran customs with which they had been raised. Still, others 
declared that they did not want to go against their friends and neighbors and the 
rest of their community and be considered outsiders or enemies by them. in addi-
tion, there was the question of simple economics. Shoemaker claus Wassermann 
stated that after he attended and participated in the Reformed communion Ser-
vice, he lost his customers.1258

concerning the rewriting of the Ten commandments “according to the bib-
lical text,” which now included the prohibition of images, most of those ques-
tioned said that this was really a matter for the school and the church to teach. 
While some were willing to adopt the new numbering, others wanted to stay 
with Luther’s Small Catechism which was what they themselves had learned and 
under which they had been confirmed. While some of those who confessed that 
they had done wrong in their understanding and teaching of the Second com-
mandment, this still would in no way influence them to attend and receive the 
Reformed holy communion. They recognized that there is a fundamental re-
quirement among christians that they commune, but they were not willing to say 
that they had done wrong by refusing to do so. 

concerning the third question, only a few were willing to state that they would 
continue to reject the Improvement Points. As the baker Jacob henning stated, he 
would continue his practice of not communing, but what his children might do, 
would be up to them. The majority stated that they would willingly go to the 
holy communion service in the future and adopt the new numbering of the Ten 
commandments, but it was clear that they still had many reservations. Some said 
that their participation in the Lord’s Supper would depend upon whether or not 
the pastor taught that this was the “real body and blood of christ.” 

concerning the fourth question, many were unwilling to acknowledge that it 
would be proper that their disobedience be punished by the governmental author-
ities. Still, they were afraid that if they protested, they might be refused christian 
burial. The majority said that such punishments should not be necessary.1259

Doubtless many in the community were influenced by the fact that mayor 
Georg freundt and some of the members of the city council themselves were not 
willing to accept the Improvement Points. Even though Landgrave moritz himself 
1258  Arnold 2006, 77-78.
1259 Arnold 2006, 79-80.
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sometimes took part in these interrogations, the position taken by the mayor and 
councilmen had a much greater impact.

At the conclusion of these interrogations it was acknowledged that of the 746 
who were interviewed, only 175 were willing to accept Improvement Points.1260

Landgrave moritz found these results to be unsatisfactory, and the members 
of the Eschwege city council were once again summoned to gather at Eschwege 
castle. There moritz sought to convince them again in person-to-person confron-
tation of the importance of his reform program. he was not very successful, but 
he still kept up his efforts to effect these changes which he felt were the “will of 
God.” 

on December 20, 1608 he gathered all the citizens of Eschwege together in 
front of the town hall and there he proceeded to lecture them on the necessity 
of his reforms. citing the example of King hezekiah of israel, he stated that his 
reform was like that of the ancient king and had set as its purpose the “destruc-
tion of idols.” he expressed his fear that “God would severely punish the city,” 
just as he had punished the Jews who despised christ. in fact, he stated that the 
people had been “despising the Son of God for many years,” because, with the 
exception of only a few of them, they were staying away from holy communion 
and were showing great disrespect to God’s servants, the Reformed clergy, and 
furthermore, they were causing “his own heart much pain.” Then he turned again 
to become very forceful and stated that he had been kindly in his actions toward 
them in the past, even though they had conspired to prevent the introduction of 
his Improvement Points. finally, he stated that if they would cooperate with him 
and go to the Lord’s Supper, then he would cooperate with them. in other words, 
in his long harangue he sought to charm and to warn. however, his own words 
revealed that he was not having much success in breaking the resistance.1261 

To reinforce his determination he now called for another series of interroga-
tions. This time it was the guilds which were to be examined. Because of their 
personal commitments to the landgrave and the pressure he put upon them, only 
about ten of them maintained their position of rejecting the reforms. 

on christmas Day, December 25, 1608, as a test of the success of his efforts, a 
Reformed communion service was held in the Altstadt church. moritz himself 
was in attendance. The service was attended by sixty-seven persons who were 
attached to the court but only sixteen citizens of the community. At the com-
munion service at the Neustadt church twenty-four people were in attendance. 
on second christmas Day thirty-six people showed up to take part in the service 
at the Altstadt church and only twenty-seven joined the landgrave in the service 
at the Neustadt church. This was in a city of more than 3,000 inhabitants. clearly, 
1260 Arnold 2006, 80.
1261 Heppe 1849, 111-112; Arnold 2006, 81.
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the people wanted to remain Lutheran, and the landgrave’s efforts to persuade 
them otherwise were mostly unsuccessful.1262 

The landgrave’s reform and the refusal of the people to go to communion 
and to have their children confirmed had ill effects on their piety. According to 
a report from the year 1609, there were sometimes as few as ten or fifteen com-
municants in the largest villages in the Eschwege region. in the smaller commun-
ities of Bursla, Röhrda, Wichmannshausen, oettmannshausen, Langenhain, her-
leshausen, Willershausen, Reichensachsen, höheneiche, Asbach, Ellershausen, 
Ellingerode, Kleinalmerode, Etzenborn, Berge, Sattenhausen, markershausen. 
hermannrode, mollenfeld, and ingsterode the people steadfastly refused to go to 
communion at all. in many places the only communicants were the members of 
the minister’s family.1263

The ministers had now become agents of the landgrave, and by doing so they 
lost the confidence of the people. clashes between Reformed and Lutherans con-
tinued over a long period of time. in some places for several decades those who 
were willing to participate in Reformed communion service were ostracized. 
Eventually, as was the case in the whole of lower hesse, Eschwege became Re-
formed, and it was not until 1785 that Lutherans there were once again permitted 
to hold a Lutheran communion service in the Altstadt church.1264

3 .27.4 fierce confessional  Polemics

As elsewhere, the efforts to introduce the calvinist “Second Reformation” in 
hesse was the cause of fierce, sometimes violent polemics. Among the first to 
enter the fray was Superintendent Jeremias Vietor of Giessen in nearby hesse-
Darmstadt, a staunch Lutheran. Vietor in 1605 published a pamphlet, entitled: 
Kurtzer Bestendiger Gegenbericht (A Short, Consistent Counter-Report, Concerning the 
Breaking of the Bread in the Lord’s Supper, the Changes Made to the Decalogue, and the 
Abolition of the Images, Regarding the Short Report Recently Printed and Published 
at Marburg). in this pamphlet Vietor opposed the calvinist innovations of the 
landgrave and he defended traditional Lutheran liturgical practices and customs, 
such as the use of communion hosts, the traditional Augustinian numbering of 
the Decalogue, the preservation of images, and other customs and ceremonies.1265

An anonymous response to Vietor was published in Kassel by Superintend-
ent Gregor Schönfeld in 1605. it was entitled: Nohtwendige Abfertigung (Necessary 
Remonstrance Against Dr. Jeremias Vietor, with the Word of God and Words from His 
1262 Heppe 1849, 113; Arnold 2006, 81.
1263 Heppe 1849, 113.
1264 Arnold 2006, 83.
1265 Vietor 1605, Aij ff.
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Own Mouth Concerning Practices Firmly Founded in Sacred Scripture, Introduced into 
the Principality of Hesse Concerning such Points of Faith as the Breaking of the Bread in 
Holy Communion, the Numeration of Ten Commandments, and the Abolition of Images, 
Laid Down by Several Citizens of the Prominent city in Our Principality Hesse). in his 
writing Vietor had expressed his disapproval of the iconoclastic activities by the 
calvinists, and as could be expected, now Schönfeld responded, stating: 

“Your zeal concerning the images and idols redounds to the glory of the devil and 
the shame of God, to the scandal and hindrance of the church of God, and to the con-
solidation of the kingdom of Satan, to which you have yielded yourself up.”1266 

So too, Vietor’s statement that it was desirable that the churches have orna-
mentation was described by Schönfeld as an instance of “the true spirit of for-
nication of which God had said: ‘Thou hast a whore’s forehead; thine eyes are 
full of whoredom.’ As whores scold and abuse the good people who openly re-
proach them with their secret whoredom, so you damn and vilify the good people 
who refuse to have part in your whoredom – that is, in your love for images and 
idols.”1267

Yet another repudiation of Vietor’s position was published anonymously in 
1606 in marburg “by a great and distinguished person in hesse” – probably by 
moritz himself. The tract was entitled: Anatomiae D. Jeremiae Vietoris (Anatomy of 
Dr. Jeremias Vietor, That Is, Concerning His Late, Jumbled, Irreverent Counter-Narra-
tive, Against the Most Fitting and Scriptural Marburg Narrative Book, Concerning the 
Breaking of the Bread in the Lord’s Supper. A Thorough and Exhaustive Dismemberment 
and Refutation [ … ]. By a Distinguished and Honorable Person in Hesse).

This “distinguished and honorable person in hesse” accused Vietor of “Pap-
ism” and claimed that the “the accursed [communion] hosts were an outgrowth 
of the Roman Antichrist,” and they were evolved by the “devil.” 

“The antichristian lying devil, pope-devil, had evolved them out of his own 
imagination merely to satisfy his avarice, and had introduced them by force into 
his idolatry.”1268

in consultation with several calvinist theologians, Schönfeld declared himself 
against Vietor and the Lutherans in yet another pamphlet, printed in Kassel in 
1606 under the title: Abgenötigte Antwort (Definitive Answer to the Counter-Report 
of Dr. Jeremias Vietor, Superintendent at Giessen, Concerning the Three Hessian Points 
of Improvement: About the Breaking of the Bread, the Elaboration of the Ten Command-
ments, and the Abolition of the Idolatrous Images Leftover from the Papacy).

in this book he stated that “spiritual fornication and adultery had been com-
mitted at the Lord’s Table with images” by the Lutherans. furthermore, these “im-

1266 Nohtwendige Abfertigung 1605, 78-79; Janssen X 1906, 296.
1267 Nohtwendige Abfertigung 1605, 67, 69; Janssen X 1906, 296.
1268 Anatomiae 1606, 116 ff.; Janssen X 1906, 296.
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ages ought to be abominated as they caused the greatest iniquities in the land.” it 
was noted also that the images on the altar in marburg had at earlier times been 
the objects of veneration when marriages were solemnized at that altar.1269 

moreover, Schönfeld made it clear that the breaking of the bread was abso-
lutely essential ceremony in the communion service. This act was to be practiced 
everywhere among the “true christians,” which indicated that some adiaphora 
were not just tolerable but absolutely obligatory. caspar Embden, who was Re-
formed minister at calden near Kassel, compared liturgical ceremonies to an in-
signia or badge which a man wears “like a soldier displays his military insignia to 
indicate that he is serving his commander-in-chief with both his life and body,”1270 
and it would be a grave and culpable error for such one to wear the insignia of 
some another group.

Superintendent Jeremias Vietor was constantly rebuked as one who “fostered 
fornication” and who, like other Lutheran pastors, preached from the pulpit “al-
most every Sunday” in such a manner as to cause “scandal and disgust of all 
right-minded people.”

Vietor himself regarded all these epithets as “titles of honor” and answered 
them with mockery, stating among other things: “i was a liar, a blasphemer, a 
coxcomb, a fool, a Jew, a romancer; i gave false witness, i was hostile to the chris-
tians, i neither loved nor kept faith with my neighbor, i had no true faith in christ, 
i had antichristian horns, i was bloodthirsty, i contradicted the Apostle Peter, 
and so forth.”1271 he said as much in his 1606 tract, Rettung Deß hiebevor nothwen-
dig publicirten Gegenberichts (The Deliverance of the Previously Necessary Publicized 
Counter-Report, Concerning the Breaking of the Bread in the Lord’s Supper, the Elab-
oration of the Decalogue, and the Abolition of Images. Over Against the Vicious and 
Poisonous Writings of the Two Preachers, Caspar Embden and Daniel Angelocrator, in 
the Landgraviate of Hesse).

Reactions against calvinist iconoclasm came from outside the landgraviate of 
hesse. in a pamphlet published in 1609 in Leipzig, entitled, Collyrion Oder Augen-
salbe fiir etliche ubelriechende Propheten in Hessen (Collyrium or Eye-Salve for Some 
Ill-Smelling Prophets in Hesse), Dr. Leonhard Rechtenbach of Eisleben wrote: 

“out of the church innovations of the Zwinglian reformers, the creatures and 
successors of St. huldrych [Zwingli], there had grown up in many places mis-
chievous errors, terrible abominations, and cursed ideas and fancies,” and “the 
prophets of ill-odour, in palliation of the anarchy and scandals in hesse.”1272 

1269 Abgenötigte Antwort 1606, 163-164, 168, 182; Janssen X 1906, 296-297.
1270 Embden 1606, 11; Nischan 2004, 386.
1271 Vietor 1606, 11; Janssen X 1906, 297.
1272 Rechtenbach 1609, (Vorrede) [2-3], 1; Janssen X 1906, 298.
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“The hessian inquisition,” continued Rechtenbach, used violence to accom-
plish its ends. included among its tactics were strongly worded regulations and 
coercion administered by servants of the state, including tax-collectors, rent-col-
lectors, and others. 

“The people had been terrorized with mandates and warrants; they had been 
compelled to hear from the officials that they were disobedient fellows who de-
served to be sent to the devil; they must expect disgrace and punishment from 
the chief authorities.” “Theologians and laymen who would not at once agree 
to ‘breaking bread,’ to the removal of images, and so forth, were denounced as 
popish idolaters and stiff-necked apostates, and coerced by punishment.”1273 

iconoclastic reformers invaded churches with axes and hammers in their 
hands, and the people were fearful that their own children might be forced into 
the calvinist camp. indeed, Rechtenbach reported that some parents “gratuitous-
ly placed their children in danger, and, under cover of the saving faith, launched 
1273 Rechtenbach 1609, 36, 41; Janssen X 1906, 298-299.

The dispute between the calvinists in Lower hesse and the Lutherans in Upper hesse over the 
Real Presence of christ, as depicted in an anti-calvinist broadsheet. The calvinist carriage to 
heaven is lead by the Goddess of Reason (A) but it breaks down because it has been stuck and 
crushed by the cornerstone of Zion – christ. The whip of Aristotle (B) is lifted up in the air as 
he looks back at the broken front axle. huldrych Zwingli (D), John calvin (E), and Theodore 
Beza (f) try to repair the carriage. Rudolph Goclenius (m) and Johannes molther (N) discuss 
the situation, while Antoine de la Roche chandieu (Sadeel) (G), Grynaeus, Johann Jakob (h), 
and christoph Pezel (i) try to push the carriage from behind. meanwhile a jester looks on and 

ridicules them (Woodcut, c. 1600).
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their offspring on the way to the pit of calvinistic horrors with its sequel of eter-
nal damnation.”1274 The common people, who were told that they would receive 
solid “christian instruction and salutary admonition from the pulpit, and also 
from books, were met only with wicked calumnies and mockery.”1275 in fact, they 
found instead literature and sermons which decried the “sinful fornication” of 
Lutheranism and lavished praise on calvinism. 

The reaction of the general population against calvinist practices and attempts 
to abolish Lutheran ceremonies was both strong and widely spread. in fact, mor-
itz’s court Preacher, fabronius, admitted this openly in 1607: 

“There is such great bitterness that they think they are doing a service to God 
when they rant and rave against the so-called calvinists, as thought they want to 
eat us alive. … No Turk, no Jew, no heathen, no papist is so much hated, reviled, 
and persecuted by the common people in hesse as are the calvinists. Whenever 
the people catch sight of a student, they yell: ‘calvinist, calvinist!.’”1276

So too, minister hermann Ewald of Eschwege complained that those who ad-
hered to the Improvement Points suffered “scandalous insults, such as being called 
by derogatory names and slandered, and songs were sung about them in the beer 
hall.”1277

Ewald’s words were quite correct in this regard. As previously in Electoral 
Saxony, now in hesse Lutherans could sing in tones reminiscent of Luther’s 
hymn, Lord, Keep Us Steadfast in Thy Word (Erhalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort):

“Lord, keep us steadfast in your Word,
And slay the calvinistic horde, 
Through christ, your Son, protect from those
Who your omnipotence oppose.”1278

calvinists, for their part, declared that they were thankful to God that he had 
raised up moritz as a “new Josiah” to reform “his temple.” “he had resuscitated, 
as head of the house of hesse, a new Josiah who would sweep away and extir-
pate all the idolatrous remnants of the papacy.” in magdeburg a portrait of him 
featured an inscription: 

“he visited the schools and churches. 
With God’s pure Word he garnished them, 
And rid them in an exemplary way 
of human doctrine and idolatry.”1279 

1274 Rechtenbach 1609, 2-4, 9, 31, 41, 48, 52-54, 59, 96, 144-145; Janssen X 1906, 299.
1275 Janssen X 1906, 297.
1276 Fabronius I 1607, 8-9; Janssen X 1906, 286.
1277 Arnold 2006, 74.
1278 Kiesling 1770, (Beylage No. ii.) 72; Janssen X 1906, 298.
1279 Fabronius I 1607, 59; Janssen X 1906, 299.
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David Pareus, theologian at the University of heidelberg, spoke of him as a 
“God-like figure” who had faithfully accomplished “a work of the Lord.” “cursed 
be he who was negligent in the work of the Lord, and who withheld his sword 
from shedding blood.”1280

3.28 Duchy of  Lippe (1605)

The Reformation came first the old hanseatic city of Lemgo in Lippe in 1533, 
and it resulted in many civil disturbances there. After the death of count Simon 
V, religious tensions were resolved by a Diet in Kassel on october 25, 1538, as a 
result of which the Lutheran Reformation was introduced throughout the duchy. 
in some cases pastors were compelled to introduce and implement the Lutheran 
Reformation, as was the case, for example, in the church of Saint Vitus in De-
tmold. The progress of the Reformation was set back during the Augsburg in-
terim of 1548 but moved forward again with renewed vigor after the Peace of 
Augsburg in 1555. The death of count Bernhard Viii in 1563 brought with it a 
setback to conservative Lutheranism in the region. Johann von Exter, who served 
as the general Lutheran superintendent from 1566 through 1599, and who was 
the author the church order for the 1571 Lippe-Spiegelberg region,1281 aligned 
himself with the followers of melanchthon.1282

3.28.1 The Advance of  calvinism in Lippe

in 1579 count Simon Vi became the ruler in Lippe. he had studied at the Uni-
versity at Strasburg from 1567 to 1569, and it was there that he became a willing 
disciple of humanistic melanchthonianism. in later years he became a close friend 
of leading calvinists. he was frequently in contact with the Reformed in holland 
and was a close friend of moritz of hesse-Kassel, the Wetterau counts, and the 
Palatinate elector. his principal mentor was Nikolaus Thodenus, a melanchthon-
ian scholar, and his governor christopher von Donop was also a Philippist.1283

With his urging and that of Johann von Exter, the 1579 synod rejected the 
Formula of Concord and the doctrine of the Ubiquity of christ’s human nature, 

1280 Schoppe 1616, 16; Schoppe II 1616, 19; Janssen X 1906, 299.
1281 “Kirchenordnung, wie es mit der reinen Lehre göttliches Worts, und Austheilung der 

hochwürdigen Sacramenten, auch allerley christlichen ceremonien, und zum heiligen 
Predigtamt nothwendigen Sachen in den Grafschaften Lippe, Spiegelberg und Pyrmont sol 
eindrächtiglich gehalten werden.” Landes-Verordnungen 1779, 1-172.

1282 Hamelmann 1846, 79-81; Klose 1965, 1296; Schilling 1981, 148. 
1283 Gemmeke 1905, 29; Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 409.
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and thus a land which had formerly been 
solidly Lutheran came more and more 
under the influence of calvinism.1284

in 1600 Simon Vi had taken all neces-
sary steps to introduce Reformed doc-
trine and customs in Lippe. he appointed 
heinrich Dreckmeyer to be general 
superintendent in Detmold and called 
Reformed ministers to serve in his parish 
churches. Among them were his court 
chaplain heinrich Plesmann, who be-
came superintendent in Brake, and Pastor 
Johannes happenus (happe), pastor at 
St. Johannis in Lemgo. Although the Lu-
theran church order of 1571 still served 
as the church’s constitution, the church 
visitation was conducted on the basis of 
a new consistorial ordinance, adopted on 
october 15, 1600,1285 the purpose of which 

was to implement the introduction of the second, or calvinist, Reformation.1286 
Two years later, in 1602, Simon openly espoused calvinism, and holy com-

munion in the castle church was from that point on celebrated according to a 
special “castle church order,” which incorporated Reformed liturgical trad-
itions, rather than the traditional Lutheran ceremonies.1287 Subsequently, this 
church order would be introduced also into the Lippe parish churches. in that 
same year, 1602, he established at Detmold, in the former marienanger nunnery, 
a high school to serve as the provincial gymnasium. its teachers were avowed 
calvinists.1288

in order to facilitate the introduction of the Reformed liturgy and ceremonies 
into the Lutheran parishes, Simon Vi sponsored a visitation in 1602 which called 
for the end of all marian festivals and Apostles’ Days and forbad the use of the 
sign of the cross, along with the communion hosts, the burning of candles on the 
altar, and the wearing of chasubles and surplices. Also eliminated were the Exor-
cism in holy Baptism, Emergency Baptism by “midwives,” and other “papist 
ceremonies.” in addition, the breaking of the bread was introduced as an obliga-

1284 Klose 1965, 1296; Schilling 1981, 249.
1285 Printed in Landes-Verordnungen 1779, 325-351.
1286 Schilling 1981, 180.
1287 Gemmeke 1905, 29; Schilling 1981, 182.
1288 Gemmeke 1905, 29.

count Simon Vi of Lippe (1554-1613).
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tory and absolutely essential sacramental act. Almost nothing was left of the old 
ecclesiastical traditions.1289

congregations throughout the country reacted negatively to these changes. 
many Lutherans refused to go to church or to the Lord’s Supper, and whenever 
possible they would go instead to an authentic Lutheran mass in Lemgo. Parents 
kept their children out of school in order to keep them free of calvinist influence. 
Those who introduced the innovations were derided as “calvinists” and “Par-
takers of an illusion” (Germ. “Stufenfresser”), probably referring to the spiritual 
partaking of the body of christ in holy communion, while they called their op-
ponents “flacians” and “Ubiquists.”1290

in horn, Pastor heinrich Windt, whom the Lutherans referred as “the wind 
racket,” was already by 1601 a strong advocate of calvinism, and the magistrates 
complained to the court about the innovations he was introducing. The people 
would interrupt his sermons by beginning to sing and by hurling insults to the 
extent that count Simon decided to transfer him to the parish church in heiligen-
kirchen near Detmold and fine the city 2,000 thalers. The fine was dropped after 
a public apology was made. Pastor Windt was then followed by a like minded 
pastor, who was no more popular than Windt had been. his sermons were met 
with jeers and hisses from the congregation, and the city was fined 200 thalers. he 
as well had to be sent elsewhere by Simon.1291

 The clergy, who were not willing to comply with the count’s changes, were 
severely reprimanded and threatened by the consistory, and within a few years 
they were removed from their parishes. Between 1607 and 1609 pastors in Lü-
deinhausen, Barntrup, Donop, Kappel, Bösingfeld, Reelkirchen, Schwalenberg, 
heiden, horn, and Schlangen were replaced. in many cases their successors were 
the Reformed ministers brought in from outside the territory of Lippe. older pas-
tors unwilling to make changes were reduced to the status of assistant pastors.1292 

Superintendent Dreckmeyer held a conference in the market church (Germ. 
Marktkirche) in Detmold in the summer of 1605. included in the program were 
several sermons on the Lord’s Supper, and on June 2 count Simon and his family 
attended and received communion, together with all his councillors and court 
officials, in a service performed in the Reformed manner. June 2, 1605 is usually 
considered to be the day when Lippe became calvinist.1293 

Seven years later, in 1612, Luther’s catechism was replaced in Lippe by the 
Reformed catechism of melchior Anger,1294 and by 1618 the Heidelberg Catechism 
1289 Gemmeke 1905, 29.
1290 Gemmeke 1905, 30.
1291 Gemmeke 1905, 30; Schilling 1981, 221-222.
1292 Gemmeke 1905, 30.
1293 Dreves 1881, 31; Gemmeke 1905, 29-30.
1294 Reu 1976, 1068.
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was introduced.1295 in order to provide more substantial regulations concerning 
the ecclesiastical life in Lippe, a separate church order was set up and published 
in 1684.1296

The mayor, the city council, and the citizens of Detmold protested vigorously 
against the introduction of calvinism, and calvinist reformer, Johann Lucanus, 
who was the vice-principal of the newly established provincial school, was forced 
to leave the city when it became evident that if he remained, he would be “stoned 
to death.” it was reported that the magistrates in Blomberg claimed that they 
would rather convert to the Papacy than accept calvinism. Pastors who accom-
modated themselves to Reformed doctrine and customs found gallows painted 
on their pulpits. in the long run, however, calvinism triumphed everywhere ex-
cept in Lemgo.1297

3 .28.2 The “Lemgo Revolt”

The town of Lemgo had been Lutheran from the earliest days of the Lutheran 
Reformation and its clergy and citizens rose up to defy Simon Vi’s edict that they 
must now convert to calvinism. The ensuing struggle between the city and the 
count continued for more than a decade. it came to be known as the “Lemgo 
Revolt” (Germ. “Lemgoer Revolte”). The contest there involved not only doctrine 
and liturgical customs but also the limits of ecclesiastical authority and questions 
concerning civil rights. 

Since 1522, when the city became Lutheran, Lemgo was able to act as an au-
tonomous and independent city in many respects. it did not take its orders from 
the count. it had its own consistory and it had its own church order until 1571. it 
also had the power to appoint and dismiss its clergy and it operated its own mar-
riage tribunals.1298 

As happened elsewhere in German territories, Simon Vi appropriated for him-
self the prime ecclesiastical authority as a kind of “secular bishop,” based on the 
terms of the Augsburg Peace of 1555, and he looked for occasion to intervene 
and overrule the ecclesiastical and secular rights which the city had previously 
reserved for itself.

1295 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 409.
1296 “christliche Kirchen-ordnung der Graffschafft Lippe, Wie dieselbe im Jahr 1684 auf 

gnädigen Befehl und Verordnung des … herrn Simon henrich, Regierenden Grafen … zur 
Lippe [et]c. Abgefasset und nach vorgangener consultation mit denen bey dem geistlichen 
consistorio mit präsidirenden Erb-herren Zum Druck übergeben und zur Nachfolge und 
festhaltung bestätiget.” Landes-Verordnungen 1779, 498-687.

1297 Gemmeke 1905, 31.
1298 Gemmeke 1905, 31.
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As early as 1606 tensions developed because of the imposition of a city tax on 
beer produced outside the city and the management of assets of the hillentrup 
church, which had previously been managed by the city. These tensions between 
the city and the count were increased by the appearance of a pamphlet, entitled: 
Ein wahrhaftig und erschrecklich geschicht (A True and Frightful Story which Took Place 
in May 1605 in the County of Lippe Concerning a Calvinist Superintendent and a De-
vout Lutheran Farmer).1299 it was directed against Superintendent Dreckmeyer and 
stated that the “devil” was instrumental in the spread of calvinism. The pamph-
let was reproduced and distributed by Nikolaus Schröder, a teacher in the Lemgo 
school. it was published anonymously and a copy of it was given to the sexton 
of the church of St. Johannis (Germ. Johanniskirche), and from him it was given to 
Pastor Johannes happenus, a zealous calvinist, who had replaced Lutheran Pas-
tor Johannes happenus (happe), a diligent defender of Lutheran doctrine. 

happenus rushed to the Brake castle and showed the pamphlet to count Simon 
who became very angry and demanded that Schröder be summoned before him. 
After a two months term in prison, Schröder identified the author of the work to 
be Johannes Stapelius. At the trial which followed the Lemgo magistrates defended 
Stapelius and his work, and the count responded by imposing an embargo on the 
city. it was relinquished fourteen days later at the request of the countess, but then 
a second embargo was imposed on february 3, 1607. it was lifted after the magis-
trates requested mediation by Lutheran count Ernst of Schaumburg.1300 

The dispute intensified once again when both of the pastors of St. Nikolai 
church died of the plague within a period of eight days, and contrary to the 
regulations imposed by the duke, the city magistrates filled their vacant places 
with Lutheran pastors.

in August 1607 an attempt was made to negotiate a settlement at möllenbeck 
but it failed. in the end the count presented the matter to Emperor Rudolf ii in 
Prague, and in 1608 the emperor commissioned the elector of cologne and Duke 
Ernst ii of Braunschweig-Lüneburg to negotiate a settlement but once again the 
negotiations were unsuccessful.

more incidents followed in 1609 when the count felt that his rights were being 
violated. This was especially true when one person whom he pardoned was once 
again jailed. As a result, in may he once again imposed a strict embargo on the city.

When several magistrates began to wobble in the face of the authority and 
political power, which the count wielded over both the city and the church, a 
division developed among the city leaders, with the result that the city’s own 

1299 Ein wahrhaftig und erschrecklich geschicht, welches sich Anno 1605 im Monat Majo in der Grafschaft 
Lippe mit einem Calvinischen Superintendenten und einem frommen Lutherischen Bauersmann 
Zugetragen, 1606.

1300 Gemmeke 1905, 31-32.
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political power was greatly weakened. At Pentecost 1609 the Lemgo magistrates 
were forced to sign a treaty yielding to the prince and his state government. 

Simon Vi together with his calvinist secular and calvinist ecclesiastical of-
ficials arrived in the city with great pomp, and the count announced the replace-
ment of the Lutheran pastors there by Reformed ministers and the introduction of 
such Reformed customs as the breaking of the bread in the communion service. 
This marked the beginning of reforms which began the political, social, and ec-
clesiastical integration of Lemgo into the Duchy of Lippe.1301

The magistrates were powerless to rebel, and on Pentecost Tuesday, June 6, 
1609, they agreed to a settlement which granted to the count “episcopal rights 
and spiritual jurisdiction” over the city. The pastors of the two largest and most 
influential churches in Lemgo vowed their continued adherence to the Lutheran 
confessions and were for that reason replaced by two Reformed ministers, one of 
whom was Reformed Superintendent Dreckmeyer. it was with great pomp and 
ceremony that count Simon Vi attended their official installation on July 2.

if the count and his followers thought that these actions would bring peace, they 
would soon find themselves greatly disappointed. A great number of citizens were 
unhappy with the Pentecost treaty and their unhappiness soon turned to action. in 
a protest against the Pentecost contract, a group of young people gathered in early 
September and attacked the home of a popular council member and chamberlain, 
the city treasurer, Johann Budde, and they manhandled him. Subsequently, the city 
magistrates arrested the two leaders of the group. on September 3 an excited crowd 
demanded that they be released, and when their demands were rejected they forced 
the prison doors open, alarm bells were rung, and the gates were closed. members 
of the crowd yelled that the rights of the citizens were being denied, and they de-
posed the magistrates and elected a committee of thirty-six members to replace 
them. calvinist ministers, members of the magistrate, and court officials sympa-
thetic to them were able to escape but some calvinist sympathizers were taken and 
imprisoned. The citizens of the city occupied the city gates and towers and brought 
out five cannons which they pointed toward the residence of the count, the Brake 
castle. At this point the count decided that it might be advisable for him to relocate 
his own living accommodations.1302

Simon Vi began to arm his troops to prepare an invasion of Lemgo. however, 
count Ernst von Schaumburg intervened, and a tentative agreement was made 
that the dispute between the city and the count should be settled by arbitration. 
The arbitration never took place, and despite the threats of the count, the citizens 
elected a new city council with the result that it appeared a battle to the death 
between the count and the citizens seemed inevitable. Despite the involvement 
1301 Schilling 1988, 273; Schilling 1991, 354.
1302 Gemmeke 1905, 34.
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of the landgrave of hesse, no settlement could be reached. The count was willing 
to make only very minor concessions to the city and demanded of the citizens a 
formal abject apology for their action and he insisted on full submission to his 
rule. he also insisted on the payment of a fine of 50,000 thalers and the surrender 
and arrest of those who had led the rebellion. The city, for its part, insisted that 
the count must acquiesce to their demands which, of course, he refused to do.

The count now began to make preparations for an assault on the city. for 
their part, the Lemgo citizens now looked for support to Landgrave Ludwig V 
of hesse-Darmstadt, who was staunchly Lutheran, and to the hansa League in 
Lübeck, along with count von Schaumburg, the bishops of osnabrück and Pade-
rborn, and the cities of minden and herford. 

Both sides in the dispute now prepared for war, and on August 23, 1610 the 
count’s troops took up their position near the city. Some minor engagements be-
tween the soldiers of the count and citizens followed, but no side could claim any 
decisive victory. on September 23 count Simon lifted his blockade of the city and 
most of his soldiers returned to their homes. The count wanted the emperor to force 
the city to submit to him but he received instead from the imperial court in Speyer 
a mandate which called upon him to refrain from further hostilities. on November 
4 an order from the imperial court decreed that the city as well must desist from 
rebellion and submit to the count. The citizens tried in vain to overturn this decree, 
and for his part, the count was in like measure unable to enforce it.1303 

Now count Simon began negotiations with the Dutch ambassador for troops 
to enforce his will on the city. When this became known to the electors gathered 
for the Electoral Days (Germ. Kurfürstentage) in Nuremberg, Emperor matthias 
on November 3, 1613 issued an order that no further measures were to be taken 
against the city of Lemgo, and that nothing was to be done to force the city to 
introduce a “non-established religion,” i. e., calvinism. furthermore, the count 
was not permitted to make use of foreign troops to impose his will. By the time 
this letter arrived at Brake castle, count Simon had died. he died on December 
8, 1613, and on January 19, 1614 his body was transferred in full procession from 
his Brake castle to Blomberg to be buried in the Klosterkirche.1304 

he was succeeded by his son, Simon Vii, and in may 1616 peace negotiations 
once again resumed, but as before neither side was willing to surrender its pos-
ition and a new blockade of the city was begun. on December 14 Simon Vii for-
bade his subjects to trade with the city. A ban against this ban was enacted by the 
imperial court but Simon challenged and ignored it. As before, both sides began 
to recruit troops for battle. Trenches were dug, fortifications were established, 
and the citizens of Lemgo placed guns on the city walls. 
1303 Gemmeke 1905, 35.
1304 Gemmeke 1905, 36.
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At the request of the Lippe estates and the citizens of the city, Dietrich von fürs-
tenberg, the Bishop of Paderborn, involved the estates of his region, and the cities 
of minden and herford indicated their willingness to serve as mediators. münster 
and osnabrück served as intercessors on behalf of the city, since Lemgo held mem-
bership in the hanseatic League. five representatives of the bishop arrived in Lem-
go on August 13 and began to negotiate with the duke and his councillors at Gut 
Röhrentrup. Under the leadership of the chancellor of Paderborn, the Peace Treaty 
of Röhrentrup (Germ. Röhrentruper Rezeß) was concluded on August 22, 1617. it 
represented victory to the city in its determination to remain Lutheran.1305

The city was allowed to continue the exercise of the Lutheran faith according to 
the Unaltered Augsburg Confession of 1530 and the Lippe church order of 1571. The 
terms of this agreement were announced on August 31 from the pulpits of churches 
throughout Lippe and was accompanied by the ringing of the church bells.1306 

As a result of its revolt, Lemgo had been able for eleven years to preserve 
its Lutheran position. Simon Vii was forced to allow the free exercise of the Lu-
theran faith and the use of Lutheran liturgical worship on the basis of the Peace 
of Röhrentrup of 1617. outside the city of Lemgo Lippe would be a Reformed 
duchy. With the passing of time the Reformed would gain the majority in the city 
as well, but only because of the movement of Reformed individuals into the town, 
not by the conversion of Lutherans to calvinism. The 1617 settlement remained 
firmly in force.

3 .29 county of  Sayn (1605)

The introduction of Lutheranism into the county of Sayn came after much 
hesitation through the efforts in 1561 of count Sebastian ii, along with the efforts 
of the sons of his brother Johann Vi – Adolph and heinrich iV. heinrich iV intro-
duced the 1557 Lutheran church order of the Electoral Palatinate which regulat-
ed liturgical and doctrinal life in his domains. The church order for the county of 
Sayn was published in 1590. it sought to cover in a comprehensive manner every 
aspect of the life of the church in the county. in his last will and testament of 1592 
heinrich iV mandated the use of the Augsburg Confession and insisted that “no 
other religion, doctrine, or faith was to be introduced in place of it.”1307

An older and increasingly weaker heinrich iV found it necessary on Septem-
ber 12, 1605 to turn over the reins of government to Wilhelm iii, count of Sayn-
Wittgenstein-Sayn, who although he was himself a calvinist, promised that he 

1305 Gemmeke 1905, 37.
1306 Gemmeke 1905, 37; Schilling 1988, 275-276; Schilling 1991, 352 ff.
1307 Jacobson I 1844, 583-584. 
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would maintain the Lutheran confession in Sayn. After assuming control of hein-
rich iV’s domains, he did not keep his word and in 1604, when heinrich iV was 
on his deathbed, he began to enforce the introduction of calvinism.1308 

in order to accomplish the calvinization of the county of Sayn, Wilhelm iii 
called upon the services of Jakob hermannus and Reinhard Susenbethus of Nas-
sau-Dillenburg. on october 9, 1605 he charged them to begin a calvinist Refor-
mation in the land and ordered that any Lutheran clergy, teachers, or other of-
ficials, who were not willing to accept the Reformed doctrine, were to be forcibly 
removed from office. hermannus and Susenbethus were to visit every Lutheran 
parish in the county, one by one, and mark the degree of faithfulness to the Re-
formed religion of every clergyman and present their report to the count.1309 

Their report to Wilhelm iii stated that Johann Scipio, pastor in Kirburg, had 
studied diligently the calvinist writings and come to understand Reformed teach-
ings thoroughly, but still insisted that he needed “further instruction in this true 
doctrine” before he could accept it. Several other pastors, including Bartholomäus 
Textorius of höchstenbach, Eberhardus Worniger of Kirchen, Laurentius Ellen of 
Rossbach, honoricus Willrich of mehren, Valentinus Apiarius of Birnbach, and 
Georgius Tragius of hamm, stated that they needed more time to consider con-
version. other pastors were more decisive in declaring themselves as thoroughly 
opposed to the Reformed confession. They included Pastors heimann muders-
bach of Gebhardshain, Adamus Klingspan of fischbach-freusburg, Alexander 
Zitopäus of croppach, henricus hachenburg of Almersbach, Peter merkator of 
Schöneberg, Zacharias Stazelius of flammersfeld, and Engelbertus Salchendorf 
of Daaden. of them count Wilhelm iii noted on the margins of the report that 
they were to be removed “from before his face.” Magister Johannes Grymeus, 
pastor of Neunkirchen, asked Susenbethus for some books to study and said that 
he hoped that they would help him to find “peace of conscience” but the parish 
visitor noted in his report that he very much doubted Grymeus’ seriousness. The 
count noted on the margins of the report that the “good magister” would find 
plenty of time to seek peace of conscience after he had left the parish. Another 
teacher about whom the visitors expressed doubts as to whether he would con-
vert, was Magister casparus of hachenburg. The count’s response was that, as in 
the case of the clergy, this teacher must either convert or leave. 

All the pastors, except only Laurentius Ellen of Rossbach, were forced to leave 
their parishes. They would not compromise. Even Johann Scipio at Kirburg, who 
at first had stated that he was considering conversion, refused further indoctrin-
ation and was removed from office. Those who did not leave peacefully were 
forced out by military personnel and the count sent Reformed ministers from 
1308 Dahlhoff 1874, 21-22.
1309 Dahlhoff 1874, 62-63; Sinemus 1931, 48.
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Nassau-Dillenburg to take their places. in hachenburg, Altstatt, höchstenbach, 
hamen, Schöneberg, Altenkirchen, Daaden, Almershach, mehren, Alpenrod, 
flammersfeld, croppach, Birnbach, Kirburg, maxsain, freusburg, fischbach, 
Gerbertshayn, and Bendorf Lutheranism was banished so that the Reformed con-
fession would hold sway. 1310

The introduction of the Heidelberg Catechism into the parishes was ordered by 
Wilhelm iii on may 21, 1606. At the same time he ordered the removal of all al-
tars and church organs and the elimination of Exorcism in the baptismal liturgy, 
along with other Lutheran ceremonies which he labeled “superstitious.”1311

Even though they were deprived of Lutheran clergy, Lutheran preaching, and 
Lutheran liturgy, most of the population insisted on remaining true to the Luther-
an doctrine and customs with which they had been raised. The twenty Lutheran 
parishes in the county were now in the hands of the Reformed, and the Lutherans 
were forbidden to leave the county to attend Lutheran services elsewhere.

During the Thirty Years’ War the Reformed clergy found themselves op-
pressed and persecuted by hostile soldiers who raided the churches, destroyed 
parish documents, and parish journals. from this point on calvinism found itself 
not only unable to move forward in its task of calvinizing of the county but it was 
forcibly removed from some parishes. Such was the case in freusburg which in 
1626 converted to Roman catholicism.1312 

Lutheran countess Louise Juliane of Erbach, who married Ernst of Sayn-
Wittgenstein-Sayn, was able to restore the Lutheran church in this region only 
after she had taken possession of the county of hachenburg. She appointed court 
Preacher Johann Ludwig Dumphius, who was a staunch Lutheran, to carry out 
the reintroduction process.1313 

Lutheranism was also reintroduced into other congregations in hachenburg. 
many Reformed ministers in the parishes there had either died or were now aged 
and needed to retire. Their places were taken by Lutheran pastors. This process 
returned Lutheranism to hamm and Alpenrod in 1650, höchstenbach in 1651, 
and Bendorf in 1654. Although Reformed members were told that they would 
be supplied with a Reformed minister, this promise was not fulfilled. it was only 
later that Reformed ministers were readmitted and the parishes were divided. 
Reformed congregations with reduced income were established in Alpenrod in 
1652, in hamm and hachenburg in 1664, and in höchstenbach in 1671. Bendorf 
remained entirely Lutheran.1314

1310 Dahlhoff 1874, 63-64; Jacobson I 1844, 584-585; Jacobson 1866, 87-88.
1311 Dahlhoff 1874, 64.
1312 Dahlhoff 1874, 64.
1313 Dahlhoff 1874, 64.
1314  Dahlhoff 1874, 65-66.
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3.30 Duchy of  holstein-Gottorf  (1610)

it was not until 1610 that calvinism made advances in the northern German ter-
ritories. in the Duchy of holstein-Gottorf at the northern borders of the holy Roman 
Empire an attempt to introduce calvinism was made by Duke Johann Adolf, the third 
son of Adolf i of holstein-Gottorf and christine of hesse, who inherited holstein-
Gottorf in 1590 at the age of fifteen. in 1586, when he was twelve years of age, Johann 
Adolf’s father sent him to be educated at the court of crypto-calvinist uncle, Wilhelm 
iV of hesse-Kassel. There the young duke, together with young moritz of hesse, was 
inclined toward the Reformed faith and he later took it back to his homeland. his new 
faith found a congenial atmosphere in which to grow, since the crypto-calvinist influ-
ences of the melanchthonians had already taken root in holstein-Gottorf. in 1595 he 
married Augusta, the daughter of frederick ii, the king of Denmark. in 1597 he or-
dered the publication of the triplet Bible (Biblia trilinguis) which included a translation 
of the old and New Testaments by Reformed theologian Theodore Beza.1315

in 1605 count Johann Vi of Nassau-Dillenburg, aided and abetted by Johann 
von münster, encouraged Johann Adolf to reform his churches according to the 
teachings of calvinism by abolishing vestments, pictures, and other “scandalous” 
practices. in this councillor Nikolaus Junge, who had studied under calvinist 
theologians in heidelberg, wholly approved his program.1316 

in 1606 Johann Adolf officially removed the condemnation of Reformed doctrine 
in his land, and the old 1574 oath swearing allegiance to the Augustana was replaced 
by a new oath, according to which pastors were to preach the “pure Word of God” 
without reference to any human authority. in addition, all church ceremonies were 
to be governed according to the specific directions found in the holy Bible. further-
more, on April 11, 1609 Johann Adolf issued an edict, according to which theological 
rebukes, reproaches, and condemnations would henceforth be forbidden.1317

Wittenberg theologian Leonhard hutter wrote against this edict of toleration 
in his 1609 Calvinista Aulico-Politicus (Calvinist Court Politics). in it he declared that 
according to Johann Adolf’s edict, even the holy Spirit was now forbidden to 
speak out clearly against doctrinal errors, and the “calvinist wolves” could go 
about the work of subverting christian doctrine without fear of reprisal. 

“it was enough to make one despair to see how the calvinistic wolves were 
forcing their way in everywhere, and how cruelly they were deceiving princes 
and people with lies and cunning wiles, making out that they were the true expo-
nents of the Augsburg Confession.”1318

1315 Röse 1842, 52-54; Cuno 1883, 88.
1316 Wolgast 2011, 31-32. 
1317 Wolgast 2011, 31; Cuno 1883, 89; Excerpts in Hutter 1609, A4 ff..
1318 Hutter 1609, A4; Janssen X 1906, 300.
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hutter singled out Johann von münster as a clear example of an unscrupu-
lous calvinist theologian, noting that in a book, which he had dedicated to Duke 
Johann Adolf of holstein-Gottorf, von münster stated that it was untrue that the 
Reformed had deviated in any way from the teachings of the Augustana. “The 
calvinists ought to be regarded as genuine Lutherans in their doctrine and in 
their rites; Luther himself had died a calvinist,” münster claimed.1319

hutter responded that this was exact opposite the case, as could clearly be 
seen from sermons which Luther preached when his death was close at hand. in 
these final sermons, hutter stated, Luther had included serious warnings against 
Zwinglian sacramentarianism, and concerning the calvinists he had stated that 
the “french confession” was falsely representing itself as in agreement with the 
Augsburg Confession, even though calvin himself had written that “the Augsburg 
Confession was a hellish torch which would consume france with its flames.”1320

in 1610 Johann Adolf began openly to espouse his calvinist faith, and initiated 
his efforts to rid his lands of the abundance of “papism and idolatry” which still 
clung to Lutheranism. however, at least at first he decided to limit the introduc-
tion of his “Second Reformation” to his castle church at Gottorf by removing “all 
derelicts of the papacy.” When court Preacher Jacob fabricius publicly criticized 
the sermon, preached by a Reformed student in the castle church in 1610, he 
was immediately removed from office and replaced by the Reformed minister 
Philipp caesar from hesse-Kassel. he also put into office another preacher who 
knew nothing of the Smalcald Articles or Luther’s catechisms. in the Gymnasium 
at Bordesholm the Lutheran teacher was replaced by two huguenots from hesse. 
The Exorcism in Baptism was forbidden, and on June 5, 1614 all polemics were 
proscribed which might in any way be offensive to the calvinists.

The introduction of calvinism into the castle church, the appointment of 
Philipp caesar as the general superintendent of the duchy, and the appearance 
of the Reformed teachings indicated clearly that the ruler was now Reformed. 
The Duchy of holstein-Gottorf, however, remained in Lutheran hands and Au-
gusta, the duke’s wife, refused to attend services in the castle church, preferring 
to walk even in the rain to the cathedral to hear Lutheran sermons preached by 
christian Sledanus.

Aware that it would not be possible for him to convert the entire duchy, Jo-
hann Adolf had to be content to make only his castle church Reformed. he died 
in 1616 at the age of 41. After his death Augusta restored Jacob fabricius to his 
office.1321

1319 Hutter 1609,128; Janssen X 1906, 300.
1320 Hutter 1609, 154; Janssen X 1906, 300-301.
1321 König 1754, 452-453; Cuno 1883, 90; Kellenbenz 1985, 212.
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3.31 margraviate of  Brandenburg (1613)

3.31.1 Liturgical  conservativism  
in the Brandenburg Reformation

The Lutheran Reformation was introduced into the margraviate of Branden-
burg after the death of Elector Joachim i. in his last will and testament he divided 
his lands between his two sons, Joachim ii and Johann of Küstrin. Lands which 
came to be identified as electoral Brandenburg were bequeathed to Joachim ii, 
and Johann’s territory was called Neumark. 1322 

it was Johann who first introduced the Reformation into his territories. on Easter 
Day 1537, he publicly for the first time received communion under both kinds, 
and the next year he became a member of the Schmalkaldic League.1323 his public 
declaration in 1538 stated that the churches of Neumark adhered to the Augsburg 
Confession. he implemented the introduction of the Reformation in his territories 
according to the terms of the 1533 Brandenburg-Nuremberg church order.1324

A somewhat different pattern was followed in the case of mark Brandenburg. 
in 1538 the estates of mark Brandenburg met in Berlin and brought the question 
of religious ceremonies before the elector. They asked him for some indication 
of his support of either the Reformation or Rome. The elector tried to remain 
non-committal, but he was pressed by the nobles of the so-called Teltow coali-
tion, who indicated to the pro-Lutheran Bishop matthias von Jagow in April 1539 
that the estates believed that the time had come for the Gospel to be proclaimed 
and accepted in Brandenburg. in that same year citizens of Berlin petitioned the 
city council for permission to celebrate the Easter mass with communion in both 
kinds. The magistrates sent the petition to the elector with their recommendation 
that he approve it.1325 

While outwardly appearing non-committal, Joachim was in fact preparing for 
the introduction of the Reformation in Brandenburg. in the Spring of 1538 he had 
requested Rupertus Elgersmann, the dean of the Berlin cathedral, to prepare a 
proposal for a new church order. he then asked Philipp melanchthon to come to 
Berlin and critique the draft. melanchthon stated that it was weak in that it did 
not clearly articulate the doctrine of Justification by Grace through faith.1326 

1322 Sehling III 1909, 4.
1323 Hoppe 1958, 95-102.
1324 Sehling III 1909, 4.
1325 Steinmüller 1903, 49, 55-56; Nischan 1994, 15.
1326 Sehling III 1909, 6.
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Joachim ii’s goal was the introduction 
into Brandenburg of a form of catholi-
cism which was thoroughly Evangelical 
and at the same time retained as much as 
possible of the traditional rites and practi-
ces of the medieval church. he was very 
much a devotee of ceremonies and vest-
ments, and since they were in themselves 
adiaphora, he saw no reason to eliminate 
them.

on September 14, 1539 a sermon clear-
ly proclaiming the doctrine of Justification 
by Grace through faith was preached in 
the Berlin cathedral, the principal church 
in Brandenburg’s principal city. The 
preacher was Georg Buchholzer, dean of 
the cathedral. This action marked the first 
outward sign of the Reformation of the 
church in mark Brandenburg. however, 
Joachim ii was not yet ready to publicly 
declare for the Reformation, because he 
thought that the orderly progression of the 
Reformation depended upon the adoption 
of a clear and adequate church order.1327 

Joachim commissioned Buchholzer, the new court Preacher Jacob Stratner, 
and Georg Witzel, a leading Berlin humanist, to work together with Duke Georg 
iii of Anhalt- Plötzkau in preparing a new church order. According to Nikolaus 
Selnecker, a leading theologian of the time, both the elector and Georg iii were 
fond of christian ceremonies and sought to retain them in so far as possible. Phil-
ipp melanchthon was asked by Georg iii to came to Berlin to examine the new 
church order. he found it far more acceptable than the earlier draft and stated 
that it was clearly in accordance with the Gospel.1328

Now the elector was ready to take the decisive public step. on November 
1, 1539, All Saints Day, he attended mass at Spandau’s St. Nikolai church, and 
together with the Lutheran nobility from the neighboring regions, he received the 
Sacrament of the Altar in both kinds at the hands of the celebrant, Bishop mat-
thias von Jagow, an enthusiastic advocate of the Lutheran Reformation. on All 
Souls Day, November 2, mass was celebrated in cölln an der Spree for the mem-
1327 Nischan 1994, 17.
1328 Sehling III 1909, 6.

Elector Joachim ii receives the Sacrament 
from Lutheran Bishop matthias von Jag-
ow, Brandenburg, 1539. Engraving from 
the eighteenth century (Staatliche Luther-

halle, Wittenberg).
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bers of the city council and the citizenry. The mass bore more than a superficial 
resemblance to the medieval mass. many of the ceremonial features of the old rite 
were retained, including the Elevation of the consecrated species.1329

Dean Buchholzer, who had participated in the formulation of the new church 
order, was still in doubts about the propriety of wearing a cope and participating 
in processions and of performing ceremonies, which might be considered “pap-
ist.” Luther responded to him on December 4, 1539:

“Provided the Gospel of Jesus christ is preached purely with no human addi-
tions and the Sacraments of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper are observed with 
no invocation of the saints, no carrying of the Sacrament in procession, no daily 
masses and vigils for the dead, no holy water and salt, and provided that pure 
hymns are sung in Latin and German, it does not matter if there be a cross of gold 
or silver, or whether the cope be of saffron, silk, or linen; and if the elector is not 
content to put on one vestment, let him have three the way Aaron wore them, 
one on top of another; and if he does not find one procession enough, let him go 
around seven times like Joshua with trumpets blowing; and if he wants to leap 
with the harp, psaltery, and cymbals, let him dance like David before the ark. The 
conscience is not to be bound, and although we have given up these practices in 
Wittenberg, we may have reasons which do not apply in Berlin. Except where 
God has commanded let there be freedom.”1330

The introduction of the Lutheran Reformation in mark Brandenburg followed 
the publication in Berlin of the 1540 church order. Joachim ii affirmed a strongly 
conservative Lutheran theological position, and at the same time he insisted that 
the terms of the 1540 church order remain in force in his realm. he took a strong 
position against iconoclasts and those who advocated the elimination of the Exor-
cism in holy Baptism, stating that such changes endangered the Word of God 
and the Sacrament of christ. he bitterly complained that the iconoclasts, who 
insisted that pictures and crucifixes must be removed from churches because they 
were “idols,” were the same people who in their own houses had paintings “that 
usually are only found in whore houses.”1331

Johann of Küstrin died in 1571, only ten days after his brother Joachim ii. he 
left no heir, and Neumark once again was united with mark Brandenburg under 
the rule of Joachim’s son, Johann Georg, a staunch Lutheran. he understood 

1329 Steinmüller 1903, 71-72; Gross 1908, 122-135. A controversial feature of the new order 
prescribed that consecrated Sacrament should be taken from the altar to the homes of those 
too feeble or ill to come to church by a priest wearing a cope and following a sacristan 
ringing a bell and carrying a burning candle. The order stated that in rural areas this would, 
of course, be too difficult to accomplish and that there bread and wine should be consecrated 
in the home in the presence of the sick. Kirchen Ordnung 1540, Qiij-R.

1330 WA Br. 8, 625-626; Bainton 1971, 122.
1331 Steinmüller 1904, 241; Nischan 1994, 37.
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clearly that a new church order was needed to draw together the two firmly es-
tablished but quite distinct liturgical traditions of his two lands. The new order 
was published in 1572 at frankfurt (oder).1332

The introduction of the 1572 church order proceeded normally, except in 
some parts of Neumark where the clergy opposed the Elevation. Such was the 
case in Königsberg in Neumark, and Superintendent Andreas musculus found 
it necessary to remind the pastors in 1580 that they were required to elevate the 
Sacrament. he stated also that the Ostensio should be practiced to reaffirm the 
church’s confession of the presence of christ’s true body and blood in the Sacra-
ment and to oppose the introduction of any calvinist notions.1333

in addition, on July 27, 1580, Johann Georg found it necessary to address the 
clergy of crossen, Züllichau, and Kottbus in Neumark about the observance of 
the church order and the reintroduction of the Elevation, which he stated, had 
the purpose of “strengthening faith in the true presence of the body and blood of 
christ.”1334 This was in accordance with the statement in the visitation instruction 
for visitors in the 1573-1581 visitation, which declared that the elector did not 
intend to allow any of his pastors to be negligent and careless in their administra-
tion of the blessed Sacrament: 

“in these dangerous and tumultuous times, when all sorts of sects and mobs 
are agitating, especially while that damned doctrine of calvinism is trying to 
sneak in … they are to watch diligently that God’s Word is preached faithfully, 
that the blessed Sacrament is administered in a non-sectarian fashion, and the 
traditional christian responses, canticles, and ceremonies remain unchanged and 
continue to be uniformly observed throughout the land.”1335

Nothing would be permitted that would mitigate against the doctrine of the 
corporeal presence of christ in the Sacrament.

3.31.2 The inroads of  crypto-calvinism  
and its  Effects  on Liturgy

Elector Johann Georg regarded pure doctrine as a matter of utmost import-
ance and at the beginning of his reign he assembled a corpus doctrinae to regu-
late the church’s faith, teaching, and confession. he himself participated in the 
theological discussions at Torgau which led to the finalization of the Formula of 
Concord in 1577. When questions arose concerning the best way to introduce the 
Formula and secure its adoption, Elector Augustus of Saxony initially suggested 
1332 Die Augspurgische Confession / Agenda, Kirchen Geschefft 1572.
1333 Sehling III 1909, 236.
1334 Sehling III 1909, 27.
1335 Nischan 1994, 48.
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the calling of a general conference or synod representing all German Lutheran 
lands. Johann Georg recognized that there was opposition to the Formula in some 
lands and that its universal acceptance was unlikely. he suggested that the For-
mula should be introduced into each territory individually, beginning with those 
territories where its acceptance was assured. The Formula was accepted through-
out Brandenburg, despite some opposition in Neumark and at the University of 
frankfurt (oder) by members of the faculties of Law, medicine, and Philosophy. 
The elector insisted that his faculties be loyal to the confessions, and he declared 
that he was unwilling to tolerate any deviations from the Formula of Concord by 
members of the university: 

“i possess but one university, that of frankfurt-on-the-oder, and i regard it 
as my great treasure; if, however, i knew that my professors were calvinistic i 
should wish the whole teaching staff to be consumed by fire.”1336

Johann Georg required that the clergy in his territory should subscribe to the 
Formula as well and stand firm against the planting and spread of calvinism. it 
was declared illegal for one to carry calvinist books, and the penalty for doing so 
was corporal punishment. At the 1593 synod at Stettin, the electoral chancellor 
Lampert Distelmeyer, speaking in the name of his lord, declared:

“The calvinists in their articles on the person of christ, on predestination, on 
the Eucharist, and on Baptism, are leading us from the service of God to contempt 
of christ, from comfort to despair, from heaven to hell. Therefore, may God fill us 
with hatred against calvinism.”1337 

The Formula was accepted in Electoral Saxony as well, but problems developed 
after the death of Elector Augustus in 1586, when his son, christian i, became 
elector. he openly tolerated the advance of calvinism, as did Anhalt Duke Jo-
hann Georg, and Superintendent Wolfgang Amling sought to purge the church 
of every vestige of catholicism. it was clear to the Lutherans that Lutheran doc-
trine needed the support of appropriate ceremonies, since it was evident that the 
elimination of even seemingly unimportant ceremonies, such as the Exorcism in 
Baptism, could quickly lead to the elimination of altars, images, and organs. The 
final result would be a church which was no longer Lutheran. 

There were, however, crypto-calvinists in Brandenburg and not the least 
among them was Superintendent Urban Pierius of Küstrin. in 1586 he was called 
upon to confess before Elector Johann Georg his teaching on the person of christ 
and the Lord’s Supper. At the suggestion of the crypto-calvinist chancellor 
Nikolaus Krell in Electoral Saxony, he was then invited to become court preacher 
and superintendent in Dresden. There he was able to publicly express his cal-
vinist views. he made it clear that common cause should be made with the cal-
1336 Gallus 1799, 176-177; Janssen X 1906, 302.
1337 Janssen X 1906, 301-302.
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vinists in the Electoral Palatinate where calvinism was firmly entrenched and 
with france and the Low countries, where the Roman church was attempting 
to stamp out “the true christian religion” and replace it with “the Roman Anti-
christ.” he wrote in 1590: 

“make no mistake, the war and murder that Antichrist has inflicted on france, 
the Low countries, the Palatinate, hesse, Württemberg, the cologne bishopric, 
etc. concerns us all; we must make common cause with our persecuted and op-
pressed fellow-christians and owe them our prayers and assistance.”1338

in 1592 Johann Georg declared that it was now evident that calvinist error 
had crept into the churches and schools in Brandenburg, and that it was therefore 
necessary that all pastors and teachers should subscribe anew to the Formula of 
Concord. With the approval of the elector, Jakob heilbrunner published his Syn-
opsis Doctrinae Caluinianae. Summarischer begriff, vnd gegründte Widerlegung der 
Zwinglischen vnd Caluinischen Lehre (Synopsis of Calvinist Doctrine. A Summary and 
Thorough Refutation of Zwinglian and Calvinist Teaching), in which he refuted both 
Zwinglianism and calvinism point by point. he even went so far as to state that 
“the calvinist doctrine … continues to spread like a cancer.”1339 in 1593 Johann 
Georg required his son Joachim friedrich and his grandson Johann Sigismund 
to commit themselves to be faithful to the Formula of Concord and to pledge that 
they would allow no changes in schools or churches, which might in any way 
violate that confession. his 1596 will and testament stated that church vestments, 
ornaments, sacramental vessels, paintings, and other precious decorations should 
remain in the Berlin cathedral after his death, and that the current liturgy and 
ceremonies should be maintained and preserved by his successors.1340

The same position was articulated in 1595 by his sister, margravine Elisabeth 
magdalene. She looked upon liturgical ceremonies as marks of confessional iden-
tity and spoke of them as an “effective antidote,” a fence as it were against intru-
sions of calvinism. “As long as the old ceremonies are kept in the mark of Bran-
denburg, calvinists also will be kept at bay.”1341

When Johann Georg died in 1598, he was succeeded by his son, the magdeburg 
administrator, Joachim friedrich. he confessed himself to be a loyal Lutheran but 
his confessional commitment was somewhat less firm than that of his father, who 
had distanced himself from crypto-calvinism. his father had never favored any 
sort of close military allegiance with the Reformed, and although he had been 
sympathetic toward the plight of the huguenots after the St. Bartholomew Day 
massacre in 1572, he still regarded them as “dangerous revolutionaries.” 

1338 Pierius 1590, Bvi-Bvii; Nischan 2004, 389-390. 
1339 Heilbrunner 1596, (Vorrede); Nischan 1994, 52.
1340 Caemmerer 1915, 142, 158-159; Nischan 1994, 51-55.
1341 Brunner 1595; Nischan 1999, ii-146.
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Joachim friedrich took a very different stance. he was worried less about sup-
posed “revolutionaries” than he was about the counter-Reformation, which the 
Roman church had been pursuing aggressively since the close of the council of 
Trent in 1563.1342 The Roman church and secular powers aligned with it were 
no longer willing to remain silent as their territories became Protestant. They 
were now prepared to take action to prevent this. Such was the case when Geb-
hard Truchsess von Waldburg, archbishop-elector of cologne, began to openly 
espouse calvinism in 1582 and issued a proclamation establishing parity for 
catholics and calvinists in the Electorate. opponents in the cathedral chapter 
promptly elected another archbishop, Ernst of Bavaria, who with the aid of Bav-
arian and Papal mercenaries prevented the secularization of the archdiocese. in 
the eyes of Joachim friedrich, militant Roman catholicism seemed a far more for-
midable opponent than the calvinists. in addition, he had been humiliated by the 
Roman catholics, when they successfully blocked his participation in the Diet of 
Augsburg in 1582. his election as administrator of the archdiocese of magdeburg 
in 1566 had never been confirmed by the pope. Although he had himself at one 
time entered minor orders in the Roman church, he had never been ordained to 
any of the major orders and was in no sense a loyal subject of the Bishop of Rome. 
Although he had been on good terms with Emperor maximilian ii, who had ap-
preciated his support in the Turkish wars, the new emperor, Rudolf ii, had no 
sympathy whatever for Protestants. When Joachim friedrich appeared at the Diet 
of Augsburg in 1582, the Roman catholic party flatly stated that if he was seated 
they would boycott all future meetings.1343

it was in magdeburg that Joachim friedrich acquired his particular under-
standing of Lutheranism. it was a Lutheranism dominated by the person and 
theology of Philipp melanchthon. in magdeburg the Formula of Concord was 
understood to be anti-melanchthonian, and initially the clergy were unwilling to 
affirm a position which repudiated the positions taken by the theologian whom 
they called “their master.” in was only with reservations that the pastors for-
mally accepted the Formula of Concord at Wolmirstedt on January 30, 1578. Some 
outspoken critics refused to accept it at all, and Joachim friedrich did not sign it 
until November 7, 1579, after he had been warned that any failure to do so would 
cause great suspicion among Lutherans in Brandenburg and other territories. he 
signed it but he never really accepted it, and in 1584 he appointed hieronymus 
von Schlick as his closest advisors in magdeburg, who was closely affiliated with 
Bohemian calvinists, and Wilhelm Rudolf von meckbach, who as magdeburg’s 
chancellor was closely aligned with Wilhelm iV, the pro-melanchthonian land-
grave of hesse-Kassel. it was his lukewarmness to the Formula of Concord which 
1342 Angelus 1593, 177; Nischan 1994, 61.
1343 Römer 1974, 110-112; Nischan 1994, 58.
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was the likely reason why Johann Georg in 1593 required that his sons promised 
to abide by it. A further evidence of Johann Georg’s concerns can be seen in his 
1596 testamentary statement that ceremonies and decorations in the Berlin cath-
edral should after his passing remain as they were at present.1344

Upon his elevation to the electorship Joachim friedrich lost little time in 
countermanding his father’s testament. in the second month of his reign, on feb-
ruary 27, 1598, he sent a memorandum to Johann von Löben, chancellor of the 
mark, and Superintendent General christoph Pelargus, and other leading ecclesi-
astical and secular councillors proposing a series of church reforms to begin with 
the revision of liturgical practices in the cathedral. he stated that for well-known 
reasons the liturgical practices in the cathedral no longer corresponded to the 
practices of other Lutheran churches and were doing “more harm than good.”1345 

it is not known whether von Löben approved these initiatives but Pelargus 
accepted them with enthusiasm. in his may 27, 1598 response, he and his associ-
ates took the position that Lutheran doctrine must remain firm, but ceremonies 
could be changed or amended as warranted by the times. They agreed with Elec-
tor Joachim friedrich that the use of the sign of the cross in the consecration of 
the Sacrament was entirely inappropriate and only promoted the notion that the 
Sacrament was consecrated by this action. They agreed as well that the Elevation 
of the Sacrament was inappropriate and must be eliminated. So too, the Ostensio, 
they believed, gave rise to the “worship of the bread.” They claimed that the 
Ostensio was especially popular in Berlin and frankfurt (oder) but that it was 
no longer widely used. They said that it was offensive since “many of the simple 
minded, especially women, upon hearing these words, will beat their chests, raise 
up their arms, and generally act very superstitiously.” in addition, it misled for-
eign friends into thinking that the Lutherans held “horrible errors.”1346 

Pelargus also raised questions about liturgical vestments. chasubles were, of 
course, appropriate for Divine Services, but the use of the bishop’s mitre and 
crosier no longer had any significance for Lutherans and ought to be laid aside. 
The church calendar too needed to be simplified. At least fifty-five days must be 
eliminated. Among them were marian Days which he considered “unnecessary 
and dangerous.” The Day of Coena Domini, formerly Corpus Christi, and All Saints 
could be retained, if there was preaching. Pelargus also wanted the elimination 
of processions, Passion plays, and other liturgical dramas, as well as the Stations 
of the cross as remnants of Papism. he found the Passion plays, usually held on 
Palm Sunday and Good friday, to be particularly offensive, because they “turn 
christ’s agony into a human comedy.” Even the old practice of a wooden dove 

1344 Caemmerer 1915, 142, 158-159; Nischan 1994, 57.
1345 Müller II 1906, 282-283; Nischan 1994, 63.
1346 Spieker 1858, 85-91; Nischan 1994, 64.
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lowered on Pentecost Day was to him 
highly offensive. he clearly preferred an 
internal, spiritual worship with as little 
external expression as possible.1347

General Superintend Pelargus was 
particularly offended by the custom of the 
clergy in the Berlin cathedral of making 
the sign of the cross over the communion 
hosts, “as if by virtue and power of the cross 
(virtue et vi crucis formatae) the presence of 
christ’s body would be affected,” and he 
recommended that this action, which was 
not commonly in use everywhere, should 
cease. The 1598 advisory opinion of the 
Berlin theologians recommended “that 
the cross be made according to the ancient 
custom of the church only once, when the 
benediction is spoken,” and as precedent 
for this they stated that this was the com-
mon practice in other churches.1348

 Joachim friedrich found this response 
very gratifying, however, it soon became 
clear that many were not in agreement 
with the positions taken by Pelargus and 
his associates. on may 10, 1598, the elector turned to them for reassurance. on 
may 27 they responded that it would be best if he moved slowly.1349 

When Joachim friedrich sought advise concerning Elevation and Ostensio 
from his cousin, margrave Georg friedrich i of Brandenburg-Ansbach, who was 
also the Regent of Prussia, Georg friedrich advised him to use great caution. he 
wrote to him that the Elevation was most certainly a “papal abuse” and should 
be eliminated. however, for mark Brandenburg, where this particular practice 
was deeply rooted, he should be very cautious and “not to rush into sudden ab-
rogation of the Elevation or Ostensio, but to acquiesce a little for now, until some 
point in the future when the parishioners have been better instructed from God’s 
Word, and then probably gradually or even readily want to omit and abrogate it 
themselves.” 1350

1347 Nischan 1994, 65.
1348 Müller I 1906, 529; Zeeden 2012, 37. 
1349 Nischan 1994, 66, 279.
1350 Zeeden 2012, 24; Müller I 1906, 456.

christoph Pelargus (1565-1633)  
(Bildarchiv, Austria).
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Pelargus thought it would be best to retain the Elevation simply to indicate 
that this bread was consecrated and set apart from ordinary bread. it and the Os-
tensio could be eliminated in due course but nothing should be done which would 
raise unnecessary questions among the simple minded. consequently, Joachim 
friedrich responded on June 8, 1598 to Andreas Wenzel and Pelargus that much 
of the old pomp and ceremony would for the present remain unchanged. 

The year 1600 brought another visitation, the purpose of which was to obtain 
a general picture of parish life and to implement further the desired changes. 
General Superintendent Pelargus headed the visitation, and like the elector he 
was primarily concerned with what he considered to be “lingering superstitions 
in ceremonies” and other deviations from the usual order. The visitation instruc-
tion was issued on february 9, 1600, and it was not until 1602 that the visita-
tion of all parishes was completed. The instruction stated that the Ostensio was to 
be eliminated; it was permissible to keep the Elevation but not much was to be 
made of it. Absolutely no changes in public worship, with the exception of those 
specifically authorized by the elector or the consistory, would be permitted – an 
indication that most of the 1572 ceremonies still remained in force. The frankfurt 
(oder) churches were told that they ought to eliminate the processions through 
the churchyard on the high feasts, but they were not specifically instructed that 
this instruction was mandatory. The visitors in Prenzlau indicated their concern 
that the pastors were overly zealous in their confessional commitment and urged 
them not to engage in needless polemics about the Augsburg Confession, the Apol-
ogy, and Luther’s writings. further, if the Epistle and Gospel were to be chanted 
in Latin, it was necessary that in every case these same lessons must be read also 
in German. 

The visitors did not appear to have found any widespread deviations from the 
church’s confession. The elector’s instruction was that careful note must be taken 
that no “Papist, Antinomian, calvinistic, and other errors” were spread and that 
the Formula of Concord was being adhered to.1351 The visitors found no evidence 
of the spread of calvinism, but nothing in the visitation articles would have indi-
cated to them what precisely they should be looking for. This was no surprise, 
since the elector himself, while espousing Lutheranism, was more and more con-
genial toward calvinism and answered critics by stating that the Reformed “… 
are quiet, peaceful people, who do their assigned tasks properly without getting 
involved in theological debates.”1352 

By the year 1600 there were still many rich ceremonial observances engaged by 
Lutheran clergy and people in the Berlin cathedral, which where of great concern 
to Pelargus and his associates. According to Nikolaus müller, over a hundred 
1351 Corpus Constitutionum Marchicarum I/1 [1737], 344-352.
1352 Hering 1778, 9; Nischan 1994, 70.
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processions took place in the cathedral year after year. Every Sunday morning 
and every festival and in the afternoon on special feast days there were proces-
sions, and in addition there were special processions on St. mark’s Day, on the 
days between Rogate Sunday, the Ascension Day, and on Corpus Christi Day.

These processions were not even limited to the cathedral but participation in 
them was shared by all of the clergy in Berlin and cölln, as well as by schoolboys, 
all girls above the age of ten, and the villagers within an eighteen-mile radius 
of Berlin as previous electors had mandated. What Pelargus and his associates 
would regard as “upholding, noisy pomp and splendor” was the order of the 
day. many of the clergy were vested and carried a chalice and paten. The cath-
edral provost was followed with the Prussian eagle and a banner with the Prus-
sian coat of arms, and last of all came the elector himself, sitting on a horse, vested 
in a brocade garment lined with sable.1353 

offensive and scandalous in the eyes of the crypto-calvinists were such prac-
tices in the Berlin cathedral as the special observances during Passiontide with 
its many processions, the bishop’s mitre and staff, and the washing of feet on 
maundy Thursday. Some Lutheran theologians regarded all this as a “stone of 
stumbling,” recalling Luther’s words that “such a stench from the pope might 
now cause new damage to the soul.”1354 

Their comments indicate that practices observed during the reign of Joachim 
ii in mark Brandenburg in the 1540’s were still being observed at the end of the 
century. Passion plays during the Passion Week were still being presented, and 
highly illustrative displays, such as the bringing of the wooden donkey on Palm 
Sunday and the pouring down of water from the roof of the church, sometimes 
even throwing down fire or releasing doves on the feast of Pentecost, were still 
being practiced. many people were illiterate and this provided them with visual 
aids for their devotion, as the washing of feet on maundy Thursday, and the por-
trayals of the tomb of christ at the Good friday communion were very illustra-
tive. The 1540 Brandenburg church order had advised against abuses and overly 
dramatic displays but had allowed the special acts associated with Ascension, 
Pentecost, and other days to continue, because they were “good reminders to the 
youth and the ignorant.”1355 

Popular culture and religious observances were clearly intermixed. Lutheran 
pastors maintained in their churches religious festivals and even relics of the saints 
from medieval days. carnival celebrations, which began before pre-Lent and 
reached their climax on the Tuesday before Ash Wednesday – Fastnachtsdienstag 
or Shrove Tuesday – were among the most popular civic festivals in the sixteenth 

1353 Müller I 1906, 509 ff.; Zeeden 2012, 65-66. 
1354 Luther 1556, 501; Müller I 1906, 531 ff.; Zeeden 2012, 64-65.
1355 Kirchen Ordnung 1540, Z; Sehling III 1909, 88; Zeeden 2012, 64-65.
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century. in Germany the carnival fool, “hans Wurst,” was a popular coarse-com-
edic figure who presided over a masquerade by giving out large sausages, pretzels, 
and kegs of beer and wine. At Königsberg in Prussia ninety representatives of the 
butcher’s guild carried a sausage which weighed 440 pounds (200 kg) in the 1583 
Fastnacht procession. This was meant to symbolize the large amount of meat that 
people were eating and the works of the flesh in which they indulged.1356

The decades which followed the conversion of the hohenzollerns to calvin-
ism saw many changes. Now the electors of Brandenburg would fight against 
such carnivals, labeling them “as gross idolatry” on february 4, 1659 the elec-
tor announced that workers and others were parading through the streets with 
music and playing pranks and begging for food and money, and then they were 
feasting for more than a week on what they had gotten, after which they would 
get into fight and even kill each other.1357 Such activities, he declared, must cease 
at once. This edict was not popular with the people and they paid little attention 
to it. The elector repeated his proscription “against such frivolity” on february 8, 
1670,1358 and it was repeated once again fifty years later, on may 28, 1739.1359

The Brandenburg clergy were not quite sure how to react to the carnival and 
other feast day traditions observed by the people. in a sermon on Corpus Christi Day, 
Johannes mathesius, a popular preacher in Joachimsthal, who had been a personal 
acquaintance of Luther himself, warned the people against some more secular rit-
uals and so-called “sacred performances,” such as when young people dressed up 
as St. Nikolaus during Advent, placing a wooden cradle with the baby Jesus on the 
altar at christmas, a parade with an ass on Palm Sunday, the washing of the feet on 
maundy Thursday, the decorating of the altar with greens and the cake figurines on 
Easter, the burning of the devil in effigy on Walpurgis Night, the pulling of the pic-
ture of christ up to the ceiling on Ascension Day, the letting loose of flying doves at 
Pentecost, and popular singing around the St. John’s fire on midsummer’s Eve. All 
of these activities, he declared, had been abused and therefore must be restricted 
somewhat, but he was not willing to condemn them outright. “Where the doctrine 
is pure and the sacraments are administered properly, and blasphemy and abuse 
have been eliminated, people will be able to judge these games for themselves and 
on occasion may allow their children to engage in them.”1360

The elector had not been able to move as fast as he wanted in stripping the Ber-
lin cathedral of its special status. in 1608 as a part of the renovation project which 

1356 Burke 1994, 186; Nischan 1999, Vii-7.
1357 “Edict wegen Abstellung derer fastnachts-Spiele, Processionem &c. vom 4. febr. 1659.” 

Corpus Constitutionum Marchicarum I/2 [1737], 69-74.
1358 “Rescript wegen derer im Edict vom 4. febr. 1659. verbothenen fastnachts-Spiele etc. vom 

8. febr. 1670.” Corpus Constitutionum Marchicarum I/2 [1737], 85-86.
1359 “Verordnung wegen Abstellung des sog. fastnachts-Spiels. 1739.” Jacobson II 1839, 139.
1360 Nischan 1999, Vi-211-212.
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included the remodeling of the Dom, its status was reduced to that of a parish 
church, and it was given the name holy Trinity church. The hypersensitivity of 
the elector and his general superintendent over the ceremonies in the cathedral 
came to clear expression in the words of the general superintendent, who in his 
sermon on the day of the rededication of the church stated that he found there to 
be “too much bleating, singing, and screaming, and too little devotion.” funds 
formerly set aside for cathedral clergy and musicians now were diverted else-
where. The number of such clergy and musicians were reduced and the funds set 
apart for them were used as scholarship funds for students at frankfurt (oder) 
and Joachimsthal gymnasium.1361

The elector’s tolerant attitude toward the Reformed raised suspicions among 
the nobility. They insisted that he must confirm their rights of patronage and af-
firm his complete loyalty to the Unaltered Augsburg Confession and the Formula of 
Concord. Neither was the consistory pleased with the increasingly high profile of 
the crypto-calvinists in Brandenburg. it complained in 1602 that there were in 
the court and elsewhere in the country those who assumed the guise of adherence 
to the Augsburg Confession but were doing so in order to destroy the Formula of 
Concord and quietly introduce calvinism into the land.1362 

The consistory, the clergy, and the nobility saw evidences of Joachim fried-
rich’s friendliness with the Reformed in both religious and political spheres. in 
the political sphere the elector had been aware that Duke Johann Wilhelm of 
Jülich-Kleve-Berg was aged and had no heir, and that upon his death the Roman 
catholics could be expected to reassert their position and again become the dom-
inant religious influence in the region. 

The nobility and pastors were apprehensive about the increasing number of 
calvinists among the elector’s advisors in his court. in 1604 he established a new 
Privy council (Germ. Geheimer Rat) which was modeled after the Oberrat of the 
Electoral Palatinate. No one from Brandenburg was invited to sit on this council. 
Joachim friedrich determined that its membership would be limited only to his 
most trusted advisors, several of whom were either Reformed or influenced by 
the Reformed confession. he expected that the Lutherans and Reformed should 
be able to work side-by-side at least in political matters.1363

Despite his frequent protestations of his loyal Lutheranism, it was clear that 
Joachim friedrich initiated policies favorable to the calvinists. he opened his 
court to them and established policies which would in the future prove fruitful to 
them. The Lutheran church in Brandenburg was still firm in its confession, but 
the ground on which it stood was no longer as firm as it had been in the past. 

1361 Encaenia sacra 1608, cij; Nischan 1994, 72.
1362 Croon 1938, 65; Nischan 1994, 76.
1363 Wangemann 1884, 40 fn. *; Nischan 1994, 76-77.
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3.31.3 The Defection of  Johann Sigismund from Lutheranism

The death of Joachim friedrich in 1608 
brought to the electorate his son Johann 
Sigismund,1364 who in January 1593 had 
been required by his father to take an oath 
that he would remain constant and true 
to the Unaltered Augsburg Confession and 
to the Apology, thereof, and that he would 
make in the churches and schools no chan-
ges which were at odds with these con-
fessions. Johann Sigismund took this oath 
before the provincial estates on march 12, 
1602,1365 but in 1613 he shocked his entire 
electorate when he declared that he had 
converted to the Reformed faith.

Sigismund’s initial interest in calvin-
ism was evident in his early years. his 
father permitted the young Sigismund 
to visit the Electoral Palatinate where the 
Reformed were the predominant influ-
ence. There he became acquainted with 

the writings of Rudolf hospinian, a Swiss Reformed theologian, who had de-
risively described the Formula of Concord as “Concordia Discors” (“harmony of 
Discord”).1366 it was while in the Palatinate that he began to have doubts concern-
ing the Lutheran doctrine of the Sacrament of the Altar. So it may be said that 
as early as 1606 he was moving toward an explicit confession of the Reformed 
faith, even though he did not speak of it publicly at that time.1367 it is also unclear 
whether or to what extent Sigismund made his interest in calvinism known to 
his father. in any case, before Joachim friedrich died, he prevailed upon his son 
to vow that he would remain true to the pure teachings of the Unaltered Augsburg 
Confession.

1364 one year later, in 1609, he assumed the role of guardian of the mentally challenged Duke 
Albrecht friedrich of Prussia and in this way took control of the government of the Duchy 
of Prussia. Two years later, in 1611, Polish-Lithuanian King Sigismund iii Vasa granted 
Prussia as a Polish fief to Johann Sigismund and recognized his right to succeed Albrecht 
friedrich upon his death; Nischan 1994, 106.

1365 Printed in Cyprian 1726, 239-240; Hering 1778, 11-13; Janssen X 1906, 302.
1366 Hospinius 1607.
1367 Sigismund stated on march 28, 1614 that he had been sympathetic to the calvinist 

position for more than eight years. Bekändtniß 1614, 57-58.

Elector Johann Sigismund of 
Brandenburg (1572-1619). A portrait by 
unidentified painter, c. 1610 (Korff 1981).
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it could hardly have been a complete surprise, however, when immediately 
upon Joachim friedrich’s death in 1608, christoph Jordan of Wittenberg wrote in 
his 1608 tract, Trewhertzige Warnung Für Calvinischer Brüderschafft (A Well-Meant 
Warning Against Fellowship with Calvinists), that the calvinists in mark Branden-
burg were “engaged in secret plottings” and that policies favorable to them would 
lead to imminent danger. 

“There was heard, more frequently than before, the venomous talk about its 
being wrong to anathematize the calvinistic devil’s rabble in print and from the 
pulpits, and that there ought to be good fellowship with them, which could be 
regarded in no other light than that christ the Lord and his Divine Word should 
be denied, as Judas the traitor had denied them, and that we should associate and 
hold commerce with a Belial who was even worse than the Antichrist at Rome.”1368 

Jordan stated that since the accession of Joachim ii, “the evangelical form of 
worship had been maintained pure and unfalsified, as well against all antichristian 
tyranny as against the heresy of all the antichristian plotters in the mark Branden-
burg,” but now the calvinists were at work denying the doctrine of the Ubiquity 
of the human nature of christ, and Superintend General Pelargus had published 
a treatise on the breaking of the bread which was fully calvinist. There could 
be no fellowship with those who followed such teaching, no “brotherhood with 
people whose schoolmaster was Satan.” “Against all spirit of brotherly love the 
calvinist rabble accuses us of placing the humanity of the Lord, by some process 
of natural extension or inclusion, in beer-cans and in the most base utensils.”1369

The first public step in the Reformed direction by a hohenzollern had, in fact, 
already been taken by Sigismund’s brother, margrave Ernst, who openly con-
verted in Düsseldorf on the Day of Pentecost 1610, when he received Reformed 
communion. When Ernst returned to Brandenburg from the Rheinland in 1613, 
he asked martin füssel, the Reformed superintendent in Zerbst in the calvinist 
Duchy of Anhalt, to conduct a communion service in his private chambers. more 
than a dozen people attended this service.1370 

Simon Gedicke, the dean of the Berlin cathedral, however, complained bit-
terly. he called füssel’s behavior in Berlin a scandal. he stated that füssel and his 
companions taught in rather vague terms about reforming the Lutheran church 
and “completing the Reformation,” and by their actions, Gedicke stated, it was 
clear what they intended to do. “i have noticed the fraction … in the celebration of 
the Lord’s Supper!” As far as Gedicke was concerned, this was a clear indication 
that these new preachers were not Lutherans. They were calvinists! They were 
“Sacramentarians and the Zerbst superintendent is one of them.”1371

1368 Janssen X 1906, 302-303.
1369 Jordan 1608, 3, 5, 258; Janssen X 1906, 303.
1370 Bekändtniß 1614, 20; Hering 1778, 242; Nischan 1994, 83-85.
1371 Nischan 1999, iV-21.
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The action of Ernst not only violated 
the church order but encouraged the 
common people to ignore their pastors. 
Gedicke was Ernst’s pastor, and it was he 
who should have been asked to minister 
to him. What Ernst did would certainly 
give Brandenburgians and foreigners 
alike the impression that the mark Bran-
denburg court was coming under the 
influence of the Reformed. As Gedicke 
would say later: “The calvinist fire began 
with margrave Ernst.”1372

The Reformed communion service 
brought storms of protest. it was a clear 
encroachment of the “lamentable calvin-
ism,” as Gedicke stated on July 27, 1613. 
his letter of protest was directed to mar-
grave Johann Georg, brother of Johann 
Sigismund and Ernst. Johann Georg had 
like his brother studied abroad and had 
come to reject the Lutheran confession 

concerning the Lord’s Supper.1373 on September 2, 1613 he left Lutheranism be-
hind and converted to calvinism.1374

in his october 8, 1613 reply to Gedicke, Johann Georg stated that the Lutheran 
doctrine of the Lord’s Supper was based neither on God’s Word nor the church’s 
traditional teaching. he complained also that the Lutherans maintained such 
improper ceremonies as the Elevation of the host, sacring bells, and tradition-
al mass vestments. All of these he regarded as a continuation of “superstitious 
papal practices.” it was obvious from his statement that he and his brother Sig-
ismund shared Ernst’s theological opinions. This was answered by Gedicke who 
defended the Lutheran doctrine and noted that pious rulers were often misled by 
their best friends and their most trusted advisors. 1375

Equally offensive to the Lutherans was the appointment of Solomon finck to 
replace the retiring Sebastian müller as court preacher. Solomon finck had for-
merly been a Lutheran pastor in Königsberg, the Duchy of Prussia, but through 
his contacts with calvinists he was won over to pro-Reformed opinions. he kept 

1372 Gedicke 1620; Nischan 1994, 83-85, 102.
1373 Bekändtniß 1614, 11-15.
1374 Wangemann 1884, 25.
1375 Bekändtniß 1614, 16-35; Nischan 1994, 85-86.

Simon Gedicke (1551-1631)  
(Martin Friedrich Seidels Bilder-Sammlung, 

Küster 1751).
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quiet about them until he started to minister to Ernst in his last illness. During 
Ernst’s funeral service on September 20, 1613, finck read a statement of Ernst in 
which the margrave confirmed his conversion to the Reformed faith which, he 
stated, was strictly for the “greater glory of christ, our Savior.” finck later stated 
that he had become convinced of the “deceptiveness and fraudulence” of Luther-
an doctrine, and within a short time he publicly spoke against Lutheran ceremon-
ies and defended the practice of breaking the bread. he also decried the fact that 
the Lutherans continued old papist ceremonies, stating that there was no need for 
altars, chasubles, sacring bells, candles, hosts, and other “idolatrous objects.”1376

Public reaction to finck’s statements was swift and dramatic. it came to a head 
on october 17, 1613. An october 29 report of the incident claimed that some were 
so offended that when finck left the pulpit after his sermon the people cried out: 
“come out of there, you damned calvinist,” and when he left the church some 
began to hurl rocks. he was hit at least twice. one of the mob yelled that he 
would finish the job if finck ever dared to enter that pulpit again!1377 

The situation became even more tense, and the Brandenburg estates decided 
that they must intervene to stop finck from doing more harm. They sent a letter 
to Elector Johann Sigismund in early December 1613 in which they charged that 
he had “caused much division in Berlin’s residential and parish churches. he had 
made himself suspect by eliminating Luther’s teachings, ceremonies, and church 
customs, and by introducing calvinistic dogmas.” Letters in the same vein were 
also sent to christoph Pelargus and to the elector’s wife, Anna, who was sym-
pathetic to the orthodox Lutheran cause. The nobles complained that finck de-
scribed Lutheran ceremonies as “papal blasphemies” and also sought to displace 
Lutheran doctrine with “erroneous teachings of calvinism.” “he and other predi-
cants who belong to his religion must immediately stop preaching at court and 
throughout the entire country,” they demanded.1378

Gedicke characterized finck as a new “Berliner hecebolius,” that is, he likened 
him to hecebolius, who under Emperor constantius was a “fervent” christian, 
and then, under Julian the Apostate, he professed idolatry. finally, when Jov-
ian came to power, he returned to christianity, ostentatiously professing extreme 
penitence for his apostasy, prostrating himself in front of the church, crying to 
all who entered there: “Trample upon me – the salt that has lost its savor” (“cal-
cate me sal insipidum”).1379 Like him, Gedicke claimed, finck “changed his coat” 
every time the wind changed. in march 1613 he had in the presence of thousands 
1376 Finck I 1615, 4 ff.; Nischan 1994, 87.
1377 Wangemann 1884, 25; Rieger 1967, 156; Nischan 1994, 87; 
1378 Letters of the Brandenburg estates to christoph Pelargus (December 7, 1613), Elector John 

Sigismund (December 8, 1613), Electress Anna (December 8, 1613) are printed in Bekändtniß 
1614, 3-4, 47-51; Nischan 1999, iV-21.

1379 Dictionary 1911, 435.
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of people preached publicly in a sermon against the calvinists, asking that God 
would “preserve us from their fanaticism.” however, when it was obvious to him 
that the wind was changing, he spoke quite differently, as Gedicke remarked:

“Not long ago, indeed, he had revealed his impious heart and brazen forni-
cator’s forehead in the presence of an honorable company by saying: ‘When i 
belonged to the Lutherans i went with them six times to the communion. i knew 
very well, however, that i was not partaking of the body of christ in reality. in my 
own mind i recognized what our religion [calvinism] lays down.’ is not this the 
depth of Satanic iniquity which this bird [i.e. finch] reveals?”1380

Representatives of the estates called upon Johann Sigismund, his wife Anna, 
and General Superintendent christoph Pelargus to silence finck. They were con-
cerned about the scandalous statements he had made concerning Lutheran cere-
monies and his insistence upon promoting calvinism in the court and parish 
churches. They described him as a “sneaking wolf” who was determined to destroy 
Lutheranism in the mark. Johann Sigismund was reminded that he had promised 
to defend the church’s heritage, and that if matters continued as they were, irrepar-
able damage would be done to the relationship between Sigismund and his estates. 
furthermore, his relationship with Saxony would also doubtless suffer.1381

Pelargus decided that at this critical juncture he would have to deal with the 
situation diplomatically. he had stated earlier that “Lutherans and calvinists are as 
irreconcilable as water and fire,” but, as an irenic disciple of melanchthon, he was 
becoming weary of Lutheran orthodoxy. inclined to adopt melanchthon’s irenic at-
titude, Pelargus provoked distrust among the orthodox Lutherans and the estates. he 
proved to be of little help in supporting orthodox Lutheranism and the pure Lutheran 
understanding of the Lord’s Supper. he was very non-committal in his approach to 
the problem. in his December 17, 1613 response to the estates, he stated that he had 
sought to stop and think, and had even spoken with Johann Sigismund about the 
situation, but saw no need to take official action. he was not even sure what ceremon-
ial forms finck had used and it was not clear to him what charges could be laid against 
him. furthermore, he understood that Sigismund intended to schedule a theological 
colloquium to deal with these issues. it was clear to Brandenburg church officials that 
Sigismund was not going to do anything to stop finck or any other calvinists.1382

An early evidence of Sigismund’s conversion came on Ascension Day of 1613 
during the official visit of Landgrave moritz of hesse-Kassel, a recent convert to 
the Reformed faith. moritz brought with him his chaplain, hermann fabronius, 
who was invited to preach in the Berlin court chapel on Ascension Day. his Re-
formed interpretation of the Ascension was foreign and offensive to Lutheran 

1380 Gedicke I 1615, 6; Janssen X 1906, 309-311.
1381 Bekändtniß 1614, 47-51; Nischan 1994, 88.
1382 Bekändtniß 1614, 4-6; Nischan 1994, 88.
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ears. According to Leonhard hutter, it represented the opening shot in the ensu-
ing struggle between the Lutherans and the Reformed.1383 

Up to this time the court chapel and cathedral had been Lutheran. The cath-
edral itself had already in the days of Joachim friedrich been reduced in status to 
the leading parish church in cölln an der Spree, and in a dedication ceremony, at 
which General Superintendent christoph Pelargus of frankfurt (oder) delivered 
the sermon, the church was renamed: “The church of the most Blessed Trinity.”1384

Johann Sigismund still had not made any public statement about his attraction 
to the calvinist religion or his own conversion. calvinist services were restricted 
to his private court chapel. however, toward the end of 1613 he began to make 
plans to publicly announce his conversion and introduce calvinist worship into 
the most important church in Brandenburg, the Berlin cathedral, where a sound 
Lutheran confessional theology was preached and traditional Lutheran ceremonies 
were still employed. There was, of course, no Reformed congregation there, and so, 
on December 12 he invited some five dozen of his closest and most loyal advisors 
and foreign guests to attend a special christmas communion service on December 
25 in the cathedral. he announced to them that it was a matter of great concern to 
him that the Lutherans were still spreading abroad absurd doctrines and unfound-
ed opinions and employing improper rites and ceremonies. he was particularly 
concerned that they were violating the strict example of christ who had made the 
breaking of the bread the most essential and central act in the celebration of the 
Lord’s Supper. They even continued to employ the “papist Exorcism” in Baptism. 
he would now exercise his duty as a christian ruler to see to it that the Gospel was 
finally proclaimed in a proper manner without the addition of papist ceremonies. 
it was his intention to return the church to the simple ways of the apostles. All this 
would publicly begin with the christmas communion service which, no doubt, 
would lead to a new Reformation of the church. The elector was convinced that 
his conversion to calvinism would set an example to others and this would initiate 
the process of a Second Reformation in Brandenburg. consequently, the work of 
martin Luther would be “brought to completion.”1385

As might be expected, those to whom these invitations were addressed were 
in complete agreement with the elector in all matters, sacred and secular. The 
Lutheran clergy, however, would be a problem. The elector called them together 
to meet with him at the palace on December 18, 1613. There he would speak to 
them in plaintive and emotional words that they must be reasonable and toler-
ant toward him for, after all, he only wished to be allowed to worship God as he 
saw fit. To this meeting the elector also invited his closest and most loyal advis-

1383 Hutter 1615, B; Wangemann 1884, 25; Nischan 1994, 91.
1384 Pelargus 1608.
1385 Wangemann 1884, 28-29; Nischan 1994, 92.
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ors: his brother, margrave Johann Georg, and Abraham von Dohna, the leading 
advocate of calvinism in the Duchy of Prussia and the strongest supporter of his 
legitimacy there. in this meeting the elector assured the Lutheran pastors that 
it was not his intention to force them to abandon their ceremonies, vestments, 
candles, and holy pictures, if they wished to keep them. he had no intention of 
imposing his faith on them, he declared, but he expected them to allow him the 
courtesy of worshipping God according to the “dictates of his faith” and in a 
manner which “eliminated papal superstitions.” Speaking on behalf of the pas-
tors, Gedicke stated that no new Reformation was necessary, that the Lutherans 
were doing nothing to cause or incite any civil disturbances, and that the elector’s 
actions would cause great unhappiness and only increase the opposition of the 
estates to his rule. he would be better off to affirm the faith of the Formula of Con-
cord and make no public statements against the Lutheran ceremonies. councillor 
friedrich Pruckmann immediately protested, saying that the elector had never 
approved of the Formula of Concord and had pointedly omitted any reference to it 
in his electoral oath. furthermore, he stated, that his highness was determined to 
move ahead with his Reformed agenda.1386

on christmas Eve martin füssel held a brief penitential service for those who 
intended to receive communion the next day. on christmas Day the service was 
held. There was, of course, no such thing as an official Reformed Agenda in Bran-
denburg, and so a simple form, based on the communion service of the Electoral 
Palatinate, was adapted and used at the service, conducted by füssel and finck. 

The elector’s former Lutheran chaplain, Simon Gedicke, reported about the 
service in great detail to Saxon friends, stating:

“Not far from the altar a communion table, covered with a white velvet cloth, 
had been placed. … on the table lay a long cake, already cut, so that füssel could 
easily break off one piece after another and place it into the hands of each communi-
cant. … There was no consecration as we know it. No Lutheran hymns were sung, 
only Lobwasser’s songs. … About fifty people communed: first the English ambas-
sador, then the elector of Brandenburg and margrave Johann Georg, his regent.”1387

What the Lutherans had come to suspect was now to be proven true, indeed. 
The elector was a calvinist!

Sigismund’s christmas communion was made the occasion of his public demon-
stration that he had left the Lutheran church once and for all. Some historians have 
supposed that his actions were motivated by political factors.1388 indeed, political fac-
1386 Wangemann 1884, 32-35; Nischan 1994, 92-93.
1387 Nischan 1994, 93-94.
1388 in 1609 Duke Wilhelm of Jülich-cleve died without an heir. Duke Wilhelm’s niece, Anna 

of Prussia, was the wife of Johann Sigismund, and Johann Sigismund was able to become 
a contender for the rule of these confessionally mixed territories. By military means he 
took control of cleve, mark, and Ravensberg; Jülich and Berg came under the control of 
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tors would necessarily be involved, since questions concerning the rule of Jülich-cleve 
was involved, but still Johann Sigismund’s chief motivation was definitely religious. 
Before 1628 no Lutheran writer ever made the claim that Sigismund converted to 
secure political or territorial advantage. it was widely recognized that his decision 
brought with it serious political disadvantages. The conversion caused great dissen-
tion in the duchy of Prussia, which remained staunchly anti-Reformed. The result was 
great tension between Sigismund and the Lutheran nobility in Prussia-Brandenburg. 
furthermore, Sigismund iii Vasa, the king of Poland-Lithuania, was himself strongly 
anti-Reformed and was greatly displeased by this conversion. it also caused tension in 
neighboring Saxony and complicated relations with the emperor.1389 

concerning his conversion, Sigismund stated that he had been sympathetic to 
the Reformed position for more than eight years and had become convinced that 
Lutheran pastors and theologians were misleading their people. he had decided 
that the Formula of Concord was divisive, false, and highly controversial in its christ-
ological doctrine and in its doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, which he considered to 
be a return to the papal doctrine of ex opere operato. To his mind, the Lutherans had 
departed from Luther and were now well on the road back to Rome.1390 

When the elector was reminded by the estates on December 8, 1613 that he 
had assured his father and them that he would continue in the faith he had 
inherited,1391 Johann Sigismund replied on march 28, 1614 that “in the things of 
God no such agreements could be binding.” 

“What an unpardonable sin it would be if we were to close all access, bar all 
doors and gates, to the holy Spirit by human agreements, and hinder his carry-
ing on his work in us and leading us to the truth of God’s Word.”1392 

he justified his action by stating that he was following the example of Elector 
Joachim ii and his brother Johann of Küstrin who had once promised their father 
that they would maintain the papist faith but had instead gone over to Lutheran-
ism. furthermore: 

“We are not a little surprised that you should insist so strongly on the Unaltered 
Augsburg Confession, seeing that we are inclined to think that there are none among 
you who have so much as read it. for had you done so, you would at once have dis-
covered that this confession approves of popish transubstantiation, which execrable 
and withal blasphemous abomination you will never countenance.”1393 

Palatinate-Neuburg. Now on the extreme western edges of the German-speaking territories 
Johann Sigismund had control of territories with mixed populations of Reformed, Lutheran, 
and Roman catholics. 

1389 Hering 1778, 36.
1390 Bekändtniß 1614, 57-58; Nischan 1994, 94-95.
1391 Bekändtniß 1614, 47-50.
1392 Bekändtniß 1614, 58; Janssen X 1906, 305.
1393 Bekändtniß 1614, 58; Janssen X 1906, 306.
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he then went on to state that Luther and all the estates had heartily approved 
the Variata. “The Altered confession,” he said, “had been published with the ap-
probation of Luther and all the Estates.”1394

he then declared that concerning the Formula of Concord it was well known 
“that the object of the ambitious parson Jakob Andreae, in publishing this book, 
had been not simply and solely to further the glory of God, but to establish a 
primacy or Lutheran papacy over the church and community of God. Elector 
Augustus of Saxony had himself complained that he had been vilely deceived by 
the parsons through the publication of this Formula of Concord; had it not, indeed, 
been sufficiently shown up by friends and foes as a concordia discors, and had not 
its founders and followers wrangled, quarreled, and fought over it like very cad-
mean brothers; were they not indeed still doing so at the present day?”1395 

he went on to claim that even though Luther had been “a chosen instrument of 
God” he “still had remained deeply stuck in the darkness of the papacy … and there-
fore had not been able to extricate himself completely from all human teachings.”1396 
his doctrine of the Sacrament of the Altar was, for example, “false, divisive, and high-
ly controversial” and did not come from the Scriptures. Luther, however, was not 
willing to admit his errors even when they were plainly shown to him. 

“Luther was also guilty in that he had not been willing to own his error in this 
respect, although another view of the matter stared him plainly in the face out of 
God’s Word; hence it came that he maintained one thing in his doctrinal, another 
in his controversial, writings, and that in both equally he sanctioned at one mo-
ment what he had rejected at another, and vice versa rejected what before he had 
approved of. The writings are there, and you can read them for yourselves; you 
will not find it otherwise than i have stated.”1397

3 .31.4 The Elector’s  Efforts  to Transform Brandenburg  
into a Reformed Land

So, with the approval of Sigismund, the Privy council set to work to formu-
late a plan to displace Lutheranism and transform Brandenburg into a Reformed 
territory. They brought a twelve point plan before the elector on february 21, 
1614. (1) The elector must provide an important example to the country. he must 
either convert his Lutheran wife or force her to be silent. (2) it was necessary that 
he invite foreign calvinist pastors, such as martin füssel, Urban Pierius from 
herborn, and others, to take up residence in Brandenburg. (3) Special preference 
1394 Bekändtniß 1614, 58; Janssen X 1906, 306.
1395 Bekändtniß 1614, 58-59; Janssen X 1906, 306.
1396 Bekändtniß 1614, 59; Nischan 1999, Xi-216.
1397 Bekändtniß 1614, 59; Janssen X 1906, 306-307.
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should be given to calvinists and those sympathetic to calvinism in educational 
institutions. (4) in place of the Lutheran consistory a new church council, the 
so-called Kirchenrat, must be established, representing both Lutherans and the 
Reformed. (5) A comprehensive Reformed confessional statement should be for-
mulated and public meetings be held to explain it. (6) Lutheran pastors must 
be compelled to stop making negative statements about the Reformed and their 
faith. (7) church literature must be carefully censored to eliminate any and all 
anti-Reformed statements. (8) Papal ceremonies, such as the Exorcism in Bap-
tism, must be completely eliminated. (9) Daily Reformed prayer services should 
be held in the palace chapel with attendance mandatory for all court attendants. 
(10) The Berlin cathedral should be made a simultaneous church with Lutheran 
and Reformed preachers alternating as officiants. (11) The marian festivals, Cor-
pus Christi, and St. michael’s Day, all of which were still in the Lutheran calendar, 
must be eliminated. (12) finally, the electoral grammar school in Joachimsthal 
and the University of frankfurt (oder) must be put under Reformed control.1398

Sigismund’s christmas demonstration aroused storms of protest and, as could 
be expected, pastors spoke of it from their pulpits. in order to forestall and hope-
fully even silence clergy opposition, Sigismund issued an anti-polemical edict 
(Germ. Lästeredikt) on february 24, 1614. in it he reminded his subjects that it was 
their duty to give heed to their pious and God-fearing ruler and that pastors must 
desist from all “immoderate and indecent shouting, condemning, cursing, storm-
ing, and scalding.” They were instead to show consideration and moderation in 
the pulpit, and in christian love they must avoid creating disputes. Sigismund 
went on to remind his subjects that the government was appointed by God to be 
the highest authority in the land and that, in accordance with the Second Table 
of the Law, it was to be held in honor and obeyed. he stated that his personal 
confessional position was grounded in the clear and pure Word of God from the 
prophetic and apostolic Scriptures, the four chief symbols of the christian church 
(unspecified), the “improved” Augsburg Confession (Variata) and its Apology. he 
very pointedly left out the Invariata, the Formula of Concord, and other confessional 
writings. As far as he was concerned, they were mere glosses and new formula-
tions of doctrine prepared by “idle, impertinent, and arrogant theologians.”1399 

if the purpose of Sigismund’s edict was to be irenic in nature, it was woefully 
inadequate and failed to accomplish its purpose. in his sermons and writings 
Simon Gedicke, the dean of the cathedral, continued to condemn the changes 
advocated by Sigismund’s court and wrote a tract in which he stated that the 
elector had been “duped and deceived.” Gedicke was ordered to cease and desist, 
but he refused to do so. he was summoned to appear in the electoral palace to 
1398 Wangemann 1884, 41-45; Nischan 1994, 111.
1399 Bekändtniß 1614, 6-10; Corpus Constitutionum Marchicarum I/1 [1737], 354-356; Nischan 1994, 112. 
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explain his actions. margrave Johann Georg complained that his sermons includ-
ed absurd accusations and blasphemous slander which incited disorder. in two 
meetings with the councillors, Gedicke insisted that he had made no new accusa-
tions against the calvinists but had simply repeated what Lutheran theologians 
and pastors had always said about them. his purpose was to warn the elector 
against those who were misleading him. Johann Sigismund then warned him that 
he must either apologize from the pulpit or face suspension. Gedicke refused to 
make any such apology. on march 11 Anna, Sigismund’s wife, warned him that 
he was about to be arrested, and he quickly fled to Saxony.1400

in Electoral Saxony Gedicke found the freedom to preach in strong and clear 
terms against calvinist encroachments in Brandenburg. There he was made 
superintendent and the pastor in the meissen cathedral. it was in the cathedral 
on the occasion of its reconsecration in 1616 that he recounted how the Dom and 
its traditional furnishings had been able to survive during the ravages of the Peas-
ants War and later the Schmalkaldic War. he noted that the church still needed to 
face yet another conflict and rise victorious over the “calvinistic poison,” which 
was poured upon it back in 1590-1591, when the calvinists sought to desecrate 
and remove the altar, the images, the holy crucifix, and even the pipe organ from 
the cathedral premises. he predicted that there would be further conflicts with 
calvinists in the days to come, and he pleaded, “God protect us from their zeal 
and venom.”1401

martin Willich, the archdeacon of St. Peter’s church in Berlin-cölln, also 
refused to be silenced. he continued to preach sermons which were said to be 
inflammatory, and the rumor was spread that he was using the confessional to 
speak against the Reformed. in his Ascension Day sermon in 1614, he declared 
that the calvinists were “locking christ up in heaven like a mouse in a mouse 
trap.”1402 he rejected the calvinist view that christ had literally ascended upward 
in the heaven and after arriving there could not possibly be physically present 
anywhere else, not even in the Lord’s Supper. he condemned this as a rationalis-
tic notion in which the true meaning of the Ascension was entirely lost.

Willich followed the same line of reasoning as had been articulated earlier by 
heshusius, who in the Ascension Day sermon had said that the calvinists acted 
as though “christ has left us with his body and is now thousands of miles away 
and will not return until the final days.” if this were true, then the Ascension Day 
would be a day of mourning rather than rejoicing, heshusius had declared. The 
heaven in which the Savior had ascended, he stated, “is not the visible firmament 
with stars, as if the Lord now were sitting above the clouds among the planets,” 

1400 Nischan 1994, 114.
1401 Gedicke 1616, 35-37; Heal 2011, 602. 
1402 Nischan 1994, 114.
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or “residing among the birds,” as though he were confined to a “swallow’s nest.” 
“heaven is not a building in the sky that houses the stars, the sun, and the moon 
… rather the word ‘heaven’ here means divine majesty.” heshusius further ex-
plained that when one speaks of christ as having ascended, what it means, is that 
“he shares the power and majesty with his eternal father.”1403

for this Willich received a stern warning from the court which stated that it 
was closely examining his sermons for inflammatory statements. Willich himself 
stated that he was merely repeating what preachers before him had said about 
the Reformed understanding of the Ascension and the presence of christ in the 
Sacrament. he went on to say that he was preparing for a trip abroad and would 
not have sufficient time before he left to make a manuscript copy of his sermon 
available to the court. he would do so upon his return. he left for hamburg and 
never returned.1404

following the advice of Abraham von Dohna, Johann Sigismund requested 
of friedrich V of the Palatinate that he might send him court Preacher Abraham 
Scultetus to help him implement his Reformation. Scultetus had already showed 
himself to be an experienced enforcer of the calvinist Reformation among Luther-
ans. in response the Palatinate elector granted Scultetus a leave of absence to go 
to Berlin to help with the organization of the Reformed church. A most pleased 
Sigismund declared that “God’s churches here will benefit greatly … from your 
preaching and teaching.”1405 he urged Scultetus to come in all haste, so that, if pos-
sible, he might arrive before Easter. Scultetus did arrive on Good friday and stayed 
until october. During that time he became a most trusted adviser of Sigismund and 
was made his Privy councillor, and given the responsibility of setting down the 
program by which this new Reformation would be planted and nurtured. 

Scultetus immediately attempted to defuse Lutheran opposition. he sought 
to achieve the complete calvinization of Brandenburg by issuing a thirteen-point 
memorandum of the charges which Sigismund was leveling against the Lutheran 
church in Brandenburg. This memorandum was issued on may 10, 1614 with 
“the approval of the elector” who had it printed in frankfurt (oder). 

in it Scultetus claimed that Joachim ii had begun the work of Reformation by 
repudiating the papacy and embracing the Evangelical religion. inadvertently he 
had retained many of the objectionable features of the pope’s church, including 
the “delusion” that christ’s true body was present in the bread and cup of the Sac-
rament. his successors had continued the work of reforming the church. Johann 
Georg had issued a new church order and revised the agenda. Joachim friedrich 
had eliminated many objectionable practices, such as the Ostensio, processions, 

1403 Nischan 1999, Vi-208-209.
1404 Hering 1778, 251; Nischan 1994, 112-115.
1405 Pahncke 1910, 36; Nischan 1999, Viii-161-162.
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and episcopal vesture. Unfortunately, the 
church still retained some of the residue 
of papal doctrine and ceremonies.1406

This memorandum more closely de-
fined and then expanded the “twelve 
points” that had been presented by the 
privy councillors in february. it stressed 
(1) the importance of prayer against the 
hard-headed Lutheran zealots who were 
“resisting the truth.” (2) it stated again 
the urgent need for a Reformed clergy. 
Scultetus declared that there was talk 
among the people that the elector had 
no native Brandenburgian preachers 
and was bringing in outsiders. more na-
tive Brandenburgians must be brought 
into the ministry, and in addition, for-
eigners who were brought in must be-
come permanent residents. further-
more, teaching positions in the principle 
schools in Brandenburg must be given to 

calvinists. (3) The grammar school at Joachimsthal and the frankfurt theological 
faculty must be turned over to the Reformed, and scholarships must be made 
available to the theological students who wished to study at heidelberg. (4) A 
church council (Germ. Kirchenrat) must be organized to supervise the calviniza-
tion of the mark. The Palatinate church council would serve as the best model 
for this new council. (5) The elector must compose a confessional statement, indi-
cating to all his calvinist positions. (6) The clergy must be colloquised so that the 
Lutherans might become aware of their errors, especially concerning the Lord’s 
Supper, Exorcism, and “papal idolatry.” (7) Lutheran pastors must be forbidden 
to make polemical statements about the Reformed. (8) Anti-Reformed statements 
must be removed from all church literature. (9) The Exorcism must be eliminated 
from the baptismal service. (10) The cathedral in Berlin must become a model for 
every church in the land. The Dom must be cleansed of all images, and all services 
must be conducted in accordance with the “Word of God.” The building could no 
longer be shared with Lutherans and must become a completely calvinist place 
of worship. (11) A complete church order must be finalized to regulate Reformed 
church life. (12) All offensive church festivals, including the marian festivals, 

1406 Wangemann 1884, 59-60; Nischan 1994, 116; Nischan 1999, Viii-162.

Abraham Scultetus (1566-1624). copper 
engraving by cornelis Koning, 1633 

(Bildarchiv Austria).
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Corpus Christi, and others, must be eliminated at once. (13) A thorough visitation 
of the schools must be undertaken.1407

Now, finally, Johann Sigismund had decided to complete the work of re-
forming the church by eliminating from the liturgy offensive elements still found 
in the Lord’s Supper rite, including such doctrines as the oral manducation of 
christ’s body. At the same time he had resolved to restore the fraction of the 
bread which had been retained elsewhere but which the Lutherans had cast aside. 
he was not in fact calvinizing the Brandenburg church; he was simply bringing 
it into line with early Evangelical churches and the early Apostolic church, he 
and his followers claimed. he was not advocating that the church’s confession 
be changed but rather that it should be clarified and correctly explained. Surely, 
open minded men and the common folk as well should understand and welcome 
his work wholeheartedly. 

Later that year the elector published his own personal confession of faith, the 
Confessio Fidei Johannis Sigismundi, Electoris Brandenburgici. it had been prepared 
for him by martin füssel. in the course of time it would be adopted by many 
Prussian Reformed congregations as their confession of faith. This confession 
sought to prove the elector’s contention that he had not departed from Luther’s 
doctrine in any essentials. he still held to the true, infallible, and salutary Word 
of God, as found in the prophetic and apostolic Scriptures. he still confessed the 
chief symbols of the christian church, such as the Apostolic, Athanasian, Nicene, 
Ephesian, and chalcedonian Symbols, in which the articles of the christian faith 
were summarily described and doctrines contrary to the Scriptures were rejected. 
it claimed that he still confessed the Augsburg Confession which had been pre-
sented before Emperor charles V by the Protestant princes and estates, and which 
had later been reviewed and improved at various points. To confess all this, he 
declared, was to confess that the Scriptures alone were the proper teacher and 
master over all other writings and doctrines. if the Pope or Luther, or Augustine, 
or Paul, or even an angel from heaven were to preach any other doctrine than the 
pure Word of God, they and their adherents were to be cursed and condemned.

The confession then turned to the chief doctrines of the christian church, con-
cerning (1) the person of christ, (2) Baptism, (3) the Lord’s Supper, (4) and Pre-
destination. in all of these the elector showed his clear rejection of Lutheranism 
and his adoption of calvinist theology. With regard to Baptism, he ascribed the 
washing away of sins to the blood of christ and the holy Spirit, rather than the 
Baptismal waters, and he specifically rejected Exorcism as a superstitious cere-
mony which must be completely abolished among believers, since evil spirits 
were not driven out by Exorcism but by fasting and prayer. in the Lord’s Supper 

1407 Pahncke 1910, 365-369; Nischan 1999, Viii-162-163, 171; 
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he identified the bread and wine as “external signs” of the true body and blood of 
christ, and spoke of a “sacramental union” in which the bread and wine are re-
ceived bodily and the body and blood are received spiritually, but only by believ-
ers, since unbelievers and unrepentant people have no portion in the true body 
and blood of christ, and only believers can eat his flesh and drink his blood and 
have eternal life. here it was possible for him to assert that Luther was in support 
of this position, since Luther had said in the Small Catechism that a person was in-
deed worthy and well prepared who came believing the Words of christ “given 
and shed for you,” and because the words “for you” required a believing heart. 

The elector’s confession went on to speak against the use of unleavened hosts 
in holy communion, since it was a late addition with no biblical support. further-
more, since the body of christ is “spiritual and heavenly food which nourishes the 
soul,” the communion bread which represents it should be strong yeast bread. in 
addition to this, since christ broke the bread and distributed it, and the apostles 
later followed the same practice, as can be seen from Acts 2:42, the bread should 
always be broken before the eyes of the people when the Words of christ, “This 
is my body, which is broken for you,” are spoken. he stated that this example 
should be followed in the present day, since communion must be given in the 
form and manner instituted by christ. 

The confession went on at some length to seek to establish the doctrine of Double 
Predestination and of the eternal security of the elect. having said all this, it was 
the elector’s conclusion that it was the Reformed church which followed the Word 
of God and abolished as far as possible all human traditions. it was the faith that 
he affirmed, and he called upon his subjects to avoid all disputes, backbiting, and 
indifference against it, as well as all hatred and envy against the Reformed faith. At 
the same time, he said that he had no intention of forcing his beliefs on those who 
were “weak in faith” or had not been sufficiently instructed to the point where they 
were able to conform to it. however, he straightly warned them that they were not 
to denounce or condemn it, but instead to rather diligently search the Scriptures, 
since judgment would come “from him who judges justly and who is able to bring 
light out of darkness and reveal the counsels of the heart.”1408 

All in all, Sigismund’s confession made it clear that he did not regard calvin-
ism as something new but a faith which intended only to continue and complete 
the Lutheran Reformation. he continued to cite Scriptures, the original creeds, 
the Variata edition of the Augsburg Confession, and Luther’s words, and did not 
even mention calvin or the Reformed writings, even though it was clear that he 
himself was calvinist and was speaking from a calvinist perspective. 

1408 Corpus Constitutionum Marchicarum I/1 [1737], 464-474.
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Salomon finck insisted that this new confession of faith was “solidly Luther-
an” and defended his assertion by quoting from Luther and by not mentioning 
Zwingli, calvin, or melanchthon.1409

in order to properly instruct and enlighten the Berlin clergy and help to lead 
the pastors out of darkness into the light, Sigismund’s court scheduled a collo-
quium for the pastors and superintendents to be held in the electoral palace in 
Berlin. To encourage the common people also to attend it was stated that the 
colloquium would be held in the German language, rather than Latin. The col-
loquium was scheduled for october 3, 1614. Well aware of the elector’s intention 
the clergy sought to put off the meeting until such time as they would be able to 
confer together and determine a course of action. however, they were not per-
mitted to hold such a meeting. They were ordered to appear on october 3. in 
response, the pastors appealed to the estates which were meeting in Berlin at that 
time, stating that the elector was clearly biased against Lutheranism and was de-
termined to institute a new Reformation. They also wrote to the elector, asking for 
a postponement until such time as they would be able to bring a theologian from 
neighboring Saxony. They insisted that they themselves were not skilled in the 
various German dialects and that serious theological issues must be addressed in 
Latin. The elector, as would be expected, disagreed, stating that only simple and 
clear German terms were to be used because the colloquium was meant for the 
common people.1410 

The colloquium was held as scheduled on october 3. forty-five pastors and 
inspectors from the Berlin region attended, along with the elector and his council-
lors and the regent Johann Georg. Several members of the nobility and some of 
the so-called “common people” also attended. General Superintendent Pelargus 
was excused from the meeting because of illness. Privy councillor Pruckmann 
opened the meeting by stating that the task before them was to discuss the doc-
trine of christ’s ubiquity and other related matters. All this, he stated, was very 
confusing to the people and could easily be used against the Protestants by the 
Papists. in response, the Lutheran spokesman, inspector Johann fleck, called for 
a postponement. To everyone’s surprise the elector allowed it. he admitted that 
he had no power to force the consciences of his people and he had no intention 
of trying to convert anyone by force. he realized that a direct confrontation be-
tween the calvinists and the Lutherans would not serve any useful purpose. he 
did, however, ask that the Lutherans shake hands and agree to abide by his anti-
polemical edict. So saying he dismissed the meeting.1411

1409 Finck I 1615; Nischan 1999, i-209.
1410 Nischan 1994, 119-120.
1411 Hering 1778, 254 ff.; Wangemann 1884, 71-78; Nischan 1994, 119-121.
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Because of his exalted position and au-
thority, Brandenburgians were not free to 
complain about his apostasy, but he had 
no power to silence those who lived out-
side his domains. Theologian Leonhard 
hutter of Wittenberg University stated in 
1614 that the calvinists were attempting 
to “persuade God, his angels, and all 
mankind” that black is white and that 
lies are the truth. he warned that all must 
beware of the calvinists, even though to 
do so would infuriate the “devil and his 
grandmother.” he went on to say that if 
the Berliners “foolishly believed” that the 
calvinists were in agreement with the Lu-
therans on the fundamental truths of the 
christian faith, then it was certainly not ap-
propriate that they should call the Luther-
ans “Nestorians, Eutychianers, capernaites, 
idolaters, popish hypocrites, flesh-eaters, 

blood-suckers, and so forth?” Not only that, but if they were truly in agreement with 
the Lutherans, as they claimed, why did they banish “Lutherans from the Palatinate, 
hesse, and other territories?”1412 

Equally harsh in his criticism was matthias hoë von hoënegg, the court 
preacher of the elector of Saxony, who in 1614 published his Unvermeidliche, und 
umb Gottes Ehre willen trewhertzige Erinnerung (An Indispensable and True-Hearted 
Reminder for the Glory of God to all Steadfast Evangelical, Zealous Lutheran Christians, 
as in Berlin and others in the Kur and Mark Brandenburg), in which he warned his 
readers to avoid the confusion of calvinism. he stated that they should “by no 
manner of means allow themselves to become associated with the calvinistic poi-
son of souls and the newly-published Simple confession.”1413

in that same year, 1614, his tract, Wider das zu Berlin newlich aussgeflogene Cal-
vinische Lastergesprach (Against the Vicious Calvinistic Colloquy Newly Flowing out of 
Berlin) was published. in it he stated that the “dangerous deformation had been 
started by a few people and agitators that had crept into” the country from out-
side.1414 Not only had the calvinists turned the elector against Lutheranism, but 

1412 Hutter I 1614, 181; Janssen X 1906, 316.
1413 Hoë II 1614, 2; Janssen X 1906, 312.
1414 Hoë III 1614, (Vorrede) Aij; Nischan 1999, i-213.

matthias hoë von hoënegg (1580-1645), 
by Sebastian furck, 1650.
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the Elector’s Berlin confession had falsely stated that the calvinists did not deny 
the Godhead of christ. 

“The Berliners say they believe that christ is the eternal Son of God. The other 
calvinists, also, in the main, talk in the same manner. At the same time, however, 
they use words by which the divinity of christ is denied in genuine Turkish, Jew-
ish, and Arian fashions.”1415

They also besmirched the memory of the deceased electors by accusing them 
of having permitted references to “popish abominations” to be taught in the 
schools. it was hoë’s prayer, he said, that God might “frustrate the machinations 
of the devil and his tools” and that orthodox Lutherans would remain steadfast 
and never bow their knee “before the calvinistic Baal.” 1416

in yet another of his writings hoë stated that the calvinists falsely asserted 
that they had never been rejected in a general church assembly. To the contrary, 
hoë asserted, Zwingli, Karlstadt, calvin, and other Sacramentarians had been 
false teachers and that surely the doctrines of such false prophets were never ac-
cepted in the councils of the church. he reminded his readers that christ never 
called a council to oppose the false teachings of the Pharisees and the Sadducees, 
and Peter had never called a council against Simon the sorcerer. he instead sim-
ply declared that he was an arch-heretic. 

“how comes it that the calvinists so furiously condemn the Anabaptist doc-
trine, the synergist doctrine, the flacian doctrine, antinomianism, the new Photin-
ian doctrine, when none of these doctrines have been ventilated or investigated 
at any single regular council? could not the Turks by such reasoning free their 
Alcoran from reproach?”1417 

hoë also warned against the religious conference which the elector had called. 
he stated that the Berlin calvinists were putting the cart in front of the horse. 
They had done their work of distorting the christian doctrine in Berlin, and now 
their cart was stuck in the mud and they were beginning to ask whether the pro-
ceedings were just or unjust. furthermore, only preachers from Berlin and cölln 
an der Spree were being invited to participate in the colloquy, and they had all 
been intimidated. “They may hold conferences as often and as long as they like: 
not one of the calvinist heretics will let himself be easily converted.” 1418

Despite his own protestations, it had from the beginning been the intention 
of Johann Sigismund to employ his jus reformandi to displace Lutheranism in 
Brandenburg and replace it with his own Reformed confession. As far as he was 
concerned, he was the ruler and he was a member of the Reformed church. it 

1415 Hoë II 1614, 23; Janssen X 1906, 312.
1416 Hoë II 1614, 45; Janssen X 1906, 312.
1417 Hoë II 1614, 3 ff.; Janssen X 1906, 313.
1418 Hoë II 1614, 3 ff.; Janssen X 1906, 313.
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was the duty of his people to follow suit and accept his confession as their own. 
however, by that time, the principle cuius regio, eius religio was difficult to apply 
successfully in Brandenburg; Lutheranism there was firmly established and the 
Lutherans had no intention of surrendering their faith. By every means possible 
the Lutheran consistory would seek to operate independently and without refer-
ence to the plans and intentions of the elector, and it would depend upon the 
Lutheran nobles to support its efforts. 

Johann Sigismund saw that he needed to break the power of the consistory. 
he attempted to do so by establishing a new body – the Kirchenrat, the so-called 
“church council,” as suggested by his privy councillors on february 21, 1614. Al-
though the Reformed insisted that it was not the purpose of this new body to dis-
place in any way the Lutheran consistory, it was clear to all that this was in fact the 
chief purpose for which it was being established. The charter of the church council 
was to move the Second Reformation forward and see to it that the “Word of God 
was being taught purely” in accordance with the Ecumenical creeds, and that all 
“alien seductive practices, ceremonies, and doctrines” were rejected. it was also to 
supervise the appointment of pastors and teachers, and see to it that they taught 
“pure doctrine” and that their moral character was above reproach. The council 
must also search out all teachers and pastors who were unworthy of their office and 
remove them and see to it that a program of strict church discipline was put into 
effect. According to the calvinists, the employment of a strict discipline to ensure 
the purity of the church was an essential mark of the church.1419

it was Sigismund’s plan that the work of the Kirchenrat should begin quietly and 
proceed carefully. he wanted the initial membership to consist of two members of 
the Reformed church and two Lutherans. however, the Lutherans recognized at 
once that this new Kirchenrat would take over many of the responsibilities of the 
consistory, and for this reason they refused to cooperate in its formation. They were 
determined not to join it and as far as possible to ignore it. Therefore, Sigismund 
chose a four member board, consisting only of the Reformed: Solomon finck, martin 
füssel, Wolf Dietrich von Rochow, and carl Sachse, with von Rochow presiding.1420

The Kirchenrat proved to be very unpopular. it met with hostility and oppos-
ition everywhere. Johann Köppen, the president of the consistory, set the path 
by his clear opposition to the Kirchenrat and the clergy and congregations fol-
lowed suit. Köppen refused to accept any directions from the Kirchenrat, even to 
the point of refusing to observe the mandatory prayer and penitential services it 
prescribed. Even during the Spanish invasion of the areas in the Rheinland, he 
refused to follow Kirchenrat’s directives that called for prayers for victory to be 
prayed in every Lutheran church. Köppen responded to the order that prayers 
1419 Nischan 1994, 122.
1420 Hering 1778, 369; Nischan 1994, 122.
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be made on behalf of the elector, by stating that the Lutherans had no business 
reciting calvinist prayers on behalf of a ruler whose religious views they could 
only regard with great suspicion. This greatly offended Johann Sigismund but 
there was really not much he could do about it, because any action he took would 
simply energize Lutheran opposition to him.1421

3 .31.5 concerns About the Prospects  for the Publication  
of New calvinist  Literature

in order to move forward his project to press the calvinist cause, Johann Sig-
ismund needed publishers who would print and disseminate calvinist literature. 
Johann Werner, the principle book publisher in Berlin, was unwilling to partici-
pate in this endeavor by publishing books “about a new faith.” When hans Kalle 
indicated that he was willing to collaborate, Sigismund issued him a patent to 
publish.1422 it was not as difficult to find a publisher in frankfurt (oder) where the 
largest local publishing firm, that of friedrich hartmann, had a close relationship 
with the university. hartmann’s firm subsequently published numerous books 
authored by Scultetus, füssel, finck, Theodorus, and other calvinists. however, 
hartmann came in for some serious criticism from the calvinists because of his 
decision to print the anti-Reformed writings of Jakob heilbrunner and Joachim 
Westphal. he defended himself by declaring that he was simply putting out a 
new edition of an old standard work. if anyone complained too bitterly, he could 
always present in his defense a list of calvinist books which he had published. 
The new toleration sponsored by the elector required the careful examination and 
censorship of all frankfurt (oder) faculty materials presented for publication. The 
elderly Professor Johann heidenreich was severely criticized by the elector for 
daring to publish a book which was critical of Consensus Sandomirensis of 1570.1423 

3.31.6 calvinist ic  Polemics Against  Lutheran Sacramental 
Theology and ceremonies

Writings by advocates of the new Reformation in Brandenburg made it clear 
what was needed to effect a proper Reformation of the church which, they stat-
ed, had been virtually abandoned by the Lutherans. Among such writings were 
Abraham Scultetus’ Berlinische Reformation (The Berlin Reformation), 1614, Ein 
Christlich und ernst Gespräch (A Conversation, both Christian and Serious), 1614, Auff 

1421 Wangemann 1884, 85-87; Nischan 1994, 123-126.
1422 Rieger 1967, 158-159.
1423 Nischan 1994, 130.
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sonderbahren Befehl und Anordnung (A Noteworthy Instruction and Direction), 1614, 
which was published under the name of Elector Johann Sigismund. it was ac-
tually a reprint of the “confession of Germany’s Reformed churches,” which had 
earlier been published in heidelberg. its preface was written by Scultetus and 
Privy councillor Pruckmann. it stated that what was needed was a new Reforma-
tion which would finally do away with all that was left of “papal dung,” so that 
“christ’s stable might be clean.”1424 other calvinist writings included martin füs-
sel’s Ceremoniae Christianae (Christian Ceremonies), 1616, and Confessio oder Kurtz 
Glaubens-Bekentnuss (Confessio or Short Confession of Faith), 1615, which was the 
elector’s personal confession of faith, published in frankfurt (oder) in 1615, Jobst 
friederich’s Ein gar kurtzer Bericht (A Quite Short Account), 1616, Simon Pistoris’ 
the so-called “Düsseldorf Book” of 1613, Zwölff vornehme wolgegründete Haubt-Ur-
sachen (Twelve Distinguished Well Established Principal Causes), Thomas von Knese-
beck’s, Einfältiger Bericht (Simple Report), 1614, Solomon finck’s Sacramentspiegels 
(Sacramental Mirror), 1614 and Sacraments Spiegels Verklärung (The Transfiguration 
of the Sacrament Mirror), 1616, Lazarus Theodorus’ Synopsis doctrinae (Synopsis of 
Doctrine), published in frankfurt (oder), 1615, et al.

The new reformers claimed that, in the strict sense of the word, they were not 
attempting to change the church’s doctrine but were only concerned to elimin-
ate “improper ceremonies.” The truth of the matter was that they were attacking 
major Lutheran theological emphases in christology and other areas. in christol-
ogy the attack focused on the doctrine of the communication of attributes (com-
municatio idiomatum) of christ’s Divine and human natures and the Ubiquity of 
christ’s Divine and human natures in his exultation and their expression in the 
corporeal presence of christ in the consecrated Sacrament, as well as the oral 
manducation of the body and blood (manducatio oralis). Johann Bergius of frank-
furt (oder) likened the doctrine of Ubiquity to a “poison which destroys the Gos-
pel message.” he characterized it as a step toward the Roman catholic doctrine 
of Transubstantiation, and said that it represented a return to the “papal mass” 
and its “magical consecration.”1425 Thomas von Knesebeck, a close advisor of the 
elector, expressed the opinion that if one could do away with the doctrine of Ubi-
quity, the remaining issues were negligible.1426

from the standpoint of the Reformed these doctrines were unreasonable and 
philosophically untenable. They insisted that it was physically impossible for any 
human body to be in more than one place at a time, and that in any case, the 
axiom must forever stand which stated that Finitum non capax infiniti – finite ob-
jects cannot be bearers of the infinite. To the Reformed, christ in heaven cannot 

1424 Scultetus I 1614, (Vorrede).
1425 Bergius 1664, 206.
1426 Knesebeck 1615, 68-79.
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also at the same be on earth and present in the bread and wine of the Eucharist. 
Pistoris condemned this Lutheran teaching, saying that it “turned the Sacrament 
into a miracle.”1427 

Solomon finck characterized the Lutheran doctrine of the Real Presence as blas-
phemy and described it as a monstrous “fetish with all its accompanying ceremon-
ies, prostituting the church and turning Lutherans into Papists.”1428 The Elevation, 
genuflecting and kneeling before the Sacrament, still found in some places in Bran-
denburg, must be eliminated, he insisted. he went on to say that the Lutheran con-
secration simply returned to the medieval “papist notion that the spoken words 
transformed a dead host … into christ’s living body.”1429 The Reformed thought 
the doctrine of manducatio oralis to be utterly abhorrent. Scultetus stated that Satan 
was up in arms and virtually screaming because the calvinists had their knives to 
the throat of his beloved bride – the doctrine of oral manducation. “he wails and 
screams, ‘help! calvinists! murderers!’”1430 he warned those who held the doctrine 
of Ubiquity in Berlin that if they overdid it, the “sensible” Lutherans of that city 
would soon see their errors and cease to criticize the calvinists.

Special attention had to be given to the elimination of the ceremonies which 
adorned these “false doctrines” and beguiled people into accepting them. The 
calvinists were convinced that the elimination of these ceremonies would topple 
the “false doctrines” connected with them. They recognized, however, that the 
elimination of these ceremonies would be no easy matter. it would anger and 
offend the average simple parishioner. Jobst friederich had to admit that “the 
common man especially is greatly angered and offended when those papal cere-
monies which have survived in our churches are eliminated.”1431

martin füssel also was against the continued use of Lutheran ceremonies, stat-
ing that “he who touches pitch will not remain unsoiled … just as nobody can walk 
on burning coals without getting his feet burned.” he said as much at the Reformed 
communion service at the Berlin Dom which marked the beginning of the Second 
Reformation in Brandenburg in 1613. he fulminated against the “anti-christian 
abominations” which Lutherans still held dear but which, he believed, were idol-
atrous. “God has commanded us to purge all that which caused and still serves the 
papal blasphemy not only from our hearts, but from our sight as well.”1432

calvinists in Berlin were convinced that the Lutheran Reformation in Bran-
denburg had only increased the “prevalence of idolatry” among the people. Solo-
mon finck stated that the attempt of the Lutherans to maintain the old ceremon-
1427 Pistoris 1668, 162; Nischan 1999, X-195.
1428 Finck I 1616, E; Nischan 1999, V-25.
1429 Finck II 1615, 62-63; Nischan 1994, 139.
1430 Scultetus II 1615, 2; Nischan 1994, 195.
1431 Friederich 1616; Nischan 1994, 141.
1432 Füssel 1616, 12, 2; Nischan 2004, 389.
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ies was nothing more nor less then a futile attempt to mend a badly worn garment 
with new patches. he stated that when patches were sewn on old garments, those 
garments would simply rip again.1433 he further noted that “martin Luther may 
have still used these ceremonies,” but it was “only because he could not change 
everything at once.”1434 Now it was up to them to complete what the Lutherans 
had been unable to accomplish. Luther had unlocked the door. Now they must 
open it fully. 

The Lutheran doctrine of the corporeal presence of christ in the Eucharist was 
the real problem, most calvinists agreed. Almost all of the objectionable Lutheran 
ceremonies were closely connected with this “erroneous doctrine.” Pistoris as-
serted: “What superstitious papal ceremonies still survive in the Lutheran church 
derive largely from this faulty doctrine.”1435 What persisted along with the de-
testable mass vestments and ceremonies was the use of unleavened bread in the 
form of hosts, all of it reminiscent of the Roman mass. To the calvinists this was 
in itself a clear violation of christ’s clear commands. The use of communion 
hosts “perpetuated papal “superstition and clearly violated “christ’s command-

1433 Finck I 1615, 62; Nischan 2004, 389.
1434 Finck I 1615, 57; Nischan 1994, 139.
1435 Pistoris 1668, 294; Nischan 1994, 137.

martin Luther vested in a surplice administers the communion host embossed with the sign 
of the cross on it. from a confessional painting in the Buchbrunn church (Schatz 2004).
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ments,” according to finck. in his eyes, the unleavened hosts were not even real 
bread. in order to mislead simple people into believing that christ was present in 
the elements, the Lutherans went so far as to stamp the sign of the crucifix on the 
hosts. “Their form, especially the crucifix, that is stamped on the wafer, deludes 
the common man into believing that christ is actually present in the bread,” as-
serted Lazarus Theodorus in his Synopsis doctrinae, 1615.1436 According to füssel, 
the hosts represented a step back toward Rome. in the Lutheran mass, he stated, 
one could even smell “the papal Sacrifice of the mass.”1437 

The calvinists simply could not understand why the Lutherans had not com-
pletely cast aside all the “deadliest devices of the Antichrist.” They had “divested 
themselves of the popish anti-christian devil’s works” and his “superstitious 
idolatry,” but they still insisted on using communion hosts, and not only that, 
but they elevated the host at the consecration, and in this way they were clinging 
steadfastly to “bread worship.” “God wants all popish idols to be eliminated, not 
only from our hearts, but from our sight as well,” stated füssel in his Ceremoniae 
Christianae.1438 he and other calvinists were convinced that “it was to these hosts 
and their elevation during divine service … that the people both of the upper 
and the lower classes still at heart clung steadfastly to the popish abomination 
of veneration of the bread.”1439 Rector Jacob fabricius in Danzig asked: “how 
it could come to pass that in such a small bit of bread, which had neither the 
taste nor the smell of bread, christ, a man of six and a half feet, could possibly 
be contained.”1440 Lazarus Theodorus stated that the use of hosts had been intro-
duced by Pope Sergius whose surname was Os porci – the “Pig’s nose,” and it was 
a sign of the papal doctrine of the Sacrifice of the mass. furthermore, these hosts 
were of such a shape and size that they could scarcely be called “bread.”

“They could not be regarded as real bread, for they had neither the name of 
bread, nor its form and substance, nor its qualities, neither were they to be got 
from bakers’ shops. The crucifix on the hosts was enough in itself to warrant their 
abolition, for the people were befooled by this sign into thinking that christ was 
present in them in his own substance.”1441 

in an attempt to gradually introduce the calvinist teaching concerning the 
Lord’s Supper, it was decided to follow the practice which had been in use in 
hesse. Gregor franck drafted a visitation document for inspectoral council, Ent-
wurf eines Visitationskconsilii, which stated that the hosts “are baked tolerably 

1436 Theodorus 1615, 164; Nischan 1994, 139.
1437 Füssel 1616, 20; Nischan 1994, 139.
1438 Füssel 1616, 2; Nischan 1999, V-25.
1439 Janssen X 1906, 315.
1440 Tholuck 1861, 264; Janssen X 1906, 315.
1441 Theodorus 1615, 164; Janssen X 1906, 315-316.
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thick in some places, in order that those who wish to swallow them should be 
obliged to grind them with their teeth.”1442

The Reformed were equally opposed to any notion that the Words of christ in 
the Divine Service were consecratory, and they opposed the practice of Lutheran 
pastors who turned their backs on the congregation and faced the altar in order 
to address the Words of institution directly to the bread and cup, so the Reformed 
claimed. By doing so they clearly encouraged “old papist superstitions” and pro-
moted the notion that the “secret murmurings” of the pastor were “creating the 
Sacrament”1443 – a notion further encouraged by the ringing of the sacring bell. 
The Lutherans, for their part, declared that the bells “wake up people … and re-
mind them why they have come to church.” The Reformed responded that if the 
people were sleeping, then it was clear enough that “the Word of God obviously 
is not proclaimed loudly enough!”1444

The Lutherans had added many “inappropriate ceremonies” but had pointedly 
rejected the one ceremony which was absolutely essential and which christ himself 
had commanded, namely the breaking of the bread. margrave Johann Georg chid-
ed Pastor Gedicke on october 8, 1613: “Your communion contains still many papal 
superstitions, yet does not observe the things christ instituted and ordered us to 
do.”1445 To the Reformed, the ceremony of the breaking of the bread represented a 
strong repudiation of the doctrine of the Real Presence. Under no circumstances 
could the Reformed look upon the fractio panis as an adiaphora. “The fraction … is 
not an adiaphoron,” Thomas von Knesebeck stated, “but a rite that was instituted 
by christ himself and therefore had to be followed by all.”1446 in an attempt to ex-
plain why this was so, his contemporary, Lazarus Theodorus, declared: “The issue 
in this dispute is not whether christ, the Lord, had broken the bread in the first 
communion service, but whether the bread in holy communion had to be broken 
in the calvinistic manner … and whether christ … had instituted and ordered 
it.”1447 his own position was that the breaking of the bread must be included in the 
service to assure the faithful that the Lord had been crucified for each and every 
penitent christian. At the same time it needed to be made clear to one and all that 
the breaking of the bread did not symbolically refer to the breaking of christ’s sym-
bolical flesh in the bread but to his body broken on the cross. 

“We follow the command and example of the Lord Jesus, who broke bread,” 
further elaborated Abraham Scultetus. “for when christ says ‘hoc facite,’ ‘do this,’ 
he meant the entire administration, that is, the actions of both the minister and the 
1442 Tholuck 1861, 263; Janssen X 1906, 316.
1443 Füssel 1616, 18.
1444 Christiana Concordia 1593, 251-252; Nischan 1994, 140.
1445 Bekändtniß 1614, 22; Nischan 1994, 138.
1446 Nischan 1999, iV-23.
1447 Theodorus 1615, 166-167; Nischan 1999, iV-24.
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communicant.” 1448 martin füssel himself wanted to go even further, stating that 
the breaking of the bread “signifies and seals the breaking of the body of christ. 
… for just as the bread in the Lord’s Supper is broken and divided into pieces, so 
the body of christ was broken and divided. … it therefore follows that he who 
denies the fraction … also denies christ’s suffering and death on the cross.”1449 
he called this ceremony the “holy eternal order” and for this reason under no 
circumstances was it to be omitted.

The Lutherans chose not to make the ceremony of the breaking of the bread 
anything more than adiaphora which could be either used or eliminated as the 
pastor and congregation saw fit. hoë von hoënegg had summarized the Luther-
an position by saying that it was alright to introduce the fraction as a matter of 
christian freedom, as long as it was understood that its real purpose was simply 
to prepare the bread for the distribution. “But it must not be allowed to take the 
appearance of something necessary.”1450 

Eminent orthodox Lutheran theologians, including Abraham calov, Johann 
Gerhard, Balthasar meisner, and David hollaz, all wrote that it was permissible 
to practice the ceremony of the breaking of the bread as a practical expedient 
when the number of hosts was inadequate, but they completely rejected the no-
tion that it was necessary to break the bread in order to have a valid service or that 
the breaking of the bread had any symbolic significance.1451

The Lutheran position on the fractio panis was that it must be regarded as adia-
phora. The Formula of Concord stated that the command of christ “This do” “em-
braces the entire action or administration in this Sacrament, that in an assembly 
of christians bread and wine are taken, consecrated, distributed, received, eaten, 
drunk, and the Lord’s death is shown forth at the same time.” The command of 
christ is not the ceremony of the fractio panis, which is entirely adiaphora in itself, 
but it encompasses “the entire action of the breaking of bread or of distribution 
and reception.”1452

Gedicke noted, however, that to the Reformed the “breaking of the body of 
christ” was taken to be the most important thing in the communion service, and 
he noted that this rite was not only completely unnecessary but it was based on 
a faulty understanding of symbolism. he stated that the Gospel according to St. 
John noted that when christ’s body was on the cross, his bones were not broken, 
which meant that the fractio panis as a symbol was not only totally meaningless; it 
was actually misleading. 

1448 Scultetus I 1615, 28; Nischan 1999, iV-24.
1449 Füssel 1616, 54-55; Nischan 1999, iV-24-25.
1450 Hoë II 1614, 40; Nischan 1999, iV-27.
1451 Nischan 1999, iV-27.
1452 Triglot Concordia 1921, 1101 (fc, SD, Art. Vii, 83-84).
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“Breaking bread means in the Bible the same as distributing the bread. for if 
a loaf of bread is to be divided among many it has to be broken. … however, it 
is the calvinists’ own invention when they claim that the bread has to be broken 
to – symbolize the crucifixion of christ’s sacrificial body. Never in all eternity will 
they be able to prove that this was the reason why christ instituted the bread.” 1453

Gedicke went on to note that the fractio panis had become for the Reformed an 
outward proclamation that christ is not present in the bread: 

“With their theatrical fraction the calvinists do not merely wish to break the 
bread, but signify the absent body … of christ [in the Sacrament].”1454

The fraction became a point of contention because it was indeed a symbol 
of a very significant confessional difference between the Lutherans and the Re-
formed. By employing the fraction, the Reformed demonstrated that they were 
not Lutheran and the Lutherans refused to employ it to show their repudiation of 
“faulty calvinist theology.”1455

The list of objectionable Lutheran practices went on and on. it included al-
tars and candles. No respectable Reformed church would ever have an altar with 
its connotation of sacrifice; in its place there was a simple communion table on 
which was placed the bread and wine in appropriate vessels. it is “not the table 
altars, [but] only the sacrificial altars [which] are to be eliminated,” insisted füs-
sel.1456 Together with altars, candles also were reminiscent of the papal mass and 
they were not needed, because the Reformed held their communion service in 
churches where the light of the sun shone brightly through the windows. “Thanks 
be to God, we are now able to celebrate the Sacrament during the bright daylight 
hours and do not need candle light any longer.”1457 Scultetus stated that it was not 
candles but christ who was “the true light of the world.” Apparently to his mind 
the use of candles somehow represented a repudiation of christ.

The calvinists also thought the Lutheran use of mass vestments to be closely con-
nected with the doctrine of the Real Presence, and therefore, also a part of Luther-
anism’s innate Romanism and the Romish sacrifice of the mass. Scultetus looked 
upon mass vestments as the fitting attire of the “Antichrist” and stated that neither 
christ nor the apostles wore them. Preachers ought to wear plain and simple cloth-
ing – either a black gown or no vestments at all. he contemptuously described the 
alb as a white “bathrobe” which “belonged in the bathroom” and certainly not in 
the church.1458 Adam christian Agricola went so far as to emphatically state that it 

1453 Nischan 1999, iV-27.
1454 Gedicke 1620; Nischan 1999, ii-150.
1455 Gedicke 1613, ciij; Gedicke I 1615, 19-28.
1456 Füssel 1616, 66; Nischan 1994, 140.
1457 Scultetus I 1615, 19; Nischan 1994, 140.
1458 Scultetus I 1618, 47; Nischan 1994, 141.
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was inappropriate for the clergy “to dress 
up with mass vestments.” he clearly stat-
ed that this was “vexing and sinful.”1459 
The Reformed position was also clearly 
articulated by Jobst friederich who said 
concerning the ceremonies in the Lord’s 
Supper: “Such things as candles, pictures, 
albs, chasubles, and mass vestments gen-
erally, are useless and vain papal relics 
that deform the Lord’s Supper more than 
they adorn it.”1460

The Reformed found a further evi-
dence of “lingering Romanism” in the 
Lutheran church in the sign of the cross 
and the Exorcism in the Baptismal ritual. 
Theodorus called the use of the Exorcism 
a superstitious ceremony which caused 
“many dangerous and horrible errors 
… among the common people.”1461 it 
was bad enough that the Exorcism was 
a heritage from pre-Reformation times. 
Even worse, it gave the impression that 
Baptism actually did something more 
than simply point to the fact that sinners are washed by the blood of christ. This 
the Reformed thought to be an ex opere operato view which needed to be repudi-
ated. it contributed to the notion that people were to trust in their Baptism, a 
statement which the calvinists would hotly deny. other objectionable features 
included the blessing of the Baptismal candidate with the sign of the cross in 
token of his redemption by christ, and the continued presence in the church of 
Baptismal fonts. These were nothing but relics of the past which detracted from 
the true faith. 

Also highly objectionable was the practice of Emergency Baptism. The calvin-
ists saw no need for it, since the sacrament did not really do anything and God 
would surely save his elect whether they were baptized or not. furthermore, it left 
Baptism in the hands of mid-wives and other persons when, of course, Baptism 
should only take place in proper churches and be performed by worthy clergy in 
the presence of the congregations. They labeled Weibertauff improper and stated 

1459 “Aber ein messgewandt anziehen ist allezeit ärgelich und eine Sünde.” Agricola 1628, 242.
1460 Friederich 1616; Nischan 1999, ii-150.
1461 Theodorus 1615, 110-111; Nischan 1994, 142.

chasuble from the church at Ketzür, 
Brandenburg, c. 1651, presently in the 
cathedral Treasury of Brandenburg an der 

havel (Schatz 2004).
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that often the midwives “were so confused that they did not know what they 
were saying or doing.”1462 Writing on Emergency Baptism, finck stated that “it is 
better that the devil himself, if only he were an appointed preacher, should bap-
tize, than that a christian woman should do so.”1463 in all the fifteen cases cited, 
Gedicke noted, that they had made themselves the “mouthpieces of the devil.” 
“Let me conclude this little treatise with the following argument against finck: 
‘Whosoever is against christ is of the devil. The calvinists are against christ in 
the articles enumerated; therefore they are of the devil.”1464

The calvinists rejected Private confession as well. Scultetus claimed that Lu-
ther had perpetuated it only for the sake of the “weak” and for those who were 
too ignorant to be taught otherwise. he asserted that Luther had never liked it 
and that before his death he “had abandoned it altogether.”1465 he claimed that 
the Lutheran clergy perpetuated it only for the sake of the money, that is, the so-
called “confessional penny” (Germ. Beichtpfennig), which they collected from the 
penitents. 1466 The Reformed insisted that “the Lutheran preachers impose auricu-

1462 Theodorus 1615, 106-107; Nischan 1994, 144.
1463 Gedicke I 1615, 57; Janssen X 1906, 311.
1464 Gedicke I 1615, 60; Janssen X 1906, 311.
1465 Scultetus I 1615, 6-10; Nischan 1994, 144.
1466 Scultetus I 1615, 12.

Private confession and Absolution as practiced by Lutherans.  
confessional paintings in Kasendorf and Windsheim, 1602.
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lar confession as a strict obligation, that 
they forgive sins for half a thaler, which 
the penitents are compelled to pay, and 
that they did not concern themselves as 
to whether those who receive the Sacra-
ment understand the faith. if only the 
half-thaler is paid, the father confessor 
will lay his hand on the head of the peni-
tent and say: ‘Thy sins are forgiven.’”1467 
Private confession must be eliminated.

Leonhard hutter could not deny that 
the clergy did collect a “penitent’s fee” 
(Germ. Beichtgeld) for hearing confession, 
but he explained that no one was of the 
opinion that forgiveness came through 
the payment of the Beichtgeld. 

“When the pamphleteer tries to con-
vince the people that our penitents im-
agine that the payment of half a thaler to 
the confessor gives efficacy to the absolu-
tion, he is inventing a wicked, diabolical 
lie, and villainously calumniating and 
degrading our church. We would ad-
vise the present day calvinist ministers, 
such as finck, füssel, clotho, and others, 
to look into their own consciences and 
to consider well what it is that they have 
chiefly had regard to hitherto, in their 
own public confessing and absolving, 
and which of them, as the tale goes, has 
received a confession fee of several hun-
dred, if not thousand, imperial thalers, 
and what bad blood this has made, so that füssel and finck, it is said, wrestled 
together and bravely pommelled their calvinistic heads about it.”1468

Lutheran churches of Brandenburg were “shrines of idolatry” in the eyes of 
the Reformed. They believed that the art work in the churches plainly violated 
the mosaic Law which prohibited graven images and that art had absolutely 
no teaching value whatever. They rejected Gedicke’s explanation that pictures 
1467 Hutter III 1614, 14-16; Janssen X 1906, 317-318.
1468 Hutter III 1614, 51-52; Janssen X 1906, 318.

Bugenhagen administers the office of Keys 
and confession and absolves a penitent, 
while also excludes an unrepentant sinner, 
who is forced to leave the confessional in 
anger. Altar painting, St. mary church, 
Wittenberg. Lucas cranach the Elder and 

Lucas cranach the Younger, 1547.
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help simple people to better understand the Word of God by depicting it in their 
minds, so that they receive encouragement in christian faith and living.1469 The 
Lutherans stated that art works were not objects of worship and christians were 
free to use them but they were to be instructed in their proper use, so that they 
would not misuse them. To the Reformed the very presence of religious art in a 
church was an invitation to misuse it. finck declared that no one could ever per-
suade him that pictures do not encourage superstition and idolatry.

“how then can you state that you do not love the pictures, do not revere them, 
and do not fear them? how can you contend that all abuses must be abolished. 
how can you deny that the pictures do not bring superstition and false devotion 
into the hearts of your hearers? That is why it is much safer to abolish such things 
than to build up them, for God will share his glory to no wood or idol.”1470

Scultetus declared that religious art had convinced people that God the father 
was a “decrepit and weak old man” and that the holy Spirit was a “bird.” “Who 
is responsible for such ignorance?” he cried.1471 füssel abominated pictures of the 
Virgin. he stated that “paintings of the Virgin mary are like papal concubines or 
adulterer’s whores” which “mislead and seduce the common man,” but do noth-
ing for his piety.1472 

The Reformed rejected the religious art and decorations in the churches as 
detrimental to true spiritual worship. Pastors should instruct their people by the 
words they say, not by pointing them to pictures, they insisted. Luther had said 
that when the pure Gospel was proclaimed, the idols which mitigated against it 
would fall of their own weight. Scultetus disagreed. he declared that this had 
clearly not happened. The mere existence of pictures would lead to their misuse, 
therefore the fact that pictures still existed was from the point of view of the cal-
vinists an indication that idolatry was still wide-spread among the Lutherans. 
“You have now preached against idols for over fifty years, but instead of declin-
ing their number actually has increased. When are you finally going to get rid of 
these things?”1473 The Reformed were also incensed by the fact that the Lutherans 
used art to illustrate their doctrinal positions in matters such as the Real Presence. 

music too was a sore point. The calvinists did not approve the use of the or-
gan as a solo and virtuoso instrument, and they objected to the use of any music 
that had not been written exclusively for religious use. They rejected the Lutheran 
choral and medieval hymns and restricted themselves to metrical hymns based 
on the Psalms and other words of Scripture. They complained about the con-

1469 Calviniana Religio 1615, 500.
1470 Finck II 1615, 78.
1471 Scultetus I 1615, 15; Nischan 1994, 146.
1472 Füssel 1616, 69-73; Nischan 1994, 146.
1473 Scultetus I 1615, 18; Nischan 1994, 147.
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tinued use in Lutheran services of elements of the Latin ordinary of the mass; 
they rejected the Gospel motet in Latin, as well as other Latin motets, some of 
which, they claimed, only reintroduced into the Lutheran mass the offertory and 
communion verses which had been eliminated in the Reformation era. They in-
sisted upon the elimination of all Latin in the divine services, claiming that it was 
“sinful” to include in the service anything that was not in the vernacular. 

Reformed preachers in Brandenburg did not reject the church year as such, but 
they insisted that the Lutherans had retained many observances which perpetuated 
superstition and “Roman errors” and which must be eliminated. furthermore, in 
comparison with other German territories, the calendar of the Brandenburg church 
was especially rich and even after the reforms instituted by the theological commis-
sion in 1598, the calendar still included in addition to the three marian days (Annun-
ciation, Visitation, and Purification), the feast of the holy cross and Corpus Christi, as 
well as All Saints Day and the commemoration of St. catherine, St. mary magdalene, 
St. martin of Tours, St. michael the Archangel, St. chrysostom, St. Augustine, and 
St. Jerome.1474 it was a point of Lutheran doctrine that the saints were not to be vener-
ated but that christians should thank God for their faith and example and seek to 
emulate them, as the confessions stated and Gedicke noted.1475 

1474 Müller II 1906, 289; Nischan 1994, 154.
1475 Confessio Augustana XXI; Gedicke 1609, (Vorrede).

Lutheran choral music ensemble. fragment from a confessional painting  
in St. Andreas church, Weißenburg, 1606.
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Particularly repugnant to the Reformed was the continued inclusion of the feast 
of Corpus Christi, which celebrates the Real Presence. The elector’s privy councillors 
identified it as the “source of all abominations.”1476 Lutherans, however, looked at 
the matter quite differently and considered this festival day from a completely dif-
ferent point of view. in his 1608 Kirchen Calender Silesian Pastor martin Behm told 
his readers that Corpus Christi Day was important because it was a reminder to 
the people of the importance of holy communion. he stated that “the true Corpus 
Christi of Jesus christ, our sole Savior, to whom we pray daily; we do not adore the 
bread because it is not substantially transformed into the body of christ.”1477

The privy council’s plan, formulated in february 1614, stated that a reform of the 
calendar must be undertaken at once, and that it must eliminate the marian Days, 
together with the commemorations of mary magdalene and michael the Archangel, 
and the celebration of Corpus Christi. The Reformed complained that there were still 
far too many apostles days and days commemorating the church fathers in the calen-
dar, and Agricola stated that it was God’s desire that he should be worshiped only on 
Sunday and that the rest of the week should be spent in “good hard labor.” holding 
church services during the week encouraged “idleness and dissipation,” according to 
his thinking. “What good the large number of church festivals has wrought, is quite 
apparent,” warned another polemicist. “on no regular workday do people engage in 
as much gluttony, carousing, blasphemy, idleness, lust, lewdness, fornication, dan-
cing, gaming, and the like, as on these feast days.”1478

The Brandenburg Lutherans loved their ceremonies, traditions, customs, 
music, art, and other matters termed “ceremonial,” and intended to keep them in 
so far as they were not inherently contrary to the Gospel. They saw them as aids 
to the propagation of God’s Word and as valuable means of instruction. Gedicke 
was not alone in defending the Lutheran position. Pastor Philipp Arnoldi of Tilsit 
in the Duchy of Prussia wrote a substantial volume in defense of Lutheran cere-
monies and customs. ceremonial matters were, according to the Lutheran con-
fessions, adiaphora, that is, they were matters which in themselves were innocu-
ous and were not to be regarded as worship in the proper sense. one was free to 
use them or not. They were matters which should be neither commanded nor for-
bidden.1479 however, the calvinists made ceremonies an issue. To them they were 
not matters of indifference. They were instances of “papal abomination,” which 
could no longer be tolerated because they “spread idolatry” in the church. füssel 
stated that “even though vestments, burning candles, and similar items are in and 
by themselves unimportant …, they actually are not adiaphora but anti-christian 

1476 Nischan 1994, 157.
1477 Behm 1608, 366-367; Nischan 1999, Vi-215.
1478 Christiana Concordia 1593, 314; Nischan 1994, 157.
1479 Arnoldi 1616, A2-A3.
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abominations since they are the tools … of Antichrist.”1480 By means of constant 
verbal and printed attacks on their ceremonies and customs, the Lutherans came 
to understand that their confessional identity was at stake and for this reason they 
could no longer be regarded as indifferent. They must be defended.

The perplexed calvinists wondered why, if Lutherans regarded ceremonies 
as indifferent, they still continued to use them instead of adopting a minimalist 
point of view similar to their own. The Lutheran explanation that the Reformation 
did not signal a new beginning but a continuation of ceremonies, which are not in 
themselves harmful or contrary to the Gospel, was to them simply unreasonable.

in order to justify the anti-ceremonial attitude, the Reformed quoted Luther 
himself. Jobst friederich asserted that it was the Lutherans, and not the Reformed, 
who had departed from Luther’s teachings. “The Reformed hold much more 
rigidly and firmly to Luther’s doctrine than those false Lutherans who invoke the 
reformer’s name but actually have departed from his basic teachings.”1481 Abra-
ham Scultetus argued from a similar point of view. “You Lutherans may quarrel 
with our teachings, but you cannot shoot a single arrow at us that would not first 
also pierce the heart of Dr. Luther.”1482 he went on to assert that if Luther were 
still alive today, he would approve what was being done in Berlin.1483

The problem with the Lutherans was that they did not properly understand 
Luther. “once they understood Luther’s true opinions about ceremonies, the Ber-
liners would stop criticizing” the Reformed, for Luther was clearly opposed to 
ceremonies, Scultetus insisted.1484 

Unfortunately for Scultetus and the calvinists, Luther had spoken about the 
Sacrament of the Altar and appropriate ceremonies before his death, and now his 
words came as if from the grave itself:

“… if any one shall say after my death, ‘if Luther were living now, he would 
teach and hold this or that article differently, for he did not consider it sufficient-
ly,’ etc., let me say once and for all that by the grace of God i have most diligently 
traced all these articles through the Scriptures, have examined them again and 
again in the light thereof, and have wanted to defend all of them as certainly as i 
have now defended the Sacrament of the Altar. i am not drunk or irresponsible. i 
know what i am saying, and i well realize what this will mean for me before the 
Last Judgment at the coming of the Lord Jesus christ. Let no one make this out 
to be a joke or idle talk; i am in dead earnest, since by the grace of God i have 
learned to know a great deal about Satan. if he can twist and pervert the Word of 

1480 Füssel 1616, 11; Nischan 1994, 160.
1481 Friederich 1616; Nischan 1999, i-209.
1482 Scultetus III 1614, 49; Nischan 1999, i-209.
1483 Scultetus II 1614; Nischan 1994, 135.
1484 Scultetus II 1614, E; Nischan 1994, 135.
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God and the Scriptures, what will he not be able to do with my or someone else’s 
words?”1485

When Luther had come to see that Bucer had made changes to Bugenhagen’s 
Psalter and had added his own thoughts to it, and that an anonymous tract had 
asserted that Erasmus, Luther, melanchthon, Bugenhagen, and all the others 
in Wittenberg were in agreement with the Sacramentarians, he had exclaimed: 
“What will happen to us after we are dead, if such things take place while we are 
still alive?”1486

matthias hoë, chief court preacher to the elector of Saxony, stated in 1606:
“The ungrateful cuckoos, although without Luther they would still be sunk in 

papal abominations,” they always “delight in improving on, censuring, blaming, 
condemning, and slandering the great teacher and divinely enlightened evangel-
ist of Germany.”1487 

in 1614 Leonhard hutter published his Gründliche und Nothwendige Antwort 
(Fundamental and Necessary Response), in which he warned his readers that they must 
be alert to the misuse of Luther’s statements by Brandenburg calvinists:

“The Berlin propagandists unabashedly appeal to Luther’s authority and writ-
ings, but do so with the greatest insincerity. i therefore intend to show to the christian 
reader … with what treachery calvinists operate and how they mislead people by 
perverting and distorting Dr. Luther’s words.”1488

The Lutherans themselves saw no need to eliminate ceremonies which did not 
need to be eliminated and saw calvinist insistence upon their elimination as an 
indication that they dare not eliminate them. They regarded calvinist attacks on 
their ceremonies as insulting and not to be taken lightly, but rather to be seen as 
an incitement to insist upon their use. 

3 .31.7 The Lutheran Response

The Anti-Polemic Edict of Sigismund made it a dangerous matter in Branden-
burg for anyone to publish or spread statements defending Lutheranism against 
calvinism. Toleration worked only one way. The calvinists were free to malign 
Lutherans and Lutheran doctrine, but any Lutheran who returned the favor was 
promptly accused of “shouting, damning, cursing, storming, and scolding.”1489 
The Lutherans were well aware that Gedicke and others had found it necessary 

1485 LW 37, 360.
1486 Edwards 1975, 92.
1487 Hoë 1606, 2-3; Janssen X 1906, 307.
1488 Hutter III 1614, (Vorrede); Nischan 1999, i-212.
1489 february 24, 1614 an anti-polemics edict. Bekändtniß 1614, 5-10; Corpus Constitutionum 

Marchicarum I/1 [1737], 354-358.
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to flee, and they themselves might suffer the same fate. consequently, any anti-
calvinist literature came mostly from Saxony and Pomerania. in Prussia as well 
there was still a great deal of independence from Brandenburg and from there too 
literature was produced defending the church against the anti-Lutheran provoca-
tions of finck, Scultetus, füssel, and others.

Simon Gedicke, who was now serving as superintendent of merseburg in 
neighboring Saxony, continued to write against the calvinists in Berlin. in 1615 he 
responded to finck’s Sacrament Spiegel (Sacramental Mirror) by writing his Abfer-
tigung, der Sacramentirischen Bespiegelung (Rejoinder to Fink’s Sacramentarian Mirror) 
in which he warned that faithful christians in Berlin and cölln an der Spree must 
be on the alert against false “birds” like finck, the “finch,” which, like birds on the 
weather vane, change direction according which way the winds is blowing.1490 

Gedicke defended such Lutheran ceremonies as kneeling and genuflecting, 
stating that these honored christ and his presence in the Sacrament. in his 1615 
Von den Ceremonien bey dem Heiligen Abendmahl (Concerning the Ceremonies of the 
Lord’s Supper) he declared: “We pay homage to our secular rulers with external 
ceremonies like kneeling and removing our hats.” he went on to suggest that 
believers should certainly honor christ in the Lord’s Supper in a similar manner. 
“We therefore must hold the holy Sacrament in high regard … as a warning to 
guard against the calvinists’ poisonous sacramental fanaticism,” as he wrote in 
his 1598 Postil.1491

matthias hoë von hoënegg of Dresden, supreme court preacher to Elector 
Johann Georg of Saxony was a tireless opponent of the new Reformation. his 
1614 polemical book was entitled: Gar kurtzer aber Gründlicher deutlicher und un-
wiedertreiblicher Beweiß (Brief, yet Thoroughly Clear and Irrefutable Proof of the Blas-
phemous and Abominable Teachings of the Calvinists and Sacramentarians …).1492 in it 
he sounded an alarm, so that Lutherans would be alerted to the symptoms and 
characteristics of “that horrible disease,” called calvinism, “which has recently 
spread like a cancer.”1493

in 1615 hoë followed this with the publication of Triumphus calvinisticus (Tri-
umphus Calvinisticus: A Response to the Calvinist Dialogue, Recently Published at Ber-
lin …).1494 here he presented a detailed response to the writings of Scultetus and 
warned his readers that major doctrinal differences separated Lutherans from cal-
vinists.

1490 Gedicke I 1615, 1-6.
1491 Gedicke 1609, 153-156; Nischan 1999, Vi-214.
1492 Gar kurtzer aber Gründlicher deutlicher und unwiedertreiblicher Beweiß Was von den genandten 

Calvinischen Lehrern und Sacramentirern, 1614.
1493 Hoë I 1614.
1494 Triumphus calvinisticus, Das ist Durch Gottes gnad, wider den Andern Theil des newlich zu Berlin 

ausgesprengten Calvinistischen Gesprächs verfertigte Triumph, Sieg und Frewden-Schrifft, 1615.
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Jakob heilbrunner contributed to the many warnings about the dangers of 
calvinism in his Synopsis Doctrinae Caluinianae. Summarischer begriff, vnd gegründte 
Widerlegung der Zwinglischen vnd Caluinischen Lehre (Synopsis of Calvinist Doctrine. 
A Summary and Thorough Refutation of Zwinglian and Calvinist Teaching), 1592. he 
sought to warn the Brandenburgians against “the disease” of calvinism which, 
he said, was spreading “like cancer.”1495 

in 1595 he published a second volume of warning, his Synopsis Doctrinae Calu-
inianae altera (Second Synopsis of Calvinist Doctrine. Repeated Exposition of All Cal-
vinist Errors, Between the Pure Doctrines of the Augsburg Confession and Their Dis-
puted Religious Articles, Together with a Fundamental Refutation of Their Apology and 
Arguments).1496 The purpose of this Synopsis was to provide an exposition of cal-
vinist positions and point out the errors of each of them.

one of the most outspoken advocates of the Lutheran confessions was Leon-
hard hutter of Wittenberg University. in 1614 he published Calvinista Aulico-Pol-
iticus Alter (Calvinist Court Politics, Part Two), directed against the calvinist en-
croachments in Brandenburg, and he encouraged Lutherans to continue steadfast 
in the true faith and contend boldly against the new religion of the Brandenburg 
court.1497 

Professors friedrich Balduin and Balthasar meisner of Wittenberg also pub-
lished refutations of the charge that the Lutherans had abandoned the Reforma-
tion. 

in neighboring Pomerania Superintendents Daniel cramer, conrad Schlüs-
selburg, and Barthold von Krakewitz were the leading critics of the new Ref-
ormation. Schlüsselburg, superintendent and theological professor at Stralsund, 
complained against General Superintendent Pelargus that he was guilty of gross 
dereliction of duty because he had been willing to accept the new theology in-
stead of staunchly maintaining the church’s faith, as expressed in the Formula of 
Concord. he had failed, just as in earlier days melanchthon had failed, to speak 
out to staunch the spread of the “calvinist poison.” in his 1614 tract, Erstes Schrei-
ben D. Schlusselburgij an D. Pelargium (First Writing of Dr. Schlüsselburg to Dr. Pel-
argus), Schlüsselburg put to Pelargus a penetrating question, asking whether he 
intended to join the Lutherans in defending the truth of the Book of Concord, as 
taken from God’s Word, or whether it was his intention to tie up with the calvin-
ists.1498 “Let the calvinists go their way, like the devil’s servants that they are, and 

1495 Heilbrunner 1596, (Vorrede) Aiij.
1496 Synopsis Doctrinae Caluinianae altera, Widerholte Erzehlung der Caluinischen Jrrthumb, in allen, 

zwischen der reinen Lehrern Augspurgischer Confession, vnd jnen, strittigen Religions Artickeln, 
sampt gründlicher Widerlegung jhrer Entschuldigung vnd Argumenten, 1595.

1497 Hutter I 1614, (Vorrede).
1498 Schlüsselburg 1614; Janssen X 1906, 308.
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do you join with us in defending and fighting for the heavenly truth reiterated in 
the Book of Concord, and formerly acknowledged by you yourself.”1499 

he recalled that the medieval theologian, Berengar of Tours, and oecolampa-
dius of Basel who denied the truth had come to a bad end, and Dr. cramer, pastor 
and professor at Stettin, solemnly warned on November 11, 1614 that Pelargus 
was “in very truth too great an apostate or renegade to escape the thunderbolts 
of God.” 1500

The most outspoken critic of Pelargus was former Brandenburg court Preach-
er Gedicke who in 1617 published Pelargus Apostata (Pelargus, the Apostate, or a 
Short but True Report of how Dr. Christopher Pelargus, Pastor and Professor at Frank-
furt (Oder), as well as General Superintendent in Mark Brandenburg, Shamefully De-
serted Our True Lutheran Religion, and Became an Abominable Mamluk and Turncoat 
Calvinist).1501 in this book Gedicke referred to Pelargus as “a dog without a bark,” 
“a hypocritical coward,” who had himself fallen from the faith and had become 
a “calvinist apostate.” “in order to please men you have scandalously denied the 
Lord christ.”1502

in the Duchy of Prussia it was Johann Behm, professor primarius of the theo-
logical faculty and the court preacher, who took the leading role in defending 
Lutheranism and attacking the Berlin reformers. Because Prussia still retained 
a large measure of independence over against Brandenburg, Sigismund’s edict 
had little effect there, and anti-calvinist literature came freely off the Königs-
berg presses. in his 1614 tract, Gantz Trewhertzige Warnung (Faithful Warning to 
Each and Every Subject of the Duchy of Prussia, in Order to Protect Them from the Ac-
cursed Zwinglian or Calvinist Sect), he warned that like the devil they had learned 
to “glibly quote holy Scriptures” for their own purposes in order “to lead people 
astray and to destroy their souls.”1503 he was able to prevent calvinist inroads in 
the university by provoking the faculty to reject any right of the elector to make 
appointments there. in 1614 Sigismund attempted to appoint to the faculty of 
Law Andreas Krebs, a recent graduate of the University of Basel, who was under-
stood to have calvinist sympathies. This attempt was rebuffed.1504 

Another important combatant in the Duchy of Prussia was Pastor Adam Prae-
torius of Schaaken. in 1614 he wrote Refutatio Pseudolutherani Martini Fusselii (The 

1499 Schlüsselburg 1614; Janssen X 1906, 308.
1500 Printed in Gedicke II 1615, 594 ff.; Janssen X 1906, 308-309.
1501 Pelargus Apostata, Oder Kurtzer Warhafftiger Bericht, wie D. Christophorus Pelargus Pastor vnd 

Professor zu Franckfurt an der Oder, auch General Superintendens in der Mark Brandenburg, so 
schendlich von unser reinen Evangelischen Lutherischen Religion abgefallen, vnd zum abschewlichen 
Mammelucken, und abtrünnigen Calvinisten worden, 1617.

1502 Gedicke II 1615, 13 ff.; Janssen X 1906, 308.
1503 Behm 1614, 6, 37; Nischan 1994, 171.
1504 Nischan 1994, 172.
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Refutation of the Pseudo-Lutheran Martin Füssel). he stated that füssel’s confession 
of faith was not a confession at all; it was instead an admission “of perfidy.”1505 

finck’s Sacrament Spiegel provoked friedrich Wagner, a graduate of Wittenberg 
teaching at Königsberg, to publish in 1616 a detailed refutation Fincken Spiegels (The 
Finck Mirror: A Reply to that Blind and Superstitious Sacramental Mirror).1506 he charac-
terized finck as a “Schwärmer” (“fanatic”) who always supported whatever opinion 
was currently in fashion.1507 he warned his readers that they must not allow them-
selves to be mislead by finck’s criticisms of the Lutheran Lord’s Supper. 

The 1617 volume, Monstrum Cinglio-calviniarum (The Monstrous Zwinglianism 
and Calvinism), gave a history of the sacramental controversy, started by Berengar 
of Tours in the eleventh century when he insisted that only the true believers 
receive the body of christ in the Supper. in the opinion of Wagner, Karlstadt, 
Zwingli, oecolampadius, and calvin had all fallen victim to this error. “This cal-
vinist doctrine, in short, has become the root of all sorts of abominable blasphem-
ies,” he asserted.1508 

in 1614 Arnoldi’s, Confessio vera & Lutherana, Oder Warhafftige Glaubens Bekent-
nuß (A Confession, True and Lutheran, or a Truthful Confession of the Faith), responded 
to füssel’s statements that it was the new Reformation which really represented 
true Lutheran theology. he showed that Zwingli, oecolampadius, calvin, füs-
sel, and others had clearly stated that their position was contrary to that of the 
Lutherans.1509 His Caeremoniae Lutheranae (Concerning Lutheran Ceremonies), 1616, 
sought to refute the iconoclastic new reformers by defending every single litur-
gical ceremony which the Reformed rejected.1510

All these writings were meant to encourage the Brandenburgians to stand firm 
in their confessional Lutheranism and refuse to be misled by the new reformers. 
Numerous theologians and preachers everywhere denounced calvinism with 
much vehemence.

Among the leading critics of the Brandenburg calvinists was the afore-
mentioned matthias hoë, the court preacher of the elector of Saxony, who de-
clared that he was overjoyed by the prospect of exposing their errors. he said that 
he could “take no more pleasure in life if compelled to be silent concerning the 
calvinistic horrors and soul murderers in the mark Brandenburg.”1511 

in his Grundlicher … Beweis von den gotteslasterlichen Reden der Calvinisten (Well-
Grounded … Proof of the Blasphemous Talks of the Calvinists), hoë made the state-

1505 Praetorius 1614, (Vorrede) A2.
1506 Fincken Spiegels … zu entgegen dem vermeineten, blinden, Aberglaubigen Sacrament Spiegel, 1616.
1507 Wagner 1614, 10.
1508 Wagner 1617, 151; Nischan 1994, 175.
1509 Arnoldi 1614, 1 ff.
1510 Arnoldi 1616.
1511 Janssen X 1906, 311-312.
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ment that “a true calvinist must learn how to slander and revile the Lutherans.” 
he went on to state that the calvinists had a well-worn catalogue of anti-Lu-
theran epithets, originally coined by calvin and Beza. “he must learn to call us 
cannibals, blood-suckers, men-eaters, as calvin and Beza call us repeatedly, and 
as we are also called in their public confession.” “he must call us eaters of the 

A satirical depiction of calvinism as a house built on sinking sand. Johannes Praetorius urges 
his readers to remain steadfast in the true faith. The side text says: “Wishing and seeing, one 
falls” and “one is perishing intentionally, because he has eyes to see but he acts as though he 
were blind.” 

Beneath is the following verse:
“Now almost our entire globe
Declined from christ to calvin’s fold,
And as the house on drifting sand 
is built – it cannot stand,
So soon this wretched, sinful world
With one cry to the ground will hurl.
Stand fast, o man, by christ’s true lore
And you will perish never more.”
(Praetorius 1598).
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Lord God, as Beza does. he must learn, 
with Beza, to call us God-gobblers. he 
must learn to ring the changes on all that 
is foul … also to ask the young boys and 
girls whether there can be anything left of 
christ since the Lutherans have been eat-
ing him for such a long while? Whether 
they will not soon have quite eaten him 
up? Whether any morsels of him are left 
sticking on their teeth? Lying, denying, 
and slandering are their daily bread.”1512

The Berlin calvinists, for their part, 
responded by seeking to show from Lu-
ther’s own writings that the “great re-
former” himself had taught doctrines 
which hoë was condemning as calvinis-
tic. had not Luther taught, as calvin did, 
that “God had caused the fall of Adam 
and Eve?” wondered Scultetus aloud.1513 
in The Bondage of the Will had not Luther 
taught about this, asked Theodorus, and 

if so, how could Lutherans decry it “as the worst possible heresy and a sacrilege?” 
Since “Luther had written this,” they should “hold their tongues,” since the For-
mula of Concord said that The Bondage of the Will was Luther’s finest book.1514 

To the contrary, hoë pointed to “the godly zeal against the Sacramentarian 
abominations in which Luther, the saintly man, had died.” he noted as well “to 
the energy and skill with which he had refuted them, and condemned them to the 
abyss of hell.” hoë stated that by means of the “Berlin calvinist crowd” the devil 
had shaken out his “incense-powder” and left an “ungodly smell” behind him.1515 
in 1618 hoë wrote with chagrin that “in the mark of Brandenburg the devil has 
now established a calvinistic stronghold.”1516 in yet another pamphlet he asserted 
that the ninety-nine points of calvinistic doctrine were “in agreement with the 
Arians and the Turks.”1517 The Lutheran pastor at hohenleina in Electoral Sax-
ony, Zachäus faber, was willing to take the matter even further. he stated that he 

1512 Hoë I 1614, 323-324; Janssen X 1906, 313-314.
1513 Scultetus II 1615, 75; Janssen X 1906, 314.
1514 Theodorus 1615, 16; Janssen X 1906, 314.
1515 Hoë III 1614, (Vorrede) (b) ij; Janssen X 1906, 314-315.
1516 Janssen X 1906, 322.
1517 Hoë 1621; Hering 1778, 95-96; Janssen X 1906, 322.

A portrayal of martin Luther as a saint by 
an orthodox Lutheran artist, showing the 
sign of divine inspiration and the nimbus 
of sainthood. Below the picture is a cap-
tion: “Do not be ashamed then of testifying 
to our Lord, nor of me his prisoner (2 Tim-

othy 1:8)” (Herberger 1609).
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could bring forward two hundred, if need be three hundred, proofs to show that 
the “calvinistic doctrine was far worse than that of the devil.”1518

in his Gründliche und Nothwendige Antwort (Thorough and Necessary Answer) 
which was a response to the Berlin Newe Zeitung (New Tidings) of hans Knorr and 
Benedict hobrecht, hutter stated that “it almost seems as if God now, as in the 
days of the impious King Ahab, was allowing the devil to trouble the whole of 
israel, and as if a false spirit of lying were in the mouths of all calvinistic proph-
ets and preachers.” he stated that he was not writing to answer the falsehoods of 
these writers but rather to provide reassurance for perplexed souls. hobrecht de-
clared that “cursing and slandering” were common day occurrences among the 
Lutherans, and hutter replied that if this were true, the falsehood could not be 
laid at the feet of Lutheran doctrine. if one were to follow hobrecht’s arguments 
closely, the doctrines of the calvinists would have to “be condemned as false and 
erroneous simply and solely on this same ground,” because such “sins as cursing, 
swearing, blasphemy, gluttony and drunkenness, fornication and profligacy were 
just as much, if not more, in vogue in the calvinist church as in the Lutheran.”1519

1518 Faber 1620, 88; Janssen X 1906, 322.
1519 Hutter III 1614, (Vorrede) (Aij), ff.; Janssen X 1906, 317-318.

“The list of heretics” on the altar linen, nearest to the foot of christ crushing the head of Satan. 
The lower right part of the altar includes the inscription: “Names of the most prominent fanatics 
and heretics who always contradicted, taught, and wrote against the most holy Sacrament of 
the Body and Blood of christ: Dr. Andreas Karlstadt, huldrych Zwingli, Kaspar Schwenckfeld, 
Johannes campanus, Johann oecolampadius, John calvin, Theodor Beza, Thomas müntzer, 

[etc.].” from confessional painting at Kasendorf, 1602.
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The battle between the Lutherans and the Reformed gave rise to many polem-
ical writings. Within two years of the announcement of Sigismund’s conversion 
over one hundred writings appeared asserting one side against the other. from 
Sigismund’s conversion until his death in 1619 no less than 225 such writings 
appeared. Another twenty appeared in 1620, and it was not until 1622 that the 
number of such writings began to decline.1520 No doubt, the initiation of the Thirty 
Year’s War was largely responsible for this decline. 

3 .31.8 calvinist ic  influences on the Brandenburg 
Educational  System

Johann Sigismund and his calvinist reformers saw the necessity of making 
use of the education system to spread their new Reformation and its theology. 
The specifics of their plan were laid down in a Twelve Point Program, which was 
formulated by the Privy council in february 1614. it specifically designated the 
Joachimsthal Grammar School and the University of frankfurt (oder) as schools 
which should be reformed and then serve to spearhead the new Reformation.

margrave Johann Georg, one of the most outspoken advocates of this calvinist 
Reformation, declared to the elector in December 1615:

“it is very important that well-known and highly educated professors and 
preceptors be appointed at the prince’s school and at the university. Special care 
must be taken that only people who confess the true Reformed faith are chosen 
as teachers.”1521

The most important and proper seminaries for the church and state would be 
the two academic institutions where the Second Reformation was to be promoted 
and from there would come the necessary ministers, teachers, and state officials 
who would serve the new calvinist society.

The Joachimsthal grammar school in the Uckermark had been established 
by Joachim friedrich for the education of future statesmen and servants of the 
church. from its inception the school and its teachers had been inclined toward 
the irenic quasi-Lutheranism of the melanchthonians, who were favorably dis-
posed towards calvinism. in fact, the headmaster Samuel Dresemius had studied 
at heidelberg, the cradle of calvinist thought. his appointment in 1610 would 
certainly be supported by Johann Sigismund who, by that time was preparing to 
openly declare his calvinist persuasion. Two members of the privy council, Abra-
ham von Dohna and friedrich Pruckmann, devised and pushed the agenda to 
make Joachimsthal a calvinist stronghold. They suggested that heidelberg court 

1520 Kniebe 1902, 110-161.
1521 Nischan 1999, Xi-218.
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chaplain Scultetus should be invited to visit Joachimsthal and formulate recom-
mendations for its calvinization.1522

in September 1614 Scultetus arrived at Joachimsthal together with the elector, 
and soon Joachimsthal was flying the calvinist flag. Lutheran liturgical services 
were curtailed. ceremonial worship and the use of Latin were banned, and the 
Sacrament was to be celebrated only in the Reformed manner with the fractio panis 
as the central act. There was to be no talk of the Ubiquity of christ’s presence or 
the Real Presence, or oral manducation. Baptisms, if any such were to be per-
formed in the school chapel, were to be cleansed of such “papist abominations” 
as the Exorcism and the sign of the cross. All teachers, the staff, the headmaster, 
and both the pastor and deacon were to publicly confirm their acceptance of the 
Confessio Sigismundi. open toleration could demand no less.1523

Still, more important was the process of calvinization at the University of 
frankfurt (oder), the Viadrina, the theological faculty which had formerly been 
orthodox. Among its professors had been two of the writers responsible for the 
Formula of Concord, Andreas musculus and christoph corner. They had set the 
orthodox tone in the faculty. Apart from the theological faculty, the university 
largely held to an irenic melanchthonian position, partially due to the influence 
of Georg Sabinus, the son-in-law of melanchthon, and since 1555 a professor of 
rhetoric. Anti-melanchthonianism in Saxony had moved some students to come 
to frankfurt (oder), and close ties had developed between the university and 
humanists, and to some extant also with Reformed leaders in the Lowlands and 
the University of Leiden. The faculties of Law, medicine, and Philosophy had 
never formally subscribed to the Formula of Concord, and it was clear that some 
members of the theological faculty, notably Urban Pierius, and later christoph 
Pelargus and Johann heidenreich, had their own intellectual reservations con-
cerning the Formula, even though they had signed it. in 1610, two years after Sig-
ismund assumed the electorate, the statutes of the university were revised, and 
the new statutes made it no longer necessary for any member of any faculty of the 
university to subscribe the Formula of Concord.1524

The position of orthodox Lutherans in the faculty of theology was weakened 
by the deaths of Andreas Wenzel in 1613 and Jakob Ebert in 1614. Pelargus and 
heidenreich, the remaining professors were at best lukewarm toward the Formula 
and had no reservations about following the terms of Sigismund’s february 24, 
1614 anti-Polemical Edict. The first specifically Reformed professor to be brought 
to frankfurt (oder) by Sigismund was Johann Bergius, a Pomeranian, who had 
studied at heidelberg, Saumur, cambridge, and Leiden. he was made associ-

1522 Wetzel 1907, 7 ff.; Nischan 1994, 127.
1523 Nischan 1999, Xi-221.
1524 Hering 1778, 325-327; Mühlpfordt 1981, 27, 70-71; Nischan 1999, Xi-222.
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ate professor in 1614 and full professor in 1616. in 1616 Wolfgang crell, who 
had studied at Bremen and marburg, and had served moritz of hesse-Kassel, 
accepted a call to the Viadrina. When heidenreich died in 1617, Gregor franck 
was named to replace him. he was the third avowed calvinist on the faculty. 
To support their theological positions, the university’s statutes were altered on 
August 17, 1616 to state that “henceforth the doctrine of ubiquity … and the man-
ducation of christ’s body in the Lord’s Supper no longer are to be taught at this 
university.”1525 

These actions put the theological faculty firmly in the hands of calvinists. Such 
changes provoked strong reaction by some Lutheran theologians outside Bran-
denburg. Johann Affelmann, professor at Rostock, wrote: “The calvinist dragon, 
will henceforth ravage the fold of christ at frankfurt.”1526

3 .31.9 Public  Disturbances in Berl in  
over the “iconoclastic  Reformation”

By the early months of 1615, Sigismund, his court, and his Reformed preach-
ers were convinced that the time was now ripe to begin the forced Reformation 
of the churches in Berlin. first attention would be given to the cathedral. While 
the church had remained Lutheran, Reformed services had regularly been held 
there since Sigismund’s christmas communion service of 1613. Now the ground 
had been adequately prepared for the planting of the calvinist seed. The people 
of Berlin, however, did not share this opinion. Whenever a Reformed preacher 
appeared in the pulpit of the cathedral he was met by the boos and hisses of dis-
gruntled parishioners. “The common mob behaved very disorderly … and, with 
shoutings and curses.”1527

Johann Sigismund, acting on the advice of Scultetus, sought to end the dis-
turbances of this “unruly mob” and create a peaceful place of worship for calvin-
ists. on Trinity Sunday, June 20, 1614, he announced that from that day forward 
the cathedral would be a Reformed house of worship.1528

The calvinists could not tolerate that the cathedral church still bore witness 
to its Lutheran pedigree with epitaphs, holy pictures, crucifixes, life-size statues 
of christ and the Apostles, and a large guilt wooden crucifix at the entrance to 

1525 Printed in Cyprian 1726, (Beylage No. V) 75-77; Hering 1784, 38 ff.; Nischan 1994, 129, 244.
1526 Affelmann went on to suggest that the locusts spoken of in the Book of Revelation “were 

nothing else than the mohammedan sects that had sprung up at the present day out of the 
papacy – namely, the calvinist Zwinglians and the Zwinglian calvinists.” Affelmann 1616, 
A3; Hering 1778, 217-218; Janssen X 1906, 320-321.

1527 Nischan 1999, Xi-218.
1528 Hering 1778, 85; Die Selbstbiographie 1966, 69; Nischan 1994, 185.
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the choir. They had no desire to worship in the church in which there were such 
manifest evidences of “papal idolatry.” in other German lands, where calvinism 
now held sway, all such “remnants of the papacy” had long since been cast out 
the churches were suitably barren. Still present evidence of a catholic past in the 
cathedral were seen as an embarrassment in need of speedy correction.

in march 1615, two weeks before Easter, while margrave Johann Georg was 
acting as governor on behalf of his absent brother, Elector Johann Sigismund, he 
decided that the “idols” could be tolerated not one day longer. 

The work of desecration began at once. Both of the altars, the triptychs, pic-
tures, crucifixes, the baptismal font and the life-size statues of christ and the 
apostles, and together with them all of the images were removed. The more valu-
able liturgical vessels were sent to the elector’s treasury to be cataloged among 
his assets. many of the paintings and panels were moved to the Lutheran chapel 
in the palace where services were held for Electress Anna and her daughters. The 
twelve gilded statues of the apostles and the statue of christ with his apostles 
were put into storage in the Küstrin fortress. The artwork was destroyed and the 
large gilded crucifix was taken down, sawed apart into small pieces and thrown 
into the River Spree.1529 

in earlier times, before the desecration of the church, a visiting Polish Roman 
catholic bishop who attended at a worship service in the Berlin cathedral, said 
that he found little difference between it and a Roman catholic liturgy.1530 After 
the desecration, Philipp hainhofer, an appreciative contemporary artist from 
Augsburg who appreciated calvinist austerity, spoke in glowing terms about 
the “redecoration” of the cathedral. he described it as “a beautiful, huge bright 
church, from which all altars, panels, pictures, and crucifixes have been removed. 
Except for the green railings and carpets, it is now completely white inside.”1531

Reformed preacher füssel lost no time in offering thanks in his Palm Sunday 
sermon that God had cleansed his house of worship of “papal idolatry.” “God 
through his prophets enjoins us to remove all blasphemous pictures.” Not a few 
of the Lutherans present began to murmur that religious objects sacred to them. 
füssel coldly replied: “if you insist that pictures are the laity’s Bible, then go visit 
some of the other churches.”1532

The result was open conflict. Rumors spread quickly through Berlin that in 
the course of this thorough desecration of the old cathedral füssel had referred to 
the image of St. Peter as Hurenbild, emblematic of whoredom. in reaction Deacon 
Peter Stuler of St. Peter’s church in his sermon lashed out against the iconoclastic 

1529 Hering 1784, 281-283, 295.
1530 Müller I 1906, 342; Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 423-424.
1531 Baltische Studien 1834, 13; Nischan 1994, 186.
1532 Nischan 1994, 186.
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calvinist Dutchmen “cleansing the church,” by tearing down and smashing statues of saints in 
August of 1566. Workmen attempt to pull down the altar crucifix. Jan Luyken, 1677-1679 and/

or 1730 (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).

iconoclastic desecration in cathedral of our Lady in Antwerp on August 20, 1566, by Gaspar 
Bouttats, second half of the seventeenth century. Statues of saints and paintings are torn down 
and destroyed. in the center foreground, a man stands with a child and a Bible under his arm 

(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
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activities of the Reformed. he said: “The calvinists call our place of worship a 
whorehouse … ; they strip our churches of pictures and now wish to tear the Lord 
Jesus christ from our hearts as well.” he stated that if they wanted to reform a 
church, they should start with the Reformed church of Jülich. “if you wish to 
reform, then go to Jülich – there you will find plenty to reform.”1533

his words strengthened the resolve of many local citizens to take their anger 
out on the Reformed clergy and other calvinists and “ring their necks.” About one 
hundred citizens continued to mill around after the service. The next day Stuler fur-
ther agitated the people by running about anxiously, stating that he might be put 
to death by decapitation because of his bold words. This led a number of younger 
people to pledge that they would guard his house and protect him. They were en-
couraged by Stuler’s wife who served them beer. By that evening, some 500 protect-
ors had gathered and were becoming hard to manage. Some had drunk far more 
beer than was good for them and began to prowl the streets looking for calvinists. 
They gathered outside the homes of court preachers carl Sachse and füssel and 
before long rocks were flying and windows were breaking.1534 

When margrave Johann Georg was awakened by a servant and told about the dis-
order, he dressed and went with a protective escort of eight horsemen and about one 
dozen or so soldiers to confront the mob. he hoped in this way to calm the mob but 
his appearance only agitated the people because they thought that he had come to 
arrest Stuler. They immediately turned on him, calling him a “damn black calvinist” 
who had stolen their pictures and destroyed their crucifixes. Now he and his calvinist 
preachers would get what was coming to them. A shot was fired, perhaps by Johann 
Georg himself in an attempt to startle the crowd. it set off a volley of gun shots by 
armed men on both sides. Those who had no gun started to pelt the soldiers with 
stones. one stone struck the margrave himself and he decided that it was time for him 
and his men to leave. Georg Jahnen, the Lutheran mayor of the city, tried to restore 
calm but his efforts were fruitless. The crowd was by this time unmanageable. The 
homes of both füssel and Sachse were broken into and both men were forced to flee. 
füssel in his night shirt escaped across the roof to a neighbor’s house, while the mob 
vandalized his house.1535 After the tumult came to an end, he appeared in the pulpit 
on Good friday in what could only be described as unusual apparel, namely in an 
undergarment and green camisole which were the only clothing he had left.1536 finck 
faired somewhat better. The crowd let him off with a warning: “Don’t show your face, 
finch, or you will swim like a Duck!”1537 

1533 Noltenius 1750, 702; Hering 1778, 283-284; Nischan 1994, 186..
1534 Hering 1784, 286-287, 293; Nischan 1994, 187.
1535 Hering 1784, 287; Nischan 1994, 187.
1536 Hering 1784, 290; Nischan 1994, 187-188.
1537 Faden 1954, 37; Nischan 1994, 188. 
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Johann Sigismund, who had been keeping holy Week by going hunting, im-
mediately returned to Berlin. he ordered a 300 men militia to keep order in Berlin 
and cölln and issued arrest warrants for those he suspected of having instigated 
the riots. The chief suspects were twelve young working men who had been seen 
leaving the city on Tuesday morning carrying large bundles. Stuler was not yet 
arrested, probably because the elector feared that his arrest would precipitate 
more riots. Stuler himself thought that he could safely say whatever he pleased. 
he continued to denounce the iconoclastic calvinism, but since the city was now 
under marshal law no one rioted. he was warned, however, that his arrest was 
imminent, and on April 8 he fled to Wittenberg.1538

The elector realized that the effective prosecution of the leaders of the rebel-
lion would require a certain level of cooperation with the Brandenburg estates. 
The territorial assembly of nobles and representatives of the city dwellers met in 
Easter week in Berlin, and Pruckmann approached it on behalf of the elector. The 
assembly responded that none of its members condoned rioting and violence, 
but they had no intention of acting against members of their own faith who had 
been provoked to riot by the actions of Reformed officials and their supporters. 
When an attempt was made to implicate the Electress Anna as a leader in the riot, 
Anna responded that it was not she but the margrave himself who had provoked 
the problems which resulted in rioting. clearly, no action could be taken against 
Stuler because he was now in Saxony and as for the twelve supposed riot lead-
ers, no one had any idea where they were. Under the circumstances Sigismund 
decided that it would be wisest simply to drop the matter. To pursue it further 
would only increase the unpopularity of calvinism.1539 

The calvinists would, however, continue to remember the desecration of the 
cathedral as a necessity which had to be carried out boldly and single-mindedly, 
even if at risk to life and limb. Seventy-eight years later Daniel Ernst Jablonski, 
the court preacher, preached in the Berlin cathedral and recalled the event: 

“There are still a number of old people … who remember that the first Evan-
gelical Reformed preacher of this church, Reverent füssel, had to perform his 
office at a great risk, and preached on Good friday after his own house had been 
assaulted and plundered. he was forced to enter the pulpit of this church in very 
unusual attire, namely in underclothes and a green camisole. That was all the 
clothing he had left. he preached here while in fear for his life.”1540

1538 Hering 1778, 299-300; Nischan 1994, 190.
1539 Saring 1943, 20-23; Nischan 1994, 191-192.
1540 Hering 1778, 290 fn. c.; Rieger 1967, 160-161. 
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3.31.10 The Arbitrary Placement of  Reformed ministers  
in Lutheran churches and the Lutheran Reaction

This did not mean that Johann Sigismund was giving up his attempts to con-
vert the Brandenburgians. he still sent Reformed preachers to their congrega-
tions when their older clergy became incapacitated or died. he could do this only 
in those churches where he had the jus patronatus totaliter, and such parishes were 
predominantly in the Neumark where he had patronage rights in practically 
every city and village. in the Kurmark such parishes were few and far between, 
and he could hardly expect that the Lutheran nobility would allow him to place 
pastors in the parishes where they were patrons. But even in parishes where the 
elector was patron and had the right to appoint the clergy, Lutheran congrega-
tions most often steadfastly opposed and resisted his efforts to give them Re-
formed ministers sent to convert them. 

in Templin, Pruckmann reminded the elector that because he had the right of 
appointing the local Lutheran pastor, he would be justified, if he chose to remove 
the current incumbent, Andreas Zahn, because of his belligerent attitude toward 
the local Reformed Pastor Joachim Roloff. Roloff arrogantly regarded Zahn as 
little more than an “idiot” under the influence of the pastor of St. mary’s church 
in Prenzlau, Johann finck, an outspoken foe of the calvinists who shared the 
same family name as Solomon finck. This Lutheran Johann finck referred to the 
Reformed as the “deformed” and accused them of preaching absurdities. for his 
part, the elector realized that the furor which would ensue if he deposed and re-
placed Zahn would not be worth the effort.1541

in Stendal, Reformed Deacon Peter Giesen was in 1614 appointed to serve at 
St. Peter’s church. he was jeered and mocked publicly and was made the butt of 
practical jokes by citizens who among other things tied a horse by its tail to his 
door. This led to a real surprise when Giesen tried to use the door. Privy coun-
cillor Pruckmann complained bitterly that this disrespect was injurious to the 
reputation of the Reformed church but there was really nothing that could be 
done about it.1542

controversy was once more inflamed in Stendal when the University of frank-
furt (oder) tried to exercise its right of patronage by assigning a new pastor, An-
dreas Winsius, to the Lutheran congregation of St. Nicolaus after the death of one 
of the pastors. No fault was found with his trial sermon, but the people were not 
certain about his doctrinal position because it was reported that he had made state-
ments against Luther in a colloquium in frankfurt (oder). The parishioners met 
with Superintendent Daniel Schaller, the pastor of St. Nicolaus, for additional in-
1541 Wangemann 1884, 91; Nischan 1994, 198-199.
1542 Nischan 1994, 194.
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formation. Schaller tried to convince the people that Winsius was a suitable candi-
date, who had never criticized Luther personally, but had quoted some of his writ-
ings about intricate theological points which were far too complex for the people to 
understand and which were not important to them. he told them that his remarks 
concerned “the crude fleshly notion of the oral manducation of the truly physic-
ally present christ.”1543 This was just what the congregation was concerned about. 
Stephan Walter, a member of the congregation, rose to ask just exactly what was 
wrong with the Lutheran doctrine of the Real Presence. Schaller tried to explain 
but only made matters worse by speaking of “papist delusions and superstitions” 
about christ being corporeally present in the Sacrament. Another parishioner 
jumped up and yelled that this was precisely the point at issue. “Lutherans believe 
in a physical, the Reformed in a spiritual presence.”1544 At this point Schaller tried to 
move away from this discussion by stating that Lutherans were too much attached 
to papal ceremonies. The people responded that it was clear to them that if Winsius 
became their pastor, he would change their ceremonies and they were dead set 
against that. Schaller’s attempt to “sell” Winsius was fruitless. The people were 
now more than ever convinced that he must not become their pastor. 

A riot broke out at Beelitz when the organist began to play a Reformed com-
munion hymn by Ambrosius Lobwasser. in the ensuing disturbance, a Lutheran 
threw the candelabra at the organist. he missed the musician but hit and nearly 
killed the musician’s wife.1545

At Lindau, in the county of Ruppin, the elector sent minister Georg henckel 
to replace the Lutheran pastor of the place. his attempts to introduce Reformed 
doctrine and ceremony were greatly opposed by the citizens of the town and pub-
lic disturbances ensued. The parishioners only gave way when a captain came to 
them from Zechlin and announced that “the elector would avenge this disobedi-
ence in the most summary manner on clergy and laity, on young and old, in order 
to make an example of them to others.” 1546 

in Spandau, a Berlin suburb, Reformed minister Joachim Grunow complained 
that the Lutheran Deacon Simon Grimm was inflaming people’s passions. mem-
bers of the congregation responded to Grunow’s Advent sermon by saying that 
if he ever appeared in their pulpit again, they would make short work of him. 
Grunow recognized that it was not safe to stay there and appealed to the elector 
to warn the people of the consequences of their actions and insist that Grimm 
must “stop his debauchery and agitation completely.”1547 however, he knew that 

1543 Nischan 1994, 201.
1544 Nischan 1994, 201.
1545 Nischan 1994, 157.
1546 Hering 1778, 320-321; Wangemann 1884, 90; Nischan 1994, 194.
1547 Nischan 1994, 197.
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not much would be done, and added his request that the elector allow him to 
remain in Spandau until Easter, both because he needed the money and because 
traveling was difficult during the Winter.

in the town of Brandenburg, Johann Sigismund forbad the use of a church 
prayer in which God was called upon to “strengthen this land and people through 
the might of his Spirit and his Word, that they might fight with pure hearts for 
the Gospel.” The town pastors sent a petition protesting this action in 1616, say-
ing that “if prayer was offered up for the strengthening of the followers of both 
religions, a great confusion of both religions would ensue, but if only one religion 
was meant, then one would be praying against the other.” in their address to the 
town council they complained that “they could have no fellowship in prayer, 
and they could as little obey this injunction as faithful shepherds could obey the 
wolf’s orders.”1548

When crypto-calvinist superintendent, Joachim Garcäus, appeared at the 
communion rail in the Brandenburg an der havel cathedral, Archdeacon Ulrich 
Nagel turned him away in the presence of the entire congregation because he 
had not come to Private confession. for this Nagel was deposed, however, other 
Lutheran pastors insisted on the necessity of Private Absolution and continued 
to do so until Johann Sigismund threatened them as well. “Luther himself,” he 
stated, “when he went to communion, never confessed beforehand.”1549 in the 
same direction he declared in 1616: “illumined with the light of divine truth, he 
[Luther] abhorred with his whole heart the dogma of ubiquity,” and with equal 
disgust he rejected also “the popish abomination of eating the body of christ with 
the mouth.” he would not allow either of these doctrines to be approved of or 
taught in schools and churches in his realm.1550

hostility against Reformed ministers and their religion spread quickly 
throughout Brandenburg. The Lutherans were particularly opposed to the intro-
duction of the fractio panis which they regarded as an empty ceremony which 
turned the administration of the Sacrament into a “calvinist carousel,” as Pastor 
hoë von hoënegg observed. in many places Lutherans publicly mocked the cal-
vinists by parodying their ceremony of breaking the bread and enacting mock of 
the Reformed communion services. in Stendal the Reformed were lampooned, 
and in october 1614 a carnival play made fun of the way they observed the Sup-
per, leading to a report that “evil-disposed people tore about at night with torch-
es, and indulged in blasphemous jesting by holding communion services after 
the manner of the Reformed church.”1551

1548 Hering 1778, 313-320; Janssen X 1906, 319-320.
1549 Hering 1778, 319; Janssen X 1906, 320.
1550 Cyprian 1726, 75-77 (Beylage No.V); Janssen X 1906, 319-320.
1551 Hering 1778, 275; Janssen X 1906, 319.
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Even zealous calvinists were becoming discouraged. Very few of the nobility, 
indeed no more than five of them, converted. Even in Berlin enthusiasm for the 
new Reformation was short lived. in the later months of 1614 Johann Sigismund 
reported to moritz of hesse that in recent weeks little more than thirty communi-
cants had appeared with him at the communion table. A few months later, in 
march 1615, margrave Johann Georg reported to the heidelberg court that the 
number of calvinists in Berlin was modest and small. in the Autumn of 1614 
Scultetus, who had come from heidelberg, returned from whence he had come. 
he was disillusioned and wrote to Johann Georg: “Great and difficult is the task 
of those who wish to draw the spirits of men away from superstition and lead 
them to the true worship of God.”1552 füssel wrote to Johann Georg i of Anhalt-
Dessau in late 1616: “i have trouble driving out the chill and exciting any enthusi-
asm … and only seem to provoke more bitter hatred toward me.”1553 

3.31.11 The Rejection of  the calvinist ic  Reformation  
by the Nobil i ty

The plan of Johann Sigismund and his privy councillors to accomplish a sweep-
ing new Reformation of the Brandenburg church did not take into account the 
fact that the Lutheran clergy and the laity would strongly object to this attack on 
their faith. The clergy and laity did indeed react strongly and were able to make 
life generally miserable for the Reformed ministers, sent by Sigismund and his 
Kirchenrat to accomplish the eradication of the remaining “catholic” elements in 
the Lutheran parishes and effect their purification. if the court thought that these 
Reformed ministers would be able to reform the territory, it clearly had no real 
understanding of the attachment of the clergy and laity to the Lutheran church. 

Sigismund and his court tried to move resolutely ahead despite the strength of 
the opposition, because they thought that with the passing of time the opposition 
would wear itself out. What Sigismund had not considered was the strength of 
the opposition to the calvinization of Brandenburg among the higher classes, and 
most particularly the landed gentry and the aristocracy. They opposed the elec-
tor’s Reformation for both political and religious reasons. They were concerned 
about any measure which Sigismund might employ to strengthen his own polit-
ical position over against them and recognized that the calvinization program, 
if successful, would greatly weaken them individually and as a group. further-
more, the majority of them were staunchly Lutheran in their own confession and 
had no desire to see Lutheran preaching and catholic ceremonial replaced by 

1552 Pahncke 1910, 375; Nischan 1994, 196.
1553 Nischan 1994, 196.
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stern and dry calvinism, preached in bare chancels by dour black-robed calvin-
ist preachers. 

Even before Sigismund announced that he had become a calvinist, the estates 
had seen the handwriting on the wall in the conversion of his brothers, the mar-
graves Ernst and Johann Georg, who surely would never have dared to convert 
without the approval of the elector. They also noted the selection of Solomon finck 
and martin füssel as court preachers who spent much time in the pulpit roundly 
criticizing Lutheran doctrine and ceremonies. To the estates the announcement of 
Sigismund’s conversion came as no real surprise; it was the next logical step. They 
did, however, publicly state their great displeasure in letters addressed to the elec-
tor, Superintendent Pelargus, and Electress Anna. on December 8, 1613 they wrote 
to Sigismund condemning finck for his inflammatory preaching against the doc-
trines of Lutheranism and ceremonies which the Brandenburgians held dear. They 
complained that finck was causing disharmony and that Pelargus was derelict in 
his duties as superintendent for not silencing this “sneaking wolf.” They recalled to 
the elector that he had made important promises that he would defend and uphold 
the Lutheran faith and that further changes would not only increase dissention, but 
would also create a state of alienation between the elector and the estates.1554 in a 
separate letter on December 8, 1613 they asked Anna to use her influence to ensure 
that the churches of Brandenburg would remain free of “calvinist error” and that 
finck and others like him would not be permitted to foment dissention. Sigismund 
paid no attention to this entreaty and suggested that the letter did not represent the 
majority of the estates but only a few troublemakers.1555 in his response of march 28, 
1614, he warned the estates that they should not listen to overzealous preachers but 
diligently examine the Reformed faith and realize that it had its basis in the holy 
Scriptures. he was sure that a fresh look at the Scriptures would give them a new 
point of view. They would see that Luther had done much to set the Gospel free, 
but had never been able to free himself from the “snares of the papacy,” especially 
with regard to the Lord’s Supper. furthermore, any promises that he had made 
about religion in Brandenburg must be subject to revision under the “ongoing 
guidance of the holy Spirit.”1556 

The elector underestimated the estates. They were not about to become cal-
vinists and they were not about to acquiesce to him. The estates condemned Jo-
hann Sigismund’s new reformation as a “dangerous deformation.” he needed 
them more than they needed him. he needed them particularly to resolve the 
crisis in the Rheinland which had been precipitated when Duke Johann Wil-
helm of Jülich-cleve died childless and Johann Sigismund sought to lay claim to 

1554 Bekändtniß 1614, 47-50.
1555 Bekändtniß 1614, 50-51.
1556 Bekändtniß 1614, 51-60.
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the duchy because his wife Anna was next in the line of succession. The habs-
burgs had immediately contested his claim, and the complicated political situa-
tion, which involved the Rheinland, the Netherlands, france, and England over 
against Spain, threatened a continent-wide conflict. Sigismund needed funds in 
order to establish and support a Protestant military union with the Netherlands to 
defend his claims. for this he needed a great deal of money, at least 300,000 thal-
ers annually, and for this he desperately needed the support of the Brandenburg 
estates. The estates, however, insisted that this question could not be considered 
apart from questions concerning religious freedom and their own rights as pa-
trons, both of which Johann Sigismund had sought to override. Sigismund was 
not willing to negotiate and sought to borrow sufficient funds to cover his needs, 
not realizing that as he sunk further and further into debt, the power of the estates 
over against him increased. in December 1614 it was announced that 230,000 thal-
ers were needed from the estates in the Neumark. 150,000 thalers were needed to 
pay expenses incurred by the elector and 80,000 thalers to pay dues owed to the 
Protestant military union. The estates recognized their responsibility to support 
the union but they were unwilling to contribute to meet Sigismund’s expenses. 
They stated that they were living in hard times; the harvests were poor, and the 
livestock was unhealthy, but even more important, they complained, that the cal-
vinist power was increasing and that the elector was putting calvinist preachers 
into parishes where he had the right of patronage. They further complained about 
the calvinist professors at frankfurt (oder). chancellor Pruckmann rejected their 
criticisms but the nobility were not about to be silenced. They met in January 1615 
without the elector’s approval to discuss the religious situation in Brandenburg. 
Pruckmann responded that their meeting was illegal and that the hapless estates 
were allowing themselves to be misused by fanatical rabble-rousers.1557 

The court was determined not to give in to the Lutheran estates but at the same 
time Sigismund recognized that his own situation was critical. he desperately 
needed the financial support of the nobility. The response of the nobility was that 
before they would consider any financial support, he would have to confirm the 
status of the Lutheran church in Brandenburg and promise that he would not 
violate their jus patronatus, and where he himself had the right of jus patronatus, 
he would not appoint suspect teachers and pastors. Sigismund angrily responded 
that this was nothing short of blackmail and that he would not give in to it. The 
estates responded that if the elector responded favorably to their requests, then 
they would respond favorably to his. Sigismund protested that the february 24, 
1614 anti-polemical edict had already given them the guarantees for which they 
were asking. The estates replied that unless these pledges were renewed and re-

1557 Clausnitzer 1895, 43, 64 ff.; Nischan 1994, 207.
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affirmed in clear terms, they would not cooperate. finally, on february 5, 1615, 
Johann Sigismund issued an edict of toleration, stating:

“Whosoever in the land wishes it may remain attached to the doctrine of Luther 
and the Unaltered Augsburg Confession … and also to the Formula of Concord. Such 
persons shall not be subjected to any pressure or compulsion to relinquish it. for 
his electoral highness in no way arrogates to himself dominion over consciences 
and therefore does not wish to impose any suspect or unwelcome preachers on 
anyone, even in places in which he enjoys the right of patronage, whether towns, 
communes, or villages.”1558

one day later, on february 6, 1615, he sought to soften the obvious pain this 
edict had caused him, by reassuring himself and others that he guaranteed also 
“the free and peaceful exercise of the Reformed religion everywhere.” The words 
rang hollow. Technically this february 1615 Recess applied only to the Kurmark 
estates but it served successfully as a precedent for the representatives of other 
provinces as well. Within a month the estates at Neumark were demanding the 
same exemptions. They were especially concerned because the elector had rights 
of patronage throughout Neumark. Therefore, they demanded that in their terri-
tory no Reformed ministers were to be appointed to any parishes, not even those 
in which Sigismund had the jus patronatus. Sigismund and his court complained 
bitterly against this provision, but it was clear that in actual practice he would 
have to concede and the estates saw to it that he did.1559 

Within a year, in 1616, the estates were complaining that Sigismund and his 
court were still exercising control over Lutheran parishes by placing Reformed 
ministers in them, even though he had specifically promised not to do so. They 
demanded that he should follow the terms of his pledge to protect their Lu-
theran faith and its ceremonies, and not impose Reformed ministers even where 
he had the right to do so. They complained also that Superintendent Pelargus 
could hardly be called a Lutheran superintendent, since he was examining and 
ordaining new pastors who were unqualified and were suspected of being cal-
vinists. They complained also that the consistory was understaffed and that the 
Reformed Kirchenrat was continuing to push calvinism in Brandenburg. Daniel 
Schaller, the superintendent of Stendal, was also using his position to promote the 
elector’s new Reformation, a clear misuse of his ecclesiastical office. Even aside 
from the serious problems which this created, from a religious point of view it 
also represented a danger to the peace and welfare of the country.1560

1558 “Revers des churfürsten Johann Sigismunds, so bey der Versammlung derer Landstände 
disseits der oder gegeben worden, cölln an der Spree, den 5 febr. 1615.” Corpus 
Constitutionum Marchicarum VI/2 [1751], 257-264. Wangemann 1884, 80; Nischan 1994, 209.

1559 Wangemann 1884, 81; Nischan 1994, 210.
1560 Nischan 1994, 210-211.
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The consistory was indeed understaffed, as the estates complained. Gedicke and 
Willich had fled Brandenburg in 1614, leaving only Sebastian müller and christoph 
Pelargus as the only clergy members on the consistory, and both of them were sym-
pathetic to the elector’s religious program. Johann Köppen, the head of the consis-
tory, asked that new members be appointed to replace Gedicke and martin Willich 
but Sigismund and his court refused to act. it was Sigismund’s intention to allow 
the consistory to quietly go out of existence with the death of its remaining mem-
bers. it was his plan that the Reformed Kirchenrat should take over the functions of 
the Lutheran consistory as a part of his new Reformation of the church. 

finally, on march 23, 1617, the Privy council recommended to the elector that 
he respond to the constant complaints of the Lutherans by filling the vacancies on 
the consistory. furthermore, it suggested that the Reformed Kirchenrat, which it 
had been hoped would eventually supplant the Lutheran consistory, was altogeth-
er a failure and need not be continued. “Nobody pays any attention to the instruc-
tions of the Kirchenrat. it only produces envy among his highness’ subjects [and] 
… has accomplished absolutely nothing.”1561 in fact, Wolf Dietrich von Rochow, the 
president of the Kirchenrat, had proved to be an ineffective leader, a poor admin-
istrator, who had difficulty accounting for and properly administering the funds 
given for the support of the clergy and needy students. Reformed ministers went 
unpaid. one could hardly expect that the Lutheran congregations to which they 
were sent would be willing to support them. Even at the Joachimsthal and at the 
University of frankfurt (oder), the bastions of the Reformed, there were serious 
setbacks. The Lutheran nobility had no intention of sending their offspring to a 
Reformed school, nor were Lutheran foresters and farmers about to send it wood, 
meat, vegetables, and other necessary goods. Teachers often went without pay and 
the number of students dropped dramatically. Similar problems developed in the 
university. it continued to attract Reformed students, but Lutherans were unwill-
ing to send their sons there. in addition, war and other disasters, including the 
plague, forced students and teachers to flee the city time and time again.1562 

The privy council’s memorandum, which was signed by Dohna, Pruckmann, 
and Daniel matthias, spelled the demise of the Kirchenrat. it had not been com-
petent to accomplish any of the functions for which it had been organized. it was 
totally ineffective. To make matters worse, it was a financial liability. By order of 
Johann Sigismund, the Kirchenrat closed its doors in 1618 and the Lutheran con-
sistory was restaffed. The Second Reformation was officially a failure.1563 

it had been the elector’s fond hope that given a chance to become Reformed, 
the majority of the Lutherans in Brandenburg would follow his example and 

1561 Wangemann 1884, 94-96; Nischan 1994, 219.
1562 Nischan 1994, 219-220.
1563 Wangemann 1884, 97; Nischan 1994, 221.
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flock to the Reformed fold. Such would not be the case. The von hohenzollern 
court converted to calvinism but few followed them and the Second Reformation 
became operative only in those places where the Brandenburg margrave were in 
complete control, such as the University at frankfurt (oder), the electoral gram-
mar school in Joachimsthal, and the churches in towns where members of the von 
hohenzollern family resided: Berlin, frankfurt (oder), and Königsberg.1564

The year 1617 marked the centenary of the nailing of the Ninety-Five Theses to 
the door of the castle church in Wittenberg and the beginning of the Lutheran 
Reformation. in Saxony the anniversary was marked by great celebrations, in-
cluding dramatic reenactments, comedies, and other public ceremonies. Across 
the border in Brandenburg there was no joyful celebration among the Reformed, 
and apart from local Lutheran celebrations in a number of communities, the day 
was marked only by a special festal sermon delivered by General Superintendent 
Pelargus and Reformed Professor Tobias magirus of frankfurt (oder). Johann 
Sigismund and his Reformed associates saw no reason to celebrate the day since 
it was not their own.1565

court Preacher Scultetus, however, who had spent a great part of 1614 in Berlin 
working to effect the forward movement of the Second Reformation, felt it appro-
priate to celebrate the centenary of the Reformation in a special way. he sought 
to play down the importance of Luther and the Lutheran Reformation and give 
his special attention to calvinism. he drew parallels in his sermon between the 
way by which christ had reformed the world, when he walked on earth so many 
centuries before Luther, and stated that as christ had reformed the world not by 
using theologians but rather simple apostles, he had done the same in 1517 not 
through cardinals but by a “simple monk,” named Luther, a “non-theologian 
teacher,” named melanchthon, and simple priests such as Zwingli and oecolam-
padius. To him Luther was no hero, but just one among many in a throng which 
included Zwingli, capito, oecolampadius, Johann creutzer of Strasburg, Johann 
of Wesel, and even those who were gone, such as Jan hus, John Wycliffe, and the 
Waldensians.1566 he stated on the occasion of the centenary of the Reformation in 
his Historischer Bericht (Historical Report), 1618:

“About a hundred years ago when God began to reform and govern his church 
anew … While Dr. Luther was the first to attack the pope publicly, he was not 
alone in exposing his fraud and deception. for already there were many other 
pious and learned men in Switzerland and Upper Germany who proclaimed 
God’s Word loudly and clearly.”1567 

1564 Nischan 1999, Viii-166.
1565 Rieger 1967, 163.
1566 Scultetus II 1618, 267 ff.; Cameron 2002, 125.
1567 Scultetus II 1618, 7; Nischan 1999, X-187.
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As for the doctrine of the Gospel, it was left to melanchthon, oecolampadius, 
and calvin to progressively expose the “horrors of the papacy.” To Scultetus the 
Reformation only came to its conclusion when territories, which had been Lu-
theran, completed the Reformation cycle by successfully converting to calvinism. 
Now, in this centenary year, he stated, the time was ripe for those who were still 
Lutheran to finally leave the papacy behind and confess the “true teaching of the 
Gospel” concerning of the real presence of christ in the Sacrament. 

“i really wonder about our brothers, the so-called Lutherans … i wonder be-
cause for years we have now preached loudly and written clearly about the Lord’s 
Supper, yet they refuse to understand that the delusion of christ’s true physical 
presence remains the very cornerstone on which the entire papacy is founded.”1568

Scultetus spoke very clearly criticized Luther and the Lutherans, although 
upon occasion his remarks concerning Luther were simply disrespectful rather 
than outrightly hostile. his more caustic and critical remarks he reserved for Lu-

1568 Scultetus II 1618, 332 ff.; Nischan 1999, X-195. 

Saxon centenary medal commemorating the 
Lutheran Reformation, 1617. “may it shine 

forever! 1617” (“Fulgeat aeternum, 1617”).

Reverse side of the commemorative medal, 
identifying Luther as a swan. “God’s Word is 
Luther’s teaching. Therefore, it will newer fade 
away, now or forever. martin Luther, Doctor of 
Theology” (“Gottes Wort ist Lutheri Lehr, darumb 
vergeht sie nimmerm. Martinvs Lvthervs Theo-
logiae D. Jubilaeus primus”). The swan alludes 
to the reformer Jan hus, who, when he was 
burned at the stake, said: “They were roasting 
a goose [hus] but in the future a swan would 

arise who could not be stopped.”
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ther’s disciples. from early in his career, Scultetus insisted that Luther showed 
himself to be far inferior to John Wycliffe in his teachings concerning the Eucha-
rist. he remarked that Luther had even declared that he would far sooner accept 
the doctrine of Transubstantiation than deny the bodily presence of christ in the 
Sacrament.1569

1569 Scultetus II 1618, 11-12.

The calvinist vision of a pan-Protestant Union, from an anonymous seventeenth century 
engraving-painting, c. 1640 – 1684. United against the Pope are sixteen Protestant reformers, 
all of the “same spirit,” prepared to fight the “powers of darkness,” while a pope, a cardinal, a 
monk, and a demon from hell seek to extinguish the “light of the Gospel.” Around the table are 
seated: A John Wycliffe, B Jan hus, C Jerome of Prague, D huldrych Zwingli, E martin Luther, 
F Johannes oecolampadius, G martin Bucer, H John calvin, I Philipp melanchthon, K Peter 
martyr Vermigli, L John Knox, M matthias flacius, N heinrich Bullinger, O Girolamo Zanchi, 
P Theodore Beza, and Q William Perkins. The heads of six additional heroes of the Reformation 
are depicted above the reformers: Georgius Princeps Anhaldinus, Johannes à Lasco, William 
farel, Johannes Sleidanus, Philips of marnix, and franciscus Junius (Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam).
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“christ, true Savior, vindicated, the light of the Gospel restored.” A leaflet commemorating the 
centenary of the Lutheran Reformation, Nuremberg 1617. it depicts Luther and melanchthon 
together with Saxon Electors, friedrich the Wise, and Johann Georg i (Nürnberg, Paulus Fürst, 1617).
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in his 1618 tract, Trewhertzige Warnung (A Heartfelt Warning), hoë von hoënegg 
boldly repudiated the claims of Scultetus concerning Luther and Lutheran reform-
ers that they did not understand the true doctrine preached by the Reformed. 
Scultetus did not seem to understand that for Luther and the Lutherans the Refor-
mation was complete and the doctrine of the Real Presence was not a heritage of the 
Roman church but it has its firm foundation in the in the holy Scriptures and the 
Words of christ’s Testament. To indicate this, hoë cited Luther’s own testament 
in his 1544 Brief Confession, in which he repudiated in very clear terms the doctrine 
of those whom he called “fanatics and enemies of the Sacrament,” and promised 
that he would continue to preach against their “blasphemous and deceitful her-
esies daily.”1570 Going even further, hoë offered a satirical greeting to Luther which 
might well have come from the mouths of the calvinists:

“o you, blessed Luther, if you had been more lenient, if you had not gone so hard 
after the Sacramentarians, if you had not been so precise, then you would have been 
glorified in heidelberg at a festal celebration of the Reformation centenary.”1571

hoë turned the tables on the heidelberg reformers who were claiming that it 
was the Lutherans who were disturbing the unity of the church and were con-
tinuing to sow discontent. he replied that it was in fact the calvinists who were 
guilty, and he warned his fellow Lutherans that they must not be deceived by 
“duplicitous theologians and their erroneous doctrines” but instead hold firm to 
the Augsburg Confession and the whole Book of concord.1572

Despite what seemed to be an auspicious beginning, Elector Johann Sigismund 
and his calvinist court were not successful in their campaign to establish firmly a 
Second Reformation which would draw the Brandenburg Lutherans into their orbit. 
They had indeed established Reformed worship in the cathedral in Berlin, they had 
created a “church council” (Kirchenrat) to replace the Lutheran consistory, they 
had banned anti-calvinist polemics and instituted censorship over all theological 
literature, and they had placed calvinists in the most important educational institu-
tions, but all of this together was not enough to supply the needed breakthrough 
for the Second Reformation. in the last years of his life it became increasingly clear 
to Johann Sigismund that his campaign of calvinization had not reached the goal 
he had intended for it. The whole program would need to be revised and more real-
istic goals would need to be set. With the beginning of the Thirty Years’ War more 
circumspect Brandenburgian hohenzollerns elected to take a far more cautious dir-
ection than had been earlier envisioned. Their long-term objective called for a slow 
but systematic movement of the Lutheran church into the Reformed direction. This 
would eventually lead to the creation of the Prussian Union.

1570 Hoë 1618, 7-8.
1571 Hoë 1618, 8-9.
1572 Hoë 1618, 3.
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3.32 Lordship of  Beuthen (1614)

Georg von Schönaich, Baron of carolath, introduced the Reformed faith and 
customs into his Lutheran Lordship of Beuthen in Silesia. he was the first among 
Silesian nobles to begin openly to practice calvinism in 1614. in the same year he 
invited Jeremias colerus to be his court chaplain at his castle in carolath. After 
the construction of the new chapel in 1615, colerus celebrated the Reformed com-
munion service on the day of Pentecost in the presence of Georg von Schönaich, 
Albert Szenczi molnár, a prominent a hungarian calvinist minister, and a few 
Reformed Scottish merchants. 

in 1614 Georg reorganized his Gymnasium in the town of Beuthen into Gym-
nasium academicum Schönaichianum. in 1595 there were three professors in that 
school and after reorganization the school employed twelve professors, most of 
whom confessed calvinism. Peter Titus, Lutheran pastor at Beuthen, and Jere-
mias colerus, Reformed minister at carolath, were tasked to teach theology at 
this school, in spite of the fact that the majority of the people in the lordship re-
mained Lutheran. 

Despite the small size of Beuthen and his holdings, Georg’s community be-
came a spiritual center for the Reformed in Silesia. his gymnasium became wide-
ly influential in the eastern German lands, drawing support from and at the same 
time spreading Reformed influence in Brandenburg, Poland, and Silesia.1573

George von Schönaich died in 1619. in the early years of the Thirty Years’ 
War the gymnasium and Reformed congregation were closed. Johannes von 
Schönaich, his nephew and heir, became a committed follower of the Jesuits, and 
subsequently was instrumental in the recatholization of Beuthen in 1628-1629.1574

3 .33 Duchy of  Jägerndorf  (1616)

Georg friedrich i, margrave of Brandenburg-Ansbach and the last of the older 
franconian line of the hohenzollerns, was succeeded, according to the terms of 
the house Treaty of Gera of 1598, by younger princes of the Brandenburg hohen-
zollern line under the condition that the Augsburg Confession was to be maintained 
as the church’s confession in the Duchy of Jägerndorf, along with the Formula of 
Concord. Johann Georg of Brandenburg, the second son of Elector Joachim fried-
rich of Brandenburg, and his brother Johann Sigismund were the two younger 
princes who received this heritage.1575

1573 Ehrhardt 1782, 568; Hering 1786, 10; Dürkob 1998, 223; Szabó 2005, 390-391.
1574 Morgenbesser 1829, 240; Hoffmann 1828, 183.
1575 Morgenbesser 1829, 228-229; Crousaz 1847, 98; Hirsch 1881, 175. 
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Johann Georg became duke of Jägerndorf in 1606. With his brother Johann 
Sigismund he visited the court of Elector friedrich iV of the Palatinate in hei-
delberg in that year. There they heard the preaching of the imminent Reformed 
theologians, David Pareus, Bartholomäus Pitiscus, and Abraham Scultetus. in 
addition, they came to know the work of Rudolf hospinian, the Swiss Reformed 
theologian, who had most categorically denounced the Formula of Concord in his 
tract, Concordia Discors (Discordant Harmony. The Origin and Progress of the Bergen 
Book of the Formula of Concord), as a contradictory harmony.1576

in 1613 Johann Georg and his younger brother Ernst declared their allegiance 
to calvinism. in a letter, dated october 8, 1613, addressed to the Lutheran court 
Preacher Gedicke, he stated that although both of them had been raised as Lu-
therans, even as youths they had entertained doubts concerning the Lutheran 
understanding of the Lord’s Supper. he then went on to describe how and why 
he and his brother Ernst had come to favor the Reformed religion:

“The annoying disputes and incessant religious polemics to which we were 
exposed since early childhood made us suspicious. We therefore decided to learn 
more about [Lutheran and Reformed] teachings by reading the writings of both 
parties and listening to their sermons, and then judging both according to the 
Word of God as found in the Bible and the creeds.”1577

Johann Georg went on to state that it was clear to him that the teaching of the 
ubiquity of christ’s human nature was not biblical and was unknown in the an-
cient church, and he declared in 1613: “No matter how much they [the Lutherans] 
try to cover and beautify it, the teaching of ubiquity is a completely novel doc-
trine not found in God’s Word and completely unknown in the old church.”1578

furthermore, he decried the fact that there were so many superstitious cere-
monies which the Lutherans had taken over from medieval catholicism under 
the guise of “christian liberty,” such as the Elevation of the host, the ringing of 
the sacring bell, mass vestments, and other ceremonies which indicated the con-
tinued presence of “papal darkness” in Lutheranism.1579

it was at the epoch-making christmas Day communion service in 1613 in the 
Berlin cathedral that Johann Georg and Johann Sigismund, together with the 
English ambassador and more than two score other communicants, celebrated a 
Reformed communion service according to the Palatinate rite and ate and drank 
common bread and wine.1580

1576 Concordia Discors: De Origine Et Progressu Formulae Concordiae Bergensis Liber Unus, 1607. 
Nischan 1994, 83.

1577 Bekändtniß 1614, 29; Nischan 1994, 86.
1578 Bekändtniß 1614, 29; Nischan 1999, Viii-156.
1579 Bekändtniß 1614, 29-32; Nischan 1994, 86.
1580 Hering 1778, 51-57.
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Johann Georg would go on to play a pivotal role in the furthering of the 
Second Reformation in Brandenburg. Shortly before Easter 1615, while Elector 
Johann Sigismund was away from Berlin on a hunting trip, Johann Georg or-
dered the removal of everything reminiscent of medieval catholicism from the 
cathedral. The members of the congregation and others condemned those who 
perpetrated these deeds. “You damn black calvinist, etc. … you have stolen our 
pictures and destroyed our crucifixes; now we will get even with you and your 
calvinist priests!’”1581

it was suspected that calvinist theology and practice were being spread also in 
the Duchy of Jägerndorf. in support of this notion christoph Tscheutschner, pastor 
in Leobschütz, reported in 1605 to the consistory in Berlin that he suspected that 
two of his deacons, Thobias Aleuthner and Johann Zindler, were holding calvinist 
views. Elector Joachim friedrich ordered the Jägerndorfian government on Easter 
Tuesday, 1605 to alert the superintendent to the fact that he had been negligent and 
must insist that the deacons subscribe to the Formula of Concord. The elector was 
unwilling to tolerate false doctrines or any departure from the usual Lutheran cere-
monies in any of the churches in the area.1582 he stated that these ceremonies were 
clearly indicated in the october 29, 1599 privilege, granted by margrave Georg 
friedrich i of Brandenburg-Ansbach at the request of the towns of Jägerndorf and 
Leobschütz.1583 The privilege guaranteed the Lutheran citizens of these commun-
ities to confess their faith according to the terms of the Augsburg Confession and the 
Formula of Concord, and to worship in the traditional manner.1584 

one year later, in 1606, margrave Johann Georg was himself beginning to turn 
to calvinism. he surrounded himself in Jägerndorf with councillors who agreed 
with his new inclinations, including among them hartwig von Stitten, privy 
councillor and governor of Jägerndorf, Secretary Jacobus Tacken, Vice-chancel-
lor Johann frobenius, marshall heinrich von Volmar, and chamber Assessor Jo-
hann Götzen. Through governmental influence the clergy began to move toward 
calvinism gradually and cautiously. The way for this step was made easier be-
cause of the calvinist leanings of Deacon Johann Leuthner, Sr., and Pastor Johann 
Volkmann, who in 1614 was made superintendent of the territory.1585 

Despite the defection of some of the clergy, many citizens and clergy were 
unwilling to take such a step and they insisted that the privileges set down on oc-
tober 29, 1599 should continue in force.1586 meanwhile crypto-calvinist preaching 
aroused many to hold more firmly to their Lutheranism even in disobedience to 
1581 Nischan 1994, 187.
1582 Printed in Fuchs 1773, 54-59.
1583 Printed in Fuchs 1773, 51-53.
1584 Fuchs 1773, 23; Biermann 1874, 346.
1585 Schulig 1892, 23-24.
1586 Printed in Fuchs 1773, 51-53.
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public authority. Leading the Lutheran offensive against Reformed inroads were 
Leobschütz Pastors Johann Zindler and Tobias Aleuthner, the very pastors who 
had earlier been suspected of Reformed leanings. They waged a war of words 
against the councillors and the duke who, they declared, were secretly allied with 
the Reformed church. When all efforts to silence them failed, the ducal court 
suspended them in 1613 – a move which led to a public outcry. When Pastor Ts-
cheutschner died, the Leobschützers called Pastor Aleuthner to return to them to 
preach pure Lutheran doctrine. The ducal court, however, insisted on appointing 
Pastor Thomas Stegmann from Tarnowitz to serve there.1587 This led to increased 
civil unrest, and on September 10, 1615 the citizens composed a petition com-
plaining about the expulsion of their pastors and their replacement by heterodox 
pastors. They complained that Pastors Thomas Stegmann, Johann Leuthner, and 
martin Arnold had publicly espoused calvinism and had supported this move 
by abolishing the use of the pericopes, eliminating Exorcism, and in other ways 
departing from the normal church order. The protests calmed down only when 
the margrave had returned from Berlin.1588

in 1616 similar disturbances arose in the town of Jägerndorf. Johann Georg 
directed that the Parish and castle church (Germ. Pfarr- und Schloßkirche) should 
now be made available for use also by the Reformed congregation. As a result of 
this action, citizens of Jägerndorf demanded that Superintendent Johann Volkmann 
and his Archdeacon Johann Leutner, Sr., should be summarily removed from office 
because of their calvinist leanings. The duke, however, informed the congregation 
that he fully approved their teaching. on January 17, 1616 he again had to deal 
with the citizens about the manner of the simultaneous use of the Parish and castle 
church by both Lutheran and Reformed congregations. The margrave insisted that 
it was completely within his rights to allow his Reformed congregation to use the 
church four times a year for a celebration of holy communion under the leader-
ship of his court preacher. in this service the Reformed ceremony of the breaking of 
the bread, which he insisted was according to christ’s institution, was to be strictly 
observed. communion was to be celebrated on a special table, and the bread and 
cup were to be placed into the hands of all communicants. it was ordered that after 
the Reformed communion service the special communion table should be removed 
and the church should be left as it was during Lutheran services.1589 

Superintendent Volkmann and Archdeacon Leutner were required by the duke 
to present a defense of their theological positions before the citizens. following 
this, an agreement was drawn up on may 14 between the duke and representa-
tives of the city council, including mayor Adam Enich, and councillors Gregor 

1587 Fuchs 1773, 25-26, 47; Schulig 1892, 23-25.
1588 Printed in Fuchs 1773, 59-68.
1589 Biermann 1874, 346; Schulig 1892, 25.
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Leutner, Georg heinz, Jacob Sorer, and michael Arbter,1590 which stated that the 
January 17 order concerning simultaneous use was to remain in effect. As already 
noted, the church was to be left in its Lutheran form, excepting for the four annual 
Reformed communion services. however, the Sunday and weekly sermons were to 
be preached on alternate Sundays by Lutheran and Reformed preachers. The school 
teacher and the student choir were to sing at both Lutheran and Reformed services. 
Although the 1599 privilege remained in effect, the duke ordered that there was to 
be no vilifying of either of the confessions from the pulpit.1591 

The citizens of Jägerndorf saw this new arrangement as a threat to their spirit-
ual health and many of them forsook the city church and started to attend ser-
vices in countryside churches. Unrest reached such a point that the duke had to 
engage 150 soldiers to see to his personal protection and to pacify the citizens. The 
citizens of Jägerndorf and Leobschütz took their complaints about all these in-
novations to Duke Karl ii of münsterberg-oels, the governor of Silesia, who then 
warned the margrave that his changes were causing great offense. The interven-
tion of Karl brought with it a return of peace and quiet to the region, because it 
assured the people that they would not be forced to abandon their faith.1592

for his part Johann Georg still hoped to successfully introduce the Second Refor-
mation in the Duchy of Jägerndorf. he found occasion for it with the arrival of Elector 
friedrich V of the Palatinate to Bohemia in 1619 during the Bohemian Revolt. Also 
useful for his purposes was the iconoclastic activity in Prague initiated by Scultetus. 
The twenty-four point program for the new Reformation of the Duchy Jägerndorf was 
delineated under the general title: Forczaichnus der Artickell so der Margraffe zum Jägern-
dorff In seinen Kirchen zue Endern anbefohlen (Directory of Articles Concerning the Changes in 
His Churches, Ordered by the Margrave of Jägerndorf). it contained almost exactly the same 
provisions as had been included in the 1619 directory of friedrich V for the Second 
Reformation in Prague,1593 and it also corresponded closely to the Twenty-four Articles 
of Duke Johann Georg i of Anhalt-Dessau, issued in Dessau on march 2, 1597,1594 and 
the Twenty-Two Articles of Landgrave moritz, issued in Schmalkald in 1609.1595 All of 
them were directed against what were characterized as the “offensive” doctrines and 
practices of the Lutherans which had survived from the “days of the papacy.”

This meant that (1) all religious pictures in the churches were to be removed 
and sent to the court. (2-3) The stone altar was to be destroyed and replaced by 

1590 Schulig 1892, 25.
1591 Fuchs 1773, 111-117.
1592 Fuchs 1773, 30; Morgenbesser 1829, 239; Biermann 1874, 348.
1593 Printed in Reformation 1621, 10-12; Acta Publica 1630, 837; Oesterreichische Blätter 1846, 772-

773; Taschenbuch 1844, 70-71; Westenrieder 1804, 118-120; Westenrieder’s sämmtliche Werke 
1831, 40.

1594 Printed in Lenz 1759, 757-759; Journal für Prediger 1841, 173-176.
1595 Printed in Häfner 1820, 371-372.
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a wooden table to be covered by a black cloth, excepting at communion, when a 
white cloth would be used instead. (4) All altar panels, crucifixes, and paintings 
were to be removed, as they must be considered idolatrous, stemming from the 
papacy. The practice of reverencing the Sacrament when coming to communion 
must also be dropped. instead of the traditional communion hosts or oblaten, or-
dinary bread was to be used, baked into broad loaves, cut into strips, and placed 
in a dish. As was usual among the Reformed, the bread and the cup must be 
put directly into the hands of the communicants. (5) The Testamentary Words of 
christ were to be spoken instead of chanted, and (6) the golden flagon was to be 
replaced by a wooden one. (7) in place of the collects other prayers were to be 
recited, not chanted. (8) mass vestments and other “finery” were to be laid aside. 
(9) No burning candles or other lamps were to be put on the communion table. 
(10) The houseling cloth was no longer to be held under the chin of communi-
cants. (11) No one was to genuflect and make a reverence as though christ were 
present in the earthly elements. (12) communicants were under no circumstances 
to kneel. (13) The making of the sign of the cross at the Benediction was to be 
dropped. (14) ministers were no longer to stand with their backs to their congre-
gations. (15) The collects and the Epistles were no longer to be chanted. Private 
confession before communion was eliminated, and now individual communi-
cants were expected to register with the pastor in writing. (16) No one was to bow 
his head at the name of Jesus nor were they to remove their hats. (17) from the 
pulpit one is not to pray aloud but silently – a reference against chanting from the 
pulpit.1596 (18) communion was not to be taken to the sick, since it was dangerous 
to do so, especially in times of pestilence. (19) The stone baptismal font was to be 
removed and replaced by a basin of water. (20) No more epitaphs and crucifixes 
on church walls were to be permitted. (21) No painting representing the holy 
Trinity was to be allowed. (22) The Words of christ in the Lord’s Supper were to 
be replaced by a fuller narrative of the history of the institution as a symbolic ges-
ture. (23-24) finally, the traditional pericopes were to be replaced by the reading 
of a passage from the Bible chosen for the occasion by the minister.1597

it remains unclear to what extant these deeply unpopular articles were ever 
implemented in the Duchy of Jägerndorf. Elector friedrich V found it necessary 
to eschew his association with Scultetus’ iconoclasm in Prague because of the 
public reaction against it. in any case, the reign of the “winter king” lasted only 
one season, and margrave Johann Georg’s iconoclastic directives remained in 
print but proved ineffective. Lutheran practices continued as before until 1623 
when a gradual return of the duchy to Roman catholicism began.1598 

1596 “Auf den Kanzeln soll man nicht öffentlich singen …” Häfner 1820, 378.
1597 Correspondenzblatt 1893, 177-180; Herl 2004, 111.
1598 Schulig 1892, 26. 
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3.34 Duchy of  mecklenburg-Güstrow (1618)

By 1618 calvinism made yet another attempt to make further inroads into 
northern German territories. it was then that Johann Albrecht ii (hans Albrecht) 
of mecklenburg-Güstrow was moved to devote himself to “the removal from his 
lands of the abundant popish dregs and idolatrous rubbish that still remained in 
Lutheranism.”1599 This, of course, was to be accomplished by replacing Lutheran-
ism with a pure Reformed religion.

mecklenburg-Güstrow was an area in northern Germany which had been ruled 
by two brothers, heinrich V and Albrecht Vii, until the 1520 Neubrandenburg Treaty 
(Neubrandenburger Hausvertrag), when Albrecht Vii became the duke of mecklenburg-
Güstrow and heinrich V was granted the title duke of mecklenburg-Schwerin.1600 

Lutheranism first appeared as a people’s movement in the cities of Rostock 
and Wismar in mecklenburg-Schwerin through the work of franciscan friars. 
Particularly important in the spread of the movement was Joachim Slueter who 
became chaplain at St. Peter’s in Rostock in 1523. Under the influence of Luther’s 
writings, he took up the work of the Lutheran Reformation there, with the result 
that by 1531 Rostock would be counted as a Lutheran city.1601

Albrecht Vii was a staunch opponent of the Lutheran Reformation but heinrich 
V was cautiously supportive of Lutheranism from the beginning. he became an 
open supporter of Lutheranism after the Augsburg Diet in 1530, and in 1535 in-
itiated a visitation of his territory in mecklenburg-Schwerin in which the visitors 
were instructed to establish as church law the new mecklenburg church order.1602

Unlike his father Albrecht Vii, Johann Albrecht i became a staunch Lutheran 
confessor and undertook the introduction of the Lutheran Reformation through-
out mecklenburg-Güstrow. The official introduction of the Lutheran faith as the 
faith of the duchy took place on June 20, 1549 at the meeting of the Estates in 
Sternberg, presided over by Johann Albrecht i.1603 

1599 Janssen X 1906, 300.
1600 Hempel 1837, 52-53.
1601 Krause 1892, 470–473.
1602 This church order was a local edition of the 1533 Brandenburg-Nuremberg church order, 

which in 1534 had been put into Low-German (Plat-Deutsch) in magdeburg. Sehling V 1913, 130. 
The church order was reprinted in 1540 in Rostock under the title: Kercken Ordeninghe (Church 
Order, as It Is to Be Observed by the Evangelical Preachers and Church Ministers in the Principality of 
Mecklenburg with Ceremonies and Divine Services). A new mecklenburg church order was also 
prepared in 1540 and was published five years later, in 1545, in Rostock under the title: Ordeninge 
der Misse (Order of the Mass which Is to Be Observed by Mecklenburg Church Rectors and Pastors of 
Souls in the Principality of Wenden, Schwerin, Rostock, and Stargard). Sehling V 1913, 150 ff.

1603 Ecclesiastical and liturgical life was regulated under the terms of the church order, printed 
in 1552 in Wittenberg under the title: Kirchenordnung (Church Order which Has to Do with 
Christian Doctrine and the Administration of the Sacrament, Ordination of Ministers of the Gospel, 
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heinrich V died in 1552 and left no male heir to succeed him, therefore, the 
Edict of Ruppin (Germ. Ruppin’schen Machtspruch), signed on August 1, 1556, 
designated Johann Albrecht i as regent of the western part of his domain (meck-
lenburg-Schwerin), and the eastern part (mecklenburg-Güstrow) was given to 
Ulrich iii. Both sections were administered by a common government. As his 
residence Ulrich iii chose the city of Güstrow.1604

Even before the Edict of Ruppin, at a meeting of the estates in Güstrow on July 
5, 1555, it was reaffirmed that Lutheranism would be the official confession of 
the land and that “all our population and cities and their treasuries will abide by 
the Augsburg Confession.” This was reaffirmed by the territorial assembly, held on 
July 4, 1572, which again stated that “the Augsburg Confession and the Lutheran 
faith are to remain in place in the land.” Before his death Karl i reasserted the au-
thoritative position of the Augsburg Confession on June 20, 1610. he insisted that 
all municipal officials should foreswear their adherence to any religious positions 
contrary to the Augsburg Confession.1605

After the death of Ulrich iii in 1603 and Karl i in 1610, portions of mecklenburg-
Güstrow fell under the control of Duke Johann Albrecht ii. By this time Güstrow 
Superintendent Lucas Bachmeister was already able to detect that calvinism was be-
ginning to show itself in the court. its influence became openly evident at the burial 
of margarete Elisabeth, Duke Johann Albrecht ii’s first wife, who died in November 
1616 and was buried at Güstrow cathedral on January 9, 1617 in a service which caused 
great concern among the Lutherans. Superintendent Bachmeister was not permitted 
to preach at the funeral service but the duke put it into the hands of Georg Ursinus 
and Johann Rhuel, both of whose calvinist convictions were well known.1606 Rhuel’s 
sermon, Christliche und kurze Predigt (Christian and Short Sermon), was printed in Ros-
tock in 1617.1607 Because of the resulting reaction of the Lutherans, the duke found it 
necessary to mollify them by publishing a statement on may 23, 1617, declaring that 
the churches of his ducal lands confessed the Augsburg Confession, and that it was his 
intention that Lutheranism remained the religion of his duchy and that his subjects 
should remain Lutheran.1608 

This situation, however, changed dramatically after the marriage of Johann Al-
brecht ii to Elisabeth, daughter of moritz of hesse-Kassel, on march 25, 1618. on 
June 28 he declared that the castle church at Gottorf was to be “cleansed” of all 
“papal leaven” by the removal of the altar and the religious paintings, the elimin-

Orderly Church Ceremonies, the Visitation, the Consistory and Schools, as Observed in the Dukedom 
of Mecklenburg, etc.). Sehling V 1913, 132.

1604 Rudloff 1822, 244.
1605 Jargow 1737, 105-106.
1606 Franck 1755, 189-190; Lisch 1841, 145 fn. 1. 
1607 Rhuel 1617.
1608 Printed in Franck 1755, 193-194.
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ation of the Exorcism from the baptismal service, and the banning of Emergency 
Baptism.1609 Even earlier that year, on maundy Thursday, Johann Rhuel preached 
a sermon on the Lord’s Supper which was devoted to the calvinist view of holy 
communion.1610 The publication of this sermon, Eine Predigt vom Hochwürdigen 
Nachtmahl, in 1618 caused a scandal among the Lutherans. Superintendent Lucas 
Bachmeister responded in 1619 in a tract, entitled: Christliche Anleitung (Christian 
Instructions) etc., in which he complained that the calvinists called the Lutheran 
communion “a devilish eating” (“diabolica manducatio”) and the communicants – 
“cannibals and blood-suckers.”1611 in his Examen Concionis Rhuelianae, Johann Af-
felmann, professor of theology of the University of Rostock, spoke in very clear 
terms condemning Rhuel’s calvinist teachings and along with it the iconoclastic 
decisions of the duke. Johann Albrecht ii resounded by complaining bitterly to 
the university.1612

in 1620 Johann Albrecht ii announced his intention to give control of the 
Güstrow cathedral of St. maria, St. Johannes Evangelista, and St. cäcilia to the 
Reformed, and he invited Abraham Scultetus to come from Prague, where he had 
gone with Elector friedrich V of Palatinate. The city council of Güstrow, however, 
forbade him from installing Scultetus as official preacher in the cathedral.1613

During the same period Johann Albrecht ii and Adolf friedrich i of meck-
lenburg-Schwerin were involved in negotiations to legally separate their ter-
ritories. The landed gentry were concerned that this might lead to an attempt 
by Johann Albrecht ii to institute a so-called “Second Reformation” in mecklen-
burg-Güstrow. Both dukes agreed to sign an Assecuration Revers on february 23, 
1621,1614 reaffirming that the Lutheran faith was the official confession in both 
regions and establishing restrictive limits on the Reformed. Knights and land-
owners were to remain adherents to the Augsburg Confession and the Güstrow 
cathedral was to remain committed to Lutheran doctrine and ceremonies. The 
church, schools, and the University of Rostock were to continue to be served by 
Lutheran pastors and teachers, and the Lutheran consistory was to retain the right 
of visitation in all churches. on the basis of its jus episcopale, it could inquire into 
the doctrine and practice of all subjects and respond appropriately. The members 
of the consistory were to be Lutherans. Duke Johann Albrecht ii, however, was 
allowed to maintain a Reformed chapel in his residence in which Reformed ser-
vices would be held and Reformed sermons preached. in his court he might also 

1609 Jargow 1737, 106-108; Franck 1755, 189. 
1610 Rhuel 1618.
1611 Bacmeister 1619.
1612 Affelmann 1619; Franck 1755, 190-191.
1613 Jargow 1737, 106; Franck 1755, 205-206; Krabbe 1863, 41.
1614 Printed in Franck 1755, 261-264.
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have a Reformed school for nobles and other members of the court but no other 
Reformed schools were to be permitted. The land of mecklenburg was formally 
divided between mecklenburg-Schwerin, under the rule of Adolf friedrich i, and 
mecklenburg-Güstrow, under Johann Albrecht ii.1615

The duke was unable to introduce calvinism into mecklenburg-Güstrow be-
cause of the fierce opposition from his brother, Adolf friedrich i of mecklenburg-
Schwerin, and the estate holders. he was barely able to have the Reformed church 
services continued in his own household. When he died in 1636, all possibility of 
any Second Reformation in mecklenburg-Güstrow died with him. his son, Gus-
tav Adolph, who at the age of three was taken from his calvinist mother, Eleo-
nore marie of Anhalt-Bernburg, was raised as a Lutheran and became a staunch 
defender of the Lutheran faith.1616

3 .35 Duchies of  Liegnitz,  Wohlau,  and Brieg (1619)

Wohlau, Liegnitz, Brieg, and many other Silesian regions became Lutheran in 
the early days of the Reformation. By the middle of the sixteenth century, how-
ever, Philippism was gaining ground, with the result that by the end of the cen-
tury the Corpus Philippicum1617 had become the authorized theological textbook 
in Breslau, Brieg, and Liegnitz. Although genuine Lutheranism did make some 
progress, the Philippists also increased in numbers and moved more and more 
toward calvinist teaching.1618 foremost among those who led the movement to-
ward calvinism were Rector Laurentius circlerus, head of the Brieg gymnasium, 
and Rector melchior Laubanus of the Goldberg Gymnasium in Liegnitz. These 
and many of their colleagues were crypto-calvinists who no longer held trad-
itional Lutheran teachings on the Lord’s Supper, christology, Exorcism, and Lu-
theran ceremonies. Although they claimed that they strictly adhered to the Augs-
burg Confession, they could not and would not approve the Formula of Concord.1619 

in the political sphere Duke Joachim friedrich of Liegnitz and Brieg married 
Anna maria, the daughter Duke Joachim Ernst of Anhalt, who was already turn-
ing more and more toward calvinism. Among the six children born to them, two 
came under calvinist influence, Johann christian of Brieg and Georg Rudolf of 
Liegnitz and Wohlau.1620 

1615 Jargow 1737, 107-108; Wiggers 1840, 177. 
1616 Franck 1755, 176; Wiggers 1840, 180; Gieseler 1863, 499.
1617 melanchthon’s Corpus Doctrinae Christianæ, 1560.
1618 Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 311.
1619 Hensel 1768, 208.
1620 Schott 2015, 84.
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on December 19, 1601, one year before his death, Joachim friedrich issued 
regulations concerning the theological standards to be followed by the clergy in 
his domains. Preaching should continue as in the past from the Divine Word of 
the Prophetic and Apostolic Scriptures on the basis of the old Symbols, the Augs-
burg Confession and its Apology, along with the orthodox writings of Luther and 
melanchthon, most especially the Corpus Doctrinae Philippicum. These were to be 
taught in a pure and unaltered manner. however, the “new, controverted arti-
cles” concerning the person of christ and his properties, particularly Ubiquity, 
and the Lord’s Supper, as propounded in Saxony over which there were many 
contentions, were not to be considered among these articles. These doctrines con-
tained many subtleties and should be avoided “in accordance to the Word of 
God,” which says that one should not delight in quarreling. Anyone who refused 
to follow that path should eschew the church services, because in the congrega-
tion of God there should be no desire to quarrel (1 corinthians 11:16), and one 
should not “bite and devour” one another (Galatians 5:15). These same instruc-
tions from 1601 were repeated in 1614 by Johann christian and Georg Rudolf.1621

in 1610 Johann christian married Dorothea Sybille, the daughter of Elector Jo-
hann Georg of Brandenburg, and came into the orbit of the elector’s court. When Jo-
hann Sigismund, declared on christmas Day 1613 that he had become a calvinist, 
Johann christian quickly followed suit. his younger brother Georg Rudolf also be-
came a calvinist, and as an outward sign of conversion, in 1614 he married Sophie 
Elisabeth, the daughter of Prince Johann Georg i of Anhalt-Dessau, a calvinist.1622

Johann christian began to openly espouse the doctrines of the Reformed 
church in 1611 by participating in a celebration of the Lord’s Supper, conducted 
by Johann Neomenius according to Reformed custom in his castle church in 
Brieg. Subsequently, Neomenius was named his court chaplain and superintend-
ent of the church in Brieg.1623 

in 1614 his brother, Georg Rudolf, called two Reformed clergy – Georg Buläum 
to serve as his court chaplain at the court church of St. Johann and Elias hofmann 
to administer the Liegnitz ecclesiastical district.1624 Some Lutheran pastors were 
willing to make accommodation and introduce Reformed doctrine and customs, 
but the city dwellers and members of the nobility remained steadfastly Lutheran, 
with the result that the influence of Reformed theology and practice never spread 
far beyond the court church where the closest associates of the duke worshiped. 
As a result, between 1614 and 1619 the dukes were able to introduce very few 
calvinist innovations in the churches of their domains. 

1621 Hensel 1768, 209.
1622 Schott 2015, 84.
1623 Hensel 1768, 209.
1624 Hensel 1768, 209-210.
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Upon his election, ferdinand ii of habsburg, who was raised by the Jesuits 
and became king of Bohemia in 1617, began the implementation of the counter-
Reformation. This resulted in a civil war between the Bohemians and the habs-
burgs. Johann christian and his Brother Georg Rudolf, along with some other 
Silesian dukes, formed an army under the leadership of margrave Johann Georg 
of Jägerndorf, to defend against the inroads of the habsburgs. in 1619 the Bohem-
ian estates formally announced that ferdinand ii was deposed, and on July 26 
Elector friedrich V of the Palatinate and a staunch calvinist was elected the new 
king of Bohemia. 

This greatly strengthened the position of the calvinist dukes in Silesia. in 1619 
Silesian dukes Johann christian of Brieg and George Rudolf of Liegnitz public-
ly swore their adherence to Reformed doctrine and publicly affirmed that they 
would remove from the churches all vestiges of “popish dregs and idolatrous 
rubbish” which Lutherans had allowed to remain.1625 on christmas Day 1619, 
christian of Brieg and eighty-five of his close associates from Breslau and Neisse 
participated in a Reformed communion service in the court church. At about the 
same time Reformed influence was becoming very strong in neighboring Bohem-
ia and the dukes were now bold enough to publicly introduce Reformed customs 
into the churches of their lands.1626

During the following year, 1620, friedrich V, elector of the Palatinate, and 
now also king of Bohemia, implemented the introduction of the Reformed faith 
into Breslau. Scultetus, the court preacher, came to Breslau to preach, and he 
implemented the swift introduction of Reformed theology and practice in his Si-
lesian birth place. Public authorization “to practice the Reformed religion freely” 
in Breslau was obtained from the elector on march 5, 1620.1627 Although the court 
and the duke’s gymnasium were now thoroughly Reformed, the great majority 
of the people steadfastly remained loyal to the Lutheran faith. To their minds, 
the Lutheran Reformation was the complete Reformation and needed to go no 
further. 

on November 8, 1620, after the Battle of White mountain had been lost, “King” 
friedrich V and his wife Elisabeth were forced to flee the country, and the advan-
cement of calvinism ground to a halt. it should be noted that in contrast to his 
brother Johann christian, Georg Rudolf returned to Lutheranism in 1621.1628

1625 Janssen X 1906, 300.
1626 Krebs 1881, 189-200.
1627 Moeller, Kawerau 1900, 311.
1628 Wallmann 2010, 157; Schott 2015, 84. 
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3.36 other Defections from Lutheranism

Lordship of Grönenbach (1559). in 
the domain of Philipp von Pappenheim 
(1542-1619), the lord of Grönenbach, only 
one church became Reformed – the col-
legiate church (Germ. Stiftskirche) of SS. 
Philipp and James. Philipp von Pappen-
heim and his brothers, Wolfgang and 
christoph, went in pilgrimage to Jeru-
salem. however, while on route, Philipp 
and Wolfgang decided to return to Zur-
ich. There they became acquainted with 
the Reformed preacher, “Bächli,” a for-
mer iron merchant, who in 1559 became 
the first Reformed minister in Grönen-
bach.1629 

Philipp had to face the problem that 
calvinism was not legal according to the 
terms of the Peace of Augsburg of 1555. 
he, therefore, attempted to introduce the 
calvinist religion by stating that the Ref-
ormation in Grönenbach was in accord-

ance with the Augsburg Confession.1630

his plans were stalemated by his cousin, Alexander ii von Pappenheim, who 
had remained faithful to Roman catholicism and defended it to the extent that Phil-
ipp was not able to introduce iconoclasm into the church in Grönenbach. in 1560 
a treaty was agreed, according to which both the Reformed and Roman catholic 
congregations were permitted simultaneously to use the Grönenbach church.1631 

According to the terms of his last will and testament, written in 1613, Phil-
ipp von Pappenheim stated that if his successors did not preserve the calvinist 
practice in Grönenbach, they were to lose their inheritance. however, Philipp, 
who was married twice, died childless. The simultaneous use of the church of SS. 
Philipp and James by the Reformed and Roman catholics ceased on September 
2, 1621 by the efforts of count otto heinrich fugger of Kirchberg-Weißenhorn, 
who married Anna marschall von Pappenheim, the daughter of Alexander ii.1632

1629 Sedelmayer 1910, 28-29.
1630 Sedelmayer 1910, 32.
1631 Sedelmayer 1910, 36, 205, 255.
1632 Sedelmayer 1910, 36-38.

Philipp von Pappenheim’s last will and 
testament with his request that the calvin-
ist practice and simultaneous use of the 
Pappenheim church be continued, 1613 

(Baumann 1894).
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The story of the Reformation in Grönenbach presents a unique picture of cal-
vinist Reformation in German lands. it preceded the defection of the Electoral 
Palatinate, and its ruler, Philipp von Pappenheim, was not a convert from Luther-
anism to calvinism but converted directly from catholicism to calvinism.

Lordships of Broich and Bürgel (c. 1577). Wirich Vi (1540-1598) ruled as count 
of Daun-falkenstein after the death of his father in the spring of 1554. At that time 
he inherited the Lordships of Broich and Bürgel. As he was only fourteen-year-
old, the Lutheran Wilhelm V (iii) von Bernsau (1515–1572), the lord at harden-
berg, was named his guardian. however, through the influence of count Adolph 
of Neuenahr, Wirich Vi became Reformed and began the introduction of calvin-
ism into his domains. By 1577 he was already a strict and zealous calvinist, and 
during the Jülich-Berg territorial assembly at Grevenbroich in November of that 
year, he sided with the opposition, when the Lutheran Duke Wilhelm of Jülich-
cleve-Berg identified calvinism as a “sect on the same level with the Anabaptists 
and other schismatic groups” and threatened all the sects with severe measures. 
Wirich Vi’s grandson, count Wilhelm Wirich of Daun-falkenstein (1623-1682), 
would later reconvert to Lutheranism.1633

Lordship of hardenberg (1589). Wilhelm Vi (iV) von Bernsau (1550-1599), the 
lord at hardenberg, married magdalene, a sister of Wirich Vi, in 1575, after hav-
ing inherited the Lordship of hardenberg from his Lutheran father, Wilhelm V 
(iii) von Bernsau (1515–1572). Under the influence of Wirich Vi and his wife, he 
became a calvinist, and under his auspices the first Reformed synod of the duchy 
of Berg was held at Neviges in the county of hardenberg on July 21, 1589 under 
the presidency of Johannes Badius. he had been a friend of olevian and had 
served for a time as pastor of the Reformed congregation in cologne, where he 
was able to supervise the spread of calvinist teachings into the Duchy of Berg.1634

At this synod, the resolutions passed at the church-wide synod in Emden in 
1571 were adopted as ruling also in the Berg. The synod resolved that the confes-
sion of the church was to conform to the Heidelberg Catechism which it considered 
to be “founded upon God’s Word.” All catechetical instruction was to be based 
upon the Heidelberg Catechism and the sacraments were to be administered ac-
cording to a single approved form. Baptisms were to be performed only on Sun-
days in the church services after the sermon. No one was to be admitted to the 
Lord’s table without previous examination. Those who were holding unchristian 
doctrines and were living an improper life were to be excluded from the Lord’s 
table. church elders were to be appointed to assist in the implementation of a 
1633 Harleß 1877, 113-115; Goeters 1993, 246.
1634 Jacobson I 1844, 88.
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proper form of discipline. in every congregation these regulations were to be car-
ried out in order that the ignorant might be instructed, admonished, corrected, 
and improved. At all synods every preacher was to preach a sermon, which was 
then to be critiqued by the other ministers present, so that all errors might be 
exposed and corrected.1635 church leaders were also to be appointed and a synod 
was to be held once every three months to address the needs of the congregations. 
Subsequently, Lutheran liturgical ceremonies and practices were rooted out and 
replaced by Reformed liturgical rites and ecclesiastical governance.1636

1635 Recklinghausen 1818, 341; Jacobson I 1844, 88-89.
1636 Recklinghausen 1818, 339. 
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4 .  G E N E R A L  o B S E R V A T i o N S

from the earliest days of the Reformation it became clear that it would hardly be 
possible to reach a theological consensus between the Lutherans and the Reformed. 
The first Eucharistic controversy, which started in 1524 and continued until 1528, 
revealed that the Lutherans and the Reformed read the Scriptures differently, and 
their positions concerning the Word of God and the sacraments could not be rec-
onciled. “We are at odds concerning the Words of christ in the Supper,”1637 Luther 
stated succinctly. he made it clear that either the body of christ is corporeality 
present in and under the bread or it is not. it was not possible to reconcile the doc-
trine of the Real Presence with a figurative interpretation of christ’s Testamentary 
Words. Either christ meant what he has said or he did not. 

The irreconcilability of these two positions was clearly exposed in the mar-
burg colloquium of 1529. Despite all the concessions that Zwingli was willing 
to make, even with reference to Baptism as a “washing of regeneration,” the 
Swiss German reformer could not agree to the doctrine that christ is corporeally 
present in the Lord’s Supper. Neither could Luther accept the notion that he is not 
bodily present under the earthly species. “Anyone who holds that the body is not 
present, i will look on as an infidel.”1638

The matter was addressed again in the 1536 Wittenberg Concord. here it ap-
peared that despite the very careful wording agreed to by Philipp melanchthon 
and martin Bucer, an enduring consensus would not stand. None of the Swiss 
Reformed took part in the Wittenberg meeting. When they were made aware of 
it and asked to accept it, it became evident that they were not willing to move 
beyond the position taken by Zwingli at marburg. if they were to accept the 
Wittenberg Concord, it could only be understood in terms of marburg. Although 
Luther could not accept the Zwinglian position, he was pressed by the secular 
princes, including Philipp of hesse, to extend the Wittenberg Agreement to the 
Swiss Zwinglians on the understanding that Bucer and Wolfgang capito would 
be able to clarify and resolve any remaining differences and difficulties. Luther 
said nothing about the communicatio idiomatum, but concluded his response by 
saying: “As to any points on which we cannot quite come to an understanding, 
it is best that we should leave them for the present, and keep on friendly terms 
together till the troubled waters have subsided.”1639

The 1551 Consensus Tigurinus (Consensus of Zurich) agreed by the Swiss could 
only be taken as a repudiation of the Wittenberg Concord. it was clear that the Lu-
1637 LW 37, 25
1638 November 29, 1525 Gregory casel’s report. Baum 1860, 335; Janssen V 1903, 230, fn. 1.
1639 Schmid 1868, 33; Janssen V 1903, 541-542.
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therans and the Reformed would never agree concerning the sacraments. Already 
by the mid 1540’s, Luther understood that no reconciliation between the Luther-
ans and the Reformed was possible, and he recognized that at some point in the 
future after his death some would claim that in the end, perhaps on the hour of 
his death, he had finally gone over to the Swiss understanding of the Sacrament. 
he therefore wrote in his 1544 Brief Confession Concerning the Holy Sacrament that 
he did not and would not ever reject the corporeal presence of christ in the Sacra-
ment. in this Confession he wrote: “i would much rather let myself be torn apart or 
burned a hundred times before i would be of one mind or will with Schwenckfeld, 
Zwingli, Karlstadt, oecolampadius, and whoever else they might be.”1640

A second Eucharistic controversy broke out six years after Luther’s death. This 
battle was waged between 1552 and 1561, when at length the Lutheran theologians 
made it clear that the Lutheran and calvinist positions were irreconcilable. Lu-
therans could not accept calvin’s theology of the Eucharist and its spiritualizing 
understanding of christ’s presence in the Sacrament. from the other side, calvin 
could not accept the teaching that christ is corporeally present in the bread and 
wine. his christology simply would not permit such a doctrine or even the no-
tion that communicants could bodily receive christ’s body and drink his blood. 
he would never agree to any doctrine which would “make it appear that the flesh 
of Jesus christ may be eaten like the flesh of the oxen on the farm.”1641 he insisted 
that the Lutheran position was built on a “fallacious doctrine” – Luther’s notion 
of the ubiquity of the body of christ after the resurrection. calvin asserted that 
christ’s incarnate body was and is forever finite and that its place is restricted to 
one locality, the right hand of the father in heaven. he steadfastly maintained the 
axiom finitum non capax infiniti, according to which christ could not be corpor-
eally present in earthly elements. “i will not allow that christ is enclosed under the 
bread, is swallowed, and passes into the stomach.”1642 

Despite calvin’s efforts to reach a consensus, the terms of the 1555 Peace of 
Augsburg stated that the only legal faith community, besides that associated with 
the Roman Pontiff, was the community of those who confessed the Augsburg Con-
fession, and “all such as do not belong to the two above named religions shall not 
be included in the present peace but be totally excluded from it.”1643 clearly the 
Swiss could not subscribe to that confession, at least not in its original form. The 
Augsburg Confession and its Apology were by that time gaining binding confes-
sional status among the Lutherans, and there was no longer any dispute about 
matters covered in the Augustana. This became evident at the Stuttgart colloquy 

1640 LW 38, 291.
1641 Henry 1849, 280.
1642 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 554.
1643 Lund 2002, 170.
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in the Spring of 1556. As Bullinger could later relate to calvin: “if we were to 
meet a thousand times with such men, the rule and formula of consensus would 
be the Augsburg Confession, and those who will not subscribe to it will remain 
excluded.”1644

calvin did not encourage proselytizing among the Lutherans, despite his con-
tention that Westphal and others like him were willing to acknowledge “none as 
brethren but those who come with mouth and stomach to devour christ.”1645 in 
spite of this, as late as 1561 he still held out the hope that reconciliation between 
the two churches would be possible, as he stated in his tract, The Best Method of 
Obtaining Concord. 

By 1559-1563, however, calvinism was being imported into German Lutheran 
territories, marking the beginning of the so-called “Second Reformation.” from 
this point forward the princes who had left Lutheranism behind and moved to-
ward calvinism made the claim that they still held firmly to the Augsburg Con-
fession, and that they had not introduced any new teachings. “The heidelberg 
doctrine was in conformity with the Augsburg Confession,” declared friedrich iii, 
elector of the Palatinate.1646 This made it necessary for the Lutherans to further 
define and defend their theological positions. 

in every territory into which calvinism advanced voluminous literature ap-
peared, augmenting the amount of polemical writings and the tone of the lit-
erature. Lutherans quickly came to understand that territorial rulers, who had 
been influenced by melanchthonianism and had become crypto-calvinists, were 
now losing their Lutheran identity. in some territories this happened quickly, in 
other regions the movement was slower, and usually culminated in the abandon-
ment of Luther’s Small Catechism in favor of the Heidelberg Catechism. The forward 
march of calvinism progressed relentlessly, and was seen by many Lutherans as 
a “systemic poison,” infecting the “entire body of the church.” in his 1592 Syn-
opsis Doctrinae Caluinianae Jakob heilbrunner wrote: “The calvinist doctrine … 
continues to spread like a cancer.”1647

calvinist successes in the conversion of princes and other territorial rulers in 
German lands was indeed astonishing. Abraham Scultetus, a graduate of both 
Wittenberg and heidelberg universities, who had recently converted to calvin-
ism and was serving in the Electoral Palatinate, could state in 1591 that the future 
of calvinism looked bright indeed. on a visit to the crypto-calvinists in Witten-
berg that year he wrote: “We imagined a golden century in store for us.” As was 
quite fashionable among calvinists of that time, Scultetus was convinced that 

1644 Burnett 2007, 248-249.
1645 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 285.
1646 Wittmann 1847, 52; Janssen VIII 1905, 151.
1647 Heilbrunner 1596, (Vorrede); Nischan 1994, 52.
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calvinism would not only come to pre-
dominate in the holy Roman Empire but 
universally as well. “in france, henry of 
Navarre; in England and Scotland, Queen 
Elizabeth, were full of burning ardor for 
the true Gospel.”1648 The “true Gospel” to 
him was the gospel as seen through the 
eyes of calvinist theology.

Electoral Palatinate (first phase, 1563). 
The first major Lutheran territory in Ger-
many to be taken over by the calvinists 
was the Electoral Palatinate. its elector, 
friedrich iii, defected from Lutheran-
ism to the Reformed church in 1561. his 
theologians referred to him as the “new 
Josiah” who “repaired the temple of 
God,” by cleansing the churches of every 
remaining vestige of “papal idolatry,” 
banishing Lutheranism, and replacing it 
with the Reformed religion. The official 

conversion of the Electoral Palatinate from Lutheranism to calvinism came in 
1563 with the publication of the Heidelberg Catechism and a new church order. 
No higher or more authoritative confessional document ever appeared among 
the German Reformed than this Palatinate catechism. The sacramental section 
of this catechism made use of Lutheran sacramental phrases which outwardly 
sounded quite orthodox. it even spoke of the “true body and blood” as being 
“surely received with the mouth,” and it spoke of Baptism as “the washing of 
regeneration and the washing away of sins.” however, these phrases were im-
bedded in a context which made it clear that the “true body and blood” were not 
to be identified with the bread and wine, and the washing of regeneration had no 
one-on-one relationship with the baptismal waters. friedrich iii paid scant atten-
tion to calvin’s 1561 proposition for “peace and concord” with the Lutherans or a 
peaceful coexistence between the two confessions. he was far too heavy-handed 
for that. in order to calvinize the Electoral Palatinate he removed all Lutheran 
clergy and teachers from their duties and replaced them with calvinists. By this 
means he created the first calvinist territorial church in German-speaking lands, 
the church which would be the center of calvinist activities and a launching pad 
for the advancement of calvinism into the holy Roman Empire. “it was known to 

1648 Tholuck 1861, 243; Janssen IX 1906, 156.

Abraham Scultetus (1566-1624)  
(Westfälisches Landesmuseum).
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all Lutherans,” stated a contemporary observer, that it “had everywhere its emis-
saries who were commissioned to work for the extermination of the Augsburg 
Confession.”1649

The Lower county of Sponheim (first phase, 1563). While calvinism was be-
ing introduced into the Electoral Palatinate, friedrich iii, who along with mar-
grave Philibert of Baden-Baden had control of the Lower county of Sponheim, 
was making plans for the calvinization of this region as well. These plans came 
to fruition in 1563 when he suppressed Lutheranism there, despite the strong 
protests of Philibert in the 1566 Diet at Augsburg. 

The actions of friedrich iii provoked strong reactions throughout the holy 
Roman Empire, and many openly questioned whether his so-called “new Ref-
ormation” was included under the terms of the 1555 Augsburg Religious Peace. 
many considered calvinism an “heretical sect” and noted that such sects were not 
to be tolerated in the empire. The Diet of Augsburg dealt with this question in 1566. 
friedrich iii stated that the confession to which he held was not an heretical sect, 
and he stated that the Lutheran princes should recognize that he and they were 
all united together in their common task of providing a united front over against 
the Roman church. No action was taken against the Palatinate elector. As a result, 
friedrich iii was able to carry out his work of extending calvinism throughout the 
empire. As the staunch Lutheran, Tilemann heshusius, predicted: “After this diet 
calvinism will advance rapidly.”1650 This was proved to be correct when several 
dozen larger and smaller Lutheran territories followed in the path of the Electoral 
Palatinate and moved toward calvinism in the course of the next half century.

The county of Wied (1564-1587). The advances of calvinism into the county 
of Wied, the first of the smaller territories in the Wetterau Association of imper-
ial counts to incline toward calvinism, was evident by 1564. The ruler, Johann 
iV, had confessed a melanchthonian-type of Lutheranism which would lead him 
eventually to come under the influence of calvinism, as had been the case with 
friedrich iii. in 1564 he established a Reformed-type of church administration 
with presbyters in the congregations, and he ordered that the Heidelberg Catech-
ism should be introduced into the schools of his region and all remaining Roman 
catholic practices must be suppressed. A new church order was drawn up for 
the territory in 1575. it called for a synodical-presbyterial form of church govern-
ment. in 1586 the church of Wied joined with the churches of other Wetterau 
lands in a general synod at herborn and adopted the resolutions passed at the 
synod at Dierdorf in 1587. This completed the calvinization of the church in the 
county of Wied.

1649 Janssen X 1906, 281-282.
1650 Leuckfeld 1716, 69-70; Kluckhohn 1879, 231; Janssen VII 1905, 376 fn. 2.
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The United Duchies of Jülich-cleve-Berg and the county of mark (1564-1610). 
The introduction of the Reformed church into Jülich, cleve, and Berg can be traced 
back to the time when Reformed refugees from holland arrived in the region. Theirs 
was a foreign, Dutch-speaking church, and only in the course of time did it become 
an indigenous German calvinist church body. in 1564 the Heidelberg Catechism was 
officially adopted in the city of Wesel in the duchy of cleve, and thus the Reformed 
established themselves there. A synod of the independent Dutch refugee congrega-
tions in the Lower Rhine gathered in Wesel in 1568. All delegates to this synod were 
Dutch, and no delegates from German congregations, which were inclining toward 
calvinism at that time, were included in the assembly. This synod established a 
new church order to govern calvinist churches in Jülich, cleve, and Berg. After 
Duke Johann Wilhelm of Jülich-cleve-Berg died in 1609, the calvinists were strong 
enough to call for an ethnic-German general synod of Reformed churches in Jülich, 
cleve, and Berg in Duisburg in 1610. The second general synod was held again in 
Duisburg in 1611, and at this time the Reformed church of the county of mark was 
added. The formation of these calvinist churches differed from the general pattern 
in that they were organized and grew chiefly out of refugee groups which brought 
calvinist religion into German-speaking territories and in the course of time be-
came German-speaking calvinist churches. 

The county of Limburg-hohenlimburg (c. 1570). Lutheranism in the county 
of Limburg-hohenlimburg dated from 1560 and was of the melanchthonian-
type. in 1570 count hermann von Neuenahr turned over the rule in this county 
to Adolf von Neuenahr, who then began the gradual introduction of Reformed 
theology and worship there.

observing unceasing princely conversions to the Reformed religion, hesh-
usius once again called upon Lutheran princes, magistrates, and theologians to be 
very cautious in their dealings with calvinists. in 1572 he rehearsed the history of 
the Augsburg Diet of 1566, and lamented that instead of condemning the calvin-
ist position in the Electoral Palatinate, it “only served to spread [calvinism] more 
widely and to carry it into many other towns and territories, so that, there was 
reason to fear that the whole of Germany might be infected with its venom, and 
that the pure doctrine of holy Luther, which alone had the power of salvation, 
would be completely rooted out.”1651 his analysis was accurate. Princely defec-
tions did indeed continue.

The Lordship of Bedburg (1573/74). hermann von Neuenahr introduced the 
Lutheran Reformation into the lordship of Bedburg in 1560. Ten years later he 
himself fell more and more under the influence of the Dutch Reformed, as can be 
seen from his willingness to allow Dutch Reformed refugees to enter his territory. 

1651 Janssen VIII 1905, 148.
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As a result of this migration, an orderly established calvinist community was 
present in Bedburg by 1573-1574. The Reformed were now in control there, and 
Bedburg became the regular meeting place for subsequent Dutch calvinist syn-
ods. After hermann’s death in 1578, Adolf von Neuenahr saw to the final estab-
lishment of the calvinist Reformation. Bedburg fell into Roman catholic hands 
during the cologne Wars, and as a result, calvinist worship there came to an end 
in 1584, when the Reformed ministers were removed from their office and Roman 
catholic worship was reintroduced. 

The Electorate of Saxony (first attempt, 1574). calvinists had quietly and sys-
tematically solidified their positions in the electorate of Saxony working toward 
the establishment of Electorate as a calvinist state. Leaders of the movement in-
cluded caspar Peucer and Georg cracow, both professors at Wittenberg Univer-
sity. They attempted to deceive Elector Augustus by claiming that the Philippist 
doctrines, such as the doctrines concerning the Lord’s Supper and christology, 
were truly genuinely Lutheran. At the same time they were propagating calvin-
ist doctrines quietly and surreptitiously, looking toward the day when they could 
boldly and publicly proclaim calvin as the greatest reformer and his theology as 
the “sum of Protestant truth.” Their first step in this direction was melanchthon’s 
Corpus Doctrinae Christianae, 1560. Saxon clergy were informed that everything 
that Luther wrote was to be interpreted on the basis of the Corpus. in 1571 the 
Wittenberg theological faculty published a new catechism which Lutheran theo-
logians in Braunschweig labeled as “untrue to the Word of God and Sacramentar-
ian” in its content. heightened controversy between the Wittenberg theologians 
and Lutherans outside the Electorate of Saxony prompted the elector to call an 
assembly to gather at Dresden in 1571. in preparation for this meeting the Philip-
pists drew up a statement of their faith, called the Dresden Consensus. A visitation 
of the churches began in 1573, and all clergy were required to sign a statement 
which included not only the Augustana and melanchthon’s Corpus Doctrinae but 
also the Dresden Consensus as well. The publication of Exegesis perspicua in 1574, 
written by Silesian physician Joachim curaeus, a former pupil of Philipp me-
lanchthon, revealed to Elector Augustus that the Wittenbergers had been mis-
leading him, and that they and the theologians of Leipzig were in fact crypto-
calvinists. in April 1574 cracow, Peucer, Stössel, and Schütz were arrested and 
imprisoned, and in the same year a court of inquiry established by the elector 
drew up the Torgau Articles which all Lutheran theologians were now obliged to 
sign. A general visitation was held to ascertain that any and all teachings which 
were reminiscent of the Sacramentarians had now been removed.

The county of East frisia (Emden, 1575). in one territory, the county of East 
frisia, the movement from Lutheranism to sacramentarianism and Reformed 
theology already took place during Luther’s lifetime. Luther saw it and com-
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plained about it as early as 1531. in 1535 count Enno ii issued a decree that the 
only non-Roman form of christianity to be permitted in East frisia must be in 
agreement with the terms of the Augsburg Confession and the Saxon church or-
der. countess Anna of oldenburg, who was regent of the land from 1540/42 to 
1561, inclined toward the Reformed religion, and she called upon Johannes à 
Lasco in 1542 to “complete the Reformation” in her domain. Neither Lutherans 
nor the followers of the “old religion” had any desire to surrender, and à Lasco 
found it necessary to lay aside his office of superintendent in 1546. in 1561 control 
of the territory passed to Anna’s sons, Johann ii and Edzard ii. Edzard ii oversaw 
a return to the Lutheran confession in his territories, while the domains of Jo-
hann ii, including the capital city of Emden, were now under calvinist influence. 
New waves of immigrants came to Emden after the Dutch Revolt in 1566-67, and 
as a result, the population of Emden swelled from 5,000 to more than 20,000-
25,000. The refugees brought the Reformed religion with them. The constituting 
synod of the Dutch Reformed church was held at Emden in 1571. in october 1575 
menso Alting, a Dutch Reformed minister, was made preacher in Emden and 
this marked the city’s transition from Philippism to calvinism. in 1591 Edzard ii 
became the sole ruler of the county of East frisia, and he attempted to restore Lu-
theranism in the domains which earlier had been under the control of Johann ii, 
and also in the city of Emden. in 1595 Emden revolted. The city council declared 
the Reformed church to be the official church and forbade the exercise of Luther-
anism anywhere within the city limits. in that year Edzard ii signed the Treaty of 
Delfzij, officially granting Emden a great deal of independence and recognizing 
calvinism as the sole religion of the city.

more important to the Lutherans was the reintroduction of Lutheranism into 
the Electoral Palatinate after the death of friedrich iii. Also of significance was the 
defeat of crypto-calvinism in Electoral Saxony in 1574, which came to be looked 
upon by the Lutherans as “an event ordained by God for the accomplishment of 
universal concord.”1652 With Elector Ludwig Vi holding the reins of power, Lu-
theran energies came to be directed against the spread of calvinism. At the same 
time, the publication of the Formula of Concord in 1577, the final Lutheran symbol 
agreed to by orthodox Lutherans, sought to bind adherents of the Augsburg Con-
fession together in one common theological accord. 

Still, Lutheranism appeared to be losing ground to calvinism, especially so 
since the Formula of Concord appeared to many Philippists to constitute a flat re-
jection of melanchthonian doctrines. The Formula rejected calvin’s teachings by 
name and approved the doctrine of Ubiquity. it was for this reason that it was 
opposed by Philippists and crypto-calvinists. A further impulse moving them 

1652 Janssen VIII 1905, 404.
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closer toward calvinism was the insistence of the genuine Lutherans that they 
must confess and adhere to the entire 1580 Book of Concord as the corpus doctrinae 
of the Lutheran church. The distinctions between Lutheranism on one side and 
calvinism and Philippism on the other were now clear to see. There was a theo-
logical wall separating these two groups, both of which claimed to be the rightful 
heirs of the Reformation.

The county of Nassau-Dillenburg (1578). The county of Nassau-Dillenburg 
was the largest land in the Wetterau Association of imperial counts which de-
fected from Lutheranism to calvinism after the appearance of the Formula of Con-
cord. in 1578 Johann Vi decreed that in Nassau-Dillenburg the Reformation must 
now be brought to its proper conclusion. The so-called Nassau confession, which 
had been composed chiefly by christoph Pezel, was adopted by the synod at 
Dillenburg in July 1578. This confession was the first instance of a completed 
formulaic plan for the implementation of the Second Reformation and the conver-
sion of a region from Lutheranism to the Reformed religion. At the 1581 synod 
the church order of the Electoral Palatinate was adopted at Nassau, and it was 
ordered that the Heidelberg Catechism was to be taught in all churches and schools 
of the region. To further implement this Second Reformation, a new academic 
institution was established at herborn in 1584 by Johann Vi, the Academia Nas-
sauensis. A general synod, held in herborn in 1586, witnessed the establishment 
of a Reformed territorial synodical church. Johann Vi would continue to play a 
pivotal role in the expansion of calvinism into the Wetterau territories and else-
where in German-speaking lands. 

The county of Sayn-Wittgenstein (1578). Ludwig i, count of Sayn-Wittgen-
stein, also undertook the responsibility of planting and nurturing the Second Ref-
ormation in his territories. his calvinism spreading activities began even before 
the publication of the Formula of Concord. in 1574 he issued decrees abolishing 
the use of Eucharistic vestments, candlesticks, religious pictures, and other trad-
itional liturgical paraphernalia. he was able to force the introduction of these 
restrictions chiefly in his own court church and perhaps also the churches directly 
under his patronage. When he publicly converted to calvinism, he was able to se-
cure his appointment to serve as Lord high Stewart in the calvinist court of Elec-
tor friedrich iii in 1574-1577. After friedrich iii’s successor, Ludwig Vi, began 
the restoration of Lutheranism in the Electoral Palatinate, Ludwig i was forced to 
return to Berleburg in 1577. he completed the conversion of Sayn-Wittgenstein 
to the Reformed religion in 1578 when he abolished the use of Eucharistic hosts 
and introduced the breaking of the bread in the service of holy communion, fol-
lowed in 1582 by the replacement of altars by simple communion tables and the 
mandatory use of the Heidelberg Catechism. 
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The imperial city of Bremen (1581). By the middle of the sixteenth century the 
Lutheran city of Bremen had come under the influence of melanchthonianism 
and from that time forward it gradually moved toward calvinism. The Bremen 
crypto-calvinist mayor von Büren began in 1562 to remove genuine Lutheran 
clergy from their parishes. These places were then given to Philippists who even-
tually announced themselves to be Reformed. in 1581 former Wittenberg Univer-
sity professor and castle church preacher, christoph Pezel, who by that time had 
declared for calvinism, introduced the liturgical custom of the breaking of the 
bread at communion, and with this act he introduced the Second Reformation to 
Bremen. he also did away with the Exorcism in the baptismal liturgy and insisted 
that all images and religious pictures must be removed from the churches. This 
was in line with the directive of mayor von Büren who had declared that Bremen 
was to be cleansed of “every form of idolatry.” in 1595 Pezel authorized his Con-
sensus Ministerii Bremensis Ecclesiae, a decidedly Reformed document, which in-
cluded in it the calvinist doctrines of Predestination and Reprobation. in 1600 the 
Heidelberg Catechism was made the standard document for catechesis, indicating 
that the church was now completely calvinist.

The county of moers (1581). in 1560 count hermann von Neuenahr intro-
duced a Lutheran Reformation of the melanchthonian type in the county of mo-
ers with the introduction of the 1560 church order. By the time of his death in 
1578 there were a number of Dutch Reformed ministers present and active in 
moers. in that year his nephew, count Adolf von Neuenahr, came to power and 
brought with him a full-fledged calvinism. This process of conversion came to 
completion in 1581 with the introduction of a church order, based on that of the 
Electoral Palatinate. 

The county of Solms-Braunfels (1582). Although count Philipp of Solms-
Braunfels left the Lutheran church in 1579 and became a calvinist, no attempt 
was made to effect any changes in the churches of the county until the reign of 
his son, conrad, who ordered that altars and pictures and all other “idolatrous 
things” should be removed. A calvinist church order was implemented in 1582, 
which included in it all of the typical features of calvinist religion and Reformed 
ceremonies, and stated that any clergyman or church members who deviated 
from the terms set down in the church order were to be appropriately penalized. 

The Lordship of Büren (1582-1591). Reports on the circumstances surrounding 
the conversion of the Lordship of Büren from Lutheranism to calvinism do not 
provide a clear picture of the history of this process. Some sources claim that by 
the year 1582 Johann von Büren was already sympathetic to calvinism and was 
prepared for the inauguration of the Second Reformation in the region. he was 
a loyal supporter of Gebhard Truchsess von Waldburg, the archbishop-elector of 
cologne, who in 1582 legalized calvinism in his bishopric. other sources state 
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that it is more likely that it was through the efforts of Johann’s son, Joachim, that 
the land became calvinist. he took over his father’s title and domain in 1591 and 
announced himself to be a member of the Reformed church. he died in 1610, and 
in 1613, three years after his death, his wife Elisabeth von Loë joined the Roman 
catholic church. 

Electoral Palatinate (Second phase, 1583). A second attempt to establish calvin-
ism in the Electoral Palatinate came in 1583. During the last illness of Ludwig Vi, 
the Lutheran elector, Johann casimir of the Palatinate-Simmern sent troops to take 
possession of the Palatinate, with the result that when Ludwig Vi died, he could 
assume power in the region without significant opposition. he assumed the title 
of guardian of Ludwig’s young son, friedrich, and informed the Lutheran clergy 
that they must either convert to calvinism or be banished from the region. Subse-
quently, 400 Lutheran pastors were forced to leave. in defense of this action Johann 
casimir stated that he had forced them out, because they were “disorderly rogues, 
ranters, and blasphemers,” whose lives did not reflect their doctrine and whose 
conduct was reprehensible. Eighteen-year-old friedrich iV took the title of elector 
in 1592, firmly believing that calvinism was the only way to salvation.

The Lower county of Sponheim (Second phase, 1583). Suppression of Luther-
anism in the Lower county of Sponheim began again in 1583 when calvinist Jo-
hann casimir assumed the regency of both the Electoral Palatinate and the Lower 
county. The reign of Philipp ii of Baden-Baden, the Lutheran co-ruler of the land, 
ended in 1588 and he was succeeded by Edward fortunatus who formally re-
turned to the Roman church and began zealously to restore Roman catholicism 
in the region. The Reformed population still dominated at that time and all three 
confessions were able to coexist. The Lutherans, however, were able to continue 
to worship only by the special grace of the territorial rulers. With the Swedish vic-
tory in 1632, the Lutherans were again able to worship publicly without restric-
tions for the first time in more than fifty years.

The county of isenburg-Ronneburg (1584). Under the influence of Nassau-
Dillenburg and hanau-münzenberg, count Wolfgang of isenburg-Ronneburg 
refused to subscribe for the Formula of Concord. Within a short time he declared 
himself a member of the Reformed church, and in 1584 a calvinist communion 
service was held in his castle in Kelsterbach, and he received communion ac-
cording to the calvinist tradition. Then, in the face of strong opposition from his 
own family and the Lutheran clergy in the region, he began the introduction of 
calvinism into the county. in 1585 all Lutheran clergy were removed from their 
positions, and Wolfgang ordered that images, crucifixes, and altars were to be 
removed from the churches and calvinism was to be everywhere introduced. 
When he died in 1597, heinrich, his Lutheran brother, took the rule and removed 
all calvinist ministers, restoring Lutheranism to its former place. When he died in 
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1601, his cousin, Wolfgang Ernst i of isenburg-Birstein, occupied the county and 
reintroduced calvinism at gunpoint.

Electorate of Saxony (Second attempt, 1587-1591). Near the end of his rule 
Elector Augustus became a staunch defender of confessional Lutheranism, but 
his successor, his son christian i, was strongly influenced by his chancellor Niko-
laus Krell, a crypto-calvinist. he was permitted to issue in the name of christian 
i the so-called “Peace mandate,” which made no mention of the Formula of Con-
cord at all but called upon the Lutheran clergy to cease and desist from all pulpit 
polemics against crypto-calvinists under pain of banishment. Under Krell, the 
court, the universities, and the parishes were put into the hands of crypto-cal-
vinists and staunch confessional Lutherans were banished. in August 1591 Krell 
could write to Johann casimir, regent of the calvinist Electoral Palatinate, that 
christian i was at the point where he could agree with the Palatinate regent con-
cerning points of faith. The sudden death of Elector christian i in September 1591, 
however, became the chief obstacle in Krell’s plans. christian i was succeeded by 
christian ii, and Krell was executed after a full decade of imprisonment. in 1592 
a visitation was inaugurated which required that all pastors must now subscribe 
to the Formula of Concord and formally renounce calvinism. Elector christian ii 
formulated an oath of office to be sworn by all persons already holding office and 
all persons aspiring to serve. it is generally believed that calvinism did not suc-
ceed in the electorate, because christian i reigned only for six years and this was 
followed by a period of strong reaction against calvinism.

counties of Tecklenburg and Bentheim and the Lordships of Steinfurt, Rheda, 
and Gronau (1587/88). Arnold ii (iV) of Bentheim-Tecklenburg-Steinfurt came 
to power in 1573, at a time when Lutheranism was already firmly established in 
Bentheim, Steinfurt, Gronau, Tecklenburg, and Rheda. he immediately declared 
to be himself a calvinist, and from 1575 his court congregation was Reformed. 
Still, no official change was made in the church’s confession until 1587 when Ar-
nold began the process of “purifying” the Lutheran churches, “cleansing” them 
of all “the relics of papacy, such as altars, candles, and mass vestments.” As stat-
ed in the Vita Arnoldi, “following the example of ancient Judean King Josiah,” 
he began “the Reformation of all of his churches in the name of the Lord, and in 
1588 the Reformation went forward and was brought to completion.”1653 in 1588 
the Reformed church order of Bentheim-Tecklenburg was inaugurated and the 
Reformed confession was introduced in Tecklenburg, Rheda, and Gronau. one 
year later, 1589, it was introduced in Burgsteinfurt, and in 1592, Bentheim. Ar-
nold would come to be seen as one of the foremost figures in the introduction of 
Reformed worship and faith in Westphalia. 

1653 Klueting 1986, 224.
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The Duchy of Palatinate-Zweibrücken (1588). count Wolfgang of Zweibrück-
en was a genuine Lutheran and was among those who raised serious charges 
against friedrich iii of the Palatinate in the 1566 Diet at Augsburg because of the 
conversion of the Palatinate to calvinism. Wolfgang’s son, count Johann i, who 
in the early days of his rule appeared to be a zealous Lutheran, came in time to 
be favorably inclined toward the Reformed religion, especially so after he was 
unsuccessful in his attempts to introduce the Formula of Concord. he officially ac-
cepted the Reformed faith in 1588, chiefly because it appeared to him that me-
lanchthonianism was on the vain in Lutheran Germany. Aware that the Heidel-
berg Catechism would be strongly resisted in his territories, he made no attempt to 
introduce it, but instead ordered the preparation of the Zweibrücken catechism 
which was published in heidelberg in 1588. A general calvinist church order for 
use in the entire territory was issued in 1593. 

county of ortenburg (1590). count Joachim of ortenburg was initially strong-
ly interested in Luther’s teaching and became a zealous defender of Lutheran 
doctrine. in 1563 he announced the official introduction of the Lutheran Refor-
mation in his domain. his own theology, however, was more in line with that of 
melanchthonian, and he soon began to lean toward calvinism. This inclination 
became particularly evident beginning in 1573, when he insisted that the market 
church in ortenburg be completely “renovated” with the removal of all visual re-
minders of the medieval church. Preaching and liturgy, however, still remained 
Lutheran. in 1583 Johann casimir of the Electoral Palatinate called upon him to 
serve as governor in the Upper Palatinate, where he was obliged to introduce 
calvinism. When he returned to ortenburg in 1590, he gave his energy to the 
establishment of calvinism there, although the people were strongly resistant 
and boycotted calvinist worship services, refusing to receive the pastoral min-
istry of calvinist ministers. Joachim’s attempts to introduce calvinism continued 
until the end of 1596. By that time his financial situation had deteriorated, as had 
also his health, and he was no longer able to hinder the continued exercise of 
Lutheranism by his subjects. Beginning in 1597 he once again allowed the reintro-
duction of Lutheran pastors into ortenburg.

The publication of the Formula of Concord became the occasion for many defec-
tions from Lutheranism to calvinism. The way toward calvinism had already 
been paved for the melanchthonians and crypto-calvinists, who now saw that 
there was indeed no place for them in Lutheranism. only a few of them turned 
back and reaffirmed the doctrinal position of genuine Lutheranism. in a Lutheran 
pamphlet, Kurze Warnung an die lieben Deutschen und Mitbrüder in Christo (Short 
Warning to the Beloved Germans and Brothers in Christ), published in 1590, the un-
identified author expressed his Lutheran chagrin over this situation: “o Ger-
many, whither art thou drifting? Thou sleepest with wide-open eyes, and seest 
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not how the accursed wolves are creeping in further and further, and with the 
help of foreign potentates – always on the watch for thy ruin – are contriving the 
bloody destruction of all those who do not participate in the calvinistic devil’s 
poison. Will you not hear, o you Germans, how the calvinists are mocking and 
blaspheming you?”1654

The relentless forward movement of calvinism in so many regions of western 
German lands threatened to displace Lutheranism in those regions altogether. 
Theologian Nicolaus Selnecker saw this as little less than an apocalyptic event 
and he declared in a solemn warning to the German people in 1591: “The blas-
phemous calvinistic doctrines introduced from abroad, will bring all Germany 
to ruin, in body, soul, and property.” “Ah, the wicked seed of children that are 
corrupters, that have forsaken the Lord and blasphemed the holy one in israel. 
The whole head is sick, and the whole heart faint. What is left is as a cottage in a 
vineyard, as stalks left standing in the stubble. Except the Lord of hosts had left us 
a very small remnant we should have been as Sodom, and we should have been 
like unto Gomorrah.”1655

The advance of calvinism seemed to many to be unstoppable. Scultetus was 
encouraged to write confidently in 1591 that victory lay within its grasp. “i can-
not fail to recall the optimistic mood which i and many others felt when we con-
sidered the condition of the Reformed churches in 1591. [There ruled … ] in the 
Palatinate the bold hero Johann casimir, in Saxony the courageous and powerful 
Elector christian i, in hesse the clever and prudent Landgrave Wilhelm, who 
were all inclined to the Reformed religion.”1656 his imagined “aureum saeculum,” 
“a golden age,” seemed to be almost at hand.

Lutheranism appeared to be on the defensive and concerned preachers and 
theologians issued warnings to the church in strong terms. in 1592 Jakob heil-
brunner, in his Summary and thorough Refutation of Zwinglian and Calvinist Teach-
ings, spoke of the rapid advances of calvinism as though they were a “mortal dis-
ease” which had infected Lutheranism and which was now spreading throughout 
the church body “like a cancer.”1657

in earlier times the polemics had been chiefly between Lutherans on the one 
side, and followers of Rome on the other, but now the ground had shifted and 
the disputants on the one side were Lutherans, and on the other – calvinists. 
Stanisław Reszka, a diplomatic representative of the Polish-Lithuanian common-
wealth in the Papal States, observed in 1592: “Twice a year, the frankfurt list of 
publications is issued, and we have noticed for several years past that the books 

1654 Janssen X 1906, 258-259.
1655 Janssen X 1906, 281.
1656 Brady 1998, 379.
1657 Heilbrunner 1596, (Vorrede) Aiij. 
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written by Protestants against Protestants are three times as numerous as those of 
Protestants against catholics.”1658

The county of hanau-münzenberg (1593). The theological situation in hanau-
münzenberg began to change when count Philipp Ludwig i came to power in 1561. 
he was a melanchthonian and along with other Wetterau counts he refused to sign 
the Formula of Concord. in the period shortly before his death in 1580 he began to 
reform his churches by removing altars and religious art and replacing Lutheran 
ceremonies with calvinist customs. his son, Philipp Ludwig ii, was strongly influ-
enced by Johann iV of Nassau-Dillenburg and introduced a Reformed communion 
service in hanau on christmas Day, 1593. The Second Reformation was introduced 
in the county in 1595 through a visitation which included the introduction of the 
Heidelberg Catechism in place of Luther’s Small catechism and the use of the church 
order of the Electoral Palatinate. in some smaller areas Lutheranism continued to 
hold sway but through most of the region it gave way to calvinism. 

Upper Palatinate (1595-98). Johann casimir assumed the role of regent for his 
nephew, friedrich iV of the Electoral Palatinate, and served as such from 1583 
until 1592. During his regency he worked to establish calvinism in the Upper Pal-
atinate. however, he encountered strong resistance from the Lutheran population 
of that region. When Johann casimir died in 1592 the Lutherans in the region took 
advantage of the ensuing dispute concerning the regency and attempted to re-
volt. friedrich iV, however, built on the work of his former regent and attempted 
to force the introduction of calvinism in the Upper Palatinate. he encountered 
strong resistance in Neumarkt, Nabburg, and other towns. finally, it was under 
Duke christian i of Anhalt-Bernburg, who became governor of the Upper Palat-
inate in 1595, that the region was calvinized by force through school and church 
visitation in 1596-1598. many residents of the region, however, continued to resist 
during his rule and that of his successor, friedrich V, who served as Palatinate 
elector from 1610 until 1623. After the defeat of friedrich V at the battle of White 
mountain in November 1620, the Upper Palatinate was occupied by Roman cath-
olic Bavarians who then reintroduced Roman catholicism to the region.

The Duchy of Anhalt (1596). The transition from Lutheranism to calvinism in 
the Duchy of Anhalt took place gradually during the reign of Duke Johann Georg 
i. When the formerly separated portions of Anhalt were recombined by Joachim 
Ernst in 1570, a united Anhalt territorial Lutheran church, which inclined toward 
crypto-calvinism, was organized. in 1578 Joachim Ernst instructed the clergy 
to assemble in Dessau, and there he called upon them to reject the Formula of 
Concord. The 1581 Confessio Anhaltina and Apologia Anhaltina were melanchthon-
ian documents, representing a weakened form of Lutheranism which served as 

1658 Reszka 1592, 32; Janssen X 1906, 257.
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an alternative to the Formula of Concord. in 1585 the theologians of Joachim Ernst 
composed A Short and Truthful Confession Concerning the Lord’s Supper, and all 
clergy in the principality were required to sign it as their own confession of faith. 
Now calvinism rapidly gained ground, and was officially introduced into the 
area during the reign of Johann Georg i, when in November 1596 he declared 
that the clergy must now distinguish between “true and untrue doctrines” and 
those ceremonies “which had been ordained by God and those which had been 
originated by men.” The new Reformation was to be accomplished by purging 
and cleansing Lutheran churches of all such “abominations” as mass vestments, 
surplices, altar candles, and a variety of other “papist ceremonies.” A draft or-
der, published in 1599, completed the conversion of the Anhalt church to the Re-
formed faith. The final step was taken in 1606 when it was decreed that the church 
was now going to adopt the Palatinate church practices and the Heidelberg Catech-
ism. This brought the Anhalt church fully into the Reformed orbit. Lutheranism 
was reintroduced into Anhalt-Zerbst in 1644 but the Reformed church continued 
to hold sway in Anhalt-Dessau and Anhalt-Bernburg.

The conversion of a number of princely and highborn Lutherans to calvinism 
and the loss of their territories to the calvinist church in the period of 1590-1596 
again caused great concern among Lutheran theologians. The effect of these con-
versions from Lutheranism in the western regions of the holy Roman Empire 
was immense, and it was feared that still more persons of high rank might defect. 
melchior Leporinus, Lutheran pastor at Braunschweig, declared in 1596 that “the 
calvinists had devastated the garden of God’s Paradise like wild boars.” They 
had “trampled through, defiled, and perverted our beloved catechism, so that not 
a single atom of our christian doctrine, not a single article of our faith was left that 
was not permeated, bedaubed, and poisoned with their venomous breath.”1659

The county of Lingen (1597). The Lutheran Reformation was preached and 
taught in the county of Lingen in the period 1535-1541. When the Schmalkaldic 
League was defeated, this region was given to maximilian von Egmond who re-
stored the Roman church. in 1597 Lingen was conquered by moritz of Nassau-
orange, and at gun point he introduced the calvinist Reformation, cleansing the 
churches of all “papal idolatry” and putting Reformed ministers in every pulpit. 
The dominance of calvinism in this region lasted only eight years. in 1605 the 
county was recaptured by the troops of Ambrosio Spinola of Spain and Roman 
catholicism was once again restored. in 1633 Dutch troops under Prince fried-
rich heinrich of Nassau-orange invaded again and reintroduced the Reformed 
religion. After the Peace of Westphalia the recalvinization of the area moved for-
ward, even though the peace treaty had stipulated that after the end of the war 

1659 Hasenmüller 1596, 5; Janssen X 1906, 258.
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the territories were to return to the confessions which had predominated in them 
in 1624.

The county of isenburg-Büdingen-Birstein (1597). Beginning in 1597 calvin-
ism was introduced into the Lutheran country of isenburg-Büdingen-Birstein. 
After the death of his father Philipp in 1596, Wolfgang Ernst i converted to the 
Reformed church, and in August 1597 he convoked the clergy at his castle in Bir-
stein and stated to them that he now regarded Lutheran doctrine as “erroneous” 
and that it would no longer be tolerated, since Lutheran preaching was rife with 
errors. he commanded them to abolish all images, baptismal fonts, and other 
ornaments in the churches, and establish Reformed worship. he issued a calvin-
ist church order in 1598 and inaugurated a church-wide visitation to implement 
calvinism in every parish. This change in confessional affiliation was not easily 
accomplished in most parishes, but the Second Reformation moved forward by 
means of physical force and reprisals, as directed by commissioner von Schwerin.

The Lordship of Palatinate-Simmern-Sponheim (1598). When friedrich iii 
assumed the Electorate of the Palatinate in 1559, he ceded Palatinate-Simmern-
Sponheim to his brother Georg, and upon his death in 1569 the rule was taken by 
his younger brother, Reinhard. Both Georg and Reinhard remained true to the 
Lutheran confessions, and Reinhard subscribed to the Formula of Concord. When 
he died in 1598 without leaving an heir, the territory of Simmern-Sponheim was 
taken over by his great-nephew, Elector friedrich iV of the Palatinate, who pro-
moted his calvinist confession and converted the lordship to calvinism.

The margraviate of Baden-Durlach (1599). Although the Formula of Concord and 
the Book of Concord were subscribed by Duke Ludwig of Würtemberg, in the name 
of margrave Ernst friedrich of Baden-Durlach who had not yet reached his matur-
ity, Ernst friedrich himself repudiated the Formula when he took office in 1584, and 
in 1599 he was officially received into the Reformed church. in that same year he 
published his own confession of faith in which he repudiated the doctrines of the 
Book of Concord in favor of the Reformed positions. Lutheran clergy, who refused to 
accept his new confession and introduce it into their parishes, were removed from 
the ministry. The people of Pforzheim refused to conform to his new doctrine and 
insisted that they wished to live and die in conformity to the Augsburg Confession. in 
1604 the margrave was about to assault the town in order to enforce calvinist wor-
ship and doctrine, but his sudden death of apoplexy averted the disaster. Georg 
friedrich, the new margrave, reestablished Lutheran worship and teaching in the 
parishes immediately upon assuming the rule. 

The imperial city of colmar (1602). it was not until 1575 that the Lutheran Ref-
ormation came to the free imperial city of colmar. in that year the magistrates of 
the city proclaimed that colmar had a “right of Reformation” under the terms of 
the Augsburg Confession. Although outwardly claiming the Augustana, the church 
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of colmar actually followed a melanchthonian Lutheranism and the city officials, 
despite pressure to do so, refused to sign the Formula of Concord. By 1589 it was 
clear that the confessional identity of colmar was shifting from Philippism to 
calvinism. in that year the magistrates drew up a calvinist-type declaration and 
Lutheran pastors who refused to sign it were removed from office. in the early 
years of the seventeenth century the Evangelical ministers in colmar came to be 
predominantly calvinist. The same was true of a large number of the political and 
economical community elite. Ties with calvinism grew stronger in 1602 when 
Ambrosius Socinus, a calvinist, was chosen by the leading magistrates to serve 
as city pastor. in 1627, however, the habsburg forces captured the city, and in 
January 1528 Emperor ferdinand ii declared that, henceforth, only Roman cath-
olic church services would be permitted in the city. in 1633 colmar was besieged 
by the Swedes and after its surrender the Swedes restored the legal status of the 
Augsburg Confession. This gave Lutherans official permission to conduct worship 
services in St. martin’s church, and Lutheranism of the stricter sort now became 
an important component in the religious life of colmar. The Peace of Westphalia 
brought confessional parity between Lutherans and Roman catholics in the city.

Three Lutheran territories, two of which were of major importance, were con-
fronted by princely defections from Lutheranism in 1605.

The Landgraviate of hesse-Kassel (1605). The first of these was the Landgr-
aviate of hesse-Kassel. During the reign of Wilhelm iV of hesse-Kassel in 1567-
1592, the Reformed had set some hopes that hesse would be converted to the 
Reformed religion, however, in order not to jeopardize church unity with the 
other hessian lands – hesse-marburg, hesse-Darmstadt, and hesse-Rheinfels – 
Wilhelm iV made no attempts to establish calvinism in his domains. Landgrave 
moritz, his son, who ruled beginning in 1592, was melanchthonian, and when 
he inherited hesse-marburg in 1604, he began to introduce the Second Reforma-
tion there. in 1605 he issued the Emendation Decree with its three Improvement 
Points, which covered the doctrine of Ubiquity, the calvinist numbering of the 
Ten commandments, and the introduction of the fractio panis. This marked the 
official conversion of the territory to the calvinist religion. Strong resistance to 
these reforms developed in hesse-marburg. calvinist clergymen, who sought to 
institute the reforming program there, were manhandled by city dwellers. moritz 
arrived with an army of soldiers to pacify the rioters and to introduce calvinism 
there at the point of the sword. he used the same method of promulgating the 
faith in the town of Werra and ordered 2,000 soldiers with cannons to march on 
Schmalkald and to hold off the crowds at gun point while the images and altars 
and other “papal idols” were being destroyed by fire. The people in Eschwege, 
Kassel, hersfeld, marburg, and Schmalkald, however, continued to maintain a 
strong defiance of calvinism, and the calvinist Second Reformation there was 
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often interrupted by violent polemics. in order to pacify the population, moritz 
introduced a program of pressure which included the stern interrogation of the 
heads of all households in Eschwege and other regions, and he himself frequently 
took part in the process, acting as though he were a trained theologian.

The Duchy of Lippe (1605). When count Simon Vi, a zealous disciple of 
humanistic melanchthonianism, assumed rule over the land in 1579, he was him-
self in the process of reading and digesting Reformed doctrine. he was a close 
friend of moritz of hesse-Kassel, the Wetterau counts, and the Palatinate elector. 
At his urging and that of Johann von Exter, the 1579 Lippe synod rejected the 
Formula of Concord and the doctrine of the Ubiquity of christ’s human nature. By 
1600 Simon Vi had taken every step necessary to introduce Reformed doctrine 
and its minimalist customs in Lippe. he appointed heinrich Dreckmeyer to be 
general superintendent in Detmold and called Reformed ministers to serve in his 
parish churches. By 1602 he was ready to openly espouse calvinism, and this he 
did by introducing a Reformed holy communion service in his castle church. 
he sponsored a visitation in 1602, which called for the abolition of all marian 
festivals, Apostles’ Days, the sign of the cross, the use of communion hosts, the 
burning of candles at the altar, chasubles and surplices, and other “papist cere-
monies.” By 1605 the conversion of the land to calvinism was completed, and to 
mark the occasion count Simon together with his court received communion in 
the Reformed service in the town church of Detmold. Seven years later, in 1612, 
Luther’s catechism was replaced in Lippe by a Reformed catechism of melchior 
Anger, and by 1618 the Heidelberg Catechism was introduced. Lemgo, the largest 
city in the territory, however, was able to successfully resist the forced introduc-
tion of the calvinist confession and for eleven years it defended its Lutheranism. 
Simon Vii, the son of Simon Vi, was forced to allow the free exercise of the Lu-
theran faith on the basis of the Peace of Röhrentrup of 1617. however, outside the 
city of Lemgo, Lippe would be a largely Reformed duchy. 

The county of Sayn (1605). The introduction of Lutheranism into the county 
of Sayn came after much hesitation by the efforts of count Sebastian in 1561. his 
successor, count heinrich iV, in his 1592 last will and testament mandated that 
“no other religion, doctrine, or faith was to be introduced in place of [the Augs-
burg Confession].”1660 on account of his growing weakness, heinrich iV handed 
over the government in September 1605 to calvinist count Wilhelm iii of Sayn-
Wittgenstein-Sayn who had promised him that he would maintain the Lutheran 
confession in the county of Sayn. Wilhelm iii, however, did not keep his word, 
and in the closing days of 1605 when heinrich iV was on his deathbed, Wilhelm 
began to force the introduction of calvinism. he was able to displace all but one 

1660 Jacobson I 1844, 583-584. 
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of the Lutheran pastors from their parishes and gave their places to calvinist min-
isters from Nassau-Dillenburg. in 1606 he ordered the cleansing of the churches 
of all “superstition and idolatry,” which, in addition to altars, included even the 
church organs. During the Thirty Years’ War and its aftermath Lutheranism and 
Roman catholicism were in some measure restored in the county. 

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, however, the territorial estates were 
no longer as ready as their ancestors had been to follow their princes into another 
religion. in the last decade of the sixteenth century, and even more, in the first decade 
of the seventeenth century many examples of resistance and revolts by Lutheran city 
dwellers and nobility against the introduction of calvinist novelties and changes in 
worship and ceremonies were evident. hesse and Lippe indicated that these changes 
would face strong resistance even to the point of rebellions, riots, and open violence. 

in the face of repeated Reformed attempts to silence their preachers and dese-
crate their churches and change their faith, the Lutherans often adopted a “better 
Papist than calvinist” attitude. it was from such an attitude that Polycarp Leyser 
wrote in a tract, Whether, How, and Why it Would Be Better to Have Fellowship with 
Papists, and Put More Confidence in Them than with the Calvinists, which in 1602 
he addressed to Elector christian ii of Saxony.1661 indeed, hermann fabronius, 
a noted Reformed theologian in hesse, reported sadly that it must be admitted 
that this charge might be true. Writing in 1612 he declared that, although there 
were three major confessional groups in the empire – Roman catholics, Luther-
ans and calvinists, it might be said that there might well be only two, “for one 
party continues to side with the Papists.”1662 he presented as proof of this charge 
the Lutheran doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, and most especially, the doctrine of 
the Ubiquity of the human nature of christ which, as far as he was concerned, 
constituted the glue which bound the Lutherans and Papists together.

other Reformed theologians viewed the close proximity of Lutherans and 
Roman catholics with some alarm. As far as they were concerned, the theology 
taught by Luther’s followers “benefited the pope and those under obedience.” 
They insisted that the Roman church was a threat not only to the calvinists but 
also to the Lutherans, and to suppose that the 1555 Augsburg Religious Peace 
provided security for the Lutherans was an act of self-deception. “how did the 
Religious Peace help Lutherans when Papists seized the city of Aachen” in 1581, 
calvinists wondered in the 1606 tract, Three Writings Concerning the Reformation 
in Anhalt. “And who are the people that have been persecuted and exiled for 

1661 Eine wichtige, und in diesen gefährlichen Zeiten sehr nützliche Frag (An Important and in These 
Dangerous Times Very Useful Question: Whether, How, and Why it Would Be Better to Have 
Fellowship with Papists, and Put More Confidence in Them than with the Calvinists), 1620. Leyser 
1620, 1-14; Hering 1778, 96.

1662 Fabronius 1612, 56; Nischan 1999, X-196.
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many years now in Austria, carinthia, Styria, france, and … fulda? Were these 
not Lutherans?”1663 The Reformed were convinced that this was a titanic battle 
between good and evil, christ and the Antichrist, and the Lutherans were in this 
struggle “on the side of the enemies of God.”

Leyser’s tract again caused a great scandal when it was republished by Saxon 
court preacher, matthias hoë, in 1620. To Elector Georg Wilhelm of Brandenburg 
1663 Drey Schrifften 1606, (Vorrede); Nischan 2004, 390.

“Beware. Rabbi. hail.” (“Cave. Rabbi. Ave.”). Luther, the “Rabbi,” confronts the Pope who hails 
him with a salute (“hail” – “Ave”), while “calvinist snakes” with forked tongues attack him 
from behind (“Beware” – “Cave”). The side text says: “While those who are assumed to be 

christians say: ‘God bless you,’ in their hearts they say: ‘may the devil damn you.’” 

Beneath is the following verse:
“Although every calvinist cat 
Licks in front and scathes in back, 
With slanders and lies, they bluster 
And seek to bring the innocent to disaster. 
Still, throughout the day they bring nothing more, 
Except false teaching and ludicrous lore. 
The faith for which christ’s cross is gained,
When stinged with slander feels no pain.”
(Praetorius 1598).
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and his advisors this was a writing which was “cruder, more abominable, and 
more pernicious” than anything they had ever read. They were convinced that 
it had been written for the purpose of “confusing common folk” and to “poison 
their minds” against the Reformed. They stated that it sought to convince the 
common man “that he was serving God by strangling and murdering calvin-
ists.” Leyser must be an “evil genius” who was moving Lutherans to support the 
Antichrist, they claimed.1664

The Duchy of holstein-Gottorf (1610). in the northern regions of the holy 
Roman Empire, Duke Johann Adolf of Schleswig-holstein-Gottorf labored to 
introduce calvinism into his Lutheran duchy. his father had sent him to be edu-
cated at the court of his crypto-calvinist uncle, Wilhelm iV of hesse-Kassel, 
in 1586, and count Johann Vi of Nassau-Dillenburg encouraged him in 1605 to 
introduce the calvinist Reformation into his churches. in 1606 he removed the 
official condemnation of Reformed doctrine in his duchy, and three years later, 
in 1609, he issued an Edict of Toleration, which stated that, henceforth, theologic-
al rebukes, reproaches, and condemnations would no longer be allowed in the 
duchy. in 1610 he went further and openly confessed that he was now a calvinist. 
he decided that at least for the time being the introduction of the Second Refor-
mation should be limited to his castle church at Gottorf. he ordered the removal 
of everything left over from the papacy and everything which might be a remem-
brance of it. The Duchy of holstein-Gottorf remained Lutheran, and Augusta, the 
wife of Johann Adolf, refused to attend services in the castle church because they 
were not Lutheran. it soon became clear to Johann Adolf that he was not going to 
be able to convert his duchy to calvinism and that the holstein-Gottorf Reformed 
church would consist only of his castle church. he died in 1616 at the age of 
forty-one and calvinism died in the duchy with him.

The margraviate of Brandenburg (1613). An epoch-making blow fell on Luther-
anism in the second decade of the seventeenth century when a second powerful 
German prince converted to calvinism. Now not only the elector of the Palatinate 
was Reformed, but Elector Johann Sigismund had become Reformed as well. he 
made a public announcement on christmas Day 1613 that he had converted to 
calvinism, and on that day he and his most loyal advisors attended a Reformed 
communion service at the cathedral in Berlin. of course, he saw it as his duty as 
a christian ruler to go further and insist that the Gospel must be “properly pro-
claimed” to his people and that all “papist” artifacts, remembrances, traditions, 
and ceremonies must be ruthlessly rooted out. he published in 1614 his Confessio 
Fidei in which he excoriated papist ceremonies, which still continued in use in 
Lutheran churches, and he established a “church council” (Germ. “Kirchenrat”) 

1664 Leyser 1620, 3; Nischan 1999, X-196-197. 
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the chief purpose of which would be to 
eventually supplant the Lutheran consis-
tory. he worked hard to make Branden-
burg a Reformed territory but he soon 
found that he was surrounded by oppon-
ents from among the nobility and the city 
dwellers. his “iconoclastic Reformation” 
led to public disturbances in Berlin by 
citizens who became furious at his insist-
ence on the removal of “idols” from the 
cathedral, and he found that few citizens 
were willing to support his revolutionary 
changes. consequently, his attempts to 
transform Brandenburg into a calvinist 
state were unsuccessful. he did not lack 
the will to do it, nor did he lack a thirst 
for power, but what he did lack was the 
support by the powerful landed gentry 
and the city dwellers. he had to admit 
that if Brandenburg was to become cal-
vinist, it would take a very long time to 
accomplish it. 

As had happened in Saxony and hesse, 
strong polemics ensued. The theologians 
of Brandenburg were loath to criticize 
their elector for becoming Reformed, but 
outside Brandenburg Lutherans were 
publicly critical of him. in Dresden, matthias hoë von hoënegg attempted in 
1614 to issue a warning to Lutherans everywhere, and Lutherans in mark Bran-
denburg in particular, that the “horrid disease,” called calvinism, was “spread-
ing like a cancer” across the land. in the catalogue published for the Easter fair at 
frankfurt (main) in 1616 no new polemical writings against the Roman catholics 
were announced but at least thirty polemical writings involving Lutherans on 
one side and calvinists on the other were included. 

The Lordship of Beuthen (1614). in 1614 calvinism reached the easternmost 
borders of the German-speaking lands – Silesia. George of Schönaich, baron of 
carolath, introduced the Reformed faith and its discipline into the Lordship of 
Beuthen. in the same year he reorganized his Gymnasium in the town of Beuthen 
into the Gymnasium academicum Schönaichianum. Despite the small size of Beuthen 
and his holdings, Georg’s community became a spiritual center for the Reformed 

Strong reaction provoked by the desecra-
tion of the Berlin Lutheran cathedral (Vier 
Blätter zur Preussisch-Brandenburgischen 
Staatengeschichte, Daniel Nikolaus cho-

dowiecki, 1790).
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in Silesia. his gymnasium became widely influential in the eastern German lands, 
drawing support from and spreading Reformed influence in Brandenburg, Po-
land, and Silesia.

The Duchy of Jägerndorf (1616). margrave Johann Georg of Brandenburg, 
the brother of Elector Johann Sigismund, was made the duke of Jägerndorf in 
Silesia in 1607, and in 1616 he ordered that the Lutheran church in Jägerndorf 
should now be made available for use also by the Reformed. At the same time 
he published new regulations in an attempt to introduce the Second Reformation 
into the churches under his patronage; but it was too late. Like Brandenburgians, 
Jägerndorfians made it abundantly clear that they would fiercely resist the duke’s 
efforts to convert them to calvinism.

The Duchy of mecklenburg-Güstrow (1618). calvinism in Northern Ger-
many was not able to make further inroads until 1618 when Johann Albrecht 
ii of mecklenburg-Güstrow announced that he had become Reformed. Already 
at the burial service of his first wife, margarita Elisabeth, it became evident that 
calvinism was gaining a foothold, when the funeral service was conducted by 
Georg Ursinus and Johann Rhuel, both of whom were already well-known for 
their calvinist leanings. Johann Albrecht ii openly announced that he was now 
Reformed after he married Elisabeth, the daughter of moritz of hesse-Kassel, in 
1618. in June of that year he ordered that the castle church at Gottorf should be 
“cleansed and purified,” so that that the “papal leaven” might be completely re-
moved. it was the determined opposition of his Lutheran brother, Adolf friedrich 
i of mecklenburg-Schwerin, and the estate holders of the territory that made it 
impossible for him to plant and nurture calvinism in mecklenburg-Güstrow. in 
1620 he announced that he indented to take over the cathedral of St. maria, St. 
Johannes Evangelista and St. cäcilia and give it to the Reformed, and he issued an 
invitation to the famous calvinist reformer, Abraham Scultetus, to come to serve 
as preacher. however, the city council of Güstrow was still in the control of the 
church building and they prohibited Scultetus from becoming cathedral preacher 
there. finally, in 1621, Johann Albrecht ii was forced to publicly admit that the 
Lutheran faith was, and would remain, the official confession of the land.

The Duchies of Liegnitz, Wohlau, and Brieg (1619). in the Silesian duchies of 
Wohlau, Liegnitz, and Brieg, Philippism had gained a strong foothold by the mid-
dle of the sixteenth century, with the result that in Breslau, Brieg, and Liegnitz it 
was the Corpus Philippicum1665 which served as the authorized theological textbook. 
in 1601 Duke Joachim friedrich proclaimed that the clergy were not to dispute 
concerning such questionable doctrines as the properties of the person of christ, 
the doctrine of Ubiquity, and the Lord’s Supper. When his son, Johann christian, 

1665 Corpus Doctrinae Christianae1560.
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through marriage came under the influence of the court of the elector of Branden-
burg in 1610, and when that elector declared on christmas Day 1613 that he was 
now a calvinist, young Johann christian and his brother George Rudolf quickly 
followed suit. in 1619 the Bohemian nobility elected Elector friedrich V of the Palat-
inate to be the king of Bohemia, with the result that the leading calvinist ruler in the 
empire was now a king, and Duke Johann christian of Brieg and George Rudolf of 
Liegnitz and Wohlau now publicly stated that they too had been convinced of the 
truth of the Reformed doctrine, and were compelled to remove all the vestiges of 
the “papist idolatry” from the Lutheran churches in their lands. in 1620, however, 
when the Battle of the White mountain had been lost, Elector friedrich V had to flee 
from Silesia and with his absence from the scene calvinism in Silesia withered. Al-
though Johann christian remained an adherent of the Reformed faith, his brother 
Georg Rudolf returned to the Lutheran fold in 1621.

The Thirty Years’ War and the defeat of the Palatinate Elector friedrich V by 
the armies of Emperor ferdinand ii and the German catholic League in the Battle 
of White mountain in 1620 brought to completion the transfer of Lutheran terri-
tories into the calvinist camp. The Second Reformation in Germany now came to 
an end and calvinism would make no further gains in German-speaking lands.

The losses to Lutheranism were formidable. Lost to them was no less than 
two German electors, several margraves, more than a score of dukes, counts, and 
lords and two imperial free cities – Bremen and colmar, all of them now Re-
formed. Attempts to plant calvinism and convert territories were attempted in 
more than thirty-five German Lutheran territories, and in no less than twenty-
five lands these attempts were successful. At the head of all of these in power and 
authority was the calvinist Electoral Palatinate.

far from remaining an outlawed religion, calvinism now represented a con-
siderable minority confession within the empire. At the eve of the Thirty Years’ 
War of the approximately twenty million inhabitants in the holy Roman Empire, 
about one million were now members of the Reformed church, including 300,000 
to 400,000 in the Electoral Palatinate and 200,000 in hesse-Kassel.1666 four of the 
twenty-six universities in the empire were now committed to the promulgation 
of the Reformed confession – heidelberg, herborn, marburg, frankfurt (oder), 
representing almost thirteen percent of the matriculations in German-speaking 
universities.1667

Now the German-speaking lands had not one but two very separate and dis-
tinct Protestant confessions, Lutheran and Reformed – both of which were recog-
nized in the 1648 Peace of Westphalia as of equal validity. 

1666 Benedict 2002, 224 ff., 589 fn. 38; Wolgast 2011, 23-24. 
1667 Wolgast 2011, 43.
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The 1555 Peace of Augsburg had earlier secured legal status only for those who 
belonged to the “old religion” or the Augsburg Confession. it had stipulated that 
“all such as do not belong to the two above named religions shall not be included 
in the present peace but be totally excluded from it.”1668 calvinism had been nei-
ther recognized nor protected, but with the introduction of calvinism into Ger-
man-speaking territories it became a matter of utmost importance for Reformed 
princes and cities to make the claim that they professed the faith articulated in the 
Augsburg Confession and were thus entitled to protection under the terms of the 
Augsburg Peace. So it was that the Second Reformation was introduced under the 
deceptive claim that it was in complete agreement with the Augsburg Confession, 
despite the fact that the new reformers clearly disagreed with its articles concern-
ing the mass, the Sacraments, Private confession and Absolution, etc.1669 The pos-
itions espoused in the Augsburg Confession, even in its Variata edition, were of no 
further interest to the new calvinist reformers.

1668 Lund 2002, 170.
1669 in their case the Augsburg Confession, which the crypto-calvinists claimed to profess, was 

the 1540 Variata edition, since the 1555 Augsburg Religious Settlement had not stipulated 
which edition was authoritative. it was at the conference in Naumburg in 1561 that the 
Lutheran princes declared that it was the original 1530 edition, and that alone, which was 
authoritative, and not the Variata with its altered doctrinal statements.

A medal commemorating the centenary of 
the presentation of the Augsburg Confession 
with Saxon Elector Johann Georg i, 1630 

(“Confess Luther Aug Exhibitae seculum”).

A reverse side with Saxon Elector Johann the 
Steadfast. The inscription states: “The name 
of the Lord is the strongest tower” (“Nomen 

Domini turris fortissima”).
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it was friedrich iii of the Palatinate who first made the claim that he adhered 
to the Augsburg Confession, and when this claim was contradicted by the Luther-
ans, he explained that there were “many things in this confession which were 
not fully explained (as for instance the article on the mass), and which had after-
wards been altered by the princes in their respective principalities and towns.”1670 
Because of the strong influence of the crypto-calvinists in the court of Elector 
Augustus of Saxony, the Lutheran princes were unable to loudly and effectively 
protest as with a voice and exclude friedrich iii from the list of those who con-
fessed the Augsburg Confession at the Diet of Augsburg in 1566. friedrich iii was 
able to establish a precedent which those who followed him were able to emulate.

Lutheran theologians, however, did not fail to protest vigorously. Prominent 
Lutheran orthodox theologian, Tilemann heshusius, declared that although the 
calvinists stated that they agreed with and professed the Augsburg Confession, 
the truth of the matter was that Lutheranism and calvinism “were as diametric-
ally opposed to each other as winter and summer, day and night, [or] light and 
darkness.”1671

Leonhard hutter, professor of theology at Wittenberg, wrote in his Calvinista. 
Aulico-Politicus, 1609: “it was enough to make one despair to see how the calvin-
istic wolves were forcing their way in everywhere, and how cruelly they were 
deceiving princes and people with lies and cunning wiles, making out that they 
were the true exponents of the Augsburg Confession.” hutter was able to point 
to Johann von münster as a noteworthy prime specimen of such a “public arch-
liar.” münster had dedicated a book to Duke Adolf of Schleswig-Gottorf in which 
he stated: “it was out and out untrue that the Reformed church had diverged 
from the Augsburg Confession; the calvinists, ought to be regarded as genuine 
Lutherans in their doctrine and in their rites; Luther himself had died a calvin-
ist.” hutter responded to this calumny: “The exact opposite of this had, among 
other ways, been forcibly demonstrated” by Luther’s own words in the sermons 
preached by him shortly before his death, “in which he had uttered most ser-
ious warnings against the Zwinglian Sacramentarian devil.” “The french confes-
sion,” he declared, was now trying to insinuate itself among the Germans, and 
in order to gain some measure of respectability, it was claiming to be genuinely 
Lutheran, although in fact calvin had written that “the Augsburg Confession was a 
hellish torch which would consume france with its flames.”1672

Under the rule of crypto-calvinist rulers who claimed to be genuine Luther-
ans, some Lutheran churches gradually slipped into calvinism, assuring them-
selves all the while that they were not changing their confession at all, but only 

1670 Janssen VII 1905, 324.
1671 Heshusius 1581, ij; Nischan 1999, Vii-13.
1672 Hutter 1609, aiij, 127, 152-154; Janssen X 1906, 300-301.
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A centenary leaflet commemorating the Presentation of the Augsburg confession.  
The broadsheet illustrates the first twenty-one articles of the Augsburg confession, demon-
strating that the Lutheran church “dissents in no article of faith from the church catholic.” it 
is depicted on a seven-branched candlestick which rests on the Bible and Ark of the covenant. 
Elector Johann the Steadfast of Saxony is shown as a “new” moses with a staff and sword, 
representing the Law, and martin Luther is a “new” Aaron with a sprouted staff, representing 

the Gospel. copper engraving by Wenceslas hollar, c. 1630.
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carrying out in a more consistent manner the principles upon which the Luther-
an Reformation had been based. All the while they looked upon themselves as 
kinsmen to all who confessed the Augsburg Confession. in spite of this, they were 
departing radically from Lutheranism by teaching only a spiritual presence of 
christ in the Lord’s Supper, rather than the doctrine of the corporeal presence, 
and they were opening the doors to the new, “Second Reformation.”

The Formula of Concord did not leave any room for such crypto-calvinists who 
claimed to be followers of the Augustana, and it spoke against those who were “at-
tempting, under the name of this christian confession, to spread their error.”1673 
The Formula specifically spoke of Zwinglian errors, but it also mentioned “cal-
vinists, who also have confused some other theologians, concerning the person of 
christ and the two natures in christ and their properties.”1674 it stated that such 
as these were not in agreement with “the pure theologians of the Augsburg Confes-
sion” concerning the Person of christ. These statements eliminated any possibility 
for Reformed theologians to disguise their errors and claim that they were true 
followers of the Augsburg Confession. The Formula delineated genuine Lutheran-
ism and stated that the basis of its doctrine was the holy Scriptures, the Ecumen-
ical creeds, the “First, Unaltered Augsburg Confession,” the Apology of the Augus-
tana, the Smalcald Articles, and Luther’s Small and Large Catechisms. No room was 
left for a variant and arbitrary interpretation of the Sacrament of the Altar, such as 
was found in the Variata. The Formula firmly excluded melanchthonianism from 
genuine Lutheranism.

it should be noted that calvinism was established in the German-speaking ter-
ritories from the top down by secular rulers, without any popular public support 
and in spite of fierce opposition from Lutheran congregations, pastors, and theo-
logians. This new Reformation followed a path which diverged widely from that 
of the Lutheran Reformation. Lutheranism had been spread with popular gen-
eral support. it opened up new vistas to German-speaking people when Luther 
preached that man is justified by grace through faith. Accordingly, even before 
these territories were officially declared to be Lutheran, the citizens of the cities 
and large numbers of the nobility already knew themselves to be adherents to the 
Augsburg confession. When calvinism was introduced into German lands, it did 
so under the guise of a Second Reformation which Lutherans were convinced was 
absolutely unnecessary. This new Reformation was in no way akin to the “refor-
mation of doctrine” which had been carried out by Luther; calvinism advocated 
instead a “reformation of the remaining practices” and a “reformation of life.”

Accordingly, the new Reformation called for the complete abolition of many 
traditional ceremonies and practices which were dear to the people and did not 
1673 Triglot Concordia 1921, 807-809 (fc, Ep, Art. Vii, 1).
1674 Triglot Concordia 1921, 817 (fc, Ep, Art. Viii, 1).
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militate against the Gospel. it included the desecration of churches by the de-
struction of altars, the removal of altar candles, the elimination of religious pic-
tures, crosses, and crucifixes, etc. The so-called “reformation of life” called for 
the imposition of strict calvinist discipline in the congregations and corrective 
measures where members of the congregations and the community-at-large ap-
peared to be going “astray.” 

This Second Reformation, therefore, was in no way a fruit of the yearning of 
the people; it was an elitist movement without the support of the masses. calvin-
ism came to be enforced by the use of power by territorial sovereigns and a few 
of the territorial aristocracy, while the majority of the nobility and the general 
population remained Lutheran and provided the backbone of resistance against 
calvinism. indeed, open and sometimes very active resistance was often a last 
resort against the introduction of calvinism, and this sort of resistance by dis-
obedient subjects, who objected to the introduction of the Reformed church, was 
widespread. in some places calvinistic iconoclastic activities and the replacement 
of Lutheran clergy by calvinist ministers resulted in revolts, such as in hesse-
marburg, Lippe, Brandenburg, and elsewhere. in some cities, such as in Pforz-
heim, Amberg, Lemgo, marburg, Schmalkald, and Berlin there were public riots. 
The people stubbornly held to their religious beliefs and practices, and frequently 
military force had to be used to support the introduction of this new Reformation.

Taken as a whole, it cannot be denied that throughout this whole conflict the 
Lutherans were on the defensive, and Lutheranism was fighting for its life. The 
Lutherans found that they had to fight this defensive battle on two fronts, both 
against the Jesuits and their aggressive counter-Reformation, and the calvinists 
who tried to portray themselves as “fellow Protestants” while pushing the pro-
gram of their Second Reformation. 

many territories lost by Lutherans to the calvinists had been melanchthon-
ian in doctrine – a fact which made them all the more susceptible to the intro-
duction of calvinism. Pupils of melanchthon, some of whom had been forced to 
leave Wittenberg as Lutheran orthodoxy took increasing control, such as caspar 
Peucer, christoph Pezel, and Urban Pierius, played a major role in the advance of 
calvinism. They claimed that Luther’s Reformation had been only a “preliminary 
step” and now a second step, a Second Reformation, was necessary to root out all 
that was left of “Papism” in the Lutheran church. 

Philipp melanchthon himself with his irenic theology of mediation facilitated 
this transition. The melanchthonians declared that they had no desire to separate 
themselves from Lutheranism, that they did not really want to become calvinists, 
but they did become Reformed either rapidly or gradually. 

The first step in the movement toward calvinism was the opposition which 
rose up against the Lutheran doctrine of Ubiquity, the non-spatial, i. e., “re-
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pletive,” omnipresence of the body of christ on the basis of the communion of 
the attributes of the two natures of the Son of God. melanchthonian theologians 
and princes would have none of it, and their bitterness against this doctrine was 
turned into a denunciation of it to the point at which they moved in the opposite 
direction to a position close to that of the Reformed church. from there it was 
only a short step for them to become Reformed, and the persistent efforts of the 
stricter Lutherans to enforce their doctrinal position through the Formula of Con-
cord only increased the opposition of the Philippists.

The Formula of Concord made Luther’s doctrine of Ubiquity the standard con-
fession of Lutheranism. The Formula sought to resolve the theological differences 
between the followers of Brenz and Andreae on the one side, and martin chem-
nitz and others on the other side. Brenz and Andreae and other Würtemberg theo-
logians stuck with Luther’s doctrine of the omnipresence of the glorified body of 
christ. chemnitz and his party taught instead that the glorified body of christ 
“can be” wherever christ “wills” it to be. The Formula used both Brenz’s term 
“ubivolopresence” and chemnitz’s term “multivolopresence.”1675 Article Viii on the 
person of christ states that “according to his assumed human nature and with 
the same, he can be, and also is, present where he will,” and that “the entire per-
son of christ is present, to which both natures belong, the divine and the human; 
not only according to his divinity, but also according to, and with, his assumed 
human nature.”1676 “Even as he has instituted his holy Supper for the certain 
assurance and confirmation of this, that also according to that nature according 
to which he has flesh and blood he will be with us, and dwell, work, and be ef-
ficacious in us.”1677 This was simply too much for the followers of melanchthon, 
and the Philippists then deserted Lutheranism and joined the Reformed church.

The influence of Philipp melanchthon, the “Preceptor of Germany” (“Prae-
ceptor Germaniae”), undoubtedly played a most important role in the movement 
of the Philippists from Lutheranism into calvinism and the preparation of the 
path taken by the Second Reformation. The nineteenth century Reformed writer, 
James i. Good, author of the study, The Origin of the Reformed Church in Germany, 
perceptively observed: 

“Thus, melanchthon and melanchthonianism prepared the way for the Re-
formed church in Germany. Like John the Baptist, it could say: ‘i am not that 
prophet.’ But the prophet came after it, in the Reformed faith. But melanchthon 
and his theology performed an important mission by opening up the way through 
which the Reformed doctrines could enter Germany.”1678

1675 Sasse 1959, 341-342.
1676 Triglot Concordia 1921, 1043 (fc, SD, Art. Viii, 78).
1677 Triglot Concordia 1921, 1043-1045 (fc, SD, Art. Viii, 79).
1678 Good 1887, 125.
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The Reformed would, of course, necessarily insist that the Lutherans them-
selves drove the melanchthonians away from the Lutheran church and into the 
Reformed church by declaring that the Philippist position was incorrect. from 
their point of view, melanchthonianism was just as Lutheran as the stricter Lu-
theran position was, but the “fanatical” Formula of Concord drove those irenic Phil-
ippists out of the Lutheran church, because it was clear to them that there was 
no longer any hope for melanchthonianism among the Lutherans. Again, James 
i. Good could further observe:

“had the melanchthonian views prevailed, it had been better for the Lutheran 
church. for the melanchthonians would have remained in the Lutheran church. But 
it would have been worse for the Reformed church; for then the Reformed church of 
Germany would have been a very small one; and her history very brief, indeed.”1679

The defection of the melanchthonians from Lutheranism could have been 
greater still, if during the Second Eucharistic controversy melanchthon himself 
would have publicly declared his position concerning the doctrine of Ubiquity 
and had come closer in his public utterances to calvin’s spiritualizing interpreta-
tion of christ’s presence in the Supper. The renowned nineteenth century Re-
formed historian, Philip Schaff, could write: 

“The Lutheran church might have sustained still greater loss if melanchthon 
had openly professed his essential agreement with calvin. But the magnetic 
power of Luther’s name and personality, and of his great work saved his doctrine 
of the Eucharist and the ubiquity of christ’s body, which was finally formulated 
and fixed in the Formula of Concord.”1680

Where and when the calvinists were unable to institute their Second Refor-
mation and forcibly convert the Lutheran population, they called upon the Lu-
therans to be tolerant of them, and when the Lutherans refused to do so, they 
complained that the Lutherans were treating them in an indefensible manner, 
since they were in fact “brethren in the faith.” The Lutherans were treating them 
as though they “were not christian.”

in 1601 an unidentified Reformed author, writing under pseudonym “inno-
centius Gottfriedus,” entered the field to do battle against “the Ubiquist Anti-
christ” and disciples of the Formula of Concord. he sought to use citations from 
the Scripture to beat down this supposed Antichrist. Gottfriedus declared that 
“by the Lutheran process of manufacturing peace and concord the Gospel had 
been day-by-day weakened and minimized.” he went on to complain, that “with 
harlots, thieves, usurers, adulterers, idolaters, blasphemers, drunkards, and rob-
bers they [the Lutherans] might keep up friendship; but [they would not rec-
ognize the Reformed] as the sons of the same mother and true christians,” and 
1679 Good 1887, 430.
1680 Schaff VII 1903, 660.
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acknowledge them “as brethren.” “They 
held them to be worse than heathens and 
publicans.”1681

Lutherans had a quite different notion 
of tolerance. faced with the relentless ad-
vances of calvinism in German-speaking 
lands, Lutheran theologians urged the 
territorial rulers to keep their distance 
from the calvinists by every means pos-
sible. Their attitude was expressed in the 
anonymous pamphlet, Kurze Warnung 
an die lieben Deutschen und Mitbrüder in 
Christo (Short Warning to the Beloved Ger-
mans and Brothers in Christ), of 1590:

“When the calvinistic wolves first 
effect an entrance, they put on peaceful 
faces, and talk of toleration and love; as 
soon, however, as they have established 
a footing and gained power, they set to 
work to root out us, Lutherans, utterly 
and entirely, as though we were still alto-
gether subservient to the idolatrous pap-
acy. it has been proved by experience in 
every place and country that they will not 
endure anybody near them who is not at-
tached to their rabble, and it will be just 
the same with them in Germany if we do 
not array ourselves against them with all 
our might and with the help of the ruling 
authorities: verily time will show.”1682

christoph Vischer, the Lutheran Superintendent of Lüneburg, proposed that 
those who where cloaking their Sacramentarian opinions should be openly ex-
posed, lest they “quietly creep in through the back door and … spread their poi-
son among the common people.”1683

conrad Porta, who was the pastor of St. Peter and St. Paul church in Eisleben, 
stated emphatically in his 1581 tract, Lugen vnd Lesterteufel. Mit seinen Natürlichen 
Farben vnd Eygenschafften (Lies and Blasphemies of the Devil in Their Natural Colors 

1681 Klägliche Supplication 1601, 21, 55-56; Janssen X 1906, 267.
1682 Janssen X 1906, 259.
1683 Vischer 1598, 168-169; Nischan 1999, Vii-13.

A polemical image of the “Seven-Headed 
Luther” from the tract, The Seven heads 
of martin Luther, by Johannes cochlaeus, 
1529. The seven heads represent Luther 
as Doctor, martinus, Luther, clergyman, 
Enthusiast, Visitor, and Barrabas. it 
caricatures Luther and portrays him as 
the antichrist, the seven-headed beast of 
the Apocalypse. This woodcut, probably 
by hans Brosamer, provoked a Lutheran 
image of the “Seven-headed Papacy” 

(Cochlaeus 1529).
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“The seven-headed spirit of calvinism” (“Siebenköpfigen Calvinistengeist”), as depicted in an 
anti-calvinist broadsheet, 1619. it is (1) as friendly as it is possible to be until it has established 
its sway; (2) as meek as a lamb until it has gained its ends; (3) as cunning as a fox behind the 
scenes; (4) as insatiable as a wolf, which the more it devours, the more it wants; (5) as blood-
thirsty as a leopard; (6) as fiery as a dragon; (7) as the very “counterpart of the devil.” The fire 
sword in the right hand with inscription “regio” and the book inscribed “religio” in his left hand 

symbolize the commixture and confusion of the two realms, the church and state. 
Beneath is the following verse:
“And every day before our eyes
fresh massacres from it arise;
With horriblest of fire-brands
it devastates all realms and lands;
its raging, blazing flames of fire
mount fiercely upward, high and higher...
Like unto hellish Satan, who
from very first no good did do,
But everywhere sowed villany;
Thus too this baneful heresy,
This spirit false of calvinism,
Works only misery and schism;
its words, its work, its thinking, all
Tend only to its neighbour’s fall.
christian true, of it beware.
As you do value your welfare”
(Scheible 1850; Janssen X 1906).
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and Characteristics), that those who were “cohorts of the devil,” hide their true 
identity and claim to be Lutheran. They give the outward impression of being 
very learned, but they use their minds and their skill as public speakers to spread 
“murderous soul poison.” 1684

Lutheran theologian Daniel Jacobi of frankfurt (main) agreed to this assess-
ment when he wrote in 1615:

“So long as the calvinists have not got the government in their own hands, 
but, on the contrary, are under rule and dominion, they remain pious and toler-
ant, and will suffer both religions,” i. e., the Lutherans and the calvinists, “to 
exist side by side.” “Whenever, however, they get the scepter in their hands in 
any place, they can no longer tolerate the least particle of Lutheran doctrine;” 
“then everything must be done away with: doctrine, ceremonies, church ordin-
ances – all of it reeks, stinks, and tastes of popish leaven; it must all be Reformed 
1684 Porta 1581, (Vorrede); Nischan 1999, Vii-13.

Zwinglians are driven out of the church by two armed sentinels with spears and dogs. The 
text at the church entrance states: “Watch out for false prophets. They come to you in sheep’s 
clothing, but inwardly they are ferocious wolves.” from a confessional painting of Andreas 
herneisen, 1601, in the “church in franconia” museum at Bad Windsheim (Museum Kirche in 

Franken, Bad Windsheim).
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according to french calvinistic methods. if any refuse to accept and introduce 
the Reformed doctrine, such persons are told, as the old calvinistic Amaziah told 
the prophet of the Lord, that they have only got to withdraw into another land 
and eat their bread there and prophesy there: eat, my bird, or die! it is notorious 
throughout the empire, indeed throughout the whole world, that such french 
and foreign practices have become the vogue in Germany to the great detriment 
and injury of numbers of christians.”1685 

it was not only the Lutherans who were affected by the calvinist notion of 
“tolerance.” Georg Scherer, popular Roman catholic orator and writer, wrote:

“if the calvinists got the sword in their hands they would tolerate no single 
catholic far and wide. God knows how it would fare with the Lutherans. for 
though the calvinists prate of nothing but peace, tolerance, and freedom of re-
ligion when they are down in the world, as soon as they get up again, the only 

1685 Jacobi 1615, 42, 44-47; Janssen X 1906, 259-260. 

A scene from mögeldorf confessional painting, depicting huldrych Zwingli, martin Bucer, and 
John calvin trying to force their way to the Lutheran church. Two armed guards with spears 
and dogs drive them off (Evangelische Pfarrkirche St. Nikolaus und Ulrich in Nürnberg-Mögeldorf).
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freedom they recognize is that everybody must either turn calvinist or else pack 
off with wife and children: it is the only way for them to escape with life and 
whole skins.”1686

Among the primary tasks of the “Second Reformation” was the abolition of 
“papal ceremonies.” According to the calvinists, these ceremonies not only en-
dorsed superstition and idolatry, but they supported false doctrines as well, not 
least of all the doctrine of the Real Presence of christ in the Sacrament of the Altar. 

Lutherans, for their part, saw religious ceremonies to be of great value and 
said as much in the Augsburg Confession: 

“Nearly all the usual ceremonies are also preserved, save that the parts sung 
in Latin are interspersed here and there with German hymns, which have been 
added to teach the people. for ceremonies are needed to this end alone that the 
unlearned be taught.”1687 

The Augustana also lauded ceremonies for increasing reverence of the public 
worship and the dignity of the Sacrament:

“This also increases the reverence and devotion of public worship. … The 
people are also advised concerning the dignity and use of the Sacrament, how 
great consolation it brings anxious consciences, that they may learn to believe 
God, and to expect and ask of him all that is good. [in this connection they are 
also instructed regarding other and false teachings on the Sacrament.].” 1688

The Lutheran position concerning ceremonies was further refined during the 
debates which ensued during the Leipzig interim of 1548. it was formulated pri-
marily by matthias flacius illyricus of magdeburg who rejected the liturgical 
compromises instituted by the interim and which Roman catholics now sought 
to impose on the Lutherans after the Schmalkald War. he noted:

“All ceremonies and ecclesiastical usages are free in themselves, as ever. But 
when they are imposed through coercion, or through the erroneous impression 
that they are required for worship, or through deceit, scandal, or public pressure 
from the godless, and when they do not benefit God’s church in some way, but 
disrupt it and mock God, then they are no longer adiaphora.”1689

Nicolaus Gallus of magdeburg further explained that ceremonies distinguish 
Lutherans from “Anabaptists, Sacramentarians, Papists, interimists, Adiaphor-
ists, and others with novel and strange teachings.” “We are taking the right mid-
dle road by neither rejecting nor endorsing all ceremonies.”1690

1686 Scherer 1586, 48; Janssen IX 1906, 124.
1687 Triglot Concordia 1921, 65 (Ac XXVi, 2-3).
1688 Triglot Concordia 1921, 65 (Ac XXVi, 2-3).
1689 Flacius 1550, Aij (“Eine gemeine Regel von caeremonien”); Nischan 1999, ii-144.
1690 Gallus 1550, ciij-D; Nischan 1999, ii-145.
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This carefully developed understanding about ceremonies came to be en-
dorsed in the Formula of Concord and was frequently reiterated as churches sought 
the confessional allegiance of the people. Accordingly, Lutherans “reject and con-
demn it as wrong and contrary to God’s Word when … ceremonies, ordinances, 
and institutions are violently forced upon the congregation of God as necessary, 
contrary to its christian liberty which it has in external things,” or “… when these 
external ceremonies and adiaphora are abrogated in such a manner as though it 
were not free to the congregation of God to employ one or more in christian lib-
erty,” as may be most useful at any time to the church for edification.1691

ceremonies which Lutherans in the earliest days of the Reformation had re-
tained as a matter of free choice were by the end of the sixteenth century increas-
ingly treated as necessary signs of Lutheran confessional identity.

calvin himself was never any friend to ceremonies, and yet, it was his recom-
mendation to his followers that if they found themselves to be in a small minority 
in Lutheran or Roman catholic territories, they should tolerate such ceremon-
ies. “We object not to accommodate ourselves to the use of them [ceremonies], 
where they have been already established, when we have no authority to oppose 
them,”1692 he stated in 1554 to the “Brethren in Wesel” in East frisia.
1691 Triglot Concordia 1921, 807-809 (fc, Ep, Art. X, 12).
1692 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 30.

Lutheran worship life, as depicted in Benedict carpzov’s Opus definitionum ecclesiasticarum. 
The most central liturgical acts and their ceremonies shown: holy Baptism, Private confession 
and Absolution, ordination, holy matrimony, preaching of God’s Word, and catechesis. in the 
center, mass is celebrated with clergy vested in surplices, distributing the Sacrament to women 

on the left and men on the right (Carpzov 1649).
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in minority situations calvin advised toleration and accommodation even to 
“false ceremonies,” such as “lighted candles,” or the “figured bread of the Eucha-
rist,” or “chasubles,” at least insofar as important Reformed doctrinal positions 
were not violated by them, with the ultimate vision that eventually the Reformed 
church might take control of the congregation.

“Should our lot be cast in some place where a different form prevails, there 
is not one of us who from spite against a candle or a chasuble would consent to 
separate himself from the body of the church, and so deprive himself of the use of 
the Sacrament. We must be on our guard not to scandalize those who are already 
subject to such infirmities, which we should certainly do by rejecting them from 
too frivolous motives. And then it would be for us a matter of deep regret, if the 
french [calvinist] church which might be erected there should be broken up, 
because we would not accommodate ourselves to some ceremonies that do not 
affect the substance of the faith.”1693

however, when calvinism came to predominate, there should no longer be 
any talk of such toleration. The traditional ceremonies should be abolished.

in no case should there be any toleration which supported the doctrine of the 
Real Presence of christ in the Sacrament of the Altar. calvinist theologians re-
jected this Lutheran teaching and found the communicatio idiomatum to be particu-
larly offensive, because by means of it Lutherans sought to support the doctrine 
of christ’s corporeal presence in the Sacrament. The attributes of christ’s div-
ine nature, omnipotence, omniscience, and omnipresence were, according to the 
word of the Formula of Concord, communicated to his human nature, so that “also 
according to his assumed human nature and with the same, he can be, and also is, 
present where he will,”1694 and particularly in the bread and wine of the Eucharist. 
To the calvinists, this was an erroneous teaching, and the frontline of the battle 
to combat it must be the elimination of Lutheran ceremonies in the Eucharist. 
So too, in the Sacrament of Baptism there were ceremonies which, according to 
calvinists, supported erroneous teachings about the meaning of the Sacrament of 
Baptism, for Baptism was after all simply a sign meant to signify and seal renewal 
by the holy Spirit. it was not a sacrament of rebirth but rather only a sign of a 
new, sanctified relationship with God.

To the calvinists the ceremonies of the Lutheran Eucharist and Baptism could 
not be regarded as adiaphora or indifferent. They were instead “dangerous papal 
relics” which served to “confuse” the people by blurring the differences between 
catholics and Protestants. They viewed abolition of the ceremonies to be the ef-
fective antidote against the Roman catholic counter-Reformation, so in order to 
protect the people from the “contagion of catholicism” every remaining vestige 
1693 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 31.
1694 Triglot Concordia 1921, 1043 (fc, SD, Art. Viii, 77).
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of the medieval church ceremonies must be eliminated. So it was that christoph 
Pezel, former Wittenberg Philippist and now zealous calvinist, could inform Jo-
hann Vi of Nassau-Dillenburg that the elimination of Lutheran ceremonies and 
their substitution by calvinist practices “were urgently needed because Your 
highness’ lands are surrounded by catholic territories and today’s Papists use 
these very ceremonies to attract people back to their religion.”1695

To the calvinists, Lutheran ceremonies, inherited from the medieval church, 
were relics of “papal poison” and “papal dung.” They were “false ceremon-
ies,” inappropriate for pious christians to make use of, just as inappropriate as 
“a prostitute’s clothing is to honorable women, or foreign military insignia are to 
soldiers.”1696 The calvinists insisted that the Lutheran use of traditional ceremonies, 
which were also used by Roman catholics, were “nothing else but the pope’s colors 
and insignia” and must be eliminated to prevent confusion among the people. Ac-
cordingly, to Reformed eyes, Lutheran churches were “shrines of idolatry.” “Papal 
dung” needed to be swept out so that “christ’s stable might be clean.”1697 

There were some in the Electoral Palatinate who counseled a more moderate 
approach, saying that the first task was to eliminate ceremonies from the hearts 
of the people. “idolatry was infecting the Reformation, and must therefore be 
tackled in earnest; a little leaven leavened the whole lump, but idolatry must first 
be eradicated from the hearts of the people by good preachers, and then they 
could get rid of the idols as we have done down here,” stated some calvinists, 
assembled in the provincial Diet at heidelberg in 1566. however, this moderate 
way was generally considered to be ineffective by most calvinists.1698

Still, more radical views prevailed in many places. martin füssel, the preacher 
who had officiated at the first Reformed communion service in the Berlin Dom – 
the event that marked the beginning of the Second Reformation in Brandenburg 
in 1613 – insisted that ceremonies were “anti-christian abominations” which sur-
vived in Lutheranism. he declared that they must be eliminated at once. “God 
has commanded us to purge all that which caused and still serves the papal blas-
phemy not only from our hearts, but from our sight as well.”1699

Lutherans, however, steadfastly clung to their traditional ceremonies and re-
garded the attempt to eliminate them as an attempt to “tear christ” from the 
hearts of believers. Deacon Peter Stuler of St. Peter’s church in Berlin stated: “The 
calvinists call our place of worship a whorehouse … ; they strip our churches of 
pictures and now wish to tear the Lord Jesus christ from our hearts as well.”1700

1695 Pezel 1592; Nischan 1999, ii-148.
1696 Bericht vnd Lehre 1596, 27; Nischan 2004, 387.
1697 Scultetus I 1614, (Vorrede).
1698 Wittmann 1847, 38; Janssen VIII 1905, 151.
1699 Füssel 1616, 12, 2; Nischan 2004, 389.
1700 Noltenius 1750, 702; Hering 1778, 283-284, Nischan 1994, 186.
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heshusius stated emphatically that the Philippists or calvinists demanded the 
abolition of usages and ceremonies as something leftover from the papacy but 
their real purpose was the promotion of calvinist doctrine. he declared in 1571: 
“These miserable calvinists view it as a great art when they succeed in misleading 
simple people with duplicitous words, while secretly promoting their beliefs.”1701

The calvinists were quite definite as to what they regarded to be “abomin-
able” and “improper” ceremonies taken over by the Lutherans from the medieval 
church. of course, the reason for the retention of these ceremonies in Lutheran-
ism was the fact that they all extolled the Gospel and were dear to the hearts of the 
people for that reason. The calvinists approached the “Reformation” as a work of 
demolition. Everything in the church, including not only ceremonies but in some 
cases even traditional christian doctrines, must be cast aside in the mistaken no-
tion that unless this was accomplished no one could ever recapture the pristine 
and pure Gospel “unadulterated by any human additions.”

in the Sacrament of holy Baptism, the calvinists were quick to condemn the 
practice of the signation of the baptismal candidate with the sign of the cross upon 
the forehead and the heart, with the words: “Receive the sign of the holy cross 
on both thy forehead and thy breast.”1702 This practice, which was meant to be a 
lifelong reminder to the baptized that they belong to christ, that they were in both 
heart and mind his possession, was rejected by the Reformed as a “popish abom-
ination,” which drew attention only to itself and detracted from the “true faith.” 

Equally as abhorrent to the Reformed was the Exorcism which traditionally 
began the rite of Baptism: “Depart thou unclean spirit and make room for the 
holy Spirit,”1703 which the Lutherans understood to be a reminder that in Baptism 
the candidate, born in sin, is made a child of God by the work of the holy Spirit. 
The calvinist theologian olevian condemned it as an “idolatry, a perversion of 
God’s Word, a humiliation … of christ.”1704 Theodorus denounced it as a cere-
mony which caused “many dangerous and horrible errors … among the common 
people.”1705 The condemnation of Exorcism was universal among calvinists who 
rejected it as “monkish hocus pocus,” “papal magic,” built upon the Roman cath-
olic doctrine of ex opere operato, which placed man rather than God at the center as 
the prime actor in Baptism.

The traditional scrutinies in the baptismal service, which were traditionally 
addressed to the candidate himself regardless the fact that he or she might be an 
infant, must instead be addressed to the sponsors, the calvinists insisted.

1701 Heshusius 1571, P3; Nischan 2004, 392.
1702 LW 53, 107. 
1703 LW 53, 107.
1704 Theodorus 1615, 164; Nischan 1994, 139.
1705 Theodorus 1615, 110-111; Nischan 1994, 142.
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The baptismal font, the “Taufstein,” 
must also be abolished, they declared, 
chiefly because it was used also in the 
“Papal church” and was therefore remin-
iscent of the “Papal Sacrament.” further-
more, these fonts were often inscribed 
with crosses and other superstitious 
ornaments, and the fonts themselves 
were treated by the people as objects of 
reverence, chiefly because of their belief 
that sins were drowned in the font. Ac-
cordingly, baptismal fonts were not to 
be tolerated, according to the Reformed; 
they must be replaced by basins of water, 
usually of brass, brought in only as need-
ed and then removed.

Thus, it could be seen that calvin-
ist repugnance for Lutheran ceremonies 
went far beyond their denial of any need 
for an Exorcism. They attacked the bap-
tismal fonts with great diligence. Super-
intendent christian Parnemann of Jessen, 
a town close by Anhalt, wrote that “in 
some places in the principality of Anhalt 
there were especially zealous disfigura-
tions – [the baptismal fonts] suffered 
desecration and were torn down, and 
their parts were thrown at dogs and pigs 
in the street, as had happened even ear-
lier in the Palatinate and elsewhere.”1706 
When the time came to consecrate a new 

font at oelsnitz in the Vogtland in 1638, Superintendent christoph Dörffel de-
scribed to his congregation the manner in which it was to be properly set apart 
for godly service. it was not to be consecrated by means of “idolatrous ceremon-
ies” or with “calvinist mockery,” he told his people, for among the calvinists 
there could hardly be any “respect for the baptismal fonts and holy Baptism.”1707 
Superintendent Gottfried Siegmund Peisker of Bischofswerda consecrated a new 
altar at the church of Stolpen in 1654. he reminded his people how the calvinists 
1706 Parnemann 1663, 59; Heal 2011, 602.
1707 Dörffel 1638, ciij; Heal 2011, 601.

The horses are led to drink water from the 
baptismal font, but they shy away – the 
lower creature shows more respect for the 
sacred things than the people who plun-
der the church. A depiction of calvinist 
iconoclasm in the so-called “chalice War,” 
when, on August 15, 1620, the Reformed 
plundered the Roman catholic churches, 
burned altars, statues, and paintings in 
the Valley of Valtellina in the Lombardy 
region of northern italy, bordering Switz-

erland (Scheible 1850).
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had dealt with baptismal fonts and altars when they took over church buildings. 
“Baptismal fonts, at which according to christian order heretofore children have 
been baptized, and altar stones, on which the Lord’s Supper had been celebrated, 
were made pig troughs.”1708

The practice of Emergency Baptism, “Weibertauff,” was condemned by the cal-
vinists as completely improper. “We do not resign the office of baptizing to silly 
women,” stated calvin in his Second Defense.1709 calvinist theologians insisted that 
in many cases the midwives who baptized dying children “were so confused that 
they did not know what they were saying or doing.”1710 furthermore, they in-
sisted that all baptisms must be conducted by the ministers in a congregational 
divine service, and that private or Emergency Baptism was of no value. 

The celebration of the Sacrament of the Altar or the holy communion in 
Lutheranism was far too similar to the Roman catholic mass, the calvinists de-
clared. indeed, they stated, the Augsburg Confession contained in it the statement, 
“we have kept the mass and celebrate it with the highest reverence.”1711 This the 
Reformed declared was abhorrent. To them the mass must be entirely abolished, 
along with every ceremony usually associated with it. in his original edition of 
the Heidelberg Catechism, friedrich iii of the Electoral Palatinate had condemned 
the Roman mass as “an accursed piece of idolatry.”1712

 moreover, the practice of celebrating the Sacrament weekly was rejected by 
the Reformed, who insisted that the practice of weekly communion must be re-
placed by far less frequent communion services, held in so-called “communion 
seasons,” usually four times a year, and in place of the mass, the weekly Sunday 
preaching service should mark the high point of congregational worship.

Particularly offensive in the Lutheran service was the consecration of the ele-
ments and the Lutheran confession that the speaking of the Words of institution 
over the bread and wine was a necessary consecratory act. The Reformed be-
lieved that this must be replaced by a simple recitation from 1 corinthians 11 of 
the historical record of the founding of the holy Supper. füssel condemned the 
Lutheran consecration as “sacramental magic,” which destroyed the Gospel mes-
sage and was directly linked to the Roman catholic notion of the Transubstantia-
tion of the elements. he also articulated the Reformed abhorrence of the Lutheran 
practice of having the celebrant face the altar with his back to the people, ad-
dressing the Words of institution to the bread and wine. According to füssel, this 
suggested that the pastor’s “secret murmuring” actually created the Sacrament. 

1708 Peisker 1654, B2.
1709 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 319.
1710 Theodorus 1615, 106-107; Nischan 1994, 144.
1711 Triglot Concordia 1921, 64-65 (Ac XXiV, 1-2).
1712 Wolters 1864, 130; Janssen VII 1905, 316.
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finck went even further to say that the Lutheran consecration represented the 
return of the medieval notion that the spoken words transformed a “dead host … 
into christ’s living body.”1713

The communion hosts or “oblaten” used by the Lutherans were rejected by the cal-
vinists as “papist mass-hosts.” The use of unleavened bread in the form of hosts was 
to them yet another reminder of the Papist mass and perpetrated the notion that the 
people who received them were actually partaking the body of christ. furthermore, 
the Lutherans venerated the consecrated Sacrament – a practice which the Reformed 
labeled “idolatrous.” in the eyes of finck, the unleavened hosts used by the Lutherans 
could not even be classed as real bread. it neither looked nor tasted like bread, and the 
fact that the sign of the cross was stamped on the oblaten made matters even worse. 
Lazarus Theodorus declared: “Their form, especially the crucifix, that is stamped on 
the wafer, deludes the common man into believing that christ is actually present in 
the bread.”1714 heidelberg theologians were saying much the same thing when they re-
ferred to the host as a “wheaten idol,” and they spoke of a notion of christ’s presence 
in it as a mere “fiction” or “invention of the human mind.” 1715 Rector Jakob fabricius 
of Danzig asked: “how it could come to pass that in such a small bit of bread, which 
had neither the taste nor the smell of bread, christ, a man of six and a half feet, could 
possibly be contained.”1716 The Reformed insisted that Lutherans used the commun-
ion hosts to indicate that they believed christ to be “hidden in the bread.” in Bremen 
some Reformed made sarcastic statements referring to the hosts as a “bread-God.” 
They wondered how it could be that if the “people had been eating the body of christ 
for so a long time,” how there could be anything left of it? “is the bread-God of the 
pastors eaten complete with boots and breeches?”1717 füssel added sarcastically that 
the whole business of communion hosts smelled like “the papal Sacrifice of the mass.” 
The Reformed insisted that only ordinary table bread ought to be used, although in 
fact, some Reformed developed the practice of baking special communion bread 
or cakes. Particularly well-known were the heavy communion cakes baked in Kas-
sel. They were heavy, round biscuits, made from so-called mill-dust, or coarse flour, 
which could be broken into four thick pieces, very hard to divide, and still harder to 
bite and chew, so that the people might be certain that they were eating “bread, bread, 
and nothing but bread.”

of course, that Lutheran pastors in many places made the sign of the cross on 
bread at the consecration was also offensive, “as if by virtue and power of the cross 
(virtue et vi crucis formatae) the presence of christ’s body would be affected.”1718 
1713 Finck II 1615, 62-63; Nischan 1994, 139.
1714 Theodorus 1615, 164; Nischan 1994, 139.
1715 Neudecker II 1841, 89-96; Janssen VII 1905, 344.
1716 Tholuck 1861, 264; Janssen X 1906, 315.
1717 Janssen VII 1905, 279.
1718 Müller I 1906, 529; Zeeden 2012, 37. 
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Apart from that, the sign of the cross was also offensive because it mislead the 
people by giving the impression that this bread was something special.

The Lutheran practice of elevating the Sacrament and practicing the Ostensio 
before the communicants was still in use in many places, and this the calvinists 
regarded as a “horrible error,” since it indicated Lutheran belief that christ is 
present in the Sacrament. These liturgical practices were even offensive to the 
moderate Philippists. Paul Eber, who was himself a deeply pious man, noted that 
the people in Saxony exhibited their piety with, what he called, a “strange devo-
tion” in that at the Elevation they looked upon the elevated host with fervent 
devotion by beating their chests, praying, and genuflecting.1719 in mark Branden-
burg the celebrant turned to the congregation at the Ostensio, and lifting the con-
secrated Sacrament before them he reaffirmed the church’s confession that christ 
was here present in his body and blood: “Behold, dear christians, this is the true 
body of christ given for us, and this the true blood of christ shed for us.”1720

1719 Eber 1562, 153; Nischan 1999, V-13.
1720 Zeeden 2012, 25.

Lutheran pastor in a surplice administers the communion host with the cross stamped on it. 
from a confessional painting in the Kasendorf church, 1602.
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As far as the Reformed were concerned, both the Ostensio and the proclama-
tion were “idolatrous blasphemy” which ended in the “worship of the bread” 
and the “veneration of the bread” (artolatreia). To rationally minded calvinists 
this was regarded as a “most dangerous” ceremony, because it led simple people 
to “blasphemous superstition.”

it could come as no surprise then that many of the church orders of that per-
iod, particularly in liturgically conservative areas in northern and eastern Ger-
many, refused to eliminate the Elevation and stipulated that it must be practiced. 
The 1592 church order of Lower Lusatia and the 1595 order for Sorau and Triebel 
in Silesia also insisted that the Elevation must not be eliminated, because it was 
seen to be bearing witness to the Real Presence. it could no longer be regarded as 
an adiaphora because no concessions could be made with regard to the doctrine 
of the real presence of christ. Where attempts were made to eliminate it, charges 
of a surrender to calvinism were sure to follow.1721

The ringing of the sacring bells at the consecration was also rejected, not least 
because it was the continuation of a medieval practice but also because it was 
associated with the doctrine of the Real Presence and gave rise to the notion that 
the Sacrament was created by the ringing of the bells, they claimed. “We do not 
by sound of bell invite the populace to worship the bread when, in the manner 
prescribed by the Law of moses, it is lifted up like a sacrifice,” stated calvin in his 
Second Defense of 1556.1722

The Lutherans used chalices of either gold or silver lined with gold. Elector 
friedrich iii stated bitterly that christ and his apostles never used such chalices. 
The Reformed occasionally preferred the use of an ordinary cup, sometimes of 
wood, as was common in Anhalt. further, Lutheran communicants knelt for com-
munion, a practice universally forbidden among the Reformed, because to them it 
fostered the notion that the bread and wine were being venerated. So too, the trad-
itional practice of bowing the head in reverence when approaching the commun-
ion rail must be stopped, they insisted. No one was to genuflect, as though christ 
were really present, and the communion bread should not be placed by the pastor 
into the mouth of the communicant. it must, instead, be put in his hand, because 
christ said, “take and eat,” – two distinctly separate acts. in the same way the cup 
must be given into the hand of the communicant, – “take and drink.”

The continued use among the Lutherans of the houseling cloth, placed under 
the Sacrament during its distribution, was regarded as superstitious, since it sup-
ported the notion that christ was bodily present. “You go to the Sacrament, raise 
your hands, kneel down, and allow a little cloth to be held under you; that is an 
idolatry to which eternal damnation belongs,” declared olevian of the Electoral 
1721 Sehling III 1909, 363, 372.
1722 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 317.
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Palatinate.1723 Bodily gestures, such as prostrations, genuflections, and kneeling 
in prayer were generally rejected as “pharisaic hypocrisy.” Also condemned was 
the practice of bowing one’s head at the name of Jesus and of genuflecting and 
removing one’s hat before the crucifix. All this was condemned as “nothing but 
the devil’s work.”1724 The making of the sign of the cross in general was to be 
abolished, including the making of the sign of the cross at the Benediction by 
the clergy and the marking of the grave with the cross, the Reformed insisted. So 
too, the procession to the cemetery behind the crucifix or cross was abolished as 
“idolatrous.” 

The continued use of the traditional system of Epistle and Gospel pericopes in 
the christian church year which the Lutherans had largely retained from earlier 
times was also rejected. The Reformed had little use for the church year, and Re-
formed preachers were told that if they wished, they could preach about the holy 
Spirit on christmas day or about the wedding at cana during Passiontide.1725

of course, collects, Epistles, Gospels, and other readings from Scripture were 
under no circumstances to be chanted, and medieval hymns and Lutheran chor-
als were to be replaced by calvinist Psalm paraphrases.

The use of the Latin language in the divine service was banned. Nothing of 
Latin terminology or Latin hymnody, or the use of the Latin reading from the 
Scriptures, was to be allowed. Nothing was to be included in the service that 
was not in the vernacular, for Latin was not only the language of the “accursed” 
medieval church but it was “the language of the counter-Reformation” as well. 

mass vestments, that is albs and chasubles, along with other vestments, such 
as surplices and copes, were labeled “detestable” and a remnant of the old Testa-
ment sacrifices, and then, again, they were a clear indication that the Lutherans 
were perpetuating something very similar to the Roman mass. All these usages 
indicated the continued presence among the Lutherans of “papal darkness” and 
“outward idolatry.” They were closely related to the “accursed” doctrine of the 
Real Presence, and were clear evidence of Lutheranism’s innate Romanism and 
the Romanistic sacrifice of the mass. calvin himself rejected mass vestments in 
his Second Defense, stating: “We celebrate the sacred Supper without histrionic 
robes.”1726 Reformed theologian and court preacher Scultetus labeled mass vest-
ments as the fitting attire of the “Antichrist” and stated that it was clear that 
neither christ nor his apostles wore them. Preachers, therefore, ought to wear 
plain and simple clothing – either a black gown or no vestment at all. he heaped 
contempt upon the alb as a “white bathrobe” which “belonged in the bathroom” 

1723 Zeeden 2012, 116.
1724 Götz 1937, 237, 310; Zeeden 2012, 38. 
1725 Graff I 1937, 129; Zeeden 2012, 58.
1726 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 317.
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and certainly not in the church.1727 Adam christian Agricola went so far as to state 
emphatically that it was “sinful” to wear such vestments. füssel was not willing 
to go that far, but declared that “even though vestments and similar items are 
in and by themselves unimportant …, they actually are not adiaphora but anti-
christian abominations since they are the tools … of Antichrist.” 1728

Private confession and Absolution as well were signs that Lutherans were close 
to Rome. They and the confessional, the “Beichtstuhl,” must be abolished. Scultetus 
acted as a historical revisionist, stating that Luther had perpetuated Private con-
fession only for the sake of the “weak” and those who were too ignorant to be 
taught otherwise. he went on to say that Luther had never liked it and before his 
death “had abandoned it altogether.”1729 Elector Johann Sigismund said much 
the same: “Luther himself, when he went to the communion, never confessed 

1727 Scultetus I 1618, 47; Nischan 1994, 141.
1728 Füssel 1616, 11; Nischan 1994, 160.
1729 Scultetus I 1615, 6-10; Nischan 1994, 144.

“fredenhagen chasuble” from the church of St. mary in Lübeck  
(Museum für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte der Hansestadt Lübeck).
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beforehand.”1730 in the opinion of Scultetus, Lutheran pastors perpetuated Private 
confession only for the sake of the money, the “Beichtpfennig,” which they collected 
from the penitents. in Berlin the Reformed asserted that “the Lutheran preachers 
impose auricular confession as a strict obligation, that they forgive sins for half a 
thaler, which the penitents are compelled to pay down, and that they do not con-
cern themselves as to whether the receivers of the Sacrament understand the faith. 
if only the half-thaler is paid, the father confessor will lay his hand on the head of 
the penitent and say: ‘Thy sins are forgiven.’”1731 Wittenberg theologian hutter did 
not deny the fact that pastors charged a fee of half a thaler to hear confession but 
“when the pamphleteer tries to convince the people that our penitents imagine that 
the payment of half a thaler to the confessor gives efficacy to the absolution, he is 
inventing a wicked, diabolical lie, and villainously calumniating and degrading 
our church.”1732

concerning the christian calendar, saints days, i. e., days commemorating the 
apostles and important christians, were rejected by the Reformed who stated that 
many abuses had come to be associated with them. 

concerning church furniture and decorations, altars must be removed at once, 
the Reformed insisted, since they were “idolatrous relics” reminiscent of old 
Testament sacrifices and still “smelled of the Roman Sacrifice of the mass.” in 
addition, simple people had made them objects of adoration. moritz of hesse-
Kassel insisted that all altars in the churches of his territory must be hacked to 
pieces, burned and destroyed as “idolatrous lumber.” They were to be replaced 
by simple tables, at which the ministers should stand behind facing the congrega-
tion. These tables were not to be adorned with paraments but covered by a simple 
black cloth, excepting when communion was held. Then the black cloth should 
be replaced by a white cloth.

The use of lit candles on or above the altar must be forbidden, according to the 
Reformed, since they are “offensive” and are “reminiscent” of the Roman mass. 
calvin himself declared: “We do not light tapers at mid-day” and “we do not hold 
lighted candles in the celebration of the Eucharist”1733 “certainly no one i think 
who is possessed of a sound judgment, will deny that lighted tapers, and cruci-
fixes, and other trumpery of the same description, flow from superstition,” he 
declared.1734 Beside that these candles were absolutely unnecessary, as Scultetus 
proclaimed. “Thanks be to God, we are now able to celebrate the Sacrament dur-
ing the bright daylight hours and do not need candle light any longer.”1735 Not the 
1730 Hering 1778, 319; Janssen X 1906, 320.
1731 Hutter III 1614, 14-16; Janssen X 1906, 317-318.
1732 Hutter III 1614, 51-52; Janssen X 1906, 318.
1733 Calvin’s Tracts II 1849, 317; Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 30.
1734 Letters of John Calvin III 1858, 190.
1735 Scultetus I 1615, 19; Nischan 1994, 140.
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candles but christ himself was the “true light of the world,” he stated, apparently 
under the impression that the use of candles represented a repudiation of christ. 
in Nassau-Dillenburg even the traditional practice of placing candles around the 
coffin at the burial of the dead was proscribed in some places.1736

Pipe organs too were labeled unscriptural. They should no longer be used and 
should be removed from the churches along with the rest of the remnants of the 
“bankrupt papacy.” They were “works of idolatry,” “works of the devil,” physical 
objects which detracted from the Word and disturbed faithful christians who should 
be saying their prayers. Especially in southern German cities in the early decades of 
the Reformation, pipe organs came to be rejected and destroyed, but this practice was 
not universal and in some Reformed churches they continued in use. in the Palatinate 
some organs were not destroyed but simply locked up, so that they simply could not 
be used. in neighboring holland the iconoclastic activity of the 1560’s, which called for 
the destruction of organs, gave way to a more moderate use, so that by 1640 organs 
were being played again by competent musicians, even though the church was not 
willing to allow them to be used in the church’s worship services – a situation quite 
unique and without parallel in the history of church music.1737 

1736 Steubing 1804, 107 ff.; Müller 1903, 726 ff. 
1737 Bruinsma 1954, 205.

Private confession and Absolution, depicted by Tobias 
Pferts, 1695, from the church at Gnandstein, Saxony  

(Wieckowski 2006).

Private confession and Absolu-
tion. Part of an Altar painting by 
Johann Amberger, 1673, in the 
church of Schmilkendorf, Saxony 

(Wieckowski 2006).
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The Lutheran explanation that religious pictures instructed simple people to 
better understand the Word of God by helping them to picture it in their minds, 
so that they were encouraged in their christian faith and living, was condemned 
by the Reformed as completely unacceptable. Lutherans, for their part, declared 
that works of art were not objects of worship but were of great value as aids to 
worship. christians were free to use them, but they needed to be instructed in 
their proper use, so that they did not misuse them. in 1615 Simon Gedicke wrote 
to remind the faithful that the Word of God casts out “the idols and false gods” 
from the hearts of the people, and for this reason religious images could con-
stitute no danger to worshipers but they were instead friendly teachers. “When 
the worship of idols is cleared out of the human heart through the Word,” said 
Gedicke, “then the idol is discarded, and the external image is no longer an idol 
or false god, but a free and neutral thing.”1738

The Reformed insisted that pictures of the saints and biblical scenes were for-
bidden by the Second commandment, according to their numbering of the Ten 
commandments, because they were both “superstitious” and “reminiscent of the 
papacy.” Therefore, they insisted that pictures painted on church walls must be 
white washed or the walls must be burned, that is, the paintings must be scorched, 
so that they could not be seen. finck insisted that the very presence of religious art 

1738 Gedicke II 1615, 507; Heal 2011, 592.

Missa Cantata – a Lutheran divine service with choir and instruments. A contrast to the music-
ally impoverished calvinist service (Mithob 1665).
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was an invitation to misuse it. “You will never persuade me that your pictures … 
do not encourage superstition and idolatry.”1739 füssel railed against the pictures 
of the holy Virgin. “Paintings of the Virgin mary are like papal concubines or 
adulterer’s whores” which “mislead and seduce the common man,” but do noth-
ing for his piety.1740 Pictures must be done away with because the very fact that 
they exist is an invitation to misuse them. Scultetus declared to the Lutherans: 
“You have now preached against idols for over fifty years, but instead of declin-
ing their number actually has increased. When are you finally going to get rid of 
these things?”1741 To him it was quite clear that the Bible absolutely commanded 
the destruction of all images, and he seems to have believed that the removal of 
“idols” from the eyes of the people was “a sure sign of conversion.”1742

The fact that Lutherans even used art to illustrate their doctrines, such as the 
Real Presence, incensed the Reformed. “God through his prophets enjoins us 
to remove all blasphemous pictures,” füssel preached. When many Lutherans 
began to complain that religious pictures and objects sacred to them and needed 
by the illiterate had been removed, füssel responded: “if you insist that pictures 
are the laity’s Bible, then go visit some of the other churches.”1743 Lutheran Elector 
Joachim ii of Brandenburg gave his opinion, declaring that the very people who 
wanted “to discard everything now often have naked pictures in their homes, that 
usually are only found in whore houses.” 1744

The Reformed looked upon crucifixes as works of idolatry which must be de-
stroyed at once by smashing them into pieces. included here were also crucifixes 
found on tomb stones. At least in some places where they had the power to do so, 
the Reformed insisted that such monuments must be mutilated, so that the cross 
would no longer be visible. in Berlin the calvinists claimed that no more epitaphs 
should be erected on church walls because such epitaphs also usually included 
some depiction of a biblical scene or other “idolatrous images” or even sculp-
tures. in Anhalt the calvinists went even further. They condemned all memorial 
tablets and insisted that they must be removed from the churches. 

in order to forestall any possibility of idolatry, all sculptures depicting christ, 
the apostles, and the saints, and indeed any carved image, must be destroyed 
because they represented an overwhelming temptation to worship the “creature 
rather than the creator.” Elector friedrich iii of the Palatinate insisted that they 
were “objects of idolatry” which must be removed from the churches entirely. 
moritz of hesse described them as “dumb idols” and “idolatrous lumber.” Every-
1739 Finck II 1615, 76-77; Nischan 1994, 146.
1740 Füssel 1616, 69-73; Nischan 1994, 146.
1741 Scultetus I 1615, 18; Nischan 1994, 147.
1742 Die Selbstbiographie 1966, 81; Heal 2011, 592. 
1743 Nischan 1994, 186.
1744 Steinmüller 1904, 241; Nischan 1994, 37.
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where the Reformed insisted that statues must be forever forbidden “under the 
reign of the pure Gospel.”1745

church bells must no longer be used for the Angelus or to announce the conse-
cration. furthermore, because of superstitions surrounding the ringing of the bells 
when storms were approaching, this practice was forbidden in many places.1746

Lutheran churches stripped of every form of beauty now looked more like lec-
ture halls with bare walls, devoid of ornamentation, pictures, or statues, or any 
other form of religious art. The pulpit or lectern in the center front of the church 
stood on a rostrum where seats were provided for the elders, facing the people, 
and the minister. Before the rostrum was a simple wooden table used for the infre-
quent communion celebrations, and facing the front were the wooden benches for 
the congregation. To calvinist eyes this was a beautiful scene to be held. Philipp 
hainhofer, a contemporary artist from Augsburg, spoke in glowing terms about 
the refurnished Berlin cathedral after the iconoclasts had done their work there in 
1615. he stated that it was now “a beautiful, huge, bright church, from which all 
altars, panels, pictures, and crucifixes have been removed. Except for the green rail-
ings and carpets, it is now completely white inside.”1747 Lutherans, to the contrary, 
were saddened and even exasperated. Pastor Abraham Taurer of Schwertzau, in 
the diocese of magdeburg, complained in 1597 that the calvinist church building 
“resembled a public beer hall rather than a temple of the Lord,”1748 and Wittenberg 
Professor Polykarp Leyser, Sr., stated that the churches stripped of pictures, paint-
ings, crucifixes, and altars “now look like horse stables.”1749

The Reformed always insisted that the fractio panis – the breaking of the bread 
in the holy communion service – was absolutely essential and must under no cir-
cumstances be omitted. They considered it an essential sacramental act. Thomas 
von Knesebeck, the Brandenburg Reformed electoral councillor, declared that the 
fraction was not an adiaphora, “but a rite that was instituted by christ himself 
and therefore had to be followed by all.”1750 it was treated as though christ had 
absolutely commanded that this practice be perpetuated. 

Accordingly, the fractio panis came to be seen by both Lutherans and calvin-
ists as a symbol of calvinism itself. The Reformed treated it as though it was in-
cluded in the service as an assurance to the congregation that the Lord had been 
crucified for each and every christian who was truly penitent. it was spoken of 
as a sacramental analogy to christ’s martyrdom on the cross. it “provides the 
believing communicant with the highest and most powerful comfort, namely 
1745 Rommel 1837, 581 fn. 267; Janssen X 1906, 293.
1746 Schilling 1981, 270.
1747 Baltische Studien 1834, 13; Nischan 1994, 186.
1748 Taurer 1597; Aiii, E; Heal 2011, 593.
1749 Leyser 1596, 16; Schmeling 2010, 187 ff.
1750 Nischan 1999, iV-22.
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that the Lord’s body most certainly was crucified for each and all truly peni-
tent christians.”1751 Bergius declared that through the visible sign of the broken 
bread the communicants partake in christ’s broken body on the cross, although, 
of course, Scriptures testify that christ’s body itself was not broken.1752

The fractio panis represented a symbolic denial and a strong repudiation of the 
doctrine of the Real Presence. As Lutheran Simon Gedicke observed in Antipistor-
ius, it was in fact an outward proclamation that christ was truly absent from the 
bread. “With their theatrical fraction calvinists do not merely wish to break the 
bread, but signify the absent body … of christ [in the Sacrament].”1753 

The Lutherans, however, did not forbid the ceremony of the fraction in itself. 
hoë von hoënegg stated that this ceremony “can be introduced as a manner of 
christian freedom, if it is done as an ordinary ceremony and solely as a prep-
1751 Nischan 1999, iV-25.
1752 Bergius 1664, 102-103, 219-220.
1753 Gedicke 1620; Nischan 1999, ii-150.

“A communion in the Women’s minster in Zurich,” depicting the Reformed communion 
Service in that city at that time. The bread and wine are given into the hands of the 

communicants (Herrliberger 1751).
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An eighteenth century communion service of the Reformed in the Netherlands. The service 
is described by Bernhard Picard in his 1733 book, De Cérémonies et coutumes (The ceremonies 
and Religious Customs). “Several deacons and elders stand within reach of the table, where the 
Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper is administered: The elders to take care that a due decorum be 
preserved, suitable to the dignity of that mysterious ceremony; the deacons to cut the bread 
in small pieces, which the minister distributes amongst the communicants, and to fill the cup, 
which he likewise administers to them after the same manner. in some other places, as at 
Geneva, and in Switzerland, they do not seat themselves round a table, in which particular some 
pretend the primitive Protestants endeavored to imitate the Last Supper which our blessed Lord 
ate with his apostles. They there present themselves before two ministers; one administers to 
the communicants the mystical and emblematic piece of bread, the other the cup, or a common 
glass, with a small quantity of wine in it. in case the communicant has a natural aversion to 
wine, the Discipline of the Churches in France indulges the communicant, and orders the bread 
only to be administered to him. in order to be duly qualified for receiving the Sacrament of the 
Lord’s Supper, the party must have attained to the years of discretion. in some countries they 
publish the names of their young catechumens. Before they presume to approach the Lord’s 
Table they must at least be examined before the consistory. There is a peculiar form for the 
administration of the holy communion which begins with a discourse on the institution, the 
nature of it, and the duties incumbent on all such as partake of the Blessed Sacrament. After 
that introductory discourse, the communicants repair to the place where they are to receive 
the Lord’s Supper, the men first, and the women afterwards; and during the celebration of the 
Sacrament, the reader, who at the same time is likewise the principal chorister, reads alternately 
several chapters out of the Sacred Scriptures, and sings several Psalms. This chanter is always a 
layman, sometimes a mechanic, and at most but a schoolmaster. At Geneva, and several other 
places where the Protestant religion prevails, such as are candidates for the ministry, execute 
that office. The communion service concludes with a prayer, and an exhortation sometimes 
longer and sometimes shorter, as a minister thinks most convenient, together with the Anthem 

of St. Simeon” (Picart 1736).
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aration for the distribution [of the bread]. … But it must not be allowed to take 
the appearance of something necessary.”1754 Such imminent orthodox Lutheran 
theologians as Abraham calov, Johann Gerhard, Balthasar meisner, and David 
hollaz permitted the use of the fraction as a practical matter, which could be 
employed when the number of hosts was running short. however, they strongly 
objected that it was necessary for a valid service and they rejected the notion that 
it had any symbolic significance whatever. furthermore, the Lutherans stated 
that if the Reformed were really interested in doing everything in exact imitation 
to what christ had done in the Upper Room, then, for the sake of consistency, 
they must not only practice the fractio panis, but they must also use Palestinian 
wine and cerebrate the Lord’s Supper in Jerusalem, in the late evening, in the 
upper room of the tavern, in a company of disciples who were sitting around the 
table. This they characterized as impractical and unnecessary.1755 hoë von ho-
ënegg suggested that the Reformed themselves were not altogether agreed as to 
the meaning of the fraction. “Some argue that the bread must be cut with a knife 
before it is distributed, others insist that it be broken by hand, and many cut the 
cake or bread while it is being distributed.”1756 Because of all this disagreement, 
he suggested that the Brandenburgians should be very wise to be wary of the 
fraction. “Remember, dear evangelical markers, on what weak legs the calvinist 
fraction stands, and note how they themselves disagree among each other in this 
matter.”1757 he stated that instead of “improving” or “reforming” the church, the 
calvinists actually “deformed” the Gospel by claiming that christ was not truly 
corporeally present in the bread and wine but was only present spiritually and 
sacramentally. 

in addition, the Lutherans stated that any insistence that the fractio panis must 
be performed meant that the Lord’s Supper depended on human rather than 
divine action. To the Lutherans this put the communion service into the same 
category as the Roman catholic mass – a work of the church. The doctrine of the 
Real Presence was for Lutherans confidence that it was christ and not the com-
municant who was doing what needs to be done in the Sacrament. To deny that 
was to make the Sacrament a human action, a “calvinistic Burgerzech,” – a com-
munal eating and drinking of people gathered in a tavern, as hoë characterized 
it. from the Lutheran point of view the Reformed insistence on the fractio panis 
and their emphasis on the analogia sacramentaria was a truly harmful continua-
tion of a Roman catholic notion, according to which the Sacrament became a 
human action, as though christ’s all-sufficient sacrifice was not in itself truly all-

1754 Hoë II 1614, 40; Nischan 1999, iV-27.
1755 Nischan 1999, iV-27.
1756 Hoë II 1614, 41; Nischan 1999, iV-28.
1757 Hoë II 1614, 41; Nischan 1999, iV-28.
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sufficient. Thus the fractio panis became a 
major issue between the Lutherans and 
the Reformed and came to be emblematic 
of their differing theological emphases.

The effort to distinguish itself confes-
sionally from the calvinists led Luther-
ans to treasure their ceremonies and to 
make of them a matter of confession, a 
casus confessionis or status confessionis. 
matthias flacius of magdeburg insisted 
as early as 1549 that “when provocations 
demand an act of confession there is no 
such thing as an indifferent practice” 
(“in casu confessionis et scandali nihil est 
adiaphoron”).1758 heshusius wrote in 1571 
that the people must be cautious and be-
ware of “the wolfs howling of the Adia-
phorists, who insist that our confession is 
not reflected in surplices or external garb 
and ceremonies.”1759

By the end of the sixteenth century, Lu-
therans had come to view their traditional 
practices and ceremonies from a confes-
sional perspective. This was particularly so, because from every side the calvinists 
were hurling at them anticeremonial allegations. The Lutherans reacted by clinging 
all the more tenaciously to their traditional ceremonies to the point that ceremonies 
became the means by which one could identify the church and “unmask” the cal-
vinists who derided Lutheran traditions and customs.1760 in Brandenburg the ac-
cusation that they had clung to “papal dung” was taken by Lutherans as testimony 
to their Lutheran orthodoxy. Andreas musculus, the general superintendent of 
Brandenburg, who was a stern champion of Lutheranism and its defender against 
calvinism, had himself portrayed in woodcut holding a breviary and a rosary in 
his hand, and he urged his pastors not to abolish the Elevation.1761

These ancient traditions and practices became means by which the Lutherans 
marked out their confessional differences from calvinism. The ordinary person 
was more than likely not aware of the really distinguishing theological differences 

1758 Flacius 1549, Article vl; Nischan 2004, 391.
1759 Heshusius 1571, E; Nischan 1999, ii-145.
1760 Zeeden 2012, 115-116.
1761 Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980, 427.

Andreas musculus (1514-1581), Lutheran 
superintendent of Brandenburg, with a Lu-
theran rosary and breviary in his hands in 
1573. copper engraving by franz friedrich.
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between the two confessions but viewed ceremonies as marks of those differences. 
These ceremonial and traditional differences enable the people “to distinguish true 
from false doctrine … and reveal our sectarian adversaries – Papists, calvinists, 
and their ilk,” remarked michael muling, pastor at Beltzig, Saxony, in 1620.1762

Pastors who did not make use of traditional ceremonies were suspected of a 
defection to calvinism. According to Tilemann heshusius, ceremonies had come 
to be a matter of importance. Even though they in themselves were adiaphora, 
which could be either used or omitted as one desired, “if a christian wishes to 
know whether or not he can yield with a good conscience on something essen-
tially indifferent, he should look first at the person with whom he is dealing, then 
the context, and finally the cause which motivates [that individual].”1763

An ordinance for Lower Lusatia of 1592 indicates how some church orders 
prescribed a careful observance of liturgical ceremonies for the purpose of main-
taining the true faith in order “to stop the harmful, abhorrent, misleading calvinis-
tic sect.”1764 Liturgical traditions, vestments, and visual arts were always removed 
when calvinism infiltrated or Reformed notions became influential. Therefore, 
in Lutheran lands care was taken that all such traditions, vestments, and other 
usages be conscientiously maintained. The celebration of liturgical communion 
services was a sign of the Lutheran confession which one could plainly see. The 
chasuble worn by the pastor was, like the ceremonies he performed, a clear sign 
that he was not a calvinist, and when pastors appeared who did not wear the 
traditional vestments, this could be taken as an indication that calvinism was 
gaining a foothold. in 1582 Zacharias Rivander could remark that even “unedu-
cated layman” could easily spot the spirit of a “calvinist wolf.” All he had to do 
was to listen to his sermons and observe how he celebrated the sacraments, then 
it would soon be clear whether he was a Lutheran or a secret Sacramentarian. “if 
he distributes holy communion without reverence … [and] runs to the altar like 
a hog to its trough … he surely is a secret Sacramentarian.”1765

furthermore, the elimination of the ceremonies in the Lord’s Supper, such as 
the veneration showed at the consecration and distribution, could be perceived as a 
clear denial of christ’s corporeal presence and a mark that the Second Reformation 
had gained entrance there. Balthasar meisner, professor of Wittenberg, reminded 
his listeners that “false prophets” revealed themselves not only by their false teach-
ings but also by the ceremonies they employed. “for heretics are in the habit of 
always using unique and strange church rites under the pretext … of christian 

1762 Muling 1620, 7-8; Nischan 2004, 395. 
1763 Heshusius 1571, P2; Nischan 2004, 391.
1764 Sehling III 1909, 363; Zeeden 2012, 117.
1765 Rivander 1582, 117; Nischan 2004, 395.
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liberty.”1766 Liturgy and ceremonies might indeed be officially defined as adiaph-
ora, but even though they were indifferent in themselves, they had become for Lu-
therans of the eve of the Thirty Years’ War a clear mark of confessional identity, and 
like the Reformed, the Lutherans used them for polemical purposes.

in a sermon preached at the consecration of the city church (Germ. Stadt-
kirche) in freudenstadt in Baden-Württemberg in 1609, Andreas Veringer told the 
congregation that “alongside the fact that we have a beautiful altar and font in 
our newly-built church, we also want to show with these objects that we share no 
part or community with the Zwinglians and calvinists, who smash up the altars 
and fonts.”1767

Even after the Thirty Years’ War Lutherans would continue to assert that what 
was commonly called adiaphora, was in fact a necessary mark of their confes-
sional identity.

When Superintendent christian Parnemann consecrated the pulpit, altar, bap-
tismal font, and confessional of the church in Jessen in 1663, he stated that the 
pulpit was for the purpose of proclaiming the pure Word of God, and he asked 
that the people pray with him that God would never permit that heretics might 
dare to preach from it. With regard to the significance of the altar, he stated: 

“i say that with the erection of this altar they attest before the whole world 
… that they are of pure and sound Evangelical teaching and religion. for if they 
were of the calvinist teaching and religion, they would never have contributed so 
willingly to the construction of a new altar.”1768

it was a sure evidence for all that this congregation held to the genuine and 
pure Lutheran doctrine.

in regions where by the 1550’s after the interims they had come to be regarded 
as a mark of the “Papal church” and therefore had been discarded, matters 
changed after the calvinists made inroads. in order to counter the calvinists, 
matthaeus Leudtholdt in a 1595 sermon, published in frankfurt (oder), stated 
that the church was willing to use her wealth and possession to publicly display 
Lutheranism. it had donated “communion chalices, mass vestments, and chas-
ubles to many poor churches which had either lost or could not afford them,”1769 
because it was convinced that the use of the traditional liturgy and church usages 
in Lutheranism was the most effective antidote against the inroads of “errorists.”

Territorial rulers could offer their own defenses for their defection from Lu-
theranism and for the conversion of their territories to the calvinist religion. most 
often heard was the argument that the Lutheran Reformation simply was incom-

1766 Meisner 1659, 403; Nischan 2004, 395.
1767 Heal 2014, 99-122, fn. 61.
1768 Parnemann 1663, 35; Heal 2011, 602.
1769 Leudtholdt 1595, Uij; Nischan 2004, 395.
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plete and had not gone far enough to rout out “papal leaven,” which was still 
plainly observable in the fact that both the exteriors and interiors of the churches 
remained much as they had been before and many of the traditional medieval 
liturgical ceremonies continued in use. 

Also claimed as necessitating a second and new Reformation was the need for a 
reform of the lives of the people. Princes who converted to calvinism complained 
loudly about what they described as the low level of morality among the popula-
tion. The chief complainant was friedrich iii of the Electoral Palatinate who de-
clared that Lutheranism had done nothing to reform the moral life of the people:

 “We have now had the pure teaching of the Gospel and the Word of God, 
proclaimed to us for more than forty years … for, although this doctrine is pure 
and clear, it produces little improvement in our lives.”1770

calvinism had its own answer to this problem, and that was the imposition of 
strict discipline in the lives of church members and the community-at-large. An 
example of such stern discipline is evident in the 1582 church order of Solms-
Braunfels. it enforced the typical Reformed requirements and called for an exac-
tion of strong financial penalties on clergy and church members who deviated 
from the terms of the church order and the discipline it imposed. 

furthermore, and perhaps this was most important in the minds of the ter-
ritorial rulers, Lutheran theology did not invest much cohesive power in secular 
authorities, whether that authority be the prince or a city council. it did not allow 
these authorities to exercise control over the church as Zwinglianism and calvin-
ism required. True enough, the jus reformandi, “the right of reforming,” granted to 
Lutheran princes and city councils by the Peace of Augsburg allowed authorities 
to legally establish Lutheranism as a church in their territories. Still, that church 
retained an independence over against the secular powers, so that when and if 
the independence of the church was encroached or violated, it came to pass not 
because the Lutheran confessional Writings allowed it, but because of the arbi-
trary actions of the territorial rulers. 

The Lutheran understating of the proper relationship between the church and 
civil authorities was set down concisely in Augustana. According to it, the church 
and the state operate in separate realms or “kingdoms” which God has given for 
the good of mankind. The church does not interfere with the civil government 
and the civil government does not interfere with the church – a position clearly 
stated in the Article XXViii of the Augustana: 

“Therefore, since the power of the church grants eternal things, and is exercised 
only by the ministry of the Word, it does not interfere with civil government; no 
more than the art of singing interferes with civil government. for civil government 
deals with other things than does the Gospel. The civil rulers defend not minds, but 
1770 Kluckhohn 1868, 478, 486; Janssen VII 1905, 314.
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bodies and bodily things against manifest injuries, and restrain men with the sword 
and bodily punishments in order to preserve civil justice and peace.”1771

These powers were never to be intermixed or confused. one office was not to 
interfere into the realm of the other. 

“Therefore the power of the church and the civil power must not be con-
founded. The power of the church has its own commission to teach the Gospel 
and to administer the Sacraments. Let it not break into the office of another; let it 
not transfer the kingdoms of this world; let it not abrogate the laws of civil rulers; 
let it not abolish lawful obedience; let it not interfere with judgments concerning 
civil ordinances or contracts; let it not prescribe laws to civil rulers concerning the 
form of the commonwealth.”1772

in his Institutes of the Christian Religion, calvin too spoke about the separation 
between the two realms, the church and state. however, his words and thoughts 
were governed by his notions that the coming of the kingdom of God to fruition 
was in some measure the work of human government. consequently, although 
spiritual and secular governments are quite different, calvin stated quite clearly 
that the secular government has an important role to play in the preservation and 
extension of the church through its fostering and protection of the “external wor-
ship of God” and the notion that the civil government must defend the church’s 
“pure doctrine.” Accordingly, despite his statement that the church and secular 
government are separate, the secular government is still allowed control over the 
church, its worship, and its teachings. 

“We have just warned secular government and the spiritual and internal king-
dom of christ are quite distinct. But equally we must recognize that they are in 
no way incompatible with each other. for already, while we are still on earth, 
christ’s spiritual rule establishes in us some beginnings of the celestial kingdom, 
and in this mortal and evanescent life, allows us some foretaste of immortal and 
incorruptible blessedness. The end of secular government, however, while we 
remain in this world, is to foster and protect the external worship of God, defend 
pure doctrine …”1773

Such a notion appealed to secular rulers in that it appeared to offer them a 
divine sanction to a much higher degree than the Lutherans would grant. The 
church’s authority is primary and distinctive, since the church is superior to the 
state in terms of its work of spiritual and moral oversight of the people, but the 
ruler must play his important role as well in the supervision of the church. in 
other words, in such matters the state must act as the agent of the church, accord-

1771 Triglot Concordia 1921, 85 (Ac XXViii, 10-11).
1772 Triglot Concordia 1921, 85 (Ac XXViii, 12-14).
1773 Luther and Calvin on Secular Authority 1991, 49. Institutes (1559) 1844, 561-562 (Book iV, 

chapter 20, 2).
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ing to calvin, exercising its secular office to compel the people to outwardly fulfill 
the criteria of christian virtue and suppress those by word or deed who acted 
against it. 

Luther, for his part, did not approve of the notion that the secular government 
was to punish citizens for violations and transgressions against the church order. 
only the church had such a right. it had the power to punish public sinners with 
minor excommunication, that is, by denying them admission to the Sacrament, 
and by major excommunication, that is, by excluding them entirely from church 
fellowship, while calvin suggested that it was entirely proper for the secular gov-
ernment to stamp out “idolatry, sacrilege, and other blasphemies.” calvin wrote:

“… civil order has not only to do with men’s (breathing), eating, drinking and 
flourishing (although it certainly encompasses all these, in that it makes human 
association possible). its concern, i say, is not only with these, but what is more 
[important], it prevents idolatries, sacrileges against the name of God, blasphem-
ies against his truth, and other scandals to religion from emerging into the light 
of day and spreading among the people.”1774

Such a teaching was very attractive to German secular rulers in that it granted 
them the right to exercise authority over the church. it was on this basis that they 
appropriated to themselves “episcopal powers” in calvin’s sense and were ready 
to institute their Second, calvinist, Reformation in Lutheran territories to protect 
“external worship of God,” “defend a pure doctrine,” and “prevent idolatry,” 
and by this means men who had never studied theology took authority over the 
church. Such was the case with Johann casimir of the Electoral Palatinate who 
could say of himself in his latter days: “i have been nothing but a poor knight’s 
son all my life, and from my youth i have been fond of drinking wine.”1775

By this means the calvinist Second Reformation was able to undercut the 
church’s central government. The result was that the secular authorities, the cal-
vinist territorial rulers, now prevailed over the church – an exclusive feature of 
calvinism under the sovereigns. 

in Nassau-Dillenburg, count Johann Vi was able to exercise authority over 
against resolutions and decisions made by the church, when in June 1581 he or-
dered that in the future all letters of the consistory were to be announced in the 
name of the secular authority. This was meant to indicate that, henceforth, the 
consistory would have to get express approval in advance for all its decisions. 
The count and his secular government was now declaring its authority to inter-
fere into the religious life of the people. Something which always had been the 
prerogative of bishops was now in the hands of a secular prince. The consistory 
would no longer have any independent authority to make decisions on behalf of 
1774 Luther and Calvin on Secular Authority 1991, 50; Institutes (1559) 1844, 562 (Book iV, chapter 20, 3).
1775 Bezold 1882, 14; Janssen VIII 1905, 50.
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the church. its new task would be to legitimatize, promote, and heartily support 
positions taken by the ruler.1776

calvinism also appeared attractive for political reasons, because it gave the 
princes occasion to assert their authority over against their subjects. Rulers saw 
the Second Reformation as a means to enhance their own authority over against 
the territorial estates, which were largely Lutheran in the German-speaking lands. 
The Lutheran estates were defenders of constitutionalism and sought to protect 
their rights and privileges, including the right to confess faith in the Augsburg 
Confession. The Reformed on the other hand were defenders of princely absolut-
ism which included the right to impose the calvinist religion upon the estates. 
over and above its religious ramifications, this assertion of absolutism was able 
to develop strongly in early modern German states. 1777 

A secondary factor in the introduction of the Second Reformation was inter-
marriage between the ruling families. it appears that in some cases interconfes-
sional marriage may have occasioned the introduction of calvinist doctrines and 
practices into Lutheran territory or Reformed spouses may have exercised some 
influences leading to changes in practice. This was the case in Anhalt-Dessau, 
hesse-Kassel, mecklenburg-Güstrow, and elsewhere.

The rapid spread of calvinism among the German-speaking people would 
necessarily have great political effect. centered in heidelberg was a militant cal-
vinist party, determined to take action to persuade the Lutherans that the Roman 
catholics were their “sworn enemies” and that the counter-Reformation loomed 
as great a threat to them, as it did to the calvinists. in every place in Germany 
where the Reformed were able to take power, they propagated an active pan-
Protestantism which was decidedly anti-habsburg in its politics.

Lutheranism itself had been national rather than international in its outlook, 
and it supported a central imperial government over against the calvinists. The 
Reformed European-wide anti-Roman catholic policies led them to look upon 
themselves as a valiant army which crossed national lines and the boundaries of 
the holy Roman Empire to fight against the Roman fold. furthermore, the unity 
of Lutherans was not political but rather confessional in character. it spoke of the 
fellowship of those who confessed one common faith, whereas calvinism spoke 
of Protestant unity in political and military terms, as a unity raised up to fight 
against the “powers of darkness” and the “Roman menace.” it spoke widely and 
loudly of Rome as a “menacing power” which sought to damp out both calvin-
ism and Lutheranism in much the same manner that calvinism had been beaten 
down in france and holland. They spoke of the Roman catholic habsburgs as 

1776 Schmidt 1986,196.
1777 Nischan 1999, X-204.
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aiming at one great purpose, and that was to impose their hegemony on Germany 
and militarily put down the German Protestants.

Accordingly, the calvinists looked upon the counter-Reformation as a mani-
festation of the military action in which Protestants and Papists struggled against 
each other, using as examples the civil war in france, the revolt in the Low coun-
tries and the wars between Spanish Roman catholics and both continental and 
English Protestants. in eschatological terms they depicted this struggle as a war-
fare over against the “forces of darkness” and indeed the “forces of Satan” him-
self in which they were called upon to be bold and valiant and move forward to 
inevitable victory. here the Reformed were far more militant and politically in-
volved than the Lutherans, and they directed their struggle against the powerful 
Roman catholic church and its habsburg defenders, and exercised their resist-
ance against the central imperial authority.1778

Lutherans looked upon matters quite differently. They too thought in terms 
of warfare and struggle, but to them it was not a matter of a united pan-Prot-
estant warfare against the Roman fold. At the outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War 
they were forced to fight at once on two very different fronts – against both the 
counter-Reformation on one side, and the aggressive calvinist advances on the 
other. Both opposing groups were determined to displace Lutheranism. it was 
Polykarp Leyser who thought it might be preferable to side with the Roman cath-
olics rather than the calvinists: “it is not against God’s will … if Lutherans ally 
themselves in political matters with catholics … to preserve the holy Roman 
Empire, for it is now evident and undeniable that the Papists only cooperate with 
us for peace’s sake.”1779 in his opinion, it was impossible to align Lutherans with 
calvinists, for while calvinists spoke about peace and harmony in Protestant-
ism, it was obvious that they were determined to ensure that calvinism would 
progress relentlessly and ultimately there would be only one Protestant church – 
the Reformed church. 

hoë, who framed the Saxon response concerning cooperation with the calvinists, 
also provided a theological justification for siding with the central imperial authority 
against the calvinists, because of the essential differences in doctrine between the two 
non-Roman churches. While Lutherans had much in common with the Roman cath-
olics, the Reformed have much in common with “heretics” and “infidels,” declared 
Zachäus faber, senior pastor of hohenleina. “Papists allow their God to he a just God, 
calvinists [on the other hand] deprive him of all his justice.”1780

The Reformed spoke and acted as though it was incredible that Lutherans did 
not join with them in the titanic struggle against the “powers of the Antichrist.” 

1778 Nischan 1999, X-189.
1779 Leyser 1620, 12; Nischan 1999, Xiii-13.
1780 Faber 1620, 7; Nischan 1999, Xiii-13, 14.
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fabian von Dohna, representing the influential family in the Duchy of Prussia, 
who himself had served in the Electoral Palatinate court for over twenty years, 
stated in 1580:

“Spain was hostile to us … and the same was true for the emperor. france 
could not be well-disposed towards us. Saxony and others hated us on account of 
our religion and because our theologians wrote so much against that wretched 
Book of Concord … in short, it seemed as if we were fighting everybody and every-
body was fighting us.”1781

The Reformed appeal for peace among the Protestants was based more on 
expedience than conviction. They needed the support of the German Lutheran 
princes in their international struggle against Rome. 

The failure of the emperor and the estates at the 1566 Augsburg Diet to halt 
the spread of calvinism, which was at that time considered outside the pale of 
“approved religions,” demonstrated that the Religious Peace of Augsburg of 1555 
was no longer adequate. The calvinists were on the march, and it was when they 
began to make inroads into Roman catholic territories in Germany, such as the 
Electorate of cologne and the imperial city of Aachen, that war began to appear 
inevitable. The number of calvinists in these territories began to increase not be-
cause they were able to make any strong gains by proselytizing among the Roman 
catholic population but because of the large number of Reformed refugees flood-
ing into these areas. it is said that the population of Aachen in 1581 was about 
25,000 inhabitants. of these 10,000 were calvinists and about 1,000 to 1,500 were 
Lutherans.1782 Gebhard Truchsess von Waldburg, the archbishop-prince elector 
of cologne, announced his conversion to calvinism in December 1582. it was his 
plan to secularize the Electorate of cologne, and this would create confessional 
instability in the Lower Rhine valley and would decrease the size of the Roman 
catholic majority among the electors. 

Both efforts to convert Roman catholic territories to calvinism were un-
successful because of the strength of the imperial and Spanish Roman catholic 
forces. Gebhard Truchsess von Waldburg was excommunicated by the Bishop 
of Rome, and Spanish troops stationed in the Netherlands came to join Bavarian 
forces to install his successor, Ernst of Bavaria, the brother of Duke Wilhelm V. 
The struggle to stabilize this region and install the new Roman catholic elector in 
cologne represented the first major military conflict between the calvinists and 
the forces of the Pontiff.

By the beginning of the seventeenth century peaceful coexistence among the 
opposing confessions was fading even further. in 1607 the imperial city of Do-
nauwörth, a city of mixed confessions, was occupied by Duke maximilian i of 
1781 Die Selbstbiographie 1905, 28; Nischan 1999, Viii-157.
1782 Asten 1956, 92-96; Kisch 1989, 293.
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Bavaria. The Lutherans were banished and the city was annexed to the duke’s 
territories. Additionally, a majority of the members of the imperial diet decided in 
1608 that the renewal of the Augsburg Peace of 1555 should be made dependant 
on the return of all church lands appropriated since 1552 to their original holders.

in order to exploit this situation Elector friedrich V of the Palatinate issued 
a call to the Lutheran princes in 1608 to join in a Protestant Union, but this was 
met with mixed responses. faced with the threat of military invasion by Spanish 
and Bavarian troops, the elector led a Protestant Union force, consisting of three 
imperial cities and territories which calvinism had wrested away from Lutheran-
ism, and which were joined also by the Duchy of Würtemberg and margraviate 
of Brandenburg which remained Lutheran. Some other Lutheran domains also 
joined the Union. Electoral Saxony and other Lutheran states, however, showed 
little interest in supporting friedrich V. At the same time maximilian of Bavaria 
was engaged in organizing a catholic League to fight the Protestants, and it was 
now evident that the 1555 Peace of Augsburg was crumbling.

The military resolve of the Protestant groups was put to the test in 1609 when 
Roman catholic Duke Johann Wilhelm of Jülich-cleve-Berg died without a direct male 
heir, leaving rival Lutheran claimants to his territory. Emperor Rudolf was opposed to 

calvinist vision of a “Protestant Union” to fight the power of the Roman Pontiff. “United” 
around the “light of the Gospel” are leading Protestant reformers – Luther, Zwingli, calvin, 
melanchthon, Bugenhagen and oecolampadius in dispute with representatives of the Roman 

church sitting opposite them (Etching, 1650, Zentralbibliothek Zürich).
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Lutheran rule in Jülich, stating that the majority of its population was Roman catholic, 
and for this reason he appointed his cousin, Roman catholic Leopold V, archduke of 
Austria, to serve as protector of the territory. This brought into opposition Leopold 
V and the Protestant margraviate of Brandenburg and Palatinate-Neuburg, ending 
in Leopold’s defeat. The courts were in no position to adjudicate confessional issues, 
and the rival claimants to the territory offered to rule jointly until a consortium of 
neighboring princes could pass judgment on their claims. The crisis was raised anew 
in 1613 when Elector Johann Sigismund of Brandenburg converted to calvinism, and 
the other claimant, Duke Wolfgang Wilhelm of Palatinate-Neuburg, became a Roman 
catholic and married the sister of maximilian of Bavaria. in 1614 the Treaty of Xanten 
gave cleve to the Lutheran margraviate of Brandenburg and its Elector Johann Sig-
ismund, and Jülich-Berg was given to Wolfgang Wilhelm. The crisis provided ample 
evidence that territorial disputes within the empire could easily lead to wider confes-
sional conflicts. There was little possibility of sustained peaceful coexistence among 
the differing confessions.

one result of the election of ferdinand ii of habsburg as king of Bohemia in 
1617 was the outbreak of civil war between the Bohemians and the habsburgs. 

The “Winter king” by Adriaen Pietersz van de Venne, 1626-1628, depicting Elector friedrich 
V and his wife Elizabeth Stuart (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
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The immediate cause was that ferdinand ii, who had been raised by the Jesuits, 
upon taking the throne immediately began to implement the counter-Reforma-
tion in these territories. in 1619 the Bohemian estates called upon calvinist Elec-
tor friedrich V of the Palatinate to be their king. he gladly accepted the crown 
against the opposition of princes in the Protestant Union who were fearful that 
this might lead to a much wider religious conflict.

When friedrich V entered Prague in the autumn of 1619, iconoclastic activity was 
initiated by Scultetus and other preachers who proclaimed that the city’s cathedral 
and churches must be “purified.” in fact, iconoclastic measures of this sort often ac-
companied the forced introduction of calvinism into Lutheran and Roman catholic 
territories. fabian von Dohna’s statement concerning the ill-disposed attitude toward 
calvinism in france was indeed correct. it could hardly be otherwise, considering 
their iconoclastic activities which began in 1559 and continued throughout the french 
Religious Wars in 1562-1598. most of the cities, in which the Reformed huguenots 
were able to exert any strong power, were subjected to iconoclastic riots which caused 
destruction of altars and sacred images, and indeed in some cases even the church 
buildings themselves. According to the Gallia Christiana, perhaps as many as 150 cath-
edrals and abbeys were defiled or even completely ruined, and added to this many 

Desecration of a french church by the iconoclastic huguenots. copper engraving by hierony-
mus Wierix, 1587 (Theatrum Crudelitatum Haereticorum 1604).
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more parish churches suffered the same fate. Three hundred churches were defaced 
or otherwise damaged in the region of Beauce, and five hundred shared the same fate 
in the dioceses of Uzès, Viviers, Nismes, and mende. Ancient manuscripts and relics 
were destroyed in the pillaging, which caused the loss of treasures from the middle 
ages. Not only were church fixtures, such as crucifixes and statues, destroyed, but the 
sacred remains of St. martin of Tours and St. irenaeus of Lyon were exhumed and 
desecrated. They were thrown into the River Loire to the approbation of calvinist 
ministers. All of this resulted in the enormous hostility between the Roman catholics 
and the Reformed which led to many excesses and atrocities on both sides.1783

1783 The Gallican Church 1872, 215; The Union Review 1874, 333. 

“Strange Enlightenment in Prague, 1619.” A copper engraving by unknown artist depicts the 
iconoclastic crusade in St. Vitus cathedral, launched by Abraham Scultetus on December 21, 

1619 (Westenrieder 1804).
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Prague which was home to many Lutherans and Roman catholics did not 
escape the activity of the iconoclasts. on october 15, 1615 St. Vitus cathedral was 
officially taken over by friedrich V who planned to make it his court church. The 
Roman catholic dean and the cathedral chapter were told that they had only 
three days to vacate the premises, and even while they were preparing to depart, 
the cathedral was sealed and guarded by friedrich V’s forces. Within a few weeks 
friedrich V would be crowned in this church, and it needed to be made a “suit-
able house of worship” for calvinists before the day of his enthronement. 

Simon Kapihorsky, an eye-witness, described what follows:
“it was on the 21st of December, 1619, that the calvinists, by order of friedrich, 

laid wicked hands upon the church of the castle at St. Viet, and waged war against 
the altars, the images, and the tombs of the saints. opposite the high altar there 
stood upon a square beam the image of the crucified Savior; this was the first of all 
thrown down, and not without great noise. many went so far as to trample upon it 
with their feet. Then they threw it upon a heap, with the images of mary and John, 
and also a superb image of mary, which the countess Lucy Slawata used especially 
to honor and decorate. What they did with it i am ashamed to tell. Then they pro-
ceeded to the tomb of St. John of Nepomuk and removed it. The tombs of the tutelar 
saints they despoiled of all their decorations, with many blasphemous expressions. 
Nor did they leave untouched the high altar, with the chairs of the archbishop and 
the canons. They had all removed, with the broken images and statues, and burned 
them, as one hundred years before did Dr. Karlstadt in the church of the castle at 
Wittenberg. A most beautiful crucifix, which Emperor Rudolf ii had made at Nur-
emberg, and set up over the kings’ tombs, Wilhelm Lobkowitz, senior, obtained 
by request from among the fragments, and conveyed it to his residence. Thus the 
wicked band raged till sunset. on the next day they pulled down two altars in the 
Pemstein chapel. heads and bones of the saints were thrown away, broken, and 
trampled upon; among them were relics of the 11,000 virgins, and of St. mauritius, 
in boxes of gold and silk. By order of Schultz [Scultetus] they were taken to the fire 
by two maids. The exertions of some catholics to save them were vain. Besides this, 
there was no want of mocking; as, ‘Defend yourselves! ye bones; work miracles! 
you shall have rest now; no one will now disturb you to pray for him!’”

“After the temple had thus been cleansed, as they called it, a table was put in 
the middle of the choir on christmas-eve, with twelve chairs round it; and there 
they celebrated the Eucharist, on the next day, in the following manner. The king 
himself took the bread (a round cake), and broke it; another put the pieces on a 
little plate, and then every one took a piece and ate it; and then a sip of the wine. 
A great multitude of Bohemians, both hussites and Lutherans, came to see the 
celebration of the Eucharist, who looked on with great astonishment, and not 
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without pain, and said openly that they had never seen the Eucharist celebrated 
in this way, nor could they believe that this could be salutary to the soul.”1784

The iconoclastic calvinists continued their destructive work on the second 
and third days of christmas reducing the stone altars to rubble. A beautiful altar 
painting by Lucas cranach, which had been commissioned by ferdinand i, was 
among the casualties. it was rumored that one German workman, who had been 
given the job of removing images, reported that Scultetus had encouraged the 
workers, as they did their destructive work, loudly shouting: “o you Lutherans, 
come to me and i will open your eyes, for you most assuredly stink of Rome.”1785

friedrich V’s good fortune left him on July 3, 1620 when the Protestant Union 
and the Roman catholic League signed the Treaty of Ulm. This treaty declared 
that both sides were now agreed to “exclude from this present [peace] negotia-
tion the kingdom of Bohemia, its incorporated lands, and other hereditary lands 
belonging to the house of Austria.”1786 in other words, friedrich V’s campaign 
would not be supported by the Protestant Union. The princes who comprised the 
Union would defend only their own Protestant territories in the empire, includ-
ing the Electoral Palatinate, but they would not give friedrich V any further sup-
port in Bohemia and other lands controlled by the habsburgs. 

on November 8, 1620, when the Battle of the White mountain had been lost, 
friedrich V and his wife Elisabeth had to flee the country and the advances of 
calvinism in Bohemia came to an end. in January 1621 the ban of the empire was 
imposed on friedrich V by ferdinand ii, and his territories were turned over to 
1784 Pescheck 1845, 359-361.
1785 Louthan 2005, 285.
1786 Helfferich 2009, 48.

calvinist iconoclastic destruction in St. Vitus cathedral in Prague, 1619.  
carving, St. Vitus cathedral, Prague.
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maximilian i. With this defeat and the exile of friedrich V to Anhalt, the Protest-
ant Union dissolved on may 14, 1621 and this marked the end of the relentless 
advances of calvinism in the German-speaking lands.1787 

The outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War brought to the battlefield Roman cath-
olic, Lutheran, and calvinist forces. The chief aim of the Protestants was to pre-
vent the return of their territories to the Roman catholic fold. in fact, over fifty 
percent of the population of the territories under the control of the calvinist Elec-
toral Palatinate would perish, and the Lutherans and Roman catholics would 
suffer formidable loses as well. The Thirty Years’ War was bloody and complex, 
and it is estimated that at least 3-4 million inhabitants died in the course of it, 
depleting the population of the holy Roman Empire by fifteen to twenty percent. 

1787 Wilson 2009, 316-317.

A Roman catholic anti-calvinist broadsheet, depicting the Roman church as a massive 
structure with four towers which symbolize the emperor, the Pope, the elector of Bavaria, and 
the king of Spain. Strong chains fastened to the towers hold in check the enemies of the church: 
friedrich V, elector of the Palatinate, Gábor Bethlen, prince of Transylvania, Johann Georg, 
duke of Jägerndorf, christopher von Dohna, chamberlain of friedrich V, and some devils 
which are intent on tearing down the whole structure of the church. The towns of heilbronn 
and crailsheim are pictured in the right and left corners. it is from them that the so-called 
“Anhalt chancellery” sent out its correspondence and other documents of Duke christian i 
of Anhalt-Bernburg, who was widely known to be the instigator of the Bohemian Revolt and 
the commander of the calvinist army in the battle of White mountain. Around the scene are 
many statements of persons who supported the Bohemian Revolt on one side or supported the 

emperor on the other. copper engraving, 1621.
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What had been an empire of some twenty million, was reduced to between six-
teen and seventeen million, profoundly changing the religious and political map 
of Europe.1788

1788 Friedrichs 1997, 188.

A satirical picture of Palatinate Elector friedrich V, the new king of Bohemia, produced in 1621, 
depicting his good and evil fortune. Reformed theologian Abraham Scultetus and Palatinate 
statesman Ludwig camerarius seek to further themselves by gaining for friedrich V the throne 

of Bohemia but this leads to great misfortune (Scheible 1850).
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Appendix 1:  commemorative confessional  Paintings – 
a Testimony to the Lutheran confessions

Several dozen unique paintings, depicting the presentation of the Augsburg 
Confession and Lutheran liturgical life and ceremonies, appeared between the last 
decade of the sixteenth century and the first quarter of the eighteenth century. 
This genre was given the general title – “confessional Paintings” (Germ. Konfes-
sionsbild or Bekenntnisbild).

These paintings were produced at the highpoint of confessionalization which 
involved Roman catholicism, Lutheranism, and calvinism, and which became 
especially manifest after the council of Trent and the publication of the Formula 
of Concord. This process of confessionalization was particularly evident in the 
southern and western regions of the holy Roman Empire. With the conversion 
of a number of Lutheran princes and their territories to calvinism, the Luther-
an, calvinist, and Roman catholic enclaves in these regions found themselves 
in close proximity to each other and existed side-by-side. it was in this context 
that the greater number of these paintings appeared, primarily in franconia and 
its adjacent regions. By the end of the sixteenth century calvinism was entering 
the northern and eastern territories of the holy Roman Empire as well. This fact, 
together with the centenary of the nailing of the Ninety-five Theses and the Pres-
entation of the Augsburg Confession, marked the appearance of the confessional 
paintings in Saxony, where there had already been two attempts to force the land 
to convert to calvinism.

These paintings represent a testimony to the Lutheran confessions. They 
served primarily to remind the Lutherans of their identity and to indicate the 
confessional principle of Lutheranism. They bear witness to the anti-Reformed 
emphasis and expose the controversial elements of calvinism which represented 
itself as of the same “Evangelical group” and as followers of the Augsburg Confes-
sion in its efforts to convert Lutheran lands to calvinism.

Lutheran identity in these paintings is defined in terms of participation in cer-
tain ecclesiastical rites and their ceremonies. These are didactic paintings. They 
bear witness to the Augsburg Confession as a fundamental symbol of Lutheranism 
and present its teachings. They also serve to teach the faithful the common usages 
of the faith of the Augsburg Confession, and to remind the observer to preserve and 
promote this faith over against the multiple threats of the calvinist position, in-
cluding its anti-ceremonial and iconoclastic bent. They provide a visual cateche-
sis and encouragement for Lutheran adults and children. Such paintings were 
hung in churches to present a clear visual depiction of the Lutheran practice of 
Word and Sacrament ministry and to warn the people to stand firm against all 
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encroachments, especially of those who wrongfully claimed a close kinship to
Lutheranism.

The origins of confessional paintings can be traced to the middle of the six-
teenth century. Their prime prototype is the altar piece prepared for St. mary’s
church in Wittenberg by Lucas cranach the Elder in 1547. it depicts the centrality
of holy Baptism, the Eucharist in both kinds, Private confession, and the place of
the preaching of the Word of God in the work of the church and in the life of the
christian. in contrast to the medieval church, the centrality of the gifts of grace
through Word and Sacrament are depicted.

About the same time, 1546, a colored woodcut by Lucas cranach the Younger
and Pancratius Kempff appeared, showing in detail the contrast between Luther-
anism and Roman catholicism on justification and salvation. The painting illus-
trates the difference between the Lutheran and Roman Divine Services, depicting
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the Lutheran mass with communion distributed in both kinds, holy Baptism,
the preaching the Gospel, and the descent of the holy Spirit who brings the Word
of God to life. The painting stresses the difference between salvation through
christ, mediated by the preaching of the Word and the Gospel Sacraments on the
one hand, and human works and human merits on the other. The large crucifix
on the altar represents the christocentricity of Lutheran worship and doctrine
and proclaims salvation through christ, as manifested by the Scriptures alone
(sola scriptura), apprehended by faith alone (sola fide), and based entirely on God’s
grace (sola gratia).

Yet another prototype of later confessional paintings is the “Allegory of the
Naumburg Treaty of 1554,” by Andreas Göding and heinrich Göding, 1561,
depicting the reconciliation of Albertine and Ernestine Saxony which had quar-
reled over the office of the elector. As would be depicted also in later confessional
paintings, the three synoptic Gospel writers and St. Paul stand behind the altar,
while Paul pours wine into the chalice. The Bible is open to the Testamentary
Words of christ, as they are found in Luther’s Small catechism, and based on the
accounts of the institution by Paul and the synoptic writers. The large crucifix on
the altar, with the stream of blood from the wounded side of christ flowing into
the chalice, demonstrates that the mass brings the benefits of christ’s death to sin-
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ners. Another element, which would appear in the confessional paintings, is the
victorious christ, crushing death and the devil with his foot. in the background,
the baptism of an infant child is depicted, with the stream of water and blood
from the christ’s side flowing into the font, proclaiming rebirth through water
and Spirit. christ is shown gathering his disciples in the building to the right to
celebrate the Last Supper.

All these divine services and their symbolism would typically appear in the
later confessional paintings, which depict the Lutheran rites and ceremonies in
great detail. They would be much more elaborate in their presentation of Lu-
theran liturgical life than their prototypes, which were meant to expose only the
contrast between Lutheranism and the Roman church. There was no need to
illustrate the differences between Lutheranism and calvinism at that time, since
calvinism had not yet entered German Lutheran lands.
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Two types of confessional paintings can be distinguished. The first type de-
picts the delivery of the Augsburg Confession to Emperor charles V in 1530 as the 
central focus or, in some cases, it is found on the periphery, but always with a 
depiction of the Lutheran princes and the representatives of the imperial cities. 
The celebration of the Lutheran mass and the means of grace, as well as catechesis 
and other worship acts, are illustrated in the background. The second type shows 
the centrality of the work of christ which is mediated to the people through the 
Sacrament of the Altar. The mass is depicted in the center, since it stands at the 
center of the christian faith and the christian life, and the presentation of the 
Augsburg Confession is illustrated in the background. in later paintings, especially 
after the 1648 Peace of Westphalia, the Augsburg Confession fades even further into 
background or disappears altogether, leaving only the princes and magistrates, 
who subscribed to it, coming to the altar to receive the Sacrament.

it is difficult to determine a single school from which these confessional paint-
ings arose, although the products of the workshop of Nuremberg artist Andreas 
herneisen seem to predominate in the first decade of the seventeenth century. 
herneisen was the painter of famous paintings in Nuremberg (1599), Leipzig 
(1601), mögeldorf (1601), Bad Windsheim (1601), Kasendorf (1602), and Buch-
brunn (1606). Until the 1990’s it was assumed that herneisen’s paintings were 
preceded by the confessional painting in the Schweinfurt church by an unknown 
painter. The Schweinfurt painting, which was assumed to have been produced 
in the 1590’s, was thought to be the oldest work of all the confessional paintings. 
The researches of Wolfgang Brückner, however, have shown that the Schwe-
infurt painting is, in fact, a copy of a painting in St. Georg’s church in Eisenach, 
which was donated to the congregation by Duke Johann Ernst of Saxe-Eisenach 
in 1618 on the occasion of the centenary of the Lutheran Reformation. This served 
to recertify the validity of the assumptions of Gertrud Schiller and Kurt Löcher 
that the herneisen’s paintings, in fact, are the oldest works of this confessional 
genre.1789 The painting in Eisenach by an unknown artist made a deep impression 
on those who produced later paintings of this type. in particular it influenced 
the 1630 copper engraving by Johann Dürr, which in turn influenced other later 
works, including the 1645 painting in helmstedt and others.

The confessional paintings all had a common purpose, and for this reason they 
display many common characteristics. All of them are meant to bear witness to 
Lutheran identity in confession and worship. Among the central features is the 
presentation of the Augsburg Confession to Emperor charles V. The liturgical acts 
of the church are also the essential feature in each painting and are commonly 
portrayed in detail. included among them are the celebration of the Sacrament of 

1789 Brückner 2004, 323-329; Langner 2007, 42-43.
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the Altar, holy Baptism, Private confession and Absolution, Gospel preaching, 
catechesis, church music, et. al. By these means the salvific work of christ and its 
application through the church is portrayed, and in this way the paintings bear 
testimony to the essential elements of Lutheran faith and life. Also represented 
is the christocentricity of Lutheran doctrine and worship. This sola Christus prin-
ciple is commonly depicted by the large crucifix on or behind the altar. 

A principle focus of these paintings is to bear witness to Lutheran faith and 
confession over against calvinism, with only a passing reference to the contrast 
between Lutheranism and Roman catholicism. Among the points of difference 
between the two are the fact that Lutherans receive the Lord’s Supper in both 
kinds, that a strong sense of christocentricity predominates, and the tiara is worn 
by God the father rather than by the Roman Pontiff, showing that it is he, rather 
than the pontiff, who rules the church. 

far stronger, however, is the anti-calvinist testimony to which these paint-
ings bear witness. here a central theme is the richness of Lutheran liturgical wor-
ship over against the iconoclasm of calvinism. The paintings also bear witness 
to the contrast which has resulted from calvinism’s anti-ceremonial bias, which 
insisted upon the rejection of Lutheran liturgical ceremonies and customs “as an-
ti-christian abominations and … tools of Antichrist.”1790 The paintings emphasize 
the rites inherited from the medieval church which were biblical in nature, and 
ceremonies and customs which by the end of the sixteenth century had become a 
clear outward sign of Lutheranism. By that time Lutherans came to consider that 
some adiaphora were essential to Lutheran identity and were practices which 
needed to be preserved and elevated as in statu confesionis.

in contrast to calvinism, these paintings bear witness to the centrality of the 
mass in Lutheran worship. The central focus is on the altar at which the mass 
is celebrated, behind or above which there is a large crucifix, bearing witness to 
the sacrifice of christ on the cross. on the altar there are lighted candles, and the 
consecration always includes the recitation of the Verba and the our father as 
the central consecratory act par excellence. All this stands in stark contrast to the 
calvinist houses of worship in which there is no altar, the crucifix is eschewed, no 
lighted candles are permitted, and the important sacramental words are not the 
recitation of the Words of christ, as found in 1 corinthians 11, but rather Paul’s 
description of the sacramental fellowship in 1 corinthians 10: “The bread which 
we break, etc.,” laying central emphasis on what the congregation is doing rather 
than what God is doing. in stark contrast to the calvinist practice of wearing 
only the black robe or no gown at all, Lutheran clergy are depicted in the usual 
liturgical vestments: the surplice or alb and chasuble. Lutheran communicants 

1790 Füssel 1616, 11; Nischan 1994, 160.
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receive the Sacrament kneeling at the altar, rather than receiving it in calvin-
ist manner by sitting or standing. The Sacrament is delivered into the mouth of 
the communicants rather than in their hands. The communion hosts (oblaten) are 
marked with the crucifix, and the houseling cloth is held beneath the paten and 
the chalice, so that spilled elements do not fall to the floor. 

The Lutheran celebration of holy Baptism is depicted as taking place at the 
baptismal font, rather than the usual calvinist practice of using a small dish 
brought in for the occasion. The significance of Baptism is portrayed by blood 
and water flowing from christ’s side into the baptismal font, indicating that it is 
a “gracious water of life and a washing of regeneration in the holy Spirit,” and 
in this manner the candidate is cleansed from sin by water and the Spirit, over 
against calvin’s assertion that Baptism “is a symbol or token of our purification,” 
“a sign of initiation, by which we are admitted into the society of the church.”1791 
Also present is the baptismal candle which stands for the light of christ, illumi-
nating the christian’s path through life.

Depicted as well is the office of the Keys and confession through Private con-
fession and Absolution. Penitents are portrayed kneeling at the confessional, the 
Beichtstuhl. Beneath the feet of christ on the crucifix are the keys to the Kingdom 
of heaven, symbolizing the office of the Keys and confession, often called the 
Third Sacrament, which locks or unlocks heaven. The Reformed churches reject-
ed Private confession altogether, and instead offered only a general confession or 
the personal counsel of the minister, which was without sacramental significance. 

marriage is often shown as taking place in a two part ceremony, the first of 
which is betrothal, which takes place at the doors of the church, and the solemni-
zation of matrimony, which takes place at the altar, where the pastor in his usual 
liturgical robes speaks the nuptial blessing over the newly married couple. The 
altar and liturgical vestments show the difference between the Lutheran and cal-
vinist marriage rite.

over against calvinism’s strong restrictions on church music, Lutheran litur-
gical music is portrayed by the presence of pipe organs, the singing of songs of 
praise to God through both human voices and musical instruments, and by the 
depiction of a choir of men and boys. 

other symbols include the holy Trinity, the depiction of which was rejected 
by calvinism, which derided such illuminations as simply picturing God as an 
“old man” and the holy Spirit as a “bird.”1792 Present as well is the Trinitarian 
blesing, which is ministered to those who receive it through the means of grace. 
Also depicted are statues which symbolize the Lutheran acceptance of these icons 
over against the strident iconoclasm of calvinism.
1791 Institutes (1559) 1844, 477 (Book iV, chapter XV, i).
1792 Scultetus I 1615, 15.
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many confessional paintings also de-
pict Sacramentarians and “other heret-
ics,” listing them together with “their 
father Devil,” who along with the sym-
bol of death is crushed by the foot of 
christ. Although Lutheranism had sev-
eral strong Roman catholic opponents, 
among whom where Johann Eck, Peter 
canisius, and Robert Bellarmine, none of 
them are ever listed as heretics. in fact, 
only ignatius of Loyola is sometimes in-
cluded. This is indicative of the typical 
Lutheran attitude of that period, as de-
fined by Polykarp Leyser, that it would 
be “better to be a papist than a calvin-
ist,” indicating that the real opponent of 
Lutheranism in this time was understood 
to be calvinism.1793 A number of anti-
Reformed inscriptions is an essential ele-
ment in these confessional paintings. in-
cluded among them are Luther’s words, 
written shortly before his death in 1546 
to Jacobus Probst of Bremen, providing 
a paraphrase of Psalm 1: “Blessed is the 
man that does not walk in the counsel 
of the Sacramentarians, nor stand in the 
way of Zwinglians, nor sit in the seat of the Zurich.”1794 Not only are the names of 
the Sacramentarians listed, but in some cases they are portrayed as being met by 
sentinels with spears and dogs who bar them from entering the church. 

These paintings indicate clearly how Lutheranism was confessed and por-
trayed in the period of Lutheran orthodoxy. it indicates also that the Lutherans 
were well aware that, although neither Roman catholicism nor the Reformed 
religion were acceptable substitutes for Lutheranism, calvinism was seen to be 
a far more potent foe than the Roman pontiff and his theologians. in addition to 
their confessional value, the paintings also had an important didactic value. They 
served as a constant reminder to the congregations of what was most central in 
Lutheran faith and worship. christ and his cross stand most central of all – “Stat 
crux dum volvitur orbis” (“The cross stands while the world turns”).
1793 Leyser 1620, 3.
1794 WA Br. 11, 264; Smith 1911, 405.

Depiction of the holy Trinity in the Luckau 
confessional painting of 1689 
(Ev. Kirchengemeinde Luckau).
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the liturgical piety of the Lutheran church of the time and the wealth of Lutheran liturgical life

(Evangelische Pfarrkirche St. Nikolaus und Ulrich, Nürnberg-mögeldorf).
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Adam, Eve, and the serpent. in the background the devil tries to force members out of the church

(Die Kasendorfer Pfarrkirche).
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Eisenach work is an original one and the Schweinfurt painting is its copy. The painting strongly

influenced Johann Dürr’s confessional copper engraving of 1630 (Georgenkirche, Eisenach).
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of arms. This Ulm-Jungingen painting was the last of the great confessional paintings produced in

Germany in the sixteenth-eighteenth centuries (Peter- und Paulskirche in Ulm-Jungingen).
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Abgenötigte Antwort 1606 Abgenötigte Antwort Auff den gegenbericht D. Jeremiae 
Vietoris Superintendenten zu Giessen, wider die 3. Hessische 
verbesserungspuncten, Vom Brotbrechen, Ergäntzung der Zehen 
gebot, Und abschaffung der vom Pabsthumb übrigen götzenbildern. 
Sampt beygefügter abfertigung der newlich ausgesprengten motiven 
und ursachen, worumb die gewesene Theologi und Prediger zu 
Marpurgk die Synodalische abschiede und verbesserungspuncten 
anzunehmen sich verwegert haben, Zugleich auch deren vermeinten 
antwort, auff den Marpurgischen Historischen bericht. cassell 1606.

Acta 1889 Acta van de Nederlandsche Synoden der zestiende eeuw. Verzameld en 
uitgegeven door f. L. Rutgers. – Werken der Marnix-Vereeniging. 
Serie ii. – Deel iii. Utrecht 1889.

Acta Publica 1630 Acta Publica: Das ist, Der Römischen Keyserlichen Majestät, Matthiae, 
hochlöblichsten Andenckens, und der jetzo Regierender Keys. Majestät 
Ferdinandi Secundi, Auch deß H. Römischen Reichs Geistlicher 
und Weltlicher Chur und Fürsten, und anderer ReichsStändten, 
Reichshandlung, Von Ursachen deß Teutschen Kriegs, weyland 
Keysers Matthiae, und Ferdinandi II. wider die Böhmen, Hungarn, 
und andere Ständt deß Reichs und sonsten, von Anno 1617. biß auff 
das 1629. Jahr, sieghafft geführt; Ander Theil Jetzo in etliche Bücher 
abgetheilet, mit schönen Kupffer-Stücken gezieret, und zum erstenmal 
in Druck verfertiget, und continuirt Durch Casparum Londorpium 
Historiographum. Mit Römischer Keyserlicher Majestät Freyheit nicht 
nachzutrucken. Franckfurt 1630.

Acts 1571 Acts of the Synod of the Netherlands Churches both under the Cross 
and Scattered through Germany and East Friesland, held at Emden, 
4 October 1571. http://www.dutchrevolt.leiden.edu/english/sources/
Pages/15711004.aspx

Affelmann 1616 Calvinische Hewschrecken. Das ist, Kurtzer aber Gründtlicher 
Erklärung, der Wort deß Geheimnusses von den Hewschrecke[n], 
ihren eigenschafften, ihrem König, und ihrer zeit der 5. Monden: auß 
dem 9. Capitel der Offenbahrung S. Johannis Erste theyl; Darinnen 
augenscheinlich dargethan, das dieses Gesicht recht und wol auff 
die Zwinglische Calvinianer gezogen wird; Zu verhütung deß 
Calvinischen Schwarms, ... sonderlich aber allen rechtgläubigen in 
der Chur und Marck Brandenburg, zu gewisser nachrichtung, in der, 
von D. Pelargo, Harminio de Mosa, Petro Freyen, Lazaro Theodoro, 
Bene: Habrechten, unnd anderen Berlinischen Reformanten verlorner 
Streitsachen ..., Von Johanne Affelmanno, der H. Schrifft Doctore und 
in der Löblichen Universitet zu Rostock Professore. Rostock 1616.
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Affelmann 1619 Examen Concionis Rhuelianae. Das ist, Gründliche bescheidentliche 
und Trewhertzige Schulfürung und Abfertigung der Calvinischen 
Sophisterey Dünsten Grillen und Naterstichen damit der unbeständige 
Apostata Johannes Rhuelius Ortrando-Misnicus, itzo Fürstlicher 
Mechelburgischer Hoffprediger in Güstrow seine unnütze verworrene 
und unlangst durch offentlichen Druck außgesprengte Predigt ... 
Von dem Hochwirdigen Abendmal des Herrn durchspickt durchflickt 
und durchklickt hat ... Dem Sohn Gottes zu ehren ... Gestellet durch 
Johannem Affelmann der H. Schrifft Doctorn und Professorn in der 
Universitet Rostock. Rostock 1619.

Agenda 1657 Agenda, Das ist: Kirchen Ordnung, Wie es im Fürstenthumb 
Hessen mit Verkündigung Göttlichen Worts, Reichung der heiligen 
Sacramenten und andern Christlichen handlungen und Ceremonien 
gehalten werden soll. cassel 1657.

Agricola 1628 Widerlegung der Schlußreden D. Lucae Backmeisters Superint. 
zu Güstrow Die er auß der also genanten Reformirten Lehrer 
freywilligem vnnd wolgmeinten Zeugniß von der Lutherischen Lehre, 
Ceremonien vnd Lehrern, seinen Lutheranern zu einem sonderbaren 
Trost, Unterricht vnnd Ermahnung, den Reformirten aber zu einem 
vermeinten Zeugniβ über sie gezogen, vnd biβher fleissig gebraucht 
hat. Darinnen dann Solche Schlußreden gebührlichen erwogen, vnd 
viel zu leicht falsch vnd betrieglich erfunden werden. Jm gegentheil 
aber auß vieler vornehmen Lutheraner Zeugnissen selber dargethan 
wird, daß der Lutheraner Religion, Ceremonien und Lehrer, nicht so 
richtig seyn, vnd freylich noch einer reformation bedürffen. Auff Fürstl. 
Mechelnb. Befehl angestellt, Vnd zur nothwendigen verantwortung 
der Warheit, vnd ableinung der falschheit, zurück geschickt Durch M. 
Adam-Christianum Agricolam. Sil. [1628].

Ain Betbůchlin unnd 
leßbůchlin 1523

Ein Betbůchlin unnd leßbůchlin. mar. Luther gemeret unnd 
gebessert. Wittemberg 1523.

Allgemeine Encyklopädie 
XXI 1842

Allgemeine Encyklopädie der Wissenschaften und Künste in 
alphabetischer Folge von genannten Schriftstellern bearbeitet und 
herausgegeben von J. S. Ersch und J. G. Gruber. Zweite Section h-N. 
herausgegeben von A. G. hoffmann. Einundzwanzigster Theil. 
Johann (infant von castilien) – Johann-Boniten. Leipzig 1842.

Anatomiae 1606 Anatomiae D. Jeremiae Vietoris, Das ist: Seines nechst Außgesprengten, 
unbestendigen Gegenberichts, wieder das bestendige und 
Schrifftmeßige Marpurgische Berichtbüchlein, von dem Brodbrechen 
im H. Abendmal. Gründliche und Außführliche Zerlegung und 
Wiederlegung: Darin so wol die Hochnotwendige H. Ceremonia deß 
Brodbrechens ... wie dan auch die Uralte un[d] Christliche Lehr, 
von der rechte[n] Niessung deß wahren Leibs und Bluts Christi ... 
befestiget ... wirdt, Dem Guthertzigen, Christlichen, unpartheyischen 
Leser ... zusammen gefasset, und jetzundt erst in Druck verfertiget. 
Durch Eine vornehme und hohe Person in Hessen. marpurgk 1606.

Andreae 1588 Bericht Vnnd Christliche getrewe Warnung vor der Caluinischen 
newen Erklärung des Catechismi. So künfftiglich im Fürstemthum[m] 
Zweybrück, von Kirchen vnd Schuldienern, bey dem gemeinen Man, 
vnd der Jugend, getriben werden soll, zu Heidelberg diß 1588 Jars 
außgangen. Iacobus Andreae D. Probst zu Tübingen. Tübingen 1588.
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Angelus 1593 Rerum Marchicarum Breviarium. Das ist: Kurtze vnd doch 
warhafftige beschreibung der vornembsten geschichten vnd Historien, 
so sich vor vnd nach Christi Geburt als vber 2000. Jaren im Chur 
vnd Fürstenthumb der Marck Brandenburg von Jar zu Jar bis auff 
gegenwertiges 1593. Jar begeben vnd zugetragen haben: Aus sehr 
vielen vnd glaubwirdigen Scribenten, vnd sonst aus allerley alten 
und newen diplomatibus, Grabschrifften, Calendarijs vnd dergleichen 
zusammen gebracht, vnd odentlich verfasset: durch Andream 
Engelium, Pfarrherrn zu Straußberg in der Mittelmark Brandenburg. 
Am ende ist hinzu gesetzt ein kurtzer bericht vom Marggraffthumb 
Brandenburg, etc. Wittenberg 1593.

Arnold 1741 Gottfrid Arnolds unparteiische Kirchen- und Ketzer-Historie, Vom 
Anfang des Neuen Testaments bis auff das Jahr Christi 1688. Zweyter 
Band. Schaffhausen 1741.

Arnold 2006 Martin Arnold Die mauritianische Reform in Eschwege. 
Landesherrliche Konfessionspolitik und bürgerschaftlicher 
Widerstand. – Zeitschrift des Vereins für hessische Geschichte und 
Landeskunde (ZHG) 111. Verein für hessische Geschichte und 
Landeskunde e.V. Kassel 2006.

Arnoldi 1614 Confessio vera & Lutherana, Oder Warhafftige Glaubens Bekentnuß 
von den vier HauptArtickeln Unsers Christlichen Glaubens, Der 
Person unsers Heylandes, Der H. Tauffe, Dem Hochwürdigen 
Abendmahl, und der Gnadenwahl der Kinder Gottes zum ewigen 
Leben. Aus Des hocherleuchten mannes Gottes, D. Luthers 
Geistreichen Schrifften zur Nachricht zusammen getragen, und 
einem falschen verführischen Bekentnuß (daß sonderlich in 
diesem hertzogthumb Preussen herumb getragen wird) Damit 
martinus fusselius, gewesener Pfarrer zu claden, in Lutheri 
Nahmen viel frommer christen bestürtzt macht, entgegen 
gesetzt und in Druck verfertiget Von m. Philippo Arnoldi, 
Pfarrern und ErtzPriestern zur Tilsit, auch der churf. Schulen 
daselbst, und der umbligenden Kirchen inspectore. Gedruckt zu 
Königsberg in Preussen Pralo osterberg. Anno 1614.

Arnoldi 1616 Caeremoniae Lutheranae, Das ist, Ein Christlicher, Gründlicher 
Unterricht von allen fürnembsten Caeremonien, so in den Lutherischen 
Preussischen Kirchen, in verrichtung des Gottesdienstes, adhibirt 
werden, als, Von Hostien, Brodtbrechen, Consecriren. Caseln, 
Altharen, Bildern, brennenden Liechten, Kniebeugen, Hut abnehmen, 
Musica, Orgeln, Exorcismo, Festagen, und andern Kirchensachen 
mehr; Den Calvinischen Caeremonienstürmern entgegen gesetzt, und 
in Druck verfertiget Von M. Philippo Arnoldi, Erztpriestern zu Tilsit. 
Königsberg 1616.

Asten 1956 Herbert von Asten Die religiöse Spaltung in der Reichsstadt 
Aachen und ihr Einfluß auf die industrielle Entwicklung in der 
Umgebung. – Zeitschrift des Aachener Geschichtsverein. Band 68, 
1956.
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Auffrichtige Rechenschafft 
1592

Auffrichtige Rechenschafft Von Lehr vñ Ceremonien, So inn den 
Euangelischen Reformirten Kirchen, nach der Richtschnur Göttliches 
Worts angestellet. Sampt Nothwendiger Anzeigung, Der GegenLehr 
... Auch Anmeldung, vnd Widerlegung, der ... Abergleubischen vnnd 
Bepsti=schen Gebreuchen, in Bedinung der Heiligen Sacramnt, vnd 
andern eusserlichen Dingen. Gestellet vnd in Druck gegeben, Durch 
Christophorum Pezelivm der H. Schrifft Doctorn vnd Professorn in 
der Kirchen vnd Schulen zu Bremen. Bremen 1592.

Aufschlager 1825 Das Elsass. Neue historisch-topographische Beschreibung der 
beiden Rhein-Departemente, von Johann friedrich Aufschlager. 
Zweiter Theil. Strasburg 1825.

Back 1874 Die evangelische Kirche im Lande zwischen Rhein, Mosel, Nahe und 
Glan bis zum Beginn des dreißigjährigen Kriege von Friedrich Back. iii. 
Theil. Die Reformation der Kirche, sowie der Kirche Schicksale 
und Gestaltung bis zum Jahre 1620. Abtheilung ii. Bonn 1874.

Bacmeister 1619 Christliche Anleitung. Wie Ern Johannis Rhuelii Fürstlichen 
Mecklenburgischen Hoffpredigers zu Güstrow, Grünendonnerstags 
Predigt vom Hochwürdigen Nachtmahl des Herrn, recht zu lesen: Und 
jegen die Richtschnur Göttliches Wortes zu halten und zu prüffen sey. 
Der bißdahero durch Gottes Gnade in den mecklenburgischen 
Kirchen bekanten Göttlichen reinen und gesunden Lutherischen 
bekendniß, lehre und warheit vom h. Abendmahl zu stewr, den 
Einfeltigen aber zum nötigen unterricht, unnd trewhertziger 
Warnung, gestellet unnd in den Druck verfertiget: Durch D. 
Lucam Backmeistern, Superintendenten doselbst. Rostock 1619.

Bainton 1971 Roland H. Bainton Women of the Reformation in Germany and 
italy. minneapolis 1971.

Balduin 1625 Friedrich Balduin Postilla oder Außlegung der sontäglichen und 
vornembsten fest Evangelien uber das gantze Jahr... Th. iii: Von 
d. fest d. h. Dreyfaltigkeit biss auff Advent. Wittenbergk, 1625.

Baltische Studien 1834 Philipp Hainhofers Reise-Tagebuch, enthaltend Schilderungen aus 
Franken, Sachsen, der Mark Brandenburg und Pommern im Jahr 
1617. – Baltische Studien. herausgegeben von der Gesellschaft für 
Pommersche Geschichte, Altertumskunde. Zweiter Jahrgang. 
Zweites heft. Stettin 1834.

Barclay 1927 Alexander Barclay The Protestant Doctrine of the Lord’s Supper. 
A study in the Eucharistic Teaching of Luther, Zwingli and 
calvin. Glasgow 1927.

Barth 1923 Karl Barth The Theology of the Reformed confessions, Translated 
and annotated by Darrell L. Guder and Judith J. Guder. – Columbia 
Series in Reformed Theology. Louisville/London 1923=2005.

Baum 1860 Capito und Butzer, Straßburgs Reformatoren. Nach ihrem 
handschriftlichen Briefschatze, ihren gedruckten Schriften und 
anderen gleichzeitigen Quellen dargestellt von Johann Wilhelm 
Baum. – Leben und ausgewählte Schriften der Väter und Begründer 
der reformierten Kirche. iii. Theil: capito und Butzer. Elberfeld 
1860. 
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Becker 2000 Thomas P. Becker moers im Zeitalter der Reformation (1500-1600). 
– Moers Die Geschichte der Stadt von der Frühzeit bis zur Gegenwart. 
Band 1. Von der frühzeit bis zum Ende der oranischen Zeit (bis 
1702). herausgegeben von margret Wensky. Köln 2000.

Baumann 1894 Geschichte des Allgäus: von den ältesten Zeiten bis zum Beginne des 
neunzehnten Jahrhunderts von Dr. Franz Ludwig Baumann. Dritter 
Band. Kempten 1894.

Beckmann 1689 Friderici Becmani, S.S. Theol. D. & Profess. Ordin. In Universitate 
Francofurtana Dissertatio Theologica De Exorcismo, In Forma 
Disputationis Academicae Resp. Godofredo Kretschmaro, Dessa-
Anhaltino, antehac habita nunc Secundo edita & Additamentis 
illustrata. francofurti ad oderam 1689.

Beckmann 1710 Das Sechste Theil. Von der Religion und Gottesdienst im 
fürstenthum Anhalt. – Historie Des Fürstenthums Anhalt. fünfter, 
Sechster und Siebender Theil. – Historie Des Fürstenthums Anhalt. 
Von dessen Alten Einwohnern und einigen annoch vorhandenen 
Alten monumenten, Natürlicher Gütigkeit, Eintheilung, flüssen 
Stäten flecken und Dörfern fürstl. hoheit Geschichten der 
fürstl. Personen Religions-handlungen fürstlichen ministris, 
Adelichen Geschlechtern Gelehrten und andern Bürger-
Standes Vornehmen Leuten. Abgefasset Von Johann christoff 
Beckmannen. Zerbst 1710.

Behm 1614 Gantz Trewhertzige Warnung, An alle und jede des Hertzogthumbs 
Preussen Untersassen, Sich für der verdämlichen Zwinglinianischen 
oder Calvinischen Sect zu hütten. Mit Einführung etzlicher gemeiner, 
und dann sonderbarer Ursachen, Sonderlichen Damit sie das liebe 
Vaterlandt nicht in eusserste noth und Verderben setzten mügen, Auß 
guter Trewhertziger Wolmeinung Gestellet von Johanne Behm SS. 
Theologiae Doct: Hoffpredigern und Professore. Königsberg 1614.

Beiträge I 1886 Beiträge zur Nassauischen Reformationsgeschichte. – Der Katholik. 
Zeitschrift für katholische Wissenschaft und kirchliches 
Leben. Redigirt von Dr. J. B. heinrich und Dr. ch. mousang. 
Sechsundsechszigster Jahrhang. 1886. Erste hälfte. mainz 1886.

Bekändtniß 1614 Des Durchleuchtigsten, Hochgebornen Fürsten und Hern, Herrn 
Johann Sigmunds, Marggraffen zu Brandenburg, des H. Römischen 
Reichs Ertzkämmerers und Churfürsten, [et]c. Bekändtniß Von 
jetzigen under den Evangelischen schwebenden, und in streit gezogenen 
puncten: Und Edict An alle der Chur Brandenburg Kirchendiener, 
sich hinfüro des unnöttigen Gezäncks, auch schmehens, lästerns und 
verdammens anderer Kirchen, zu enthalten. Neben etlichen, so wol von 
Churf. Herrn Stathaltern, als auch Theologis und Landständen derer 
wegen abgefertigten Schrifften, Durch einen Liebhaber der Warheit in 
Truck gebracht 1614.

Benedict 2002 Philip Benedict christ‘s churches purely reformed. A social 
history of calvinism. New haven 2002.

Bente 1921 Friedrich Bente historical introductions to the Symbolical Books 
of the Evangelical Lutheran church. – Triglot Concordia. The 
Symbolical Books of the Ev. Lutheran church, German-Latin-
English. St. Louis 1921.
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Bergius 1664 Daß die Wort Christi noch veste stehen, Für die wahre seligmachende 
Gemeinschafft seines Leibes und Blutes im Heiligen Abendmahl. 
Zur beforderung der Evangelischen Vereinigung, Auff vieler 
christlicher hertzen begehren erwiesen, Durch D. Johannem 
Bergium, Pomeranum, churf. Brandenb. hoff-Prediger. Auβ 
Verwilligung des Authoris, Nach dem zu Berlin, durch Georg 
Rungen, im Jahr 1632. gedruckten Exemplar, Gedruct zu Basel, 
durch Johann Rudolph Genath, Jm Jahr 1664.

Bericht und lehre 1592 Bericht und lehre Göttlichen Worts, was von den Ceremonien unnd 
eusserlichen Kirchenbreuchen, so wol beym heiligen Abendmal unsers 
Herrn Christi, als auch andern mehr exercitiis und handlungen des 
ördentlichen Gottesdiensts, nach außweisung heiliger Schriff, zu 
statuiren und zu halten sey. Gedruckt zu Herborn in der Graffschafft 
Nassaw, etc. durch Christoff Raben. 1592.

Bericht vnd Lehre 1596 Bericht vnd Lehre Göttliches Worts, Was von den Ceremonien vnnd 
eusserlichen Kirchenbreuchen, so wol beym heiligen Abendmal vnsers 
HErrn Christi, als auch andern mehr Exercitijs vnd handlungen des 
œrdentlichen Gottesdiensts nach außweisung heiliger Schrifft, zu 
statuiren vnd zu halten sey. Zerbst 1596.

Bezold 1882 Briefe des Pfalzgrafen Johann Casimir mit verwandten Schriftstücken 
gesammelt und bearb. von Friedrich von Bezold. Auf Veranlassung 
und mit Unterstützung ... hrsg, durch die histor. commission 
bei der kgl. Academie der Wissenschaften. Erster Band 1576-
1582. münchen 1882.

Biermann 1874 Geschichte der Herzogthümer Troppau und Jägerndorf. Von G. 
Biermann. Teschen 1874.

Billican 1525 Renovatio ecclesiae Nordlingiacensis, et ratio omnibus reddita, de 
quorundam institutione, per Diaconos ibidem. 1525.

Blaschke 1986 Karlheinz Blaschke Religion und Politik in Kursachsen 1586-
1591. – Die reformierte Konfessionalisierung in Deutschland – das 
Problem der „Zweiten Reformation.“ Wissenschaftliches Symposion 
des Vereins für Reformationsgeschichte 1985. herausgegeben von 
heinz Schilling. – Schriften des Vereins für Reformationsgeschichte. 
Band 195. Gütersloh 1986.

BLO II 1997 Biographisches Lexikon für Ostfriesland. Band 2. Aurich 1997.
Blume 1595 Christliche Leichpredigt. Von den schönen, vnd tröstlichen Epithetis 

vnd Namen, welche der heilige Geist, in seiner geschriebenen Bibel, 
dem lieben Tode geben thut. Bey dem Fürstlichen Begrebnuß Der 
Durchlauchten, Hochgebornen Fürstin vnd Freulein, Freulein 
Sophiæ, Gebornen Hertzogin in Schlesien zur Liegnitz vnd Brieg 
So den 24. Augusti, des 1594. Jahrs [...] entschlaffen ist. Gethan 
Jn der fuerstlichen Schloßkirchen, der Löblichen Stad Brieg, 
den 14. Sept. desselben Jahres. durch Nicolaum Blumium, 
Superattendenten daselbst. Liegnitz 1595.

Blyttershagen 1596 Pseudo-Christus: Grundt und eigentliche beschreibung, auch 
gegeneinander haltung deß einigen und waren Christi, ... Und 
dargegen des falschen errichten Christi, ..., Eberhardus Blyttershagius. 
hanau 1596.

Bockmühl 1914 Peter Bockmühl Johannes Seu in moers. – Monatshefte für Rheinische 
Kirchengeschichte 8, 1914.
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Bott 1970 Gründung und Anfänge der Neustadt Hanau 1596-1620 von Heinrich 
Bott. Erster Band. Die Gründung der Neustadt hanau 1596-1601. 
Darstellung und ausgewählte Quellen. Veröffentlichungen der 
Historischen Kommission für Hessen und Waldeck, 30 [1]. marburg 
1970.

Brady 1998 Thomas A. Brady communities, Politics, and Reformation in 
Early modern Europe. Leiden 1998

Brandes 1873 Der Kanzler Krell, ein Opfer des Orthodoxismus. Von friedrich 
Brandes. Leipzig 1873.

Brenz 1565 Christliche vnd in Gottes Wort gegründte Erklærnng, Der 
Würtenbergischen Theologen Bekanndtnuß, von der Maiestet 
des Menschen Christi, zů der Gerechten des Vatters, vnnd der 
warhafftigen Gegenwertigkeit seines Leibs vnd Blůts im heiligen 
Abendtmal. Zů erleütterung vnnd Apologi des maulbrunnischen 
jetzundt in Truck gefertigten Protocols, vnnd darauß hieuor 
gezognen Berichts, auch zů ableinung vnnd widerlegung der 
heydelbergischen Theologen vngegründten Gegenberichts. 
Tübingen 1565.

Brückner 2004 Wolfgang Brückner Die lutherische Gattung evangelischer 
Bekenntnisbilder und ihre ikonographischen Ableitungen der 
Gnade vermittelnden Erlösungs- und Sakramentslehre. - Das 
Bild als Autorität. Die normierende Kraft des Bildes. frank 
Büttner, Gabriele Wimböck. münster 2004. 

Bruinsma 1954 Henry A. Bruinsma The organ controversy in the Netherlands 
Reformation to 1640. – Journal of the American Musicological 
Society. Vol. 7 No. 3, Autumn, 1954.

Brunner 1595 Leichpredigt Bey der Christlichen vnd Fürstlichen Begrebnus ... 
Elisabeth Magdalenæ Gebornen Marggrefin zu Brandenburg, vnd 
Hertzogin zu Braunschweig und Lüneburg ... welche den 22. Augusti 
... 1595 ... entschlaffen ... vnd Fürstlicher massen im Thumbstifft zu 
Cöln an der Sprew, zur Erden bestetiget worden, Gethan Durch M. 
Hieronymum Prunnerum. franckfurt an der oder 1595.

Brunnius 1595 Zwölff Predigten, Darin[n]en die zwölff Artickel vnsers Christlichen 
Glaubens einfältig außgelegt, vnd in solchen, auß Gottes Wort, vnd 
der Alten vnd Neuwen reinen Kirchen-Lehrer Zeugnuß, gründtlich 
erwiesen wirdt: Daß der Mensch Christus, dieweil er mit Gottes 
Allmächtigen Sohn in eine Person vereiniget, ... allmächtigen Gewalt 
vnd Maiestätt empfangen habe, vnd demnach vns im heyligen 
Abendtmal, warhafftig ... seinen Leib vnd Blut, mit Brot vnd Wein gebe 
vnd außtheile: Seinen frommen Meißnern vnd lieben Landtsleuten ... 
zu ... Glückwündschung, daß ... Christus den Caluinismum auß ihren 
Schulen und Kirchen ... außgemustert ... franckfurt am mayn 1595.

Bucer 1526 Apologia Martini Bvceri Qva fidei suae atque doctrinae, circa 
Christi Caenam, quã, tum ipse, tũ alij Ecclesiastae Argentoracenses 
profitentur, rationẽ simpliciter reddit, atq; citra dentem depellit, quae 
in ipsum Epistola quaedã Io. Brentij Ecclesiastae Halensis, inscio, ut 
creditur, authore aedita, crimina intendit. Straßburg 1526.
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Bucer 1528 Vergleichung D. Luthers, vnnd seins gegentheyls, vom Abentmal 
Christi. Dialogus Das ist, eyn freündtlich gesprech. Gar nahe alles so 
D. Luther in seinẽ letsten bůch Bekentnüß geneñt, fürbracht hat, würdt 
hieriñ gehandelt, wie das zů erkantnüß der warheyt vñ Christlichem 
frid dienet. Straßburg 1528.

Buchmann 1844 Populärsymbolik, oder Vergleichende Darstellung des Glaubens 
gegensätze zwischen Katholiken und Protestanten nach ihren 
Bekenntnißschriften. Von Jacob Buchmann. Erster Band. mainz 
1844.

Burke 1994 Peter Burke Popular culture in early modern Europe. Aldershot 
1994.

Burnett 2007 Amy Nelson Burnett heinrich Bullinger and the Problem of 
Eucharistic concord. – Emidio campi, Peter opitz (Eds.) 
Heinrich Bullinger: Life – Thought – Influence. Zurich, Aug. 25-
29, 2004. international congres heinrich Bullinger (1504-1575). 
Volume i. Zürich 2007.

Burnett I 2011 Amy Nelson Burnett Karlstadt and the origins of the Eucharistic 
controversy. A Study in the circulation of ideas. oxford, 2011.

Burnett II 2011 Amy Nelson Burnett The Eucharistic Pamphlets of Andreas 
Bodenstein von Karlstadt. – Early Modern Studies 6. Kirksville, 
2011.

Bussierre 1856 Marie-Théodore Renouard de Bussierre. histoire de l‘établissement 
du protestantisme à Strasbourg et en Alsace. D‘après des 
documents inédits. Paris 1856.

Butters 1865 Friedrich Butters Pantaleon candidus. Ein Lebensbild aus dem 
zweiten menschenalter der Reformationszeit in Deutschland. 
Zweibrücken 1865.

Caemmerer 1915 Die Testamente der Kurfürsten von Brandenburg und der beiden 
ersten Könige von Preußen. herausgegeben von hermann von 
caemmerer. münchen 1915.

Calaminus 1862 Anton Calaminus Die Einführung der Reformation in der 
Grafschaft isenburg. – Zeitschrift des Vereins für hessische 
Geschichte und Landeskunde Band IX. (1862).

Calinich 1866 Kampf und Untergang des Melanchthonismus in Kursachsen in den 
Jahren 1570 bis 1574 und die Schicksale seiner vornehmsten Häupter. 
Aus den Quellen des königlichen Hauptstaatsarchivs zu Dresden, 
bearbeitet von Robert Calinich. Leipzig 1866.

Calvin 1555 Defensio sanae et orthodoxae doctrinae de sacramentis, eorumque 
natura, vi, fine, usu & fructu: quam pastores & ministri Tigurinae 
Ecclesiae & Genevensis antehac brevi Consensionis mutuae formula 
complexi sunt: una cum refutatione probrorum quibus eam indocti & 
clamosi homines infamant. Iohanne Calvino authore. Tiguri 1555.

Calvin’s Tracts I 1844 Tracts Relating to the Reformation. By John Calvin. With his life by 
Theodore Beza. Translated from the original Latin by henry 
Beveridge. Volume first. Edinburgh 1844.

Calvin’s Tracts II 1849 Tracts Containing Treatises on the Sacraments, Catechism of the 
Church of Geneva, Forms of Prayer, and Confessions of Faith. By John 
Calvin. Translated from the original Latin and french by henry 
Beveridge. Volume Second. Edinburgh 1849.
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Calvin’s Tracts III 1851 Tracts Containing Antidote to the Council of Trent: Germ. Interim 
with Refutation; True Methods of Reforming the Church; Sinfulness 
of Outward Conformity to Romish Rites; Psycho. Pannychia, or, 
The Soul’s Imaginary Sleep Between Death and Judgment. By John 
Calvin. Translated from the original Latin and french by henry 
Beveridge. Volume Third. Edinburgh 1851.

Calviniana Religio 1615 Calviniana Religio Oder Calvinisterey, So fälschlich die Reformirte 
Religion genennet wird. Kurtzer Außzug und Bericht, nach den 
fürnembsten Hauptpuncten Christlicher Lehre und Ceremonien. 
Daraus jedermänniglich zu spüren, was für Grewel der 
Verwüstung hinder dem calvinischen Glauben stecke. Leipzig 
1615.

Cameron 2002 Euan Cameron one Reformation or many? Protestant identities 
in the later Reformation in Germany. – Tolerance and intolerance 
in the European Reformation. Edited by ole Peter Grell and Bob 
Scribner. cambridge 2002.

Cameron 2012 Euan Cameron The European Reformation. Second Edition. 
oxford 2012.

Campi 2016 Emidio Campi Theological Profile. – A Companion to the Swiss 
Reformation. Edited by Amy Nelson Burnett and Emidio campi. 
Leiden, 2016.

Candidus 1583 Dialogus de unione personali duarum in Christo naturarum secundum 
mentem Sacrae Scripturae, Ecclesiae, atque Augustanae Confessionis 
adversus eos qui genuinam horum sententiam pervertunt: Auctore 
Palatinus Kednadon a Straswick. Geneuae 1583.

Candidus 1586 Klarer Bericht Vom Heiligen Abendmal unsers getrewen Herren 
und Heylands Jesu Christi. Was die wort der Einsatzung auff sich 
haben. Und wie darauß die Bäpstische und andere Sacramentirische 
Jrthumben widerlegt werden. 1986.

Carpzov 1649 Benedicti Carpzov J. C. Opus definitionum ecclesiasticarum seu 
consistorialium. Lipsiae 1649.

Catechesis 1571 Catechesis Continens Explicationem Simplicem, Et Brevem, Decalogi, 
Symboli Apostolici, Orationis Dominicae, Doctrinæ de Pœnitentia, 
et de Sacramentis, contextam ex Corpore Doctrinae Christianæ, 
Quod Amplectuntur ac tuentur Ecclesiae regionum Saxonicarum et 
Misnicarum,quae sunt subiectae ditioni Ducis Electoris Saxoniae etc. 
Edita in Academia VVitebergensi: & accommodata ad usum 
Scholarum puerilium. Witebergae 1571.

Chemnitz 1676 Martini Chemnitii, Brunsuicensis Ecclesiae Superint. Judicium de 
Controversiis quibusdam, quæ superiori tempore circa quosdam 
Augustanæ Confessionis Articulos motæ & agitatæ sunt, olim editum 
per B. D. Polycarpum Lyserum, Pastorem Ecclesiæ Wittebergensis A. 
C. MDXCIV. Wittebergæ: nunc ... pertractatum in Academia Jenensi 
à Johan. Guilielmo. Jenae 1676.
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Christiana Concordia 1593 Christiana Concordia Das ist, Christliches wiederholtes einmütiges 
Gespräch, von allen streittigen Religionspuncten, beydes die Lehr 
vnd Kirchen Ceremonien belangendt, welche in streit gezogen 
nach absterben Doctor Martin Luthers seligen: Mit angeheffter, in 
Gottes Wort, als der einigen Regel vnd Richtschnur wolgegründter 
Christlichen Erklærung, welcher massen ein jeder guthertziger vnd 
recht Lauterischer Christ, auffs aller einfältigst vnnd schlechtest, 
durch Gottes hülff, auß allen verworrenen Streitsachen gründtlich 
vnd von sich selbs entrichten, vnd für allem verführischen Jrrthumb 
sich verwahren soll. Auβ einhelliger vergleichung der christianae 
concordiae, allen Euangelischen Kirchen vnd Schulen, vnd 
sonderlich dem einfältigen mann vnd nachkommenden 
Jugendt zum vnterricht vnd warnung, Durch einen Liebhaber 
der christlichen concordiae in Druck verfertiget. Gedruckt zu 
Newstadt an der hardt, durch matthaeum harnisch, im Jahr 
m.D.Xciii. 

Christliche Vnd Nothwendige 
Erklärung deß Catechismi 
1588

Christliche Vnd Nothwendige Erklärung deß Catechismi, auß 
Gottes wort, in kurtze Fragen vnd Antworten gestelt, Wie die in 
dem Fuerstenthumb Zweybrvcken auß Befelch der Hohen Oberkeit 
daselst, von Kirchen vnd Schuldienern, bey dem gemeinen Man vnd 
der Jugendt getrieben sollen werden, sich vor Abgötterey, Aberglauben 
vnnd Falscher Lehr destobaß zuverhuten vnnd zuverwaren. 
heidelberg 1588.

Christlichen Kirchen 
Grundfest 1571

Von der Person vnd Menschwerdung vnsers Herrn Jhesu Christi, Der 
waren Christlichen Kirchen Grundfest: Wider die newen Marcioniten, 
Samosatener, Sabellianer, Arianer, Nestorianer, Eutychianer vnd 
Monotheleten, vnter dem Flacianischen hauffen; Durch die Theologen 
zu Wittemberg, aus der heiligen Schrifft, aus den Symbolis, aus den 
fürnemesten Concilijs vnd einhelligem Consens aller bewerten Lerer. 
Widerholet und Gestellet, zu trewer lere vnd ernster verwarnung an 
alle frome vnd Gottselige Christen. Neben warhaffter vorantwortung, 
auff die gifftigen vnd boshafftigen verleumbdungen so von den 
Propositionibus vnd Catechismo zu Wittemberg ausgangen, von vielen 
dieser zeit ausgesprenget werden. Jetzund auffs newe vbersehen, 
vnd mit verdolmetschung der Sprüche so zuvor Latinisch 
angezogen, vormehrer. Wittemberg 1571.

Christlichs Bedencken 1599 Christlichs Bedencken vnd erhebliche wolfundirte Motiuen. Deß 
Durchleuchtigen Hochgebornen Fürsten vnnd Herrn, Herrn Ernst 
Friderichen Marggrauen zu Baden vnd Hochberg ... Welche jhre 
Fürst. Gn. biß dahero von der Subscription der Formulae Concordiae 
abgehalten, auch nachmaln, dieselbige zu vnderschreiben, bedenckens 
haben. Sambt jhre F.G. Confession vnd Bekandtnuß vber etliche von 
den Euangelischen Theologen erweckte strittige Artickel. An den ... 
Herrn Georg Friderichen, Marggraffen zu Baden ... selbsten verfast, 
vnd in Truck verfertigt. Staffort 1599.

Church Order for 
Braunschweig- Wolfenbüttel 
2015

Church Order for Braunschweig-Wolfenbttel. How Doctrine, 
Ceremonies, and Other Church-related Matters Shall (by God’s Grace) 
be Conducted Henceforth. – Chemnitz’s Works, Volume 9. Saint 
Louis 2015.
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Clausnitzer 1895 Eduard Clausnitzer Die märkischen Stände unter Johann 
Sigismund. Leipzig 1895.

Cochlaeus 1529 Sieben kopffe Martin Luthers, von acht hohen sachen des Christlichen 
glaubens, durch Doct. Jo. Cocleum. 1529.

Confessio Fidei 1577 Confessio Fidei Exhibita Invictiss: Imp: Carolo V. Caesari AVG: 
In Comitiis Avgvstae Anno M. D. XXX. Addita est Apologia 
Confessionis, Ex primo uetustißimo et autentico exemplari, quod 
Anno Domini 1531 in Quarto Witebergae consilio Lutheri et aliorum, 
Ecclesiae Dei est communicatum, recusa multorum bonorum consilio 
Regiomonte Borussorum, Cum praefatione Iohan: Wigandi Episcopi 
Pomezaniensis. Königsberg 1577.

Consensio Mvtva 1551 Consensio Mvtva In Re Sacramentaria Ministrorum Tigurinæ 
ecclesiæ, & D. Ioannis Caluini ministri Geneuensis ecclesiæ, iam nunc 
ab ipsis authoribus edita. Genevae 1551.

Cornelius 1852 Carl Adolf Cornelius Der Antheil ostfrieslands an der Reformation, 
bis zum Jahre 1535. mit 2 Beilagen.. münster 1852.

Corpus Constitutionum 
Marchicarum I/1 [1737]

Des Corporis Constitutionum Marchicarum. Erster Teil. Von 
Geistlichen- consistorial- und Kirchen-Sachen betreffend Die 
Religion, äuserlichen Gottesdienst, Geistl. Jurisdiction, Kirchen-
Visitation, intraden, derer Prediger Vocation, confirmation, Lehr 
und Lehen, Universitäten, Schulen, Stipendien, Ehe-Verlöbniß, 
hochzeiten, Kindtauffen und Begräbniß, Armen-Verpflegung, 
hospitalien, Wittben-cassen, feyer des Sonntags und anderer 
feste, fast-Buß- und Bethtage, Jubilaea, Kirchen-Buße etc. in 
zwey Abtheilungen. – Corpus Constitutionum Marchicarum, Oder 
Königl. Preußis. und Churfürstl. Brandenburgische in der Chur- 
und Marck Brandenburg, auch incorporirten Landen publicirte und 
ergangene Ordnungen, Edicta, Mandata, Rescripta &c. Von Zeiten 
Friedrichs I. Churfürstens zu Brandenburg, &c. biß ietzo unter der 
Regierung Friderich Wilhelms, Königs in Preussen &c. ad annum 
1736. inclusivè Mit allergn. Bewilligung colligieret und ans Licht 
gegeben von Otto Mylius.

Corpus Constitutionum 
Marchicarum I/2 [1737]

Ersten Teils Des Corporis Constitutionum Marchicarum, Zweyte 
Abtheilung Von Universitäten, Schulen, Stipendien, Ehe-Sachen 
auch hochzeiten, Kind-Ttauffen, Begräbnissen (so weit diese 
Actus ministeriales betreffen und nicht zu Policey-Sachen 
gehörig,) Armen-Verpflegung, hospitalien, Wittib-cassen, 
feyerung des Sonntags und anderer feste, auch extraordinairen 
Buß- und Beth-Tagen, Jubilaeis, Kirchen-Buß etc. – Corpus 
Constitutionum Marchicarum, Oder Königl. Preußis. und Churfürstl. 
Brandenburgische in der Chur- und Marck Brandenburg, auch 
incorporirten Landen publicirte und ergangene Ordnungen, Edicta, 
Mandata, Rescripta &c. Von Zeiten Friedrichs I. Churfürstens zu 
Brandenburg, &c. biß ietzo unter der Regierung Friderich Wilhelms, 
Königs in Preussen &c. ad annum 1736. inclusivè Mit allergn. 
Bewilligung colligieret und ans Licht gegeben von Otto Mylius. 
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Corpus Constitutionum 
Marchicarum VI/2 [1751]

Des Corporis Constitutionum Marchicarum Sechster Theil Von 
miscellaneis, und Supplementis derer vorhergehenden fünf Theile 
bis 1736. in sich haltend Landtags-Recesse, von Justitzien- Zoll- Brau- 
und anderen Sachen, auch Edicta und ordnungen vom Abschoß, 
ober heralds-Amt, Rang-Reglements, monte Pietatis, Privilegiis 
derer refugirten aus franckreich und Schweitz, Erb-Pacht, orden 
des schwartzen Adlers, Societaet derer Wissenschaften etc. in Drey 
Abtheilungen. Nebst Anhang Derer in frantzösischer Sprache zum 
Behuf der frantzösischen Nation publicirten Verordnungen, und 
beygefügter Dixcipline Ecclesiastique derer Reformirten Kirchen in 
franckreich. halle [1751].

Corpus Doctrinae 
Christianae. Das ist, Gantze 
Summa 1560

Corpus Doctrinae Christianae. Das ist, Gantze Summa der rechten 
waren Christlichen Lehre des heiligen Euangelij, nach jnnhalt 
Göttlicher, Prophetischen vnd Apostolischen Schrifften, inn etliche 
Bücher gantz richtig, Gottselig vnd Christlich verfasset, Durch den 
Ehrwirdigen Philippvm Melanthonem. Zu nutz vnd anleitung der 
Pfarherrn vnd Kirchendienern, vnnd aller anderer Christlichen 
Hauβuätter vnnd bekenner vnserer warhafftigen Religion. Vnd zu 
einem gezeugniβ bestendiger vnd einträchtiger Bekentnis der reinen 
vnd waren Religion, dabey dieser Churfürstlichen, Sächsischen 
vnd Meiβnischen Landen, Schülen vnnd Kirchen, nuhn her biβ in 
das dreissigst Jar, in allen stücken vermöge der Augspurgischen 
Confession, mit Gottes gnädigen beystandt vnd hülff geblieben vnnd 
verharret sind, wider aller Lügengeister vngegründte falsche aufflag 
vnd beschwerung. Leipzig 1560.

Corpus Doctrinae 
Christianae. Quae est summa 
1560

Corpus Doctrinae Christianae. Quae est summa orthodoxi et catholici 
dogmatis, complectens doctrinam puram & veram Euangelii Iesu Christi 
secundum diuina Prophetarum & Apostolorum scripta, aliquot libris 
fideli ac pio studio explicata, a Rauerendo uiro D. Philippo Melanthone. 
Nunc edita ad usum Ecclesiae sanctae publicum et privatum: et ad 
testimonium constantiae atq; consensus confitentis et profitentis 
ueritatem aeternam doctrinae coelestis, integram ac sinceram, in 
Ecclesijs et Scholis regionum Saxonicarum et Misnicarum, subditarum 
ditioni Princip. Electoris Saxoniae, his totis Annis XXX. ex quo 
Augustana Confeßio oblata et edita est: Et ad refutationem mendaciorum 
ac calumniarum maleuolentiae et obtrectationum. Lipsiae 1560.

Correspondenzblatt 1893 Correspondenzblatt des Vereins für Geschichte der evanglischen 
Kirche Schlesiens. iV. Band.
Breslau 1893.

CR Corpus Reformatorum. Volumes 1-101. halle, Schwetschke, 1834-
1959.

Crato 1590 Rettung des Christlichen Tauffbüchleins Herrn D. Martini Lutheri 
vnnd der Augspurgischen Confession verwandten Kirchen. item 
Bestendiger reicher Trost vor schwanger frawen vnd vor 
christliche Eltern, denen jhre Kinderlein absterben, ehe sie 
die heilige Tauffe erlangen. Zur Widerlegung der Newen 
Schwermer vnd Propheten, der Amlingiten im fürstenthumb 
Anhalt, vnd ihrer vermeinten ursacher, darumb der Exorcismus 
abzuschaffen sein solle. Durch Adamum cratonem Pfarherrn 
vnd S. zu calbe. 1590.
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Croon 1938 Die kurmärkischen Landstände 1571-1616 Bearbeitet von Helmuth 
Croon. – Veröffentlichungen der Historischen Kommission für die 
Provinz Brandenburg und die Reichshauptstadt Berlin IX. Berlin 
1938.

Crousaz 1847 Handbuch der Brandenburgisch-Preussischen Geschichte, von der 
ältesten bis auf die neueste Zeit; in Verbindung m. verschiedenen, 
besonders geographischen, biographischen, allgemein 
geschichtlichen und militärischen Erläuterungen; zu Lektüre, 
Schul- und Selbstunterricht; Von A. von crousaz. Breslau, 1847.

Cuneo 1998 Pia F. Cuneo Art and Politics in Early modern Germany. Jörg 
Breu the Elder and the fashioning of Political identity ca. 1475-
1536. Leiden 1998.

Cuno 1869 Johann der Aeltere von Nassau-Dillenburg, ein fürstlicher Reformator. 
Nach den Hauptmomenten seines Lebens geschildert von Friedrich 
Wilhelm Cuno. halle 1869.

Cuno 1881 Friedrich Wilhelm Cuno isenburg, Wolfgang Ernst Graf zu. – 
Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie (ADB). Band 14. Leipzig 1881.

Cuno 1883 Gedächtnisbuch deutscher Fürsten und Fürstinnen reformierten 
Bekenntnisses. in Verbindung mit Dr. A. Zahn in Stuttgart, 
Konsistorialrat Dr. Ehlers in frankfurt a. m. Pfarrer Becker zu 
Dachtel in Württemberg, Pastor Dreves zu hohenhausen in 
Lippe und Pastor Richter zu Pansfelde in der Provinz Sachsen 
herausgegeben von fr. W. cuno, Pastor zu Spanbeck in 
hannover. Erste Lieferung. Barmen 1883.

Cuno 1887 Friedrich Wilhelm Cuno Pezel, christoph. – Allgemeine Deutsche 
Biographie (ADB). Band 25. Leipzig 1887.

Cuno 1897 Friedrich Wilhelm Cuno Widebram, friedrich. – Allgemeine 
Deutsche Biographie (ADB). Band 42, Duncker & humblot, 
Leipzig 1897.

Cyprian 1726 Docvmenta und Nachrichten. Tomvs secvndus commonitorii. 
– Abgetrungener Unterricht von Kirchlicher Vereinigung der 
Protestanten, aus Liebe zur nothleidenden Warheit abgefasset, 
mit historischen Original-Documenten bestärcket, und allen 
Evangelischen Lehrern zur Prüfung übergeben, von Ernst Salomon 
Cyprian, D. Kirchen- und Consistorial-Rath zu Gotha. Andere 
Auflage. franckfurth und Leipzig 1726.

Dahlhoff 1874 Matthias Dahlhoff Geschichte der Grafschaft Sayn und der 
Bestandtheile derselben: der Grafschaften Sayn-Altenkirchen 
und hachenburg, der herrschaft freusburg u. d. freien- und 
hickengrundes, besonders in kirchlicher Beziehung. Unter 
Vorausschickung einer kurzen Geschichte der Regenten des 
Sayn’schen Landes. Dillenburg 1874.

Dalton 1886 John a Lasco: His Earlier Life and Labours. A contribution to the 
history of the Reformation in Poland, Germany, and England. 
By Dr. hermann Dalton. Translated from the German by Rev. 
maurice J. Evans, B.A. London 1886.
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Das Zeitalter der religiösen 
Umwälzung 1930

Das Zeitalter der religiösen Umwälzung. Reformation und 
Gegenreformation 1500-1660. Bearbeiter von Walter Goetz, 
Paul Joachimsen, Erich marcks, Wilhelm mommsen, hans 
heinrich Schaeder. fünfter Band. – Propyläen-Weltgeschichte. 
herausgegeben von Walter Goetz. Der Werdegang der 
menschheit in Gesellschaft und Staat, Wirtschaft und 
Geistesleben. Zehn Bände. Berlin 1930.

De Wette III 1827 Dr. Martin Luthers Briefe, Sendschreiben und Bedenken, vollständig 
aus den verschiedenen Ausgaben seiner Werke und Briefe, aus andern 
Büchern und noch unbenutzten Handschriften gesammelt, kritisch und 
histgorisch bearbeitet von Wilhelm Martin Leberecht de Wette. Dritter 
Theil. Luthers Briefe von seiner Verheurathung bis zu seinem 
Aufenthalt auf der Koburger Veste während des Reichstags zu 
Augsburg. Berlin 1827.

De Wette IV 1827 Dr. Martin Luthers Briefe, Sendschreiben und Bedenken, vollständig 
aus den verschiedenen Ausgaben seiner Werke und Briefe, aus andern 
Büchern und noch unbenutzten Handschriften gesammelt, kritisch 
und histgorisch bearbeitet von Wilhelm Martin Leberecht de Wette. 
Vierter Theil. Luthers Briefe von seinem Aufenthalt auf der 
Koburger Veste während des Reichstags zu Augsburg bis zur 
Schließung der Wittenberger concordie. Berlin 1827.

Deetjen 1986 Werner-Ulrich Deetjen Der Konfessionswechsel im herzogtum 
Zweibrücken. – Die reformierte Konfessionalisierung in Deutschland 
– das Problem der “Zweiten Reformation.” Wissenschaftliches 
Symposion des Vereins für Reformationsgeschichte 1985. 
herausgegeben von heinz Schilling. Gütersloh 1986.

Denkmale des Landes 
Paderborn 1844

Denkmale des Landes Paderborn (Monumenta Paderbornensia) von 
Ferdinand, Freiherrn von Fürstenberg, Fürstbischof von Paderborn 
und Münster. Aus dem Lateinischen übersetzt und mit einer 
Biographie des Verfassers versehen von franz Joseph micus. 
mit 6 Stahlstichen und 1 Karte. Paderborn 1844.

Dictionary 1911 A Dictionary of Christian Biography and Literature to the End of 
the Sixth Century A.D., with an Account of the Principal Sects and 
Heresies. Edited by henry Wace, D.D. Dean of canterbury, and 
William c. Piercy, m.A. Dean and chaplain of Whitelands 
college, S.W. in one volume. London 1911.

Die Augspurgische 
Confession / Agenda, 
Kirchen Geschefft 1572

Die Augspurgische Confession aus dem Rechten original welches 
Keyser Carolo dem V. auss dem Reichstage zu Augsburg Anno 1530: 
Vberbeven der Kleine Catechismus. Erklerung vnd kurtzer Ausszug 
aus den Postillen vnd Lehrschrifften des thewren Mans Gottes D. 
Lutheri daraus zusehen wie derselbe von fürnembsten Artickeln 
vnserer Christlichen Religion gelehret Aus ver ordnunge des Durch 
lauchtigsten hochgebornen. Fürsten vnd Herrn Herrn Johansen 
Georgen Marggraffen zu Brandenburg des Heiligen Römischen Reichs 
Ertz Cämmerers vnd Churfürsten in Preussen zu Stettin Pommern 
der Cassuben Wenden Auch in Schleisien zu Crossen Hertzogen 
Burggraffen zu Nürnbergf vnd Fürsten zu Rügen Vor die Kirchen 
in seiner Churfäst. G. Landen Neben einer allgemeinen Agenden 
oder Ordnung nach welcher sich die Pfarherr vnd Kirchendiener 
zuuorhalten zuzAmen gedruckt. frankfurt (oder) 1572.
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Die Bekenntnisschriften 1860 Die Bekenntnisschriften der reformirten Kirchen Deutschlands. 
herausgegeben von heinrich heppe. Elberfeld 1860.

Die Bekenntnisschriften 1979 Die Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche. 
herausgegeben im Gedenkjahr der Augsburgischen Konfession 
1930. 8. Auflage. Göttingen 1979.

Die evangelischen 
Kirchenordnungen VI 1955

Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des XVI. Jahrhunderts 
herausgegeben von Emil Sehling. 6. Band, 1. hälfte, 1. halbband. 
Niedersachsen; die welfischen Lande; Die fürstentümer 
Wolfenbüttel und Lüneburg mit den Städten Braunschweig und 
Lüneburg. Tübingen 1955.

Die evangelischen 
Kirchenordnungen VII/2.1 
1963

Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des XVI. Jahrhunderts 
herausgegeben von Dr. jur. Emil Sehling, weiland Professor in 
Erlangen fortgeführt vom institut für evangelisches Kirchenrecht 
der Evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland zu Göttingen. Siebenter 
Band. Niedersachsen. ii. hälfte. Die außerwelfischen Lande. 
1. halbband. Erzstift Bremen, Stadt Stade, Stadt Buxtehude, 
Stift Verden, Stift osnabrück, Stadt osnabrück, Grafschaft 
ostfriesland und harlingerland. Tübingen 1963.

Die evangelischen 
Kirchenordnungen X 2012

Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des XVI. Jahrhunderts. Zehnter 
Band. hessen iii. Die Grafschaften Nassau, hanau-münzenberg 
und Ysenburg. Tübingen 2012.

Die evangelischen 
Kirchenordnungen XI 1961

Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des XVI. Jahrhunderts 
herausgegeben von Dr. jur. Emil Sehling, weiland Professor in 
Erlangen fortgeführt vom institut für evangelisches Kirchenrecht 
der Evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland zu Göttingen. Elfter 
band. Beyern i. Teil. franken. Tübingen 1961.

Die Fünff Bücher Mosis 1590 Die Fünff Bücher Mosis, Verdeutscht, Durch D. Martin Luther. 
Darinnen, neben kurtzer Vorrede vber jedes Buch, Jn sonderheit 
ein jedes Capitel ordentlich in gewisse Versicul vnd Paragraphos, 
abgetheilet: Vnd mit darauff gerichteten Summarien: ... Darneben 
auch mit Concordantzen, Chroniken, Landtafeln, vnd andern 
Figurn erkleret. Auff gnedigsten Befehl des Durchlauchtigsten vnd 
Hochgebornen Fürsten vnd Herrn, Herrn Christian, Hertzogen vnd 
Churfürsten zu Sachsen, vnd Burggraffen zu Magdeburg, [et]c. mit 
vnterthänigstem sonderbaren fleis in Druck verfertiget. [Übers. 
v. martin Luther, kommentiert v. Johannes Salmuth, David 
Steinbach, Urban Pierius und Kaspar Rüdel]. Dresden 1590.

Die Kirchenordnung der 
Grafschaft Tecklenburg vom 
24. Aug. 1543 1870

Die Kirchenordnung der Grafschaft Tecklenburg vom 24. Aug. 1543. 
herausgegeben von Ernst friedlaender. münster 1870.

Die Kunstdenkmäler der 
Rheinprovinz 1988

Die Kunstdenkmäler der Rheinprovinz. Im Auftrage des 
Provinzialverbandes. Herausgegeben von Paul Clemen. Vierter Band 
III. Die Kunstdenkmäler des Kreises Bergheim. Düsseldorf 1899.

Die Selbstbiographie 1905 Die Selbstbiographie des Burggrafen Fabian zu Dohna (1550-1621) 
nebst Aktenstücken zur Geschichte der Sukzession der Kurfürsten von 
Brandenburg in Preußen aus dem fürstlichen dohnaischen Hausarchive 
zu Schlobitten. herausgegeben von c. Krollmann. Leipzig 1905.
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Die Selbstbiographie 1966 Die Selbstbiographie des Heidelberger Theologen und Hofpredigers 
Abraham Scultetus (1566-1624). Neu hrsg. und erläutert von 
Gustav Adolf Benrath. – Veröffentlichungen des Vereins für 
Kirchengeschichte in der Evangelischen Landeskirche in Baden. Bd. 
24. Karlsruhe 1966.

Dietrich 1577 Kinder Postilla Vber die Sontags vnd der fürnembsten Fest Euangelia, 
durch das gantze Jar. Gestellet durch m. Vitum Dieterich, Prediger 
zu Nürnberg. Jetzund wider von newem gedruckt, vnd mit 
allem fleiß nach dem alten Exemplar corrigirt vnd vbersehen, 
sampt einem nützlichen Register. Nürnberg 1577.

Dietrich 1996 Die Landes-Verfaßung in dem Hanauischen. Die Stellung der herren 
und Grafen in hanau-münzenberg aufgrund der archivalischen 
Quellen von Reinhard Dietrich. – Hanauer Geschichtsblätter: 
Veröffentlichungen des hanauer Geschichtsvereins, 34. hanau 
1996.

Dilucida explicatio 1561 Dilucida explicatio sanae doctrinae de vera participatione carnis et 
sanguinis Christi in sacra Coena, ad discutiendas Heshusii nebulas. 
Joanne Calvino authore. Cui adjecta est ratio ineundae concordiae, 
si veritas extra contentionem quaeritur. Item responsum ad fratres 
Polonos, quomodo Christus sit Mediator, ad refutandum Stancari 
errorem. Genevae 1561.

Dingel 1996 Irene Dingel concordia controversa. Die öffentlichen 
Diskussionen um das lutherische Konkordienwerk am 
Ende des 16. Jahrhunderts. – Quellen und Forschungen 
zur Reformationsgeschichte. im Auftrag des Vereins für 
Reformationsgeschichte herausgegeben von Gustav Adolf 
Benrath. Band 63. Gütersloh 1996.

Dodge 1901 From Squire to Prince. Being a history of the Rise of the house of 
cirksena by Walter Phelps Dodge. London 1901.

Dörffel 1638 Publicirte Einweihung des Newen Schönen Tauffsteines, Welches Der 
Edle, Veste und Mannhaffte Herr Augustus Findekeller von Dreßden, 
Anno 1633. als damals Churf. Durchl. zu Sachsen unter dero 
LeibRegiment bestalter Haubtmann, in die arme ganz eingeäscherte 
Stadt-Kirchen zu Oelßnitz im Vogtlande, Gott zu förderst zu Ehren, 
und dann auch zu Bezeugung seines Christlichen Mitleidens, 
und Gottseliger Erinnerung seiner empfangenen heiligen Tauffe, 
wolbedächtig angeordnet und gestiftet hat, Welche Einweihung, bey 
Verrichtung H. Action, da den 16. Novembris Anno 1637. nach 
Auffrichtung desselben, das allererste Kind darinnen getauffet wurde, 
kürtzlich und Schrifftmäßig geschehen ist, Durch Christophorum 
Dörfelium p. t. Past. & Superint. ibid. Zwickaw 1638.

Dorner 1871 Isaak] August Dorner history of Protestant theology, particularly 
in Germany. Viewed according to its fundamental movement 
and in connection with the religious, moral and, intellectual 
life. Translated by the Rev. George Robson and Sophia Taylor. 
Volume i. Edinburgh 1871.

Dreves 1881 August Dreves Geschichte der Kirchen, Pfarren, geistlichen 
Stiftungen und Geistlichen des Lippischen Landes. Lemgo 1881.
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Drey Schrifften 1606 Drey Schrifften Von der Anhaltischen Reformation, Das ist, Von 
der Frage: Obs recht sey, daß man die GötzenBilder, und andere vom 
Papsthumb bißdaher in etlichen Evangelischen Kirchen uberbliebenen 
Mißbräuche vollendts abschaffe: Item, daß man das Brotbrechen beym 
H. Nachtmal gebrauche: Und das Volck Gottes anweise, daß sie die 
zehen Gebott Gottes gantz, und also wie sie in der Bibel stehen, lehrnen 
sollen; Sampt einer newen Vorrede: Darinnen gehandelt wird von dem 
hochnötigen Friede in Evangelischen Kirchen Auff gnädigsten Befelch 
Vor ungefähr acht Jahren erstlich zu Amberg gestelt, und jetzundt 
widerumb in Druck gegeben. – Newstadt an der hardt 1606.

Duch 1964 Arno Duch Georg friedrich – markgraf von Baden-Durlach. 
– Neue Deutsche Biographie (NDB). herausgegeben von der 
historischen Kommission bei der Bayerischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften. 6. Band. Berlin 1964.

Duncker I 1892 Anhalts Bekenntnisstand während der Vereinigung der Fürstentümer 
unter Joachim Ernst und Johann Georg (1570-1606). Ein Beitrag 
zur deutschen Kirchengeschichte aus ungedruckten Quellen 
des Zerbster haus- und Staatsarchivs von h[einrih] Duncker. 
Dessau 1892

Duncker II 1892 Nachwort zu der Schrift Anhalts Bekenntnisstand während der 
Vereinigung der Fürstentümer unter Joachim Ernst und Johann Georg 
(1570-1606) von H[einrich] Duncker. Dessau 1892

Duntze 1848 Geschichte der freien Stadt Bremen von Johann Hermann Duntze, 
Pastor in Rablinghausen. Dritter Band. Bremen 1848.

Dürkob 1998 Carsten Dürkob „Der Nichterfüllung schattenvoller Kranz“. 
Leben, Werk und literaturgeschichtlicher ort des Prinzen Emil 
von Schoenaich-carolath (1852-1908). oldenburg 1998.

Eber 1562 Vom heiligen Sacrament des Leibs vnd Bluts vnsers Herrn Iesv Christi. 
Vnterricht vnd Bekentnis D. Pavli Eberi Kittingensis, Pastoris der 
Kirchen zu Witteberg. 1562.

Ebert 1860 Die Geschichte der evangelischen Kirche in Kurhessen von 
der Reformation bis auf die neueste Zeit: das Zeugniss des 
Unionscharakters dieser Kirche kurz dargestellt von Wilhelm 
Ebert. cassel 1860.

Ebrard 1845 Das Dogma vom heiligen Abendmahl und seine Geschichte. Von 
August Ebrard. Erster Band. frankfurt a. m. 1845.

Edwards 1975 Mark U. Edwards Luther and the false Brethren. Stanford 1975.
Edwards 2005 Mark U. Edwards Printing, propaganda, and martin Luther. 

minneapolis 2005.
Ehrhardt 1782 Siegismund Justus Ehrhardts, Pastors der Pfarr-Kirche zu Beschine… 

Presbyterologie des Evangelischen Schlesiens. Zweiten Theils Erster 
haupt- Abschnitt, welcher die Protestantische Kirchen- und 
Prediger-Geschichte des fürstenthums Brieg in sich fasset. 
Liegnitz 1782.

Ein Sermon 1524 Eyn Sermon. Von der Entpfahung und zübereyttung, deß 
hochwirdigen fronleychnams Jesu christi; Allen christen 
menschen vast nutzlich zü underweysung. Von D: marti: 
Luther. Zwickaw [1524].
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EKZ 1866 Evangelische Kirchen-Zeitung. herausgegeben von E. W. 
hengstenberg. Neun und Siebzigster Band. Juli bis December 
1866 [Beilage zur Evangelischen Kirchen-Zeitung. No 46.].

Embden 1606 Kurtzer Schrifftmeßiger Bericht, Christlicher Hessischer 
Verbesserungs Puncten: Darinnen der Weltkinder und falscher Brüder 
Gegenwürff unnd Einrede, so wider diese löbliche Verbesserungs 
Puncten eingebracht, Beantwortet werden; Item Zwey Analytische 
Refutationes unnd Widerlegung, deß vermeinten Bestendigen Berichts 
Doctoris Jeremiae Vietoris Superattendenten zu Giessen. I. Vom 
Brodbrechen deß H. Abendmals und Einsatzung der Zehen Gebot 
Gottes. II. Von Ordentlicher rechter zehlung der Zehen Gebot und 
Abschaffung der Bilder ... Sampt einer sonderlichen Vorrede, und 
schließlichen Apologia, darinnen deß Doctoris öffentliche mendacia 
und falsche Consequentz seiner Vorrede entdeckt, unnd umbgestossen 
werden, Gestelt durch Casparum Embdenum Seniorem, Pfarherrn zu 
Calden und Burguffeln in Hessen. marpurgk 1606.

Ennen 1880 Leonhard Ennen hermann V. von Wied, Erzbischof von Köln. 
Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie (ADB). Band 12, Leipzig 1880.

Erinnerungs Schrifft 1596 Erinnerungs Schrifft, etlicher vom Adel vnd Stedten, AN den 
Durchleuchtigen, Hochgebornen Fürsten vnd Herrn, Herrn Johann 
Georgen, Fürsten zu Anhaldt, Graffen zu Ascanien, Herrn zu Zerbst 
vnd Berenburg, etc. Sampt darauff erfolgten gnediger verantwortung 
vnd erklerung. Zerbst 1596.

Erzelung 1563 Erzelung Etlicher vrsachen, warumbdas hochwirdige Sacrament des 
Nachtmals vnsers Herrn vnd Heylandts Jesu Christi, nicht solle ohne 
das brodbrechen gehalten werden. heydelberg 1563

Estep 1996 William R. Estep The Anabaptist Story. An introduction to 
Sixteenth-century Anabaptism. Third edition, Revised and 
Enlarged. cambridge 1996.

Exegesis perspicua 1574 Exegesis perspicua & ferme integra controuersiæ de Sacra Coena, 
Scripta vt priuatim conscientias piorum erudiat, Et subiicitur iudicio 
sociorum confessionis Augustanæ Quicunque candide & sine priuatis 
affectibus iudicaturi sunt. 1574.

Eyn gesang Buchleyn 1525 Eyn gesang Buchleyn, welche man yetz und ynn Kirchen gebrauchen 
ist. Zwickau 1525.

Faber 1620 Kurtzer Beweiß, Das etlicher Calvinischen, doch bey ihnen 
hochgeachteten Lehrern Schwarm, in vielmal ärger und verdamlicher 
sey, denn der Papisten Lehr, in den zweyen Articuln von Gott, und 
von Christi Person und Ampt: Männiglich, dem seiner Seelen Seligkeit 
angelegen ist, zu beförderung der ewigen Frewd und Seligkeit in 
Druck verfertiget, Durch M. Zachaeum Fabrum, Seniorem, Pfarrern 
zur Hohenleina. Leipzig 1620.

Fabricius 1593 Historia certaminis sacramentarii. Das ist, historia des Streits Vber 
der gegenwart vnd Niessung des Leibes vnd Bluts christi, vnter 
Brodt vnd Wein im heiligen Abendmal des herrn. Aus etlicher 
virtfflicher Lehrer schrifften in einen Summarischen vnnd 
kurtzen Jndicem zusammen gezogen, Durch m. Theodosivm 
fabricivm Pfarrerrn der Kirchen S. Johannis in Göttingen. 
magdeburgk 1593.
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Fabricius 2015 Wilhelm Fabricius Erläuterungen zum geschichtlichen Atlas der 
Rheinprovinz. fünfter Band: Die beiden Karten der kirchlichen 
organisation, 1450 und 1610; zweite hälfte: die Trierer und 
mainzer Kirchenprovinz; die Entwicklung der kirchlichen 
Verbände seit der Reformationszeit. Nachdruck des originals 
von 1913. Paderborn 2015.

Fabronius I 1607 Antiqua Fides Cattorum: Das ist, Vom alten glauben der Hessen, 
Gespräch: Erasmi Sabini Hohfneri, der H. Schrifft studiosi: mit Justino 
Valerio, Studenten im Rechten: Darinnen auß bewährten Schrifften 
und Landkündiger erfahrung gewiesen, was es von achtzig Jahren und 
länger ... vor einen zustand ümb die Confession und Glauben gehabt, 
... darüber man heutiges tages streitet ... cassel 1607.

Fabronius II 1607 Lutheraner und Calvinisten, Das ist, Der Evangelischen Kyrchen 
Einigkeit Zum Uhralten Glauben, in der lehr Vom Abendmahl und 
der Person unsers Herren Jesu Christi. Aus Heiliger Göttlicher 
schrift und Glaubensbekantnissen der Apostel, der Concilien und 
Väter der Kyrchen, Item Fürstlichen schreiben und reden L. Philipsen 
zu Hessen. Wie dann auch anderer Fürsten, Rähte und Theologen. 
sämptlicher seligen vnd wolmeynender gedechtnis. Dem gemeynen 
man in Hessenlandt, etc. nützlich zu lesen und zu wissen. Christliche 
anzeigung, raht und vorschlag zu warheit und fride[n], Wie dann auch 
des Gesprechs vom alten glauben der Hessen, Special ausführung, 
Erasmi Sabini Hohfneri. Cassel 1607

Fabronius 1612 Newe Summarische Welt Historia unnd Beschreibung aller 
Keysertumb, Königreiche, Fürstenthumb, unnd Völcker heutiges Tages 
auff Erden ... durch Fleiß und Dienst: Hermanni Fabronii Mosemani 
... Schmalkalden 1612.

Faden 1954 Eberhard Faden Der Berliner Tumult von 1615. – Jahrbuch für 
brandenburgische Landesgeschichte. 5. Band. Berlin 1954.

Fehler I 2003 Timothy G. Fehler Refashioning Poor Relief in Early modern 
Emden. – The Reformation of Charity. The Secular and the 
Religious in Early modern Poor Relief. Edited by Thomas max 
Safley Safley. Boston, Leiden 2003.

Fehler II 2003 Timothy Fehler The french congregation‘s Struggle for 
Acceptance in Emden, Germany. – Memory and identity. The 
huguenots in france and the Atlantic diaspora. Edited by 
Bertrand Van Ruymbeke and Randy J. Sparks. columbia 2003.

Fehler 2016 Timothy G. Fehler coping with Poverty: Dutch Reformed Exiles 
in Emden, Germany. – Religious Diaspora in Early Modern Europe: 
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Hensel 1768 Johann Adam Hensels, Predigers bey der evangelischen Gemeine 
zu Neudorf am Grätzberge, Protestantische Kirchen-Geschichte der 
Gemeinen in Schlesien Nach allen Fürstenthümern, vornehmsten 
Städten und Oertern dieses Landes, und zwar vom Anfange der 
Bekehrung zum christlichen Glauben vor und nach Hußi, Lutheri 
und Calvini Zeiten bis auf das gegenwärtige 1768ste Jahr, Nebst 
einem vollständigen Verzeichniß aller itzt lebenden Geistlichen bey 
den evangelischen Kirchen in acht Abschitten abgefasset und mit 
einer Vorrede versehen von Friedrich Eberhard Rambach, Königlich 
Preußischen Ober-Consistorialrath und Inspector der Kirchen und 
Schulen in Schlesien. Leipzig und Liegnitz 1768.

Henß 1918 K. Henß Das Gebiet der hanauer Union. – Die Hanauer 
Union. festschrift zur hundertjahrfeier d. ev.-unierten 
Kirchengemeinschaft im Konsist.-Bez. cassel am 28. mai 1918. 
im Auftr. d. Gelnhäuser Pfarrkonferenz ... hrsg. von carl henß. 
mit 55 Abb. u. Anh. hanau 1918.

Heppe I 1847 Geschichte der hessischen Generalsynoden von 1568-1582. Nach 
den Synodalakten zum ersten Male bearbeitet und mit einer 
Urkundensammlung herausgegeben von Heinrich Heppe. Erster 
Band, Die Geschichte der Generalsynoden von 1568-1577 
enthaltend. Kassel 1847.

Heppe II 1847 Geschichte der hessischen Generalsynoden von 1568-1582. Nach 
den Synodalakten zum ersten Male bearbeitet und mit einer 
Urkundensammlung herausgegeben von Heinrich Heppe. Zweiter 
Band, Die Geschichte der Generalsynoden von 1578-1582 
enthaltend. Kassel 1847.

Heppe 1849 Die Einführung der Verbeßerungspunkte in Hessen von 1604-1610 
und die Entstehung der hessischen Kirchenordnung von 1657 als 
Beitrag zur Geschichte der deutsch-reformirten Kirche urkundlich 
dargestellt von Dr. Heinrich Heppe, Licentiaten der Theologie an der 
Universität zu Marburg und ordentlichem Mitgliede der historisch-
theologischen Gesellschaft zu Leipzig. Kassel 1849.

Heppe 1853 Geschichte des Deutschen Protestantismus in den Jahren 1555-
1581. Dargestellt von Dr. heinrich heppe. Zweiter Band. Die 
Geschichte des deutschen Protestantismus von 1563-1574 
enthalten. marburg 1853.

Heppe 1859 Geschichte der lutherischen Concordienformel und Concordie. Von 
Dr. heinrich heppe. Zweiter Band. marburg 1859.
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Heppe 1867 Heinrich Heppe Zur Geschichte der evangelischen Kirche 
Rheinlands und Westphalens. iserlohn 1867.

Heppe 1876 Kirchengeschichte beider Hessen von Dr. Heinrich Heppe. Zweiter 
Band. marburg 1876

Herberger 1609 Gloria Lutheri & Evangelicorum. Deß seligen herrn D. Lutheri 
und aller Evangelischen hertzen Ehrenkrone. Gründlicher, 
klarer, augenscheinlicher beweis, daß der Engel mit dem ewigen 
Evangelio, Apoc. 14. eine tröstliche weissagung sey, von dem 
tewren mann D. martino Luthero, und seiner Evangelischen 
Lehre. Zu Ehren der heilsamen Lehr Lutheri, und zu Trost allen 
bedrängten Evangelischen hertzen, die sich zu seiner Lehr 
bekennen. Besonders Zu Liebe allen guthertzigen Liebhabern 
Lutheri zur frawenstadt und in derselben christlichen 
Nachbarschafft. Geprediget und beschrieben im November deß 
Jahrs 1608. Durch Valerium herbergerum. Leipzig 1609.

Hering 1778 Daniel Heinrich Herings … Historische Nachricht von dem ersten 
Anfang der Evangelisch-Reformirten Kirche in Brandenburg und 
Preußen unter dem gottseligen Churfürsten Johann Sigismund nebst 
den drey Bekentnißschriften dieser Kirche. halle 1778.

Hering 1784 Daniel Heinrich Herings, … Beiträge zur Geschichte der Evangelisch-
Reformirten Kirche in den Preußisch-Brandenburgischen Ländern. 
Erster Theil. Breslau 1784.

Hering 1786 Geschichte des ehemahligen berühmten Gymnasiums zu Beuthen an der 
Oder. Dritte Nachlese, mit welcher zu dem öffentlichen Examen 
und den damit verbundenen Redübungen in der Königlichen 
friedrichs- Schule auf den 19. 20. und 21. April aufs ergebenste 
eingeladen wird von Daniel heinrich hering. Breslau 1786.

Herl 2004 Joseph Herl Worship Wars in Early Lutheranism: choir, 
congregation, and Three centuries of conflict. oxford 2004.

Herrliberger 1751 Kurze Beschreibung der Gottesdienstlichen Gebräuche, Wie solche in 
der Reformirten Kirche der Stadt und Landschaft Zürich begangen 
werden, Und durch David Herrliberger in schönen Kupfer-Tafeln 
vorgestellet sind. in drey Abschnitten. Zürich 1751.

Heshusius 1561 De praesentia corporis Christi in coena Domini contra Sacramentarios. 
D. Tilemanus heshvsivs wesaliensis. Noribergae 1561.

Heshusius 1571 Vom Bekentnis des Namens Jhesu Christi, für den Menschen. D. 
Tilemanus Heshusius. Jehna 1571.

Heshusius 1581 Postilla Das ist, Außlegung der Euangelien auff alle Fest vnd Apostel 
Tage durchs gantze Jar. Durch D. Tilemanum heshusium. 
helmstedt 1581.

Heshusius 1583 Postilla Das ist, Außlegung der Sonteglichen Euangelien, durchs 
gantze Jar. Durch D. Tilemanum heshusium. Eisleben 1583.

Hirsch 1881 Theodor Hirsch Johann Georg, markgraf von Brandenburg. – 
Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie (ADB). Band 14. Leipzig 1881.

History of the Protestant 
Church in Hungary 1854

History of the Protestant Church in Hungary, from the Beginning of 
the Reformation to 1850; with Special Reference to Transylvania. 
Translated by Rev. J. craig. With an introduction by J. h. merle 
d‘Aubigné. Boston 1854.
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Höck 1900 Bilder aus der Geschichte der Hamburgischen Kirche seit der 
Reformation. Von Johann heinrich höck. hamburg 1900.

Hoë 1606 Kurtze und gründliche Antwort, Auff das newlich außgesprengte 
Calvinische gifftige Büchlein, dessen Titel ist: Etliche sehr schöne und 
nützliche Sprüche, aus den Schrifften Lutheri, von sich selbst, seinen 
Namen und Büchern, und von dem heiligen Abendmahl des Herren, In 
druck ... verfertiget, Durch Matthiam Hoën, der heiligen Schrifft Doctorn: 
der zeit Pastorn und Superattendenten zu Plawen. Leipzig 1606.

Hoë I 1614 D. Hoë, Churfürstl. Sächs. OberHofepredigers zu Dreßden, Gar kurtzer, 
aber Gründlicher, deutlicher und unwiedertreiblicher Beweiß, Was von 
den genandten Calvinischen Lehrern und Sacramentirern, für grawsame 
Gotteslesterliche und abschewliche Reden und Puncten, in XVII. 
fürnehmen HauptArtickeln öffentlich fürgebracht, und in ihren selbst 
eignen Büchern gelesen un[d] gefunden werden. männiglichen in dieser 
Zeit zu nothwendiger, trewhertziger verwarnung gestellet, und 
in Druck verfertiget. mit churf. Sächs. freyheit. Zum andernmal 
gedruckt. Leipzig, Jn vorlegung Abraham Lambergs, m.Dc.XiV.

Hoë II 1614 D. Hoe, Churfürstl. Sächs. Ober-Hoffpredigers zu Dreßden 
Unvermeidliche, und umb Gottes Ehre willen trewhertzige Erinnerung, 
An alle rechte Evangelische, eyferige Lutherische Christen, so zu Berlin, 
unnd sonsten in der Chur und Marck Brandenburg sich auffhalten, daß sie 
ja umb ihres Heils unnd Seelen Seligkeit willen sich mit dem Calvinischen 
hochschädlichen Seelengifft, unnd der newlichst außgegangenen Stimpel 
Confession, auff keinerley weiß noch weg einnemen lassen. Gestellet und in 
Druck verfertiget. magdeburgk 1614.

Hoë III 1614 D. Hoë, Churfürstlichen Sächs. Ober-HofePredigers zu Dreßden, 
Wolgegründete, und zuförderist denen Evangelischen Christen in 
der Chur und Marck Brandenburg, zu nothwendiger nachrichtung, 
verfertigte Verantwortung, Wider das zu Berlin newlich außgeflogene 
Calvinische Lästergespräch, von Gottes Wort, und Gott selbst, 
Darinnen nochmaln unwiedertreiblich erwiesen und behauptet wird, 
daß die Calvinisten Gottes Wort für den einigen grund ihrer Lehr nicht 
halten: Daß sie auch im Artickel von der Heiligen Dreyfaltigkeit, den 
Arrianern und AntiTrinitariern guten beystand leisten: Gott an seiner 
Allmacht, unwandelbarern Wesen, unfehlbaren Warheit, Heiligkeit 
und Barmhertzigkeit, erschrecklich antasten, lästern, und auffs aller 
abschewlichste von Gott reden und schreiben. Leipzig 1614.

Hoë 1618 D. Matthiae Hoe, Churfürstl. Sächs. OberHofePredigers zu Dreßden, 
Trewhertzige Warnung, Für der Jubelfests Predigt, so im vergangenen 
Jahr den 2. Novembr. zu Heydelberg, von Abraham Sculteto, 
Churfürstl. Pfältzischen HofePrediger daselbst, gehalten, Darinnen 
irrige Lehr von den Sacramenten fürgebracht, Zwinglii Lehr für das 
reine und klare Evangelium ausgegeben, die Augspurgische Confession, 
und das Christliche ConcordienBuch, schmählich angetastet, Des 
löblichsten Churfürstens zu Sachsen, Herren Christiani des Ersten, 
Christseligster gedechtniß, zur höchsten ungebühr erwehnet, und 
die Calvinische Religion, umb der weiten, und schnellen ausbreitung 
willen, auffs höchste gerühmet und gepreiset wird. Männiglichen, zu 
notwendigem nützlichem unterricht, und zu gebührlicher rettung, 
verfertiget, und in Druck gegeben. Leipzig 1618.
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Hoë 1621 D. Matthie Hoe. Augenscheinliche Prob, wie die calvinisten in 
neun und neuntzig Puncten mit den Arrianern und Türcken 
ubereinstimmen. Leipzig 1621.

Hoffmann 1828 Geschichte von Schlesien aus der ältesten Zeit bis auf unsere Tage. 
Bearbeitet von Karl Gottlieb Hoffmann, ev. Pfarrer in Hennersdorf. 
Dritter Band. Schweidnitz 1828.

Hoffmeister 1856 Philipp des Großmüthigen Nachfolger. Als Beitrag zur Gesch. 
der Reformation von Ph. hoffmeister. Verfasser des Lebens 
Philipp’s des Großmüthigen. cassel 1856.

Hoppe 1958 Willy Hoppe Drei lutherische Landesfürsten in Brandenburg. Ein 
Beitrag zur Entstehung der märkischen Landeskirche. – Forschungen 
zu Staat und Verfassung. Festgabe für Fritz Hartung, herausgegeben von 
Richard Dietrich und Gerhard Oestreid. Berlin 1958.

Hospinius 1607 Concordia Discors: De Origine Et Progressu Formulae Concordiae 
Bergensis Liber Unus: In Quo Eius Errores Et Falsa Dogmata, sacrae 
Scripturae, orthodoxis Symbolis, toti Antiquitati puriori, & ipsi etiam 
Augustanae Confeßioni repugnantia: Antilogiae item seu Contradictiones, 
Condemnationes iniustae, et modus agen di in Ecclesia Christi hactenus 
inusitatus, quem in conscribendo, suffragiis muniendo et promulgando hoc 
Concordiae Libro Patres Bergenses Auctores eius sequuti sunt, Christiano 
Lectori demonstrantur & ab oculos ponuntur ... Pro Orthodoxis Ecclesiis: 
Ad ... Dn. Ottonem Landgravium Haßiae, &c. Rodolpho Hospiniano 
Tigurino Auctore. Tiguri 1607.

Huber 1597 Rettung Meiner allezeit bestendigen Bekantnus Von Der Gnadenwahl, 
Darinnen Auff dismal hindan gesetzt, aller Nebenstreitten, alles, vnd 
allein, was zum Hauptstreit gehörig, nach notturfft und aussführlich 
erkleret wird. ... D.Samuel huber. 1597.

Huldreich Zwingli’s Werke 
1828

Huldreich Zwingli’s Werke. Erste vollständige Ausgabe durch 
melchior Schuler und Joh. Schulthess. Erster Band. Der 
deutschen Schriften erster Theil. Lehr- und Schutzschriften zum 
Behufe des Ueberschrittes in die evangelische Wahrheit und 
freyheit von 1522 bis märz 1524. Zürich 1828.

Huldrici Zuinglii Opera VIII 
1842

Huldrici Zuinglii Opera. completa editio prima. curantibus 
melchiore Schulero et. io. Schulthessio. Volumen octavum. 
Epistolarum A Zuinglio Ad Zuingliumque Scriptarum. Pars 
secunda. Zürich 1842.

Huldrych Zwingli Writings 
1984

Huldrych Zwingli Writings. Volume Two. in Search of True 
Religion: Reformation, Pastoral, and Eucharistic Writings. 
Eugene 1984.

Huschberg 1828 Geschichte des herzoglichen und gräflichen Gesammt-Hauses 
Ortenburg aus den Quellen bearbeitet von Johann Ferdinand 
Huschberg. Sulzbach 1828.

Hutter 1609 Calvinista. Aulico-Politicus: Das ist, Eigentliche Entdeckung, und 
gründliche Widerlegung, etlicher Calvinischen, Politischen Rathschläge, 
durch welche Johann von Münster, zu Vortlage Erbsass: auch Nassaw 
Catzenelbog und Lippischer Rath, die leidige, verdampte Calvinisterey 
fortzupflantzen, und sonderlich in das Hochlöbliche Hertzogthum[b] 
Holstein, etc. einzuschieben, sich eben starck bemühet. Gestellet, und auff 
etlichen Eyfferigen christen embsigers anhalten, in offenen Truck 
gegeben, Durch Leonhard huttern, der h. Schrifft Doctorn, und 
Professorn zu Wittenberg. Wittenberg 1609.
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Hutter I 1614 Calvinista Aulico-Politicus Alter. Das ist: christlicher unnd 
Nothwendiger Bericht, von den fürnembsten Politischen 
heuptGründen, durch welche man, die verdampte calvinisterey, 
in die hochlöbl. chur und marckBrandenburg einzuführen, 
sich eben starck bemühet, Allen Eifferigen Lutheranern zu 
bestendigem Unterricht, den mutwillig irrenden aber, zum 
Zeugniß wider Sie, gestellet Durch Leonhard huttern, der 
h. Schrifft Doctorn, und Professorn bey der churf. Sächs. 
Universitet Wittenberg. Wittenberg 1614.

Hutter II 1614 Concordia Concors. De Origine Et Progressu Formulae Concordiae 
Ecclesiarum Confessionis Augustanae, Liber Unus: In Quo 
Eius Orthodoxia, Scripturae Sacrae, Oecumenicis Symbolis ... 
demonstratur: & Rodolphi Hospiniani Tigurini Helvetii convitia, 
mendacia, & manifesta crimina falsi deteguntur ac solide refutantur; 
Ex Actis Publicis: Recessibus Etiam Aliquot Conventuum & 
Colloquiorum: Scriptis item & Rescriptis ... Pro Orthodoxis Ecclesiis: 
Iussu Et Autoritate Serenissimorum Electorum Saxoniae: Christiani 
II. augustissimae recordationis Principis: & Johannis Georgii, &c. 
Cum approbatione Theologorum Lipsensium, Witebergensium, & 
Würtenbergensium. Editus, Autore Leonharto Huttero, S. Theologiæ 
Doctore, & Professore in Academia VVitebergensi Ordinario. 
Witebergae 1614.

Hutter III 1614 Gründliche und Nothwendige Antwort Auff die ohn langsten 
ausgesprengte Berlinische newe Zeitungen oder Gesprechen, Hansen 
Knorren, Und Benedict Haberechten, etc. Wie auch Auff die zween 
Sacramentspiegel, so unter dem Namen Salomo Fincken, vor diesem, 
Lutherischen Spital Prediger zu Königsberg in Preussen: jtzo aber 
abtrünnigen Calvinischen Priesters zu Berlin, newlicher zeit in Truck 
gegeben worden, Allen Eifferigen Lutheranern zum bestendigen 
Unterricht, den mutwillig irrenden aber zum zeugnis wider sie, 
Gestellet durch Leonhart Huttern der h. Schrifft Doctorn vnd 
Professorn bey der churf. Universitet Wittenb. Wittenberg 1614.

Hutter 1615 Beständige und Gründliche Widerlegung Des heillosen und verworrenen 
Gesprächs Harminii de Mosa, und Gregorii Brandenburgers, welches 
wider den Calvinistam Aulico-Politicum alterum Doctoris Leonharti 
Hutteri &c. zu einer besondern beförderung deren auff Calvinischen 
schlag gerichteten Brandeburgischen Reformation, von einem 
Liechtschewenden Calvinischen Priester in Niderhessen, unlangst 
ist ausgesprenget worden, Gestelt durch Leonhart Hüttern, der H. 
Schrifft Doctorn und Professorn zu Wittenberg. Wittenberg 1615.

Iken 1878 Johann Friedrich Iken Der consensus ministerii Bremensis von 
1595. – Bremisches Jahrbuch. herausgegeben von der historischen 
Gesellschaft des Künstlervereins. Zehnter Band. Bremen 1878.

Illustrierte Geschichte 1975 Illustrierte Geschichte der deutschen frühbürgerlichen Revolution. 
Berlin 1975.

Institutes (1559) 1844 Institutes of the Christian Religion. By John calvin. Translated from 
the original Latin, and collated with the Author‘s Last Edition 
in french, by John Allen. Third Edition. in Two Volumes. Vol. 
ii. London 1844.
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Iserloh, Glazik, Jedin 1980 Erwin Iserloh, Joseph Glazik, Hubert Jedin Reformation and counter 
Reformation. London 1980.

Jacobi 1615 Zwey vnterschiedliche Bedencken: Das Erste, Ob den Reformierten 
Gemeynden binnen Franckfurt jhr Religions-Exercitium zu 
verwäigern, oder noch, wie vor, zu verstatten, vnd darüber Schutz zu 
halten seye. Das Ander, Ein Hochnöthiger, Christlicher, vnd in Gottes 
Wort wolgegründter Sendbrieffe an einen Erb. Hochweisen Rath, vnd 
Ehrliebende Ansehnliche Teutsche, vnd Niderländische Lutherische 
Bürgerschafft zu Franckfurt am Mayn: Darinnen Vff vorgemeltes 
Caluinische Bedencken geantwortet, vnd daß jhnen solch gesuchte 
Religions Exercitium nicht zu verstatten seye, auß Heiliger Schrifft 
gründtlich erwiesen wirdt. Sampt Angehengter Warnungs Schrifft 
H. Doct. Martini Lutheri an Rath vnd Gemein daselbst, sich vor 
Caluinischen Lehr vnd Lehrern zu hüten. Gestellet durch Danielem 
Iacobi. 1615.

Jacobson 1866 Heinrich Friedrich Jacobson Das evangelische Kirchenrecht des 
preussischen Staates und seiner Provinzen. halle 1864-1866.

Jacobson II 1839 Anhang einer Urkunden – Sammlung von bisher ungedruckten 
Gesetzen nebst Uebersichten gedruckter Verordnungen für die 
Provinzen Preussen und Posen. – Geschichte der Quellen des 
Kirchenrechts des Preussischen Staats, mit Urkunden und Regesten 
von Heinrich Friedrich Jacobson. Erster Theil. Die Provinzen 
Preussen und Posen. Zweiter Band. Königsberg 1839.

Jacobson I 1844 Heinrich Friedrich Jacobson Geschichte der Quellen des 
evangelischen Kirchenrechts der Provinzen Rheinland und 
Westfalen, mit Urkunden und Regesten. – Geschichte der Quellen 
des Kirchenrechts des Preussischen Staates, mit Urkunden und 
Regesten. Vierter Theil. die Provinzen Rheinland und Westfalen. 
Dritter Band. Die evangelische Kirchenrecht. Königsberg 1844.

Jacobson II 1844 Heinrich Friedrich Jacobson Urkunden-Sammlung von bishet 
ungedruckten Gesetzen nebst Uebersichten gedruckter 
Verordnungen für die evangelische Kirche von Rheinland 
und Westfalen. Als Anhang zur Geschichte des Rheinisch-
Westfälischen evangelischen Kirchenrechts. Königsberg 1844.

Janssen V 1903 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close of 
the middle Ages. Vol. V. Translated from the German by A. m. 
christie. London 1903.

Janssen VI 1903 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close of 
the middle Ages. Vol. Vi. Translated from the German by A. m. 
christie. London 1903.

Janssen VII 1905 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close of 
the middle Ages. Vol. Vii. General conditions of the German 
People from the So-called Religious Pacification of Augsburg 
in 1555 to the Proclamation of the formula of concord in 1580. 
Translated by A. m. christie. London 1905.

Janssen VIII 1905 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close of 
the middle Ages. Vol. Viii. General conditions of the German 
People from the So-called Religious Pacification of Augsburg 
in 1555 to the Proclamation of the formula of concord in 1580. 
Translated by A. m. christie. London 1905.
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Janssen IX 1906 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close of the 
middle Ages. Vol. iX. The Politico-Religious Revolution from 
the Proclamation of the formula of concord in 1580 up to the 
Year 1608. Translated by A. m. christie. London 1906.

Janssen X 1906 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close of 
the middle Ages. Vol. X. Leading up to the Thirty Years‘ War. 
Translated by A. m. christie. London 1906.

Janssen XI 1907 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close of 
the middle Ages. Vol. Xi. Art and Popular Literature to the 
Beginning of the Thirty Years’ War. Translated by A. m. christie. 
London 1907.

Janssen XII 1907 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close of 
the middle Ages. Vol. Xii. Art and Popular Literature to the 
Beginning of the Thirty Years‘ War. Translated by A. m. christie. 
London 1907.

Janssen XIII 1909 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close of 
the middle Ages. Vol. Xiii. Schools and Universities, Science, 
Learning and culture Down to the Beginning of the Thirty 
Years‘ War. Translated by A. m. christie. London 1909.

Janssen XIV 1909 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close of 
the middle Ages. Vol. XiV. Schools and Universities, Science, 
Learning and culture Down to the Beginning of the Thirty 
Years‘ War. Translated by A. m. christie. London 1909.

Janssen XV 1910 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close of the 
middle Ages. Vol. XV. commerce and capital – Private Life of 
Different classes – mendicancy and Poor Relief. Translated by 
A. m. christie. London 1910.

Janssen XVI 1910 Johannes Janssen history of the German People at the close 
of the middle Ages. Vol. XVi. General moral and Religious 
corruption – imperial Legislation Against Witchcraft – With 
Persecution from the Time of the church Schism to the Last 
Third of the Sixteenth century. Translated by A. m. christie. 
London 1910.

Jargow 1737 Beschreibung des Hertzogthums Mecklenburg und dazu gehöriger 
Länder und Oerter. Erster Theil. in sich haltend derer Lage, 
Beschaffenheit, handel, manufacturen, Gräntzen, Gewäßer, der 
hhrn. hertzoge Prætensiones, Stimmen, Revenüen, der Länder 
müntzen, Religion, Scribenten, der hertzoge Residentzen, 
Sitten der Einwohner, alte Einwohner, Abgötterey, Bekehrung, 
Nahmen der Provintzen, und was dazu gehöret, Vormahls 
zusammen getragen von hans henrich Klüvern, ... Anitzo 
aber gründlich ausgeführet, vermehret und verbessert [von 
christoph Georg Jargow]. hamburg 1737.

Joby 2015 Christopher Joby The Dutch Language in Britain (1550-1702). 
A Social history of the Use of Dutch in Early modern Britain. 
Leiden 2015.
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Jordan 1608 Trewhertzige Warnung Für Calvinischer Brüderschafft, welche zu 
diesen zeiten, nechst Bernhardo Textore, in seinen Tillenburgischen 
Pandectis, die Pfältzer in einer vermeinten Trewhertzigen vermanung, 
den Lutherischen Kirchen angefordert haben: Nach anleitung des 
Evangelii Matt. 7. von falschen Propheten, die in Schaffskleidern 
auffgezogen kommen, &c. aus Gottes Wort und beyderseits öffentlichen 
Schrifften zusammen getragen, Zusampt einer Zugabe Auff den 
Heidelbergischen unlangst hernach geschickten ausführlichen Bericht, 
zur notturfftigen gegenantwort gestellet, Durch M. Christophorum 
Jordanum ... Wittemberg 1608.

Journal für Prediger 1841 Journal für Prediger. Achtundneunzigster Band; oder Neues 
Journal für Prediger. Achtundsiebzigster Band. halle 1841. 

Jung 1954 Otto Jung michael Philipp Beuther, Generalsuperintendent 
des herzogtums Zweibrücken. Ein Beitrag zur pfälzischen 
Reformationsgeschichte. – Verein für Pfälzische Kirchengeschichte. 
Landau 1954.

Jungkuntz 2001 Theodore R. Jungkuntz formulators of the formula of concord. 
four Architects of Lutheran Unity. oregon 2001.

Jürgens 2002 Henning P. Jürgens Johannes a Lasco in ostfriesland. Der 
Werdegang eines europäischen Reformators. Tübingen 2002.

Kampschulte 1866 Heinrich Kampschulte Geschichte der Einführung des 
Protestantismus im Bereiche der jetzigen Provinz Westfalen. 
Paderborn 1866.

Kaufmann 2006 Thomas Kaufmann Konfession und Kultur. Lutherischer 
Protestantismus in der zweiten hälfte des 
Reformationsjahrhunderts. Tübingen 2006.

Keim 1860 Reformationsblätter der Reichsstadt Eßlingen. Aus den Quellen von 
Theodor Keim. Eßlingen 1860.

Kellenbenz 1985 Hermann Kellenbenz Schleswig in der Gottorfer Zeit, 1544-1711. 
hrsg. Gesellschaft für Schleswiger Stadtgeschichte. Schleswig 
1985.

Kercken Ordeninghe 1540 Kercken Ordeninghe, wo ydth van den Euangelischen Predicanten, 
vnd Kercken deners mit den Ceremonien vnd Gades densten, jn deme 
Forstendome Megkelnborch, geholden schal werden. 
Rostock 1540.

Kiesling 1770 Fortsetzung der Historia Motuum des Wohlseeligen Herrn D. 
Valentin Ernst Löschers, zwischen den Evangelisch-Lutherischen und 
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Marchico, Pfarrern und ErtzPriestern zu Schacken. Benebenst 
einer Praefation des Ehrwürdigen ministerii zu Königsberg. 
D. martinus Luth. Tom. 3. ihen. fol. 455. Sie (die calvinisten) 
achten, viel speyen vnd vnnütze Bücher schreiben sey recht 
antworten, vnd betriegen doch die armen Leute. Gedruckt zu 
Königsberg in Preussen Typis osterbergerianis Anno 1614.

Pressel 1861 Ambrosius Blaurer’s des schwäbischen Reformators Leben und 
Schriften. Von Theodor Pressel. mit dem Bildnisse Blaurer‘s. 
Stuttgart 1861.

Preuß 2000 Heike Preuß moers in oranischer Zeit (1601-1702). – Moers Die 
Geschichte der Stadt von der Frühzeit bis zur Gegenwart. Band 1. 
Von der frühzeit bis zum Ende der oranischen Zeit (bis 1702). 
herausgegeben von margret Wensky. Köln 2000.

Pursell 2016 Brennan Pursell The Palatinate and its Networks in the Empire 
and in Europe. – The Ashgate Research Companion to the Thirty 
Years’ War. Edited by olaf Asbach and Peter Schröder. London 
and New York 2016.

Real-Enzyklopädie III 1878 Real-Enzyklopädie für protestantische Theologie und Kirche. 3. Band: 
Bunsen bis Dwight. herausgegeben von J. J. herzog und G. T. 
Plitt. Leipzig 1878.
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Realenzyklopädie V 1898 Realenzyklopädie für protestantische Theologie und Kirche. Begründet 
von J. J. herzog. fünfter Band. Dositheos – felddiakonie. Leipzig 
1898.

Real-Encyklopädie XX 1866 Real-Encyklopädie für protestantische Theologie und Kirche. in 
Verbindung mit vielen protestantischen Theologen und 
Gelehrten herausgegeben von Dr. herzog. Zwanzigster Band 
oder zweiter Supplement-Band. Locarno bis Schuppius. Gotha 
1866.

Realenzyklopädie XXI 1908 Realenzyklopädie für protestantische Theologie und Kirche. Begründet 
von J. J. herzog. in dritter verbesserter und vermehrter Auflage 
unter mitwirkung vieler Theologen und anderer Gelehrten 
herausgegeben von D. Albert hauck. Einundzwanzigster Band: 
Wandalbert-Zwingli. Leipzig 1908.

Rechtenbach 1609 Collyrion Oder AugenSalbe, für etliche ubelriechende Propheten in 
Hessen: Welche die von ihnen beschehene Annemung der weitbekandten 
Verbesserungs-Puncten zu bemänteln fürgeben dürffen: Im löblichen 
Chur- und Fürstenthum Sachsen, werde man ihnen auch bald 
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Leonhardum Rechtenbach Saltzensem. Leipzig 1609.
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Pfaltzgrafens hohe Böhemische Officir, und Herrn Abraham Scultetum 
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Prolegomena zur einer Theorie des 
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Reszka 1592 Ministromachia, In Qva Evangelicorum Magistrorvm et Ministrorvm 
De Evangelicis Magistris Et Ministris mutua iudicia, testimonia, 
conuicia, maledicta, iræ, diræ, minæ, furiæ, proscriptiones, co[n]
demnationes, execrationes, & omnibus seculis inauditi Anathematismi 
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Reu 1976 Johann Michael Reu Quellen zur Geschichte des kirchlichen 
Unterrichts in der evangelischen Kirche Deutschlands zwischen 
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Unterrichts. 3. ost-, Nord- und Westdeutsche Katechismen. 1. 
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Jahres. Durch Johannem Rhuelium, ortranto-misnicum, 
fürstlichen mechelburgischen hoffpredigern. Erstlich Gedruckt 
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und aller Sacramentirer Wölffner Schaffspeltz. Erkleret vnnd 
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Schlüsselburg 1614 Erstes Schreiben D. Schlusselburgij an D. Pelargium; Gegeben zu 
Stralsundt ... 1614 den 26. Sept. [ca 1614]

Schlüter 2010 Roland Schlüter calvinismus am mittelrhein: Reformierte 
Kirchenzucht in der Grafschaft Wied-Neuwied 1648-1806. – 
Rechtsgeschichtliche Schriften. im Auftrage des Rheinischen 
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Schmid 1868 Der Kampf der Lutherischen Kirche um Luthers Lehre vom Abendmahl 
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Wetterauer Grafenvereins. Die Einführung des reformierten 
Bekenntnisses im Spiegel der modernisierung gräflicher 
herrschaftssysteme. – Die reformierte Konfessionalisierung 
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Alten Reiches. Tübingen 2001.
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durch Christian Gottlieb von Friedberg. 1616.

Schoppe II 1616 Herrn Christoffen von Ungersdorff Erinnerung von der Calvinisten 
falschen betrüglichen Art und Feindseligkeit gegen dem heiligen 
Römischen Reich. item Widerholung der catholischen Scribenten, 
sonderlich der herrn Jesuiter Lehr unnd meynung vom 
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sey. Allen denen, so deß heiligen Römischen Reichs Wolstand 
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Schott 2015 Christian-Erdmann Schott Die Reformierten in Schlesien bis zum 
Beginn der preußischen Zeit. – Reformed Majorities in Early Modern 
Europe: edited by J. marius J. Lange van Ravensway. Göttingen 2015.
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Schriever 1905 Geschichte des Kreises Lingen von Ludwig Schriever. 1. Teil: Die 
allgemeine Geschichte. Lingen 1905.

Schröer 1979 Alois Schröer, Die Reformation in Westfalen. Der Glaubenskampf 
einer Landschaft, münster 1979.

Schuegraf 1849 Joseph Rudolf Schuegraf Glossen über ein Zinsbuch der Stadt Amberg 
vom Jahre 1585. – Verhandlungen des Historischen Vereins für Oberpfalz 
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“Übererfüller” im 17. Jahrhundert. – Die Verfassung des 
Politischen. festschrift für hans Vorländer. André Brodocz, 
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Wessel (hrsg.). Wiesbaden 2014.
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Scultetus I 1614 Auff sonderbahren Befehl und Anordnung. Des Durchlauchtigsten 

hochgebornen fürsten vnd herrn, herrn Johannis Sigismunds, 
marggraffens zu Brandenburg, des heiligen Römischen Reichs 
Ertzcämmerers, vnd churfürstens, in Preussen, zu Gülich, 
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Scultetus I 1615 Berlinische Reformation. Das ist, Ein Gespräch von der zu Berlin 
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Sehling III 1909 Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des XVI. Jahrhunderts. 
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Adolf friedrich i, duke of mecklenburg-
Schwerin 512-513, 542

Adolf i, duke of holstein-Gottorf 427, 545
Adolf von Neuenahr, count of Limburg and 

moers 238-240, 245-246, 32321, 326, 328, 
524-525, 528

Adolph, count of Sayn 424
Adolf, price of Electoral Saxony 248
Affelmann, Johann 360, 486, 512
Agnes von mansfeld-Eisleben 321
Agricola, Adam christian 468, 474, 566
Agricola, Johannes 55 
Agricola, Stephan 99
Alber, matthäus 34-35, 45, 109-110
Alberus, Erasmus 377
Albrecht V, duke of Bavaria 193, 222, 225, 232, 

339-341
Albrecht Vii, duke of mecklenburg-Güstrow 

510
Albrecht, count of hanau-münzenberg-

Schwarzenfels 345
Albrecht, duke of Prussia 106, 131, 138, 256
Albrecht friedrich, duke of Prussia 442
Aleuthner, Thobias 506, 507
Alexander ii von Pappenheim, lord of 

Grönenbach 516
Alsdorf, Johannes 233, 234
Alsted, Johann 308
Altbiesser, Symphorian 32
Althusius, Johann 308
Alting, menso 301, 526
Amalia von Neuenahr 326
Amberger, Johann 568
Amling, Wolfgang 364-367, 372-373, 433
Amsdorf, Nicolaus von 122, 140, 185, 363
Andreae, Jakob 163, 173, 251, 254, 330, 337, 

340, 394-395, 450, 549
Andreae, Tobias 378
Angelocrator, Daniel 414
Anger, melchior 419, 537
Anhaldinus, Georgius Princeps 501
Anna of Denmark, electress of Saxony 228, 

259, 395
Anna of oldenburg, countess of East frisia 

290-293, 297-298, 300, 526

Anna of Prussia, electress of Brandenburg 
445-446, 448, 452, 487, 490, 495-496

Anna of Tecklenburg-Schwerin, countess of 
Bentheim-Tecklenburg 326, 368

Anna of Veldenz, margravine of Baden-Dur-
lach 384

Anna von Egmond, countess of Büren 375
Anna von firmian, countess of ortenburg 339
Anna maria, duchess of Brieg-Liegnitz-Woh-

lau 513
Anna marschall von Pappenheim 516
Anna Walburga von Neuenahr, countess of 

moers 320-321
Anton, count of ortenburg 340
Anton i, count of isenburg-Ronneburg 323
Antwerpiensis, Johannes 301
Apiarius, Valentinus 425
Aportanus, Georgius 284-287
Arbogast, Adolf 334
Arbter, michael 508
Aristotle 415
Arnold, Georgis 279
Arnold, martin 507
Arnold ii (iV), count of Bentheim-Tecklen-

burg-Steinfurt 245, 326-328, 330, 230
Arnoldi, heinrich 284 
Arnoldi, Philipp 474, 480
Arzt, Bernhard 380
Asper, hans 34
Augusta of Denmark, duchess of holstein-

Gottorp 427-428, 540
Augustine of hippo, St. 49, 52, 92, 150, 160, 

161, 166, 168, 247, 314, 455, 473
Augustus, duke of Anhalt-Plötzkau 373
Augustus, elector of Saxony 126, 214-215, 217, 

221-222, 229, 248, 250-252, 256-257, 259, 
261-264, 324, 394-395, 432, 433, 450, 525, 
530, 545, 595

Bächli, Reformed preacher 516
Bachmeister, Lucas 511, 512
Badius, Johannes 240, 321, 517
Balduin, friedrich 478
Balduin, Sebastian 13
Barth, Karl 287
Baumgartner, hieronymus 96

index of  Names
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Behm, Johann 479
Behm, martin 474
Berengar of Tours, St. 479, 480
Bergius, Johann 462, 485, 572
Bernhard iii, margrave of Baden-Baden 230, 231
Bernhard Viii, count of Lippe 417
Bernhard, Johann 110
Bernhardi, Bernhard 304
Bersmann, Gregor 364
Besserer, Adam 363
Beuckius, Nicolaus 382
Beuther, Philipp 336, 338-339
Beyer, pastor 335
Beza, Theodore 162, 164, 173, 176-177, 182, 

206, 255, 335, 340, 359, 415, 427, 481-483, 
501, 602, 610

Bibliander, Theodor 173
Bienemann, Kaspar (melissander) 256
Billican, Theobald 43, 72, 73, 76
Blarer, Ambrosius 21
Blarer, Thomas 22
Blattner, Solomon 283 
Bloccius, Bernhard 301
Blyttershagen, Eberhard 357
Bockelmann, Gobel 242
Boissard, Jean-Jacques 59
Bommel, heinrich 320
Boquin, Pierre 227
Bora, Katharina von 100
Botschaft, heinrich 233
Bouttats, Gaspar 488
Boyvin, René 156
Breitschedl, Sebastian 355
Brendel, Johannes 364, 365
Brenz, Johannes 53, 59, 74, 99, 126, 162, 173, 

176-177, 191, 202, 254, 296, 549, 618
Briesmann, Johannes 48
Brosamer, hans 551
Brück, Gregory 123
Brun, heinrich 284
Brunnius, Augustine 284
Bry, Theodor de 135, 205, 266
Bucer, martin 14, 18, 21, 32, 33, 59-62, 66, 83, 

91-94, 97, 99, 100, 103-107, 109, 110, 112-119, 
127, 130-131, 143, 145, 149, 161, 182, 185-
186, 232, 235, 293, 476, 501, 519, 554, 603, 

Buchholzer, Georg 430, 431, 
Buda, michael 51, 136, 
Budde, Johann 422, 
Bugenhagen, Johannes (Pomeranus) 51, 52, 

59, 60, 83, 100, 109, 111, 126, 141, 143, 147, 
289, 298, 471, 476, 584, 

Buläum, George 514
Bullinger, heinrich 112, 127-128, 131, 133, 

139-141, 145, 150, 153, 164, 173-175, 177-
178, 182-183, 252, 255-256, 293, 297, 312, 
501, 521

Büren, Daniel von 315-318, 528
Burgkmair, hans 173, 
caesar, Philipp 428
calov, Abraham 467, 574, 
calvin, John 10, 13-14, 112, 114-115, 118-120, 

126-132, 139, 141-175, 177-193, 195, 198-
199, 202, 208, 213, 224, 230, 236, 238, 247-
248, 253-255, 271, 320, 337, 340-341, 359, 
361, 415, 428, 456-457, 459, 480-483, 500-
501, 520-522, 525-526, 545, 550, 554, 556-
557, 561, 564-565, 567, 579-580, 584, 598, 
602-603, 610

camerarius, Joachim 184
camerarius, Ludwig 591
campanus, Johann 139, 483, 602, 610
candidus, Pantaleon 331-339
capito, Wolfgang fabricius 14, 18, 32-33, 36, 

48, 89, 93, 103, 109-110, 112, 118-119, 286, 
499, 519

carpzov, Benedict 556
casel, Gregory 53, 54
casimir, margrave of Brandenburg-culm-

bach 199 
catharina Belgica of Nassau, countess of 

hanau-münzenberg 346
catherine the Great, empress of Russia 374
catherine Vasa of Sweden, countess of East 

frisia 300
cellarius, Daniel 400
cellarius, Johannes (Keller, Johann) 389
charles ii, duke of Guelders 289, 290
charles V, holy Roman Emperor 19, 102, 121, 

125, 185, 235, 304, 362, 375, 455, 596, 600, 
602-606, 608, 610, 612, 616, 618

charles Xi, king of Sweden 339
chemnitz, martin 123, 159, 162, 173, 226, 250, 

254, 410, 549
chodowiecki, Daniel Nikolaus 541
christian i, duke of Anhalt-Bernburg 356, 368, 

373, 533, 590
christian i, elector of Saxony 246, 262, 264-269, 

273-277, 280-281, 284, 433, 530, 532, 602
christian ii, elector of Saxony 275, 283, 530, 538
christian iii, king of Denkmark 298, 316
christine of hesse, duchess of holstein-

Gottorp 427
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christoph i, count of ortenburg 339
christoph von Pappenheim, lord of Grönen-

bach 516
christoph, duke of Württemberg 124, 163, 

208-211, 216, 218, 224, 251, 330, 354
christopher, count of East frisia 300
chrysostom, John St. 52
circlerus, Laurentius 513
cittardus, matthias 217
clarus, felicianus 281
clotho, calvinist minister 471
cochlaeus, Johannes 551
coct, Anemond de 24, 25
coelestin, Johann friedrich 251, 253, 272, 339
colerus, Jeremias 504
comander, Johannes 92
comentius, christoph 324, 382
constantius, Roman Emperor 445
coq, Nicolas le 168
cordatus, conrad 364
corner, christoph 485
cracow, Georg 191, 221, 248, 259, 261, 525
cramer, Daniel 478, 479
cranach, Lucas, the Elder 471, 589, 593
cranach, Lucas, the Younger 193, 252, 471, 

593, 594
cranmer, Thomas 174, 175
crato, Adam 372
crato von Krafftheim, Johannes 143
crato, Johann 227
crell, Wolfgang 248, 486
creutzer, Johann 499
cristalnig, Balthasar 606
crocius, Paul 378
cruciger, caspar, the Elder 111, 184
cruciger, caspar, the Younger 194, 247, 252, 

262, 305
cruciger, Georg 396
curaeus, Joachim 258, 525
curtenius, Peter 243
cyril of Alexandria, St. 52
Daneau, Lambert 341, 602
Dare, Jurgen van der (Deure, Jurjen van der) 284
Dathenus, Petrus 237, 238
Derrer, Balthasar friedrich 603
Dévay, mátyás Biró 136
Dietrich, conrad 21
Dietrich, Veit 343
Distelmeyer, Lampert 433
Dodefurth, hans 408
Dohna, Abraham von 448, 453, 484, 498

Dohna, fabian von 583, 583, 586
Donop, christopher von 590
Dörffel, christoph 560
Dornum, hicco von 298
Dornum, Ulrich von 285, 288-289
Dorothea of Denmark, electress of Palatinate 

351, 353
Dorothea of Simmern, duchess of Anhalt-

Dessau 368
Dorothea, princess of Electoral Saxony 273
Dorothea Sibylle of Brandenburg, duchess of 

Brieg 514
Dorothea Susanne of Simmern, duchess of 

Saxe-Weimar 228, 351, 352
Dragendorf, Dionysius 364, 365
Dreckmeyer, heinrich 418-419, 421-422, 537
Dresemius, Samuel 484
Dumphius, Johann Ludwig 426
Dungersheim, Jerome 91
Duns Scotus 72
Dürr, Johann 596, 610, 612-613
Eber, Paul 184, 247, 365, 563
Ebert, Jakob 485
Ebertz, Peter 385, 387-388
Eck, Johann 123, 599
Edward Vi, king of England 146, 175
Edzard i, count of East frisia 284, 286-288
Edzard ii, count of East frisia 300-303, 526
Einsiedel, haubold von 229
Eisenmann, Wolf 606
Eitzen, Paul von 159, 173
Eleonore marie of Anhalt-Bernburg, duchess 

of mecklenburg-Güstrow 513
Elgersmann, Rupertus 429
Elisabeth magdalene of Brandenburg, duch-

ess Braunschweig-Lüneburg. 434
Elisabeth of hesse, electress of Palatinate 347
Elizabeth of hesse-Kassel, duchess of meck-

lenburg-Güstrow 511, 542
Elisabeth of Saxony, Palatinate countess 353
Elisabeth i, queen of England 163
Elizabeth Stuart, electress of Palatinate 515, 589
Ellen, Laurentius 425
Embden, caspar 414
Engelberger, hieronymus 278-281
Enich, Adam 507
Enno ii, count of East frisia 286, 288-290, 526
Enno iii, count of East frisia 303, 304
Erasmus of Rotterdam 51, 70, 74, 247, 360, 476
Erastus, Thomas 203, 205, 252
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Ernst friedrich, margrave of Baden-Durlach 
384-388, 535

Ernst, count of Sayn-Wittgenstein-Sayn 426
Ernst i, duke of Anhalt-Dessau 362
Ernst i, duke of Braunschweig-Lüneburg 125, 

289-290, 605, 610, 612, 615-616
Ernst ii, duke of Braunschweig-Lüneburg 421
Ernst, margrave of Brandenburg 443-445, 495, 

505
Ernst of Bavaria, elector of cologne 240, 435, 583
Ernst of Schaumburg 421, 422
Ewald, hermann 407, 409, 416
Exter, Johann von 417, 537
faber, Johann 320, 331
faber, martin 301, 302
faber, Zachäus 482
fabricius, Georg 345
fabricius, Jacob 428
fabricius, Theodosius 205, 280
fabronius, hermann 407, 408, 416, 446, 538
farel, William 114, 119, 128, 143, 150, 160, 173, 

177, 186-187, 501
faulenbach, heiner 319
ferdinand i, holy Roman Emperor 19, 125, 

176, 210, 589, 605, 608
ferdinand ii, holy Roman Emperor 343, 391, 

515, 536, 543, 585-586
fernando Álvarez de Toledo, grand duke of 

Alba 237
feßlen, Ulrich 618
finck, Johann 491
finck, Salomon 444-446, 448, 457, 460-463, 465, 

470-472, 477, 480, 489, 491, 495, 562, 569, 
firn, Anton 32
flacius illyricus, matthias 159, 161, 173, 178, 

185, 194, 251, 256, 501, 555, 575
fleck, Johann 457
foerster, Johann 247
forstmeister, Lucas von 380
francis i, king of france 133
franck, Gregor 465, 486
franck, Sebastian 288
franz, duke of Braunschweig-Lüneburg 125, 

605, 610, 612, 615, 616
franzius, Paul 276, 277
frecht, Johann 113
frecht, martin 110
frederick ii, king of Denmark 259, 324, 427
freundt, Georg 410
freyhub, Andreas 248
friederich, Jobst 462, 463, 469, 475

friedrich, canon at cologne 233
friedrich, duke of Palatinate-Zweibrücken 339
friedrich ii, elector of Palatinate 200, 352
friedrich iii, elector of Palatinate 14, 125-126, 

162, 183, 191-192, 199-212, 214-227, 230-
231, 233, 237-238, 312, 326, 331, 345, 347-
354, 382-383, 521-523, 526-527, 531, 535, 
545, 561, 564, 570, 578

friedrich iii (the Wise), elector of Saxony 502
friedrich iV, elector of Palatinate 228-230, 

232, 322, 354-356, 360, 362, 383, 505, 529, 
533, 535

friedrich V, elector of Palatinate 15, 243, 362, 
453, 508-509, 512, 515, 533, 543, 584-586, 
588-590, 591

friedrich heinrich, prince of orange 376, 534
friedrich Ludwig, duke of Palatinate-Zwei-

brücken 339
friedrich Wilhelm, elector of Brandenburg 

244
friedrich Wilhelm i, duke of Saxe-Weimar 

275, 282, 284
friedrich, franz 575
fritsch, Johann Ernst 391
frobenius, Johann 506
frosch, Johann 105
froschauer, christoph 134
furck, Sebastian 458
fürstenberg, Dietrich von 424
füssel, martin 443, 448, 450, 455, 460-463, 465, 

467-468, 471-472, 474, 477, 479-480, 487, 
489-490, 494-495, 558, 561, 562, 566, 570

Gábor Bethlen, prince of Transylvania 590
Gallus, heinrich 331
Gallus, Nicolaus 173, 184, 187, 194, 555
Garcäus, Joachim 493
Gebhard Truchsess von Waldburg, arch-

bishop-elector of cologne.240, 321, 323, 
435, 528, 583

Gedicke, Simon 443-446, 448, 451-452, 466-
468, 470, 471, 473-474, 476-477, 479, 498, 
505, 569, 572

Gegenbach, Pamphilus 50
Geldenhauer, Gerhard Eobanus (Noviomagus) 

304
Georg, count of isenburg-Büdingen 324
Georg, count of Palatinate-Simmern-Spon-

heim 211, 231, 382, 535
Georg, duke of Albertine Saxony 317
Georg, margrave of Brandenburg-Ansbach 

125, 605, 610, 612, 615, 616
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Georg von Schönaich, baron of carolath 504, 541
Georg i, landgrave of hesse-Darmstadt 325, 393
Georg iii, duke of Anhalt-Plötzkau 362, 364, 430
Georg Ernst, count of henneberg-Schleu-

singen 259
Georg friedrich i, margrave of Brandenburg-

Ansbach 228, 437, 504, 506
Georg friedrich, margrave of Baden-Durlach 

386, 388, 535
Georg Rudolf, duke of Liegnitz and Wohlau 

513-515, 543
Georg Wilhelm, elector of Brandenburg 539
Gerbel, Nikolaus 45, 52, 77, 92-93, 95, 100, 107
Gerhard, Jodocus 378, 380
Gerhard, Johann 467, 574
Germanus, martin 110
Gernhard, Bartholomäus 256
Giesen, Peter 491
Gilbert, christophorus 276, 277
Ginderich, matthias 290
Glanaeus, Jodocus 263, 317-318
Göbel, christoph 345
Goclenius, Rudolph 415
Good, James i. 549, 550
Götzen, Johann  506
Graff, superintendent of Sangerhausen250
Grimm, Simon 492
Groen, Diedrich 236
Grüdt, Joachim von 70, 92
Grunow, Joachim 492
Grynaeus, Johann Jakob 229, 415, 602
Grynaeus, Simon 112, 116
Gumprecht ii (iV), count of Neuenahr-Alpen 

245
Gundermann, christoph 265, 274
Güntzer, Augustin 392, 393
Gustav Adolph, duke of mecklenburg-

Güstrow 513
Gwalther, Rudolf 134
hachenburg, casparus 425
hachenburg, henricus 425
hachenburg, Johann 141
hagen, Bartholomew 163
hainhofer, Philipp 487, 571
hainstein, Johannes 400
hamelmann, hermann 320
hancius, hieronymus 602
hardenberg, Albert 151, 191, 293, 298-301, 

313-319
harder, Wolfgang 248, 265
hardt, Johann 242

haringus, Petrus 365
harter, Anton 399
hartmann, friedrich 461
hasert, Johannes 276
hausmann, Nikolaus 24, 52, 72, 362
häusser, Ludwig 207
heckelt, Johann 281
hedio, Kaspar 32, 99
hedwig of Württemberg, landgravine of 

hesse-marburg 394
heidenreich, Johann 461, 485-486
heilbrunner, Jakob 331, 333-335, 338, 434, 461, 

478, 521, 532
heine, Johann 250
heinrich, count of isenburg-Ronneburg 324-

325, 381-382, 529
heinrich iV, count of Sayn 234, 424-425, 537
heinrich V, duke of mecklenburg-Schwerin 

510, 511
heinz, Georg 508
heitfeld, Johannes 236
heldens, Wolfgang 269
hellbach, Albrecht von 356
hemonn, Andreas 233
henckel, Georg 492
hening, pastor 331
henry ii, king of france 176
henry iV, king of france and Navarre 522
henry Viii, king of England 76
herbst, Georg 250
hermann von Neuenahr, count of Neuenahr 

and moers 245-246, 292, 319-320, 524-525, 
528

hermann von Wied, archbishop-elector of 
cologne 232-235

hermannus, Jakob 425
herneisen, Andreas 125, 142, 553, 596, 600, 

602-605, 607
hertzog, Adam 324, 343
herwagen, Johann 61, 63, 75
heshusius, Gottfried 302
heshusius, Tilemann 13, 162-173, 179, 184, 

191-192, 195, 201, 226, 236, 253, 256, 259, 
264, 302, 316, 330, 348, 452-453, 523, 524, 
545, 559, 575-576

hess, Johann 48, 51-52
hesse, Petrus 302, 303
heugel, Johannes 312
hexamer, Bartholomäus 336, 338
heyen, Johannes 234
hobrecht, Benedict 483
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hoen, cornelis 92, 285-287
hoënegg, matthias hoë von 458, 467, 477, 

493, 503, 541, 572, 574
hoffmann, melchior 287, 288
hoffmann, Peter 331
hofmann, Daniel 367
hofmann, Elias 514
hogenberg, frans 4
holbein, hans 101
hollaz, David 467, 574
hondius, henricus 180
honius, cornelis 23, 33
hospinian, Rudolf 442, 505
hövel, Bernhard von 408
hunnius, Aegidius 275, 394
hus, Jan 182, 499, 500-501
hutter, Leonhard 267, 283, 373, 427-428, 447, 

458, 471, 476, 478, 483, 545, 567
hyperius, Andreas 394
ignatius of Loyola 599, 602
irenaeus of Lyon, St. 110, 587
irsamer, Andreas 390
Jablonski, Daniel Ernst 490
Jacobi, Daniel 553
Jagow, matthias von 429, 430
Jahnen, George 
Jakob iii, margrave of Baden-Durlach 384
Jenichen, Balthasar 47
Jerome, St. 473
Jerome of Prague 182, 501
Jetzner, Johannes 602
Joachim i, duke of Anhalt-Dessau 362
Joachim i, elector of Brandenburg 429
Joachim ii, elector of Brandenburg 216, 362, 

430-431, 439, 443, 449, 453, 570
Joachim von Büren, baron of Büren 323, 529
Joachim, count of ortenburg 339-343, 354, 531
Joachim Ernst, duke of Anhalt 364-365, 368, 

374, 513, 533-534
Joachim friedrich, duke of Liegnitz and Brieg 

513-514, 542
Joachim friedrich, elector of Brandenburg 

434-438, 441-443, 447, 453, 484, 504, 506
Johann, margrave of Brandenburg-Küstrin 

429, 431, 449
Johann i, count of East frisia 286, 298
Johann ii, count of East frisia 300
Johann i, duke of Palatinate-Zweibrücken 

331-339, 531
Johann ii, duke of Palatinate-Simmern 230, 

231, 382

Johann ii, duke of Palatinate-Zweibrücken 339
Johann iV, duke of Anhalt-Zerbst 362, 364
Johann iV von Wied-Runkel 232-234, 523
Johann Vi, duke of Anhalt-Zerbst 374
Johann Vi, count of Nassau-Dillenburg 262, 

304-305, 307-308, 311, 319, 324, 378, 427, 
527, 540, 580

Johann Vi, count of Sayn 424
Johann Vii, count of Berleburg and homburg 

311
Johann Vii, count of Nassau-Dillenburg 311
Johann Vii, count of Nassau-Siegen 345
Johann Viii, count of Nassau-Dillenburg 311
Johann of Wesel 499
Johann the Steadfast, elector of Saxony 85, 91, 

96, 97, 103-104, 125, 544, 546, 600-602, 604-
605, 608-610, 612, 614, 616, 618

Johann von Büren, baron of Büren 323, 528
Johann Adolf, duke of holstein-Gottorp 427-

428, 540
Johann Albrecht i, count of Solms-Braunfels 

322, 378
Johann Albrecht i, duke of mecklenburg-

Güstrow 510, 511
Johann Albrecht ii, duke of mecklenburg-

Güstrow 510-513, 542
Johann casimir, count of Palatinate-Simmern 

227-230, 232, 274, 332, 335, 341-342, 347, 
353-355, 368, 529-533, 580

Johann christian, duke of Brieg 513-515, 542-
543

Johann Ernst, duke of Saxe-Eisenach 596, 610
Johann friedrich i, elector of Saxony 108, 124, 

595
Johann friedrich ii, duke of Saxony 126, 176, 

199, 203, 216, 252, 352
Johann Georg, margrave of Brandenburg and 

duke of Jägerndorf 444, 448, 452, 457, 466, 
484, 487, 489, 494-495, 504-509, 514, 515, 590

Johann Georg i, duke of Anhalt-Dessau 262, 
365, 367-371, 373, 514, 533-534, 542

Johann Georg i, elector of Saxony 477, 502, 544
Johann Georg, elector of Brandenburg 263, 

265, 431-434, 436, 453
Johann moritz, count of Nassau-Siegen 311
Johann Sigismund, elector of Brandenburg 

15, 242-243, 434, 442, 444-449, 450, 452-453, 
455, 459-462, 484, 486-487, 490-491, 493-
499, 503-506, 514, 540, 542, 566, 585

Johann Wilhelm, duke of Jülich-Kleve-Berg 
242, 243, 441, 495, 524, 584
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Johann Wilhelm, duke of Saxe-Weimar 202, 
216, 250, 252, 256

Johannes von Schönaich, baron of carolath 504
John chrysostom, St. 52
John of Nepomuk, St. 588
Jonas, Justus 99, 111
Jordan, christoph 443, 
Joris, David 288
Jovian, Roman Emperor 445
Jud, Leo 24, 74, 75, 112, 134
Judex, matthäus 173, 184
Julian, Roman Emperor 445
Juliane of Nassau-Dillenburg, landgravine of 

hesse-Kassel 396
Junge, Nikolaus 427
Junius, franciscus 501
Kalle, hans 461
Kämpfe, matthaeus 269
Kapihorsky, Simon 588
Karl i, duke of mecklenburg-Güstrow 511
Karl i, duke of Palatinate-Birkenfeld 331
Karl ii, duke of münsterberg-oels 508
Karl ii, margrave of Baden-Durlach 208, 383-384
Karlstadt, Andreas Bodenstein von 24-46, 48, 

52, 54-56, 66, 72, 74, 84, 118, 120, 136-138, 
145, 288, 293, 359, 459, 480, 483, 520, 588, 
600, 602, 610

Kawerau, Gustav 174
Keller, Johann (cellarius, Johannes) 389
Keller, michael (cellarius) 19
Kemener, Johannes 326
Kirchner, christoph 391
Kirchner, hermann 400
Kirchner, Timotheus 226, 251, 253
Kittelmann, christian 368
Klebitz, Wilhelm 162, 191-192, 201
Klein, Joachim 393
Klingspan, Adamus 425
Kloffman, hieronymus 277, 278
Knesebeck, Thomas von 462, 466, 571
Knorr, hans 483
Knox, John 182, 501
Kolb, franz 24
Kolde, Theodor 247
Koler, christoph 606
Kolkwitz, christoph 231
Koning, cornelis 454
Konrad von Tecklenburg-Schwerin 374, 375
Konrad, count of Solms-Braunfels 322
Köppen, Johann 460, 498
Krakewitz, Barthold von 478

Krautwald, Valentin 89, 92
Krebs, Andreas 479
Krell, Nikolaus 246, 264-265, 269, 271-276, 278, 

282-283, 433, 530 
Krug, Nicolaus 344
Küsel, melchior 200
Lackner, Jacob 360
Landtsperger, Johann 92
Langemantel, Eitelhans 92
Lasco, Johannes à 145-148, 159, 162, 173, 177-178, 

198, 235-237, 286, 290-299, 313, 501, 526
Laubanus, melchior 513
Laurensen, Laurens 10
Leiden, Jan van 317
Lemsius, Wilhelm 297-299
Lenthius, hermann 292, 293
Leopold V, archduke of Austria 391, 585
Leporinus, melchior 534
Leuchter, heinrich 400
Leudtholdt, matthaeus 577
Leuthner, Johann 506, 507
Leutner, Gregor 507, 508
Leutter, Thomas 282
Leyser, Polykarp, the Elder 268, 282, 366, 368, 

410, 538-540, 571, 582, 599
Ligarius, Johannes 299, 301-302
Lindemann, Laurentius 221-222, 262
Link, Wenzeslaus 289
Löben, Johann von 436
Lobkowitz, Wilhelm 588
Lobwasser, Ambrosius 345, 448, 492
Loë, Elisabeth von 323, 529
Lombard, Peter 49
Louise Juliane of Erbach, countess of Sayn-

Wittgenstein-Sayn 426
Lucanus, Johann 420
Ludwig, duke of Würtemberg 228, 259, 334, 

384, 535
Ludwig i, count of Sayn-Wittgenstein 311-

312, 345, 353, 378, 527
Ludwig i, duke of Anhalt-Köthen 373
Ludwig iV, landgrave of hesse-marburg 393-

394, 398
Ludwig V, elector of Palatinate 200
Ludwig V, landgrave of hesse-Darmstadt 

228, 401, 423
Ludwig Vi, elector of Palatinate 226, 228-231, 

256, 304, 312, 333, 347-348, 353-354, 383-
384, 526-527, 529

Lufft, hans 252
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Luther, martin 10-15, 17-19, 23-28, 32-46, 48-
49, 51-66, 70-120, 123-124, 126-127, 131-
146, 150-152, 156-158, 161-165, 167, 170, 
173-174, 179, 182-184, 186, 188, 190, 194, 
201-206, 208, 210, 214, 246-248, 250-251, 
253-254, 256, 258, 260-263, 265, 267, 269-
270, 278-279, 282, 284, 287-290, 296, 306, 
314, 317, 320, 327, 330, 332, 339, 342, 343-
344, 348, 352, 356, 359-360, 363-365, 368-
370, 373, 381, 393-394, 401, 404, 410, 416, 
419, 428, 431, 438-440, 445, 447, 449-450, 
455-457, 464, 470, 472, 475-476, 482, 491-
493, 495, 497, 499-503, 510, 514, 519-521, 
524-525, 531, 533, 537-539, 544-552, 566, 
580, 584, 594-595, 599-600, 602-603, 605, 
607, 610, 612, 614, 615, 617-618 

Luyken, Jan 488
Lysthenius, Georg 257, 259
magdalena of Daun-falkenstein, countess of 

Bernsau 240
magdalena of Waldeck, countess of hanau-

münzenberg 345
magdalena von Neuenahr-Alpen, countess of 

Bentheim 245, 326
magirus, Tobias 499
magnus, Johann Georg 390
major, Georg 132, 184, 194
major, Johann 265
mamphrasius, Wolfgang 275
marbach, Philipp 226, 330, 333-334
margarete Elisabeth, duchess of mecklen-

burg-Güstrow 511
maria of hungary, queen of hungary and Bo-

hemia 375
marie of Brandenburg-Kulmbach, electress of 

Palatinate 199
marold, pastor 335
martin of Tours, St. 587
mary i, queen of England 147, 175, 198, 235, 

298
mathes, Peter 280
mathesius, Johannes 144, 440
matthias, Daniel 498
maximilian of Egmont, count of Büren and 

Leerdam 375, 534
maximilian i, duke of Bavaria 583-585, 590
maximilian ii, holy Roman Emperor 209-211, 

217, 219-223, 225, 252, 350, 435
meckbach, Wilhelm Rudolf von 435
megander, Kaspar 112
meier, Bartholomäus 394

meisner, Balthasar 467, 478, 574, 576
melanchthon, Philipp 14-15, 60-61, 77, 93, 95-

97, 99-102, 107, 109-115, 120, 122-126, 130-
132, 140-145, 147, 151-152, 159-161, 172-
176, 178, 182-196, 200-201, 203-204, 210, 
230, 232, 235, 246-251, 253, 255-256, 258, 
269, 281, 299, 304, 314-315, 320, 330-331, 
344, 364-365, 373, 390, 394-395, 401, 417, 
429-430, 435, 446, 457, 476, 478, 485, 499-
502, 514, 519, 525, 548-550, 584, 595, 607, 
610, 614-615, 617

melander, Dionysius 111
melissander, Kaspar (Bienemann) 256
menius, Justus 111, 184
menning, markus 317, 318
merkator, Peter 425
metz, Alexander 178, 331, 335
meusch, Theobald 383
micronius, marten 296, 299
minis, martin 275 
mirus, martin 267, 275
moch, Simon 276
molanus, Johannes 317
möller, heinrich 248, 262-263
molnár, Albert Szenczi 504
moltmann, Jürgen 10
mordeisen, Ulrich von 191
moritz von Büren, baron of Büren 323
moritz, landgrave of hesse-Kassel 323, 396-

398, 400-408, 410-411, 413, 416-417, 427, 446, 
486, 494, 508, 511, 536-537, 542, 567, 570

moritz, prince of orange 321, 375, 534
mörlin, Joachim 159, 254, 314
mosham, Robert 186
mudersbach, heimann 425
muling, michael 576
müller, Johann 377
müller, Nikolaus 438
müller, Sebastian 444, 498
münderlein, christoph 606
münster, Johann von 327-328, 385-386, 427-

428, 545
müntzer, Thomas 132, 483, 602, 610
musaeus, Simon 316, 317
musculus, Abraham 602
musculus, Andreas 109, 432, 485, 575
musculus, Wolfgang 110, 113-115
myconius, friedrich 111, 120
myconius, oswald 112
mylius, Georg 214, 273, 275, 367
Nagel, Ulrich 493
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Nahum, Jodocus 378
Neomenius, Johann 514
Nepomuk, John St. 588
Neufchâtel, Nicolas 217
Neunheller, Philipp 344
Neuser, Adam 212
Niclaes, heinrich 288
Nicolai, Philipp 214, 357-360
Nikolaus iV von Tecklenburg-Schwerin 374
Nischan, Bodo 10
ochino, Bernardino 173
ockel, Johann 279
oecolampadius, Johannes 21, 23-25, 37, 45, 

49-59, 66, 70-74, 76-77, 83-85, 87-92, 99-101, 
103-104, 106, 116, 120, 131-132, 136-138, 
145, 149, 182, 224, 479, 480, 483, 499-501, 
520, 584, 600, 602 

olearius, Johann 367, 370
olevian, caspar 183, 202, 203, 205, 226, 240, 

305, 308, 312, 347, 349, 357, 517, 559, 564
ondermarck, martin 290
opitius, Josua 324
orzenius, Amandus 236
osiander, Andreas 99
osiander, Lucas 302, 334
othman, francis 178
ottner, Jacob 110
otto heinrich, elector of Palatinate 200, 204, 

227, 231, 346, 348, 350-351
otto heinrich fugger, count of Kirchberg and 

Weißenhorn 516
otto, cardinal-bishop of Augsburg 220
Pappus, Johann 337, 391
Pareus, David 417, 505, 602
Parnemann, christian 560, 577
Pasor, Georg 308
Patiens, Peter 226
Peblis, Wilhelm 385, 386
Peisker, Gottfried Siegmund 560
Pelargus, christoph 436-439, 443, 445-447, 

457, 478-479, 485, 495, 497, 498, 499
Pellican, conrad 24-25, 293, 297
Pelt, Johann 289
Perkins, William 182, 501
Peucer, caspar 122, 248, 259, 261-262, 271, 364, 

525, 548
Pezel, christoph 13, 247, 253, 262-263, 305-306, 

315, 318-319, 396, 415, 527-528, 548, 558
Pfaff, Wigand 400
Pfeffinger, Johann 184
Pferts, Tobias 568

Pflacher, moses 340-342
Pflug, Julius von 176
Philibert, margrave of Baden-Baden 207, 220, 

231-232, 523
Philip de montmorency, count of horn 320
Philipp, count of Solms-Braunfels 322, 528
Philipp i, landgrave of hesse 17, 76, 91, 93-94, 

96-98, 100, 102-104, 107, 125, 178, 215, 288, 
347, 393, 397, 519, 605, 610, 612, 615-616

Philip ii, king of Spain 375
Philip ii, margrave of Baden-Baden 232, 529
Philipp ii, count of hanau-münzenberg 344
Philipp ii, count of isenburg-Büdingen-Bir-

stein 324, 377-378, 535
Philipp ii, landgrave of hesse-Rheinfels 393
Philipp iii, count of hanau-münzenberg 344
Philipp V, count of hanau-Lichtenberg 345
Philipp Ludwig, duke of Palatinate-Neuburg 

331, 338, 384
Philipp Ludwig i, count of hanau-münzen-

berg 324, 345, 533
Philipp Ludwig ii, count of hanau-münzen-

berg 345-346, 533
Philipp von Pappenheim, lord of Grönenbach 

199, 516-517
Philips of marnix, Lord of Saint-Aldegonde 

245, 501
Picard, Bernhard 573
Pierius, Urban 265, 269, 270, 273-274, 282, 433, 

450, 485, 548
Pighius, Albert 187
Pirckheimer, Willibald 51, 70-72
Piscator, Johann 308, 396
Pistoris, Simon 462-464
Pitiscus, Bartholomäus 505
Pius iV, pope 311
Plateanus, Thomas 236
Plato, matthäus 343
Plesmann, heinrich 418
Polanus, Valerandus 173
Polus, Zacharias 364
Porta, conrad 551
Poth, Gerhard 242
Praetorius, Adam 479
Praetorius, Johannes 213, 361, 481, 539
Probst, Jacobus 25, 314, 599, 603
Pruckmann, friedrich 448, 457, 462, 484, 490-

491, 496, 498
Rechtenbach, Leonhard 414
Reichard, count of Palatinate-Simmern-Spon-

heim 230, 354, 382-383, 535
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Reifenstein, Johann 140
Reinhard, count of isenburg-Büdingen-Bir-

stein 377
Reinhard, Wolfgang 10
Reinhardt, Konrad 364
Reinmann, Georg 407, 408
Rese, heinrich 286, 287
Rhegius, Urban 35, 72-73, 76, 92, 111, 126
Rhodius, Johannes 381
Rhuel, Johann 511-512, 542
Richelius, Stephan 331
Riehl, Andreas the Younger 264
Ritter, Andres 280, 281
Rivander, Zacharias 267, 268, 576
Rochow, Wolf Dietrich von 460, 498
Rode, hinne 286, 287
Rollius, Nicolaus 236
Roloff, Joachim 491
Rorarius, Georg (Rörer) 124
Rosinus, Johannes 251, 256
Roth, hans 606
Rückingen (von), patron 380
Rüdinger, Esrom 194
Rudolf ii, holy Roman Emperor 421, 584, 588
Rudolph, duke of Anhalt-Zerbst 373
Ruedinger, Esrom 248
Rumpf, hans 408
Runge, Jacob 191
Sabinus, Georg 485
Sachse, carl 460, 489
Sadoleto, Jacopo 143
Salchendorf, Engelbertus 425
Salm, caspar 337
Salmuth, Johann 265, 267
Sam, Konrad 21
Sand, Georg Balthasar von 121
Sandherr, Andreas 390
Sarcerius, Erasmus 159
Sasboldus, bishop 376
Sauter, Kaspar 345
Schade, Bartholomäus 250
Schaff, Philip 112, 146, 204, 230, 247, 271, 550
Schaller, Daniel 491-492, 497
Schalling, martin 127
Schaumburg, Adolf von 375
Schaumburg, Ernst von 421-423
Schecksius, Paul 226
Schenk, Zimprecht 19, 20
Schilling, heinz 8, 10
Schlaginhaufen, Johann 362
Schleyer, Theobald 380

Schlick, hieronymus von 435
Schlüsselburg, conrad 478
Schmidt, Johannes 392, 393
Schnabelius, Konrad 378
Schnell, Gerhard 286
Schnepf, Erhard 173, 176
Schnewil, Johann 92
Schönborn, Bartholomäus 364
Schoner, Valentin 399
Schönfeld, Gregor 396, 398-400, 402-403, 412-414
Schopper, Jacob 226, 331
Schornstetten, Karl von 387
Schradin, Johannes 110, 113
Schröder, Nikolaus 421
Schröter, Georg 279
Schröter, cantor 277
Schuler, Gervasius 110
Schütz, Andreas 279
Schütz, christian 248, 257, 259, 261-262, 525
Schütze, Johann 250
Schwarz, Theobald 32
Schwebel, heinrich 332
Schwenckfeld, Kaspar 75, 89, 92, 120, 135-138, 

144-145, 219, 242, 254-255, 287, 311, 345, 
359, 483, 520, 602, 610

Schwerin, heinrich von 378, 380, 382, 535
Scipio, Johann 425
Scotus, Duns 72
Scultetus, Abraham 206, 243, 346, 453-454, 

461-463, 466, 468, 470, 472, 475, 477, 482, 
485-486, 494, 499-501, 503, 505, 508-509, 
512, 515, 521-522, 532, 542, 565-567, 570, 
586, 587-589, 591

Sebastian ii, count of Sayn 424, 537
Seeberg, Reinhold 247
Seehausen, Philipp 279-281 
Selnecker, Nikolaus 122, 266, 430, 532
Senger, Eckard 408
Serinus, christian 390, 391
Servetus, michael 249
Seu, Johannes 320
Sidemann, martin 151, 189
Sigismund iii Vasa, king of Poland-Lithuania 

442, 449
Sigmann, Paul 277
Simon V, count of Lippe 417
Simon Vi, count of Lippe 417-423, 537
Simon Vii, count of Lippe 423-424, 537
Slawata, Lucy 588
Sledanus, christian 428
Sleidanus, Johannes 501
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Slueter, Joachim 510
Socinus, Ambrosius 391, 536
Sophie Elisabeth of Anhalt-Dessau, duchess 

of Liegnitz-Wohlau 514
Sophie of Brandenburg, electress of Saxony 

274
Sophie, duchess of Anhalt-Zerbst (catherine 

the Great) 374
Sorer, Jacob 508
Spalatin, Georg 24, 111
Spannseil, Georg friedrich 392
Spilner, Zacharias 408 
Spinola, Ambrosio 376, 534
Stancaro, francesco 249
Starschedel, otto von 276
Stazelius, Zacharias 425
Stegmann, Thomas 507
Stein, Wolfgang 24
Steinach, Landschad von 334
Steinbach, David 265, 267, 282, 380
Stephan, Jacob 391
Stifel, michael 76
Stimmer, christoph 344
Stitten, hartwig von 506
Stollberger, christoph 231
Stössel, Johann 248, 259, 261-262, 525
Stratner, Jacob 430
Strauß, Jakob 92
Strigel, Victorinus 184
Stucki, Johann Wilhelm 602
Stuler, Peter 487, 489-490, 558
Sturm, Johannes 143, 304
Sturmius, hubert 320
Stutz, pastor 335
Suchhard, Ludwig 408
Susenbethus, Reinhard 425
Suter, Jacob 212
Sylvanus, Johann 212
Tacken, Jacobus 506
Taurer, Abraham 571
Tendelius, Johann 324, 382
Teschenmacher, Werner 320
Tettelbach, Johannes 250
Textorius, Bartholomäus 425
Theodoricus, Sebastian 194
Theodorus, Lazarus 461-462, 465-466, 469, 

482, 559, 562
Thodenus, Nikolaus 417
Thurnburg, Sebastian Wilhelm Linck von 391
Timann, Johannes 151, 173, 191, 289, 313, 315, 

316

Titus, Peter 504
Tossanus, Daniel 229, 335, 353, 602
Tragius, Georgius 425
Tremellius, immanuel 227
Tschackert, Paul 120, 247
Tscheutschner, christoph 506-507
Ulrich iii, duke of mecklenburg-Güstrow 126, 

511
Ungerer, Benedikt 385
Urban Pierius 265, 270, 274, 433, 450, 485, 548
Ursinus, Georg 511, 542
Ursinus, Zacharias 203, 207, 227, 247, 256
Vadian, Joachim 66, 85, 101, 144
Vehe-Glirius, matthias 212
Venne, Adriaen Pietersz van de
Veringer, Andreas 585
Vermigli, Peter martyr 145, 164, 182, 501
Verstegen, Richard 273
Vietor, Jeremias 412-414
Viret, Pierre 119
Vischer, christoph 551
Vogeley, Johannes 408
Vogeley, Kaspar 407
Vöglein, Ernst 194
Voit, Albert 364
Volkertszoon, Jan 288
Volkmann, Johann 506, 507
Volmar, heinrich von 506
Wacker, pastor 335
Wagner, friedrich 480
Wagner, hans 408
Wagner, Leonhard 233
Wagner, Philipp 257
Walter, Stephan 492
Wartensee, Jacob christoph Blarer von 389
Wassermann, claus 410
Weidman, Andreas 281
Weinschenk, heinrich 387
Weldigen, Jakob 375
Wenzel, Andreas 438, 485
Werner, count von Salm-Reifferscheid-Dyck 246
Werner, Johann 461
Westerburg, Gerhard 26
Westphal, Joachim 12, 145-162, 174, 184, 187-

189, 191, 298, 315, 461, 521
Widebrand, friedrich 229, 248, 262, 305, 318, 322
Wierix, hieronymus 586
Wigand, Johann 124, 184, 251, 253, 256, 259, 400
Wilhelm i, count of Nassau-Dillenburg 304
Wilhelm i, count of Sayn-Wittgenstein 311
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Wilhelm iii, count of Sayn-Wittgenstein-Sayn 
424-426, 537

Wilhelm iV von Wied-Runkel 234
Wilhelm iV, landgrave of hesse-Kassel 331, 333-

334, 352, 393-396, 427, 435, 532, 536, 540
Wilhelm otto, count of isenburg-Büdingen-

Birstein
Wilhelm V (iii) von Bernsau, lord at harden-

berg 517
Wilhelm V, duke of Bavaria 341, 583
Wilhelm Vi (iV) von Bernsau, lord at harden-

berg 240, 517
Wilhelm von Waldmannshausen
Wilhelm Wirich, count of Daun-falkenstein 517
William, prince of orange 245, 304, 346, 375
Willich, martin 452, 453, 498
Willrich, honoricus 425
Windsheim, Valentin 355
Windt, heinrich 419
Winkelmann, Johann 396
Winsius, Andreas 491, 492
Wirich Vi, count of Daun-falkenstein 240, 517
Wirich, Eberwin 326
Witzel, Georg 430
Wohlgemuth, Philipp 323
Wolferinus, Simon 363
Wolfgang, count of isenburg-Ronneburg 324-

325, 382, 529
Wolfgang, duke of Anhalt-Köthen 124-125, 

362, 605, 610, 612, 615-616
Wolfgang, duke of Zweibrücken 208, 211, 216, 

218, 224, 330-331, 338, 531
Wolfgang von Pappenheim, lord of Grönen-

bach 516
Wolfgang Ernst i, count of isenburg-Bü-

dingen-Birstein 325, 377-382, 530, 535
Wolfgang Wilhelm, count Palatinate-Neu-

burg 242-243, 585
Wolfhart, Bonifacius 110
Wolters, Albrecht 235
Worniger, Eberhardus 425
Wycliffe, John 89, 182, 499, 501
Zahn, Andreas 491
Zanchi, Girolamo 182, 227, 229, 501
Zanensis, superintendent 270
Zasius, Ulrich 222-223, 226
Zeeden, Ernst Walter 10
Zell, matthäus 32
Zeller, burgomaster 19
Zelst, Johann 288
Zepper, Wilhelm 310, 311

Zeugnis, Dionysius 277
Zindler, Johann 506, 507
Zitopäus, Alexander 425
Zwingli, huldrych 13, 17-18, 21-24, 33-35, 37, 

44-49, 51-59, 66-77, 79-81, 84-94, 96-104, 
106, 112, 116, 118-120, 127, 129, 131-138, 
140, 141, 145, 149, 156, 163, 166-167, 177, 
179, 182, 191, 193, 208, 210, 216, 260, 271-
272, 286-287, 293, 296, 359, 363, 393, 414-
415, 457, 459,  480, 483, 499, 501, 519-520, 
554, 584, 600, 602-604, 610
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Aachen 238-239, 243,246, 538, 583
Almersbach 425
Alpenrod 426
Altenburg 250
Altenherzberg 280
Altenkirchen 426
Altstatt 426
Amberg 343, 347-356, 373, 548
Amt Blankenburg 240
Anhalt 12-13, 247, 262, 269, 282, 362, 364-368, 

370-374, 443, 513, 533-534, 538, 560, 564, 
570, 581, 590, 

Antwerp 237, 297, 488
Asbach 412
Auerbach 357
Augsburg 17, 19, 22, 35-36, 53, 72, 105-108, 

110-111, 113, 115, 123-124, 211, 215, 220-
221, 340, 435, 487, 523-524, 531, 545, 571, 
583, 607, 610

Aurich 284, 289, 297, 302-303
Austria 76, 539, 589
Bad Windsheim 125, 355, 470, 553, 596, 604-

605
Baden 74, 383-384 
Badenweiler 391
Bardowick 290
Barntrup 419
Basel 25-26, 46, 49-50, 53, 58, 85, 96, 103, 112, 

116-118, 148, 150, 162, 334, 351, 389, 391-
392, 479

Bauerbach 401
Bavaria 199, 222, 228, 340, 343, 
Bedburg 245-246, 320-321, 524-525
Bedburreiferscheid 240, 245
Beelitz 492
Beltzig 576
Bendorf 426
Bentheim 311, 325-330, 530
Berg 234, 237, 240-244, 448, 517, 524
Berge 412
Bergzabern 333, 338
Berleburg 226, 311-312, 527
Berlin 270, 429-431, 434, 436-440, 443, 446-447, 

451-454, 457-459, 461, 463, 457-477, 479, 

482-483, 486-487, 490, 492, 494, 499, 503, 
505-507, 540-541, 548, 558, 567, 570-571

Bern 94, 112, 117-118, 128-129, 148, 150
Bernburg 364
Berum 301
Beuthen 504, 541
Biberach 21, 22
Bickelheim 227
Biel 112, 117, 148
Birkenfeld 333
Birnbach 425, 426
Birstein 378, 535
Bischhausen 406
Bischofswerda 560
Blomberg 420, 423
Bohemia 23, 24, 508, 515, 543, 585, 589
Bopfingen 601
Bordesholm 428
Bornheimerberg 346
Bösingfeld 419
Brabant 208, 238, 301
Brake 418, 421-423
Brandenburg 9, 15, 224, 242, 244, 364, 375, 429-

431, 433-435, 437, 439-441, 443-450, 452-
455, 458-461, 463, 471, 473-474, 476-480, 
482, 484, 486, 490, 493-499, 503-504, 506, 
540-542, 548, 558, 563, 575, 584-585

Brandenburg an der havel 469, 493
Braunfels 308, 311, 322, 378
Braunschweig 159, 162, 253-254, 289, 298, 367, 

525, 534
Bremen 13, 141, 151, 159, 191, 199, 247, 262-

263, 272, 288-289, 298, 300, 313-319, 486, 
528, 543, 562, 599, 603

Breslau 48, 513, 515, 542
Brieg 513-515, 542-543
Brockmer 297
Broich 517
Buchbrunn 464, 596, 607
Buda 136
Büdingen 323-324, 377-379, 382, 535
Büren 323, 528
Bürgel 517
Burgsteinfurt 329-330, 530
Bursla 412

index of  Places
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calden 414
cambridge 485
carinthia (Kärnten) 539
carolath 504, 541
celle 290
cham 355
chur 148
cleve 234, 237-239, 242-244, 320, 322, 448-449, 

524, 585
coburg 4, 103-104, 121, 
cölln an der Spree 430, 439, 447, 452, 459, 477, 

490, 497
colmar 389-393, 535-536, 543
cologne (Köln) 8, 125, 232-233, 238-240, 246, 

321, 323, 375, 421, 434-435, 517, 525, 528, 
583, 605, 608

constance 17, 19, 22, 103, 113
constantinople 371
cracau 319
crailsheim 590
cröbeln 276
croppach 425, 426
crossen 432
Daaden 425, 426
Darmstadt 393, 412, 536
Delfzij 303, 526
Delitzsch 278
Denmark 298, 315, 147
Dessau 362, 364-365, 374, 508, 533-534, 581
Detmold 417-420, 537
Dienheim 207
Dierdorf 234, 523
Diez 305, 307, 310
Dillenburg 13, 247, 304-306, 308, 326, 425-426, 

527, 529, 538, 568, 580
Dillich 407
Dillingen 262
Dithmarschen 159
Donauwörth 383
Donop 417, 419
Dornreichenbach 278
Dort 374
Dreieich 381
Dresden 248, 255-256, 259, 265, 269, 274, 282-

283, 353, 433, 477, 525, 541, 612
Duisburg 243, 524
Düren 239, 243
Durlach 328, 383-384, 387-388, 535
Düsseldorf 240, 443, 462
East frisia 12, 237, 284, 286-290, 293, 297-304, 

316-317, 525-256, 556

Eberdingen 331
Eckartshausen 382
Eilenburg 269
Eisenach 108, 115, 396, 610, 611
Eisleben 159, 250, 314, 321, 414, 551
Elbe 276
Elberfeld 240, 243
Ellershausen 412
Ellingerode 412
Elsey 245
Elster 276
Emden 12, 198, 237-240, 284, 288-291, 296-304, 

316, 517, 525-526
Emmerich 238
Ems 302, 310
England 129, 131, 146, 164, 174, 208, 237, 298-

301, 496, 522
Enkirchen 331
Eperjes 136
Erfurt 151, 189
Eschwege 406-409, 411-412, 416, 536-537
Esslingen am Neckar 22, 106, 110, 113
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ANTRoJi REfoRmAciJA VoKiŠKAi KALBANČioSE TERiToRiJoSE

Knygoje aprašoma antrosios Reformacijos raida Šventosios Romos imperijos teritorijose, 
kuomet daugiau nei trisdešimtyje vokiškai kalbančių žemių liuteronybę keitė kalvinizmas. Joje 
nagrinėjamos Vokietijos ir Šveicarijos reformacijų ištakos bei teologiniai ypatumai, kunigaikščių 
ir teologų pastangos doktriniškai vienyti liuteronų ir reformatų bažnyčias, aptariama polemika 
tarp abiejų konfesijų teologų, mokymas apie sakramentus ir požiūris į liturgines apeigas. Antroji 
Reformacija prasidėjo 1563 m. Kurpfalzo elektorate kalvinizmui išstūmus liuteronybę ir tęsėsi iki 
Trisdešimties metų karo. Knygoje aptariamos antrosios Reformacijos priežastys, eiga, įtvirtinimo 
metodika, kalvinistinė argumentacija apie „nepakankamai“ reformuotą liuteronybę, Liuteronų 
Bažnyčios reakcija ir pastangos išlikti jai susiklosčiusioje nepalankioje aplinkoje.

ThE SEcoND REfoRmATioN iN GERmAN-SPEAKiNG LANDS

The book describes the origins and development of the so-called Second Reformation in the holy 
Roman Empire where in more than thirty German-speaking lands calvinism was able to become 
dominant over Lutheranism. The central doctrinal positions of the German and Swiss Reformations 
are examined, along with the efforts of princes and theologians to unite the Lutheran and Reformed 
confessions doctrinally. The controversies between the theologians of both denominations are 
detailed with special emphasis on the teaching concerning the Sacraments and differing attitudes 
toward liturgical ceremonies and other adiaphora. The Second Reformation began in 1563 in the 
Electoral Palatinate when calvinism supplanted Lutheranism, and continued until the Thirty Years‘ 
War. The book examines the causes for the Second Reformation, its spread and establishment, the 
calvinist argument that the Lutheran Reformation was insufficient, the reaction the Lutheran 
church and its efforts to survive in a hostile environment.
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